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DCOM 200
High-Speed Intelligent Printer

'

40 characters-per-second

80 characters per line

Upper and lower case

Continuous graphics at 60

dots per inch

Microprocessor controlled

Bidirectional look-ahead

printing

Automatic "wrap-around"

Quiet operation

TheTrendcom 200 is a high speed ther

mal printer offering the combination of

text printing at 80 characters per line

and continuous graphics at 60 dots per

inch. In the text mode, upper and lower

case data are printed at 40 characters

per second. The 5x7 characters pro

vide clear readable copy on white

paper; no hard to find, hard to read

aluminized paper.

In the graphics mode, seven bits

of each byte correspond to the seven

dots in each of the 480 print positions

per line. Since the computer driving the

printer has full control over every print

position, it can print graphs, bar

charts, line drawings, even special and

foreign language symbols. Despite its

low cost, the Trendcom 200 is a true in

telligent printerwith full line buffering

and bidirectional look-ahead printing.

After one line has been printed left to

right, the internal microprocessor

examines the next line to choose the

shortest print direction. The micro

processor also provides a built-in self-

test mode for easy verification of

proper operation.

High reliability is designed in: The

thick film thermal print head has a life

expectancy of 100,000.000 characters.

Two DC stepping motors provide

positive control of the print head and

the paper drive, the printer's only

driven parts. The absence of gears and

solenoids also makes the printer

extremely quiet; the only noise is the

rustling of the paper advancing.

Skyles PAL-80 printers) complete with 2Vi foot interface cable to attach to my PET at $675.00 each.* (Plus $10.00 ship
ping and handling.) I also will receive a test and graphics demonstration tape at no additional charge and over 150 feet of 8Y2
inch wide black on white thermal paper.

rolls of BVi Inch wide by 85 ft. long thermal paper {black ink) at $5.00 each; or cartons at 10® $45.00.

Visa, Mastercharge orders call (800) 538-3083

Skyies Electric Works
231E SouthWhisman Road MountainView.CA 94041 (415) 965-1735

California orders please call (408) 257-9140
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ow you can add high

resolution graphics

to your Commodore PET

computer. The MTU

K-1008-6 GRAPHIC INTERFACE

can be used with either old, new,

or business PET computers. It is

simple to use, and fits inside the

PET for protection.

The GRAPHIC INTERFACE gives you easy con

trol over each dot in a matrix which is 320 wide by

200 high for a total of 64,000 dots. Because each

dot can be controlled, either graphic images, text

lines, or any mixture of the two can be displayed.

Since each dot is controlled from software you can

even design your own special character font or graphic

image set (logic, chemical, architectural).

INTERFACE TO ALL PETS - With separate connector boards

for each style PET (K-1007-2 for OLD PETS, K-1007-3 for NEW).

The K-1008-6 can be used with either.

THREE TYPES OF VIDEO - You can select either normal PET

video, graphic video, or the COMBINED image of both video sig

nals simultaneously!

8K RAM MEMORY EXPANSION - The graphic matrix requires 8K

RAM which is supplied onboard. This memory can be used for

program or data storage when not being used for graphics (or see
your program in binary on the display!).

FLEXIBLY ADDRESSED ROM SOCKETS - Five ROM sockets are included

on the board. They can be set at the same or different addresses, with you
controlling which sockets are enabled at any time through software control.

You also choose the sockets to be enabled when the PET is turned on.

EXTERNAL EXPANSION - This board also creates the KIM memory expansion
bus supported by all MTU products. This allows Insertion Into our K-1005-P

card file for expansion up to 4 other boards outside the PET case.

LIGHT PEN - The board has been designed to work with an optional light

pen which MTU will be announcing soon.

SOFTWARE INTERFACED TO BASIC - MTU also has available machine lan
guage software to allow you to plot points, draw lines, and display char
acters at high speed.

Call or write for our full line catalog of products.

MICRO TECHNOLOGY UNLIMITED

P.O. Box 12106

2806 Hillsborough Street

Raleigh, N.C. 27605

Micro Technology Unlimited ,

P.O. Box 12106

. 2806 Hillsborough Street

Raleigh. N.C. 27605

As of June 1, 1980
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Professional Business Software
For The Commodore 32K Microcomputer System

With 2040 Dual Drive Disk & 2022 Tractor Feed Printer

General Ledger Accounts Payable Accounts Receivable Payroll

Holds Up To 300 Accounts.

Accepts Up To 3000

Transactions Per Month.

Cash Disbursements Journal,

Cash Receipts Journal, and

Petty Cash Journal for

simplified data entry.

Maintains Account Balances

For Present Month, Present

Quarter. Present Year, Three

Previous Quarters, And

Previous Year.

Complete Financial Reports

Including Trial Balance.

Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss

Statement. Cash Receipts

Journal, Cash Disbursements

Journal, Petty Cash Journal

and more.

Accepts Postings From

External Sources Such As

Accounts Payable, Accounts

Receivable. Payroll,

Etc $295.00

• Interactive Data Entry With

Verified Input And Complete

Operator Prompting.

• Automatic Application Of

Credit And Debit Memos.

• Maintains Complete Purchase

Records For Up To 200

Vendors.

• Invoice File Accepts Up To

400 Invoices.

• Random Access File

Organization Allows Fast

Individual Record Updating.

• Multiple Reports Provide A

Complete Audit Trail.

• Check Printing With Full

Invoice Detail.

• Full Invoice Aging.

• Automatic Posting To

General Ledger ... .$195.00

• Maintains Invoice File For Up

To 300 Invoices.

• Accomocates Full Or Partial

Invoice Payments.

• Customer File Maintains

Purchase Intormation For Up

To 1000 Customers.

• Allows For Automatic

Progress Billing

• Provides For Credit And Debit

Memos As Well As Invoices.

• Prints Individualized

Customer Statements

• Interactive Data Entry With

FullOperator Prompting.

• Complete Data Input

Verification And Formating.

• Automatic Posting To

General Ledger . .$195.00

• Maintains Monthly, Quarterly,

And Yearly Cumulative Totals

For Each Employee.

• Payroll Check Printing With

Full Deduction And Pay Detail

• Sixteen Different Reports

Including W2 And 941.

• Interactive Data Entry With

Easy Correction Of Entry

Errors.

• Automatic Data Verification.

• Complete Job Costing Option

With Cumulative Totals And

Overhead Calculations.

• Random Access File

Organization For Fast

Updating Of Individual

Records.

• Automatic Posting To

General Ledger... .$350.00

Structured around the time tested and reliability proven

series of business software systems developed by Osbome

and Associates, these programs have been designed to fill
the need of a comprehensive accounting package for the

new Commodore PET micro computer system. Each program

can either stand alone, or be integrated with the others in a

total software system.

Designed with the first time user in mind, these programs

lead the operator through step by step, verified data entry It

is impossible to "crash1 a program due to operator error or

invalid data input. Design consistency has been maintained
from program to program to greatly increase operator

familiarity and confidence.
Documentation, normally a problem for small systems

users, is provided by the comprehensive series of Osborne

and Associates user manuals. These three manuals together

total over 800 pages of detailed step by step instructions

written at three levels for DP Department Managers, Data

Entry Operators, and Programmers. You don't have to worry

about getting 'promises' instead of documentation because

the documentation was written before the programs

were developed. A second set of manuals details any

changes required during conversion. Each program

provided on disk with complete documentation. Packaged

in a handsome three ring binder with pockets and twelve

monthly dividers for convenient storage of reports.

See your nearest Commodore dealer for a demonstra

tion of this outstanding business software system.

CMS Software Systems
5115MENEFEEDRIVE DALLAS. TX 75227 214-381-0690
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The Editor's

Notes

Robert Lock, Publisher/Editor

The TRS-8O Color Computer?

Yes, it's reviewed in this issue, even though its heart

is a 6809 rather than a 6502. We felt it would be of

interest, given the increasing number of small, inex

pensive color machines. And it will provide a bit of

background information for our full scale review of

VIC in the January issue.

Recommended Reading

One of the problems with our current "Gazette"

method of organization is that articles sometimes

become compartmentalized when they really

shouldn't. Three good examples in this issue appear

in the Apple Gazette (Anatomy of A Word-

Research Processing Program) and the SBC

Gazette (Mixing BASIC and Machine Language, by

George Wells; Interfacing KIM,SYM,AIM,OSI to

BASIC, by Jim Butterfield). These articles have

some relevance regardless of your machine, and if

you're interested in refining your programming

techniques, or learning more about the inner work

ings of your Microsoft machine, take a look at these.

One possibility is to divide the articles into con

tent areas rather than machine ones. Using this

method, we'd have a programming techniques sec

tion, a machine language programming section, etc.

On the other hand, we'd have problems with

machine specific material. Please use the Editor's

Feedback Card this time to provide your input on

the current organization of the magazine.

More On Recommended Reading

"Computing Correlation Coefficients'' (see Table of

Contents) was written by a TRS-80 owner. You'll

notice that some of the code looks a bit strange.

We're using the article because we feel it's an ex

cellent introduction to its title, and if you're

statistically inclined you should find the article

useful. Keep me posted on getting up and running

on the 6502!

In The Review Queue

We currently are using Personal Software's Visicalc

for the PET. Much to my delight it not only works

as promised, but has one of the most professional

pieces of documentation I've seen in a long time.

Word Pro III + and Word Pro IV + have

replaced the recently introduced Word Pro III and

Word Pro IV from Professional Software, Inc.

Several new features have been added that we

haven't seen yet. Rather than review the current ver-
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Robert Lock. Publisher/Editor 
The TRS-80 Color Computer? 
Yes, it's rev iewed in this issue, eve n though its heart 
is a 6809 rather th an a 6502. We fel t it would be of 
interest, given the increasing number of small , inex
pensive colo r machines. And it will provide a bit of 
background informat ion for our fu ll scale rev iew of 
V IC in th e J anuary issue. 

Recommended Reading 
One of the problems with our curren t " Gazette" 
method of o rga nization is that art icles sometimes 
become compartmentalized when they reall y 
shou ldn ' t. Three good examples in th is issue appear 
in the Apple Gazette (Anatomy of A Word
Research Processing Program) a nd th e SBC 
Gazette (Mixin g BASIC and Machin e Language, by 
George Well s; Interfac in g KIM,SYM ,A IM ,OSI to 
BASIC , by Jim Butterfi eld). These articl es have 
some relevance regardl ess of your machine, and if 
you're interested in refining your program ming 
techniqu es, o r lea rning more about th e inner work
ings of your Microso ft machine, take a look at these. 

One possibi lit y is to div ide the articles in to con
tent areas rather than machine ones. Using this 
method , we 'd have a programming techniques sec
tion , a machine language programmi ng section , etc. 
O n the ot her hand , we'd have problems with 
machine specific material. Please use the EdilOr' s 
Feedback Card thi s time to provide you r input on 
the cu rrent organ ization of the magazine. 

More On Recommended Reading 
"Computin g Correlat ion Coeffi cients" (sec Table of 
Contents) was written by a T RS-80 owner. You ' ll 
notice that some of the code looks a bit st range. 
We' re using the article because we feel it ' s an ex
cell ent introduction to its title , an d if yo u're 
stat istically inclined you should find the art icle 
usefu l. Keep me pasted on gettin g up and running 
on the 6502! 

In The Review Queue 
We currentl y are usin g Personal Soft ware's Visicalc 
for the PET . Much to my delight it not onl y works 
as promised , bu t has one of the most profess ional 
pieces of documentation I've seen in a long time. 

Word Pro III + and Word Pro IV + have 
replaced the recentl y int roduced Word Pro III and 
Ward Pro IV from Profe ssional Software , Inc . 
Several new feat ures have been added that we 
haven ' t seen yet. Rather than review the current ver-
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sions of WPIII and WPIV, we'll wait for the new

ones. While prices have risen accordingly, the older

versions we have in house work as advertised.

Regency's Electric Crayon (for the PET/CBM)

is here waiting for us to hook it up and get it rolling

(scrolling?). Other software in the queue includes

PET terminal packages from Madison Computer and

Micro Computer Industries; ATARI educational

software from T.H.E.S.I.S.; and some other goodies

we'll preview in the months ahead! Remember that

COMPUTE! will be showing up every month begin

ning in January.

What Is ft?

(This information compiled by Dr. Chip and I through

various sources...)

It's beige, has an RS-232 standard data bus, accepts

external plug-in memory and cartridges, has a

graphics character set, and conies with interface for

joystick/light pen/game paddle. Its memory is expan-

dible to 32K RAM. It has a full-sized standard

keyboard, and four special function keys with 8

special functions (some or all of these will be pro

grammable). It's VIC from Commodore. Currently

being introduced in Japan, it's supposed to be

available here in the next few months. Check with

your dealer for more information.

The bottom-line configuration has a 22 character

by 23 line display with a graphics resolution of 176

by 184. Balanced against a $299.00 price tag, VIC

ought to help keep things interesting around this

marketplace. Dr. Chip and I are anxious to get our

hands on one.

The Missing Advertisers

We're not sure what happened, but GPA Elec

tronics, a recent advertiser in COMPUTE! and

several other publications, seems to have gone away.

We've had one complaint from a British reader of a

cashed prepayment check and no further response.

As far as we can tell, the phone has been discon

nected. On the other hand, we've had no other com

plaints. Does anyone have any other information?

RAYGAM appears to have closed as well, albeit

in a more orderly fashion. We received notice that

they were closing shop. All of which brings us to that

perpetual problem of how you determine the stability

of your suppliers? I don't have any ready answers,

but would certainly welcome some input. COM

PUTE! will be happy to provide some space to

stimulate the discussion. (S

Good News for

COMPUTE! Authors

Our reorganization is complete, with the

addition of Kathy Martinek to our staff.

She will be coordinating all unsolicited

manuscripts so you'll be getting faster,

more reliable responses.

Our New System

You'll receive an acknowledgement by

return mail. Within one to two weeks we'll

let you know whether we plan to use the

material, etc.

If You Haven't Heard

With Kathy's help, we've caught up on all

outstanding material, If you submitted

something before October 1, and haven't

heard from us by now, give me a call.

Keep Those Articles Coming

COMPUTE! Needs You...

First Monthly

Issue is

January, 1981

You May Be Expiring...

or

Renewing Your Subscription

To COMPUTE!

If you're an early COMPUTE! subscriber, your

subscription may be running out. If your mailing

label bears the code "11/80" or "12/80" then Issue

#7, the November/December issue, is your last one.

Don't Miss An Issue

Renew now by sending us your check or money

order for your 1980 subscription. Please follow these

simple guidelines. Mail your renewal check to COM

PUTE! P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403

USA. Mark the envelope "Attention: Subscription

Renewal", Include your current mailing label. If

you've thrown your envelope away, please make sure

that you include your name and address (especially

your address) the same way you've been receiving

the magazine. Check the new price schedule and in

clude a check, money order or Master Charge/Visa

number with your renewal.
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NEECO PROUDLY ANNOUNCES OUR
NEW ONE YEAR WARRANTY

ON ALL CBM COMPUTERS!
"Your complete source

for alt CBM Hardware

and Software Products

The 8032 CBM Computer is now available!

commodore

CBM™ 8000 SERIES BUSINESS COMPUTERS
The new Commodore 8000 series computers offer a wide screen

display to show you up to 80-character lines of information. Text

editing and report formatting are faster and easier with the new

wide-screen display The 8000 series also provides a resident

Operating System with expanded functional capabilities. You

can use BASIC on the 8000 computers in both interactive and

program modes, with expanded commands and functions for

arithmetic, editing, and disk file management. The CBM 8000

series computers are ideally suited for the compulmg needs of

the business marketplace.

CBM™ 8050 DUAL DRIVE FLOPPY DISK
The CBM 8050 Dual Drive Floppy Disk is an enhanced version of

the intelligent CBM 2040 Disk Drive. The CBM 8050 has all of the

features of the CBM 2040, and provides more powerful software

capabilities, as well as nearly one megabyte of online storage

capacity The CBM 8050 supplies relative record files and

automatic diskette initialization It can copy all the files from one

diskette to another without copying unused space. The CBM

8050 also offers improved error recovery and the ability to

append to sequential files.

CBM

4008N

4016N

4016B

4032N

4032B

8016

8032

2023

2022

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PRICE

BK RAM-Graphigs Keyboard-40 col S 795.00

16KN RAM-Graphics Keyboard-dO col S 995 00
t6K RAM-Business Keyboard-40 col S 995 00

32K RAM-Graphics Keyt>oard-40 col $1295 00

32K RAM-Business Keyboard-40 col S1295 00

16K RAM-80 Coi.-4.1 O,'S S1495.00

32K RAM-80 Co! -4.1 O-'S S1795 00

Friction Feed Printer S 695 00

Traclor Feed Printer S 795 00

NOTE:
All current CBM

production

computers/disks

now contain

operating system

4.1 /DOS 2.1

HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS

Dual Drives

Two microprocessors

974K Bytes storage on two

5.25" diskettes (single sided)

Tracks 70

Sectors 17-21

Sofl sector format

IEEE-4S8 interface

Combination power (green) and

error (red) indicator lights

Drive Activity indicator lights

Disk Operating System Firmware

(12K ROM)

Disk Buffer (4K RAM)

CBM

FIRMWARE

DOS version 2 1

Sequential file manipulation

Sequential user files

Relative record files

Append to sequential files

Improved error recovery

Automatic diskette initialization

Automatic directory search

Command parser for syntax

validation

Program load and save

2040

4010

8050

C2N Cassette

CBM to IEEE

IEEE lo IEEE

8010

2.0 DOS

4.0 O/S

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Dual Roppy-3d3K-DOS 1.0

Dual F!oppy-343K-DOS 2 0

Dual Floppy-974K-DOS 2 0

External Casselie Drive

CBM to 1st IEEE Peripheral

CBM to 2nd I€EE Peripheral

IEEE 300 Baud Modem

DOS Upgrade (or 2040

O.-S Upgrade for 40 Column

PRICE

S1295 00

S1295 00

S1695 00

S 95 00

S 39.95

S 49.95

S 395 00

S 50.00

S 100.00

•Asterisks indicate fall delivery—ail others are immediately available

SPECIAL OFFER ON CBM COMPATIBLE BUSINESS SOFTWARE!

Purchasing software has always been difficult due to the "you buy it - you own it" attitude of most

vendors. We at NEECO, recognize this problem and can now, on all of the Software Packages listed, offer

a full 30 day refund policy to NEECO's customers. Now you can purchase with confidence. Buy it - try it;

if the program package is not suitable for any reason, send it back to us within 30 days and we will refund

the full purchase price—less shipping charges!

SOFTWARE

Word Pro I

Word Pro II

Word Pro 111 Plus

Word Pro IV Plus

BPI Integrated G-'L

BPl Inventory

BPi Payroll

BPI EnhancedA/R

CMSG-L

CMS A/R

CMS A/P

CMS Customer Mail Lsst

CMS Payroll

Datasource 1

APPLICATION

Word Processmg

REQUIRES

BK t cassette

10K t 2040

32K t 2040

8032 I 2040/8050

32K/8032 +2040

AUTHOR

Professional Soltware

AVAILABILITY

Immediatf!

CMSS

PRICE

S 29 95

99 95

395 00

595 00

360 00

T.B.A

ollware 295 00

195 00

195 00

195.00

350 00

All Business 32K/8032 ■ 2050'8050 BMB August'Sept 295 00

'Wordprocessmg Software requires output printer. We recommend the NEC Spinwriter (S2995I for letier quality

'PET is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines Small Keyboard PETS req.nre a ROM Relro'it Kil

Multi-Cluster is available in Canada from BMB Compu Science. P.O BOX 121. Milton. Ontario. L9T2Y3

AM prices and specifications are subject to change miriout police

NEECO
679 HIGHLAND AVE.

NEEDHAM, MA 02194

NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS CO., INC.

"NEW ENGLAND'S Largest

Computer Showroom"

(617)449-1760
MASTERCHARGE OR VISA ACCEPTED

TELEX NUMBER 951021, NEECO

MON-FRI, 9:00-5:30
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lor all CBM Hardware 
and Software Products" 

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES OUR 
NEW ONE YEAR WARRANTY 
ON ALL CBM COMPUTERS! 

The 8032 CBM Computer is now available! CBM'" 8000 SERIES BUSINESS COMPUTERS 

(: commodore The new Commodore 8000 series computers offer a w ide screen 
di splay to show you up to aD-character lines o lmlormalion . Text 
editing and report forma tt ing are l as ler and easier with the new 
wide-sc reen display. The 8000 series also provides a resident 
Operating System with expanded functional capabi lities. You 
can use BASIC on the 8000 computers in both In terac ti ve and 
program modes, with expanded commands and fu nctions lor 
arithmetic. editing. and disk ftle management. The CBM 8000 
series computers are ideally sUi ted l o r th e computing needs 01 
the business marketplace. 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PRICE 

8K RAM·Grap(tlCs Keyboa'd-40 col $ 795.00 
16KN RAM·GraphlCS Keyl)Oa,d-40 col S 995.00 
16K RAM·Buslness KeybOald·40 col $ 99500 
32K RAM-GraphICS KeybOarcHO col $1295 00 
32K RAM·Buslness Keyboard·40 col $129500 
16K RAM·SO Col.·4. ' 0 15 $1495.00 
32K RAM-80 CoI·4.1 0 5 $,79500 
FrlC110fl Feed Printer $ 69500 
Tractor Feed P'llIlcl S 795 00 

SPECIAL OFFER ON CBM 

CBM'" 8050 DUAL DRIVE FLOPPY DISK 
The CBM 8050 Dual Drive Floppy Disk IS an enhanced verSion 01 
the InteUigent CBM 2040 Disk Drive. The CBM 8050 has all ol the 
features o f the CBM 2040. and prov ides more po werful software 
capabilities. as we ll as nearly one megabyte 01 o nline storage 
capacity . The CBM 8050 supplies rela t ive record flies and 
automatic diskett e initialization. It can copy aU the I iles Iro m one 
diskette to another WIthou t copying unused space. The CBM 
8050 also o ilers improved error recovery and the abi l i ty to 
append to sequential liles. 
HAROWARE SPECIFICATI ONS FIRMWARE 
Dual Dflves DOS verS ion 2 1 
Two microprocessors 
974K By tes storage on two 

Sequential file manipulat ion 
Sequential use, fi les 
Relative rec ord files 5.25" disken es (single sided) 

Tracks 70 
Sectors 17-21 
Soft sector format 
IEEE-488 interlace 
Combinat ion power (green) and 

Append to sequential files 
Improved error recovery 
Automati c diskene in itialization 
Automati c directory search 
Command parser lor syntax 

valida tion error (red ) ind icator l ights 
Dr ive Activity indicator lights 
Disk Operat ing System Firmware 

(12K ROM 

Program load and save 

Disk RAM) 
PROOUCT DESC RIPTI ON PRICE 

""" Dual Floppy·343K-OOS I.Q $1295.00 

<I'" Dual Floppy·343K-OOS 20 $129500 
""'0 Dual Floppy-974K· OOS 2 0 S1695 00 
C2N Casseue Exlelnal C aSlollo Orlve S 9500 
CBM 10 IEEE CBM 10 ' st IEEE Peripheral S 39.95 
IEEE to IEEE CBM 10 2nd IEEE Penphe,al S 49.95 
8010 IEEE 300 Baud Modem $ 395 00 
2.0 DOS DOS Upgrade lor 2040 S 50.00 
4.0 0 /5 015 Upgrade 10' 40 Column S 100.00 
• ASlellsks Indlcale fall delivery- ali others are immedIately avaIlable 

E BUSINESS SOFTWARE! 
Purcha sing software has always been difficult du e to the " you buy it - you own it" attitude of most 
vendors. We at NEECO, recognize this problem and can now, on all of the Software Packages listed, after 
a full 30 day refund pol icy to NEECO's customers. Now you can purchase with confidence. Buy it - t ry it; 
if the program package is not suitable for any reason , send it back to us within 30 days and we will refund 
the full purchase price-less shipping charges! 

SOFTWARE 
WOld P,o I 
WOld Pro It 
WOld Pro III Plus 
Wo,d P,O IV Plus 
BPI !nleg/sled G IL 
BPl l nvenlory 
BPI Payroll 
BPI EnhanCed AI R 
CMS GIL 
CMSA!R 
CMS AlP 
CMS Custome, Mal' Ust 
CMS Pay,oll 
Datasoulce , 

APPLI CATIO N 
Wo,d P '.~Ce5S' n9 

BUSiness 

REOUIR ES 
6K I c llssette 

' OK I 2040 
32K t 2040 

6032 I 2040/8050 
32K/S032 + 2()40 

AUTHOR 
ProlCSSlonal SOllw;lfO 

BPI 

AVAIL ABILITY 
ImmCd.alc 

PRICE 
S 29 95 

9995 
39500 
59500 
36000 
' BA 

CMS Software 29500 
19500 
19500 
t9500 
35000 

All BUSIness 32K/6032 • 2050/8050 BMB AugUSt/Sept 29500 
·WOl dplocesslng Software ,equi,es outpul p'lnte, We fecommend the NEC SPlnw,lIer ($2995) l or lette, Quality 

·PET IS a legls,e'ed Ifademark 01 Commodore BUSiness Machines Small Keyboard PETS ,eq.me a ROM Rel/olll KII 
Multl·Cluslel ls aVllllable In Canada from BMB Compu SCIence. P a BOX 12'. Milton Onla"o. L9T2Y3 

All puces and Speclt.CllIl(lns are subrecl lO cnange WI,hOut notice 

_ 
NEECO NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS CO., INC. (617) 449-1760 

"NEW ENGLAND's Largest 
679 HIGHLAND AVE. .. MASTERCHARGE OR VISA ACCEPTED 

Computer Showroom TELEX NUMBER 951 021 NEECO 
NEEDHAM, MA 02194 MON.FRI, 9:00.5:30 ' 
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HEWLETT-PACKARD PLOTTER for CBM SYSTEMS

THE7225A

GRAPHICS PLOTTER WITH

PERSONALITY MODULE

$2800.00
Interconnect Cables

2 meters (6.6 ft) $75.00

4 meters {13.1 ft) $85.00

The Hewlett-Packard 7225A is a compact and efficient

graphics plotter that provides a cost effective solution to

the need for professional hard-copy graphics. With the

7225A, publication quality graphics can be drawn with

clean and visually continuous ink lines.

The HP 7225A can be user-adapted to a wide range of

systems. By changing a "plug-in" unit, called a Personality

Module, the 7225A will provide the appropriate interface,

language, and graphics capabilities fora variety of desktop

computers, computer systems, personal computers, ter

minals and intelligent instrument systems. This interface

flexibility makes the 7225A the ideal plotter for many

present and future configurations.

OPTIONS:

Opt. 007 (15 pads of 8V2 ■ 11 In. paper,

assortment of pens, pen holder

Opt. 010 (vinyl carrying case)

4-Color Pen Pack (Red, Blue, Green, Black)

Plotter Paper (100 sheets 8V* * 11 In. grid)

Plotter/Printer ROM Handbook

$ 75.00

$125.00

$ 6.00

$ 7.00

$ 10.00

ORIGINAL 8K PET 2001* OWNERS TAKE NOTE!
The following peripherals and accessories are IN STOCK AT NEECO:

1. AXIOM PRINTER
i

• Complete PET graphics

• Plug compatible

• Electrostatic paper

• 40 or 80 columns
349.00

2. 16or24K EXPANDAMEM

INTERNAL MEMORY

EXPANSION UNIT

Plug compatible

Dynamic low heat memory

Proven reliability

No adaptor needed

16K-'299.00
24K- *379.00

3. FULL SIZE KEYBOARD

• Complete PET graphics

• Separate keypad

• Plug compatible

• With cover

*99.95

'8K-2001 with original keyboard and built-in cassette

NEECO
679 HIGHLAND AVE.

NEEDHAM, MA 02194

NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS CO., INC.

"NEW ENGLAND'S Largest

Computer Showroom"

(617)449-1760
MASTERCHARGE OR VISA ACCEPTED

TELEX NUMBER 951021, NEECO

MON-FRI. 9:00-5:30. E.S.T.
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THE 7225A 
GRAPHICS PLOTTER WITH 

PERSONALITY MODULE 

$2800.00 

Interconnect Cables 
2 meters (6.6 tt) 
4 meters (13 .1 It) 

$75.00 
$85.00 

: 
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OPTIONS: 
Opt. 007 (15 pads of a'h x 11 In. paper, 

assortment of pens, pen holder 
Opt. 010 (vinyl carrying case) 
4-Color Pen Pack (Red, Blue, Green, Black) 
Plotter Paper (100 sheets a'h x 11 In. grid) 
Plotter/ Printer ROM Handbook 

$ 75.00 
$125.00 
$ 6.00 
$ 7.00 
$ 10.00 

ORIGINAL 8K PET 2001 * OWNERS TAKE NOTE! 
The following peripherals and accessories are IN STOCK AT NEECO: 

1. AXIOM PRINTER • Complete PET graphics 
• Plug compatible 
• Electrostatic paper 
• 40 or 80 columns $349.00 

2. 16 or 24K EXPANDAMEM --------------------------------
• Plug compatible 

INTERNAL MEMORY 
EXPANSION UNIT 

• Dynamic low heat memory 
• Proven reliability 

16K - 1299.00 
24K - 1379.00 

• No adaptor needed 

--------------------------------3. FULL SIZE KEYBOARD 

• Complete PET graphics 
mltw;tJ'f..~, !r, ~ .-I.a o jJJ 

1II.:1l {jI ! ,J: , t r L , . :~ 6 :Ii J 11 -
"I!lIDllili:tF,.r.r.l· - It.t t Jl 
- GlItlIllItl:llI:rZ'f:t. J - I!lr:fil1'I ' 
1fl1I1i1 .......-:-___ lil '" Jl~~it-

• Separate keypad 
• Plug compatible 
• With cover 

'8K-2001 with original keyboard and built-in cassette 

• 

NEECO NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS co., INC. (617) 449-1760 
"NEW ENGLAND·. Largesl 

679 HIGHLAND AVE. MASTERCHARGE OR VISA ACCEPTED 
Computer Showroom" TELEX NUMBER 951021 , NEECO 

NEEDHAM. MA 02194 MON-FRI. 9:00-5:30. E.S.T. 
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The Reader's

Feedback

Robert Lock, Publisher/Editor

and Readers

Well group, COMPUTE! is happy to present our

biggest issue ever. Welcome back to you OSl, KIM.

SYM and AIM users. Next issue {January) will be

the first of the new monthly COMPUTERS.

Best Article last issue... I'm calling it a three

way tie, with Apple honors going to "Screendump",

PET honors going to "Feed Your PET Some

APPLESOFT", and ATARI honors going to

"Designing Your Own Atari Graphics Modes". In

the general category, Marvin Dejong's article "Solv

ing Equations With A Computer" is leading at press

time.

Now, on with the feedback:

Hurrah!!!!! Can you make the new monthly issue bigger too?

Probably not. I expect our monthly issue to be

96-112 pages. But then again I orginally planned this

one to be 120 pages. We'll have to wait and see.

Give more space to Atari and Apple and cut the PET

Gazette in half.

Great that you have decided to again have one magazine and

have it monthly... I hope quantity of material for PET will

not be reduced.

Well, it's not all relative. We are growing in page

size, especially given our new monthly frequency.

Several factors help determine the extent of coverage

and overall size of any given issue. One of these is

advertising, but an even more critical one is

material. Keep those Apple and Atari articles coming

in. The same comment applies to you OSI and

single-boarders as well. We rely on our readers in

large part to help us keep providing the best and the

latest.

/ would be happy to be a business applications reviewer. I

own an 8032, 2040, etc...

Oops! I assume your card arrived in an envelope

with a subscription. When it reached me it was in a

stack of cards. Since I'm the only one who gets the

Editor's feedback cards, please make sure you add

your name and address if you're including a com

ment such as the above. Thanks.

Regarding Columns

Beginning this issue for some columnists, and next

for others, we'll be rotating some of our columns.

This is because all do other things besides write and

our new monthly schedule will be a bit hectic for

them. Here's how we've paired them off; in each

pair, we'll alternate months:

Nuts and Volts, Gene Zumchak

The Single-Board 6502, Eric Rehnke

Computers and Society, David Thornburg and Betty

Burr

Micros With the Handicapped, Susan Semancik

Programming Hints for Apple and Atari, Al Baker

Fun With The 6502, Len Lindsay

Keep Those Cards

and Letters

Coming

COMPUTE!

Needs You!

Address articles, programming notes

and comments to:

The Editor

COMPUTE!

P.O. Box 54O6

Greensboro, NC 274O3

r*i Skyles
X Electric

Works

Skyles Electric Works
231 E South Whisman Road

Mountain View. CA 94041
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Time & Money. Commodore, Atari &Apple
users get morewithVisiCalc™ software.

A financial VP in Massachusetts is cutting the time it takes

to prepare month-end reports from three days to three hours.

A California company is replacing most of its time-share

computer service with a persona] computer and VisiCalc,

saving at least $30,000 the first year.

Thousands of other personal computer users are also sold

on how VisiCalc is increasing their productivity. Besides saving

time and money, they're simplifying their work and getting

more information that helps them make better decisions. A

typical user reaction comes from a New York dentist:

"VisiCalc has become an integral part of my business"

VisiCalc displays an "electronic worksheet" that auto

matically calculates nearly any number problem in

finance, business management, marketing, sales, engi

neering and other areas. The huge worksheet is like a

blank ledger sheet or matrix. You input problems by

typing in titles, headings and your numbers. Where

you need calculations, type in simple formulas

(+,—, X, -T-) or insert built-in functions

such as net present value and averaging.

As quickly as you type it in, VisiCalc

calculates and displays the results.

"I am extremely impressed with Visi

Calc's capability, flexibility and orderly

presentation of instructions'.'

So writes the director of a NewYork cor

poration. He appreciates VisiCalc's powerful

recalculation feature. Change any number in

your model and instantly all numbers affected by

that change are recalculated and new results are

displayed. You can ask "What if .. T, analyzing

Commodore is a registered trademark of Commodore
Business Machine? Inc., Atari is a registered trademark of

Atari Inc., Apple is a registered trademark of Apple
Computer Inc.

more alternatives and forecasting more outcomes. It really

increases your decision-making batting average!

When you finish, you can print a copy of the worksheet just

as it appears on the screen and/or save it on diskette.

"I like VisiCalc's ease of use'.'

That response comes from a Utah businessman using Visi

Calc for production forecasts, financial report ratio analysis and

job cost estimating. Ease of use is VisiCalc's best-liked feature.

It's designed for a non-programmer, and has an extensive, easy-

to-understand instruction manual.

Users also like solving a wide variety of problems with

VisiCalc . . . and solving them their way. VisiCalc can even

justify the cost of a personal computer, according to a New

Hampshire financial analyst:

"VisiCalc is paying for itself over and ovei?'

VisiCalc is available for 32k Commodore PET/CBM, Atari

800 and Apple disk systems. VisiCalc is written by Soft-

f\ ware Arts, Inc.

See VisiCalc at your Personal Software dealer.

j \ For your dealer's name, call Personal Software Inc.

I at 408-745-7841, or write 1330 Bordeaux Drive,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

While there, see our other Pro

ductivity Series software: Desktop Plan

and CCA Data Management System.

They're like time on your hands and

money in the bank.
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Computers

and Society

David D. Thornburg and

Betty J, Burr

Innovision
P.O. Box 1317

Los Altos, CA 94O22

In August one of us (DT) had the pleasure of presen

ting an address on the challenges of personal com

puter design at the Centenary meeting of the ASME.

While one might not normally think of the annual

meeting of Mechanical Engineers as being an ap

propriate place to discuss the design challenges com

ing from the personal computer "revolution", the

ASME had divided their meeting into a series of

"Emerging Technology" conferences, one of which

was devoted to computers.

Because this talk provided an opportunity to

deal with some broad issues, we thought it ap

propriate to provide a condensation of it in our col

umn this month.

The advent of the low cost microprocessor

several years ago made possible the development of a

revolutionary new product - the personal computer.

This product has brought the price of computational

power down to the point where one can honestly

forsee the presence of a computer in nearly every

home.

As revolutionary as the enabling technology has

been, the mere existence of the personal computer is

insufficient to give everyone access to all the things

computers can be used for. In order for this

technology to move into people's homes, the interface

between computers and people has to be improved to

the point where the average person can operate the

computer as easily as he or she can operate a color

television. In order for the full potential of the

revolution to be realized, we thus need to enter a

period of coevolution - a period where advances in

the computer technology become connected to ad

vances in applications and to improved interfaces

between people and machines. The task is so large

and so important that there will be myriad oppor

tunities for each of us to take part in one of the most

exciting opportunities of our lifetime - the implemen

tation of the post-industrial revolution.

The challenge faced by designers arises from the

fact that an increasing fraction of computer users will

have no special background or training in this

technology. It is the satisfaction of these naive users

that will prove to be the true test of our creative

abilities. As we will see, this was not always the case.

Back in the days when computer systems were

not available for under $100,000, computer designers

knew that the users of their products were technical

people much like themselves. The task of designing a

computer system revolved around issues of speed,

memory size, and cost, with not too much attention

paid to human factors. Traditionally, large computer

systems were controlled by highly skilled operators

who received special education in the use of their

particular computer. One can perceive several

benefits which came from making this interface very

specialized:

1. It tended to intimidate non-professionals who

might otherwise tamper with the system, thus inter

rupting the normal operation of the machine.

2. By having the operators program in machine

language, it made the computer operate more effi

ciently.

3. The presence of a physically impressive machine

with arrays of lights and switches, coupled with the

specialized jargon interspersed in the speech of the

programmers, served to provide added job security

for these people. There was security in becoming a

scribe and joining the cult of like-minded individuals.

Some time later, increased cost pressures, coupled

with the need for distributed computing, led to the

$10,000 minicomputer. Aside from their cost, word

size, and memory capacity, these machines shared

many traits with their larger counterparts. While still

operated by highly trained professionals, it wasn't

uncommon to sec these computers being used by

physicists, chemists, and others from outside the

traditional "computer" community who needed to

automate certain data acquisition and reduction

tasks. While many minicomputers required some

machine language programming to get them started,

the widespread use of higher level languages (such as

FOCAL and BASIC) through "teletype" terminals

made the environment a little more tractable to the

non-computer specialist.

It wasn't until the development ol the

microprocessor and the subsequent solution of the

personal computer, however, that the background of

the typical computer user underwent a radical

change. Even as recently as last year, many of these

$1,000 computers were being used by hobbyists who

were content to live with cryptic keystroke combina

tions to make their computers perform.

As time passes, however, it becomes increasingly

clear that computers will be used more and more by

people who have no computer background at all

-people who will expect the computer to be as easy to

use as a television or a telephone.

To see why this is so, let us look at personal

computer sales over the last few years. In 1978, the

first year of the "revolution", 150,000 personal com

puters were sold. These products mostly came from

Tandy, Commodore, and Apple - none of whom had
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WordPro
Word Processing Software

Turn your Commodore CBM/PET computer

into a highly sophisticated word processing system
Everyone expected it would happen

sooner or later. .. with WordPro it

already has! Now all the marvelous

benefits of an advanced stand-alone

wordprocessor are available with the

WordPro series of software and the

systems they create.

If you've already been shopping for

software in the crowded word-

processing marketplace, you've

probably determined the features

you really want. You'll find

WordPro has them, and more.

And if you haven't begun to shop

yet, we urge you to compare,

because only by comparison will

you fully appreciate how complete

and sophisticated WordPro

software really is.

WORDPRO GIVES YOU

THREE LEVELS TO CHOOSE

FROM

WORDPRO 1 is ideal for

hobbyists, students and

organizations who can benefit from

the advantages of a basic

wordprocessor without the program

refinements of a comercially

oriented system. WordPro 1 is

recommended for use with the

CBM/PET 8/16K, C2N cassette

and interfaced printer.

WORDPRO SOFTWARE IS

LOADED WITH THE

LATEST INNOVATIONS

Sophisticated systems programmed

with leading edge wordprocessing

features, WordPro is a series of

programs designed specifically for

use with the Commodore

CBM/PET computers, peripherals

and compatible typewriter quality

printers.

WORDPRO 3 converts the

CBM/ 2001 32K computer into a

highly sophisticated 40-column

screen wordprocessor. This program

incorporates the advanced features

considered important to effective

wordprocessing, including nearly

every entering, editing, memory and

printing feature available today.

WordPro 3 is recommended for use

with CBM/ PET 32K (40-column)

computer, CBM Dual Disk Drive,

and a properly interfaced printer.

WHAT MAKES WORDPRO

THE BEST?

Our research has shown that while

many wordprocessing packages

have comparable features to

WordPro, none can surpass

Wordpro's EASE OF USE AND

FLEXIBILITY. Wordpro operators

need not be familiar with computer

commands or functions. WordPro is

easy to learn for anyone with

ordinary typing skills.

WORDPRO 4 has it all! With this

program, you wilt have everything

you could want from a

wordprocessor.. .and then some.

WordPro 4 includes every feature

found on WordPro 3, but with the

added advantage of an 80-column

display screen. The 80-column

display simplifies text editing and

makes entering text in columnar

formats effortless. And with a few

simple keystrokes, you'll be able to

visualize on the screen exactly how

your document will look prior to

printing it out. WordPro 4 is

designed for use with the

Commodore CBM 8032 computer,

CBM Dual Disk Drives, and a

properly interfaced printer.

Professional Software Inc.
166 Crescent Rd., Needham, MA 02194

444-5224
'WordPro International Distributor and Domestic Dealer Inquiries Invited

WordPro was developed by Sieve Punter ol Pro-Micro Software Lid., and Is marketed exclusively by

Professional Software Inc.

WordPro is a registered trademark ot Professional Software Inc. CBM is a registered trademark of
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WordPro™ 
Word Processing Software 

Turn your Commodore CBMjPET computer 
into a highly sophisticated word processing system 

Everyone expected it would happen 
sooner or later .. . with Word Pro it 
a lready has! Now all the marvelous 
benefits of an advanced stand-alone 
word processor are available with the 
Word Pro series of software and the 
systems they create. 

If you've alread y been shopping for 
software in the crowded word
processing marketplace, you've 
probably determined the features 
you really want. You'll find 
Word Pro has them, and more. 

And if you haven't begun to shop 
yet, we urge you to compare, 
because only by comparison wi ll 
you fully appreciate ho w complete 
and sophisticated Word Pro 
software really is. 

WORDPRO GIV ES YO U 
T HR EE LEVELS TO CHOOSE 
F ROM 

WORDPRO SOFTWAR E IS 
LOAD ED WITH TH E 
LA TEST INNOV A nONS 
Sophisticated systems programmed 
with leading edge word processing 
features, WordPro is a ser ies of 
programs designed specifically for 
use with the Commodore 
CBM / PET computers, peripherals 
and compatible typewriter qua li ty 
printers. 

WHAT MA KES WORDPRO 
TH E BEST? 
Our research has shown that while 
many word processing packages 
have comparable features to 
Word Pro, none can surpass 
Word pro's EASE OF USE AND 
FLEX IBILITY. Wordpro operators 
need not be familiar with computer 
command s or functions. WordPro is 
easy to learn for anyone with 
ord irary typing ski lls. 

" 

WORDPRO I is ideal for 
hobbyists , students and 
o rganizations who can benefit from 
the advantages of a basic 

WORDPRO 3 converts the 
CBM / 2001 32K computer into a 
highly so phisticated 40-column 
screen word processor. This program 
incorpo rates the advanced features 
considered important to effec tive 
word processing, including nearly 
every entering, editing, memory and 
printing feature available today. 
Wo rd Pro 3 is recommended for use 
with CBM / PET 32K (40-column) 
computer, CBM Dual Disk Drive, 
and a properly interfaced printer. 

WORDPRO 4 has it all! With this 
program, you wi ll have everything 
you could want from a 

word processor without the program 
refinement s of a comercia lly 
oriented system. Word Pro I is 
recommended for use with the 
CBM / PET 8/ 16K, C2N cassette 
and interfaced printer. 

word processor ... and then some. 
Word Pro 4 includes every feature 
found on WordPro 3, but with the 
added advantage of an 80-column 
display screen. The 80-column 
display simpli fies text edi ting and 
makes entering text in columna r 
fo rmats effortless. And with a few 
simple keystrokes , you' ll be able to 
visualize on the screen exactly how 
your document will look prior to 
printing it o ut. Word Pro 4 is 
designed for use with the 
Commodore CBM 8032 computer, 
CBM Dual Disk Drives, a nd a 
properly interfaced printer. 

Professional Software Inc. 
166 Crescent Rd., Needham, MA 02194 
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Word Pro was developed by Steve Punter 01 Pro-Micro Software ltd., and Is marketed exclusively by 
Professional Software Inc. 

WordPro Is a rt'glstered trademark 01 Prolesslonal Software Inc. CBM Is a rt'glstered trademark 01 
Commodore Business Machines. 
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been in the computer business before. By 1979, an

nual sales had climbed to 300,000 units, and for 1980

sales of 600,000 computers are projected. 1981

should be the first "consumer market" year, with

sales of over 1,000,000 computers forcast for that

year alone. No one knows the saturation level of this

market, but by 1990 it is projected that more than 30

million computers will be installed in France alone.

The U.S. market has been arbitraily pegged at 47

million units, but no one knows how vast this market

really is.

Where will these computers be located?

Initially, personal computers appealed to hob

byists. Since the reliability, documentation, and soft

ware for these first computers was generally poor or

almost non-existent, this initial core of users was ap

propriate to launch the industry. Some of these early

users even saw their hobby as a path to riches, and

became part of the burgeoning cottage industry

which has grown to support these computer systems.

As time went on, some educators began to

realize that low-cost personal computers made useful

contributions in the classroom. The distributed (vs.

time-shared) nature of this resource, coupled with the

expressive capability of color and sound, made tradi

tional computer aided instruction seem somewhat

boring. The added value of teaching the children to

use the computer as a tool for their own activities

opened new avenues for exploration in many fields

including the traditional areas of mathematics and

the language arts. Here in the San Francisco Bay

Area, for example, it is not uncommon to see schools

introducing personal computers to children at the age

of 8 or less. This type of user is a far cry from the

trained professional seated at the helm of a $100,000

mainframe.

Owners of small businesses also began to see the

personal computer as a tool to aid them. At a system

price of $1,000 to $5,000, many small offices have

found that the computer can help to handle simple

accounting and filing chores more efficiently than

these tasks can be done by hand. An increasing frac-

toin of personal computers began to be sold into this

market by 1979. This area will probably continue to

use the bulk of these systems for the next year or

two.

There is another market which, while largely

untapped today, represents the principal user of this

equipment within ten years - the home. Although,

except for recreation, there seems to be little use for

computers in the home today, the advent and growth

of remote information utilities will create tremendous

demand for personal computers in the future. Today,

all over the world, commercial services have been

started which allow computer users to access vast

data banks through a telephone line connection bet

ween the small computer in their homes and a large

centrally located system. For under S3.00 per hour.

Intelligent, fast

11 x 17 Graphic

Plotting

for the

Commodore

PET7CBM@

Com-plications™C102 X-Y Plotter Adapter

factor of 2 to 5

Provides printed program or

data listings

Uses print statements — no

assembly programming

Compatible with all IEEE-488

(1978) controllers

Industrial-quality construction,

72-hour bum-in

Complete graphic software

package available

PET®/CBM®is now a reality. The combination of the Com-plications™ C1O2

Interface Adapter and the Watanabe "MIPLOT" intelligent plotter gives the

Commodore computer sophisticated plotting capabilities. Programming is

accomplished with BASIC

language PRINT statements, P

not assembly language. Axis

generation, character rota- L^ac
tion, vector generation and IM 968 Finer Road
other functions are proce- fS| BE Santa Rosa- Ca 95401
dures built into the plotter, ;5J| *PH Telephone: 707-527-0410
Call for a dealer package. I 1 Telex: 33-7769

PET" and CBM" are registered trademarks

of Commodore Business Machines. Inc.

F.I. ELECTRONICS
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includ ing the trad itional areas of math emat ics and 
the language arts. H ere in the San Francisco Bay 
Area , for example, it is no t uncommon to see schools 
introducing personal compurers to children at the age 
of 8 or less. Thi s type of user is a far cry from the 
trained professional seated at the helm of a S100,OOO 
mainframe . 

Owners of small businesses a lso began to see the 
personal computer as a tool to aid them . At a system 
price of $1 ,000 to $5,000 , many small offices have 
fo und that th e co mputer can help to handle simple 
accountin g and filin g chores more efficiently than 
these tasks can be done by hand . An increasing frac
toin of personal computers began to be sold into this 
market by 1979. This a rea will probably continu e to 
use the bulk of these systems for the next yea r or 
two. 

There is a nother market which , wh ile largely 
untapped today, represents th e principal user of thi s 
equipm ent within len years - the home. Although , 
except for recreation , there seems to be li ttle use for 
com puters in the home today, the advent and growt h 
of remote inform ation utilit ies will create tremendous 
demand for personal computers in the future. T oday , 
all over the worl d, commercial services have been 
started which allow computer users to access vast 
data banks through a telephone line connection bet
ween the small computer in the ir homes and a large 
centrally located system. For under $3.00 per hour . 
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one can peruse the UPI wire, searching for stories of

interest by keyword. One can communicate with

similarly equipped colleagues through the medium of

electronic mail which is delivered instantaneously. As

these services grow and prosper, consumers will have

information and communication resources at their

fingertips which were unheard of just a few short

years ago.

As we look at the four classes of personal com

puter owners (hobby, education, business, home), we

can see that only the hobby market is likely to con

tain a significant fraction of people who might enjoy

learning some arcane instructions to make their com

puters do their bidding. The remaining three classes

of users want to use the computer as a tool - not as

an end in itself.

The introduction of computers into new

markets, such as the home, provides challenges for

the designers to "humanize" the man-machine inter

face. This humanization process does not mean hav

ing the machines look like humanoid robots who at

tempt to converse in English, but it does mean hav

ing the machines respond to people in a way that is

sufficiently natural to users that the computer

becomes a transparent facilitator between the user

and the goal of the interaction - be that playing a

game, watering the lawn, looking at a stock portfolio,

etc.

As nice as todav's Dersonal computers are, we

are still far from this goal. It is our strong conviction

that those of us outside (or on the fringes) of the

"computer world" can be most effective in designing

and implementing these improved interfaces.

There are a few otherwise astute computer

scientists who feel that all user interface problems

can be solved primarily through improvements in

software - who believe that the challenges exist not in

the physical environment of the man-machine inter

face, but rather in the languages and programs which

mediate the interaction between the user and the

electrical impulses running around in the computer

itself.

While there is some truth to this concept, we

feel strongly that there are many challenges still pre

sent on the hardware side of the computer system

-especially at the mechanical interface between com

puters and people. It is improvements that can be

made in these mechanical interfaces that will increase

the value of this technology to the average consumer.

The skills needed for designing these improved inter

faces are those with which many non-computer

designers are already familiar - human factors,

package design, linkages, electromechanical ac

tuators, etc. Of course, one must also know how the

personal computers are likely to be used. This should

not be a problem. Since we all are potential users of

personal computers anyway, designers are much

more likely to understand the improvements that are

Letter

Quality

Word

Processing

for the

PET/CBM

Corn-plications™ C101 Printer Adapter
Designed specifically for NEC

5530P Spinwriter

Fully compatible with all

"Word-Pro" software .

Drives any Centronics-

compatible (parallel) printer

Compatible with all PET®/CBM®

peripherals

Uses print statements—

no assembly programs

Industrial quality construction,

72-hour bum-in

Word-processing is the fastest growing segment of the micro-computer

market. Small businesses, sales organizations, lawyers, physicians,

publishers and a myriad of other potential users are prospects for

Commodore PET®/CBM® computers and NEC "Spinwriters" with the new

Com-plications™ C10I printer

adapter. The CI01 is manu- I"

factured by an industrial
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Can your customers afford

anything less? Call or send

for a dealer package today.

PET" and CBM® are registered trademarks

of Commodore Business Machines. Inc.

F.I. ELECTRONICS
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electronic mail which is delivered instan taneously. As 
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fin gertips which were unheard of just a few short 
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can see that only the hobby ma rket is likely to con
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puters do their bidding. The remaining three classes 
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ing the machines respond to people in a way that is 
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a re still far from thi s goal. It is our strong conviction 
that those of us outs ide (or on the frin ges) of the 
"computer world" can be most effective in designing 
and implementing these improved interfaces. 

There are a few otherwise as tute computer 
scientists who feel that a ll user interface problems 
can be solved primaril y through improvements in 
software - who believe that the challenges exist not in 
the physical environment of the man-machine inter
face , but ra ther in the languages and programs which 
medi ate th e in teraction between the user and the 
electrical impul ses runnin g around in the computer 
itself. 

While there is some truth to this concept , we 
feel strongl y that there are m any challenges still pre
sen t on the hardware side of the com puter system 
-especia ll y at the mechanical interface between com
puters and people. It is improvements that can be 
made in these mechanical interfaces that will increase 
the value of this technology to the average consumer. 
The skills needed for designing these improved inter
faces are those with which many non-computer 
designers arc already familiar - human factors, 
package design , linkages, electromechanical ac
tuators, ctc. Of course, onc must al so know how the 
personal computers are likely to be used. This should 
not be a problem. Since we a ll a re potential users of 
personal computers anyway, designers are much 
more likely to understand the improvements that are 
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needed than would be the case if the computers were

solely resident in the hands of highly trained com

puter specialists.

As an example of one interesting area, let us

look at a portion of the man-machine interface which

is accepted almost without a second thought - the

keyboard.

The arrangement of the letters on most personal

computer keyboards was developed in 1872 by

typewriter inventor C. Latham Sholes and his at

torney, James Densmore, to overcome a major pro

blem in the design on Sholes' original typewriter.

Originally the keys were arranged in alphabetical

order. Unfortunately, this arrangement made it very

easy to type keys in such quick succession that adja

cent type elements would jam together before hitting

the ribbon. To overcome this problem, Sholes and

Densmore placed the most commonly used letters as

far apart in the type basket as possible, and the

result was the QWERTY keyboard we have today.

(The name QWERTY is derived from the first five

keys in the top alphabet row of this keyboard, and is

a folksy name for the Sholes' arrangement.)

Once the original mechanical limitations of early

typewriters were removed, there were some attempts

to improve the keyboard layout as well. Most of this

effort was directed towards improvement in typing

speed and in reduction of operator fatigue. In 1932,

after many years of work, August Dvorak suggested

an alternative keyboard arrangement. As with the

Sholes' keyboard, the DSK (for Dvorak Simplified

Keyboard) requires a lot of training to use effective

ly. Its principal advantage for touch typists is that

skilled DSK users can type at up to twice their

previous typing speed with less effort than required

to use the Sholes keyboard.

If DSK is so much better than Sholes, it is

logical to ask why the improved keyboard has not

displaced the older inefficient model, especially since

the original mechanical limitations leading to

QWERTY have been overcome for many years.

There seem to be two causes for this failure. The

first is the inertia associated with displacing the many

millions of Sholes keyboards in use today. Second,

there is understandable inertia on the part of typists

trained on the Sholes arrangement, each of whom

would have to spend about a month making the tran

sition to a new and hard to obtain keyboard.

My view is that both the Sholes and the DSK

arrangement are confusing to a novice user. As the

personal computer market expands into schools and

homes, an increasing number of people are being

asked to type on a keyboard which makes no sense

whatsoever. Anyone who has watched a child use the

computer has seen the intense concentration with

which he or she scans the keyboard looking for the

right key. These novice "hunt and peck" typists

typically use the index finger of one hand to do their

typing, with "advanced" novices using the index

fingers of both hands. When one considers the

myriad applications for the computers used by novice

typists, it seems almost criminal that a powerful

modern tool like a personal computer should use

such a poorly designed interface to receive informa

tion from the user.

The personal computer revolution brings with it

a unique chance to improve the user interface. The

reason for this is that, for the first time since 1872, a

major new keyboard market has opened for which

the purchasers and users of these keyboards are not

already skilled typists. This massive market, coupled

with the fact that the overwhelming majority of per

sonal computer users are not "touch typists" is what

gives encouragement to the concept of a new

keyboard arrangement.

In thinking about new keyboard arrangements

useful to novices, it is fairly tempting lo arrange the

keys in alphabetical order. Alphabetical key ar

rangements are found on several high-volume

specialized computer-based products on the market

today, including the Texas Instruments "Speak &

Spell", and the Nixdorf and Craig "pocket

translators". Even skilled typists must know the

alphabetical sequence in order to look up words in

the dictionary, file reports, etc. It is very encouraging

to see the spacious keyboards used in the children's

computers at Sesame Place (the new park in Penn

sylvania designed by Children's Television Workshop

and Busch Gardens). Each of the custom keyboards

on the myriad Apple computers in the park has an

alphabetical key arrangement. As Joyce Hakansson

of CTW Parks says, 'We want to give the children

access to the computers, not teach them how to

type.'

With an alphabetic key arrangement the novice

user does not have to scan the whole keyboard to

find a given key. This is important since the fovcal

regions of a user's eyes can only be focused on one

or two keys at a time. Once a key is perceived

(assuming it is the wrong one), the logic behind the

alphabetic keyboard layout helps to reduce the time

required to find the desired letter or symbol. One

could even use color coded keytops (with vowels hav

ing a different color than consonants, for example)

which may be of special benefit to younger users.

The development costs associated with this

keyboard are no different from those associated with

the Sholes arrangement, so there is no particular

reason lor this new keyboard to be more expensive

than one using the traditional key layout.

The important point here is that one's skills as a

designer of equipment to be used by people can be

applied to a technology area which was previously

the domain of a small contingent of highly specializ

ed people. In fact, if you arc sufficiently motivated,

you can convert almost any of the under SI,000 per

sonal computers to any keyboard arrangement you

want in an afternoon, without first having to become

an expert in computer design. I know because I have

done it.
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myriad applications for the computers used by no vice 
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reason fo r thi s new keyboard to be mo re expensive 
than one usin g the trad itional key layout. 

The im po rt ant poi nt here is th m o ne 's skill s as a 
des igner of eq uipment to be used by people ca n be 
appli ed to a techno logy area which was prev iously 
the domain of a small conti ngent of hi ghly specializ
ed peopl e . In fact, if you are suffic iently mot ivated , 
you (a n co nvert almost any o f the under S 1,000 per
sonal co mpu ters LO any keyboa rd arran ge ment you 
want in an a fternoo n , w ithout first hav in g to becomc 
an ex pe rt in comput er des ign . I know beca use I have 
do ne it. 
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There is another solution to the keyboard issue,

of course, and that is to eliminate the keyboard

altogether. This is the approach taken in the design

of the PrestoDigitizer (TM) tablet - a low-cost

peripheral which allows personal computer users to

communicate with their computers through hand

printed characters.

The point of this example is that just as this

device was developed outside the traditional com

puter science community, non-computer designers,

can create other devices which will improve the abili

ty of ordinary people to effectively use computers.

Personal computers are made from much more than

a handful of chips and a collection of software. Com

puters have displays, keyboards, cursor control

devices, graphics input tablets, disk drives, printers,

mechanical control devices such as robot arms, and

myriad other electromechanical mechanisms which

mediate the interaction of people with machines.

Any of these areas is ripe for new developments.

These advances in technology will come from

motivated people whose training spans a variety of

disciplines.

The personal computer revolution is in its infan

cy. We can each contribute to making this a friendly

revolution in which the computers will come to be

tools for creative expression - tools which have been

designed to respond to the needs and desires of peo

ple on people terms.

We should not settle for less. *

DIAL-A-ROM

for the Commodore

PET/CBM

Switch between any one of six ROMs

such as:

- WORDPRO from Professional Software

Inc

- VISICALC from Personal Software Inc

- TOOLKIT from Palo Alto lC's

- SORT from Matric Software Inc

or switch charactersets with the Math

and Foreign Language ROMs from West

River Electronics (from KOBETEK in

Canada).

In attractive cabinet, with dipplug to fit

into 24-pin socket.

$88.00 (US)

(+ $5.00 airmail)

kobetek
systems

limited
RR #1 WOLFVILLE NOVA SCOTIA

CANADA BOP 1X0 (902)542-9100

Let your

Commodore

PET/CBM

Talk to

the World

with...

Corn-plications C232 IEEE - 488/RS-232 C Adapter

Baud rate selectable from

75 to 9600 baud

Selectable RS-232 or 20ma

current loop operation

Full modem controls for

systems capability

16 character internal buffer

to assure no data is lost

Compatible with all IEEE-488

(1978) controllers

Industrial-quality construc

tion; 72 hour bum in

Now your PET®/CBM® can communicate with the outside world via

RS-232. Send and receive data from CRT terminals, printers, modems,

acoustic couplers, and other computers. The C232 features full adherence

to the IEEE-488 (1978) and RS-232C standards. Both the IEEE device

address and baud rate are

selectable. Communication is

accomplished using BASIC j
language PRINT statements. '

The unit is built in a metal

case to exacting industrial

standards, fully assembled

and burned in.

PET* and CBM = are registered trademarks

o* Commodore Business Machines. Inc

F.I. ELECTRONICS
968 Piner Road

Santa Rosa, Ca 95401

Telephone.- 707-527-0410

Telex: 33-7769
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for MAXIMUM

PERFORMANCE
WITH YOUR

Apple II

GENERAL LEDGER

offers you

Virtually complete flexibil

ity in formatting balance

sheets and income state

ments.

■ 31-character account

names.

■ 6 digit numbers.

■ 10 levels of subtotals for

more detailed income state

ments and balance sheets.

■ up to 9 departments.

A cash journal that auto

matically calculates the prop

er off-setting entry and allows

a 33-character transaction

description.

A balance sheet and income statement for the current month,

quarter, or any of the previous three quarters.

We are the authorized

center for Osborne/

McGraw-Hill providing

you with business pack

ages that will do every

thing the Osborne Soft

ware will do in addition to

many features we have

added.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE allows you to:
■ Enter invoices at any time.

■ Keep track of invoice amounts, shipping charges, and sales

tax (automatically computed).

■ Accumulate total payments including progress billing infor

mation on each invoice,

■ Print reports which list unbilled invoices, unpaid invoices,

and paid invoices.

■ Obtain an aging analysis of unpaid invoices.

■ Assign your own alphanumeric customer code.

■ Maintain the date of the last activity for each customer, as

well as amounts billed this year and last year.

■ Print Customer Statements. (Statements available through

SBCS).

Accounts Receivable is available independently or can be

integrated with the General Ledger program.

In the final analysis, making your bookkeeping easier is what

our software is all about. There is virtually no limit on entries

since you may process them as often as you like. These

packages will support any printer/interface combination.

General Ledger requires one hundred ten columns.

Accounts Receivable requires one hundred thirty columns.

Suggested Retail:

Individually SI80.00

Together $330.00

McGraw-Hill manuals (required for documentation] $20.00 ea.

Available from your local Apple Dealer or conlact SBCS.

YOU NEED EXPERIENCE WORKING FOR YOU!
Contact or write:

• SMALLBUSINESSCOMPUTERSYSTEMS
• 4140 Greenwood — Lincoln, Nebraska 68504 — (402) 467-1878

The Most Powerful Disk-Based

Macro Assembler/Text Editor

Available at ANY Price

Now includes the Simplified Text Processor (STP)

48K APPLE

— OR — or APPLE II

and DISK II

For 32K PET. disk

3.0 or 4.0 ROMS or

8032 (specify)

MAE FEATURES

— Control Files tor Assembling Multiple named source files
from disk

— Sorted Symbol table — up to 31 cHars./label

— 27 Commands, 26 Pseudo-ops, 39 Error Codes
— Macros, Conditional Assembly, and a new feature we developed

called Interactive Assembly

— Relocatable Object Code

— String search and replace, move, copy, automatic line
numbering, etc.

STP FEATURES
— 17 text processing macros

— Right and left justification

— Variable page lengths and widths

— Document size limited only by disk capacity

— Software lower case provision for APPLE II without lower
case modification

ALSO INCLUDED
— Relocating Loader

— Sweet IS macro library for APPLE and PET
— Machine Language macro library

— Sample files for Assembly and text processing

— Separate manuals for both APPLE and PET

PRICE

— MAE, STP, Relocating Loader, Library files, 50 page manual,
diskette — $169.95

SEND FOR FREE DETAILED SPEC SHEET

EASTERN HOUSE SOFTWARE

3239 LINDA DRIVE

WINSTON-SALEM.N.C. 27106

(919) 924-2889 (9 19) 748-844G

Microphys is pleased to announce the release of a scries of twelve

programs designed for use in introductory calculus courses on both

ihe high school and college levels.

The programs are intended for use with a Commodore PET/CBM

microcomputer having at least 8K of storage. Each program is record

ed on a C-10 cassette and is accompanied by simple descriptive in

structions. The programs retail for S20 each. A diskette containing

all 12 programs may be obtained at a cost of SI80.

Each program generates a unique set of problems for each student.

Answers may be generated so thai the student may check his own

work or these answers may be suppressed. The student then solves his

set of problems away from the computer. When his work is com

pleted, the student enters his code number and answers and the com

puter will then grade his work, displaying the answers to those ques

tions which were incorrectly solved; a percent score and a brief com

ment reflecting an overall evaluation are also given.

Individual Program Content

PC726- Differentiation of Algebraic Functions

PC727- Maxima/Minima Problems: Part 1

PC728- Maxima/Minima Problems: Part II

PC729- Relative Rate Problems: Part I

PC730- Relative Rate Problems: Part II

PC731- Integration of Algebraic Functions

PC732- Differentiation of Trigonometric Functions

PC733- Integration of Trigonometric Functions

PC734- integration: Areas of Plane Figures

PC735- Integration: Volumes of Solids

PC736- Integration: Arc Lengths

PC737- Integration: Surface Areas of Solids

Note: All programs are available from your local computer dealer.

They may also be obtained directly from Microphys.

Educators: Be sure to write for our free educational software

catalogue which describes over 140 programs for use in Chemistry,

Physics, Math, English Vocabulary and Spelling. These programs are

designed for use on the PET with a minimum o\ 8K of storage.

Dealer Inquires Invited

MICROPHYS PROGRAMS

2048 Ford St. Bklyn, N.Y. 11229

(212) 646-0140
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• Main tain the date of the last activity for each customer, as 
well as amounts bi l led this year and last year. 

• Print Customer Statements. (Statements available through 
SBCS ). 

Accounts Receivable is available independently or can be 
integ rated with the General Ledger program . 

In the final analysis, making your bookkeeping easier is what 
our software is all about. There is virtuafly no limit on entries 
since you may process them as often as you like. These 
packages will support any printer/ interface combination. 

General Ledger requires one hundred ten columns. 
Accounts Receivable requires one hundred thirty columns. 

Suggested Retml: 
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Toge ther 5330.00 
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YOU NEED EXPERIENCE WORKING FOR YOU! 
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~~~ The Most Powerfu l Disk-Based 

Macro Assem bl er/Text Edito r 
Ava ilable at A NY Pr ice 

Now incl udes t h e Simplified Text Processor (STP) 

For 32K PE T , disk 48K APPLE II 
3.0 o r 4,0 ROMS or - OR - o r APPLE II + 
8032 (speci f y) an d D I SK II 

MAE F E ATURE S 
- Cont r ol Fi l es for Assemb l ing M ultiple named source files 

from disk 
- So r ted Symbol table - UP to 31 cha r s. / l ab el 
- 27 Commands, 26 Pseudo·ops, 39 Erro r C odes 
- Macros, Conditional Assemb l y, Jnd a ne w feature we developed 

called t nteractive Assembly 
- Re l ocatab te Object Code 
- String s~arc h and rep l ace, move,coPY, automatic l ine 

n u mberl n9, etc. 

STP FEATURES 
- 17 text processing macros 
- Ri9ht and left justif i cation 
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- Docu m en t size limited on l y by disk capacity 
- Software l ower case provision for A PPL E I I w i thout lower 

case modification 
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- Re l ocati ng Loader 
- Sweet 16 rnacro l i b r ary for AP PLE and PET 
- Machine L anguage macro library 
- Sample files for Assembly and text p r ocessing 
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PR t C E 
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SEND FOR FREE DETA I LED SPEC SHEET 
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WINSTON·SALEM, N. C. 2710 6 
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Don't lose your message

because of the medium..

CASSETTES
The cassette tapes used for recording data are

composed of two parts: the cassette shell and the tape

loaded into the shell. The shell can beeithera5-screwor

sonic welded type with a non-magnetic leader or a magnetic leader (so called leaderless

cassettes). The shell used in our cassettes is of premium quality. 5-screw, with non-magnetic leader. The

choice of non-magnetic leader may confuse some people, but there is a valid reason. There is a splice

required to connect the magnetic tape to the leader at both endsof the tape. A person recording program

material or data, using a leaderless tape, stands to drop a bit of data at the splice point. Not all leaderless

tapes have thespliceandyou have to be very careful when buying this type of data tape. We use standard

leader to avoid the confusion, and unhappy customers when the first recording on the tape is always bad.

The tape used in our cassettes is of studio quality, The same type

of tape is used by some studios for making master recordings. The

magnetic tape used m the cassette is the true heart of the cassette

You can have the best shell made, but with low quality tape it is

still junk.

The cassettes offered here have been chosen for the high

est quality components consistent with a practical cost level.

Cassettes come packaged in boxes of 10. They are

offered in 10 and 20 minute lengths

C-10 S6.95 - S1

C-20 S7.95 - S1

DISKETTES
We offer two levels of diskettes: certified and non-certified. The certified diskettes have been put

through a test to check the entire working surface for bad spots. These diskettes are certified error-free

by the manufacturer. If you require assurance of every diskette being perfect, then the Dysan certified

diskette is for you.

The BASF company invented magnetic tape from which the very large and varied industry of today has

grown. We offer the BASF premium quality (non-certified) Diskette. These diskettes enjoy one of the

lowest reject rates of any manufacturer (all our disk-based software is duplicated on BASF).

We are also offering diskettes from 3-M SCOTCH. These come encased in a touch (PVC) jacket which

resists handling damages. They are certified 100% error-free. Their low modulation provides better

signal stability.

BASF:

Box of 5 $19.95 * $1

Box of 10 $34,95 ♦ $2

Box of 100 S299.00 + $3

3-M SCOTCH:

Box Of 10 $39.95 ♦ S2

DYSAN:

Box of 5 S29.95 + Si

TheSoftwareExchange
6 South Si . Millord, NH 03055

TO ORDER TOLL-FREE: (in NH call 673-5144)

1-800-258-1790
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Music and The

Personal

Computer

Frank Winter, Dean,

instructional Development,
Sheridan College

Most people have no idea of the tremendous poten

tial for music that is found in the personal computer.

So that more people might become aware of this

potential a Music Symposium was held last June at

Sheridan College in Oakville, Ontario, Canada.

Sheridan College is one of 22 Community Col

leges in the Province of Ontario and has been heavily

involved in the educational use of microcomputers

for over 2 years. At the present time we have more

than 100 microcomputers in use! We had done some

programming for our Performing Arts department so

that they could teach music sight reading by using

the powerful drill and practice techniques available

on the microcomputers; their interest had been whet

ted and it seemed to be a good time to bring to their

attention some of the other music software that was

available on various computers.

For the sound enthusiasts, the audio system

used to produce the music at this symposium was a

Phillips preamplifier control, feeding four Motional

Feedback speakers, each of which was rated at 60

watts:

Low Frequency 40 watts 35-1000 Hz

High Frequency 20 watts 4-00-20,000 Hz

(.2% distortion)

Approximately 125 people attended, and the program

looked like this:

Hal Chamberlin

" Techniques for ihe Computer Performance of Music"

AIM Computer & M.T.U. High Density Graphics Board

Jim Butterfield

"First Steps in Making Music"

PET Computer

Dr. Frank Covitz & Dr. Cliff Ashcraft

"Advanced Examples in Making Music"

KIM Computer & M.T.U. High Density Graphics Board

Michael Bonnycastle

' 'A Canadian Music System

PET Computer

Professor Colette Wilkins

"leaching Music with the l'RS-80"

Radio Shack TRS-80 Computer

Trudy Van Buskirk

"Music with the Apple Alf"

Apple Computer

Dr. Sterling Beckwith

"The Atari Music ROM Pack"

Atari Computer

Terry Garbutt

"The Visible Music System"

PET Computer

Linda Borry

"M.E.C.C. Music"

Apple Computer

Dr. Sterling Beckwith

"The Human Interface to Computer Music"

Hal Chamberlin is Vice President of Research &

Development for Micro Technology Unlimited, a

firm which builds innumerable 6502 accessories. His

first computer, built for music synthesis, was con

structed from scrap IBM logic boards and discrete

transistors as early as 1970 and, in my mind at least,

Hal Chamberlin has to be the "FATHER" of music

on microcomputers. His original article for Byte

Magazine, "A Sampling of Techniques for Com

puter Performance of Music", was published in

September, 1977. This article was followed by

another, in the April 1980 issue of the same

magazine, entitled "Advanced Real-Time Music

Synthesis Techniques".

Hal's presentation was a masterpiece, as he was

able to cover a complex topic in such a way as to

make everyone feel they fully understood what he

was talking about. He was clear and concise and his

use of visuals on the overhead projector fully ex

plained his concepts. When describing how a wave

form was developed he used the High Resolution

Graphics Board developed by Micro Technology

Unlimited and, since it is addressable to 64,000 pix

els, he was able to be very precise in his visual infor

mation.

I will not attempt to paraphrase his talk; in

terested persons would be far better off to obtain

reprints of his articles in order to cover the topic in

sufficient detail. However, his presentation estab

lished a high tone which highlighted his position as

the keynote speaker.

Jim Butterfield was asked to explain just how

easy it is to produce music on a microcomputer.

Since Hal had earlier established how it was done

technically, it was up to Jim to demonstrate exactly

how it was done on the microcomputer. He ex

plained simple note producing routines and il-

lustratred how 2 part, 3 part, and even 4 part har

mony is produced. He then showed that it was possi

ble to speed up a piece to double tempo (without

changing pitch) and also to change the various tones

of each voice (once again, without changing the

pitch). Jim's extensive knowledge of computers and

computer music, together with his sense of humor,

made his talk a delightful experience.

Dr. Frank Covitz and Dr. Cliff Ashcraft dealt

with an advanced music system, and their presenta

tion gave a magnificient overview of the "State of

the Art" as it applies to computer music. Dr. Covitz
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potential a Music Symposium was held last June at 
Sheridan College in Oakville, Ontario, Canada. 

Sheridan College is one of 22 Community Col
leges in the Province of Ontario and has been heavil y 
involved in the educational use of microcomputers 
for over 2 years . At the present time we have more 
than 100 microcomputers in use! We had done some 
programming for our Pe rformin g Arts department so 
that they could teach music sight reading by using 
the powerful drill and practice techniques available 
on the microcomputers; their interest had been whet
ted and it seemed to be a good time to bring to their 
attention some of the other music software that was 
avail able on various computers. 

For the sound enthusiasts, the audio system 
used to produce the music at this symposium was a 
Phillips preamplifier control, feedi ng four Motional 
Feedback speakers, each of which was rated at 60 
watt s: 

Low Frequency 40 watts 35-1000 H z 
High Frequency 20 walts 400-20,000 Hz 
( .2% distortion) 

Approx imately 125 people attended , and the program 
looked like this: 

HaJ Chamberl in 
" TtchniquesJor the Computer Peiformanct of Mllsic" 
A IM Computer & M .T .U. H igh Densit y Graph ics Board 

Jim Butterfield 
"First Sups in Ivlaking Music" 
PET Computer 

Dr. Frank Covilz & Dr. Cliff Ashcrart 
"Advanced Examples in Making M ILlie" 
KIM Computer & M .T .U . High Density Graphics Board 

Michael Bonn ycas tle 
. 'A Canadian ,\1 usic Systnn " 
PET Computer 

Proressor Cole tt e Wilkins 
"Teaching Music with the TRS·BO" 
Radio Shack TRS·80 Computcr 

Trudy Van Buskirk 
"Music with the Apple AIj" 
Applc Computer 
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Or. Sterl ing Beckwith 
" The Atan' A-fusic ROM Pack " 
Atari Computer 

Terry Garbutt 
" The Visible Music Sj'stnn " 
PET Computer 

Linda Borry 
"A-£, E. C. C. .Music" 
Apple Computer 

Dr. Sterling Beckwith 
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" The Human Intnfau to Computu Music" 

Hal Chamberlin is Vice President of Research & 
Development for Micro Technology Unlimited , a 
firm which builds innumerable 6502 accessories. His 
first computer, built for music synthesis , was con
structed from scrap IBM logic boards and discrete 
trans istors as early as 1970 and , in my mind at least, 
Hal Chamberlin has to be the "FATHER " of music 
on microcomputers. His original article for Byte 
Magazine , "A Sampling of Techniques for Com
puter Performance of Music" , was pu bli shed in 
September, 1977 . Th is article was followed by 
another, in the April 1980 issue of the same 
~~gazine, entitled II Advanced Real-T ime Music 
Synthesis Techniques". 

Hal's presentation was a masterpiece, as he was 
able to cover a com plex topic in such a way as to 
make everyone feel they fully understood what he 
was talking about. H e was clear and concise and his 
use of visuals on the overhead projector fully ex
plained his concepts. When describing how a wave 
form was developed he used the High Resolution 
G raphics Board developed by Micro Technology 
Unlimited and, since it is addressable to 64,000 pix
els, he was able to be very precise in his visual infor
mat ion . 

I will not attempt to paraphrase his talk; in
terested persons would be far better off to obtain 
reprints of his articles in order to cover the topic in 
sufficient detail. However, his presentation estab
lished a high tone which highlighted his position as 
the keynote speaker . 

Jim Butterfield was asked to explain just how 
easy it is to produce music on a microcomputer. 
Since Hal had earlier established how it was done 
technically, it was up to Jim to demonstrate exactl y 
how it was done on the microcomputer. He ex
plained simple note prod ucing routines and iI-
I ustratred how 2 part , 3 part , and even 4 part har
mony is produced. He then showed that it was possi
ble to speed up a piece to double tempo (without 
changing pitch) and also to change the various tones 
of each voice (once again , without changing the 
pitch). Jim 's extensive knowledge of com puters and 
computer music, together with his sense of humor, 
made his talk a deligh tful experience . 

Dr. Frank Covitz and Dr, Cli ff Ashcraft dealt 
with an advanced music system , and their presenta
tion gave a magnificient overview of the" State of 
the Art" as it applies to computer music . Dr. Covit z 
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L TO R

Philip Covitz, Jim Buttcrficld. Brian Walsh, Francis Amcnt

L TO R

Hal Chamberlin and

Karl J. Hildon, Technical Advisor. Commodore Business Machines

L TOR

Cliff Ashcraft and Dr. Frank Covitz

Getting Ready

mentioned that, although their music is based on Hal

Chamberlin's system, it is different in that it has a

more elaborate command system; it creates wave

forms faster and employs a different technique in

play routines called "Time Division Multiplexing".

They have also utilized a volume control digital to

analog converter and play many of their pieces in

stereo.

Their demonstration employed many techniques

Jim Butterfidd

Holding Court Just At Lunch Break

and a great number of music pieces. At one point, in

order to show that the music was not terribly hard to

code, Dr. Covitz introduced his 12 year old son

Phillip, who proceeded to play the Theme from Dr.

Zhivago, "Somewhere My Love", which he had en

coded, in its entirety, himself.

A great variety of instruments were reproduced

on the computer, among them such standards as the

cello, clarinet, mandolin and banjo. In addition, they
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were able to play instruments which haven't even

been invented yet, such as the BLITHER, GIANT

RUBBER BAND, 32 FT. PIANO, and

GLOCKENFLUTE. Needless to say, it provided a

real insight into the possibilities of computer music

and the shape of things to come.

Not only did they provide a great deal of

technical information, but they did it in such a way

as to make it easy to understand, while at the same

time providing great entertainment. All they need is

an agent and they could take their show on the road!

Michael Bonnycastle is an engineer and com

puter hobbyist who had seen Hal Chamberlin's

music system and had been intrigued by the wonder

ful sounds he could create; however, there was one

major problem and that was that it took so much

time to look up and toad the various note tables. In

order to overcome this problem he reasoned that you

might as well use the computer to do the table look

up and loading; basically this is what his system

does. In other words, he has constructed a human

interface which makes Chamberlin's music system

easier to use.

Notes are entered as simple dots, which may be

played back, or changed. It is possible to play any

four notes at one time and you can alter the duration

and tempo as necessary. By using repeats he

eliminates repetitious coding and achieves quite a

remarkable flexibility in this simple system. Although

this program does not have the graphics that are

found on other programs it does a very efficient job

and allows a person to create very innovative music.

Colette Wilkins is Professor of Music at

Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh. She has a

rather difficult task there in that, although most of

her students have a good background in music, they

differ markedly in the various elements of their

knowledge.

Professor Wilkins teaches the "solfege" method

of voice training and musical notation and this is a

course which all music students are required to take.

The solfcgc system is used extensively in Europe and

uses a fixed "DO" and a pure tone related struc

ture. As she says: "The students must learn in two

years what took me ten years to learn in France";

and this is where the drill and practice capabilities of

the computer come in handy.

Although Professor Wilkins had little or no

knowledge of computers she worked with engineers

to develop a music box for the Radio Shack com

puter and they, in turn, programmed her lessons and

drills as she laid them out. The results have been

very encouraging and she feels that without her com

puter programs she would be unlikely to advance as

quickly as she does now. Further details of her

system may be found in the article entitled "Com

puter Aided Sight Reading" which was published in

the June 1980 issue of Creative Computing.

Trudy Van Buskirk is an elementary school

teacher in Special Education and she feels that the

Apple Alf is a good package for the person who is

not necessarily a musician but is interested in music,

and also for someone who is not necessarily a com

puter buff but is interested in learning how to make

a computer play music.

The Alf requires a board which is plugged into

slot 4 and may be either disc or cassette based. It

will play 3 voices with one board, 6 voices with two

boards and up to 9 voices with three boards. In addi

tion it contains an excellent introduction which not

only explains, but also demonstrates, music syn

thesis. The program has a simple entry system with

all necessary controls for tempo, duration, correction,

repeats, etc. In addition it visibly demonstrates the

musical notation in full color on the screen, not only

upon entry, but also while the music is playing. This

system impressed Trudy a great deal because she was

able to produce quite pleasant music with a

minimum of effort and study. This package can be

purchased right off the shelf and does not require any

customization before use.

Dr. Sterling Beckwith has been working with

computer aided music since 1965, and was responsi

ble for the York University "Interactive Music Pro

ject". While he has worked mainly with mainframes,

he was involved in helping Atari with their Music

Composer. We thought it would be appropriate to

have him demonstrate this unit since he had been in

volved from a very early date.

The Music Composer is geared to the non

technical computer user and also to the person who

is not necessarily a competent musician. It uses a

variety of menus which allow the user to play up to 4

voices, transpose pieces of music, edit music, provide

a music display, arrange music, save or retrieve

music, and also record file formats.

One of its main advantages is that the user can

just plug in the cartridge, turn on the power, and

start right to work!

Throughout his demonstration Dr. Beckwith

reiterated his feeling that the general public had to

demand from the software producers the type of pro

gram that the serious music student/teacher desires

and needs.

Later in the program Dr. Beckwith was given

the opportunity to discuss the human interface to

computer music and also to discuss his concerns

about the quality of software which is being

produced. He chaired a discussion in which the at

tendees were given the opportunity to talk about

their problems in the computer music field. Dr.

Beckwith struck a responsive cord with the audience,

who seemed, in many cases, to share his views. The

lively discussion left the audience with some very in

teresting thoughts to take home with them.

Terry Garbutt attended both the University of

Toronto and York University and is a former KIM

user. He later moved on to the PET but, regardless

of the hardware, he is an incurable music synthesist.

Terry demonstrated the Visible Music Monitor
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Apple Alf is a good package for the perso n who is 
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from A B Computers and he seemed to be quite

taken with the flexibility and comprehensiveness of

this system. It is written in 6502 machine language

and allows you to enter notes directly from the PET

keyboard. With this program you can insert, delete,

or move notes up or down on the staff, use the

"record changer" mode to load a number of songs,

have a user defined keyboard, complete tempo flex

ibility, transpose capability, and waveform modifica

tion capability. Music can be played either with or

without note display.

This package too may be used right off the shelf

and, with its lively graphics, it makes a unit which

will be attractive to many people.

Linda Borry is an Instructional Co-ordinator

with the Metro Minnesota Schools and because she

has some technical computer background, a musical

background, and is also an educator, she was able to

incorporate all these skills in designing and program

ming a series of educational units on music which

can be used in the school system. The programs run

on an Apple II with Applesoft Basic in ROM and

use only components found in the original equipment

(there are no add-ons). This is to make it easy for

the ordinary classroom teacher to use the programs

without having to go out and buy extra components.

Some of the design features of these programs

are as follows: short student responses requiring ac

curacy, always displays the right answer, flags stu

dent weaknesses, complete student control as to dif

ficulty and number of problems, menu driven and

geared to students who have never used a computer

before. These programs make use of three major

strengths of microcomputers—to generate random

questions, to inexhaustively perform drill and prac

tice routines, and to keep track of the students.

There are approximately 18 programs in the

series and some of the topics covered are Key

Signatures, Rhythm, Intervals, Dictation Drill, and

Scale Identification. It is extremely rare to see pro

grams forming a series which demonstrates as much

care and skill in its design as these do. They are

educationally sound and really seem to care about

the students' progress. Linda mentioned that Apple

will probably be marketing the series in September

or October, 1980.

Although Louis C. Cargile Jr. could not come to

the symposium because of previous commitments, he

sent along some of his music, which included Blues,

Disco, jazz, Ballads, Ragtime, Sousa, Bach, Duke

Elligton, and some experimental music which in

cludes volume control through software. Lou has

unique arrangements which are set up in a jukebox

style so that you can call up the piece you want to

hear from a menu presented on the screen.

It was quite a revelation to see all the systems

which were presented and to listen to the high quali

ty of music played. It is obvious that this large group

of interested computer musicians represent only the

tip of a very large iceberg concerned with this topic.

If you wish to correspond with any of the above-

mentioned speakers you will find their names and

addresses listed below:

Hal Chamberlin

Micro Technology Unlimited

P.O. Box 12106'
Raleigh, North Carolina 27605

Jim Butterfield

c/o CN Telecommunications

151 Front Street West

Toronto, Ontario M5J 1G1

Dr. Frank Covitz

Deer Hill Road

Lebanon, New Jersey 08833

Michael Bonnycastle

81 Wychwood Park

Toronto, Ontario M6G 2V5

Professor Colette Wiikins

Carnegie Mellon University

Music Department

Schenley Park

PrUsburg, Pennsylvania 15213

Trudy Van Buskirk

267 Bain Avenue

Toronto, Ontario M4K 1G2

Dr. Sterling Beckwith

P.O. Box 244

North Saiem, New York 10560

or

605 Finch Avenue West

Willowdale, Ontario

Terry Garbini

3557 Ash Row Crescent

Mississauga, Ontario LSI. 1K3

Linda Borry

Instructional Coordinator

M.E.C.C.

2520 Broadway Drive

St. Paul, Minnesota 55113

PET •APPLE •TRS-80

DATA BASE SOFTWARE

Data Handler Package $25.00

Files: Create, Read, Write Print,

Merge, View

Records: Add, Delete, Update

Specials: Sorting by fields, Mass
Updating

Advanced Data Handler $38.50

Includes following compatible systems:

• Advanced version of Data Handler

• SEARCH - Data file scanning and

subfile making system

• LABEL - Quality label making

system

• ADD - Data file field summation

system

Excellent for home, office, and

professional uses! Both products include

floppy disk, documentation, and example

applications.
For more information write to:

Business Computer Services Co.

9020 Eby

Overland Park, KS 66212
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Micros

With The

Handicapped

Susan Semancik

The final testing was about to begin. This would

ultimately determine the success of our months of

work in preparing the package of programs using the

Manual Alphabet Tutorial on the PET computer

(See COMPUTE Issue #3). Who could better judge

the usefulness and effectiveness of a computerized

signing program than the coordinators and students

involved in a summer session to teach handicapped

honor high school students from all over the country

about marine biology?

Members of the Delmarva Computer Club had

been at the Marine Science Center the summer

before when the signers there had helped to review

the original drawings of the handshapes used to form

the letters of the alphabet for the deaf on the PET

computer's screen. But, this would be the signers'

first opportunity to see the signs incorporated into

computerized teaching programs and to evaluate the

finished product. Dr. Ed Keller, director of the han

dicapped program, invited the Club to participate in

their communication's workshop. One of the goals of

the workshop was to help the students who were non-

signers to communicate with those who were signers.

This was no small feat when you consider the

students' handicaps included blindness, deafness, or

thopedic handicaps, and in some cases, multiple han

dicaps.

So, it was with a mixture of anticipation and

reservation that we carried our equipment and pro

grams into the workshop on that summer evening.

As can be seen in the pictures, handicapped

students, Club members and their families, all en

joyed the variety of computer programs demonstrated

during the workshop. We were especially pleased

with the students' responses to the programs in the

Manual Alphabet Tutorial package, which are

designed to teach and strengthen fingerspelling skills

from several different approaches: learning all 26

signs together, learning them in groups of five with

cumulative or separate tests, learning them in groups

of user determined size and starting letter, learning

them in groups of five with cumulative or separate

tests, learning them in groups of five with cumulative

or separate tests, learning them in groups of user

determined letter combinations, and recognizing the

fingerspelling of words at user determined rates.

Different students had preferences for different

approaches and the variety available seemed to

satisfy the needs of the students at the workshop. We

knew our programs would not be able to be used by

all students at the Center. For instance, the blind

would not be able to see the signs on the PET's

screen, and those with crippled hands would not be

able to form the signs. None of the Club members

participating in the demonstration could believe the

enthusiasm, comraderie and concentration exhibited

by the students in either learning to sign the alphabet

or helping those who were just starting to learn.

Even those students who have been signing for many

years enjoyed seeing how fast they could make the

computer fingerspell words while they still maintain

ed comprehension. One young man attained an

almost unbelievable speed where we could no longer

distinguish the individual signs and yet he was able

to identify the words perfectly and typed them con

fidently into the computer. It was a joy for all of us

to see such positive reactions! Even those instructors

with doubts as to how fingerspelling could flow

naturally enough from a computer for rapid recogni

tion soon had no reservations in the face of such ap

parent success.

This completed package of seven programs using

the Manual Alphabet Tutorial on either an Old or

New ROM 8K PET is also being tested by indepen

dent groups who will be reporting on the reactions of

students and clients in their own applications of the

programs.

We welcome any suggestions for improvements

or expansion of the programs and will update free

anyone's copy of the program who is first to suggest

changes that we implement in future editions. All in

quiries and suggestions should be made through Jean

Trafford, Secretary, P.O. Box 36, Wallops Island,

VA 23337.

The Delmarva Computer Club is marketing the complete

package for $49.95, with proceeds being used to fund other

Club projects. The package also includes documentation, a

sample wordfile to be used with the fingerspelling program,

and a DA TA MAKER program that enables people without

programming experience to easily create their own wordfiles.
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C. Marshall Curtis, program chairman for the Delmarva

Club, helped to coordinate these activities. He provides

some personal impressions and observations:

As we drove in to the Marine Science Center which is

located next door to NASA, Wallops Flight Center, I was

more than a tittle apprehensive. I'd heard that each sum

mer they hold classes for handicapped students. Of course

I'd seen blind students, deaf students, and students in

wheelchairs and on crutches, but all in one classroom.

never! "I'll have to be careful", I thought. "In any case,

Susan has been here before and she'll know what lo do."

What to do first was to unload our CBM HET and

some peripheral equipment and start setting it up. About

this time, Bob Hinds, executive director of the Marine

Science Center and treasurer of the Delmarva Computer

Club, walked in with hia PET. Susan loaded the Manual

Alphabet Tutorial in both PETs and the "kids" gathered

around full of curiosity and questions. David, who is biind,

stuck his hand in a box and announced, "Here are some

cassette tapes for your computer!"

Soon some of the deaf students were passing the test

at the end of the tutorial. A deaf boy who had never learn

ed "finger spelling" and a student in a wheelchair we're

busy looking first at the signs on the PET screen and then

forming the same letters with their own fingers.

What to do next was sit back in amazement as I

began to see deaf students forming letters on the hands of

blind students and the blind kids signing back to them.

What I had not expected was the way they would be help

ing each other, their obvious sense of humor, and their

eagerness to learn about computer hardware and program

ming as well as the manual alphabet and marine science.

By the time we were setting up for our third visit with

die physically handicapped students at the Marine Science

Center I felt quite at home. I also had learned that the of

ficial name is The Marine Science Consortium Inc.

(TMSC). It's a non-profit corporation which was incor

porated in 1971. The member institutions are twelve state

colleges in Pennsylvania. American University and

Catholic University in Washington, D.C., and West

Virginia University. The Consortium's facilities include

classrooms, laboratories, dormitories, cafeteria, library,

recreation rooms, and two research vessels.

Dr. Ed Keller was there, as usual, and I noticed that

he had a special way with the students. This time, a

wheelchair bandit made off with Dr. Keller's crutch. In

addition to being a friend to the students, Dr. Keller is

professor of biology at Wesi Virginia University and direc

tor of this summer program in marine science for outstan

ding handicapped students. Each year during the month of

July, 11th and 12th grade students meet to learn from each

other, From college instructors, and from Held trips and

laboratory sessions. They study marsh and beach ecology,

shipboard techniques, physical oceanography, marine

biology, etc.

Most of these kids are more familiar with the moun

tains, plains, and cities of the United States than with salt

marshes and salt water. Here they have a chance lo ex

plore the marshes, bays, sand dunes and beaches around

Wallops Island, Chincoteague Island, and the Assateague

Island National Seashore Park.

Yes, these kids are physically handicapped, but they

have a lot of fun and learn a lot.I'm sure those of us who

had an opportunity lo interaci with them enjoyed it and

learned much from them, too. „
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Small

Computers

and Small

Libraries

Arthur L. McNeil

Seattle University

It would appear that many tasks that must be carried

out in small libraries could be done quickly with

small computers. Since these machines are already

available in many high schools, junior and small four

year colleges, their use could cut down on the expen

diture of scarce dollars. Of all the tasks which can be

undertaken by computers, the typing of catalogue

cards lends itself most readily to computer use

because of the repetitious information found on each

of these cards.

Since most small libraries do not need a system

which involves the use of complex cards like those

issued by the Library of Congress or various library

networks and since the use of these systems requires

the outlay of unavailable dollars, il would seem

reasonable to have computers print catalogue cards

which follow most of the recommended library pro

cedures without all the unneeded information found

in the more involved cards.

The task of typing out multiple file cards is

monotonous, to say the least, and is expensive in the

time thus expended by librarians. In contrast, multi

ple file cards can be printed very quickly using a

small computer and a printer. The author has

developed a program, written in Basic, which will do

this print-out of main entry card, shelf list card,

author card, subject cards, etc., etc., in quick order.

PET personal computer and a TTY Model 43

printer were used to accomplish this task. Of course,

other computers and other printers can accomplish

the same job. The program is listed in Figure 1, and

with few changes, can be used by most other

systems. This program will print-out all the catalogue

cards needed by these small libraries.

Figure 2 shows the print-out of this program.

Explanation of the Program

Statement numbers (ST. NO'S) 100 to 450 input

data into the program and assign variables to each

item.

ST. NO'S 460 to 500 open the file and print the

first card, the author card which is also the main en

try card. Notice the use of the subroutine which

prints the data common to all cards. The author card

is configured as follows:

line 1; space

line 2: space

line 3: The classification number and the

principal author's name,

line 4: The author designation,

line 5: space

line 6: The author's name and joint author(s),

if any.

line 7: The title of the book,

line 8: City of publication, publishers, date of

publication.

line 9: space

line 10: Collation information.

line 11: Notes

line 12: space

line 13: space

line 14: Subject heading 1, 2 and 3.

line 15: Title, joint author(s) and series, if any.

line 16: space

line 17: space

line 18: space

It should be noted here that if a certain piece of in

formation is not pertinent to this book, e.g. extra

subject headings, joint authors or series, etc., etc., a

number sign (#) is typed instead of the data re

quested. This procedure will print a blank or print

an empty line and so preserve the eighteen line for

mat. Since the size of library cards is three by five

inches and since the printer is set to print six lines

per inch, an eighteen line format will fill the first

card and be ready to immediately start the second

card. The author would advise the use of tractor

library cards which come in a roll or fan fold where

one card immediately follows another and so priming

can be continuous. A number of library supply firms

merchandise these cards; two are listed below:

Gaylord Brother Inc.

P.O. Box 8489

Stockton, CA 95208

Josten's

Library Service Division

1301 Cliff Rd.

Burnsvillc, MN 55337

ST. NO'S 510 to 530 print the shelf list card which

is a duplicate of the author card.

ST. NO'S 540 to 620 print the title card. This

part of the program is divided into two parts. The

choice depends on the length of the title. If the title

contains less than 51 characters, ST. NO'S 560 to

580 print the card. If the title exceeds 50 characters,

ST. NO'S 590 to 620 do the job.

ST. NO'S 630 to 830 print succeeding cards,

i.e.; subject headings, joint author(s) and serial

cards, if these apply.

ST. NO'S 840 to 1260 is the subroutine which

prints the data common to all cards, namely that
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per inch , an eighteen line fo rm at wi ll fill the first 
card and be ready to im med iately start the second 
card. The a uthor would advise the use of tractor 
libra ry cards which come in a roll or fan fold where 
one card im mediately follows another and so printing 
can be cont inuous. A number of library suppl y firm s 
merchandise these cards; two are listed below: 

Gaylord Brother Inc. 
P.O. Box 8489 
Stockton , CA 95208 

J osten 's 
Library Service Di vision 
1301 Cliff R d. 
Burnsville, M N 55337 

S1'. NO 'S 510 to 530 print the shelf list card which 
is a duplicate of the author card . 

S1'. NO 'S 540 to 620 print the title card . This 
part of the program is divided into two part s. The 
choice de pends on the lengt h of the title. If the titl e 
contains less than 51 cha racters, S1'. NO'S 560 to 
580 print the card. If the title exceeds 50 characters, 
S1'. NO ' S 590 to 620 do the job . 

51'. NO'S 630 to 830 print succeeding cards, 
i. e.; subject headin gs, join t a uth or(s) and se rial 
cards, if these apply. 

S1'. NO ' S 840 to 1260 is the subroutin e which 
prints the data common to all cards, namely that 
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Skyles Electric Works

QYour students are gathering around the several PET computers in your

0 classroom. And they all are hungry for hands-on turns at the keyboards.

Some students are just beginning to understand computers; others are

so advanced they can help you clean up the programs at the end of the period.

How do you set up a job queue, how do you keep the beginners from crashing a

program, how do you let the advanced students have full access? And how do you

preserve your sanity while all this is going on?

A. With the Regent.

Q. What is the Regent?
A The ultimate in classroom multiple PET systems. A

• surprisingly inexpensive, simple, effective way to have

students at all levels of computer capability work and learn

on a system with up to 15 PETs while the instructor has

complete control and receives individual progress reports.

Up to 15 PETs. one dual disk drive and as many as five

printers can interface with the Regent, and do all those good things we promised. It's designed to operate with

8K. 1 6K. 32K PET/CBM models and with the Commodore disk drives and new DOS.

Five levels of user privilege, from the Systems Level,

through Levels One and Two. Student; Levels One and

Two. Operator. From only the use of system commands

to complete control for the exclusive use of the

instructor.

There's complete system protection against the novice

user crashing the program; the instructor has total

control over, and receives reports concerning, usage of

all PETs.

A complete set of explanations for all user commands

is stored on the disk for instant access by all users.

And a printout of the record of all usage of Regent is

available at the instructor's command.

The Regent includes a systems disk with 1OO.OOO-plus

bytes for program storage, a ROM program module,

together with a Proctor and a SUB-it . . . and complete

instructor and student user manuals.

Q. SUB-it? Proctor? What are they?
A The SUB-it is a single ROM chip (on an interface

• board in the case of the original 2001-8 models)

that allows up to 15 PETs to be connected to a

common disk via the standard PET-IEEE cables. The

Commodore 2040. 2050 or 8050 dual disks and a

printer may be used.

{The SUB-it has no system software or hardware to

supervise access to the IEEE bus. The system is thus

unprotected from user-created problems. Any user-

even a rank novice —has full access to ail commands

and to the disk and bus. This situation can. of course

be corrected partially by the Proctor, completely by the

Regent.)

The SUB-it prevents inadvertant disruption when one

unit in a system is loading and another is being used.

The Proctor takes charge of the bus and resolves

multiple user conflicts. Each student can load down

from the same disk but cannot inadvertently load to or

wipe out the disk. Good for computer aided instruction

and for library applications, offering hundreds of

programs to beginning computer users.

A combination of hardware and software protects the

disk from unexpected erasures and settles IEEE bus

usage conflicts. Only the instructor or a delegate can

send programs to the disk. Yet all the PETs in the

system have access to all disk programs. Available for

all PET/CBM models. SUB-it and PET intercontrol

module and DLW (down-loading software) are included.

Q. How expensive are these classroom

miracles?

A We think the word is inexpensive. The Regent

**• system is $250 for the first PET: S150 for each
additional PET in the system. The SUB-it is $40. (Add

an interface board at $22.50 if the PET is an original

2001-8.) And the Proctor is $95.

There are cables available, too: 1 meter at S40 each:

2 meter. S60 each: 4 meter, S90 each.

Phone or write for information. We'll be delighted to answer any questions

and to send you the complete information package.

Skylcs Electric Works
231 E South Whisman Road

Mountain View, CA 94041

(415) 965-1735
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Skyles Electric Works 

Q Your students are gathering around the several PET computers in your 
• classroom. And they all are hungry for hands·on turns at the keyboards. 

Some students are just beginning to understand computers; others are 
so advanced they can help you clean up the programs at the end of the period . 
How do you set up a job queue. how do you keep the beginners from crashing a 
program. how do you let the advanced students have full access? And how do you 
preserve your sanity while all this is going on? 

A. With the Regent. 

Q. What is the Regent? 
A The ultimate in classroom multiple PET systems. A 

• surpr isingly inexpensive. simple . effective way to have 
students at all levels of computer capability work and learn 
on a system with up to 15 PETs while the instructor has 
complete control and receives individual progress reports. 

Up to 15 PETs. one dual disk drive and as many as five 
printers can interface with the Regent . and do all t hose good th ings we promised. 11"5 designed to operate with 
BK. 16K. 32K PET ICBM models and with the Commodore disk drives and new DOS. 

Five levels of user privilege. from the Systems Level. 
th rough Levels One and Two. Student: Levels One and 
Two. Operator. From only the use of system commands 
to complete control for the exclusive use of the 
instructor. 

There's com plete system protection against the novice 
user crashing the program: the instructor has total 
control over. and receives reports concerning. usage of 
all PETs. 

A complete set of explanations for all user commands 
is stored on the disk for instant access by all users. 
And a printout of the record of all usage of Regent is 
available at the instructor's command. 

The Regent includes a systems disk with 100.000-plus 
bytes for program storage. a ROM program module. 
together with a Proctor and a SUB-it ... and complete 
instructor and student user manuals. 

Q. SUB-it? Proctor? What are they? 
A The SUB-it is a single ROM chip (on an interface 

• board in the case of t he original 200 1-B models) 
t hat allows up to 1 S PETs to be connected to a 
common disk via the standard PET-IEEE cables. The 
Commodore 2040. 2050 or B050 dua l disks and a 
printer may be used. 

(The SUB-it has no system software or hardware to 
supervise access to the IEEE bus. The system is thus 
unprotected f rom user-created problems. Any user
even a rank novice - has full access to all com mands 

- -----
and to the disk and bus. This situation can. of course 
be corrected partially by the Proctor. completely by the 
Regent .) 

The SUB-it prevents inadvertant disruption when one 
unit in a system is loading and another is being used. 

The Proctor takes charge of the bus and resolves 
multiple user conflicts. Each student can load down 
from the same disk but cannot inadvertently load to or 
w ipe out the disk. Good for computer aided instruct ion 
and for library appl ications. offering hundreds of 
programs to beginning computer users. 

A combination of hardware and software protects the 
disk from unexpected erasures and settles IEEE bus 
usage conflicts. Only the instructor or a delegate can 
send programs to the disk. Yet all the PETs in the 
system have access to all disk programs. Ava ilable for 
all PET IC BM models . SUB-it and PET intercontrol 
module and DLW (down-loading software) are included . 

Q. How expensive are these classroom 
miracles? 

A We think the word is inexpensive. 'The Regent 
• system is 52S0 for the f irst PET: 51S0 for each 

additional PET in the system. The SUB- it is 540 . (Add 
an interface board at 522.50 if the PET is an original 
2001-B.) And the Proctor is 595. 

There are cables available. too: 1 meter at 540 each: 
2 meter. 560 each: 4 meter. 590 each. 

Phone or write for information. We ' ll be delighted to answer any questions 

~ 
and to send you the complete information package. 

1

23 1 E South Whis man Road 
Skyles Electric Works M o untain Vie w, CA 94041 

(415) 965-1735 
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which is contained in lines 4 to 18 of the described

library card.

ST. NO 1250 must be explained. Here five

empty lines are generated; three of these finish prin

ting one card and the next two provide for two emp

ty lines at the beginning of the next card. It takes

about one minute to enter the data needed by the

program and another minute to print up to eight

library cards.

Even if a small computer is not available for

library use, it might be worthwhile to consider the

purchase of one of these machines together with a

printer and cassette recorder in order to take advan

tage of the possibilities which these could provide.

Some of those advantages could be not only the prin

ting of library cards, but also the keeping of various

listings. Some of these listings would be as follows: a

list of books ordered, by author and title, date of the

order, price, publisher, bookseller, department order

ing, etc., etc. Likewise, a list of periodicals, contain

ing their names, the completed volumes, recording of

year and volume and the individual numbers of cur

rent year. Another list could contain a listing of

books received by the library but not yet accessioned;

this list could be alphabetized both by author and ti

tle for ready use. All these lists could be stored on

magnetic tape and updated at the end of each week.

Copies of these lists could be distributed to those in

dividuals whose work would be made easier by the

use of such lists.

In closing, a few bits of information might be

useful. The small computer, the printer and tape

deck will cost somewhere between fifteen hundred

and twenty-five hundred dollars, depending on the

brands of machines purchased. It might also be

useful for the librarian to learn a computer language,

preferably BASIC, so that programs could be written

or modified to fit the need of the situation.

Only the ingenuity of the librarian can limit the

computer use in libraries. Tasks which must be done

over and over again are "duck soup" for the com

puter and they can save great amounts of librarians'

time. The librarians, even in small libraries, should

not be afraid of computers and their use. They are

the wave of the future!

100 POKE 59468,14

110 REM A PROGRAM TO PRINT LIBRARY CARDS

120 REM BY ARTHUR L. MCNEIL, SEATTLE -.

-.UNIV. SEATTLE, WA.

130 REM STATEMENT NO'S 140 TO 400 -i

-.INPUTS DATA FOR CARDS

140 PRINT"TYPE CLASSIFICATION NO. OF -,

-.BOOK ■

150 INPUT C:PRINT

160 PRINT"TYPE AUTHOR DISIGNATION"

170 INPUT G$:PRINT

180 PRINT"TYPE NAME OF PRINCIPLE AUTHOR"

190 INPUT A$:PRINT

200 PRINT"TYPE TITLE OF BOOK"

210 INPUT T$:PRINT

220 PRINT"TYPE CITY OF PUBLICATION,

-.PUBLISHERS,DATE OF PUBLICATION"

230 INPUT D$:PRINT

240 PRINT"TYPE COLLATION INFORMATION"

250 INPUT C$:PRINT

260 PRINT"IF THE REQESTED DATA IS NOT -.

-.USED FOR"

270 PRINT"THIS BOOK, E.G. SOME SUBJECT

-.HEADING OR"

280 PRINT"NOTES ETC. A NUMBER SIGN (#)

-.IS TYPED"

290 PRINT"AND THE PROGRAM WILL STILL -i

-.PRINT "

300 PRINT"THE REQUIRED EIGHTEEN LINES -i

-.PER CARD. "

310 PRINT:PRINT

320 PRINT"TYPE NOTE, IF ANY"

330 INPUT N$:PRINT

340 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"TYPE 1ST SUBJECT

-.ENTRY"

350 INPUT E1$:PRINT

360 PRINT"TYPE 2ND SUBJECT ENTRY"

370 INPUT E2$:PRINT

3 80 PRINT"TYPE 3RD SUBJECT ENTRY"

390 INPUT E3$:PRINT

400 PRINT"TYPE JOINT AUTHOR(S), IF ANY"

410 INPUT E5$:PRINT

420 PRINT"TYPE NAME OF SERIESrIF ANY"

430 INPUT E6$:PRINT

440 E4$="TITLE"

450 I=LEN(T$)

460 OPEN 1,5:CMD 1

470 PRINTrPRINT

4 80 REM PRINTS AUTHOR CARD

490 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB(10)A$

500 GOSUB 850

510 REM PRINTS SHELF LIST CARD(AUTHOR)

520 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB(10)A$

530 GOSUB 850

540 REM PRINTS TITLE CARD

550 IF I>50 THEN 590

560 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB(10)T$

570 GOSUB 850

580 GOTO 640

590 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB(10)MID$(T$,1,50)

600 PRINT TAB(10)MID$(T$,51)

610 GOSUB 850

620 GOTO 640

630 REM PRINTS 1ST SUBJECT CARD

640 IF El$=1t#n THEN 760

650 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB(10)E1$

660 GOSUB 850

670 REM PRINTS 2ND SUBJECT CARD

680 IF E2$="#" THEN 760

690 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB(10)E2$

700 GOSUB 850

710 REM PRINTS 3RD SUBJECT CARD

720 IF E3$="#" THEN 760

730 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB(10)E3$

740 GOSUB 850

750 REM PRINTS JOINT AUTHOR CARD

760 IF E5$="#lt THEN 800

770 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB{10)E5$

780 GOSUB 850

790 REM PRINTS SERIAL CARD, IF ANY

800 IF E6$="#" THEN 1270

810 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB(10)E6$
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which is co ntai ned in lin es 4 to 18 of th e described 
library card. 

ST. NO 1250 mu st be expla ined . H ere fi ve 
empty lines are generated; three of these fini sh prin
ting on e card and the next two provide for two emp
ty lin es at the beginnin g of the next card . It takes 
about one minut e to enter the data needed by the 
program and another minute to print up to eight 
library card s. 

Even if a small computer is not available for 
library use, it might be worthwhile to consider the 
purchase of one of these machi nes togeth er with a 
printer and cassetl e recorder in orde r to take advan
tage of the poss ibilities which these co uld provide . 
Some of those advantages could be not only the prin
ting of library ca rds, bu t also the keep ing of various 
listin gs. Some of these li stings would be as follows : a 
list of books ordered , by author and title, date of the 
order, price, publi sher, bookseller, department order
ing, etc., etc . Likewise, a list of periodicals, contain
ing their names , the completed volum es , recordin g o f 
year and volume and the ind ividual numbers of cur
rent year. Another list could com ain a listin g of 
books received by the library but not yet accessioned ; 
this list could be alphabetized both by autho r and ti
tle for ready use. All th ese lists could be stored on 
magnetic tape and updated a t the end of each week. 
Copies of these li sts co uld be distribut ed to those in
dividuals whose work wou ld be made eas ier by the 
use of such li sts. 

In closin g, a few bits of informat ion might be 
usefu l. The small computer , the print er a nd tape 
deck will cost somewhere bet ween fi fteen hundred 
and twenty-five hundred dollars, dependin g on the 
brands of machines purchased. It might also be 
usefu l for the librarian to learn a co m pUler language, 
preferably BASIC, so that progra ms co uld be written 
or mod ified to fit the need of the situa t ion . 

Only the ingen uity of the librari an ca n limit the 
computer use in libraries . Tasks which must be done 
over and over aga in are " du ck so up" for the com
pUl er and they ca n save great amounlS of librarians' 
time. The librarians, even in small libraries, should 
not be afraid of computers and their use . They are 
the wave of the future! 

100 POKE 59468 ,14 
110 REM A PROGRAM TO PRINT LIBRARY CARDS 
120 REM BY ARTHUR L. MCNEIL, SEATTLE. 

.UNIV. SEATTLE , WA . 
130 REM STATEMENT NO ' S 140 TO 400 • 

.INPUTS DATA FOR CARDS 
140 PRI NT "TYPE CLASS IFICATION NO . OF • 

..,BOOK " 
150 INPUT C: PRINT 
160 PRINT"TYPE AUTHOR DISIGNATI ON " 
170 INPUT G$:PRINT 
180 PRINT"TYPE NAME OF PRINCIPLE AUTHOR " 
190 INPUT A$:PRINT 
200 PR I NT "TYPE TITLE OF BOOK " 
210 INPUT T$ : PRINT 
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22 0 PR I NT"TYPE CITY OF PUBLICATION, 
.PUBLISHERS,DATE OF PUBLI CATION " 

230 INPUT D$:PRINT 
240 PRINT"TYPE COLLATION I NFORMATION" 
250 I NPUT C$ :PRINT 
260 PR INT"IF THE REQESTED DATA IS NOT . 

.USED FOR" 
270 PR I NT "THIS BOOK, E. G. SOME SUBJECT . 

.HEADI NG OR " 
280 PRINT"NOTES ETC . A NmlB ER SIGN ( #) • 

-,I S TYPED II 
290 PRINT"AND THE PROGRA~l WI LL STILL. 

,PRINT " 
300 PRINT "THE REQUI RED EIGH TE EN LI NES • 

.,p ER CARD. II 

310 PRINT : PRINT 
320 PR I NT "TYPE NOTE , IF ANY" 
330 INPUT N$ :PRI NT 
340 PRINT : PRINT:PRINT "TYPE 1ST SUBJECT . 

...,ENTRy lI 

350 INPUT E1$:PRINT 
360 PRINT"TYPE 2ND SUBJECT ENTRY " 
37 0 I NPUT E2$ :PRINT 
380 PRINT"TYPE 3RD SUBJECT ENTRY " 
390 INPUT E3$ :PRINT 
400 PRINT "TYPE J OI NT AUTHOR(S ) , IF ANY " 
410 I NPUT E5$ :PRINT 
420 PRINT"TYPE NAM E OF SERI ES ,IF ANY " 
430 INPU T E6$ : PRINT 
440 E4$ ="TITLE" 
450 I=LEN(T$) 
460 OPEN 1, 5 :CMD 1 
470 PRINT:PRINT 
480 REM PRINTS AUTHOR CARD 
490 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB (10) A$ 
500 GOSUB 850 
51 0 REM PRINTS SHELF LIST CARD(AUTHOR) 
520 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB(10)A$ 
530 GOSUB 850 
540 REM PRINTS TITLE CARD 
550 IF 1 )5 0 THEN 590 
56 0 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB(10)T$ 
570 GOSUB 850 
580 GOTO 640 
590 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB( 10)MID$(T$ ,1, 50) 
600 PRINT TAB(10)MID$(T$ , 51 ) 
610 GOSUB 850 
620 GOTO 640 
630 REM PRINTS 1 ST SUBJECT CARD 
640 IF E1$="#" THEN 760 
650 PR I NT TAB(1)C;TAB(10)E1 $ 
660 GOSUB 850 
670 REM PRINTS 2ND SUBJECT CARD 
680 IF E2$="#" THEN 760 
690 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB(10)E2 $ 
700 GOSUB 850 
71 0 REM PRINTS 3RD SUBJECT CARD 
720 IF E3$="# " TH EN 760 
730 PR I NT TAB( 1 )C ;TAB(10)E3$ 
740 GOSUB 850 
750 REM PRINTS J OINT AU THOR CARD 
760 IF E5$="#" THEN 800 
770 PRINT TAB(1)C;TAB(10)E5 $ 
780 GOSUB 850 
790 REM PRINTS SERIAL CARD , I F ANY 
800 IF E6$= " # " THEN 1 270 
81 0 PRINT TAB( 1 )C ; TAB( 1 0)E6$ 
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The

COMPUTING

TEACHER

Computers in Teacher Education Computers in Junior High School

The Computing Teacher is a journal for people

interested in the instructional use of computers at the

precollege level. It deals with teaching using computers,

teaching about computers, and impact of computers

upon the general curriculum. The journal also carries

articles about uses of calculators in education.

The Computing Teacher began publication in May

1974 as the Oregon Computing Teacher.

Computers in High School Computers in Elementary Education

For the academic year 1980-1981, seven issues of

The Computing Teacher will be published. A typical

issue is 64 pages in length. It contains material of

interest to teachers at all levels, with main emphasis

at the precollege level. The journal carries paid adver

tising, which helps us keep the subscription price

down.

Subscription Rates:

U.S. Foreign

$10 ( 7 issues) $15

$20 (16 issues) $31

$27 (25 issues) $44

Name

Address

Zip

Send payment to:

The Computing Teacher

% Computing Center

Eastern Oregon State College

La Grande, Oregon 97850
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820 GOSUB 850

830 GOTO 1270

840 REM SUBROUTINE TO PRINT DATA COMMON

-.TO ALL CARDS

850 PRINT TAB(2)G$:PRINT

860 IF E5$="#" THEN 890

87 0 PRINT TAB(10) AS;" ";E5$

880 GOTO 900

890 PRINT TAB(10) A$;"

900 IF I>50 THEN 930

910 PRINT TAB{10)T$

920 GOTO 970

930 PRINT" ";TAB(10) MID$(T$,1,50}

940 PRINT TAB(10) MID$(T$,51)

950 PRINT TAB(10) D$

960 GOTO 1000

970 PRINT TAB(10) D$

980 PRINT:PRINT TAB(10)C$

990 GOTO 1010

1000 PRINT TAB{10) C$

1010 IF N$="#" THEN 1040

1020 PRINT TAB(10) N$

1030 GOTO 1060

1040 PRINT

1050 GOTO 1060

1060 PRINT:PRINT

1070 PRINT TAB(5)"l-";El$;"

1080 IF E2$=lt#" THEN 1120

1090 PRINT"2-";E2$;" " ;

1100 GOTO 1120

1110 PRINT" "

1120 IF E3$="#" THEN 1150

1130 PRINT"3-";E3$

1140 GOTO 1160

1150 PRINT

1160 PRINT TAB{5)"I-";E4$;" ";

1170 IF E5$="#" THEN 1210

1180 PRINT HII-";E5$;11

1190 GOTO 1210

1200 PRINT

1210 IF E6$="#" THEN 1240

1220 PRINT "III-";E6$

1230 GOTO 1250

1240 PRINT

125 0 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT

1260 RETURN

1270 CLOSE 1:END
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PET and APPLE II Users

PASCAL

ABACUS Software makes available its version of TINY PASCAL for

the users of two of the most popular personal computers.

TINY PASCAL is a subset of the standard PASCAL as defined by

Jensen and Wirth It includes the structured programming

features: IF-THEN ELSE. REPEAT-UNTIL, FOR TO/DOWN TO-DO,

WHILE-DO, CASE-OF-ELSE. FUNC and PROC. Now you can learn the

language that is slated to become the successor to BASIC-

TINY PASCAL is a complete package that allows you to create,

compile and execute progams written in the PASCAL language.

You can save source and object code on diskette or cassette (PET

version only). Comprehensive user's manual included. The manual

can be examined for $10 (refundable with software order).

REQUIREMENTS

PET 16K/32K New ROMS cassette $40

PET 16K/32K New ROMS diskette $35

Apple If 32K Applesoft ROM w/DOS $35

Apple II 48K Applesoft RAM w/DOS $35

TINY PASCAL Users Manual $10

6502 Interpreter Listing $20

FREE postage in U.S. and CANADA

All orders prepaid or COD

ABACUS SOFTWARE

P. 0. Box 7211

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49510
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820 GOSUB 850 
830 GOTO 1270 
840 REM SUBROUTINE TO PRINT DATA COMMON ~ 

~TO ALL CARDS 
850 PRINT TAB(2)G$:PRINT 
860 IF E5$=" #" THEN 890 
870 PRINT TAB(10) A$;" 
880 GOTO 900 
890 PRINT TAB(10) A$;" 
900 IF I >50 THEN 930 
910 PRINT TAB(10)T$ 
920 GOTO 970 

"; E5 $ 

" 

930 PRINT" ";TAB(10) MID$(T$ ,1, 50) 
940 PRINT TAB(10) MID$(T$,51) 
950 PRINT TAB(10) D$ 
960 GOTO 1000 
970 PRINT TAB(1 0) D$ 
980 PRINT:PRINT TAB(10)C$ 
990 GOTO 1010 
1000 PRI NT TAB(10) C$ 
1010 IF N$="#" THEN 1040 
1020 PRINT TAB(10) N$ 
1030 GOTO 1060 
1040 PRI NT 
1050 GOTO 1060 
1060 PRINT : PRI NT 
1070 PRINT TAB( 5 ) "1-";El$;" " ; 
1080 IF E2$=" #" THEN 1120 
1090 PRINT"2-" ; E2$ ;" II 

1100 GOTO 1120 
1110 PRINT " " 
1120 IF E3$=" #" THEN 1150 
11 30 PRINT"3-";E3$ 
1140 GO TO 1160 
1150 PRI NT 
1160 PRI NT TAB( 5) "I-" ; E4 $ ;" "; 
1170 IF E5 $=" #" THEN 121 0 
11 80 PRINT "11-II;E5 $;" "; 
1190 GOTO 1210 
12 00 PRINT 
1210 IF E6 $=" #" THEN 1240 
1220 PRI NT "III-" ; E6$ 
1230 GOTO 1250 
1240 PRI NT 
1250 PRI NT:PRI NT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
1260 RETURN 
1270 CLOSE I: END 
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PET and APPLE II Users 

PASCAL 
ABACUS Software makes available its version of TINY PASCAL for 

the users of two of the most popu lar personal computers. 
TINY PASCAL ,s a subset of the standard PASCAL as defined by 

Jensen and Wirth. It includes the structured programming 
feat ures: If·THEN·ELSE. REPEAT-U NTIl. f OR TO IDOW N TO· DO, 
WHILE·DO. CASE·Of·ELSE. fUNC and PROC. Now you can learn the 
language that is slated to become the successor to BASIC. 

TINY PASCAL is a complete package that allows you to create, 
com pile and execute progams written in the PASCAL language. 
You ca n save source and obiect code on diskette or casse tte (PET 
version on ly). Comprehensive users manual included . The manual 
can be examined for SID (refundable with software order). 

REQU IREMENTS 
PET 16K132K New ROMS cassette S40 
PET 16K/ 32K New ROMS diskette S35 
Apple II 32K Applesoft ROM wl DOS S35 
Apple II 48K Appleso ft RAM wl DOS S35 
TINY PASCAL Users Manual SID 
6502 Interpreter Lis ting S20 

f REE postage in U.S. and CANADA 
All orders prepa id or COD 

ABACUS SOFTWAR E 
P. O. Box 7211 
Grand Rap ids. Mich igan 495 10 
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Computer House Div.
Programs for Commodore & Apple

"Legal Accounting" $1200.00

"Political Party Mailing List" 150.00

ENGINEERING & MACHINE SHOP

"Machine Part Quoting" $280.00

"Trig & Circle Tangent" 70.00

"Bolt Circle" 25.00

"Spur Gears" 35.00

"Beams; Stress & Deflection" 145.00

"Tank Thickness"

For Filament Winding 85.00

AM 6 for only $495.00

"SCRUNCH" - $36.00

For Apple II or Apple II Plus. Compacts Basic

Programs up to 20%.

Dealer inquiries invited

COMPUTER HOUSE DIV.

1407 Clinton Road

Jackson, Michigan 49202

Phone: (517) 782-2132

FREE your keyboard—interact directly with the

screen. Why waste time typing? Use a 3-G Light Pen.

"Mail Coupon ol Call Today for Immediate Delivery"

3-G Company, Inc. Dept.
lit. 3, Box 28A, Gaston, OR 97119
(503) 662-4492

Remember, 3-G offers a 30-Day

Uncondilional Money Back

GUARANTEE

Apple Professional

J32.95
TRS-80 Economy . TRS-80 Prolessional L PET Prolessional

S19.95 S34.95 S31.95

Yes. I want to make my computer more versatile. Rush me 3-fi

Light Pens. (Add $1.50 tor mailing and handling—$6.00 foreign.)

Enclosedis: i checkormoneyorder I MasterCharge fj Visa

Card No.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATF

Exp. Date

7IP

In nis Business. Al Zenker ol Zenker Dental labs in Penndei. Pennsylvania uses cur pens for

data entry. Harry Lee ol Pittslieid, Massachusetts uses the pen to select telephone numbers lo

be dialed By his computer Thorwald Esbensen ol Micro-Ed, Inc. in Minneapolis. Minnesota

writes education software lor the 3-G Light Pen Dr Richard Kerns ol East Carolina University

incorporates ou' pen in a demonstration wiin a voice synthesizer lo teach his students now to

use computers.

These peorjie have discovered the benefits

ol using a 3-G Light Pen Wouldn't a 3-G

Lignl Pen make your system more versatile

and more lundionai' Yes. of course it

would1

Don't Wail—order your pen today and

receive;

1) 3-Gligm Pen

2) Demonstration cassettes (with

Professional TRS-80. PET and

Apo'e)

3) Samrjle program listing

4) Complete documentation and

instructions

5) Other Light Pen soltware and

games available.

NO ASSEMBLY NECESSARY. HEADY TO

PLUG IN AND USE

Computer House Div.

Programs for Commodore Computers

1 - F.E.T.-Recover; File Editing Tools, Adds 11

commands to assist disk recovery $65.00

2 ■ SOF-BKUP; copy disks faster including random files.

Displays error messages for bad blocks $40.00

3 - SUPER-RAM; checks every ram address against

every other ram address, 2001 series $20.00

4 - VARI-PRINT; prints listing of all variables with

every line number where each occurs $25.00

5 - DOCU-PRINT; prints CRT to printer, use in your

own program, in basic $20.00

6-SCREEN DUMP/REPEAT; similar to DOCU-PRINT

except in machine language. Use with anyones

program, REPEAT similar to Model 8032 $35.00

7 - TRACE-PRINT; prints listing of all line numbers

in orderof execution $25.00

8 - SCRUNCH-PLUS; packs a copy of program to

save up to 25% of memory space $25.00

9- -SORTER; sorts a one dimensional array alpha

betically (in machine language) $35.00

PACKAGE PRICE $170.00 FOR ALL 9 PROGRAMS

SAVE $120.00

Dealer inquiries invited

COMPUTER HOUSE DIV.
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" Legal A ccou nting".. . $1200 .00 

" Politica l Party Mailing List" . 150.00 
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" Trig & Circle Tangent". 
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"Spur Gears" . 

. $280.00 
70.00 
25.00 
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" Beams; Stress & Deflection" . 
"Tank Thickness" 
For Filament Wind ing . 

All 6 for only $495.00 

" SCRUNCH" - $36.00 

145.00 

85.00 

For Apple II or Apple II Plus. Compacts Basic 
Programs up to 20% . 

Dealer inquiries invited 

COMPUTER HOUSE DIV. 
1407 Clinton Road 

Jackson, Michigan 49202 
Phone: (5171 782-2132 
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fi':. 3-G Company, Inc. Dept 
~ Rt. 3, Box 28A, Gaslon, OR 97119 

(S03) 662·4492 

Remember , 3·G oilers a 3I).Oay 
Unconditional Money Back 

GUARANTEE 
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Programs for Commodore Computers 

1 . F.E.T.·Recover; File Edi t ing Tools, Adds 11 
commands 10 assisl disk recovery ... ....... $65.00 

2· SOF·BKUP; copy disks faste r including ran dom fi les. 
Displays error messages for bad blocks . ..... $40.00 

3· SU PER·RAM; checks every ram address against 
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every line number where each occu rs ........ $25.00 
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PACKAG E PRICE $170.00 FOR ALL 9 PROGRAMS 
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Efficiency with

Subroutines

Mike Richter

Efficient programming is sometimes necessary and

always desirable in a microcomputer program. There

are two kinds of efficiency, usually in conflict:

economical use of memory, and speed of execution.

With careful program design, both objectives may be

achieved in the same code.

The specific methods outlined here deal primari

ly with the use of subroutines; other techniques are

available, and will be dealt with elsewhere. It is

possible to design the program from the start in ac

cordance with these methods, but it is usually easier

to develop the code without worrying about efficien

cy, then add features later to save time and memory.

In that effort, the Programmer's Toolkit is a valuable

aid. I have also written a program ("SUPERLIST")

which provides useful cross-reference tables. Those

tools are for the Commodore PET, the machine on

which the rules were developed; they should apply-

without modification to all Commodore machines

and probably to all microcomputers employing

Microsoft BASIC (Apple, TRS-80 Level II). Most of

them will also work on other BASIC systems, but the

user will have to try them to be sure.

When to use a subroutine

A subroutine is a convenient, efficient means of ex

ecuting a segment of program repeatedly. If the code

is called only once, it probably belongs in line - that

is, written directly in the place it is used. That saves

memory (eliminating both the GOSUB and line

number and the RETURN) and speed (the operating

system does not have to hunt for the line). When a

subroutine is called, the operating system goes to the

top of the program and traces through each line until

it finds the appropriate line number; that process is

slow, and becomes very slow when there are many

lines to count. In detail, PET knows where the first

instruction is and starts from that absolute address.

It checks the line number, and if it is not the one

desired adds the instruction length (which follows the

line number) to the starting point and repeats the

process at the new location. Clearly, the search takes

little time per test, but it may have to do many tests

to find a number occurring late in the program.

Remember, BASIC always starts at the beginning of

the program.

A similar process occurs with variables. PET

files array pointers after variables, begins with the

first variable defined and traces to the one you

specify. Therefore, the program will run slightly

faster if it encounters frequently used variables and

arrays before those that occur rarely. In initializa

tion, it is worthwhile to declare a high-use variable

before one that appears seldom. (The time saving is

not usually substantial, since there are seldom

enough variables in a practical program to make the

search take very long.)

There are also times when you may want to

make code which is not programmable as a

subroutine perform as though it were one. A useful

instruction pair for the purpose is the ON ...

GOTO. A case in point occurs if an error condition

may be found in a common subroutine. It is fre

quently necessary to jump out of that code for error

processing. If subroutine is used, its call remains on

the stack; repeated use will cause the stack to

overflow, and PET will give you an "OUT OF

MEMORY ERROR". You look at FRE(O), and

have plenty of memory left, but the program won't

CONTinue. To avoid the problem, use a variable,

say DE for destination. Assign it a value whenever

the program is "calling" the "subroutine". Instead

of GOSUB, GOTO the subroutine. Then instead of

RETURNing, use ON DE GOTO the collection of

return points. Now, you may GOTO the error code

without cluttering up the stack.

Functions and FOR ... NEXT

When a numeric function is used repeatedly in the

code, a function may be defined. For example, I

employ a packing function FNP(X) to count from 0

through 200 with single characters that PET can IN

PUT.

It is defined by:

DEF FNP(X) = X + 48 + 7*(X>9).

The corresponding unnpacking function is:

DEF FNU(X) = X - 48 - 7*(X>65).

Note that a numeric equivalent of an IF test is used;

a function must be a single statement, and cannot in

clude an IF. Invoking a function carries along only a

single variable (here, X), but other variables or con

stants can be invoked by writing them into the

definition directly. For example, one may declare a

variable (say, I) early by putting it into the paren

theses of a DEFinition; when the function is invoked,

any variable or number may be substituted by put

ting it into the parentheses. No other term in the

definition allows substitution.

The FOR ... NEXT loop has many properties

of a subroutine, but has different rules for efficiency.

The normal execution of such a loop (the one taken

most often) dictates its speed. Let's look at a simple

loop:

1000 FOR I =0 TO 255

1010 IF I <> 19 GOTO 1100

1020 PRINT "HOME";

1040 NEXT I

1100 IF I <> 147 GOTO 1200

1110 PRINT "CLEAR";

1120 GOTO 1040

1200 PRINT CHR$(I);

1210 GOTO 1040

30 
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arrays before those that occur rarely. [n initializa
tion, it is worthwhi le to decl a re a hi gh-use var iable 
before one that appears seldom. (The time saving is 
not usually substantial, since th ere are seldom 
eno ugh variables in a practical program to make the 
search take very long.) 

There are also times when yo u m ay want to 

make code which is not programmable as a 
subroutine perform as though it were one . A useful 
instruction pair for the purpose is the ON ... 
GOTO. A case in point occurs if an er ror condition 
m ay be found in a co mmon subroutine. It is fre
quently necessary to jump out of that code for error 
processing. If subroutine is used, its call remain s on 
the stack; repeated use will cause the stack to 
overflow, and PET will give you a n "OUT OF 
MEMOR Y ERROR". You look at FRE(O), and 
have plenty of memory left, but th e p rogram won't 
CONTinue. To avoid the problem, use a variable, 
say DE for destination . Assign it a valu e whenever 
the program is "calling" the "subrou ti ne" . In stead 
of GOSUB, GOTO th e subro ut ine. Then instead of 
RETURNing , use ON DE GOTO the collection of 
return points . Now, you may GOTO the error code 
without clutteri ng up the stack. 

Functions and FOR ___ NEXT 
When a numeric function is used repeatedly in thc 
code, a function may be defined. For example, 1 
employ a packing function FNP(X) to cou nt from 0 
throu gh 200 with single characte rs th at PET can IN
PUT. 

It is defin ed by: 
DEF FNP(X) ~ X + 48 + 7'(X >9). 

The corresponding unnpackin g fun ction is: 
DEF FNV(X) ~ X - 48 - 7'(X >65). 

Note that a numer ic equivalent of an I F test is used; 
a fun ction must be a single statem ent , and cann ot in 
clude an IF. Invoking a function carries along onl y a 
single variable (he re, X), but other variables or con
stants can be invoked by writ ing thcm into the 
definition directly. For example, o ne may declare a 
variable (say, I) ea rly by putting it into the paren
theses of a DEFinition ; when the fun ction is invoked , 
any variable or number may be subst ituted by put
ti ng it in to the parentheses. No othe r term in the 
definition allows substitu tion. 

The FOR NEXT loop has many properties 
of a subroutin e, but has different rules for efficiency. 
The normal execution of such a loop (the one taken 
most oft en) dicta tes its speed . Let ' s look at a simple 
loop: 

1000 FOR I ~ 0 TO 255 
1010 I F I < > 19 GOTO 1100 
1020 PRINT " HOME"; 
1040 NEXT I 
t 100 I F I < > 147 GOTO 1200 
1110 PR INT "CLEAR"; 
1120 GOTO 1040 
1200 PRINT CHRS(I); 
1210 GOTO 1040 
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INTRODUCING
THE NEW IMPROVED

BUSINESS ENHANCEMENTS

COMPUSERVICE BUSINESS

SOFTWARE
FOR

COMMODORE
Micro Mini Computer World Inc. is an execlu-

sive distributor for the BUSINESS SOFT

WARE developed by Business Enhance

ments Compuservice of Escondido,

California.

A.ND

,E
B.E.C. VALUE ADDED
BENEFITS • Total commit

ment to the development of excellent

^>*^-v -m /TT*Y TF11 f 11 % business software for the

vJvJIVLx U ' Fj MV COMMODORE and APPLE com-
If you are selling or using the ^*^ ^^ ^^^ puter systems.
COMMODORE BUSINESS MACH- O\TCjr I ^ I^TV/TO • At reasonable rates Micro Mini
INESor the APPLE computer systems,O lljl XZjlYXO
then you should provide yourself and your

customers with the MOST COST EFFECTIVE and

COMPREHENSIVE business software for a busi

ness computer system.

CURRENT B.E.C. SOFTWARE
• General Ledger-Master File 1000 Accounts

and Journal File 4400 Entries

• Accounts Receivable-Master File 1170

Accounts and Invoice File 1430 Entries

• Accounts Payable-Master File 1170 and

Invoice File 1430 Entries

• Payroll--440 Employees

• Job Costing-1100 Items Per Disk

• Inventory-1100 Items Per Disk

• Mail List/Customer Information-1000

Entries Per Disk

Above figures apply to CBM 2001 computer

system with 32K CPU and 2040 dual disk.

With the new CBM 8050 Megabyte disk the

volumes will be increased significantly.

B.E.C. SOFTWARE FEATURES:
• Complete and total documentation

• Step by step walk through on every pro

gram operation, with examples

• Each package is MENU driven and uses

dynamic load and overlay once the initial

menu is loaded.

• Examples are provided for all reports and

other printed forms. All forms are available

from New England Business Services Inc. (NEBS).

• All input/output operations use random access

• Sorts are machine language sorts

• Programs are interactive with the General

Ledger and update the GL automatically.

Computer World Inc. will provide

software modifications to meet customer require

ments. (Call MMCWI for further information)

• EXTENDED WARRANTY which entitles

users to any enhancements to accounting

software during the year of coverage.

(Cost is $100 per year)

Dealers and Interested Parties may obtain a

copy of the B.E.C. software documentation for

$25. If after review you are not interested,

send the documentation back, in re-saleable

condition, for a full refund or apply the

$25 toward your first software purchase.

The NEW B.E.C. BUSINESS SOFTWARE

requires a special ROM chip for proper

operation.

Suggested Retail Prices are:

1. Rom chip $70 (required on any software

package)

2. Individual software package $150

3. All seven software packages $995 (save

$55)

DEALER INQUIRIES ARE INVITED

COMPUTER WORLD me

74 ROBINWOOD AVE.

(614) 235-5813

COLUMBUS, OHIO 43213

(614) 235-6058
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sive dis tribu tor for the BUSINESS SOFT-APPLE BENEFITS. Total commit-
WARE developed b y Bus iness Enhance- ment to t he development of excellent 
ments Compuservlce of Escondido, business software for the 

California.. . CO MPUTER COMMODORE and APPLE com-
If you are sellmg or USIng the puter systems. 
COMMODORE BUSINESS MACH- SYSTEMS . At reasonable rates Micro Mini 
INESor the APPLE computer systems, Computer World Inc. will provide 
then you should provide yourself and your software modi fica tions to meet customer require 
customers wit h the MOST COST EFFECTIVE a nd ments . (Call MMCWI for furt her information) 
COMPREHENSIVE business software for a busi· • EXTENDED WARRANTY which ent itles 
ness computer system. 

CURRENT .B.E.C. SOFTWARE 
• General Ledger--Master File 1000 Accounts 

and Journal File 4400 E ntries 
• Accounts Receivable-Master File 11 70 

Accounts and Invoice F ile 1430 Entries 
• Accounts Payable--Master File 1170 and 

Invoice File 1430 Entries 
• Payroll-·440 E mployees 
• Job Costi ng-- 1100 Items Per Disk 
• Inventory-- 1100 Items Per Disk 
• Mail List/Customer Information--1000 

Entries Per Disk 
Above figures apply to CBM 2001 computer 
system with 32K CPU and 2040 dual disk. 
With the new CBM 8050 Megabyte disk the 
volumes will be increased significantly. 

B.E.C. SOFTWARE FEATURES: 
• Complete and total documentation 
• Step by step walk through on every pro

gram operation, with examples 
• Each package is MENU driven and uses 

dyna mic load and overlay once the ini tial 
menu is loaded. 

• Examples are provided for all reports a nd 
other printed forms. All forms are available 
from New England Business Services Inc. (NEBS). 

• All input/output operations use random access 
• Sorts are machine language sorts 
• Programs are interactive with the General 

Ledger and update the GL automatically. 

users to any enhancements to accounting 
software during t he year of coverage. 
(Cost is 8100 per year) 

Dealers and Interested Parties may obtain a 
copy of the B.E.C. software documentation for 
$25. If a fter review you are not interested, 
send t he documentation back, in re-saleable 
condi t ion, for a full refund or apply the 
$25 toward your first software purchase. 

The NEW B.E.C. BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
requires a special ROM chip for proper 
operation. 

Suggested Retail Prices a re: 
1. Rom chip $70 (required on any software 

package) 
2. Individual software package $150 
3. All seven software packages S995 (save 

$55) 

DEALER I QUIRIES ARE INVITED 

~o.. ,,<~I' 
i\t.. tlG eli: 

COUNTRY SHOP~\ 

74 ROBINWOOO AVE. COLUMBUS, OHIO 43213 
(614) 235-5813 (614) 235-6058 
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That code prints the sequence of characters on the

screen, handling two problem characters with special

logic.

The first improvement eliminates the GOTO for

the 254 cases that are normal, and applies it only to

the special two.

1000 FOR 1 = 0 TO 255

1010 IF I = 19 GOTO 1100

1020 IF I = 147 GOTO 1200

1030 PRINT CHRS(I);

1040 NEXT I

1100 PRINT "HOME";

1110 GOTO 1040

1200 PRINT "CLEAR";

1210 GOTO 1040

Now, the program simply steps along on the normal

path without having to hunt for a line number. Only

in two cases out of 256 does it have to search.

Another element of efficiency is eliminating un

necessary lines, packing them with colons instead of

separate numbers. Each time you do that, you save

four bytes of storage and the time needed for PET to

step across the line number. Another speed-up and

memory saving is accomplished by eliminating

spaces; the code is harder to read, but is more effi

cient. Similarly, we can look for simplification of

some statements. Combining those, we may try:

1000 FORI = 0TO255:IF(iAND127) = 19GOTOU00

1010PRINTCHR$(I);

1020 NEXTI

1100 IFI = 19THENPRINT"HOME";:GOTO1020

1110 PRINT"CLEAR";:GOTO1020

Next, let's use the conditional more cleverly; it will

save memory, but at some cost in time. We may also

use a dummy print variable, X$, to compress the

code. When those actions are combined, we can

eliminate the GOTO altogether.

1000 FORI = 0TO255:X$ = CHR5(I):IF(IAND127)

= 19THENXS - "CLEAR":

IFI = 19THENX$ = "HOME

1010 PRINTX$;:NEXT

The final step was to eliminate the last "I". It is not

necessary to name the variable of a simple FOR ...

NEXT loop; the operating system will take the one

at the top of the stack when it can. Another un

documented feature is that in nested loops, one may

write FORI = ... FORJ= ... NEXTJ,I. I recom

mend that you name the variable in the NEXT

whenever the loop is complex, but save the storage

and time (to look up the variable) in very simple

cases - such as our example.

Location

Since the time to locate a line depends on how much

code is ahead of it (i.e., has lower line numbers),

locating programs is important. Putting a high-rate

subroutine that is called from many places at a low-

line number saves in two ways: speed is enhanced

since searching is reduced, and memory is saved

since there are fewer characters needed in each call.

(Although PET stores BASIC addresses as two pack

ed bytes in the listing, within the program they are

kept as ASCII strings in GOTO and GOSUB.) The

same rule suggests that such rare operations as in

itialization be moved late in the program. Therefore,

I will often have a strange-seeming beginning to my

code:

10 GOTO9000:REM M.RICHTER 90064 SEP80

The first line goes to the initiation routine and iden

tifies me, my zip code, and the approximate date of

the program version. The remaining two-digit line

numbers are used for utility subroutines, saving

speed and memory.

When you need a very "tight" (high-speed)

loop, an incomplete FOR ... NEXT structure is

quite useful. Suppose you need to transfer characters

between files 2 and 3. You might write

1000 GET#2,X$:IFST = 0THENPRINT#3,X$;:

GOTO1000

1010 RETURN

That's economical in memory, but sloooow. Instead,

try:

1000 FORK = 0TO999:GETx$:IFST - 0THENPRINT#3.

X$;:NEXT:GOTO1000

1010 K=0:RETURN

When you have finished developing a program, try

the methods outlined here to improve it. In the sim

ple example we would have reduced memory from

132 bytes to 70, and in a large program might have

speeded execution by a substantial factor. The three

cases listed above have been coded, instrumented

and run. Table 1 shows the size of each program in

bytes and the time it takes to run essentially as listed.

In addition, it reports the effect of having 100 and

500 instructions in the code at lower line numbers.

Frequently, I find that even good programs can be

shortened in execution time by at least 20%; they

can be made to release 10-30% of their code with

these and similar techniques. Those savings are fre

quently the difference between products that sell and

those that don't.

Table 1

EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT RESULTS

Case Size Execution time (jiffies)

No.

0

1

2

3

(bytes)

132

130

100

70

basic

470

264

258

298

+ 100

536

268

263

299

+ 500

1277

269

264

300
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That code prints the sequence of characters on the 
screen, handling two problem characters with special 
logic. 

The first improvement eliminates the GOTO for 
the 254 cases that a re normal , and applies it on ly to 
the special two. 

1000 FOR I = 0 TO 255 
1010 IF I = 19 GOTO 1100 
1020 IF I = 147 GOTO 1200 
1030 PRI NT CHRS(I); 
1040 NEXT I 
1100 PRINT "HOME "; 
1110 GOTO 1040 
1200 PRINT " CLEAR" ; 
1210 GOTO 1040 

Now, the program simpl y steps along on the normal 
path without having to hunt for a line number. Only 
in two cases out of 256 does it have to search. 

Another element of efficiency is el iminat ing un
necessary lines, packing them with colons instead of 
separate numbers. Each lime you do that, you save 
four bytes of storage and the time needed fo r PET to 
step across the line number. Another speed- up and 
memory saving is accomplished by eliminating 
spaces; the code is harder to read , but is morc effi
cient. Similarly, we can look for simplificat ion of 
some statements. Combining those , we may try: 

1000 FORI = OT0255 :IF(iANDI27) = 19GOT01l00 
1010 PRINTCHR$(I) ; 
1020 NEXT! 
1100 IFI = 19THENPRINT"HOME"; :GOTOI020 
1110 PRINT"CLEAR";:GOTOI020 

Next, let's use the conditional more cleverly; it wi ll 
save memory. but ar some cost in time. We may also 
use a dummy print variable, X$, to compress the 
code. When those actions are combined , we can 
eliminate the GOTO altogether. 

1000 FORI = OT0255:XS = CHRS(I): IF(IANDI27) 
= 19THENXS = "CLEAR": 

IFI = 19THENXS = " HOME 
1010 PRINTXS;:NEXT 

The final step was to eliminate the last" I". It is not 
necessary to name the variable of a simple FOR .. . 
NEXT loop ; the operat ing system will take the one 
at the top of the stack when it can. Another un
documented feature is that in nested loops, one may 
write FORI = ... FOR] = ... NEXT] , I. I recom
mend that you name the variable in the NEXT 
whenever the loop is complex, but save the storage 
and time (to look up the variable) in very simple 
cases - such as our example . 

Location 
Since the time to locate a line depends on how much 
code is ahead of it (i.e. , has lower line numbers), 
locat ing programs is important. Putting a high-rate 
subro utine that is called from many places at a low 
li ne number saves in two ways: speed is enhanced 
since searching is reduced , and memory is saved 
since there are fewer characters needed in each call. 
(Although PET stores BASIC addresses as two pack-
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ed bytes in the listing, within the program they are 
kept as ASCII strings in GOTO and GOSU B.) The 
same rule suggests that such rarc operations as in
itialization be moved late in the program. Therefore, 
I wi ll often have a strange-seeming beginning to my 
code: 

10 GOT09000:REM M.RICHTER 90064 SEP80 

The first line goes to the initiation routine and iden
tifies me, my zip code, and the approximate date of 
th e program version. T he remain ing two-digit line 
num be rs are used for utili ty subroutines , sav ing 
speed and memory. 

When you need a very "tight " (high -speed) 
loop , an incomplete FOR .. . NEXT structure is 
quite usefu l. Suppose you need to transfer characters 
between fil es 2 a nd 3. You might write 

1000 GETH2,X$ :IFST = OTHENPR I NT#3, X5;: 
GOTOIOOO 
1010 RETURN 

That' s eco nom ical in memory , but sloooow. In stead , 
try: 

1000 FORK = OT0999 :GETx$: IFST = OTHENPRI NT#3, 
XS;:NEXT:GOTOIOOO 
1010 K = O:RETURN 

When you have fini shed developing a program , try 
the methods ou tlined here LO imp rove it. [n the sim 
ple example we wo uld have reduced memory from 
132 bytes to 70, and in a large program might have 
speeded execution by a substantial facto r. The three 
cases listed above have been coded, in strument ed 
and run. Table 1 shows th e size of each program in 
bytes and the time it takes to run essentially as listed. 
In addition, it reports the effect of having 100 and 
500 in structions in the code at lower line numbers. 
Frequentl y, I find that even good programs can be 
shortened in execu tion time by at least 20 %; they 
can be made to release 10-30 % of their code with 
these and simil ar techniques. Those sav ings are fre 
quently the difference between products that sell and 
those that don ' t. 

T a b le 1 

EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT RESU LTS 
Case Size Execution ti me Uiffies) 
No . (bytes) bas ic + 100 + 500 

0 132 470 536 1277 
I 130 264 268 269 
2 100 258 263 264 
3 70 298 299 300 
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Why

BISKJ?
FAST — loads programs at least 3 times faster than 2040. It is the

fastest disk available for PET.

VERSATILE - With its built-in S100 expansion chassis, any periph

eral imaginable can be added to your computer.

SOPHISTICATED - The CRS/DOS op system provides advanced file

handling, indexed-sequential, but very easy to use.

PEDISK PACKAGE 1 S799.95

5" DISK SYSTEM, CASE AND POWER SUPPLY

PEDISK PACKAGE 2 S895.00

5" DISK SYSTEM, S100 CARD CAGE, CASE AND POWER SUPPLy

PEDISK PACKAGE 4 S1495.00

8" DISK SYSTEM, S100 CARD CAGE, CASE AND POWER-SUPPLY

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM FOR PET, AIM, SYM, KIM

RELIABLE - single chip disk controller using IBM 3740 recording

format gives maximum timing margins - super reliability. Auto error

recovery.

SIMPLE - An enhanced BASIC command set makes PEDISK very

easy to use. !LOAD, ISAVE, !OPEN, ICLOSE, !RUN, etc. No initial

ization required.

COMPATIBLE - read diskettes from other systems-6502PDS, AIM,

SYM, and even RADIO SHACK (special software). IBM 3740 soft

sector single density.

EXS100DISK CONTROLLER BOARD S49.95

BARE BOARD

EXS100 DISK CONTROLLER KIT S225.00

AIM, SYM, KIM ADAPTOR KIT S25.00

CRS/PDOS SOFTWARE SYSTEM S75.00

SPECIFY OLD OR NEW ROMS, MEMORY SIZE 8K, 16K 32K

Introducing .. .

J! 6502 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

6502PDS: MINI $2695.00

The 6502 PDS is a versatile multi-card microcomputer designed and programmed for professional engineering and program development work,

scientific computing, and general processing. This system provides the maximum in capability at the lowest possible cost by utilizing the industries

must widely used computer bus - the S100. With a choice of over 500 peripherals including telephone interface, speech synthesizers, vocoders, and

even associate memory, the potential end use is unlimited. The 6502 PDS is housed in a sturdy S100 mainfrain containing the 6502 MPU, Multiple

I/O Card, RAM, and Disk Controller Board. This leaves room for future expansion. The system can be connected to any RS232 terminal or used

with the optional internal Video Board.

6502PDS: 8" DISK '. $3495.00
Standard 6502 PDS except that full size 8" floppy disks are included instead of minifloppy disks. The S100 Disk Controller can handle up to four

8" disk drives. At 250 Kbytes of capacity each, the total system capacity could reach 1 Megabyte.

I full FORTH + 1

INTERPRETER — can be executed directly in an interpretive mode

to speed testing and debugging.

CROSS-COMPILER — words can be individually compiled and tested,

the entire program can also be cross-compiled for maximum efficiency.

COND. ASSEMBLER — Machine language modules can be intermixed

and conditionally assembled to fullFORTH.

FULL FEATURE "FORTH" FOR 6502 SYSTEMS

STRING HANDLING — variable length constants and variables are

allowed. Processes compare, move, concatenate and sub-string words.

FLOATING POINT - process 5 or 9 digit integer and floating point

numbers for arithmetic operations.

SCREEN EDITOR — contains a unique full cursor visible screen

editor.

SPECIFY PEDISK, 6502PDS, COMMODORE 2040 DISK $65.00

The Spacemaker

♦SPACEMAKER $29.00
Spacemaker is a utility device for new PETs which allows user selec

tion between ROMs that occupy the same address space. Spacemaker

is a verticle 4.25 inch by 2.5 inch board that plugs into a ROM expan

sion socket inside the PET. The user simply installs a pair of conflict

ing address ROMs on Spacemaker, plugs it into the appropriate socket,

and is up and running. ROM selection is provided by flipping a switch.

USER I/O $12.95
This option for Spacemaker allows the user software selection and

switching of ROMs. User I/O consists of a user port connector, special

ly designed Spacemaker jumpers for connection to Spacemaker, and

our utility software Spacectl supplied on Commodore or PEDISK

diskett.

*NEED MORE ROM ROOM?

ROMDRIVER $39.00

A second mode of Spacemaker provides greater flexibility: with

ROMDRIVER, you can control ROM switching and selection from

software control. PET owners can daisy-chain Spacemakers together,

selecting (under software control) one of two, one of four, even one

of six ROMs.

ROM I/O $9.95

A utility software package for ROMDRIVER owners allowing soft

ware switching of ROMS. Available on commodore or PEDISK

diskettes.

FOR INFORMATION, SEE YOUR DEALER OR:

("MICROTECH]
P.O. BOX 102 • LANGHORNE, PA 19047 • (215) 757-0284
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Why 

"-[ _~_~_"TI:l_I_S_K __ ]? 
FAST loads programs at least 3 times faster than 2040. It is the 
fastest disk avai lable for PET. 

VERSATIL E - With its built -in S100 expansion chassis, any periph 
era l imaginable can be added to your computer. 

SOPHISTICATED - The CRS/ DOS op system provides advanced file 
handling, indexed·sequential, but very easy to use. 

PED ISK PACKAGE 1 . 
5" D ISK SYST EM, CASE AND POWER SU PPLY 

PEDISK PACKAGE 2 

. $799.95 

. $895.00 
5" D ISK SYSTEM, S100 CARD CAGE, CASE AND POWER SUPP Ly 

PEDISK PACKAGE 4 .... S1495.00 
8" DISK SYSTEM, S100 CARD CAGE, CASE AND POWER-SUPPLY 

Introducing . . . 

6502PDS: MINI . . . . . . .... . 

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM FOR PET, AIM, SYM, KIM 

RELIABLE - single chip disk con troll er using IBM 3740 recording 
format gives maximum t iming margins - super reliabili ty . Auto error 
recovery. 
SIMPLE - An enhanced BASIC command set makes PEDISK very 
easy to use. [ LOAD. ISAVE, [OPEN, [CLOSE, IRUN, etc. No initia l
ization requ ired. 
COMPATIBLE - read diskettes f rom o ther systems-6502PDS, A IM, 
SYM, and even RAD IO SHACK (special software). IBM 3740 soft 
sector single densi ty . 

EXS 100 DISK CONTROLLER BOARD 
BARE BOARD 

EXS 100 DISK CONTR OLL ER KI T . 
A IM, SYM, K IM ADA PTOR KIT . 
CRS/PDOS SOFTWA RE SYSTEM .. 

· . S49.95 

. 5225.00 
· . S25.00 
· . S75.00 

SPECIFY OLD OR NEW ROMS, MEMORY SIZE 8K, 16K 32K 

6502 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 

. .... . ... .. . ... .. . ............ . . .. 52695.00 
The 6502 PDS is a versatife mul t i-card microcomputer designed and programmed for professional engineering and program development work, 
scientific computing, and general proceSSing. This system provides the maximum in capability at the lowest possible COSt by u ti l izing the industries 
must widely used computer bus· the Sl oo. With a cho ice of over 500 peripherals includ ing telephone interface, speech synthesizers, vocoders, and 
even associate memory, the potentia l end use is unlimited. The 6502 PDS is housed in a sturdy Sloo mainfrain containing the 6502 MPU, Multiple 
I/O Card, RAM, and Disk Control ler Board. T his leaves room for fu ture expansion. T he system can be connect ed to any RS232 terminal or used 
with the optional internal Video Board. 

6502PDS: 8" DISK .... . . ... .. . ...... . .. . .... .. ... .. .. ... .. ...... . . .. : . ... . .... . .. $3495.00 
Standard 6502 PDS except that fu l l size 8" f loppy disks are included instead of m inifloppy disks. T he S100 Disk Controller can handle up to four 
8" disk d r ives. At 250 Kbytes of capacit y each, the total system capacity could reach 1 Megabyte. 

( full FORTH + ) 
INTERPRETER - can be execu ted di rectly in an in terpretive mode 
to speed testing and debugging. 

CROSS·COMPILER - words can be individually compiled and tested. 
the enti re program can also be cross·compiled for maximum efficiency. 

CONDo ASSEMBLER - Machine language modules can be interm ixed 
and conditional ly assembled to full FORTH . 

SPECIFY PEDISK, 6502PDS, COMMODORE 2040 DISK 

The Spacemaker 
· SPACEMAKER . . .. . ... ......... . . ....... 529.00 

Spacemaker is a uti l ity device for new PETs which allows user selec
tion between ROMs that occupy the same address space. Spacemaker 
is a verticle 4 .25 inch by 2.5 inch board that plugs into a ROM expan
sion socket inside the PET. The user simply installs a pair of conflict
ing address ROMs on Spacemaker, p lugs it into the appropria te socket. 
and is up and running . ROM selection is provided by fl ipping a switch. 

USER 1/0 . ..... . .. . .. ..... . . ... . . ..... $12.95 
This option for Spacemaker allows the user software selection and 
switChing of ROMs. User I/O cons ists of a user POrt connector, special
ly designed Spacemaker jumpers for connection to Spacemaker , and 
our u t ility software Spacectl supplied on Commodore or PED ISK 
diske t t. 

FOR INFORMATION, SEE YOUR DEALER OR : 

FULL FEATURE "FORTH" FOR 6502 SYSTEMS 

STRING HANDLING - variable length conStantS and variables are 
allovved . Processes compare, move, concatenate and sub·string words . 

FLOATING POINT - process 5 or 9 dig it integer and float ing point 
numbers for arithmetic operations. 

SCREEN EDITOR - contains a unique full curSor visible screen 
editor . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ... . . , . •. . . .• , . . . • .. .. $65.00 

*NEED MORE ROM ROOM? 
ROMDRIVER . .. . ... . ....... . . . .. . ..... $39.00 
A second mode of Space maker provides greater flexib i l i ty : with 
ROMOR IV ER. you can control ROM switching and select ion from 
software control. PET owners can daisy-chain Space makers together. 
selec ting {u nder software controll one o f two, one of four, even one 
of six ROM s. 

ROM 1/0 . ..... ............ . . ... ........ $9.95 
A ut ility software package for ROMDR IV ER owners allowing soft
ware switching o f ROMS. Available on commodore o r PEDISK 
d iske ttes. 

OvnCROTECH] 
P.O. BOX 102 • LANGHORNE, PA 19047 • (215) 757·0284 



Train Your PET®

^MICRO-ED
instructional tapes

All programs

work with any

8K PET, old or

new. PET is

the registered

trademark for

Commodore

Business

Machines,

Santa Clara,

CA.

MICRO-ED has educational software for the PET

microcomputer. We specialize in programs with

these features:

•They have been written by profes

sional educators. Our main author is

Thorwald Esbensen, named in 1980 as

one of North America's top school ex

ecutives by Executive Educator

magazine.

•Our tapes are independent

modules, each one a complete

lesson in itself.

•Every instructional lesson ends with a sum

mary of student performance.

•Our programs are attractive and motivating to

students.

•We will gladly replace any tape that fails to load

or run properly.

Unless otherwise specified, each tape can be

purchased for *7.95

MUSIC (these tapes use sound)

• MU-l Lines and Spaces of the Treble

Clef

(elementary)

• MU-2 Higher, Same, Lower

(elementary)

•MU-3 Matching Rhythms

(elementary)

REFERENCE SKILLS

•RS-l Dictionary Guide Words

(elementary)

•RS-2 Library Terms

(elementary)

•RS-3 Making an Outline

(elementary)

•RS-4 Putting Fiction Books in

Alphabetical Order

(elementary)

VOCABULARY

VO-l Synonym Series

{high school and adult)

3 tapes S21.00

VO-2 Vocabulary Series

(upper elementary and high

school)

24 tapes $168.00

VO-3 Antonym Machine

(elementary)

VO-4 Homonym Machine

(elementary)

You may wish to order tapes by the MICRODOZEN. Any twelve $7.95 tapes can be

purchased for $84.00.

Train Your PETID 
with MICRO-ED 

instructional tapes 

All programs 
work with any 
SK PET, old or 
new. PET is 
the registered 
trademark for 
Commodore 
Business 
Machines, 
Santa Clara, 
CA. 

MICRO-ED has educational software for the PET 

microcomputer. We specialize in programs with 

these features: 

oThey have been writt en by profes. 
siona l educators . Our main author is 
Thorwald Esbensen, named in 1980 as 
one of North America's top school ex· 

ecutives by Executive Educator 
magazine. 

oOur tap es are independent 
modules , each one a complete 
lesson in itself. 

oEvery instructional lesson ends with a sum· 
mary of student performance. 

oOur programs are a ttracti ve and motivating to 
students. 

oWe will gladly replace any tape that fails to load 
or run properly. 

Unless otherwise specified$ each tape can be 
purchased for 7.95 

MUSIC (these tapes use sound) 
-M U· l Lines a nd Spaces of the Treble 

Clef 
(e lem entary) 

-M U·2 Hig her. Same. Lower 
(elem entary) 

-M U-3 Match ing Rhythms 
(e lem entary) 

REFE RENCE SKILLS 
·RS·l Dictionary Guide Words 

(e lementar y) 

-RS·2 library Terms 
(elem entary) 

-RS·3 Making an Outline 
(e lem entary) 

-RS·4 Putting Fiction Books in 
Alphahetical Order 
(elem entary) 

VOCABULARY 
va- l Synonym Ser ies 

(high school and adult ) 
3 tapes .. .. ...... .. . 521. 00 

VO-2 Vocabulary Series 
(upper elementa ry and h ig h 
sc hool) 
24 tapes '" . 5 168. 00 

VO·3 Antonym Machine 
(e le menta ry) 

VO·4 Ho monvlll Machin e 
(e lem enw ry) 

You may wish to order tapes by the MICRODOZEN. Any twelve $7 .95 tapes can be 
purc hased for $S4 .00 . 



Also from
MATHEMATICS

•MA-1 Miith Bid (eiementarv)

•MA-2 Count 'Em (kindergarten and first

grade)

•MA-3 Story Problems in Addition and

Subtraction

(elementary)

•MA-4 What Number is Missing?

(kindergarten and first grade)

•MA-5 Target Math

(elementary)

•MA-6 Adding with Objects

(primary grades)

■MA-7 Subtracting with Objects

(primary grades)

•MA-8 Working uith Basic Addition

Facts

(primary grades)

•MA-9 Working with Basic

Multiplication Facts

(elementary)

'MA-10 Adding or Subtracting Two-

ami Three-place Numbers in

Columns

(elementary)

'MA-11 Math Shootout

(elementary)

'MA-12 Bar Graph (elementary)

'MA-13 Which Number Comes Next?

(uses a 3G Light Pen)

(first grade)

MICRO-ED
•MA-14 Locomotive

(uses a 3G Light Pen)

(kindergarten and first grade)

•MA-15 Math symbols: Greater Than, Less

Than

(elementary)

•MA-16 Math symbols: Greater Than. Less

Than

(uses a 3G Light Pen)

(elementary)

•MA-17 Addition with Carry

(by Don Ross)

(elementary)

$20.00

•MA-18 123 Digit Multiplication

(by Don Ross)

(elementary)

S 20.00

•MA-19 Long Division

(by Don Ross)

(elementary)

$20.00

• SP-l

•SP-2

•SP-3

• SP-4

•SP-5

•SP-6

•SP-7

• SP-8

• SP-9

•SP-10

•PU-1

■PU-2

•PU-3

SPELLING

Guess That Word

(elementary and up)

Level A

(second grade)

7 tapes S49.95

LevelB

(third grade)

7 tapes $49.95

LevelC

(lounh grade)

7 tapes S49.95

LevelD

(fifth grade)

7 tapes .$49 95

LevelE

(sixth grade)

7 tapes . . S49 95

Compound Words

(elementary)

1 lard and Soft C

(elementary)

Hard and Soft G

(elementary)

Dropping ihe Final K

(elementary)

PUNCTUATION

Run-on Sentences

(elementary)

1 he Apostrophe

(elementary and up)

End Punctuation

(elementary)

• WD-1

•WD-2

•WD-3

•WD-4

•WD-5

•GR-1

•GR-2

•GR-3

•GR-4

•GR-5

• OT-1

•OT-2

•OT-3

•OT-4

WORD DEMONS

To/Too/Two

(elementary)

There Their They're

(elementary)

Its It's — Your You're

(elementary)

Sit Set

(elementary)

Lay, Lie

(elementary)

GRAMMAR

Agreement of Subject and Verb

(elementary and up)

The Noun

(elementary and up)

The Verb

(elementary and up)

The Adverb

(elementary and up)

The Adjective

(elementary and up)

OTHER

Trail West

(elementary through adult)

Direction and Distance

(primary grades)

Haiku

(elementary and up)

Pet Counselor

(adult)

•RE-1

•RE-2

•RE-3

•RE-4

• RE-5

•RE-6

•RE-7

•RE-8

•RE-9

•RE-10

•OT-5

•OT-6

•OT-7

■OT-8

•OT-9

READING

Tachistoscope

(elementary)

Reading Racer One

(elementary)

Matching Capital Letters

(pre-school and kindergarten)

Matching Capital Letters

(uses a 3G Light Pen)

(pre-school and kindergarten)

Which Letter Comes Next?

(primary grades)

Which Letter Comes Next?

(uses a 3G Light Pen)

(primary grades)

Matching Words

(kindergarten and first grade)

Matching Words

(uses a 3G Light Pen)

(kindergarten and first grade)

Identifying Complete

Sentences

(elementary)

Make a Sentence

(uses sound)

(first grade)

Clock

(primary grades)

U.S. Time Zones

(elementary and up)

States and Capitals

(elementary and up)

Answer Box

(teacher in-service)

Hat in the Ring

(A Presidential Election Game)

(elementary and up) $9.95

USAGE

►US-I Usage Boners

(el<(elementary and up)

15 tapes . $99.00

Send for free catalogue: 612-926-2292

MICRO-ED, Inc. • P.O. Box 24156 • Minneapolis, MN 55424

Also from 
MATHEMATICS 

- MA- l Math B id (e lc m cillmy) 

• MA·2 Count 'E m (k inderga n e n and first 
gTilde ) 

- MA-3 5 10ry Proble ms in Add it ion il nd 
S ub trac tio n 
(e le m e nt ary) 

-MA-4 What Number is Miss ing? 
(k indergarten and fir st grilde) 

- MA-5 TiIr!jcl M il th 
(elem ent ary) 

-r.1A-6 Add ing wilh O bjec ts 
(prim ary grades) 

-M A-7 Subtra c ting wilh O bjec ts 
(primary g rades) 

.ro.'lA-8 Wo rking wilh Bas ic Addition 
Fac ts 
(primary gr ades) 

SPELLING 

• MA-9 Working wilh Bilsic 
Multiplication F iK IS 

(elem entary ) 

-MA - I O Add ing o r Sublrtlc ting Two
and Three- place Numbe rs in 
Colu mns 
(elem en tary ) 

-MA- !1 Ma th S h OO IOli t 
(dem e nl a ry) 

• MA -1 2 Bar Graph (e le mentary) 

-M A- 13 Whic h Numbe r Co mes Next? 
(uses it 3G light Pen) 
( fir s t g r a d e) 

WORD DEMONS 

MICRO-ED 
-MA·14 Locom o ti ve 

( lI ~e!:o a 3G Ligh t Pen) 
(kinde rgarten a nd firs t !lrad l') 

- MA- 15 Millh sym bols: Greater Than, Less 
Than 
(e le m e nt ary) 

-MA- 16 Mil th ~Y lll b() l s: Greil te r Tha n . Less 
Than 
(uses iI 3G Ught Pe n) 
(e le m e ntary) 

- MA· 17 Additio n with Carry 
(by Don Ross) 
(e le m e ntiHY) 
$20 .00 

-MA -18 123 Digit Mult ip li cil tio n 
(by Don Ross) 
(e le m e ntary) 
520 .00 

-MA-1 9 Lo ng Divis io n 
(by Don Ross) 
(e le m e ntary) 
520 .00 

READING 

- 5 1'-1 G uess Th a t Word -WO -I To / Too / Two -RE-l Tachistoscope 
(e le m e nt a ry a nd up ) (ele m e nt a ry) (ei e m e nt IJ ry) 

- S P-2 Leve l A -WD -2 There / The ir / They' re -R E· 2 Reading Racer O ne 
(second grade) (el e m e ntary) (e le m e nlitry) 
7 1ilpes ....... 54 9. 95 -WD-3 It s It ·s _ Your ' Yo u're -R E -3 Mat c hin g Cap ita l Le ll e rs 

- 5 1'·3 Lewl B (ele m enta ry) (pre-sc hool a nd kind e rgarte n ) 

(th ird g rade) - W D-4 Si l l Se t -RE-4 Ma tc hing C':lpital Le lle rs 
7 ta pes .. 549.95 (e le m e nliHY) (uses if 3G Light Pe n ) 

- S P .4 Level C (pre-sc h ool a nd kinde rgarte n ) 
·WD -S Lay / Lie 

(four th g ra de) I ) -RE·5 Whic h Le ller Com es Nex t? (e e m e ntary 
7 ta pes ..... S49.95 (prima ry gra des) 

-SP·5 Level D -R E·6 Wh ic h Le ll e r Co m es Nex t? 
(fi fth grade) (uses a 3G Lig ht Pen) 
7 'opes ............. 549 .95 GRAMMAR (prilllarygrades) 

- S P-6 L('ve l E -RE-7 Ma tc hi ng Words 
h ixth g ra de) - G R- l Agree m e nt of S ub jcc t and Ve rb (kinde rga rten il nd fir s t g rade ) 
7 

'
-' I,es S499" (eie lll c nta ry a nd ul'l • . . . . . ..... -R E-8 Ma tc hing Words 

- SP-7 Compo und Wo rds - G R·2 The Noun (uses a 3G Light Pe n ) 
(e le lll (!n lary) (elem e nlary a nd up) (kinde rga rten iwd firs ( grade) 

- 5 1'·8 liard ilnd Soft C - G R·3 The Ve rb -R E·9 Ide ntify inH Comple te 
(l' IClll c nt ilry) (e lc llI c ntilfY and up ) Sent e nces 

- S P· ') I-la rd Cl nd S oh G - GR-4 The Adve rb (e le m e nta ry) 
(1'1 (' m e nta ry) (e le m e nt ary (I nc! up ) -RE-I O Make a Sent e nce 

- s P- I0 Dropping the Fi na l E - G R·5 The Adjecti ve (llses sound ) 
(e ll' Ill l'll lary) (e le m entary and up) (firs t g ra de) 

~--------------------~--~------------~~--
PUNCTUATION 

-P U·\ HUll - O il Sente nces 
(e le m en tary ) 

• PU·2 T h", Apo ... trop he 
(e lcmcll tilfY il nd u p) 

- PU-3 End PUll c tuati on 
(t'i c nu!ntary) 

USAGE 
- US· J U~; I !lC Boners 

k l t' Il H' IlIiHY ilnd up ) 
I :i rapes . . . $99 .00 

OTHER 

- OT-I T rai l Wes t 
(e lc Il H:, ntiHY th ro ug h adult ) 

- OT-2 Dir(,(· t1 on and Dis tann' 
(pr im a ry g ra des) 

- OT·3 Ha iku 
(e le m e nt ary a nd up ) 

-OT -4 Pe l Co unselo r 
(il<!UIt ) 

· OT-S Cloc k 
(primil ry g ra des) 

- OT -6 U .S. Tim e Zone!t 
(e le m en ta ry a nd up) 

- OT -7 S Wt {'s a nd Capitals 
(elem e nlit ry a nd up) 

- OT -8 Answer Box 
(te il c her in-se rvice ) 

- OT-9 Hat in th e Ring 
(A Pres idell li il i EI{'c lio n Game) 
(e le m e nt ary "nd up ) S9 .95 

Send for fr ee cata logue: 612-926-2292 

MICRO-ED, Inc. • P.O. Box 24156 • Minneapolis, MN 55424 
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Computing

Correlation

Coefficients

Brian J. Flynn

"The difference between socialism and capitalism is that in

capitalism man exploits man, but in socialism it's the other

way around" Unknown

Almost everyone sometimes has the urge to do it.

You see a plot of points between two variables, such

as gold and silver prices, or wheat harvest and rain

fall, or inflation and interest rates, or unemployment

rates in Canada and the United States. And you

want to draw a line amongst the points which best

reflects the apparent trend. Simple and partial cor

relation coefficients, which are distinguished later,

tell us how well a straight line fits the data, or how

close the data is to the line, depending on how we

want to look at it. They never, however, tell us that

one variable is the cause of another. To try to learn

this, an amalgam of logic, knowledge, and insight is

sometimes our only hope, and is often not enough.

For as Tolstoy tells us in War and Peace, "However

accessible may be the chain of causation of any ac

tion, we shall never know the whole chain, since it is

endless... ." Nevertheless, a measure of the degree

of association between observations on two variables

is often handy. And further, if we feel plucky and

decide to generalize about the population versus sam

ple relationship between the variables, then the sim

ple or partial correlations are needed for this also. A

level II basic program for calculating correlation

coefficients is presented here.

A mercantilist, speculator, infiation-hedger, or

stock market dabbler might wax wide-eyed at the

gold and silver prices shown in Table 1. A quick

glance at the data suggests that the two sets of prices

are strongly associated. Both, for instance, have risen

sharply since about 1973 or 1974. Further, gold

achieves its highest price at the same time that silver

does, for the data displayed. And the time periods for

lowest price also coincide. But if the relationship be

tween the two variables is not mild, then exactly how

robust is it? A numerical answer to this type of ques

tion, according to James R. Newman's The World

of Mathematics, was first proposed by the mentally

spray 19th century Englishman, Sir Francis Galton,

cousin of Charles Darwin. Almost obsessed with

measuring, Gallon's creed was "Whenever you can,

count." This passion to tally, Newman tells us, led

Sir Francis to conduct several intriguing social ex

periments. In one of these, Galton counts the

number of fidgets per minute among people atten

ding lectures, and presumably from this calculates a

coefficient of boredom. And in a more elevated exer

cise, Sir Francis creates a "Beauty Map" of the

British Isles by classifying girls that he passes on the

streets as "attractive, indifferent or repellent." He

records observations by pricking a hole in a piece of

paper "torn rudely into a cross with a long leg,"

which he conceals in his pocket. Since beauty and

beastliness are recognized only by comparision to the

common, their relatively few numbers were probably

recorded on the arms of the cross. And the leg pro

bably held the tally for the category with largest

membership, "indifferent." For those of you Britain

bound, London ranked highest, and Aberdeen

lowest.

Historian Newman tells us that the idea of an

"Index of Correlation" for measuring the degree of

association between two variables came to Galton

one morning while he waited at a train station,

"pouring over a small diagram in (his) book." Sir

Francis' study of heredity, and more specifically his

quest for learning the degree to which traits are pass

ed from father to son, probably inspired discovery.

At any rate, Galton's idea, refined by Karl Pearson

and others, is today called a coefficient of correlation,

or Pearson product moment correlation in august

circles, and now takes this form:

1*1
r —

£ is the greek symbol for "sum of." X and Y are

variables, such as gold and silver prices, with X[ and

Y; representing the "ith" observation on each. N is

the number of observations. And the bars over the X

and Y signify mean or arithmetic average.

The mystery of the formula is revealed by

dividing the numerator and each term within square

roots by N-l, with the value of r unchanged. The

numerator becomes the covariance, or co-variation,

of X and Y. This measures the degree to which X

and Y are associated in linear or straight line

fashion. If the two variables usually rise and fall

together, the covariance is positive. Bui if one usual

ly rises when the other falls, it is negative. And if

they move without any linear relation at all, it is

zero.

One problem with using the covariance as an in

dex of correlation is that its value is influenced by

the size or scale of the observations used to compute

it. For example, if the pairs of observations on X
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capitalism man exploits man, but in socialism it 's the other 
way around" Unknown 

Almost everyone sometimes has the urge to do it. 
You sec a plot of points between two variables, such 
as gold and silver prices, or wheat harvest and rain
fall, or infl at ion and interest rates, or unemployment 
rates in Canada and the U nited States. And you 
want to draw a line amongst the points wh ich best 
reflects the apparen t trend. Simple and partial cor
relation coefficients, which are dist inguished later, 
tell us how well a stra ight line fits the data, or how 
close the data is to the line, depending on how we 
want ( 0 look at it. They never, however, lell us that 
onc variable is the cause of another. To try LO learn 
this, an amalgam of logic, knowledge, and in sight is 
sometimes our on ly hope , and is often not enough . 
For as Tolstoy tells us in War and Peace, " However 
accessible may be the cha in of causation of a ny ac
tion , we shall never know the whole chain, since it is 
endless .... " Nevertheless, a measure of the degree 
of association between observations on two variables 
is oft en handy. And further , if we feel plucky and 
decide to generali ze about the population vers us sam
ple relationship between the variables, then the sim
ple or partial correlations are needed for this also. A 
level II basic program for calcu lat ing correlation 
coeffi cie nts is presented here. 

A mercantilist, speculator, infl at ion-hedger, or 
stock market dabbler might wax wide-eyed at the 
gold and silver prices shown in Table 1. A quick 
glance at the data suggests that the two sets of prices 
are st rongly associated. Both , fo r instance, have risen 
sharply si nce about 1973 or 1974. Further , gold 
achieves its highest price at the same time that si lver 
does, for th e data displayed. And the time periods for 
lowest price also coincide. But if the relationship be
twee n the two variables is not mild , then exactly how 
robust is it? A numerical ans\ver to this type of ques
tion , according to J ames R . Newman 's The World 
of Mathematics, was first proposed by the mentally 
spray 19th century Englishman , Sir Francis Galton , 
cousin of Charles Darwin. Almost obsessed with 
measuring, Galton's creed was " Wheneve r you can, 
count." Thi s passion to tally, Newman tell s us, led 
Sir Francis to conduct several intriguing social ex-
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periments. In one of these, Galton counts the 
number of fidget s per minute among people atten
ding lectures, and presumably from this calculates a 
coefficient of boredom . And in a more elevated exer
cise, Sir Francis creates a " Beauty Map" of the 
British Isles by classifying girl s that he passes on the 
streets as "attractive, indifferent o r repellent." H e 
records observat ions by pricking a hole in a piece of 
paper " torn rudely into a cross with a long leg," 
which he conceals in his pocket. Since bea uty and 
beastlin ess are recogn ized only by comparision to the 
common, their relati vely few nu mbers were probably 
recorded on the arms of the cross. And the leg pro
bably held the tall y for the category with largest 
membership, "indifferent." For those of you Britain 
bound, London ranked highest , and Aberdeen 
lowest. 

Historian Newman tell s us that the idea of an 
" Index of Correlation" for measurin g the degree of 
association between two variables cam e to Galton 
one morning while he wait ed at a train station, 
"pouring over a small d iagram in (his) book." Sir 
Francis' study of heredity, and more specificall y his 
quest for learning the degree to which traits are pass
ed from father to son , probably inspired discovery. 
At any rate , Galton 's idea, refin ed by Karl Pearson 
and oth ers, is today called a coe fficien t of correlation , 
or Pearson product moment correlation In august 
ci rcles. and now takes this form: 

r : 

N 
I (X i-X) ( Vi - Y) 
i:l 

N _ 2 
I (Xi - X) 

i : 1 

N _ 2 
I (V i -V) 

i :1 

I is the greek symbol for "sum of." X and Yare 
variables, such as gold and si lver prices, wi th X i and 
Vi representin g the" ith " observat ion on each . N is 
the number of observations. And th e bars o ver the X 
and V signify mean or arithmetic average . 

The mystery of th e formul a is revealed by 
dividing the numerato r and each term within sq uare 
root s by N- l , wi th the value of r unchan ged. The 
numerator becomes the covariance , o r co-variation , 
of X and Y. Thi s measures the degree to which X 
and V are associated in linear o r straight lin e 
fashion. If the two variables usually rise a nd fall 
together, the covari ance is positive. But if one usual
ly rises when the other falls, it is negative. And if 
they move without any linear relat ion at all , it is 
zero. 

O ne problem with using the cova rian ce as an in 
dex of co rrelatio n is th at its value is influenced by 
the size o r scale of the observations used to compute 
it. For example , if the pairs of observations on X 
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PET ATARI APPLE SYM

INTRODUCING nrj DA DO IT 0R
ROM rC 1 MADDI 1 CASSETTE

The PET RABBIT contains high-speed cassette
routines, auto-repeat key feature, memory test, decimal

to hex. hex to decimal, and other features. Coexists

with the BASIC PROGRAMMERS TOOLKIT. Works

with 2.0 ROMS (New) and new style cassette deck.

Cassette versions configured for $1800, S3000 S3800
S7000. and $7800.

Cassette and manual — S29.95

ROM version configured to plug into PC. board at
SA000.

ROM and manual — $49.95

FREE ROM RABBIT with purchase of 8K PET and tape
deck.

SPECIAL — ROM RABBIT and cassette deck — only

$134.95

MACRO ASSEMBLER
AND

TEXT EDITOR
Macro and conditional assembly, string search and

replace. 10 char./label, AUTO line numbering. MOVE.

COPY. DELETE. NUMBER, and much more. 20+
commands, and 20+ pseudo ops.

PET cassette version (ASSM/TED) — S49.95
PET disk version (MAE) — $169.95

ATARI cassette version with machine language

monitor — $53.95

FREE ASSM/TED and ROM RABBIT with purchase of

32K PET and cassette deck.

FREE MAE with purchase of 32K PET and disk drive

TINY-C FOR PET
An adaptation of theTINY-C interpreter sold by Tiny-C

Assoc. Useful for learning a modern structured
programming language. Diskette — $45.00, Owners

manual — $40.00

FREE MAE and TINY-C with purchase of 32K PET.
disk drive, and printer.

COMPILERS
Graphics Drawing Compiler for PET and SYM. Works

with Macro ASSM/TED The GDC is composed of a

number of macros which emulate a high-level graphics

drawing language. In addition to the macros, GDC

provides some very useful enhancements to the

ASSM/TED. Manual and Cassette — $29.95

Music and Sound Composer for PET. Works with

Macro ASSM/TED. The MSC is composed of a number

of macros which emulate a high-level computer music

language. In addition to the macros, MSC provides

some very useful enhancements to the ASSM/TED

Manual and Cassette — $29,95

I/O KIT
PET I/O Experimenters Kit. Allows easy access to IEEE

or user port for the construction of external circuits

Kit - $39.95

ORDERING TERMS

Send check or money order in U.S dollars. Add 2% for

postage for CBM orders. Overseas software orders add

$5.00. All software mailed free in USA and Canada.
Purchase orders acceptable.

EHS IS NOW A

COMMODORE DEALER
EHS offers a number of software products for PET.

ATARI, APPLE, and other 6502 computers. Now we sell

CBM hardware. If you're in the market for PET

products, be sure to look for our FREE software offers.

CBM PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PRICE

2001-8KN 8K RAM-Graphics Keyboard S 795.00

2001-32KN 32K RAM-Graphics Keyboard $1295.00

2001-32KB 32K RAM-Business Keyboard S1295.00

8032 32KRAM-30COI.-4.0O/S $1795.00

2023 Friction Feed Printer $ 695.00

2022 Tractor Feed Printer $ 795.00

2040 Dual Floppy-343K-DOS 1 0 $1295.00

2050 Dual Floppy-343K-DOS 2 0 $1295.00

8050 Dual Floppy-974K-DOS 2.0 $1695.00

C2N Cassette External Cassette Drive $ 95.00

CBM to IEEE CBM to 1st IEEE Peripheral $ 39.95

IEEE to IEEE CBM to 2nd IEEE Peripheral $ 49.95

8010 IEEE 300 Baud Modem S 395.00

2.0 DOS DOS Upgrade for 2040 $ 50.00

4 0O.S O/S Upgrade for 40 Column $ 100.00

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS

BUY 2 — GET 1 FREE

TRAP 65
TRAP 65 prevents the 6502 from executing unimple-

mented instructions. Have you ever had your system to

crash on a bad upcode?This is a real machine language

debugging tool and time saver. Also useful forteaching

trap vectoring and extension of instruction set in

schools. 3". x 4\ printed circuit board which plugs into

6502 socket of any PET. APPLE. SYM. Only $149.95

ATARI M.L. MONITOR
Load and save binary data on cassette. Display and

change 6502 registers

Monitor uses the screen editing capabilities of the

ATARI to allow easy use. Cassette and manual — $9.95

(specify memory size).

ATARI MEMORY TEST
When you purchase a new ATARI or add on new RAM

modules, you need to be sure that the memory is working

properly. (Remember, you only have a short guarantee

on your memory!) Cassette and manual — $4.95

APPLE PRODUCTS
Macro ASSM/TED — includes manual, on cassette —

$49.95. on disk — S55.95

Apple MAE - similar to PET MAE. A powerful

assembly development system on diskette. (Requires

license agreement) — $169.95

PIG PEN — 100% M.L. word processor for use with

Apple ASSM/TED. Fast text formatting, vertical and

horizontal margins, right and left justification, center

ing, titles, foots, shapes, etc, Manual and source

included, on cassette — $40.00. on diskette — $45.00

Apple Mail List System. Provides sorting on zip code or

last name. Approximately 1000 names/diskette.

Manual and Diskette — $34.95

EASTERN HOUSE SOFTWARE
3239 Linda Drive, Winston-Salem, N.C. 27106

Ph. Orders — 9-4 EST (919) 924-2889 or748-8446

Send SASE for free catalog
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PET ATARI APPLE SYM 
INTR~g~CING PET RABBIT CAS~~TTE 

Th e PET RABB IT conlains high-speed casselle 
routines . auto-repeat key feature. memory test. decimal 
to hex . hex to decimal. and o th er features. Coexists 
wilh Ihe BASIC PROGRAMMERS TOOLKIT. Works 
wilh 2.0 ROMS (New) and new sly Ie casselle deck . 

Casselle versions configured for 51800. 53000. 53800. 
S7000. and $7800. 
Casselle and manual - S29.95 

ROM version configured 10 plug inlo P.C. board al 
SAOOO. 
ROM and manual - 549.95 

FREE ROM RABBIT wilh purchase 01 8K PET and lape 
deck . 
SPECIAL - ROM RABBIT and casselle deck - on ly 
S134.95 

MACRO ASSEMBLER 
AND 

TEXT EDITOR 
Macro and condit ional assembly . string search and 
replace. 10 char.llabel . AUTO line numbering . MOVE. 
COPY. DELETE. NUMBER. and much more. 20+ 
commands . and 20+ pseudo ops . 

PET casselle version (ASSM/ TED ) - 549.95 
PET disk version (MAE) - 5169.95 
ATARI cassette version with machine language 
monitor - 553.95 

FREE ASSM/ TED and ROM RABBIT w ilh purchase of 
32K PET and cassel Ie deck . 
FREE MAE wilh purchase of 32K PET and disk drive. 

TlNY-C FOR PET 
An ada pial ion of Ihe TINY-C inlerpreler sold by Tiny-C 
Assoc . Useful for learning a modern structured 
programming language. Diskette - 545.00. Owners 
manual - 540.00 

FREE MAE and TINY-C wilh purchase of 32K PET. 
disk drive. and printer. 

COMPILERS 
Graphics Drawing Compi ler for PET and SYM. Works 
wilh Macro ASSM/ TED. The GDC is composed of a 
number of macros which emulate a high-level graphics 
drawing language. In addi t ion to the macros . GDC 
provides some very useful enhancements to the 
ASSM/ TED . Manual and Casselle - 529 .95 

Music and Sound Composer for PET. Works with 
Macro ASSM/TED. The MSC is composed 01 a number 
of macros which emulate a high-level compu ter music 
language. In addition to the macros. MSC provides 
some very useful enhancements to th e ASSM/TED. 
Manual and Casselle - 529.95 

I/O KIT 
PET 1/ 0 Experimenlers Kit. Allows easy access to IEEE 
or use r po rt for th e construction of external circu its . 
Kil - 539.95 

ORDERING TERMS 
Send check or money order in U.S. dollars . Add 2% for 
postage for CBM orders . Overseas sof tware orders add 
55.00. All software mai led free in USA and Canada . 
Purchase orders acceptable. 

EHS IS NOW A 
COMMODORE DEALER 

EHS offers a number of software products for PET. 
ATARI. APPLE. and olher 6502 com pulers. Nowwe sell 
CBM hardware. If you're in Ihe markel for PET 
products. be sure to look for our FREE software offers. 

CBM PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PRICE 
2001-8KN 8K RAM -Graphics Keyboard $ 795.00 
2001-32KN 32K RAM-Graph ics Keyboard $1295.00 
2001-32KB 32K RAM-Bus iness Keyboard $1295 .00 
8032 32K RAM-30 Col. -4.0 OIS S1795.00 
2023 Friction Feed Pr inter $ 695 .00 
2022 Tractor Feed Pr inter $ 795 .00 
2040 Dual Floppy-343K-DOS 1.0 S1295.00 
2050 Dual Floppy-343K-DOS 2.0 S1295.00 
8050 Dual Floppy-974K-DOS 2.0 S1695.00 
C2N Cassette External Cassette Drive $ 95.00 
CBM to IE EE CBM to 1st IEEE Peripheral $ 39.95 
IEEE 10 IEEE CBM 10 2nd IEEE Peripheral $ 49.95 
8010 IEEE 300 Baud Modem S 395.00 
2.0 DOS DOS Upgrade lor 2040 S 50.00 
4.00/S OIS Upgrade for 40 Column $ 100.00 

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS 
BUY 2 - GET 1 FREE 

TRAP 65 
TRAP 65 prevents the 6502 from executing unimple
mented inst ructions . Have you ever had your system to 
crash on a bad upcode? Th is is a real machine language 
debugg ing tool and time saver. Also useful forleaching 
trap vectoring and extension of instruct ion set in 
schools. 3'h x 43/4 printed circuil board wh ich plugs into 
6502 sockel of any PET. APPL E. SYM. Only 5149.95 

ATARI M.L. MONITOR 
Load and save binary data on cassette . Display and 
change 6502 registers . 
Mon itor uses the screen editing capabilities of the 
ATAR l lo allow easy use. Casselle and manual - 59.95 
(specify memory size). 

ATARI MEMORY TEST 
When you purchase a new ATARI or add on new RAM 
modules. you need to be sure that the memory is working 
properly . (Remember. you only have a sho rt guarantee 
on your memory!) Cassette and manual - 54.95 

APPLE PRODUCTS 
Macro ASSM/ TEO - includes manual. on cassette -
S49 .95. on disk - 555.95 
Appl e MAE - simi lar 10 PET MAE. A powerful 
assembly development system on diskette. (Requ ires 
license agreemenl) - 5169.95 
PIG PEN - 100% M.L. word processor fo r use with 
Apple ASSM/TED. Fasl lex I formall ing. vert ical and 
horizontal margins. right and left justification . center
ing. titles. foots. shapes. etc . Manual and source 
included. on casselle - $40.00. on diskelle - 545.00 

Apple Mail List System. Provides sorting on zip code or 
last name. App roximately 1000 names/ diskette. 
Manual and Diskelle - $34 .95 

EASTERN HOUSE SOFTWARE 
3239 Linda Drive. Winsl on-Sa lem. N .C . 27106 
Ph . Orders - 9-4 EST (919) 924-28890r748-8446 

Send SASE for free catalog 
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and Y are (1,2), (2,3), and (3,4) versus (10000,

10002), (10002, 10004), and (10004, 10006), then the

covariance is 1 in the first case and 4 in the second.

Most people, however, will disagree that the X's and

Y's in the second instance are any less associated

with each other than in the first case. A solution to

this dilemma is to divide the covariance of X and Y

by the product of the square roots of their variances.

When this is done, r emerges.

Simple correlation coefficients are always be

tween -1 and 1, inclusive. If the correlation is close to

either extreme, the linear relationship between the

two variables is strong. If the correlation is close to

zero, however, then the relationship is weak. Figure

1 illustrates this. A word of warning: only linear

association is measured by the correlation coefficient.

In a circle, for example, the linear relationship bet

ween the X's and Y's is zero, while the circular

association is perfect.

Returning to our example, the simple linear cor

relation between gold and silver prices is a hcrculian

0.98. And herein lies a pitfall.

"The cause of lightning, " Alice said very decidely,

for she felt quite sure about this, "is the thunder -

no, no!" she hastily corrected herself, "I meant

it the other way. "

"It's too late to correct it, " said the Red Queen,

"When you've once said a thing, that fixes it, and you

must take the consequences. "

Lewis Carrol

A strong relationship between two variables, cither

direct or inverse, often tempts us to call one the

cause and the other the effect. At times this is

reasonable. But at other times it is ridiculous. For

example, there may be a strong, positive correlation

between consumption of scotch whiskey in the US

and the number of catholic priests. To presume that

the later iniluences the former is folly. If the truth be

told, an increase in a third variable, such as the na

tion's population, may largely explain increases in

the other two. Hence, we should always rely upon

common sense or well established theory in determin

ing which correlations are reasonable and which are

coincidence. A third variable which may influence

both gold and silver prices is speculative fever, fed by

a fear of inflation. If the general level of prices in the

economy increases, some investors may try to keep

the purchasing power of their assets intact by, among

other things, buying gold and silver. Prices of the

metals are likely then to rise since supplies are large

ly fixed. But rising prices may attract the attention of

avaricious but heretofore dubious investors, and in

duce them to plunge pocket-first into the market.

Hence, gold and silver prices may end up rising

more sharply than the general price level.

If the temperature of speculative fever could be

taken, and its influence on both gold and silver

values isolated, then what we think is the true

association between prices of the two metals could be

measured. A partial correlation coefficient is used in

doing this. It measures the linear association between

one variable and another, with all other specified

variables held constant. Partial correlations are

calculated in the computer program by inverting the

matrix of simple correlations, and by then perform

ing a couple of simple steps in arithmetic.

Finally, although speculative fever is not

measured here, even if it were our results would

have to be regarded with healthy suspicion since: "In

statistics things are seldom as they seem, skim milk

masquerades as cream."

TABLE 1

PRICES PER

YEAR

1967

68

69

1970

71

72

73

74

1975

76

77

79

79

Jan 1980

Feb. 80

TROY OUNCE OF GOLD AND

IN THE UNITED STATES

PRICE

OF

GOLD

$ 35.0

39.0

41.5

36.2

41.0

58.1

96.5

158.1

161.7

125.9

147.5

192.9

303.7

737.8

690.2

SILVER

PRICE

OF

SILVER

$ 1.5

2.1

1.8

1.8

1.6

1.7

2.6

4.8

4.4

4.4

4.6

5.4

10.7

43.8

38.5

Source: from prices and indices compiled bv the Bureau of Labor Statistics

NOTES ON THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

I. The simple correlation coefficient is calculated in the computer

program thusly:

r = r

N

I

N

X

This formula produces a more accurate answer than the one

in the article. It also requires just a little bit more memory,

however.

2. If the observations on a variable are all the same, then any

simple correlation coefficient involving (hat variable cannot be

computed since division by zero would be required. The

computer program handles this thusly:

DATA SIMPLE CORRELATION MATRIX

XI X2 XI X2

3 7 XI Undefd Underd

3 8 X2 Undefd 1

3 20
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and Yare ( 1,2), (2,3), and (3 ,4) versus (10000, 
10002), ( 10002 , 10004), and (10004, 10006), then the 
covariance is 1 in the first case and 4 in the second. 
Most people, however, will disagree that the X 's and 
Y's in the second instance are any less associated 
with each other than in the first case. A solution to 
this dilemma is to divide the covariance of X and Y 
by the product of the square roots of their variances. 
When this is done, r emerges. 

Simple correlation coefficients are always be
twecn -1 and 1) inclusive . If the correlation is close to 
either ext reme , the linear relationship between the 
two variables is strong. If the correlation is close to 
zero, however, then th e relationship is weak . Figure 
1 illu st rates this. A word of warning: on ly linear 
associa tion is measured by the correlation cocffi cicnl. 
In a circle, for exa mple, the linear relationship bet
ween the X' s and Y 's is zero, while the circu lar 
associat ion is perfect. 

Returning to our example, the simpl e linear co r
relation between gold and silver prices is a herculian 
0.98 . And herein lies a pitfall. 

"The cause oj lightning, " Alice said very decidely, 
for she felt quite sure about this, " is the thunder -
no, no.''' she hastily corrected herself, ttl meant 
it the other way. " 
!lit 's too late to correct it, 1J sa id the Red Queen, 
(( When you Jve once said a thing, that fixes it, and you 
must take the COT/seq uences. 1J 

Lewis Carrol 

A strong relation ship be tween two variables , either 
direct or in verse, o ften tempt s us La call one the 
cause and the other the effect. At times this is 
reasonable. But at other times it is ridiculous. For 
exampl e, there may be a strong, positi ve correl a tio n 
between co nsumption o f scotch whiskey in the US 
and the number o f catholic priests. To pres ume that 
the later influences the former is folly . If the truth be 
told , an in crease in a third variabl e, such as the na
tion 's population, may largel y explain increases in 
the ot her two . Hen ce, we should always rely upon 
co mmon sense or well established theory in determ in 
ing which correlations are reasonable and which are 
coin cidence. A third va riable which may influence 
both gold and silver prices is speculative feve r, fed by 
a fear of infla tion . If the general level of prices in the 
economy in creases, some investors m ay try La keep 
the purchasing power of their assets intact by, among 
other things, bu yin g gold and sil ver. Prices of the 
metals a re likel y then to rise since suppli es are large
ly fixed . BUI ri sing prices may attract th e allelll ion of 
avaric ious but he retofore dubious in vestors, a nd in 
duce them to plunge pocket-first into the market. 
H ence, gold and silver pri ces may end up rising 
mo re sharpl y th an the general price level. 

. If the temperature of speculative fever cou ld be 
taken , and its influen ce on both gold and si lve r 
values isolated , then what we think is the true 
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associa tio n be tween prices o f the two metals could be 
meas ured. A partial correlatio n coe ffi cient is used in 
do in g thi s. It measures the linear association between 
o ne variable and anmher, with all other speci fied 
variables held constant. Pa rti a l co rrela tions are 
calcu lated in the compute r program by inverti ng the 
matrix o f simple correla tio ns, a nd by then perform· 
ing a couple of simple steps in a rithmetic. 

Finally , although speculati ve fever is not 
measu red here, even if it were our result s would 
have to be regarded with health y suspicion sin ce : " In 
stat is tics thin gs are seldom as th ey seem, skim milk 
masquerades as cream ." 

TABLE I 

PRICES PER TROY OUNCE OF GOLD AND SILVER 
IN THE UNITED STATES 

YEAR 
1967 

68 
69 

1970 
71 
72 
73 
74 

1975 
76 
77 
78 
79 

Jan 1980 
Feb. 80 

PRICE 
OF 

GOLD 
S 35.0 

39.0 
41.5 
36.2 
41.0 
58.1 
96.S 

158.1 
161.7 
125 .9 
147.5 
192.9 
303.7 
737.8 
690.2 

PRICE 
OF 

SILVER 
S 1.5 

2.1 
1.8 
1.8 
1.6 
1.7 
2 .6 
4.8 
4.4 
4.4 
4.6 
5.4 

10.7 
43.8 
38.5 

SoU IT~ : from pric~s and indices compiled by the Bureau of blbor Stat istics 

NOTES ON THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

I . The simple co rrelatio n coefficient is calculated in the computer 
program thusly; 

This formula prod uces a morc accurate answer than the one 
in the article. It also requires just a litt le bit more memory. 
however. 

2. I f the observa tions on a va riable arc a ll the 5:U1)C, then an y 
simple cOITclm ion codlicie lll involving: tha I va ri able cannot be 
computed since di vision by zero would be requ ired. The 
com puter prog ra m handles thi s thusly: 

DATA SIMPL E CORRELATION MATRIX 
Xt X2 Xl X2 

3 7 Xl UlltkPd Undcrd 
3 8 X2 U ndefcl 1 
3 20 
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Hard Working Software for PET/CBM® Mioros

MATRIC

MATRIC expands Commodore BASIC

with fourteen new commands for hand

ling arrays.

Display a matrix on the screen and

change its values. Transfer daia between

matrices or fill a matrix with a constant.

Transpose. Transfer diagonals between

matrices, or from a matrix to a vector, or

from a vector to a matrix, or fill a diago

nal with a constant. Do vector or matrix

addition, subtraction, multiplication;

elementwise multiplication, division,

squares, and square roots. Inversion.

Determinant. Eigenvalues and eigen

vectors of a square, symmetric matrix.

Algebraic style syntax, checks for con-

lormability, extended error messages.

The 5K machine language program

comes on tape or disk with a 32-page

manual. Specify size and ROM set of

your machine. Price: $125.

PRO-GRESS

This multiple regression program reads

data from tapes or CBM disk. Concaten

ates files. Selects records. Deletes cases

with missing data. Transforms variables.

Generates new variables. Allows key

board input of means, standard devia

tions, correlations. Names variables.

Provides means, standard deviations, cor

relations; R, R-square, F, degrees of free

dom; constant and coefficients, betas,

Student's t's. Output to screen, or to

ASCII or CBM printer.

Analyzes 10 predictors in 8K; 25 in 16K;

45 in 32K. No limit on number of records.

Approximate timing: % minute per 100

records with one predictor; 30 minutes

per 100 records with 45 predictors.

You get two programs and a manual.

Program I has elaborated instructions,

requires 16K or 32K. Program il has

abbreviated instructions, runs in 8K or

more. Cassette tape: $45. Disk: $50.

TEXTCASTl

A word processor for

machines, old or new

machine language.

8K and larger

ROMs. All in

Edit with tapes or disks in any combina

tion. Produces ASCI! files that can be

used by other programs.

Unfinished words at the end of a line

feap to the next line while you type.

Powerful screen editor with full control

over visible cursor. Repeat action on all

keys and commands.

Use printer in typewriter mode. Prints

files with centering (enhance on PET

printer), underlining (reverse on PET

printer), right justification, page num

bers at top or bottom. Set left margin

and line length. Transmits all NEC Spin-

writer® characters and commands.

You gei old and new ROM versions of

the program, and revised manual. On

tape: $75; on diskette, $80.

Order your WorkerWare from:

COGNITIVE PRODUCTS,® P.O. Box 2592, Chapel Hill, NC 27514

For PET/CBM users. Schools,
banks, laboratories and
businesses can greatly multiply
their capabilities at an

unbelievably low cost.

M 18 Computers can share disk drives,

printers or other devices on the IEEE bus.

M Includes RS-232 and terminal programs.

(Hardware will soon be available for

approximately $50.)

Auto-boot. You can even initialize disks and

run "Hello" program.

Modify your basic commands for restricted

access (better security).

m RUN/STOP key. Disabled, or
modified to "Return to menu."

W Chain disk programs automatically.

MAuto clear.

M All keys repeat (adjustable).

U Low cost. 2 ROM and 1 disk set

(one set required $4QC
for each computer). f^rw

MasterCard, VISA and C.O.D. orders

accepted. 15-day return privileges. Specify

N or B keyboard. Dealer inquiries invited.

292-7634

2330 Lincoln Way, Ames, Iowa 50010

LIMITATIONS WHILE ON THE SUPERBUS: !) THE CASSETTES CANNOT BE WRITTEN TO- 2) ONLY THE SECOND CASSETTE CAN BE READ FROM.

3) ONLY ONE USER CAN BE USING THE SYSTEM RESOURCES AT ONE TIME. BUT ANY NUMBER CAN BE WAITING.
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Hard Working Software for PET/CBM@) Micros 
MATRICl>! PRO-GRESS~ TEXTCAST II@ 

MATRIC expands Commodore BASIC This multiple regression program reads A word processor for 8K and larger 
with fourteen new commands for hand· data from tapes or CBM disk. Concaten- mach ines, old or new ROMs. All in 
ling arrays. ates files. Selects reco rds . Deletes cases machine language. 

Display a matrix on the scree n and 
change its val ues. Transfer data between 
matrices or f ill a matrix wi th a co nstan t. 
Transpose. Transfer diagonals between 
matrices, or from a matrix to a vector, or 
from a vector to a matrix, or fil l a diago
nal with a constant. Do vector or matrix 
addition, sub traction, multiplication ; 
elemen tw ise multiplication, d ivision, 
squares, and square roots. Inversion. 
Determinant. Eigenvalues and eigen. 
vecto rs o f a square, symmetric matrix. 

Algebraic sty le syntax, checks for con 
formab ility, ex tended error messages. 

The 5K machine language program 
comes on tape or disk wi th a 32-page 
manual. Specify size and ROM set of 
your machine. Price: $125. 

with missing data. Tra nsforms variables. 
Generates new variables. Allows key· 
board input of means, standard deYia 
tions, correlations. Names yariables. 

Provides means, standa rd deviations, cor· 
re lations; R, R-square, F , degrees of free
dom; constant and coefficieOls, betas, 
Student's I's. Output to screen, or to 
ASC II or CBM printer. 

Analyzes 10 predictors in 8K; 25 in 16K ; 
45 in 32K. No limit on number of records. 
Approxima te timing: 't.. minute per 100 
records with one p red ictor; 30 minutes 
per 100 records with 45 pred ic tors. 

You get two programs and a manual. 
Program I has elaborated instruc t ions, 
requires 16K or 32K. Program II has 
abbreviated instructions, ru ns in 8K or 
more. Cassette tape: $45. Disk: $50. 

Edit with tapes or disks in any combina
tion. Produces ASC II files that can be 
used by o ther programs. 

Unfinished words at the end o f a line 
leap to the next line while you IYpe. 
Powerful screen editor with full control 
over visible cursor. Repeat action on all 
keys and commands. 

Use printer in typewriter mode. Prints 
files with centering (enhance on PET 
printer), underlining (reverse on PET 
printer), right justification, page num 
bers at tOP or bottom. Set left margin 
and lil).g leng th . Transmits all NEC Spin · 
writerCD c haracters and commands. 

You get old and new ROM versions of 
the program, and revised manual. On 
tape : $75; on diskette, $80. 

Order your WorkerWare from: 
COGNITIVE PRODUCTS,a:> P.O. Box 2592, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

For PET/CBM users. Schools, 
banks, laboratories and 
businesses can greatly multiply 
their capabilities at an 
unbelievably low cost. 

• 18 Computers can ~ disk drives, 
printers or other devices on the IEEE bus. 
• Includes RS-232 and terminal programs. 
(Hardware will soon be available for 
approximately $50.) 
• Auto-boot. You can even initialize disks and 
run "Hello" program. 
• Modify your basic commands for restricted 

access (better security) . 
• RUN/STOP key. Disabled, or 
modified to "Return to menu. " 
• Chain disk programs automatically . 
• Auto clear . 
• All keys repeat (adjustable) . 
• Low cost. 2 ROM and 1 disk set 
(one set required $19500 

for each computer). 

MasterCard, VISA and C.OD. orders 
accepted. 1S-day return privileges. Specify 
N or B keyboard. Dealer inquiries invited. 

[Qrlg~~~O(gJ Dliil iS.(515) 292-7634 

2330 Uncoln Way, Ames, Iowa 50010 

UMITATIONS WHILE ON THE $UPERBUS: I) THE CASSETTES CANNOT BE WRITTEN TO. 2) ONLY THE SECOND CASSETTE CAN BE READ FROM. 
3) ONL Y ONE USER CAN BE USING THE SYSTEM RESOURCES AT ONE TIME. BUT ANY NUMBER CAN BE WAITING. 
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Further, lfany simple correlations are undefined, then the simple

correlation matrix cannot be inverted, and hence, the partial

correlation coefficients are not computed.

3. Line 1120 uses Disk Basic syntax. For systems without this,

the following substitute will work just as effectively:

FOR I = 1 TO K: AS(I) = "X" + RIGHT${STR$(I),

LEN(STR5(I) ) - 1): NEXT

VARIETIES OF SIMPLE LINEAR CORRELATIONS

Strong Positive Correlation

Weak Positive Correlation

Weak Negative Correlation

Strong Negative Correlation

Figure 1

10 CLEAR 1000

20 REM COMPUTING SIMPLE & PARTIAL -,

-.CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS; ->

-.B.FLYNN; SPRING 80

30 REM MODULE 1:ENTER DATA

40 GOSUB 1000

50 REM MODULE 2: COMPUTE SIMPLE -.

-.CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

60 GOSUB 2000

70 REM MODULE 3: PRINT COEFFICIENTS

80 GOSUB 3000

90 REM MODULE 4: COMPUTE PARTIAL -.

-.CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

100 GOSUB 4000

110 REM MODULE 5: PRINT COEFFICIENTS

120 GOSUB 5000

130 END

100 0 REM MODULE 1

1010 REM SET CEILING ON # OF OBSERVATION

iS (OB) & VARIABLES (VA)

1020 OB = 50:VA = 20

1030 DEFDBL B,D,H,R,S,X

1040 DIM A$(VA),R(VA,2*VA),S{VA),SS{VA),

->X(OB,VA)

1050 CLS: PRINT"THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES -i

-.SIMPLE & PARTIAL CORRELATION

1060 PRINT"COEFFICIENTS FOR ALL -i

-.COMBINATIONS OF UP TO " ; VA; "VARIAB

-.LES.

1070 PRINT"UP TO " ;0B; "OBSERVATIONS MAY -,

-iBE ENTERED FOR EACH TERM.

1080 PRINT: INPUT"HOW MANY VARIABLES DO -i

-.YOU HAVE";K

1090 IF K>VA CLS:PRINT"SORRY, 0NLYn;VA;"

-.VARIBLES ARE PRESENTLY ALLOWED."

1095 :PRINT"CHANGE LINE 1020 TO REMEDY -i

-.THIS. ":END

1100 IF K<2 PRINT "SORRY, IT TAKES AT i

-.LEAST 2 VARIABLES TO TANGO.": END

1110 REM NAME VARIABLES

1120 FOR 1=1 TO K: A$(I)=STR$(I):

-.MID? (A$ (I) ,1,1) = "Xn: NEXT

1130 REM ENTER DATA FOR 1ST VARIABLE -.

-.ONLY TO DETERMINE # OF OBSERVATION

-.S

1140 CLS:PRINT"PLEASE INPUT DATA. HIT i

-.'ENTER1 WHEN THROUGH.":PRINT

1150 N=OB

1160 FOR J=l TO OB:X(J,l)=-9999.9

1170 PRINT A$(l);"{";J;")=";:INPUT X(J,

-1)
1180 IF X(J,l)=-9999.9 THEN N=J-1:J=OB

1190 NEXT

1200 IF N<2 PRINT"SORRY, IT TAKES AT -.

-rLEAST 2 OBSERVATIONS TO TANGO.":

-.END

1210 REM ENTER DATA FOR OTHER VARIABLES

1220 FOR 1=2 TO K

1230 CLS:PRINT"ENTER DATA:":PRINT

1240 FOR J=l TO N

1250 PRINT A$(I);"(";J;")=";:INPUT X(J,

-I)
1260 NEXT J,I

1270 RETURN

2000 REM MODULE 2

2010 CLS:PRINT"COMPUTING SIMPLE -.

-.CORRELATION COFFICIENTS. . .

dO 

Further. if an y simple.: correlatio ns arc unddincd, then the simple 
correlation matrix cannot be invert ed, and hence, the panial 
correlation coeffic ients arc not computed . 

3. Line 11 20 uses Disk Basic s)'OIax . Fo r systems w ithout this , 
the following substitUic will work JUSt as effectivel y: 
FOR 1 - I TO K : AS(I ) " " X " + RIGHTS(STRS(I). 
LEN(STRS(I) ) - I ): KEXT 

VARIETIES OF SIMPLE LINEAR CORRELATIONS 

Strong Positive Correlation 

Weak Positive COTl"c1alion 

Weak Negat ive Correlation 

'0 '" ••• • • • 

Strong Negative Correlation 

Figure 1 
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10 CLEAR 1000 
20 REM COMPUTING SIMPLE & PARTIAL , 

,CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS ; , 
,B.FLYNN; SPRING 80 

30 RE~! MODULE 1: ENTER DATA 
40 GOSUB 1000 
50 REM MODULE 2 : COMPUTE SIMPLE , 

,CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
60 GOSUB 2000 
70 REM MODULE 3: PRINT COEFFICIENTS 
80 GOSUB 3000 
90 REI! MODULE 4: COMPUTE PARTIAL , 

,CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
100 GOSUB 4000 
110 REM MODULE 5 : PRINT COEFFI CI ENTS 
120 GOSUB 5000 
130 END 
1000 REM MODULE 1 
1010 REM SET CEILING ON # OF OBSERVATION 

,S (OB) & VAR IABLES (VA) 
1020 OB = 50: VA = 20 
1030 DEFDBL B,D,H,R,S,X 
1040 DIM A$(VA) ,R( VA ,2*VA) ,S( VA) ,SS(VA), 

,X (OB, VA) 
1050 CLS: PRI NT "THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES , 

,SH!PLE & PARTIAL CORRELAT ION 
1060 PRINT"COEFFICIENTS FOR ALL , 

,COMBINATIONS OF UP TO "; VA ; "VARIAB 
,LES. 

1070 PRINT"UP TO "; OB; "OBSERVATIONS MAY, 
,BE ENTERED FOR EACH TERM. 

1080 PRINT:INPUT"HOW HANY VAR I ABLES DO , 
,YOU HAVE";K 

1090 IF K>VA CLS:PRINT"SORRY, ONLY";VA;" 
,VARIBLES ARE PRESENTLY ALLOWED. " 

109 5 :PRINT "CH ANGE LINE 10 20 TO REHEDY , 
,THIS.":END 

1100 IF K<2 PRINT "SORRY, IT TAKES AT , 
,LEAST 2 VARIABLES TO TANGO . ":END 

1110 REI! NAI!E VARIABLES 
11 20 FOR 1=1 TO K: A$( I)=STR$(I) : 

,MID$ (A$(I) ,1,1 ) =" X":NEXT 
1130 REM ENTER DATA FOR 1ST VAR I ABLE , 

,ONLY TO DETERMINE # OF OBS ERVATION 
,S 

1140 CLS:PRINT"PLEASE INPUT DATA . HIT, 
,' ENTER ' WHEN THROUGH. ": PR INT 

1150 N=OB 
1160 FOR J=l TO OB:X(J ,1 ) =-9 999 . 9 
11 7 0 PRI NT A$ (1) ; " ( " ; J ; ") =" ; : I NPUT X (J , 

,1) 
11 80 IF X(J ,1) =-9999 . 9 TH EN N=J- l:J=OB 
1190 NEXT 
1200 IF N<2 PRINT"S ORRY, IT TAKES AT , 

,L EAST 2 OBSERVATIONS TO TANGO.": 
,END 

121 0 REI! ENTER DATA FOR OTHER VARIAB LES 
122 0 FOR 1=2 TO K 
1230 CLS : PRINT"ENTER DATA: ": PRINT 
1240 FOR J=l TO N 
1250 PRINT A$(I) ;" ( ";J;" ) ="; : INPUT X(J, 

,1) 
126 0 NEXT J,I 
1270 RETURN 
2000 REM MODULE 2 
2010 CLS:PRINT"COMPUTI NG SIMPLE , 

,CORRELATION COFFICIENTS .•. 
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2020 REH COMPUTE SUM OF OBSERVATIONS i

MS) AND

2025 REM SUM OF SQUARED OBSERVATIONS -.

-i(SS) FOR EACH VARIABLE

2030 FOR 1=1 TO K

2040 S(I)=0 : SS(I)=0

2050 FOR J=l TO N

2060 S(I)= S(I)+X(J,I): SS(I)=SS(I)+X(J,

-.I)*X(J,I)

2070 NEXT J,I

2080 REM COMPUTE SIMPLE CORRELATION -.

-.MATRIX

2090 FOR 1=1 TO K

2100 FOR J=I TO K

2110 REM SUM OF CROSS PRODUCTS

2120 SC = 0

2130 FOR L=l TO N: SC=SC+X(L,I)*X(L,J):

-i NEXT L

2140 REM DBL PRECISION SQR ROOT

2150 SQ=(N*SS(I)-S(I)*S(I))*(N*SS(J)-S(J

-i) *S(J) ) :GOSUB 8000

2160 IF SQO0 THEN R( I, J) = (N*SC-S (I) *S (J

-OJ/SQ ELSE R(I,J)=-9999.9

2170 R(J,I)=R(I,J)

2180 IF SQO0 THEN R{I,I)=1

2190 NEXT J,I

2200 RETURN

3000 REM MODULE 3

3010 T$="SIMPLE":GOSUB 9000

3020 RETURN

4000 REM MODULE 4

4010 CLS:PRINT"COMPUTING PARTIAL -i

-.CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS...

4020 IF SFLAG$="UNDEFINED" PRINT"PARTIAL

-i CORRELATIONS CAN'T BE COMPUTED -i

-.SINCE":

4025 :PRINT"SOME OF THE SIMPLE CORRELATI

->ONS ARE UNDEFINED."

4030 REM INVERT R

4040 FOR 1=1 TO K

4050 FOR J=I TO K

4060 R(I,K+I)=0: R(J,I+K)=0

4070 NEXT J

4080 R(I,K+I)=1: M(I)=I

4090 NEXT I

4100 FOR Q=l TO K

4110 IF Q=K THEN 4230

4120 REM SEARCH WOULD-BE KEY ELEMENTS -i

-.FOR HIGHEST ABSOLUTE VALUE

4130 HE=ABS(R(Q,Q)): HROW=0: HCOLUMN=0

4140 FOR 1=1 TO K-Q

4150 DUMMY=ABS(R(Q+I,Q)): IF DUMMY>HR -i

-.THEN HR=DUMMY: R=Q+I

4160 DUMMY=ABS(R{Q,Q+I)): IF DUMMY>HC ->

^THEN HC=DUMMY: C=Q+I

4170 NEXT I

4180 IF HE>=HR AND HE>=HC THEN 4230

4190 REM SWITCH ROWS, IF APPROPRIATE

4200 IF HR>=HC: FOR J=l TO 2*K: -.

-.HOLD=R(R,J) :R(R,J)=R(Q,J) :

-.R(Q,J)=HOLD:NEXT J

4210 REM SWITCH COLUMNS, IF APPROPRIATE

4220 IF HR<HC: FOR J=l TO K:HOLD=R(J,C):

-iR(J,C)=R(J,Q) :R(J,Q)=HOLD:NEXT J:

iM(Q)=C
4230 REM ADJUST KEY ROW

4240 B=R(Q,Q)

4250 IF B=0 PRINT"SINGULAR MATRIX": END

4260 FOR J=Q TO 2*K

4270 R(Q,J)=R(Q,J)/B

4280 NEXT J

4290 ADJUST REMAINING ROWS

4300 FOR L=l TO K

4310 IF L=K AND K=Q THEN 4370

4320 IF L=Q THEN L=L+1

4330 D=R(L,Q)

4340 FOR J=Q TO 2*K

4350 R(L,J)=R(LfJ)-D*R(Q,J)

4360 NEXT J,L,Q

4370 REM SWITCH ROWS IN NEXT-TO-FINAL-FO

nRM MATRIX, IF APPROPRIATE

4380 FOR Q=l TO K-l

4390 IF M(Q)OQ:FOR J=lTOK :HOLD=R(Q,

--K+J) :R(Q,K+J)=R(M(Q) ,K+J) :

~-R(M(Q),K+J)=HOLD

4395 :NEXT J

4400 NEXT Q

4 410 REM CALCULATE PARTIAL CORRELATIONS

4420 FOR 1=1 TO K

4430 FOR JoI TO K

4440 SQ=R(IFK+I)*R(J,K+J):GOSUB 8000

4450 IF SQO0 THEN R(I, J) =-R( I ,K+J)/SQ -i

-.ELSE R(IrJ)=0

4460 R(J,I)=R(I,J)

4470 IF SQO0 THEN R(I,I)=1

4480 NEXT J,I

4 490 RETURN

5 000 REM MODULE 5

5010 T?="PARTIAL": GOSUB 9000

5020 RETURN

8000 REM SUBROUTINE: DOUBLE PRECISION -i

-■SQUARE ROOT

8010 IF SQ=0 THEN 8050

8020 X1=SQR(SQ)

8030 X2=(SQ/Xl-Xl)/2

8040 IF X1OX1+X2 THEN Xl=Xl+X2:

-i GOTO 8030 ELSE SQ=Xl

8050 RETURN

9000 REM SUBROUTINE: PRINT CORRELATIONS

9010 REM PRINT IN 10 BY 5 BLOCKS

9020 FOR 1=1 TO K STEP 10

9030 FOR J=I TO K STEP 5

9040 CLSrPRINT TAB (10) T$; "CORRELATION -.

-.COEFFICIENTS: " : PRINT:C=8

9050 FOR L=J TO J+4

9060 IF L<=K PRINT TAB(C);A$(L);:C=C+10

9070 NEXT L: PRINT

9080 FOR L=I TO 1+9

9090 IF L<=K PRINT A$(L); TAB(3);

9100 FOR M=J TO J+4

9110 IF T$="SIMPLEn: IF L>=K AND M<=K:

9115 :IF R(L,M)<>-9999 THEN PRINT -i

-■USINGrt####.#####";R(L,M)ELSE -.

-■PRINT" UNDEF'D";

9120 IF T$="PARTIAL":IF L<=K AND M<=K:

-. PRINT USING"####.#####"; R(L,M);

9130 NEXT M: PRINT:NEXT L

9140 INPUT"READY";Z

9150 NEXT J,I

9160 RETURN

READY.
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2020 REM COMPUTE SUM OF OBSERVATIONS , 
, (S) AND 

2025 REM SUM OF SQUARED OBSERVATIONS , 
, (SS) FOR EACH VARIABLE 

2030 FOR 1=1 TO K 
2040 S(I) =0 : SS(I)=0 
2050 FOR J =l TO N 
2060 S(I)= S(I)+X(J , I): SS(I)=SS(I)+X(J , 

,I)*X(J , I) 
2070 NEXT J, I 
2080 REM COMPUTE SIMPLE CORRELATION , 

, MATRIX 
2090 FOR 1=1 TO K 
2100 FOR J =I TO K 
2110 REM SUM OF CROSS PRODUCTS 
2120 SC = 0 
2130 FOR L=l TO N: SC=SC+X(L,I)*X(L , J): 

, NEXT L 
2140 RE~I DBL PRECISION SQR ROOT 
2150 SQ=(N*SS(I) - S (I)*S(I»*(N*SS(J) - S(J 

, )*S(J» :GOSUB 8000 
2160 IF SQ<>0 THEN R(I,J)=(N*SC-S(I)*S(J 

,) )/SQ ELSE R(I , J)=- 9999 . 9 
2170 R(J,I) =R(I , J) 
2180 IF SQ <> 0 THEN R(I,I) =l 
2190 NEXT J , I 
2200 RETURN 
3000 REM MODULE 3 
3010 T$="S I MPLE " :GOSUB 9000 
3020 RETURN 
4000 REM MODULE 4 
4010 CLS : PRINT"COMPUTING PARTIAL, 

,CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS ... 
4020 IF SFLAG$="UNDEFINED" PRINT"PARTIAL 

, CORRELATIONS CAN'T BE COMPUTED, 
..,SINCE" : 

4025 : PRINT"SOME OF THE SIMPLE CORRELATI 
,ONS ARE UNDEFINED. " 

4030 RE~I INVERT R 
4040 FOR 1=1 TO K 
4050 FOR J =I TO K 
4060 R(I,K+I)=0: R(J , I+K)=0 
4070 NEXT J 
4080 R(I,K+I)=l : M(I)=I 
4090 NEXT I 
4100 FOR Q=l TO K 
4110 IF Q=K THEN 4230 
4120 REM SEARCH WOULD- BE KEY ELEMENTS , 

,FOR HIGHEST ABSOLUTE VALUE 
4130 HE=ABS(R(Q , Q» : HROI"/=0: HCOLUMN=0 
4140 FOR 1=1 TO K- Q 
4150 DUMMY=ABS(R(Q+I , Q» : IF DUMMY >HR , 

,THEN HR=DUmIY: R=Q+I 
4160 DUMMY=ABS(R(Q , Q+I» : IF DUMMY >HC , 

,THEN HC=DUMMY : C=Q+I 
4170 NEXT I 
4180 IF HE> =HR AND HE>=HC THEN 4230 
4190 RE~I SvliTCH ROWS, IF APPROPRIATE 
4200 IF HR>=HC: FOR J=l TO 2*K : , 

,HOLD=R(R , J) :R(R , J)=R(Q,J): 
, R(Q , J)=HOLD:NEXT J 

4210 REM SViiTCH COLUMNS , IF APPROPRIATE 
4220 IF HR<HC: FOR J=l TO K:HOLD=R(J,C): 

,R(J,C)=R(J , Q) :R(J , Q)=HOLD : NEXT J : 
,M(Q)=C 

4230 REM ADJUST KEY ROW 
4240 B=R(Q , Q) 

COMPUTE! 

4250 IF B=0 PRINT"SINGULAR MATRIX" : END 
4260 FOR J=Q TO 2*K 
4270 R(Q , J)=R(Q , J)/B 
4280 NEXT J 
4290 ADJUST RE~IAINING ROWS 
4300 FOR L=l TO K 
4310 IF L=K AND K=Q THEN 4370 
4320 IF L=Q THEN L=L+l 
4330 D=R (L, Q) 
4340 FOR J =Q TO 2*K 
4350 R(L , J)=R(L , J) - D*R(Q , J) 
4360 NEXT J , L, Q 
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4370 RE~I SWITCH ROWS IN NEXT- TO- FINAL- FO 
,RM MATRIX , IF APPROPRIATE 

4380 FOR Q=l TO K-l 
4390 IF M(Q) <>Q:FOR J=lTOK : HOLD=R(Q, 

,K+J) : R(Q , K+J)=R(M(Q) ,K+J): 
,R(M(Q) , K+J)=HOLD 

4395 : NEXT J 
4400 NEXT Q 
4410 REM CALCULATE PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 
4420 FOR 1=1 TO K 
4430 FOR J=I TO K 
4440 SQ=R(I , K+I)*R(J , K+J) : GOSUB 8000 
4450 IF SQ <> 0 THEN R(I,J)=- R(I,K+J) / SQ ' 

,ELSE R(I , J)=0 
4460 R(J , I) =R(I,J) 
4470 IF SQ <> 0 THEN R(I,I)=l 
4480 NEXT J , I 
4490 RETURN 
5000 REM MODULE 5 
5010 T$= "PARTIAL ": GOSUB 9000 
5020 RETURN 
8000 REM SUBROUTINE: DOUBLE PRECISION , 

,SQUARE ROOT 
8010 IF SQ=0 THEN 8050 
8020 Xl=SQR(SQ) 
8030 X2=(SQ/XI-Xl) / 2 
8040 IF Xl <>Xl +X2 THEN Xl =Xl+X2: 

, GOTO 8030 ELSE SQ=Xl 
8050 RETURN 
9000 REM SUBROUTINE: PRINT CORRELATIONS 
9010 REM PRINT IN 10 BY 5 BLOCKS 
9020 FOR 1=1 TO K STEP 10 
9030 FOR J =I TO K STEP 5 
9040 CLS:PRINT TAB(10)T$ ;" CORRELATION , 

,COEFFICIENTS:" : PRINT:C=8 
9050 FOR L=J TO J+4 
9060 IF L< =K PRINT TAB(C);A$(L) ; :C=C+ 10 
9070 NEXT L: PRINT 
9080 FOR L=I TO 1+9 
9090 IF L<=K PRINT A$(L); TAB(3); 
9100 FOR M=J TO J+4 
9110 IF T$="SIMPLE": IF L>=K AND M<=K : 
9115 : IF R(L , M) <>- 9999 THEN PRINT, 

, USING"####.##### "; R( L, M)ELSE , 
.., PR I NT" UNDEF ' D"; 

9120 IF T$= "PARTIAL ": IF L<=K AND M<=K: 
, PRINT USING " ##U . ### U " ; R(L,~!); 

9130 NEXT M: PRINT:NEXT L 
9140 INPUT"READY" ; Z 
9150 NEXT J , I 
9160 RETURN 

READY . 
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Al Baker's

Programming

Hints: Apple

Different computers confront the software designer

with different problems. The most difficult task in

the design process is making efficient use of a com

puter's assets while avoiding its liabilities. Often, a

good design will convert a potential liability into an

asset. Far more often, poor design will accentuate a

liability. In this case, the software user is left with

the results and must live with the problem or go

elsewhere.

Five potential design problems with the Apple II

immediately come to mind. These are:

No lower case.

Only 40 characters per line on the screen.

No mixed graphics and text.

Missing up-arrow and down-arrow keys.

No Joysticks.

If you own another computer, don't feel superior.

I'm sure you have your own list of "Why did they

do it that way?"

Look at the list. If you've bought much Apple

software, you can probably think of products which

successfully bypass, or even capitalize, on these

"liabilities". The exception is the lack of Joysticks.

Why Joysticks?

Some software designs demand the use of joysticks.

A joystick gives the user instantaneous control over

direction of motion. Move the joystick left and the

object on the screen instantly starts moving left. Let

go of the joystick and it stops. Push the joystick to

the right and the object immediately begins moving

right.

A joystick has a natural center. Motion away

from center is obvious, easy to program, and natural

for the user. This control doesn't come naturally to a

paddle. The paddle has no natural center.

Everything is relative. One approach often used is to

divide the paddle's turning radius into thirds: left,

center, and right. This normally doesn't work

because the user gets lost in the action of the game

and loses track of where the center region is.

Most software designers give up and convert the

values returned by the paddle into absolute positions

on the screen. This is the most unsatisfactory solu

tion of all. The user has lost instantaneous control of

screen motion and is often left with a frustrating

playing experience. If he has played the same game

elsewhere, he must learn a new set of reflexes -- or

give up.

The best example of this is the game SPACE

INVADERS. The official MIDWAY arcade and

Atari home versions of this game use joysticks, or the

equivalent, to move the gun. The player has instan

taneous control over the gun motion and can spend

his psychic energies trying to shoot while avoiding

enemy fire. The Apple versions I have played do not

provide this level of user control. The programmers

chose to use paddle values as absolute gun locations

and the user is forced to deal with a gun that seems

to have a life of its own. It is always moving in an

attempt to reach the screen location that matches the

paddle.

Paddle as Joystick

In the listing is an Applesoft example of a joystick

simulation routine using the Apple II paddle. Type

in the program and run it. You will see a snake

made of X's running down the center of the screen.

To control the snake, grab the paddle and yank it to

the left -- either a lot or a little, and then yank it to

the right. The snake started moving left and then

stopped. Now yank the paddle right and then left.

The snake started moving right and then stopped, in

stantaneous control that feels right!

The joystick simulator had several major design

constraints. First, the center of the paddle must be

umimportant. Second, how much the user turns the

paddle has to be ignored, as long as it is enough to

register. It has to be OK for the paddle to jitter with

no effect. Third, the speed the user turns the paddle

has to be ignored, as long as it is fast enough to

register. If the snake is moving left and (he player

turns the joystick right slowly for most of its radius,

the snake should stop, but it shouldn't stop and then

move right. To do this, the user must turn the pad

dle to stop the snake and then turn the paddle again

to start the snake moving right -- yank right, yank

right.

Substituting this routine in SPACE INVADERS

would recreate the proper "feel" of joystick control

that is now missing.

The Program

Lines 1000 to 1080 form the body of the joystick

simulator with JY as the value of the joystick. JY can
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with difTerent problems. The most difficult task in 
the design process is making effi cient use of a com
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good design will convert a potential liability into an 
asset. Far morc often, poor design will accentuate a 
liabilit y. In this case, the so ftware user is left with 
the res ults and must live with the problem or go 
elsewhere. 

Five potential design problems with the Apple II 
immed iately come to mind. These are: 

No lower case. 

Only 40 characters per line on the screen. 
No mixed graphics and text. 
Miss ing up-arrow and down-arrow keys. 

No J oyst icks. 

If you own another com puter, don't feel superior. 
I ' m sure you have your own list of " Why did they 
do it that way?" 

Look at the list. If you' ve bought much Apple 
software, you can probably think of products which 
success fu lly bypass, or even capit alize , on th ese 
"liabi lities". The exception is the lack of J oysticks. 

Why Joysticks? 
Some soft ware designs demand the use of joysticks. 
A joystick gives the user instantaneous control over 
direction of motion. Move the joystick left and the 
object on the sc reen instantly starts moving left. Let 
go of the joystick and it stops. Push the joystick to 
the right and the object immediately begi ns moving 
right. 

A joysti ck has a nalUrai center. Motion away 
from center is obvious, easy to program, and natural 
for the user. This control doesn't come naturally to a 
paddle. The paddle has no natural center. 
Everythin g is relative. O ne app roach often used is to 
divide th e paddle's turnin g rad ius in to thirds: left, 
ce nter, and right. This normally doesn 't work 
because the user gets lost in the action of the ga me 
and loses track of where the cent er region is. 
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Most software des igners give up and convert the 
values returned by the paddle into absolute positions 
on the screen . This is the most un satisfactory solu
tio n of all. The user has lost instantaneous control of 
screen motion and is o ft en left with a frustrating 
playing ex perience. If he has played the same game 
elsewhere, he must learn a new set o f refl exes -- or 
gtve up . 

The best example of this is the game SPAC E 
INVADERS. The official MIDWAY arcade and 
Atari home version s o f this game usc joyst icks, or the 
equivalent , to move the gun . The player has instan
taneous control over the gun motion and can spend 
his psychic energies trying to shoot while avoiding 
enemy fire . The Apple versions I have played do not 
provide this level of user control. The programmers 
chose to use paddle values as absolute gun locat ions 
and the user is forced Lo deal with a gun that seems 
to have a life of its own. It is always moving in an 
attempt to reach th e screen loca tio n that matches the 
paddle. 

Paddle as Joystick 
In the listing is an Applesoft example of a joystick 
simulation routine usin g the Apple II paddle. T ype 
in the program a nd run it. You will see a snake 
made of X's running down the center of the sc reen . 
To control the snake, grab the paddle and yank it to 

the left -- either a lot or a little, and then yank it to 
the right. The snake sta rted moving left and then 
stopped. Now yank the paddle ri ght and then left. 
T he snake sta rted moving right and then stopped . in
stantaneo us control that feels ri ght! 

The joyst ick simul ato r had several major design 
co nstraint s. First, the center of' the padd le must be 
umimport ant. Second, how much the user turn s the 
paddle has to be ignored , as long as it is eno ugh to 
register. It has to be OK for the paddle to jitter with 
no effect. Third, the speed the use r turn s the paddle 
has to be ignored , as lo ng as it is fa st enough to 
register. If th e snake is moving left and the player 
turns the joystick right slowly for most of it s radius, 
th e snake should stop , but it shouldn ' t stop and then 
move right. T o do thi s, th e user must turn the pad
dle to stop the snake and then tllrn th e paddle again 
[Q stan the snake moving right -- yank right, ya nk 
right. 

Substituting thi s routine in S PACE INVA DERS 
would recreate the proper " feel" of joysl ick control 
that is now mi ss in g. 

The Progra m 
Lines 1000 to 1080 fo rm the body of the joystick 
simulator with JY as th e value of th e joys tick . .JY can 
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have three values: -1 if the joystick is pushed left, 0 if

it is centered, and +1 if it is pushed right. To pro

perly simulate the joystick, the routine needs two

facts: whether or not the paddle has been moving

and which direction it is moving now. If the paddle

was previously moving, then the user is still in the

middle of yanking the paddle and the routine must

ignore his input. If the paddle was still, then the

routine should change the value of JY based on the

current paddle motion.

Two variables are used to compute the joystick's

current motion. PA is the value of the paddle now

and PM is the value the paddle had last time. PA is

obtained in line 1000. In line 1070, PM is assigned

the value of PA prior to the RETURN.

PM is also one of the two variables used to com

pute the paddle's previous motion. PG is the other

and always contains the value of" PA from two times

ago. Line 1060 sets up PG from the value of PM.

Let's follow the routine. Line 1000 obtains the

current paddle value and line 1010 determines if the

paddle was moving last time. This is determined by

looking at the difference between PM and PG. If it

was moving, the routine ignores the paddle but up

dates historic data beginning at line 1060.

10 REM

20 REM

30 REM

40 PM =

THE PADDLE AS JOYSTICK

PDL (0)

60

70

30

90

100

110

120

130

140

910

920

930

940

950

960

970

980

990

1000

101O

1020

1030

1O40

1050

1060

1070

108O

I * 20

REM

REM

REM

G0SUB

PRINT

H = II -

ir ii :

IF i! -:

GOTO <

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

PA '

IE

1000

DEMO LOOF

H)"X'TAB"

J Y

3c; then t:

1 THEN H =

JO ICK SIMULATION

Line 1020 ignores the paddle if it is only jitter

ing or is being moved very slowly. If the paddle is

moving quickly enough, lines 1030 and 1040 update

the joystick value by subtracting 1 if it is turning

counterclockwise and adding 1 if it is turning

clockwise. Finally, line 1050 keeps JY within the

range -2 to +1 and lines 1060 and 1070 update

historic paddle data.

The program between lines 10 and 140 tests the

joystick simulator with the moving snake discussed

earlier. Lines 40 and 50 set up the historic joystick

data and positions the head of the snake. After call

ing the joystick routine and moving the snake for

ward in lines 90 and 100, the position of the head is

changed by the position of the joystick in line 110.

Lines 120 and 130 keep the snake on the screen.

Conclusion

We've explored the Apple paddle and looked at

various ways to use it. If you have other ways of us

ing the paddles or improvements on what I have

discussed, please send them to me. I will give full

credit for anything I use. Also, I am interested in

any ideas you have or specific problems you would

like explained.

Al Baker Programming Director The Image Producers, Inc.

615 Academy Dr. Northbrook, IL 60062 ©

FOR APPLE 2
& APPLE 2 Plus

JY=JOYSTICK READING

PA=CURRENT PADDLE; READING

PM=MOTHER PADDLE READING

PG=GRANBNOTHER PADDLE READING

PDL ( 0)

JY

PG

ABS

ADS

rA <

■A >

SGN

PM

PA

( PM

( PA

PM

PM

PG)

PM )

THEN

THEN

JY

JY

■■ 20

20

" JY

= JY

THEN

THEN

- 1

I A

1060

1060

AS1&AAAA
A REAL TIME Hl-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS GAME

WITH SUPER SOUND EFFECTS. THREE

SKILL LEVELS- NOVICE, AVERAGE ("Arcade"

difficulty") and EXPERT WHERE ASTEROIDS ARE

ACTUALLY ATTRACTED TO YOUR SHIP !

ASKAAIA
Now Available
32K TAPE-S14.95
32K DISK $19.95

From Your Local

Computer Store

Or Send Order to:

(JY)

^■K-^k ©Copyright 1980

Jg&Adventure
A DIVISION OF SCOTT ADAMS. INC

LONGWOOD FLA 32750

i305i862-6917

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

RETURN
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it is centered, and + 1 if it is pushed ri ght. To pro
perly simulate the joystick, the routine needs two 
facts: whether or not the paddle has been moving 
and wh ich direction it is moving now. If the paddle 
was previously moving, then the user is st ill in the 
middle of yanking the paddle and the routine must 
ignore his input. If the paddle was st ill , then the 
routine shou ld change the value of JY based on the 
cu rrent paddle motion. 

T wo va riabl es arc used to co mput e the joyst ick 's 
cu rrent motion. PA is the value of the paddle now 
and PM is the value the paddle had last time. PA is 
obtained in line 1000. In line 1070 , PM is assigned 
the value of PA prior to the RETURN . 

PM is also one of the two variables used to com· 
pute th e paddle' s previous motion. PG is the o ther 
and always contains the value of PA from two times 
ago. Line 1060 sets up PG from the value of PM. 

Let's follow the routine. Line 1000 obtains the 
current paddle value and line 1010 determines if the 
paddle was moving las t time. This is determined by 
looking at the difference between PM and PG . If it 
was moving, the routine ignores the paddle but up
dates historic data beginning at line 1060 . 

10 r~ ErI THE PADD1_E M; ,J()Y~:;Tl Ct, 
20 F;EM 
30 F~ EM 
40 r'i"j = F'DL. (0) 
50 II = 20 
60 RUI 
70 F,(r'1 DENO LUOF' 
80 F<UI 
90 GaSUL: 1000 
100 PRINT T,;E<O: fl ) " X" 
110 H " H t ,JY 
120 IF H 3S'!'I :EN I: ~ 39 
130 IF II <' 1 T~I[N H = 1 
140 GOlD 90 
910 Im1 
920 REt'I 
930 r,Er1 
940 REM 
950 REI'I 
960 I:~EM 

970 REN 
980 ReM 
990 RE M 

JUYSTICK SI MULATION 

JY = JOYSTICK ~EADING 
PA = CURRENT PADDLE READING 
F'M =MOTlIU; r'ADDl[ READ ING 
F' G=GRANDMOTHER rADDlE READ ING 

1000 F'A" ["Itl.. 0: 0) 
1010 If: A[t!:; (f"ri ... F'G) :> 20 TI :EN 1060 
1020 I I" tHI S (F'A ... r'M) <: 20 TI lEN 1060 
1030 I 1- r'~) <: r'M THEN ,n .- ,n .. 1 
1040 IF F' A :> PM THEN ,n = ,n t 1 
1050 ,1)' = SGN (,n) 
1060 PG '" F'rl 
1070 r'M "" F'A 
lOBO RLTUf;" 

Line 1020 ignores the paddle if it is only jitter
in g o r is being moved very slowly. If the paddle is 
mov in g qu ickly enough, li nes 1030 and 1040 update 
the joystick value by subtractin g 1 if it is turning 
counterclockwise and adding I if it is turning 
clockwi se. Finally, line 1050 keeps JY within the 
range -2 to + I and lines 1060 and 1070 update 
historic paddle data . 

The program between lines 10 and 140 tests the 
j oyst ick simulator with the moving snake discussed 
ea rlier. Lines 40 and 50 set up the h istoric joystick 
data and positions the head of the snake. After call· 
ing the joysrick routine and mov ing the snake for· 
ward in lines 90 and 100, the position of the head is 
changed by the position of the joyst ick in line 1 JO . 
Lines 120 and 130 keep the snake on the screen . 

Conclusion 
We've ex plo red the Apple paddle a nd looked at 
various ways to use it. If you have other ways o f us
ing the paddles or improvemen ts on what I have 
discussed , pl ease send th em to me. I will give full 
credi t for anything I use. Also, I am interested in 
any ideas you have or specific problems you would 
like expl a ined. 
Al Baker Programming D irector 771e Image Producers, Inc. 
615 Academy Dr. Northbrook, 1 L 60062 © 
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A Model for Structured Programming

The Anatomy Of A Word-

Research Processing Program

for the APPLE

Derek A. Kelly

Sophisticated and broadly-ranging readers will

hopefully forgive the biological analogy in the title.

While we most usually look upon programs and AP-

PLEs as simply robot-like physical mechanisms, I've

found that I can't regard programs simply in terms

of the static analogies of machines, but that I must

also regard them in biological terms, terms more

suitable to living creatures and their structures which

may evolve over time, Computer programs and pro

gramming follow a recursive pattern, generally, in

that the structure of a program, its design, and its

joints, is never finished, but is constantly changing in

response to new situations and requirements.

One of the aims of this article is to present a

sort of broadly ranging tutorial on programming and

system design. Another aim is to discuss the

structure—and some of the programming features—of

a program that I use frequently, and which other

research-oriented, word processing, scholars,

undergraduate or graduate, may also find to be

useful. Since my program is not "finished" in the

sense that while every routine now in it works, I am

not satisfied with the routines I selected for inclusion,

and am constantly adding new ones. So I'll be talk

ing about the "anatomy" of a growing and evolving

program, not about a static and finished product.

After having explained the problem and design of the

program, I think a new programmer will be able to

take up where I left off, and either code the entire

program by himself, or he will be armed with the

tools with which to design and program his own ver

sion of this program.

By word-research, I mean simply research car

ried out by reading & studying books containing

mainly verbal information.

Problem Definition and Analysis

Anyone who wishes to prepare programs in a "struc

tured" manner will need to follow the steps of this

article, or ones quite similar. The first step in pro

gram construction is not—unless only a short, ex

perimental program is desired—to turn on the AP

PLE and begin to code in lines, but to think out the

program ahead of time, in the head, and on paper.

This thinking out ahead of time is not just a short

lived matter. It may take up to 50 or 60% of your

programming time, leaving the rest of the time for

actual coding and debugging.

The first decision I must make when construc

ting a program is: What does this program do? What

is the goal of the program? What problem does this

program solve? What practical applications does it

have? What results do I want to achieve from a use

of such a program?

Let me explain the alternatives and the decisions

on these questions that I made for the program of

this article.

Millions of college students--and a proportionate

number of professors—periodically face the prospect

of writing a "paper" based on original research, for

various courses in the Humanities and Social

Sciences, and less frequently in the Physical Sciences.

The papers written to report on research projects

all share a common set of characteristics on the for

mal level: all include an alphabetized bibliography, a

series of footnotes, basic divisions, and a semi-

standard format. A computer program could assist

the student in conceiving a research project, organiz

ing and designing a research report, assist him in

gathering references and bibliography, and finally,

can be of help to the writer in those final, frantic,

hours when some order and organization must be

imposed on the hundreds of 3x5 inch cards sitting in

heaps on the floor!

Such a program could serve as a computerized

version of the standard classic of academic writers,

The Manual of Style. It could also serve the

pedagogical purpose of instructing people on how to

organize and implement a research project, a skill

that is not all that prevalent on most campuses. In

addition, as already said, the program can also serve

as a tutorial. This article-program package has been

written with these possibilities in mind. And the pro

gram itself assists the researcher-writer in all of the

ways mentioned above, and more.
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on these questions that I made for the program of 
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The papers written to report on research projects 
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mal level: all include an alphabetized bibliography, a 
series of footnotes, basic divisions, and a semi
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the student in conceiving a research project, organiz
ing and designing a research report, assist him in 
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ways mentioned above, and more. 
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Anatomical Design of Word-Research Pro

cessing Program

Now that I have an idea about the general problem,

and the goals and results of the program that I have

as an idea in my mind, I must develop a design of

the basic components and parts of a program that

does what I want it to do.

What are the basic components? What basic

functions do I want to appear on the main menu of

the operating program?

Notice that even at this stage I am concerned

with how my program "screens" will appear. This is

an important consideration for what is called struc

tured programming. Structured programming has as

one of its main goals the integration of all the phases

and parts of a program into a comprehensive view so

that things will "hang together" better in a working

program. In this particular case, it is good to try to

"en-VISION" how an idea will look when it is cod

ed and appears on the monitor of your comupter.

On the screen, my menu will appear as follows:

Operational Choices:

I. Conceptualizing of Research routines

II. Documentation

III. Organizing and Writing-assistance routine

These three are the basic components or modules of

the program. I chose these as the components since

these are the three basic steps in any research pro

gram, and I could thus gather the routines that work

for each stage together, work on each one separately,

and develop the main organization of the layout of

the finished program in my APPLE'S memory.

When conceptualizing research projects, certain

functions are constants. We must conceive of a topic,

plan and organize a project, plan and organize a

report, and generally keep these two structures in

mind simultaneously.

When documenting research, we need to be able

to keep track of authors, books, notes, comments,

and the alphabetization of a bibliography.

Finally, when organizing and writing a report,

we need to be able to sort out our notes and com

ments into manageable sections so that a smooth flow

of writing plus documentation can be maintained,

and we need constantly to be able to check back to

previous work, to previously written about notes and

comments. These functions are performed in the

third module of the program.

Having decided on my main modules, I now

need to decide on what functions each will perform.

That is, I need the menus for the three modules.

These menus will appear on the monitor whenever I

select one or another of the main modules when the

program is RUNning.

Module I Menu: Conceptualizing & Planning

1. Built-in model project design

2. Assisted development of researcher's own project

model

3. Built-in model of paper

4. Researcher's model of paper

5. Model of the entire structure of both project &

paper

Module II Menu: Documentation

1. Author/title listing

2. Author/title search

3. Notes

4. Notes and comments by book

5. Alphabetized bibliography

Module III Menu: Organizing & Writing

1. Pre-ordered notes & comments

2. Outline + Notes & Comments

3. Frccform organizations

Another aspect of structured programming which is

worth mentioning is that the better structured a pro

gram is, the more of its aspects there are that in

terlock and support each other. Since programs have

logical, physical, and RUN features, a structured

program is one where these three kinds of features

support each other. Take a simple example. On

RUN, Applesoft BASIC jumps to the earliest line

number of the program, and works its way through

the program from there. In addition, every time a

GOSUB is executed, the APPLE'S BASIC jumps

back to the earliest line number and scans for the

line number of the GOSUB in question. Now, if it

takes time to make these scans, wouldn't it make

sense to put the most frequently called GOSUBs on

the earliest line numbers? And if this were done,

wouldn't this be the matching up of the machine's

RUN features with the physical layout of the pro

gram? Wouldn't it be more economical in time, for

the machine to be able to find most called GOSUBs

on the earliest lines of the program?

Notice here that if this suggestion is followed,

then the format of most programs in BASIC on the

APPLE would have to be revised. Instead of putting

the Main Program at the early line numbers, and the

subroutines at the highest line numbers, it would be

better to invert this structure and to place

subroutines on early lines and infrequently called

Main Programs on the highest line numbers. This is

what I have done in the present program.

While I try to make the physical layout of the

program match up with the way the machine works,

I also try to get these two to match the logical struc

ture of the program. These three different features

that match can be visualized by the diagram below:

Features of:

BASIC Physical Layout LOGIC

Line # 1000 Data Information/Research

Line # 900 Main Program & Menu Basic steps in Research

Line # 800 Conceptualizing Module Subprogram #1

Line # 700 Documentation Module Subprogram #2

Line # 600 Organizing Module Subprogram #3

Line # 500 Built-in Data Subprogram #1

Line # 400 Data Read subroutine Subroutine to Main

program

General use subroutines

General subroutines

General subroutines

Most frequently used

subroutines

Line # 300

Line # 200

Line # 100

Line #0- 99

Priming subroutines

Control subroutines

Menu subroutines

Micro subroutines
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There is yet a fourth thing correlated with these

three, and that is the process whereby a research

paper is written. The program is so structured that

while one may switch at will from one routine or

module as frequently as one wishes, nonetheless by

following the RUN of the program and choosing

each menu selection sequentially, then one will be

simultaneously undertaking and following the actual

steps that need to be taken from conception to

finished paper. This will be taken up further in the

next part.

Thus far we have--on paper—the basic outline of

the program: we know how the program will look

organizationally when it is typed into the APPLE, we

know how efficiently that layout is likely to work,

and we know the logical structure of the program.

Constructing the Program

Before proceeding to map out the flowcharts of the

program, and beginning to code, we need to unders

tand the basic flow of work in researching that the

program outlines. Whenever someone has a research

project to undertake, there are seven steps or stages

in the process. A program intended to help someone

along this process should mirror that process in some

way. Here are the steps:

1. An assignment or idea/or a project arises in the mind.

2. How to formulate the idea in words?

3. How to design an outline of the parts of the idea?

4. How lo construct the report of the project?

5. How is the data structured logically and sequentially?

6. Gather notes & documentation, and store together.

7. Organize research.

A suitable research-assistance program would be one

that was able to formalize, that is, put into an

algorithm, the little steps involved in each of these

steps, and to find ways of aiding the process along.

Now is the time to start coding the program, and

developing the routines to carry out all the tasks that

will be required.

Coding and keying in the basic outline of the

program as depicted in the correlated features

diagrammed earlier is an easy task, relatively speak

ing. I program the way some painters paint-I begin

with the broad strokes (lines of code) and work pro

gressively and sequentially on more detailed features.

Thus when I begin coding, my first few lines of code

will map out the outline of the program:

1 REM BY D. KELLY

2 GOTO 900: REM TO MAIN PROGRAM

3: :

4 REM MICRO SUBROUTINE LOCATION

99: :

600 REM MAIN SUBMODULE H

698 RETURN

699: :

700 REM MODULE #2

798 RETURN

799: :

800 REM MODULE #3

898 RETURN

899: :

900 REM MAIN PROGRAM

998 END

999: :

1000 REM DATA

Note that this is already a working program. If I ad

ded just one line, 910 GOSUB 600: GOSUB 700:

GOSUB 800, the program will run through it's

paces, in exactly the way it will do it when all the

routines are coded in and the program approaches

1000 lines of code or more. All I will in effect do to

this outline, from here on out, is fill in the details. If

you key in the above program and RUN it, nothing

will appear on your screen except the cursor. So add

the following lines at 601,701, and 801: PRINT

"XXXXXXX": Get G$. Each GOSUB on line 910

will now pause for you to hit a key before proceeding

to the next GOSUB. This is how you proceed in the

program coding: you imagine the steps in research,

and you devise coded programs to implement them.

You also visualize how you want the screen to ap

pear when the program RUNs.

Since words and characters will be appearing on

the screen, it will always be necessary to have lines of

code that print out lines of various characters, so

lines 4-10 can be filled with one-line subroutines that

can be called whenever I want them in the program.

Since they'll be called frequently, I'll put them on

the earliest lines, though I may reserve line 4 for the

most frequently used subroutine in my programs. So

this little block of code may appear as follows:

4 PRINT "?-";: GET G$: RETURN

5 FOR A = 1 TO 40: PRINT "%";: NEXT A: RETURN

6 FOR A = 1 TO 40: PRINT "-";: NEXT A RETURN

8 FOR A = 1 TO 40: PRINT " + ";: NEXT A RETURN

9: :

The function of line #4 is to give me a way of con

trolling the process and flow of a RUN, enabling me

to make immediate choices. Using the above

subroutines, I can improve on my main program,

and on a RUN by adding and revising the following

lines of code. Key them in now, and try them for

yourself.

900 REM MAIN PROGRAM

902 HOME: GOSUB 5

904 GOSUB 800: GOSUB 4

906 GOSUB 700: GOSUB 4

908 GOSUB 600: GOSUB 4

910 PRINT "WHAT NOW? 1 = END:2 - REPEAT:"

912 GOSUB 4

914 IF GS - "1" THEN END

916 IF G$ = "2" THEN GOTO 902

At this point, I am ready to get down to the task of

keying code for the menu-screens of the three main

modules, and to develop the code for the main menu

itself. After that is'done, I will be ready to turn to

the task of developing the code to perform actually

useful functions.

You can make the choice of placing your menus

in the modules or as calls to subroutines located

elsewhere. Thus the main menu can be keyed in
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Constructing the Program 
Before proceeding to map out the flowcharts of the 
program, and begi nning to code , we need to unders
tand the basic flow of work in researching that the 
program outlines. Whenever so meone has a research 
project to undertake, there are seven steps or stages 
in the process. A program intended to help someone 
along this process should mirror th a t process in some 
way. Here are the steps: 

1. A n assignment or idea for a project arists i1l the mind. 
2. !-low to jonnu{ale the idea in words.' 
3. How to design an ou/lint of the parts oj the idea? 
4. How to construct the report of Ihe project? 
5. How is lhe data structured logically and sequentially? 
6. Cather ,/Olts & documentation, and slore logether. 
7. Organize restarch. 

A suitable research-assistance program would be one 
that was able to formalize , that is, put into an 
algorithm , the little steps involved in each of these 
steps, and to find ways of aiding the process a long. 
Now is the time to start coding the program, and 
developing the routines to carry out all the tasks that 
will be required. 

Coding and keying in th e basic outline of the 
program as depicted in the co rrela ted features 
diagrammed earlier is an easy task , relatively spea k
ing. [ program the way some painte rs paint--[ begin 
with the broad strokes (lines of code) and work pro
gressively and sequentiall y on more detai led fe atures. 
Thus when [ begi n cod ing, m y first few lines o f code 
will map out the outline of the program: 

I REM BY D . KELLY 
2 GOTO 900, REM TO MA IN PROGRAM 
3, , 
4 REM MICRO SUBROUTINE LOCATION 
99, , 
600 REM MA IN SUB MODULE #1 
698 RETURN 
699, , 
700 REM MODULE #2 
798 RETURN 
799, , 
800 REM MODULE #3 
898 RETURN 
899, , 
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900 REM MAIN PROGRAM 
998 END 
999, , 
1000 REM DATA 

Note that this is alread y a working progra m. If [ ad
ded just one line, 910 GOSUB 600 : GOSUB 700: 
GOSUB 800, the program will run through it's 
paces, in exactl y the way it will do it when all the 
routines are coded in and the program approaches 
1000 lin es of code or more . All I will in effect do to 
this outline, from here on out , is fi ll in the det a il s. If 
you key in the above program and R UN it, nuthing 
will appear on your screen except the cursor. So add 
the following lines at 601,701 , and 801: PRINT 
"XXXXXXX": Get G$. Each GOSUB on li ne 910 
will now pause for you to hit a key before proceeding 
to the next GOSUB. This is how yo u proceed in the 
program coding: you imagine the steps in research, 
and you devise coded programs to implement them. 
You also visualize how yo u want the screen to ap
pear when the program RUN s. 

Since words and characters will be appearing on 
the screen , it will always be necessary to have lin es of 
code tha t print out lines of various characters, so 
lines 4-10 can be fill ed with one-line subroutines that 
can be called whenever I want them in the program. 
Since they' ll be called frequently, I'll put th em on 
the earl iest lines, though [ may reserve li ne 4 for the 
most frequently used subroutine in m y programs. So 
this little block o f code may appear as follows : 

4 PRINT "?-"j: GET GS: RETURN 
5 FOR A = I TO 40, PRI NT " % ";' NEXT A, RETURN 
6 FOR A = I TO 40 , PRINT "-"; ' NEXT A RETURN 
8 FOR A = I TO 40, PRINT" + "; ' NEXT A RETURN 
9· . 

The fun ction of line #4 is to give me a way of con
trollin g th e process and fl ow of a RU N, enabling me 
to ma ke immediate choices. Using the a bove 
subrout ines, I can improve on m y m ain program, 
and on a RUN by adding and revisin g the follow ing 
lines of cod e. K ey them in now , and try them for 
you rsel r. 

900 REM MAIN PROGRAM 
902 HOME, GOSUB 5 
904 GOSUB 800, GOSUB 4 
906 GOSUB 700, GOSUB 4 
908 GOSUB 600, GOSUB 4 
910 PR INT " WHAT NOW? t = END ,2 = REPEAT," 
912 GOSUB 4 
914 IF GS = " t " THEN END 
9 16 IF GS = "2" THEN GOTO 902 

At this po int, [ am read y to ge t down to the tas k of 
keying code for the menu-screens of th e three main 
modu les, and to develop the code for the main me nu 
itself. After tha t is 'done, I will be read y to turn to 
the task o f developing the code to perform actually 
useful funct ions. 

Yo u can make the cho ice o f pl aci ng your menu s 
in the modules or as call s to subroutines located 
elsewhere. Thus the main men u can be keyed in 
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MAIN MENU:"

'I. CONCEPTUALIZING

'2. DOCUMENTATION"

"3. ORGANIZING & WRITING"

somewhere between 900-999, or a call can be made

to it if you locate it between lines 100 and 599.

Having served the purpose of illustrating a

point, lines 902 to 916 can be erased (DELeted), and

programming decisions made.

Since I am not yet ready to list and DIMension

my variables, and want to locate these in my main

program, I will skip 20 lines and begin my main

menu at say 920. This main menu will be the point

to which the program will always finally return for

further user choices. The complete Main program

plus main menu appear below:

900 REM MAIN PROGRAM

902 REM DIMENSIONED VARIABLES

919: :

920 REM MENU

921 HOME: VTAB 2: GOSUB 8: GOSUB 6

922 PRINT TAB(IO)

924 PRINT TAB (12)

OPERATIONS"

925 PRINT TAB (12)

927 PRINT TAB (12)

929 GOSUB 6

930 PRINT "WHICH DO YOU WANT?": GOSUB 4

931 IF G$ = "0" THEN END

932 IF G$ = >4 THEN GOTO 920

933 ON VAL(G$) GOSUB 800,700,600

940 GOTO 920

950: :

Using the well-known "top-down" strategy of struc

tured programming, I have located my main pro

gram at the "top" of the program, as befits its status

as the logical top of the program. Now I can proceed

on my way down to the next level, in this case the

menus for each of the three modules, then following

that, the specific operations. Each of the three

modules will have programs that resemble the main

program and its menu. In its turn, each of the menu

options in the modules will be located on the lower

line numbers as subroutines of various sorts, called

from the module menu. In this way I will be using

the top-down approach by using the motto: Never

call a GOSUB from a place with a lower line

number than the location of a subroutine. The pro

gram line 100 GOSUB 2011 is inefficient & badly

constructed, while the line 2011 GOSUB 100 is well

structured.

With the Main Program in hand, you can either

DIMension variables on 902-919, or go on to code

the module control programs. Then one could move

to the development of each of the routines in each of

the models. Assuming that these tasks are finished,

the next coding step is to begin work on the 13 main

routines in the process of researching, beginning with

the first:

Three Modules & Thirteen Subparts
I. Conceptualizing routines

1. Model of project

2. Present project

3. Model of research report

4. Present research report

5. Data organization model

Computer
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somewhere between 900-999 , or a call can be made 
to it if yo u locate it between lines 100 and 599 . 

H aving served the purpose of illustrating a 
point , lines 902 10 916 can be erased (DELeted), and 
progra mmin g decisions made. 

Since [ am not yet read y 10 li st a nd D[Mension 
m y va riabl es, a nd want to locate these in m y main 
program , [ will skip 20 lines and begin m y main 
menu at say 920. This main menu will be the point 
to which the program will a lways fin a lly return for 
further use r choices. The complete Main program 
plus main menu appear belo w: 

900 REM MAIN PROGRAM 
902 REM DIMENSIONED VARIABLES 
919 : : 
920 REM MENU 
921 HOME: VTAB 2: GOSUB 8: GOSUB 6 
922 PRINT TAB(IO) " MAIN MENU: " 
924 PRINT TAB (12) " 1. CONCEPTUALIZING 
OPERATIONS" 
925 PR INT TAB (12) "2 . DOCUMENTATION" 
927 PRINT TAB (12) "3. ORGANIZING & WRITING" 
929 GOSUB 6 
930 PRINT " WHICH DO YOU WANT? " : GOSUB 4 
931 IF GS = "0" THEN END 
932 IF GS = >4 THEN GOTO 920 
933 ON VAL(GS) GOSUB 800,700 ,600 
9,10 GOTO 920 
950: : 

U sing the well-known "LOp-down " strategy of st ruc
tured progra mming, I have located m y main pro
gram a t the 41 top " of the program , as befit s its sta tu s 
as the logical lOp of the progra m . Now [ can proceed 
on m y way down to the next level , in this case the 
menu s for each of the three modules, then following 
that , the specific opera tions . Each of the three 
modules will have programs tha t resemble the main 
progra m a nd it s menu . In its turn , each o f the menu 
options in the modules will be located o n th e lower 
line numbers as subroUli nes o f various sort s, called 
from the module menu . [n this way [ will be using 
the lOp-down approach by usin g the moll O: Never 
call a C OSUB fro m a pl ace with a lower lin e 
number tha n the locatio n o f a subroutine . The pro
gram line 100 casu B 20 II is inefficient & badly 
constructed , while the line 20 11 COS U B 100 is well 
structured. 

With the M a in Program in ha nd, yo u can either 
D[Mension variables o n 902-9 19, or go on to code 
(he module control progra ms. T hen one could move 
10 the development of each o f the routines in each of 
the models. Ass umin g th ar these tasks are fini shed , 
the nex t coding step is to begin wo rk on the 13 main 
routines in the process of resea rchin g, beginnin g with 
th e first: 

Three Modu[es & Thirteen Suhparts 
I. Conccptu;ali zing routines 

I , rVl odcl or project 
2. Pn!scn t projec t 
:1. M odd o f resea rch rcpOI·t 
4, Present research rcporl 
5. Data orga n izat io n modd 
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Computer 
Supplies for 

Small 
Computer 
Systems 

O ur fu ll line of supplies includes: 
D ikell es (3M, basi) 
Diskette ret r icval devices 
BPI Bu siness Package fo r Ih e Co mmodorc 
Tracto r Prinr cr Papcr 
Tracto r Printe r Labels 
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Prinler R ibbons fo r NEe, Commodo re and X ymcc 
Dusl Cove rs 
Adapters 
U ncrashcrs 
Computer Desks 
NEC Spinwritcrs 
Print Thi mb les 
X ymcc Intelli gent Print ers 
" Ncw Dealer " Kil s 
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II. Documentation Routines

1. Author/title list

2. Search

3. Notes print

4. Notes & Comments print

5. Alphabetized bibliography

III. Organizing

1. Pre-Ordered method

2. Re-Ordering

3. Deadline pressure method

Proceeding in a structured manner, my first task

is to locate these thirteen routines. Calls to these thir

teen routines will be made from lines 800,700, or 600.

Since the module control programs are as short, or

shorter, than the main program, I reason that lines

820-899,720-799, and 620-699 are empty and can be

used to locate the routines.

That done, my next task is to determine what

DATA will be READ and PRINTed out in a RUN

of the program. Items 1.1,1.3, and 1.5 each involve

data that must be READ and printed out. This data

will have to be an integral part of the program, and

not modifiable data, so I place this unmodifiable data

on lines 500-599. The data on line 1000 onward is

modifiable data, data on books and notes and com

ments entered by each individual user. The data that

will be READ and manipulated in the Documenta

tion routines will involve data drawn from line 1000-.

The organizing routines will involve both changeable

and unchangeable data drawn from both locations.

I now know that each of the thirteen routines

will have the same structure: (1) An Option selection

entry, (2) A READ DATA function, and (3) a

PRINT data function. That being so, can I use the

same subroutine to handle each of these three phases

for all thirteen? If not thirteen, can I use just three

versions of the option-read-print triad? Or do I have

to use thirteen different traids? Obviously, using just

one triad would be easier.

So I set about seeing how far I could stretch one

of the option-read-print triads. First, I tried out

various forms of the DATA...READ phase of the

triad. Since the computer needs the Data to do its

work, I decided to dispense with storage problems,

and ways of accessing through a floppy-disk data on

ly as needed. I decided to have one routine that

would READ all of the data in one stroke, That left

me with the problem of finding a way to standardize

the option-print aspects of the triad.

The options function had to be done by several

different routines as the options in the three main

modules were not all of the same kind. On the

PRINT routine, I managed to develop two slightly

different routines to handle that feature. Instead of

thirteen worst-case models of the option, read and

print routines, and instead of the best-case situation

of one triad to handle all thirteen, I end up with a

middle position: 2 Print + 1 READ + 4 Option

routines. The present program is five times more ef

ficient than the worst-case program, but it is also 2.3

times less efficient than the best-case program. In an

ideally structured program, the best-case program

would be achieved in all cases. It should be obvious

by now that even the most inexperienced structured

programmer will still, if he should have followed me

to this point, be able to construct programs that ap

proach best-case rather than worst-case programs.

He will be able to use routines at many different

points, many different times, in a program. He

willknow how to make routines that are

simultaneously

general and able to handle a great many different

functions—as line 4 functions in this program—and at

the same time able to handle the affairs of each place

from which it is called as if it had been created just

for that one call. Ideally, program routines and

models should be simultaneously general and specific.

Consider the I.I routine on the model project.

While it would be useful to have put in a Critical

Path determination subprogram to chart the way to

the finished project, I used a simple linear model of

the project with twenty steps from start to finish.

Let's use these as data:

Line 502 DATA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,

18,19,20.

Let's assume that you want to print out these steps

using the standard academic sequence of : I,A,l,(a),

(1). These need to be added to data, so at line 501 I

put: DATA I,II,III,IV,A,B,C,D.

Now we need to put the data on lines 501, and

502 together in a printout on the screen of the two

data lines combined. Below is a short program that

will printout something like this:

I. 1

A. 2

B. 3

C. 4

D. 5

II.6

210 FOR I = 1 TO 4: READ SS(I): NEXT

211 FOR I = 1 TO 4: READ P$(I): NEXT : DIM DS(20)

212 FOR I = 1 TO 20: READ D$(I): NEXT

213 FOR I = 1 TO 4: PRINT S$(I)".";:GOSUB 60

(60 PRINT D${I): 1 = 1 + 1:RETURN)

214 FORJ = 1 TO 4: PRINT TAB(3)P$(J)ib.";:

GOSUB 60

215 NEXTJ: GOSUB 4: NEXT I: RETURN

This little printing routine does not include an option

routine, so you may want to add one. If you have

two options, then you'll need two subroutines like

the one at 60. So add:

205 PRINT "OUTLIN£(l):or:FLOWGRAPH?'";:

GOSUB 4

206 IF G$ = "l" THEN GOSUB 210

207 IF G$ = "2" THEN GOSUB 220

208 END

220 FOR I = 1 TO 20: PRINT I"."S$(I):GOSUB 70

(70 PRINT TAB(20)"l": PRINT TAB(20)"l":
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II. Documentation Routines 
1. Authorll itl c li st 
2. Search 
3. Notes print 
4. Notes & Commcms print 
5. Alphabetized bibliography 

Ill. Organizing 
1. Prc-Ordered method 
2. Re-Ordcring 
3. Deadline pressure method 

Proceeding in a structured manner , my first task 
is to locate these thirteen routin es. Calls to these thir
teen routines will be madejrom lines 800,700, or 600. 
Since the module con trol programs are as short, or 
shorter, than the main program, I reason that lines 
820-899,720-799, and 620-699 are empty and Gin be 
used to locate the routines. 

That donc, my next task is to determine what 
DATA will be READ and PRINTed out in a RUN 
of the program. Items 1.1,1. 3, and 1. 5 each involve 
data that must be READ and printed out. This data 
will have to be an integral part of the program , and 
not modifiable data, so I place this unmodifiable data 
on lines 500-599. The data on line 1000 onward is 
modifiable data , data on books and notes and com
ment s entered by each individual user. The data that 
will be READ and manipulated in the Documenta
tion routines will involve data drawn from line 1000-. 
The organizing routines will involve both changeable 
and unchangeable data drawn from both locations. 

I now know that each of the thirteen routines 
will have the same structure: (1) An Option select ion 
entry, (2) A READ DATA function , and (3) a 
PRINT data fun ction. That being so, can I use the 
same subroutine to handle each of these three phases 
for all thirteen? If not thirteen , can I use just three 
versions of the opt ion-read-print triad? Or do I have 
to use thirteen different traids? Obviously, using just 
one triad would be easier. 

So I set about seeing how far I could st retch one 
of the opt ion-read-print triads. First , I tried out 
various forms of the DATA ... READ phase of the 
triad. Since the computer needs the Data to do its 
work I decided to dispense with storage problems, 
and ~ays of accessing through a floppy-disk data on
ly as needed. I decided to have one routme that 
would READ all of the data in one stroke . That left 
me with the problem of finding a way to standardIZe 
the option-print aspects of the triad. 

The opt ions function had to be done by several 
different routines as the options in the three mam 
modules were not all of the same kind . On the 
PRINT routine, I managed to develop two shghtly 
different routines to handle that feature . Instead of 
thirteen worst-case models of the option, rea? an~ 
print routines , and instead of the bestMcase SH~atlOn 
of one triad to handle all thirteen , I end up with a 
middle position : 2 Print + 1 READ + 4 OptIon 
routines . The present program 1S five times more efM 
fi cient than the worst Mcase program, but it is a lso 2.3 
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times less efficient than the bestMcase program . In an 
ideall y structured program, the best-case program 
would be achieved in all cases. It should be obvious 
by now that even the most inexperienced st ructured 
programmer will still , if he should have followed me 
to this point, be able to construct programs that ap
proach best-case rather than worst-case programs. 
H e will be able to use routines at man y different 
points, man y different times, in a program. H e 
willknow how to make routines th at are 
simult aneously 
ge/leral and able to handle a great many different 
fun ction s-M as line 4 fun ction s in this progra m--and at 
the same time able to handle the affairs of each place 
from which it is called as if it had been created just 
for that one call . Ideall y, program routines and 
models should be simult aneously general alld specific. 

Consider the 1.1 routine on the model project. 
While it wo uld be usefu l to have put in a Critical 
Pa th determination subprogram to chan the way to 
the finished project , I used a simple linear model of 
the project with twenty steps from start to fini sh . 
Let 's use these as data: 

Line 502 DATA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 11 , 12 , 13, 14 ,15,16 , 17, 
18 , 19 ,20. 

Let 's assu me that you want to print ou t these steps 
using the standard academic sequence of : I,A, 1 ,(a), 
(1). These need to be added to data, so at line 501 I 
put: DATA I,II ,III,IV,A,B,C,D. 

Now we need to put the data on li nes 501, and 
502 together in a printout on the screen of the two 
data lines combined. Below is a short program that 
will printout something like thi s: 

I. 1 

1I.6 

A.2 
B.3 
C.4 
D. 5 

210 FOR 1 =1 TO 4: READ SS(I): NEXT 
211 FOR 1 = 1 TO 4: READ P$(I): NEXT : DIM DS(20) 
212 FOR 1 = 1 TO 20: READ DS( I) : NEXT 
213 FOR 1 = 1 TO 4: PRINT S$(I)" .";:GOSU B 60 
(60 PRINT DS(I): I = I + I:RETURN) 
214 FOR] = I TO 4: PRINT TAB(3)P$(J)" ."; : 
GOSUB 60 
215 NEXT ] : GOSUB 4: NEXT I: RETURN 

This litll e printing rou tine does not in cl ude an option 
routine, so you may want to add one. If ~ou h~ve 
(wo options , then you ' ll need two subroutmes like 
the one at 60 . So add : 

205 PRINT " OUTLINE(I):or:FLOWG RAPH? ";: 
GOSUB 4 
206 IF GS = " I" THEN GOSUB 2 10 
207 IF GS = "2" THEN GOSUB 220 
208 END 

• • • • 
220 FOR I = I TO 20: PRINT I" . "S$(I):GOSUB 70 
(70 PRI NT TAB(20)" I": PRINT TAB(20)" I" : 
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PRINT TAB(20)"V": PRINT: RETURN)

221 GOSUB 4: NEXT I: RETURN

This little program will RUN, though it does have

bugs in it as it stands now. For instance, by adding

an option, the data should be read before either of the

options is exercised, i.e., it should be done before

line 205. In that case, you could add a GOSUB 210

to line 205, and a RETURN at the end of line 212,

thus turning lines 210-212 into a callable subroutine.

Then line 206 would have to be changed to : 206 IF

G8 = "2" THEN GOSUB 213.

It is in developing these thirteen routines that

creativity may enter in. The programmer will want

to try out different ideas of what the first of the thir

teen steps should be, or of what this particular Model

Project step needs to do to help the researcher. Of

course, the exact coding steps may have been

developed ahead of time, in which case the program

mer cannot experiment, but must simply follow the

line laid down by his flowcharts, etc.

As one goes sequentially through the list of thir

teen functions, only a few variations are apparent:

1.2 & 4 use INPUT instead of READ data; II.2 re

quires a "search" routine, while II.5 requires an

alphabetization routine (a sort). Other than that, the

programming should be a relatively simple matter of

coding in the seven variations in the option-

read/input-print triad.

After having completed this step in the program

ming effort, the final step is to tidy-up, debug, and

put the program to use.

Implementation and Use

While I do have a couple variations on this program

that I can supply (together with a manual) for a

nominal charge, my aim is rather to get you, the

reader, to develop your own variant of this word-

research processor program. An even more basic aim

is to get programmers to see the visual (aesthetic), as

well as practical, benefits in structured programming,

and to encourage the use of such a versatile and task-

simplifying method of programming & coding.

I don't mean to leave the reader with the im

pression that all programming should be structured

programming. Programmers should also take every

opportunity to explore and experiment with ideas

and try to get them into programs. Sequential and

other tools like the GOTO can be used in these

cases. But when the program is long, complex, or

growing, then GOSUBs and other structured pro

gramming tools should be used. |g

WIZARD I

WIZARD 1 is a well done and exciting Hi-

Res game using over 100 Hi-Res pictures.

WIZARD 1 requires 48K, Applesoft Rom,

and Disk. As you explore the caverns and

castles (each iocale is done in Hi-Res)

looking for ireasure, you must battle the

one-eyed, two-thumbed torkie; find the

grezzerlips' sword; visit the snotgurgle's

palace and get through the domain of the

three-nosed ickyup plus more!

Wizard 1 on Disk $19.93

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER

OR SEND CHECKS TO

HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SERVICES

14422S.E.132nd

Renton, Washington 98055

(206)228-6691

Washington residents add 5,3"« sales ta*. Applesoft and

Apple ate registered trademarks of Apple Computers, Inc.
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PRINT TAB(20)"V": PRINT: RETURN) 
221 GOSUB 4: NEXT I : RETURN 

This little program will RUN, though it does have 
bugs in it as it stands now. For instance, by adding 
an option, the data should be read bifore either of the 
options is exercised, i.e., it should be done before 
line 205. In that case, you could add a COSUB 210 
to line 205, and a RETURN at the end of line 212, 
thus turning lines 210-212 into a callable subroutine . 
Then line 206 would have to be changed to : 206 IF 
C$ ~ "2" THEN COSUB 213. 

programming should be a relatively simple matter of 
coding in the seven variations in the option
read/input-print triad. 

It is in developing these thirteen routines that 
creativity may enter in. The programmer will want 
to tryout different ideas of what the first of the thir
teen steps should be, or of what this particular Model 
Project step needs to do to help the researcher. Of 
course, the exact coding steps may have been 
developed ahead of time, in which case the program
mer cannot experiment, but must simply follow the 
line laid down by his flowcharts, etc . 

As one goes sequentially through the list of thir
teen functions, only a few variations are apparent: 
1. 2 & 4 use INPUT instead of READ data; II.2 re
quires a "search" routine, while 11 .5 requires an 
alphabetizat ion routine (a sort). Other than that, the 

After having completed this step in the program
ming effort, the final step is to tidy-up, debug, and 
put the program to use. 

Implementation and Use 
While I do have a couple variations on this program 
that I can supply (together with a manual) for a 
nominal charge, my aim is rather to get you, the 
reader , to develop your own variant of this word
research processor program. An even more basic aim 
is to get programmers to see the visual (aesthetic), as 
well as practical, benefit s in structured programming, 
and to encourage the use of such a versatile and task
simplifying method of programming & cod ing. 

I don't mean to leave the reader with the im
pression that all programming should be structured 
programming. Programmers should also take every 
opportun ity to explore and experiment with ideas 
and try to get them into programs. Sequential and 
other tools like the COTO can be used in these 
cases. But when the program is long, complex, or 
growing, then COSUBs and other structured pro-
gramming tools should be used. © 

®lborf'g 
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WIZA RD I 

WIZARD I is a well done and exciting Hi
Res game using over 100 Hi-Res pictures. 
WIZARD 1 requires 48K. Applesoft Rom, 
and Disk. As yo u explore the caverns and 
cast les (each locale is done in Hi-Res) 
looking for treasure. yo u must battle the 
one-e ved. two-thumbed torkie; find the 
greuerlips' sword; visit the snotgurgle's 
palace and get through the domain of the 
three-nosed ickyup plus more! 

Wizard I on Disk. . ...... . SI9 .95 

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER 
OR SEND CHECK S TO 

HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SERVICES 
14422 S.E. 1J2nd 

Renton, Washington 98055 
(206) 228·6691 

Washington residenls add j . )", saJes IU . Applesofl and 
Apple arc registered trademarks of Apple Computer,. Inc. 
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Hard Disks For

The APPLE
Philip Castevens

One thing seems obvious about this microcomputer

business - it is very much a function of time. Back in

April 1980, I purchased what I thought at the time

was one of the most advanced micro-systems

available: an Apple II Plus, two Disk II drives, and

a Paper Tiger (IDS 440) printer.

Well, that was "way back then," and what was

"most advanced" then is not necessarily "most ad

vanced" now (four months later). My ego suffers a

little when I think of the Apple III with 128K of

main memory, an 80-column monitor, twice the

speed, a numeric Keypad, and a correspondence-

quality IDS 460 printer.

But, I really should not complain. This ex

perience helped me to remember that over-

involvement in material concerns such as these

ultimately leads to disappointment. And, I have not

nearly explored fully the potential of my current

system.

And what about hard disks? It is also very dif

ficult to draw a bead on this rapidly moving target.

However, since I am involved in developing business

systems for the Apple, I have done some research in

to this situation and would like to share my informa

tion with you. Keep in mind that I do not have any

personal experience with any of the drives mentioned

below and that these comments are my opinions con

cerning the information I have gathered from

magazines, brochures, conversations, etc.. In many

ways this is a beginners perspective.

The Past

The following is a brief list of the milestones leading

up to the development of hard disks for the Apple:

YEAR EVENT

1939 Work began on the Mark I (proposed by

Howard Aiken), the first operational automa

tic computer.

1943 The ENIAC (an electronic version of the

Mark I) project began.

1959 Transistors began to replace vacuum tubes.

The beginning of "second-generation"

machines.

1965 "Third-generation" computers (e.g., IBM

360) became available. Featured miniaturized

circuits, data communication, etc..

1970 Intel develops the first microprocessor chip.

1975 Steve Jobs and Steve Woznak invent the

Apple.

1979 Corvus Systems, Inc. introduces a 10 Mega

byte (10M) hard disk for the Apple.

The Present

So here we are in 1980 and there are several hard

disk systems for the Apple.

CORVUS HAP

Corvus is into this thing in a big way. They are do

ing lots of promotion and offer related systems such

as The Mirror (to back the 11AP up on tape) and

The Constellation (multiplexer that allows

simultaneous access by multiple Apples). Also, there

seems to be more software developed by independent

sources for use with the HAP than is available for

the other hard disks.

Physically, the Corvus 11AP has the approx

imate size and shape of a shoe box (but is heavier).

It is a high-performance "Winchester" drive and is

not removable. It is controlled by a Z-80 processor

(which can handle up to 4 disks) and comes with a

standard interface card which plugs into slot 6 of the

Apple.

Both DOS (for BASIC files) and PASCAL are

available. Under the DOS interface, the disk is for

matted into multiple images of a standard diskette.

This makes it necessary for the program to specify

which "volume" to access when dealing with files on

the 11AP. Since there can be as many as 82 volumes

on-line simultaneously, this could prove awkward

unless a file management system such as "Corvus

FMS" (see "SOFTWARE" section below) is used.

This is not a problem with PASCAL and the drive

can be configured as one 10M volume. Cost is $5350

with controller and Apple interface.

LOBO Model 185O

LOBO recently introduced the Model 1850 which

"consists of an 8-in. floppy disk drive and an 8-in.

fixed Winchester drive housed in the same cabinet.

The two drives share the same power supply and

disk controller, with the floppy acting as backup

medium for the fixed-disk drive." The hard disk can

be either 5M or 10M. The floppy drive "is available

in a maximum configuration of 1.6M bytes" (COM-

PUTERWORLD, 6-16-80, pp. 69-70). With prices

ranging from $3495 to S4695, this is very attractive.

WIZARD 1O

This is a 10M Winchester drive which can be for

matted as one file and comes with controller and in

terface for the Apple. Cost is $4975.

CAMEO DC-5OO Cartridge Disk

This is a 10M hard disk system offered by Cameo

Data Systems, Inc.. The big advantage here is that it

Consists of a 5M fixed portion and a 5M removable

portion. The removable cartridges can be used for

backup purposes, to switch application, and for ar

chival storage. Cost is $5995.

The volume approach to DOS files is similar to

Corvus and Cameo is reportedly working on a

PASCAL interfacce. They offer an interesting 10-day

free trial program.
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available: an Apple II Plus, two Disk II drives, and 
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The Present 
So here we are in 1980 and there are several ha rd 
disk systems for the Apple . 
CORVUS nAP 
Corvus is into thi s thing in a big way . They are do
ing lots of promotion a nd offer related systems such 
as The Mirror (to back the IIAP up on tape) and 
The Constellat ion (mult iplexer that allows 
simultaneous access by multiple Apples). Also, there 
seems to be more soft ware developed by independent 
sources for usc wi th the II AP tha n is avai lable for 
the other hard disks. 

Physically, the Corvus IIAP has the approx
imate size and shape of a shoe box (but is heavier). 
It is a high-performance IIWinchester" drive an d is 
not removable . It is controlled by a Z-80 processor 
(which can handle up to 4 disks) and comes with a 
standard interface card which plugs into slot 6 of the 
Apple. 

Both DOS (for BASIC fil es) a nd PASCAL are 
ava ilable. U nder the DOS interface, the disk is for
malted into multiple images of a standard d iskelte. 
This makes it necessary for the program to specify 
wh ich "volume" to access when dealing with frIe s on 
the IIAP. Since there can be as man y as 82 volumes 
on-line s imult aneously, this could prove awkwa rd 
unless a fil e manageme nt system such as " Corvus 
FMS" (see "SOFTWARE" section below) is used. 
This is not a problem with PASCAL and the drive 
can be configured as one I OM volume. Cost is 55350 
with con troller and Apple interface . 
LOBO Model 1850 
LOBO recentl y introduced the Model 1850 which 
"consists of an 8-in. Ooppy disk drive and an 8-in. 
fixed Winchester drive housed in the same cabinet. 
The two drives share the same power supply a nd 
disk controller, with the Ooppy acting as backup 
medium for the fixed-disk drive." The hard di sk can 
be either 5M or 10M. The fl oppy drive " is available 
in a maximum configu ra tion of 1. 6M bytes" (COM
PUTERWORLD , 6-16-80, pp. 69-70). With prices 
ranging from $3495 to S4695, this is very a ttractive. 
WIZARD 10 
This is a 10M Winchester drive which can be for
matted as one file and comes with cont roll er and in
terface for the Apple. Cost is $4975. 
CAMEO DC-500 Cartridge Disk 
This is a 10M ha rd disk system offered by Cameo 
Data Systems, Inc .. The big advantage here is that it 
consists of a 5M fi xed portion and a 5M removable 
portion. T he removable cartridges can be used for 
backup purposes, to switch application , and fo r ar
chival storage. Cost is 55995. 

The vol ume approach to DOS fil es is similar to 
Corvus and Cameo is re portedly wo rking on a 
PASC AL interfacce. They offer an interesting 10-day 
free trial program. 
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CORVUS Mirror

Earlier this year, Corvus announced The Mirror to

solve the backup problem for their hard disks. It

works in combination with a video cassette recorder

and can store up to 100M on one cassette. Cost is

$790 in addition to the cost of the recorder. It takes

only 10 minutes for the complete backup process.

CORVUS Constellation

The Constellation multiplexer allows from two to 64

Apples to be linked together and share up to 40M.

Cost is $750 plus $235 for each additional interface.

MECA Tope II System

This system includes the hardware and software in

terface for their Beta-1 Cassette Tape System. It

allows random access to 500K bytes per drive. A

master and from one to three slave drives are

available.

MECA promotes their product as (1) a backup

system for disks and (2) a disk replacement. Under

$1000.

NESTAR Cluster-One (Model A)

This allows up to 64 Apples to "share data, access

the same files and communicate with one another at

distances up to 1000 ft." (Computerworld, 2-4-80,

p.59) and to use the same peripherals. The Cluster-

One comes with either 1.2M 8-in. floppies (double-

sided) or 16.5M Winchester-type hard disk sub

system. Prices start at $6000.

Software

There are at least two companies offering access

methods for the Corvus 11AP. Alpine Software has

developed "Corvus FMS" ($395) which is like an

advanced DOS that includes an indexed sequential

access method (ISAM) for communicating with large

Applesoft files. It also minimizes unused space within

files. United Software of America sells "KRAM"

(keyed random access method) which works with in

teger BASIC files and costs $99. Peripherals

Unlimited is developing software for the Cameo

DC-500 system.

Many products, such as Datacopes Single Disk

Sort ($50) will work with hard disks like the Corvus,

but only one volume at a time. In fact, it seems that,

in general, sorting large files on one of these hard

disks is likely to take a long time. This is because of

the speed and main memory limitations of the Apple

II. The Apple III should work better in this respect.

Note that software is not as sensitive to the

passage of time as is hardware. The same software

-especially ANS COBOL and UCSD Pascal pro

grams - can be used within many different hardware

configurations with minimal conversion.

The Future

Shugart Technology has recently announced a

5.25-in. 6.3M Winchester hard disk drive which sells

for under $1000 each in large quantities. Perhaps this

unit will become available for use with Apple pro

cessors.

It has been rumored that Apple Computer itself

may come out with a hard disk of some sort (perhaps

as a component along with the Apple III in some

business-oriented system).

Venture Development Corp. predicts the rate of

shipments of "low-cost, low-performance ... Win

chester drives ... will reach 375,000 units in 1984"

and that "shipments of high-performance 8-in. fixed

drives will reach a level of 54,000 units, while 8-in.

cartridge drives will be selling at twice that level."

(COMPUTERWORLD, 2-18-80, p. 66)

Personally, I think that a pair of small, low-cost

5M cartridge drives would be a hot-selling addition

of Apple systems.

Summary

I do not want to over-emphasize either the products

currently available or those which seem likely to

become available in the future. For someone con

sidering the purchase of hard disks for the Apple, the

decisions should be based on past, present, and

future considerations. A balanced approach such as

this will probably yield the most satisfaction.

Addresses

ALPINE SOFTWARE

4874 Ridenour

Colorado Springs, CO 80916

APPLE COMPUTER INC.

10260 Bandlcy Dr.

Cupertino, CA 93014

CAMEO DATA SYSTEMS INC.

1626 Clementine

Anaheim, CA 92802

CORVUS SYSTEMS INC.

2029 O'Toole Ave.

San Jose, CA 95131

DATACOPE-PO DRAWER AA

Hillcrest Station

Little Rock, AR 72205

LOBO DRIVES INT.

935 Camino Del Sur

Goleta, CA 93017

MECA

7026 O.W.S. Road

Yucca Valley, CA 92284

NESTAR SYSTEMS INC.

430 Sherman Ave.

Palo Alto, CA 94306

PERIPHERALS UNLIMITED

6012 Warwood Road

Lakcwood, CA 90713

SHUGART TECHNOLOGY

340 El Pueblo Road

Scotts Valley, CA 95066

UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMER.

750 Third Avenue

New York, NY 10017

VENTURE DEVELOPMENT CORP

One Washington Street

Wcllesley, MA 02181

WIZARD

COMPUTER DISTRIBUTORS

P.O. Box 9194 ©

Austin, TX 78766
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Exciting, entertaining software for the Apple II and Apple II Plus*

If you liked "invaders", you'll Eove ASTEROIDS IN SPACE by Bruce Wallace. Your spaceship is traveling in the middle of a shower of asteroids. Blast the asteroids
with lasers, but beware — big asteroids fragment into small asteroids! The Apple game paddles allow you to rotate your space ship, fire its laser gun, and give it
thrust to propel it through endless space From time to time you will encounter an alien space ship whose mission is to destroy you, so you'd better destroy it first!

High resolution graphics and sound effects add to the arcade-hke excitement that this program generates. Runs on any Apple II with at least 32K and one
disk drive. On diskette — $19.95

FRACAS" by Stuart Smith A fantastic adventure game like no other

— up to eight players can participate in FRACAS at the same time.

Journey in the land of FAROPH, searching for hidden treasure while

warding off all sorts of unfriendly and dangerous creatures like the

Ten Foot Spider and the Headless Horseman. You and your friends

can compete with each other or you can join forces and gang up on

the monsters Your location is presented graphically and sound

effects enliven the battles Save your adventure on diskette or
cassette and continue it at some other time. Requires at least 32K

of RAM Cassette: 519.95 Diskette: $24.95

BATTLESHIP COMMANDER'" by Erik Kilk and Matthew Jew Agame
of strategy. You and the computer each start out by positioning five

ships of different sizes on a ten by ten grid. Then the shooting starts.
Place your volleys skillfully — a combination of logic and luck are
required to beat the computer Cartoons show the shipssinkingand
announce the winner Sound effects and flashing lights also add to
the enjoyment of the game. Requires at least 32K of RAM.

Cassette $14.95 Diskette: $19.95

m.i,i.i.1.1 in.i «-*.*.j

FASTGAMMON" by Bob Christiansen.

Sound, hi res color, and cartoons have
helped maked this the most popular

backgammon-playing game tor the

Apple II. But don't let these entertaining
features fool you - FASTGAMMON
plays serious backgammon. Requires at

least 24K of RAM

Cassette $19.95 Diskette $24.95

SOFTWARE

•'Apple II" and "Apple II Plus" are

trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc

6660 Reseda Blvd., Suite 105, Reseda. CA 91335

WHERE TO GET IT: Call us at (213) 344-6599 for the name of the Quality Software dealer nearest you If necessary you
may order directly from ui MasterCharge and Visa cardholders may place orders by telephone and we will deduct $1
from orders over $ ] 9 to compensate for phone charges. Or mail your order to the address above California residents add
6% sales tax SHIPPING CHARGES: Within North America orders must include $1 50 for tirst class shipping and handling
Outside North America the charge for airmail shipping and handling is $5.00 — payable in US currency
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60.0 sales tax . SHIPPING CHARGES: Within North Amellca orders musl rnclude $1.50 101 fllst class shiPPIng and handling. 
Outside North Ameftca the charge for airmail shlpprng and handllOg IS 55.00 - payable In US. currency. 
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THE STAR MODEM
From Livermore Data Systems

IEEE 488 MODEM

SALE $288

RS232 MODEM

SALE $139
The STAR modem Irom Livermore represents a

significant breakthrough in the development of

acoustic modems. The small, lightweight case

houses a high-performance modem that competes

with the highest quality standard-sized couplers

available. Yet, because of its costs effective design,

the STAR has become the price/performance leader

in the industry.

CIRCUITRY

The switchable, four-section bandpass filter provides

the user with excellent out-of-band rejection to

assure accurate processing of the received car

rier, even at signal levels of less than -47 dBm.

Further, the proven soft limiter and phase lock

loop discriminator yields data that is essentially

jitter free.

The oscillator is built using highly stable, state-

variable circuitry thai delivers a nearly harmonic

free, phase coherent sine wave to Ihe telephone

network, assuring compatibility with al! other

103 type modems. Because of the pureness of the

sine wave, the STAR modem exceeds even the

stringent harmonic requirements of all CCITT

countries.

CARRIER DETECT

To assure accurate teleprocessing connections,

the carrier detect circuitry prevents the modem

from attempting to operate when excessive noise

would produce errors or cause marginal operation.

The circuitry also has a special amplitude sensor

that prevents chatter when the received signal

fades.

EXCLUSIVE ACOUSTIC CHAMBERS

The exclusive triple seal of Livermore's new flat

mounted cups locks the handsel into the acoustic

chamber yielding superior acoustic isolation and

mechanical cushioning Designed to adapt to most

common handsets used throughout the world {also

fits GTE handsets), the STAR offers the utmost in

flexibility and transmission reliability.

SELF TEST

The self test feature on the STAR allows the user to

verify total operation of the acoustic modem by

using the terminal m the lull duplex mode No need

for remote assistance in diagnosing terminal or

modem products.

MIPLOT Intelligent Plotter
by Watanabe Instruments iOigiplot)

SPECIAL

$1045
• Incorporates all intelligent functions required for pro

ducing graphs and drawings including 8 vector and 4

character commands

• Distance accuracy within 1%. repetition accuracy

within .01 inches, programmable step size 004 inches.

internal interpolation in 002 sleps.

• Solid and broken l-ne types can be specified

• Character generator for letters, numerals and symbols.

Characters can be enlarged and rotated in tour orienta

tions.

• Coordinate axes can be drawn by simply specifying the

graduation interval and number ol repetitions.

• Self test mode automatically draws complete test pattern.

• Printer mode outputs character data in 16 sizes with 4

orientations.

• Connection lo any microcomputer using parallel 7-bit

ASCII code.

• Can use simple cable to parallel port or special inter

face to IEEE or other.

• Modular control circuit and mechanical construction

• Uses any hard fiber-tip pen

• Uses 11x17 paper

Includes power supply, I/O connector, 2 pens. 50 sheets of

paper, and complete manual.

6502

6502A

6520 PIA

6522 VIA

6532

2114-L450

21I4-L3D0

2716EPR0M

2732 EPR0M

4tlr3-Z00niRAM|NEC]

G550 RAM (PET 8K)

S-100 Wire Wrap 52 65

CASSETTES - AGFA PE-61

745 10/6 95 50/655 100/615

840 10/795 50/735 100/690

5 15 10/490 50/445 100/4 15

690 10f650 50/6 10 100/570

790 10/740 50/700 100/660

445 20/4 35 100/395

565 20/535 100/495

13.45 5/1275 10/1185

39

8 tor 39.00

12 70

Solder Tail 2 15

PREMIUM

High output, low noise. 5 screw housing, labels

C-10 10/565 50/2500 100/4800

C-30 10/730 50/34 00 100/6600

All other lengths available Write lor price list

ATARI 800 $777
All Atari Modules 25% OFF

SPECIAL-purchase ATARI 800. receive

extra 8K memory FREE.

EDUCATIONAL PLAN - buy 2 ATARI

Computers, receive 1 ATARI 4OO FREE!

DISKS
(write for quantity prices)

A

SCOTCH (3M) 8"1 10/300

SCOTCH (3M) 5" 10/295

Maxell 5" 10/3 65

Maxell 8" Double Dens 10/410

Verbalim 5" 10/240

Odd l 00 for plastic storage bo»

EJASF 5 10/240

BASF 8" 10/240

Disketie Storage Pages

Disk Library Cases 8"

50/285 100/2 75

50/280 100/2 70

50/340 100/3 15

50/395 100/380

50/235 100'230

I

20/235 100/230

20/235 100/2 30

10 lor 395

-2 85 5 ■ - 2 15

Commodore

CBM-PET SPECIALS

A, Up to S235 free
,<JJ' merchandise with purchase of
O one of following CBM-PET items!

FREE

8032 32K - 80 column CRT S! 795 235

8016 16K - 80 column CRT S1495 205

8050 Dual Disk Drive ■ 950.000 byles S1695 220

CBM Modem - IEEE Interlace S395 50

CBM Voice Synthesizer S395 50

8N lull size graphics keyboard S795 100

16K Full Size Graphics or

Business Keytward S995 150

32K Full Size Graphics or
Business KeyboafO 51295 205

2040 Dual Disk Drive - 343.000 Dyies SI295 Z05

2022 Tractor Feed Prmler S795 100

C2N External Cassette Deck S 95 12

Used PETs |8. 16. and 32K] CALL

WRITE FOR SYSTEM PRICES

-EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS*

Buy 2 PET Computers, get 1 FREE

CBM Full Size Graphics Keyboard

WordPro I - lot 8K PET

WordPro II ■ 16K CBM disk printer

WordPro 111 ■ 32K CBM. disk, printer

WordPro IV - 8032, dtsk. printer

VISICALC to PET IPersonal Software)

BPI General Ledger, A/P. A/R for PET

Programmers Toolkit ■ PET ROM Utilities

PET Spacemaker Switch

S 74

S 25

S 85

SI 70

S255

SI 70

S270

3690

2290

Dust Cover lor PET $ 7 90

IEEE-Parallel Printer Interlace for PET S 6500

IEEE-RS232 Printer Interface for PET S14900

Centronics 737 Proportional Spacing Pr.nler S800

NEC Spinwnter - parallel S2450

XYMEC HI-0 1000 Intelligent Daisy Wheel S1975

Leedex Video 100 12" Monitor S 129

Zenith Z19 Terminal (factory asm 1 S 739

Zenith Z89 with 48K S2150

Strobe Model 100 Plotter S 600

SYM-1 S209

SYM BAS-1 BASIC or RAE-'? Assembler S 85

KTM-2/80 Synertek Video Board S349

KIM-1 (add S34 tor power supply! S159

Seawell Motherboard - 4K RAM S195

Seawell 16K Static RAM - KIM. SYM AIM S320

KL-4M Four Voice Music Board

and Visible Music Monitor (4 voice) (or PE T S59 90

MICR-REVERSi lor PET by Michael Riley S 9 95
machine language version - you cani win at Level 5

PAPER-MATE fiO Command PET Word Processor $29 95
lull-featured version by Michael Riley

A P Products 15% OFF E5
AP Hobhy-Blox 15% OFF

ALL BOOK and SOFTWARE PRICES DISCOUNTED

The 8086 Book (Osbome)

Z8000 Assembly Language Programming

lOsborne)

PET Personal Computer Guide (Osborne)

PET and the IEEE-488 Bus lOsborne)

6502 Assembly Language lOsborne}

Proqrammmg the 6502 (Zaks)

6502 Applications Book iZaksl

6502 Software Cookbook (Scelbi)

S12 75

S1060

$12 75

S1275

S 990

S1045

S1045

S 945

215-699-5826 A B Computers
WRITE FOR CATALOG.

Add S1 25 p« order for shipping We pay balance ol UPS surface chages

on all prepaid orders Prices listed are on cash discount basis Regular

prices slightly hmher
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THE STAR MODEM 
From Livermore Data Systems 

The STAR modem from livermore represents a 
significant break through in the development of 
acoustic modems. The small, lightweight case 
houses a high-performance modem that competes 
with the highest Quality standard-sized couplers 
available. Yet. because of its costs effective design, 
the STAR has become the price/performance leader 
in the industry. 
CIRCUITRY 
The switchable, four-section bandpass fil ter provides 
the user with excellent out -of-band rejection to 
assure accurate processing of the received car
rier, even at signal levels of less than -47 dBm. 
Further, the proven soft limIter and phase lock 
loop discriminator yields data Ihat is essentially 
jitter free. 
The oscillator is buil t using highly stable, state
variable circuitry that delivers a nearly harmonic 
free, phase coherent sine wave to the telephone 
networ k. assuring compatibili ty with all other 
103 type modems. Because of the pureness of the 
sine wave, the STAR modem exceeds even the 
stringent harmonic requirements of all CCITI 
countries. 

6502 745 10/69550/6 55 100 /615 
6502A 840 10/7 9550/7351 00/690 
6520 PIA 515 10/4 9050/4451 00/415 
6522 VIA 690 10}6 50 50/6 10 100/5 70 
6532 7 90 1 Of7 40 5017 00 100 /660 
2114·L450 445 20{425 100/395 
2114·L300 56520/535 100/495 
2716 EPROM 13455/1275 1011185 
2732 EPROM 39 
,(116-200 as RA M IHEe] 8 lor 39.00 
6550 RAM (PET 8K I 1270 
S·IOO Vlire Wrap S2 65 Solder Tall 2 15 

CASSETTES· AGfA PE·611 PREMIUM 
High output. low nOise. 5 screw houSing. labels 
C-I O 10/565 50/2500 100/4800 
C-30 1017 30 50/34 00 100/6600 
All other lengths av'lIlable. Wr lle lOt price lisl 

II ATARI 800 $777 
.11'- All AI,1i Modules 25% Off 
SPECIAL-pu rc h ase ATA RI 800 , rece ive 
ext ra 8K m e m ory FREE . 
EDUCATIONAL PLAN - b uy 2 ATARI 
Comp uters , rece ive 1 ATARI 400 FREE ! 

DISKS 
(write for Quantity pnces) 

SCOTCti 13M)S" 10/30D 50 /285 100/2 75 
SGO ICti (3M) 5" 10/2 9550/280100/2 70 
Maxell5" 10/365 50' 3 40 100/)15 

Maxell 8" Double Dens 10/41 050/395 100,380 
Verbatim 5" 1012 40501235 100{230 

(add 100 lor plastiC storage tml 
BASF 5" 10/24020/235 100/230 
BASF S" 10/24020/235 100/230 
Olskeue Storage Pages 10 lor 395 
Disk Library Cases 8" - 285 5" - 2 IS 

IEEE 488 MODEM 

SALE $288 
RS232 MODEM 

SALE $139 
CARR IER DETECT 
To assure accurate teleprocessing connections, 
the carrier delect circuitry prevents Ihe modem 
from attempting to operate when excessive noise 
would produce errors or cause marginal operation. 
The circuitry also has a special amplitude sensor 
that prevents chatter when the received signal 
fades. 

EXCLUSIVE AC OUSTIC CHAMBERS 
The exclusive triple seal of livermore's new flat 
roounted cups locks the handset inlo the acoustic 
chamber yielding superior acoustic isolation and 
mechanical cushioning. Designed to adapt to rrost 
common handsets used throughout the world (also 
fits GTE handsets). the STAR oilers the utmost in 
flexibility and transmission reliability. 

SElF TEST 
The sell test feature on the STAR allows the user 10 
verify tolal operation of the acoustic modem by 
using the terminal in the full duplex mode. No need 
for remote assistance in diagnosing terminal or 
modem products. 

Commodore 
CBM·PET SPECIALS • <.«. up 10 5235 lree 
~ merchandise With purchase of « one of follOWing CBM-PET Items! 

FREE 
8032 32K - 80 colurm CRT 
8016 16K· 80 column CRT 
B050 Dual Disk Olive· 950.000 !.lyles 
CBM Modem · IEEE Inlerlace 
CBM VOIce SynltlcSller 
8N tutl Sile graphiCS keylXlard 
16K Full Sile GraphiCS Ot 
Buslncss KeytlOard 

32K Full Size GraphiCS or 
BUSiness Keyooard 

2040 Dual Disk Olive· 343.000 byies 

2022 Tractor Feed Pr lnler 
C2 N E)(telflal Casselle Deck 
Used PEl s 18. 16. and 32K) 

WRITE fOR SYSTEM PRICES 

51 795 235 
51495 205 
51695220 
5395 50 
5395 50 
5795 100 

$995 150 

51 295 205 
$1295 205 
$795 100 
S 95 12 

CA.LL 

<EOUCATIONAl OISCOUNTS
Buy 2 PET Computcrs. gel 1 FREE 

CBM Full SllC GraphiCS Keylxlard 
Word Pro I - tOl 8K PET 
WordPro II . 16K CBM disk. punter 
Word Pro 111 . 32K CBM. disk. Donter 
WOld Pro IV . 8032. diSk. pllnter 

VISICALC 10f PET (Personal SoltwareJ 
BPI General Ledger . NP. AlA 101 PEl 

Programmers loolkll . PET ROM Utilities 
PET Space maker SWitch 

5 74 
5 25 
5 65 
S170 
S255 

$ 170 
S270 

5 3690 
5 2290 
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MIPLOT Intelligent Plotter 
by Watanabe Instruments IOigiplotl 

SPECIAL 
$1045 
• Incorporales all Inlelhgenl funcl ions reqUired fOt pro

dUCing graphs and drawings including 8 vectOf" and 4 
character c()11mands. 

• Dislanc:e accuracy Within 1%. repetlhon aCcuracy 
wllh ll1 .01 IncheS. programmable slep sue 004 inches. 
Internal interpolation 111 .002 sleps. 

• Solid and broken line Iypes can be specllied. 
• Characler genera tOl IOf letlers, numerals and symOOls. 

Characters can be enlarged and rolated 111 four ouenta· 
l ions. 

• Coordinate axes can be drawn by simply speci fying the 
gradualion Interval and number of repetitions. 

• Sell test rnooe automatically draws complclc lesl pallem. 
• Printer mode outputs character data 111 16 sizes With 4 

Ollcnlatlons. 
• Connection to any nllcrocomputer uSing parallel 7·bI! 

ASCII code. 
• Can use simple cable 10 paralle! ~rt. cr special in!er-

lace to IEEE cr other. 
• Modular conltol ClfCUl t and mechanical conSlrUCl lOn 
• Uses any hard liber-lip pen. 
• Uses 11 x 17 paper. 

Includes power supply. I/O connector. 2 p?ns. 50 sheets 01 
paper. arw:l complete manual. 

Dust Cover IOf PET 
IEEE·Parallel Prin ter Interlace for PET 
IEEE·RS232 Prlllter InTertacc for PET 

Cenlronlcs 737 ProporllOnal SpaCing Printer 
NEC Splllwllicr . parallel 
XYMEC Hf·O 1000 fntc iligeni DaiSY Wheel 
Leedex Video 100 12" Momlor 
lcrllih Z19 Terminal (lactOfY asm) 
Zelli th Z89 Wllh 48K 
SUobe Model 100 Plolter 

SYM· I 
SYM BAS-t BASIC Of RAE· '., Assembler 
KTM·2/BO Synerlek Video Board 
KI M·1 (add S34 lor power supply) 
Seawell MOlherboard - 4K RAM 
Seawell t6K Slatlc RAM · KIM. SYM. AI M 

KL· 4M Four VOice MUSIC Board 

$ 790 
5 6500 
5149 00 

5800 
$2450 
$1975 
S 129 
$ 739 
S2150 
5 600 

5209 
5 65 
5349 
$159 
$195 
$320 

and VIsible MUSIC MOfll lor (4 vOice) lor PE T S5990 
MICA·REVERSI for PET by Michael Rllcy S 995 
machlfle language verSion · you can t Will al LevelS 

PAPER· MA I E 60 Command PET W()fd Processor $29 95 
lulHealwed verSion I)y Michael Riley 

A P Products 15% OFF ; iii 
A P Hobby-Blox 15% OFF 
All BOOK and SOFTWARE PR ICES DISCOUNTED 
nlc 8086 !look (OSllOrne) 
Z8000 Asscmhly Language Program riling 
(Osbome) 
PET Personal Compuler GUide Ws!)ome) 
PET and the lEEHBB Bus (051 ne) 
6502 Assembly Language (Osbome) 
Programming the 6502 (Zaks) 
6502 ApplicailOns Book (Zak.s) 
6502 So!\ware Cookbook (Scelbl) 

WRITE FOR CATALOG. 

$1275 

$1 060 
$1 2 75 
51 275 
5 990 
$1045 
SI045 
$ 9 45 

115 E Slump Road A B Computers ""SI25",~""~sh,,",, We pay bala.-ce ,I UPS swf,ceclwges 
Montgomeryville, PA 16936 215-699-5826 on all ~epaid orders Pllces bsted are on cash dlSCOJnt baSlsRegulaJ 

prices shghUy tugher 
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FOUR PART HARMONY FOR THE PET

A-B Computers announces a combination system consisting of the
KL-4M DAC Board and the Visible Music Monitor lor Commodore PET-

CBM computers. The package enables PET users to easily creale and

play musical compositions of up to 4 parts

The KL-4M Board includes an 8-bit Digital to Analog Converter, a low
pass filter to eliminate high frequency computer generated hiss, and an

on-board audio amplifier. An RCA-type jack is also included tor quick

attachment of your speaker. Amplification of the 6522CB2 generated

single note sound is incorporated as well, so that no additional hardware

(other than a speaker) is required. Conneciion is made via the parallel

and cassette ports. Both ports are extended with duplicate connectors

(with keyways) so I/O capabilities are not reduced in any way. Board

orientation is parallel to the back of the PET so additional table space is

not required. The KL-4M is compatible with any of the A part music

monitors, for which a number of precoded songs are available.

The Visible Music Monitor is intended to support 4-part harmony

systems such as the KL-4M. Visible Music Monitor is written entirely in

6502 machine language VMM provides an easy way to enter 4-part

music. The user can see the notes on the screen as they are entered, and

can make changes both with the insert and delete keys, and by using

cursor up and down to "move" notes on the screen. Other features

include "record changer" mode to load successive songs without

intervention, user definable keyboard, and entry of whole notes through

64ths including dotted and triplet notes Additionally, you can speedy or

change tempo, set key signature, and transpose at any time Wave form

modification makes it possible to create new instrument sounds Voices

can switch from one instrument to another or gang up on one instrument
during the course of the song. Music can be played either with note
display (useful for debugging scngs), or with no display

KL-4M Music 8oard & Visible Music Monitor Program S59.90

PAPER-MATE

GO COMMAND

WORD

PROCESSOR

Paper-Male is a full-featured word processor

for S29 00 by Michael Riley Paper-Mate incor

porates 60 commands to give you full screen

editing with graphics tor all 16k or 32K PETs, all

printers, and disk or tape drives. It also includes

most features of the CBM WordPro III. plus many

additional features

For writing text, Paper-Mate has a definable

keyboard so you can use either Business of

Graphics machines Shifl lock on letters only, or

use keyboard shift lock All keys repeat

Paper-Mate text editing includes floating cur

sor, scroll up or down, page forward or back, and

repeating insert and delete keys Text Block

handling includes transfer, delete, append, save,

load, and insert

All formatting commands are imbedded In text

for complete control Commands include margin

control and release, column adjust, 9 tab settings,

variable line spacing, justify text, center text, and

auto print form letter (variable block) Files can be

linked so that one command prints an entire

manuscript Auto page, page headers, page

numbers, pause at end of page, and hyphenation

pauses are included

Unlike most word piocessors, PET graphics as

well as text can be used Paper-Mate can send

any ASC11 code over any secondary address to

any printer.

Paper-Male works on 16K or 32K PETs with

any ROM, cassette or disk, and CBM or non-

CBM printers An 8K version is in the planning

To order Paper-Mate, specify machine and

ROM type

On Tape (with manual) S29.95

On Disk (with manual) $32.95

Manual Separate S 1.00

Full FORTH + $65.00
tor APPLE or PET/CBM

A full-featured FORTH with enhancements.

Fast and easy to use.

• conforms to FORTH Interest Group

Standards

• cross compilier to produce either standard

object modules or self contained ROMable

modules

• built in macro conditional assembler

• complete string processing capabilities

(including variable length strings)

• disk virtual memory for large programs (or

small systems!)

• arrays (single or multiple dimensioned)

• full screen cursor controlled editor

• floating point and integer processing

• User's Guide and documentation

A product Ol IDPC Company

Requires 16K RAM and one disk drive.

FLOPPY DISKS
as tow as $1.85

(write for price list)

3M

"BASF
maxell

\ferbatim

KMMM PASCAL for PET
A subset o! standard Pascal (Jensen, Wirth) lor PET

Includes following standard identifiers:

Types: INTEGER, BOOLEAN, CHAR, TEXT

Procedures: RESET, READ, READLN,

REWRITE, WRITE, WRITELN

o [] (i or i* */ ;= , , ; '

div. mod, or, and. not. if, then, eise. case, of,

repeat, until, while, do, for, to, downto, begin,

end, const, var, array, function, procedure.

Sequential I/O supported (both disk and tape)

Extensions:

Memory can be manipulated as an array (MEM)

% sign allows hex values in literals and I/O

Floating Point available in 4th quarter 1980

(nominal upgrade charge)

Included in package:
- Machine Language Pascal Source Editor

- Machine Language Compiler (generates P-Code)
- P-Code to machine language translator (pro
duces optimized machine language object code

—not just a P-Code interpreter).

- P-Code Interpreter (for debugging and learning)

- Run-time package

- User Manual

- Sample programs

Versions available for ROMs 2.0 (cassette only),

3-0, 4.0. Requires 16K minimum.

KMM PASCAL on tape or disk

(with User Manual)

User Manual Only

S75

S15

Self Calculating

DATA BASE

REPORT WRITER

MAILING LIST
Flex File is a set ol flexible, friendly programs to allow you to

set up and maintain a data base as well as print !iles with a

versatile Report Writer or a Mail Label routine Programmers

will find it easy to add subroutines to then own programs to

make ise of Data Base files.

RANDOM ACCESS DATA BASE
Record size limit is 250 characters The number of records

per disk is limited only by ihe size of each record and the

amount of free space on the disk File maintenance lets you

step forward or backward through a file, add delete or

change a record, go to a numbered record, or find a record

from a specified field. The Find command locatesany record

when you enter all (or a portion of) the desired key field.

Field lengths can vary from record to record provided the

sum of ihe fields does not exceed the size ol the record This

allows maximum packing ol information The die can be

soried by any field Any field can be specified as a key field

at any time Sequential files Irom other programs can be

converted to random files, and ranooi^ can be converted to

sequential Maximum reco'd size, fields per record, and

order ol fields can be changed at any time

MAILING LABELS
When record size is 127 characters (typical for mailing list).

each disk can handle over 1000 records (about 2800 with

the 8050 drive) Labels can be printed any number of labels

across, and in any column position. Any number of fields can

be printed on a label in any order, and two or three fields can

be pried together on one line (like first name, last name, and

title) A "type of customer" held allows selective printing.

REPORT WRITEH
The contents of any field can be placed in any column.

Numerics can be decimal point justified and rounded to any

accuracy Any column can be defined as a series of math

ematical functions performed on other columns These

lunctions may include +. —,%,/, % and various log and
trig functions Results of operations such as running total

may be passed from row to row. At the end of the report a

total and/or average can be calculated for any column

Complete record selection, including field within range,

pattern match, and logical functions can be specified

individually or in combination with other parameters.

DATA BASE and REPORT WRITER S45

DATA BASE and MAILING LABELS . S45

DATA BASE. REPORT WRITER,

and MAILING LABELS J60

Flex File available November. 1980 Specify machine sue (32K

recommended) and ROM type lot both disk and computer

EARL FOR PET
Editor, Assembler, and Relocaior/Lmker

Disk File Based for PET

Editor can edit files larger than memory.

Assembler features:

- 2 Pass Assembler

- Generates Relocatable Object Code

- Uses standard MOS Technology

mnemonics

- Disk file input

- Listing output to screen or printer

Relocator/Linker capabilities:

- Relocates assembler output to desired

memory location

- Resolves symbols declared external in

assembly

- Links multiple object programs as one

memory load

EARL for PET (with User Manual) .. $65

User Manual Only $15

115 E. Stump Road

Montgomeryville, PA 18936 215-699-5826 A B Computers
WRITE FOR CATALOG
Add $1.25 per order for shipping. We pay balance
of UPS surface charges on all prepaid orders.
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FOUR PART HARMONY FOR THE PET 
A-B Com~ters announces a combination system consisting of the 

KL-4M DAC Board aoo the Visible Music Monrtor for Commodore PET
CBM computers. The package enables PET users 10 easily create aod 
play musical compositions of up to 4 parts. 

The KL -4M Board includes an 8-bit Digital to Analog Converter. a low 
pass filler to eliminate high frequency computer ger:eraled hiss. and an 
on·board audio ampfifier. An RCA-type jack is also included for Quick 
attachment of your speaker. Amplification of the 6522 CB2 generated 
Single nole sound is incorporated as well. so that no additional hardware 
(other than a speaker) is required. Connection is made via Ihe parallel 
and cassette ports. Both ports are extended with duplicate connectors 
(with keyways) so 110 capabilities are flO! reduced in any way. Board 
orientation is parallel to the back of the PET so additional table space is 
not required. The KL-4M is compatible with any of the 4 part music 
monitors. for which a number of precoded songs are available. 

The Vislbte MUSIC Monilor is Intended to support 4-part harmony 
systems such as the KL-4M. VISible MUSIC MOlli tor Iswf ltlenentrrely In 
6502 machme language. VMM provides an easy way 10 enter 4-part 
musrc. The user can see the notes on the screen as they are entered. and 
can make changes roth with the Insert and delete keys. and by uSing 
cursor up and down to "move" notes on the screen. Other features 
Include ':record changer" mode to load succeSSNe songs Wi thout 
Intervention. user definable keyboard. af'(! entry of whole notes through 
64ths inCluding dotted and toplel notes. Additionally. you can speclty or 
change tempo. set key signature. and transpose at any tune Wave lom1 
modl lrca tlon makes It possible to create new Instrument soonds. VOices 
can SWitch from one instrumen1 \o another or gang up on one Instrument 
during the course 01 the song. Music can be played either With note 
display (useful for debugging songs). or With no display 

K~-4M MUSIC Board & ViSible Music Moni tor Pr~ram 

KMMM PASCAL for PET 
A subset of standard Pascal (Jensen. Wirth) for PET 

Includes fo llowing standard identifiers: 

S59,90 
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PAPER-MATE 
60 COMMAND 

WORD 
PROCESSOR 

Paper ·Mate IS a lulHeatured word processor 
for 52900 by Michael Riley Paper -Mate Incar
IXlrates 60 commaflds to gNe you full scr~n 
editing with graphics lor all 16k or 32K PETs. all 
printers. and disk or tape drives. It also mcludes 
most features 01 the CBM WordPro III. plus many 
addlhonal features 

For wilting text. Paper-Mate has a delrnable 
keyboard so you can use either BuslOcss or 
Graphics machmes Shill lock on lellers only. or 
use keyboard shiH lock. AU kcys repeat 

Paper-Mate text editing Inctudcs floating cur
sor. scroll up Of down. page lorward or back. and 
repeating Insert and delete keys Text Block 
handfrng Includes transfcr, delete. appeoo. save. 
load. and Insert 

Full FORTH + $65.00 
lor APPLE or PET/CBM 

A full- featured FORTH with enhancements. 
Fast and easy to use. 

• conforms to FORTH Interest Group 
Standards 

• cross compilier to produce either standard 
object rrOOules or self contained ROMabie 
modules 

• built in macro conditional assembler 
• complete string proceSSing capabilities 

(including variable length strings) 
• disk virtual memory fOf large programs (or 

small systems!) 
• arrays (single or multiple dimensioned) 
• full screen cursor controlled editor 
• floating point and intCiJer processing 
• User's Guide and documentation 

A product ollDPC Compny 
Requires 16K RAM and one disk drive. AU formattmg commands are Imbedded In te)(t 

lor complete control Commands Include margin 
control ard releaSe. column adjust , 9 tab settings. 1----------------1 
valiaale line spaCing. Justify text. center text. and FLO P PY 01 S KS 
aula print form letter (variable block) Files can be 
hnked so that one command pllnts an entue 
mallJscr lpt , Auto page. pilge headers. page 
numbers, pause at eod 01 page. and hyphenation 
pauses are mcluded. 

Unlike mOSt word processors. PE T graplllcs as 
well as text can be used. Paper-Mate can send 
any ASC t 1 code over any secondary address to 
any pllnter 

Paper -Mate works on t6K or 32K PETs Wllh 
any ROM. cassette or disk. and CIJM or I\On
CBM printers An 8K vcrSlon IS In the plarml~ 

To order Paper-Mate. specify machine and 
ROM type 

On Tape (Wl lh manual) : 
On Disk (With manual)' 
Manual Separate 

S2 9,95 
$32,95 
$ 1.00 

as low as $1 .85 
(write for price list) 

3NI 
::-~BASF 

maxE!1I 
Verbatim' 

Sel f Ca lc ulating 

DATA BASE 

MAILING LABElS 

REPORT WRITER 
MAILING LIST Types: INTEGER, BOOLEAN, CHAR, TEXT 

Procedures: RESET, READ, READLN. 
REWRITE, WRITE, WRITELN 

+ - "* = 

Flex File IS a set 01 lIexlble.Illendty progrilms to allow you to 
set up and maintain a data base as well as prill t hies With a 
versatile Report Wllter or a Mall Labei l()JtlllC. Programmers 
Witt find It easy to add subroolines to their own programs to 

WhCfl record size is t 27 characters (typical let mailing list). 
each disk can handle over 1000 records (about 2800 with 
the 8050 drive). Labels can be printed any number of labels 
across. and in any column posilion. Any numberoffields can 
be printed on a label In any order. a~ t'NO or three fields can 
be JOIned together on one hne (like lirst name, last name. and 
title) A ~type of customer" field allows selective print ilYJ. 

REPORT WRITER 
The contents of any field can be placed in any coIumrl 
Numerics can be decimal pom! Justilred and rool'(!ed to any 
accuracy. My column can be defined as a series of math
ematical junctions performed on other columns. These 
runctions may Include +. - . )C . / . %. and various log aild 
trig functIOns. Resulls of operatlOllS such as running total 
may be passed hom row to row. At the end 01 the report a 
total and/or average can be calculated for any column. 
Complete recOfd screctron. including field within range. 
paUern match. and logical lunctions can be specified 
individually Of in combinal ioo with olher parameters. 

o [J II or (*"* : != I I 
. , 
I 

make use of Data Base files. 
RANDOM ACCESS DATA BASE 

d iv, mod, o r, and. not. if , then. else. case. of. Record Size hmlt IS 250 characters The oomber 01 records 
'1 h 'l di d b · perdlskls~mlled onlybytheslze of each reccrdand the 

repeat . unt • • w • e, o. or, to, ownto. egrn. amount ollree space on the disk Fllemalnteoance lets you 
end. const , va r, array, function, procedure. step IcrNard or backward through a /r le. add delete or 

Sequential JIG supported (both disk and tape) change a record. go to a rumbered record, or hnd a record 
Irom a specified held. The Find corwnand locates any record 

Exten sions: when y()J enter all (or a port ion 01) the desrred key field. 
Memory can be manipulated as an array (MEM) Field lengths can vary from record to recDi'd prOVtded the 
% sign a llows hex values in literals and I/O sumof the heldscloes not exceed the size 01 the record This 

allO'Ns maximum packing of InformatlOfl The hie can be 
Floating Poin t ava ilable in 4th Quarter 1980 sorted by any held Any held can be speCified asa key held 

DATA BASE al'(! REPORT WAITER $045 
DATA BASE af'(! MAIUNG LABELS S45 
OATA BASE. REPORT WAITER, 

and MAIUNG LABELS .. 160 (nominal upgrade charge) at any time Sequenhal hies hom other programs can be 
convened to random files. and ranooi~ can be converted to 

Included in package: sequential. I\laxlfTlJm record Sll e. fields per record, and Ftelt Flleavallable Novembel.t980 Specilymachille Slle (32K 
- Machine Language Pascal Source Ed itor " f' " _. ha-~ at a" t me reconwended) and ROM t,pe lor Ixlth disk and c:omlJ-lter. 
- Machine Language Compiler (generates P-Gode) t,rn;:::-ejro .... ,;:e ,,;,_a_",=;:::' ;;;'""":;:",-;:;' ;;';::':;::--------------------1 
- P-Code to machine language transtator (pro- EA R 

duces optimized machine language object code 
-not just a P-Code interpreter). 

- P·Code Interpreter(for debugging and learning) 
- Run-time package 
- User Manual 
- Sample programs 

Versions availab le fo r ROMs 2.0 (cassette only), 
3.0. 4.0 . Requires 16K minimum. 

KMM PASCAL on tape or disk 
(with User Manual) . 
User Manual Onty 

S7 5 
S15 

Editor. Assembler. and Re/ocator/ Linker 
Disk File Based for PET 
Editor can edi t files larger than memory. 

Assemb ler fea tures: 
- 2 Pass Assembler 
- Generates Relocatable Object Code 
- Uses standard MOS Technology 

mnemonics 

- Disk file input 

- Listing output to screen or prin te r 

Re locato r/ Linke r ca pabi lit ies: 
- Relocates assembler output to desired 

memory loca tion 
- Resolves symbols dectared external in 

assembly 
- Links multiple object programs as one 

memory load 

EARL fo r PET (with User Manual) . . S6 5 
User Manual Only . . .. . .. . ........ . $1 5 

115 E, Stump Road A B Com te s WRITE FOR CATALOG 
Montgomeryville PA 18936 215-699-5826 pu r Add $125 per order lor sh'pp,ng We pay balance 

, of UPS surface charges on all prepaId orders 
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Times Square

On Your Atari

Neil Harris

This program is flashy, but it gets your message

across. It creates a moving signboard, Times Square

style, in the center of a marquee border. The

message may be modifed to your own by simply

changing the DATA statements. It makes use of a

short machine language routine and a very in

teresting trick with the graphics.

The machine language portion is documented in

the REMs at the beginning of the program. This

routine simply moves the middle line of the screen

one space to the left, leaving the two edge spaces of

the marquee alone. While experimenting with this

program I tried printing a "delete character" symbol

at the start of the line, but this is not effective in

graphics modes 2 or 3. Taking the characters in

BASIC and POKEing them across was just too slow.

The program itself takes the decimal values of the

machine language code and POKEs them into

memory. It must check the top of memory in order

to determine where the screen is (lines 150-170).

The moving border of the marquee is where the

trick comes in. A row of stars is drawn around the

whole border, which you can see at the very start of

the execution if you look closely. However, the first

star is in color register 0, the next in register 1, and

the third in register 2. Once the program begins, it

flips the color values in these registers. Register 1

goes to black, and all the stars drawn with this

register disappear. Register 1 goes to a color, and

register 2 becomes a different color. Next, register 0

gets the color that was in register 1, register 1

becomes register 2's color, and register 2 becomes

black and disappears. Only three statements are

needed for all the stars to change color, and these ex

ecute so quickly that the eye cannot detect them.

The DATA statement at line 180 has two

numbers: the number of strings in the message and

the total combined length of these. The length

together cannot exceed 256 characters. If the

machine had string arrays this limit wouldn't exist,

but it can't have everything.

The message is put on the screen character by

character at the rightmost position of the text line.

This is the sixth line down (often) and the 19th

across (of 20). Line 720 contains the machine

language call which moves the text line over. In

cidentally, this overwrites the rightmost character.

Note very carefully the POKE instruction in line

690. This takes care of the problem wherein the

Atari starts rotating the screen colors after the

machine isn't touched for about seven minutes. This

memory location contains the "attract mode" flag,

which is simply a counter which increments every

few seconds. When the count hits 128, the operating

system starts its games with the colors, which is fine

to save your TV from having a starbase permanently

burned into the picture but does no good when

you're changing everything yourself. By the way, it's

called "attract mode" because in arcade games the

machine goes into its special sales pitch to attract

customers. Check out Space Invaders between games

to see what I mean.

VARIABLES

I = general loop variable

M = page ff for top of available RAM

A$ = message string

B$ = piece of message string, temporary

C$ = three asterisks of different color registers

C = a color # from 1 to 15, chosen at random in line 290

J = loop variable

K= loop variable, used with I and J for moving asterisks

Q= loop variable, causes stars to move twice for each letter

X = dummy variable returned from machine language

A = length of message

PROGRAM NOTES

10-105 DATA and mnemonics Tor machine language program

110-140 POKES machine language into memory

150-170 calculates value for SCRN and adds to program

180-220 DATA for message

230-280 load A$ with complete message

290-520 plots outside of screen in different asterisks

530-550 setup for register rotation

560-680 rotate registers, moving stars one space

690 resets "attract mode" Hag

700 move stars one more space before moving text
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Times Square 
On Your Atari 

Neil Harris 
This program is flashy, but it gets your message 
across. It creates a moving signboard , Times Square 
style, in the center of a marquee border. The 
message may be modifed to your own by simply 
changing the DATA statements . It makes use of a 
short machine language routine and a very in
teresting trick with the graphics. 

The machine language portion is documented in 
the REMs at the beginning of the program . This 
routine simply moves the middle line of the screen 
one space to the left, leaving the two edge spaces of 
the marquee alone. While experimenting with this 
program I tried printing a "delete character" symbol 
at the start of the line, but this is not effective in 
graphics modes 2 or 3. Taking the characters in 
BASIC and POKEing them across was just too slow . 
The program itself takes the decimal values of the 
machine language code and POKEs them into 
memory. It must check the top of memory in order 
to determine where the screen is (lines 150-170). 

The moving border of the marquee is where the 
trick comes in . A row of stars is drawn around the 
whole border, which you can see at the very start of 
the execution if you look closely . H owever, the first 
star is in color register 0, the next in register 1, and 
the third in register 2. Once the program begins , it 
flips the color values in these registers. R egister 1 
goes to black, and all the stars drawn with this 
register disappear. Register 1 goes to a color , and 
register 2 becomes a different color. Next , register 0 
gets the color that was in register I , register 1 
becomes register 2' s color J and register 2 becomes 
black and disappears . Only three statements are 
needed for all the stars to change color , and these ex
ecute so quickly that the eye cannot detect them . 

The DATA statement at line 180 has two 
numbers: the number of strings in the message and 
the total combined length of these . The length 
tog~ther cannot exceed 256 characters. If the 
machine had string arrays this limit wouldn't exist, 
but it can't have everything. 
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The message is put on the screen character by 
character at the rightmost position of the text line . 
T his is the sixth line down (of ten) and the 19th 
across (of 20). Line 720 contains the machine 
language call which moves the text line over. in
cidentally, th is overwrites the rightmost character. 

Note very carefully the POKE instruction in line 
690. This takes care of the problem where in the 
Atari starts rotating the screen colors aft er the 
machine isn 't touched for about seven mi nutes. This 
memory location contains the "attract mode'J flag , 
which is simpl y a counter which increments every 
few seconds. When the count hits 128, the operating 
system starts its games with the colors , wh ich is fine 
to save your TV from having a starbase permanently 
burned into the picture but does no good when 
you ' re changing everything yourself. By the way, it's 
called l' attract mode" because in arcade games the 
machine goes into its special sales pitch to attract 
customers. Check out Space invaders between games 
to see what I mean . 
VARIABLES 
I "" general loop variable 
M "" page # for lOp of avai lable RAM 
A$ "" message string 
B$ "" piece of message string, temporary 
CS = lhree asteri sks of different color registers 
C "" a color II from 1 to 15, chosen at random in line 290 
J "" loop variable 
K "" loop variable, used with I and J for moving asterisks 
Q := loop variable, causes stars to move twice for each Ictter 
X :::: dummy variable returned from machine language 
A = length of message 

PROGRAM NOTES 
10·105 DATA and mnemonics for machine language program 
110· 140 PO KES machine language into memory 
150·1 70 calcu lates value for SCRN and adds to program 
180·220 DATA fo r message 
230·280 load AS with complete message 
290·520 plots outside of screen in different asteri sks 
530·550 setup for regis ter rotat ion 
560-680 ro tate rcgisters, moving stars one space 
690 resets "auraet mode" nag 
700 move stars one more space before moving text 
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The ATARI® Tutorial

COMPUTER Calligraphy!
FONTEDIT

FONTEDIT

Well, not really! But with the FONTEDIT program in IRIDIS #2

you can design your own character sets (or fonts) for the

ATARI. For example, you can create a Russian alphabet, or

APL characters, or even special-purpose graphics symbols.

These special fonts can be saved on disk or tape for later use

by your programs. FONTEDIT is a friendly, easy-to-use

program: just grab a joystick and start designing.

Knotuoonk

With our KNOTWORK program, you can design patterns of

Celtic interlace, (a technique used by 7th century Irish monks

to illuminate manuscripts). After you have produced a pretty

pattern on the screen of your ATARI, you can save it on disk or

tape. As you might expect, KNOTWORK uses custom graphics

characters that were created with FONTEDIT.

FONTEDIT and KNOTWORK are available now in IRIDIS #2, the second of our ATARI tutorial program packages.

You get a C-30 cassette or an ATARI diskette with our excellent programs ready to load into your ATARI. Best of all,

IRIDIS #2 comes with a 48-page User's Guide, which gives clear instructions on how to use the programs. The

Guide also provides detailed, line-by-line descriptions of how the programs work. (IRIDIS programs are written to

be studied as well as used.) Our Hacker's Delight column explains many important PEEK and POKE locations in

your ATARI.

The User's Guide also includes Novice Notes for the absolute beginner. We don't talk down to you, but we do

remember how it feels to be awash in a sea of bytes and bits and other technical jargon. If you are new to

programming, IRIDIS is one of the easiest ways you can learn how to get the most out of your ATARI. If you are an

old hand, you'll be delighted by the technical excellence of our programs. (We are the people who have published

CURSOR for the Commodore PET since July, 1978.)

ATARI is a trademark of ATARI, Inc.

Published By

The Code

Works
Bo< 550

Gole'a. CA 930U

805-967-0905

Dealer Inquiries Invited

ORDER FORM

IRIDIS #2 - Fontedlt and Knotwork

D $15.95 Cassette D $18.95 Disk

IRIDIS #1 - Clock, Zap, Logo, Polygons

D $9.95 Cassette O $12.95 Disk

Name

City. .State. ■ Zip.

D Visa □ MC Card No.

Expires .Signature

IRIDIS requires 16k for cassette. 24k for disk.
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FONTEDKT 
FONTEDIT 
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Well. not really! But with the FONTEDIT program in IRIDIS #2 
you can design your own character sets (or fonts) for the 
ATARI. For example, you can create a Russian alphabet, or 
APL characters , or even special-purpose graphics symbols. 
These special fonts can be saved on disk or tape for later use 
by your programs. FONTEDIT is a friendly, easy-to-use 
program : just grab a joystick and start designing. 

With our KNOTWORK program, you can design patterns of 
Celtic interlace , (a technique used by 7th century Irish monks 
to illuminate manuscripts) . After you have produced a pretty 
pattern on the screen of your AT ARI, you can save it on disk or 
tape. As you might expect , KNOTWORK uses custom graphics 
characters that were created with FONTEDIT. 

FONTEDIT and KNOTWORK are available now in IRIDIS #2, the second of our ATARI tutorial program packages. 
You get a C-30 cassette or an ATARI diskette with our excellent programs ready to load into your ATARI. Best of all, 
IRIDIS #2 comes with a 48-page User's Guide , which gives clear instructions on how to use the programs. The 
Guide also provides detailed, line-by-line descriptions of how the programs work . (IRIDIS programs are written to 
be studied as well as used.) Our Hacker's Delight column explains many important PEEK and POKE locations in 
your ATARI . 

The User 's Guide also includes Novice Notes for the absolute beginner. We don 't talk down to you, but we do 
remember how it feels to be awash in a sea of bytes and bits and other technical jargon. If you are new to 
programming . IRIDIS is one of the easiest ways you can learn how to get the most out of your ATARI. If you arean 
old hand , you 'll be delighted by the technical excellence of our programs. (We are the people who have published 
CURSOR for the Commodore PET since July, 1978.) 

Published By 

IThe codel 
Works ' 

Box 550 
GOiE'J CA 93017 
805 ·967 ·0905 
Dealer InqulriCS In~'tcd 

ATARI is a trademark of ATARI . Inc. 

r-------------------------------------------------------
ORDER FORM 

IRIOIS #2 . FontedU and Knotwork 
o $15.95 Cassette 0 518.95 Disk 

IRIOIS #1 ~ Clock, Zap, Logo, Polygons 
o $9.95 Cassette 0 $12.95 Disk 

Name __________________________________________________________ __ 

Ci ly __________________________ Slale ____________ Zip, ____________ _ 

o Visa 0 MC Ca rd No. __________________________________________ _ 

Expi res ___________________________ Sig nature _______________________ _ 

IAIDIS requires 16k for cassetle, 24k for disk. L ______________________________________________________ _ 
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710-750 move text and add the next letter, and back to line 560

10 DATA 162,1

15 REH LDX #1

20 DATA 189,213,0

25 REH LDA SCRN,X

30 DATA 2 02

35 REH DEX

40 DATA 157,213,0

45 REM STA SCRN,X

5 0 DATA 232

55 REH INX

60 DATA 232

65 REM INX

70 DATA 224,18

75 REH CPX #18

80 DATA 208,243

85 REM BNE -13

90 DATA 104

95 REM PLA

100 DATA 96

105 REM RTS

110 FOR 1=5120 TO 5136

120 READ A

130 POKE I,A

140 NEXT I

150 M=PEEK(106): REM HIGH MEMORY

160 POKE 5124,M-2

170 POKE 5128,M-2

180 DATA 4,239

185 REM # OP TEXT STRINGS, TOTAL LENGTH

190 DATA THIS IS TEST OF THE SCROLLING

MARQUEE PROGRAM

200 DATA YOUR MESSAGE CAN BE DISPLAYED

HERE CONTINUOUSLY

210 DATA AMAZE YOUR FAMILY MAKE YOUR

NEIGHBORS JEALOUS... SELL YOUR PRODUCTS...

220 DATA THE ATARI COMPUTERS CAN DO MORE

THAN JUST PLAY STAR RAIDES

230 READ B,A

240 DIM A$(A),B$(A),CS(3)

250 FOR 1=1 TO B

260 READ B$

270 A${LEN(A$)+1)=B$

280 NEXT I

290 C=INT{RND(1)*15)+1

300 GRAPHICS 18

310 SETCOLOR 0,C,10

320 SETCOLOR 1,C,10

330 SETCOLOR 2,C,10

340 SETCOLOR 3,C,10

350 SETCOLOR 4,C,2

360 C$=CHR$(10): C${2)=CHR$(138):

CS(3)=CHR$(170)

370 FOR 1=1 TO 6

380 PRINT #6;C$;

390 NEXT I

400 PRINT #6;C$(1,1)

410 FOR 1=0 TO 9 STEP 3

420 FOR J=0 TO 2
430 COLOR (192-32*J)*SGN(J}+10

440 PLOT 0,1+J

450 PLOT 19,11-I-J

4 60 NEXT J

470 NEXT I

480 C$(2)=CHR${170): C?(3)=CHR${138)

490 FOR 1=1 TO 6

500 PRINT #6;C$;

510 NEXT I

520 PRINT #6;C$(1,1);

530 1=1

540 J=2

550 K=3

560 FOR L=l TO A

570 FOR Q=l TO 2

580' SETCOLOR I,C,2
590 SETCOLOR J,C+2,10

600 SETCOLOR K,C+4,10

610 1=1-1

620 IF 1=0 THEN 1=3

630 J=J-1

640 IF J=0 THEN J=3

650 K=K-1

660 IF K=0 THEN K=3

670 FOR H=l TO 5

6 80 NEXT M

690 POKE 77,0

700 NEXT Q

710 POSITION 18,5

720 X=USR(5120)

730 PRINT #6;A${L,L)

740 NEXT L

750 GOTO 560

Error

Reporting

System

For The Atari

Len Lindsay

One of the disappointing aspects of the Atari Com

puter System is its lack of user-oriented messages.

Particularly disturbing is the error message, or

should I say error number? It stops and tells you

ERROR 138

What? Where did I put my manual? You then

search through your desk, find the manual, flip pages

until you hit the error messages and look up number

138. If you have a disk system the following program

will do all the work for you, as well as offer you

several options for continuing program execution.

(Non-disk users will also find several aspects of the

program suitable for use without a disk).

Here is what the program does for you each

time an error is encountered:

1) It reports to you that an error was en

countered, gives you the error number, and the

line number where the error was encountered.

2) If you have an error messages diskette in

drive 1 it will next print out an error message

in plain English, telling you what went wrong

and possibly how to correct it. (Without a disk

you won't get this message - but all the rest of

the program works fine).

3) It offers you the choice to end program

execution or to continue in one of these three

ways:

a) continue with the line on which the error was

encountered.
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710·750 move text and add the next Ictlcr, and back to line 560 

le DATA 1 62 , 1 
15 REM ---------- LDX #1 
20 DATA 1 89 , 213,0 
25 REM ---------- LDA SCRN , X 
30 DATA 202 
35 REM ---- - ----- DEX 
40 DATA 1 57 , 213,0 
45 REM - - -------- STA SCRN , X 
50 DATA 232 
55 REM ---------- INX 
60 DATA 232 
65 REM - --------- INX 
70 DATA 224,18 
75 REM ---------- CPX #18 
80 DATA 208,243 
85 REM ------- --- BNE - 13 
90 DATA 1 04 
95 REM ---------- PLA 
le0 DATA 96 
105 REM - --------- RTS 
110 FOR 1=5120 TO 5136 
120 READ A 
130 POKE I , A 
140 NEXT I 
150 M=PEEK(le6): REM HIGH MEMORY 
160 POKE 5124 , M-2 
170 POKE 5128,M-2 
180 DATA 4 , 239 
185 REfit ------# OF TEXT STRINGS, TOTAL LENGTH 
190 DATA THIS IS TEST OF THE SCROLLING 

MARQUEE PROGRAM • •• • 
200 DATA YOUR MESSAGE CAN BE DISPLAYED 

HERE CONTINUOUSLy •••• 
210 DATA AMAZE YOUR FMIILY •• .• MAKE YOUR 

NEIGHBORS JEALOUS • •• SELL YOUR PRODUCTS . • • 
220 DATA THE ATARI COMPUTERS CAN DO MORE 

THAN JUST PLAY STAR RAIDES • . . . 
230 READ B, A 
240 DIM A$(A) , B$(A) ,C$(3) 
250 FOR 1=1 TO B 
260 READ B$ 
270 A$(LEN(A$)+l )=B$ 
280 NEXT I 
290 C=INT(RND( 1 )*15)+1 
300 GRAPHICS 18 
310 SETCOLOR 0 , C, 10 
320 SETCOLOR 1 , C,10 
330 SETCOLOR 2 , C,10 
340 SETCOLOR 3,C , 10 
350 SETCOLOR 4,C,2 
360 C$=CHR$(l0): C$(2)=CHR$(138): 

C$(3)=CHR$(170) 
370 FOR 1=1 TO 6 
380 PRINT #6;C$ ; 
390 NEXT I 
400 PRINT 16 ; C$(1,1) 
410 FOR 1=0 TO 9 STEP 3 
420 FOR J=D TO 2 
430 COLOR (192- 32*J)*SGN(J)+lD 
440 PLOT 0,I+J 
450 PLOT 19,11- I - J 
460 NEXT J 
470 NEXT I 
480 C$(2)=CHR$(170): C$(3)=CHR$(138) 
490 FOR 1=1 TO 6 
500 PRINT i6;C$; 
510 NEXT I 
520 PRINT 16;C$(1 , 1); 
530 1=1 
540 J=2 
550 K=3 
560 FOR L=l TO A 
570 FOR Q=l TO 2 
580 SETCOLOR I , C, 2 
590 SETCOLOR J , C+2,10 
600 SETCOLOR K,C+4,10 
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610 1=1-1 
620 IF 1=0 THEN 1=3 
630 J=J- l 
640 IF J =0 THEN J=3 
650 K=K-l 
660 IF K=0 THEN K=3 
670 FOR M=l TO 5 
680 NEXT M 
690 POKE 77 , 0 
700 NEXT Q 
710 POSITION 18,5 
720 X=USR(51 20) 
730 PRINT #6 ; A$(L,L) 
740 NEXT L 
750 GOTO 560 
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Error 
Reporting 
System 
For The Atari 
Len Lindsay 
One of the disappointing aspects of the Atari Com
puter System is its lack of user-oriented messages. 
Particularly disturbing is the error message, or 
shou ld I say error number? It stops and tells you 

ERROR 138 

What? Where did I put my manual? You then 
search through your desk, find the manu al, flip pages 
until you hit the error messages and look up number 
138. If you have a disk system the following program 
will do all the work for you, as well as offer you 
several options for continuing program execution. 
(Non-disk users will also find several aspects of the 
program suitable for use withou t a disk). 

Here is what the program does for you each 
time an error is encountered: 

1) It reports to you that an error was en
countered, gives you the error number, and the 
line number where the error was encou ntered. 

2) If you have an error messages di skette in 
drive 1 it will next p ri nt out an error message 
in plain English, tell ing you what went wrong 
and possibly how to correct it. (Without a disk 
you won't get this message - but all the rest of 
the program works fine). 
3) It offers you the choice to end program 
execution or lO continue in one o f these three 
ways: 
a) continue with the line on which the error was 
encountered. 
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b) continue with the line immediately following

the error line.

c) continue with the LINK line (equivalent to

the TRAP function).

That is the system in a nutshell. It is structured to be

of general use - it should be modified to your parti

cular needs. To aid in this, I will explain how the

program works.

Program Explanation Error Report

Line 0 is the required DIM statements for string

variables used in the system.

Line 1 sets the TRAP to 32500 - the start of the

reporting system.

**NOTE** The TRAP command cannot be used in

your program. Instead, simply set the variable LINK

to the line you normally would have used for TRAP.

Example:

250 TRAP 5000

should be entered as:

250 LINK = 5000

Line 32500 finds the Line number in which the er

ror occurred. It also finds the error number.

Line 32510 prints the error number and the Line at

which it occurred.

Lines 32520-32530 assigns a file name to be used to

recover the appropriate error message from disk.

Line 32540 sets a TRAP to report a default message

if an error occurs while retrieving the error message

(for instance, if your disk is turned off, or if you have

no disk).

Line 32550 opens the appropriate disk file and, if

successful, skips over the default message.

Line 32570 gets the error message from disk.

Line 32580 jumps to the subroutine to find what the

next line after the error line is. It also resets the

TRAP for future operation.

Lines 32581-32587 print your options.

Line 32588 asks for your choice.

Line 32589 clears the screen.

Line 32590 turns off the TRAP and ENDS if you

hit "S" (for STOP).

Lines 32591-32593 check for other legal choices and

goes to the appropriate line.

Line 32599 jumps back to print your options once

again if an illegal entry is detected.

Line 32600 starts the routine to find the next line

number after the error line. The variable NXLINE

is initialized.

Line 32610 finds the first line number in the pro

gram.

Lines 32620-32660 finds the line number by starting

at the first line and checking one line at a time until

it hits the error line. The next line is then used for

the next line number.
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software

from the

authors of

An Invitation to Programming

exciting games

and educational programs

for kids,

teenagers

and

adults

featuring sound

and color graphics.

y

available on
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computer dealers in your
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descriptive materials
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b) continue with the line immedia tely following 
the error line. 
c) continue with the LINK line (equivalent to 

the TRAP function). 

That is the system in a nutshell . It is struct ured to be 
of general use - it should be modified to your parti
cular needs . To aid in this, I wi ll explain how the 
program works. 

Program Explanation Error Report 
Line 0 is the required DIM statement s for string 
vari ables used in the system. 

Line 1 sets the TRAP to 32500 - the start of the 
reporting system . 
"NOTE" T he TRAP command cannot be used in 
your program. Instead , simpl y set the variable LI NK 
to the line you normall y wou ld have used for T RAP . 
Example: 

250 TRAP 5000 
should be entcrcd as: 
250 LINK ~ 5000 

Line .32500 finds the Line number in which the er
ror occurred . It also finds the error number. 

Line .32510 prints the error number and the Line at 
wh ich it occurred. 

Lines .32520-.325.30 ass igns a fil e name to be used to 

recover the appropriate error message from disk. 

Line .32540 sets a TRAP to report a default message 
if an error occurs while retrieving the error message 
(for instance, if your disk is turned off, or if you have 
no disk) . 

Line .32550 opens the appropriate disk fil e and , if 
successful, skips over the default message. 

Line .32570 gets the error message from di sk. 

Line .32580 jumps to the subrout ine to find what the 
next li ne after the error li ne is. It also resets the 
TRAP for future operation. 

Lines .32581-.32587 print your options. 

Line .32588 asks for your choice. 

Line .32589 clears the sc reen . 

Line .32590 turns off the TRAP and E DS if you 
hit "S" (for STOP). 

Lines .3 2591-.3259.3 check for other legal choices and 
goes to the appropriate line. 

Line .32599 jumps back to prin t your options once 
again if an illegal en try is detected. 

Line .32600 sta rts the routine to find th e next line 
number aft er th e error line. The variable NX LINE 
is init ialized. 

Line .32610 finds the first line number in the pro
gram . 

Lines .32620-.32660 find s the line number by sta rting 
at the first li ne and checkin g one line at a lime until 
it hits the error line . T he nex t line is then used for 
the next lin e number. 
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Line 32699 Returns back to the line calling this routine

That's it!

6 DIM ERMJH$(5>,ERFILE*< 12),XA*(180>

1 TRAP 32588=REM TO ERROR REPORT ROUTINE

2 REM tU ERROR REPORT SYSTEM by

3 REM tU LEN LINDSAY (C) 193S

4 REM YOUR PROGRAM GOES HERE

5 REM SET VARIABLE LINK TO THE

b REM BEGINNING LINE OF YOUR MODULES

7 REM - NEEDS h DISKETTE IN DRIUE 1
8 REM WITH ERROR FILES CREATED WITH

9 RLM THE ERROR FILE WRITING PROGRAM

10 REM THANK YOU TO COMPUTE, IRIDIS, AND

ATARI FOR INFO USED IN THIS

3250S ERLINE=256$PEEK( IS? HPEEK< 186)'ERN

UM$=STR*(PEEK(195))=REM ERROR REPORT SYS

TEM

32501 REM *tt NEEDS ■ DIM ERNIjU&S)
32502 REM tU DIM ERFILE$< 12)

32503 REM tU DIM XA$< 100)

32504 RBI m USES SUBROUTINE 32b£e TO F

IND NEXT LINE

32510 PRINT "}ERROR NUMBER "jERUJWi0 IN

LINE "iERLINE

32520 ERFILE$=HD=ERROR"
32530 ERFILE$( LErK ERFILE* HI >=€RNUtS

32540 TRAP 32568

32558 OPEN #5,4.0;ERFILE*=GGTO 3257S

32560 PRINT "ERROR NUMBER ";ERNUN$;" IS

NOT ON FILE":GOTO 32590

32570 ttFUT #5.iXA$-PRINT XA*-CLOSE #5

32580 GGSUB 32698 s TRAP 32508

32581 PRINT " SHALL I

32582 PRINT " STOP"
32583 PRINT " OS: "

32584 PRINT ll CONTINUE WITH ="

32535 PRINT " ERROR LINE "iERLINE
32586 PRINT " NEXT LINE ";NXi.INE

32587 PRINT " LINK LINE MINK

32588 PRINT " kfrttCH CHOICE"; = INPUT XA$

32589 PRINT H}":REM CLEAR SCREEN

32590 IF XA$="3" THEN TRAP 345^7 ■ STOP

32591 IF

32592 IF

32593 IF

A*» THEN GOTO ERLINE

XA$="H" THEN GOTO NMLII€

THEN GOTO LINK

32599 GOTO 32581-REM INUALID RESPONSE

32606 M4.INE=0:RET1 FIND NEXT LINE NUMBER

32601 REM m ERLINE IS INPUT TO THIS

ROUTINE AS THE LINE NUMBER
32602 REM tU NXLINE IS RETURfCO hS THE

NEXT LINE NUMBER

32605 REM tU BASED ON COMPUTE #4 PAGE 3

2 PROGRAM LISTING
32610 A0QRES5=PEEt« 136)+PEEK( IVH125&--9E

M GET THE FIRST LINF NUMBER

32620 LII€=PEEK( ADDRESS >+PEEKC ADDRESS* 1)

32630 IF ^LINE=1 THEN

32699

32640 IF LINE-ERUNE
32656 HDORES

32660 GOTO 32620

32699 RETURN

THEM NXLU£=i

^PEtK (AODPFS': +2)

In order to fully use the ERROR Report System you

must have a diskette with all the error messages cor

rectly recorded on it. The following program can be

used to create your own custom-made error messages

master diskette. It simply asks you for an error

number and its matching message. The message is

then written to disk under the appropriate error

number file.

0 REM WC ERROR REPORT WRITER

1 REM HE* (C) 1980

2 REM m LEN LINDSAY

3 REM m PUTS ERROR INFO TO DISK

10 DIM ERNUM*(5>,ERFILE$(i2>;XA$a!30>

90 PRINT "}"-'REM CLEAR SCREEN

100 PRINT "WRITE ERROR MEANINGS TO DISK"

118 PRINT " GET OUT YOU? ERROR LIST - LE

TS GO-"

126 TRAP 128 -■ PRINT " WHAT IS THE NEXT E

RROR NUMBER "; 'INPUT ERMUTO

125 E-UfiLCERHLft*>sTRftP 34567

146 ERFILE$<:LEN<: ERF I LE* HI >=€RNUM$
150 PRINT li PLERSE TYPE IN ITS MEANING
& HINTS'^ INPUT XA*

166 OPEN #1,8,8,ERFILEJ

170 PRIhlT 1!)NOW WRITING ERROR NUMBER !l;£

RHUni
180 PRIHT ttl.XAf CLOSE ttl

190 GOTO 126

Possible System Uses or Modifications

The error reporting system can be used while

developing your programs, providing you with

messages during your text run - as well as several

restart options. The system is presently under

manual control after an error is encountered. This of

course can be automated to provide error trapping

AND error correction.

For example, your program may provide a hard-

copy printout of the program results. If an error #138

is encountered, you may wish to print a message on

the screen such as "Please turn on the printer" and

then go back to the offending line. Print a cursor-up

after the message and you can loop until the printer

is turned on, upon which action the program im

mediately continues executing.

You may also be able to use pieces of this

system in your own programs. For example, lines

32520-32530 show how your program can dynamical

ly create its own disk file name based on the value of

variables. ©
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Line 32699 Returns back to the line calli ng this routine. 
That's it! 

o 01t1 ERtUl$( 5 ), EF:FILH( 12 ), >(K$( 100 ) 
1 TRAP 32500 ' REtl TO EF:F:OR REF'ORT F:OUT! tIE 
2 RE~l nt: EF:ROR REF'OF:T SYSTEt-l b~ 
3 REtl t:tt LEN L1NO:3AY «() 1981-3 
4 REtl \.'OIJR F'ROGRAll GOES HERE 
5 REM SET UAF:IA8LE LHlK TO HE 
6 REM BEG It~fl !fIG LI tf: OF YOUR tlOOULES 
7 REM - t£W; A DI:3KETTE m OF:I I)E 1 
8 REtl l,lITH EF:ROR FILE:,; CREATED tH TH 
9 RE:Jl T!-E ERROR F! LE t'lR IT It'i!; F'ROGF:Ar-1 
Hl REt1 T~t~K 'lOU TO COt1F'UTE, IF: ID ! S., AtiO 
ATAR! FOR I NFO l.I3EC! IN TH!:3 

32500 EFU HE =256:rF'EE!:, 18()+PEEf' ( 1 E:6 ;0 mt 1 
UI1$=:3TR.t( PEEKC 195 ;';, ' F:Er1 EP.:OR F:EF'CF.'T :,;'.,':,; 
TEI1 
32501 REIl ftt ~lEEO:3 ' 0111 EF:flUt'l:i{ 5 ) 
3251-32 REt'l t:t.:r. DIM EF:F I LEi'( 12 ;0 
32503 REl1 t n: D Itl >(H:H l lili-~:' 
32504 FHl t:tt U:3ES Slt'ROUTI HE 3260l' T') r 
I HO t'E x:T LI HE 
32511-3 PPIHT " ) EE'F:OF: flUI18EF: "; EFJH li .; " Hi 
L1~f: " ; EF:LINE 

32521-3 ERFILH= "OEF:F:OR" 
325313 EPF I LE:f( LEW ERf I LEi :0+ 1 ;'=EF:tlUI1! 
32540 TRAP 325613 
325513 OPE} l 115 , 4, 1) , EPF IU,$ GOTO 3257>3 
32560 PRIm "EFJ:OR fU18EF: " ; EF:t ~Jl i:f ; " 1:3 
NOT 011 FILE'" GOTO 32'5~:fj 
32571-3 HPUT 115 ; >(A$ PR HiT >':AJ ' CLO:; E #5 
32580 GCJ:3U8 326fltl ' TRAP 3250~1 
32581 PRItlT " SHALL I . " 
32582 PRIt-H STOP " 
32583 PRH~T OF~ 11 

32584 PRHlT cOtmtu mTH , " 
32585 PRHlT ERF:Of;: LI tlE " ;EF:l.ltlE 
32586 PR HlT t·JE:'(T L HIE " ; tl>:1 !tiE 
32587 PRHlT L1 t·u< LHlE " ;LH1. 
32588 PR I rn l,jH I CH CHO I CE " ; • HIPUT :-~A! 
32589 F'R I tiT "} " REfi CLEAF: :;CFHti 
32590 IF :' :A$=" :3" T!-Et1 TRAF'345f? ~;TOF 
32591 IF :-':A$= "E" THErl GOTO EPL HE 
32592 IF >~A$= " t' l \ ' TrEt·~ GOTO ~[:<L l~f: 
32593 IF >':A$= "L" Tha i GOTO Ll t~f< 
32599 GOTO 3258!FHi HRJALlD EE:,;ROtt,:E 
32601-3 t·t"U HE =13 ' PEll F H[ I tEn L HiE tlUtHS: 
32601 REil tU EF.U HE IS IHPUT Tel ifH:', 
F:OUT HiE A:; THE Ll t~ HUt18ER 
32602 REI'l tt:(~ t·l:-l .!t·1E I ~; F:ETUHH> H::. THE 

NEXT LIHE t·lUt·18EP 
32605 FHl ttt BA:3F.D OH CCItlPUTE l!4 F'RCE 3 
2 PFJjGF.:All LI S T m~ 
32610 AOOF.:E~:S=~'EE«( 136 )+PEE~:/ 137 )V25t"· : F.:E 
11 GET THE F I F.:ST LItlF. t·j\Ji18EF.: 
32620 L! flE =FHJ:o:. ADDI?E:;::; :O+F'ED:': AOOF:E:,::::+ 1 , 

32630 IF ~aI~lE= ! THEH t{~t.! t lE=LI rlE 'GOTO 
32699 
32641-3 IF LI tiE =EPU tlF. THEti t1:~L Hf: = 1 
32651-3 ADDF:E:;:;=ADO~:F.S::; +F'EEK< A[!oF'F.': := +2 ::' 
32661-3 GOTO 32620 
32699 F:ETUF.:fl 

In order to fu lly use the ERRO R Report System you 
must have a diskette with all the error messages cor· 
rectl y recorded on it. The following program can be 
used to create your own custom-made e rror messages 
master diskcu c . h sim ply asks you for an error 
number and it s matching message . The message is 
then written to disk under the appro priate error 
number fil e . 

o REM t let ERROF: F.'EPOPT l'lR ITER 
1 ~l :~tt ( C) 1980 
2 REM~::~t LEfl L UmAY 
3 RElln:i; PUT:; ERROR It~FO TO 0 I SK 
10 0111 ERtU1$( 5 ), ERFILE$( 12 ), >:A$( 100 ) 
90 F'R I tiT "} '" RErl CLEAF.: SCREEt! 
100 F'RlHT "flRITE EF:POF.: I1EAHItlGS TO DU:;! " 

110 F'RIHT " GET OUT 'i OUF: ERF.:IJF' Ll~;T - LE 
T5 Go-n 
120 TRAP 1213 ' PR HiT " l'lHA T I:; THE HE>':T E 
RROR tUUR " ; , It·f'UT EF.:~lUt"1$ 
125 E =i)ftJ EPHUI'l$ ;. ' TRAP 34567 
130 ERF!LE$= "D' ERROR" 
140 ERF I LE$( LE~f( EF:F! LEr )+ 1 )=m Ul$ 
150 PR 1m" PLEH:3E riPE lt1 IT:; llEAtlHiG 
~ HIHTS", HIPUT Y.A$· 
160 OPEtl IIL8 , fj ,ERFI LE$ 
170 PRItIT " ) ~ll)l.l l'lRITm~ EPF.:OF.: tllJ.1E:EF' " . E 
RHUtl$ 
1 ae F'R HiT 111; :~A$ CLOSE # 1 
190 GOTO 120 

Possible System Uses or ModificatIons 
T he e rror report in g system can be used whi le 
developing your programs, prov iding you with 
messages du rin g yo ur text run - as well as several 
restart options . The syste m is presentl y under 
manual co ntrol after an erro r is encountered . This of 
course can be automated to provide error trapping 
AND e rror correction. 

For example , your program may provide a hard
copy printou t o f the program res ult s . If an erro r # 138 
is enco untered , yo u may wish to print a message on 
the sc reen such as " Please turn o n the printer" and 
th en go back to the o ffe nding li ne . Print a cursor- up 
after the message and you can loop umil the printer 
is turned o n , upon whi ch acti on the program im
mediately continues exec uting . 

You may also be able to use pieces of this 
system in your own programs. Fo r example, lines 
32520-3 2530 show how yo ur program ca n dynamical
ly create its ow n d isk fil e name based on rh e value of 
va riables . © 
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An Atari BASIC Tutorial

Monthly

Bar

Graph

Program
Jerry White

Atari sounds and graphics are great

for game programs. In this mon

thly graph program, you will see

how they also can be used to

display data.

Data is often processed and

compared on a monthly basis.

Reports are generated to monitor

things like cask flow or production.

Sometimes it is much more mean

ingful to see totals in bar graph

from rather than trying to compare

a list of numbers. Using this pro

gram, the user types in the mon

thly totals and the program con

verts these figures into a beautiful

graphic display.

For those who like to know

how programs work: I'll break this

one down and explain what each

section is doing. For those who

don't care: just key in the program

and input your totals next to the

appropriate month. The program

will do the rest.

We begin by dimensioning AS

for use as a work string and two

numeric arrays to hold 12 items.

We go to the subroutine at 2000

and get our monthly totals and

return to line 4. Here we get into

graphics mode 6 with the text win

dow at the bottom. We position

our graphics window X and Y

coordinates using PX and PY and

put our heading into the AS string.

Now we're off to the subroutine at

20. We will use this routine to con

vert our scratch string so that we

can put text in the graphics win

dow. Returning to line 8 - we use

color 1 and draw a large rectangle.

This is where we will draw our

data bars. At line 100 we deter

mine the highest amoung (HAMT)

so that we can base our key on that

figure. The key will give meaning

to the lengths of the bars. We set

Jl =HAMT divided by 65 which is

the length of the longest bar that

fits into our rectangle. At line 130

we determine the top position of

each bar. Then we make the top

key figure (K) into a one or two

position numb er and compute the

numbers that will appear along the

left side of the graph. At line 240

we begin to position and place our

key of the screen. Then we set the

screen margins as wide as possible

and put the abbreviations for each

month in the text window directly

below the bar it represents. At line

310 we begin to draw our bars.

Being quite fond of sound, I

couldn't resist adding line 360 as a

finishing touch. This loop creates a

tone as each bar is completed. The

higher the pitch, the higher the

tone. Our purpose, was to display

data. Why not let the user use his

ears as well as his eyes? Before we

exit - we set the screen margins

back to normal and loop at line

500. You could replace 500 with an

end or exit routine. If you remove

the first? : from line 300 there will

be one line left in the text window

for a message.

3 REM NOHGRhFH RE',1. 2 JERRY WHITE
1 REM FOR CONFUTE TUTORIAL

2 DIM ft*C20?»AMT<t2>»JUC12):8OSUB 2000
4 GRAPHICS 6:8ETC0LQR 2. 4> 4: SETCOL0R 4> 4. 4-'Z=I: SETTLOR 0
f, P>;=4:PV=S:A$="NUHTHLV GRAPH": GOSUB 29
5 COLOR Z:PL0T 1S;9:DRA[JTO 158,9:DRAUTO 153
10 GOTO 100

20 W.ePEBC(56e>+PEEKCS61?*256:Dl=
22 FOR U=Z TO LEN<A#>!D2=E7344+CCA5C<A*<UjU:o-32>*8>

P3=D1+PY*20+PX+U-Z:FOR JZ=G TO 7

FEEKCD2+JZ>:NEXT JZ

12: IF AMT<MON»HAMT

: DRAWTO 18, 75: DRAWTO 18-9

NEXT
THEN

UsRETURN
HAMT-AMKMON)

24 POKE E5+J2*20

130 FOR M0N=Z TO
110 NEXT MOM

120 Jl=HANT-'65

FOR MON=Z TO 12: TAMT=7E-(AMT<M0N
IF HAMT>>-10000 THEN K=IHT':HAMT.-1O0O>: GOTO 200
IF HAMT>=1000 THEN K=INT(HhMT..-lyfr:': GOTO 290

IF HAMT>=I0O THEN K=IHTCHAMT/10>:GOTO 200

K=INTCHAMT)

136

140

150

160
170

ll :NEXT MOM

220

224

240

250

260

270

280

300

302

304

310

312

314

320

330

34U

35U

360

400

500

20OO

2080

21O0

2120

2200

2210

2220

2230

2240
2258

2260

A*=3TRJaO:PX=2-LEIKA*>:PY=iO:GGSUB 20
IF K<5 OR K>99 THEM 280

A$=STR$<K2):PX*2-LEN<A*>tPY=24iGOSUB
A$-STR*<K3>sPX=2-LEfKA*>iPY=38:aOSUB

A*=STR* (K5:.' i PX=2-LEN<: A*> : FY=66: GOSUB
POKE 82»S:P0KE B3*4@:PGKE 752.-Z

? :"' K J F M A M J J A S
A P A U U U E C

R R

20

20

2u

20

N

? " E A E

? " V N B

FDR M0N=Z TO 12UY=MQM-2
PLOT IS+CJY*12>jJU<M0N3
DRAliJTO 25+<JY*12>,JU<M0N>
DRAWTO 2E+<JY*12>,75

DRAWTO 18+CJY*12>*?5

POSITION 18+<JV*12>*JU<M0H)
POKE 765,3:XIU ie>#6>8i8>"Si"

FOR '.'OL=10 TO 0 STEP -l:SOUND 0*JU<MON>» 10*VQUNEXT VOL■NEXT MOW
POKE 32>2:P0KE 83,39

GOTO 50O

GRAPHICS 0:SETCOLOR 2,0,@:SETCOLOR 1,0,10:SETCOLOR 4,0.0:F0KE 7S2M
? :? ," MONTHLY 6RAPH "

? :? " TYPE AMOUNTS FOR EACH MOUTH: ":?

? " DO NOT USE NEGATIVE AMOUNTS ":?
TRAP
TRAP

TRftP

TRAP
TRAP

TRAP
TRAP

2270 TRAP

2230 TRAP

2290 TRAP

2300 TRAP

2310 TRAP

220O:

2210:

2220:

2230:

2240:

2250:

2260:

227d:

2280!
2290:'
2300:

2310:

' JAN=";:INPUT JAN:AMT C1)=JAN:TRAP 40000

•FEE=";:INPUT FEB:AMT<2>=FEB:TRAP 46000

'MAR-11; : INPUT MAR: AMK3>=MARi TRAP 48000

'APR=";:INPUT APR:AMK4>=APRiTRAP 40060
'MAY="::INPUT MAYsAMT<5)=MAYtTRAP 48000

■JUN=".: : INPUT JUH: AMK6) = JUN: TRAP 40000

1 JUL=".: : I NPUT JIJL1 hMT < 7 > =JULI TRAP 40000
■AUG="; : INPUT AUG: AMTC8;'=AUG: TRAP 40000

1SEF-"::INPUT SEP:HMT(9)=SEPJ TRAP 48O0O

"OCT= "HI NPUT OCT: AMT(19> =OCT: TRAP 40000
■N0V= " i : I NPUT NOVI AMT < 11 3 =NO',': TRAP 40000
'DEC=";:INPUT DEC:AMT<12>=DEC:TRAP 40000

240© RETURN
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An Atari BASIC Tutorial month in th e text window directly 
below the bar it represents. At line 
3 10 we begin to draw our bars. Monthly 

Bar 
Graph 
Program 
Jerry White 
Atari so unds and graph ics are great 
for game programs. In this mon
thly graph program, you will see 
how they also ca n be used to 
display daw. 

Data is ofte n processed and 
compared on a monthly basis. 
Reports are generated to monitor 
thin gs like cask now or production. 
Somet im es it is much more mean
ingful to see to tals in bar graph 
from rather than trying to compare 
a list of numbers . Using this pro
gram, the user types in the mon
thl y to tals and the program con
verts these figures inw a beautiful 
graphic display. 

For those who like to know 
how programs work: I' ll break this 
one down an d expla in what each 
sect ion is doing. For those who 
don ' t care: just key in the program 
and input your totals next to the 
appropriate month. The program 
wi ll do th e rcst. 

We begin by dimen sioning AS 
fo r lise as a work strin g and two 
num eric arrays to hold 12 items. 
We go to the subroutine at 2000 
and get our monthl y total s a nd 
return to line 4. Here we ge l into 
graphics mode 6 wit h the text wi n
dow at the bOltolTI. We position 
o ur graphics window X and Y 
coordin ates usin g PX and PY and 
put ou r head ing in ro the AS st ring. 
Now we're off to the subro utin e at 
20. 'vVe wi ll usc this routin e to con
ve rt our sc ratch string so that we 
ca n put text in th e graphics win
do \v. Ret urnin g to line 8 - we use 
color 1 and draw a large rectangle. 
This is wh ere we will draw ou r 
data bars. At lin e 100 we de ter-

mine the highest amoung (HAMT) 
so that we can base our key on that 
figure. The key will give mea ning 
10 the lengths of the bars . We set 
J 1 = HAMT divided by 65 which is 
the length of the longest bar that 
fit s into our rectangle. At line 130 
we determine the top posilion of 
each bar. Then we make th e top 
key fi gure (K) into a one or two 
positio n numb er and compute the 
numbers that will appear along the 
left side of th e graph . At line 240 
we begin to posi tion and place our 
key of the sc reen . Then we se t the 
screen margin s as wide as possible 
and put Ihe a bbreviations for each 

" REI-I I-IOHGRAPH REV. 2 JERRY IJHITE 
I REI·I FOR COI-IPUTE TUTOR I AL 

Being quile fond of sound , I 
co uldn 't resis t add ing line 360 as a 
finishing touch . This loop creates a 
lOne as each bar is completed. The 
higher the pitch, the higher the 
tonc. OUf purpose, was to di splay 
dala. Why not let the user usc hi s 
cars as well as hi s eyes? Before we 
ex it - we set the screen margins 
back to normal and loop at line 
500. You could replace 500 with an 
end or exit rout ine. If you remove 
the first' : from li ne 300 there wi ll 
be one line left in the text window 
for a message . 

2 DHI A$ ( 20), AI1HI2),JIJC12) :GOSUB 20,'0 
4 GRAPHI CS 6 : S:ETCOLOR 2,4,4:SETCOLOR 4,4 , 4:2=I:SETCOLOR (1 ,1.10 
6 PX=4!P'1=0 : M="I'IONTHLY GRAPH": GOSUB 20 
'j COLOR Z:F'LOT 18,9 : DRAWTO lS8,9: DRAW TO 158,75 : DRAWTO 18,75:DRAWTO 18,9 
I (I GOTO 1(10 
20 DL=PEEK( 560)+PEEK ( 561 ) *256: D I =PEEK (DL +4 ) +PEEK( [ol +5 ) *256 
22 FOR U=2 TO LEI-I<A$) : D2=S7344+ « ASC ( M(LI, U) ) -32 ) *8 ) : 

D3=DI +PY*20+PX+U-Z: FOR J2=0 TO ;' 
24 POKE D3+..IZ*20, PEEK <D2+JZ ) : NEXT JZ: NEXT lI ' F:ETURtl 
1(10 FOR 1"101·1=2 TO 12 : IF AI-lT<l-ION ) >HAI-lT THEI·I HAI-lT=AI1T< 1·1C1fI) 
110 tlEXT 1-101·1 
12,' J I =HArlT / 65 
130 FOR I"ION=2 TO 12:TAI-lT=;'S- ( AI-lTO'IOH) / J I ) : JW<l-10I-D=II-IT<TAI-IT ) : tIEXT 1'1011 
140 IF HAI-lT >=10000 THEI·I K=II-IHHAI-lT / 10(0 ) : GO TO 2'30 
ISO IF HAi'1T >=1000 THEil K=INT<HAI·IT/ I'30 ) : GOTO 200 
16f' IF HAI1T >=!(I0 THEI·I 1(=II·IHHAI-lT/ IO ) :GOTO 200 
17<' K= IiH ( HAI·IT) 
2£1£1 KO=I(/ 5: K2=HIT ( K- KD) : K3=ItH ( K- ( KD:t:2 » 
220 1(4=IiH(K- ( KD*3 » : K5=IHT (K-(KD*4 » 
222 M=STRt<I( ) : PX=2- LEI-I< A$ ) : PY=!(I : GOSUB 20 
224 IF ,~< S OR t0 9·3 THEt-1 28£1 
240 A$=STR$ ( K2) : f'X=2-LEII ( A$ ) : PY=24: GOSU8 20 
250 A$=STF:t 0 (3 ) : PX=2-LEI·I( An : PY=38 : GOSU8 20 
260 M=:3TR$ ( K4 ) : PX=2-LEI-I(M ) : PY=S2 : GOSU8 2(' 
2;'0 A$=~:TRHK5 ) : PX=2-LEWM) : PY=66 : GOSUB 20 
2SI~1 POKE 82 , 8: POKE 83,48 : POKE 752: Z 
30e ? : ? I. K J F M A M J J 
302 ?" E A E A P A U U U 
304 ? " Y H B R R Y N L G 
3113 FOR t'10t·j=Z TO 12 : Jy=t·tON-Z 
312 PLOT 1::: + ( J'tt:12),JlJ ( ~10N ) 

314 C'P:AtJTO 25+0Y*12) , JIW·IOI·1) 
7.20 DF:Al .. ITO 25+ (.JV*12 ) , 75 
3313 DRAWTO 18+( JV:t:12), 75 
34f. POSITIOH 18+( JY*12 ) , J tJO·'0I-D 
350 POKE 765 , 3:XIO 18 . »6,O , O, "8 :" 

A 
E 
P 

S 
C 
T 

o 
o 
V 

1·1 
E" 
Coo 

D" 

360 FOR VOL= 10 TO 0 STEP -I: SOUI~D 0 , JW(I·IOIU , 10, VOL: I·IEXT VOL : I·IEXT NOfi 
400 POKE 82, 2 : POKE 8."5,39 
SOB GOTO 509 
2f'00 GF:APHI CS 0: SETCOLOR 2, 0 , "" SETCOLOR 1,0,10 : SETCOLOR 4,0 , 0: POKE 752, I 
2089 ? :1 ," f'lONTHLY GRAPH" 
2 1 00 ~. , ? TYPE AI·IOUI·ITS FOR EACH I'IOHTH: ":? 
2120 ~. " DO flOT USE IIEGAT I VE AI10UI·ITS ,. : ? 
2200 TF:AP 2200 : ? , "JAH="; : I HPUT JAfI: AI-IT ( I ) =JAlj : TRAP 40000 
2210 TRAP 221(" ? , "FEB="; : HIPUT FEB: AI-IT(2 ) =FEB: TRAP 40000 
2220 TF:AP 222,"? , "I·'AR= ":: IHPUT I·IAR : AI-IT ( 3 ) =I·IAR: TRAP 40000 
2230 TRAP 22313:? , "APF:="; : IHF·UT APR: AI-IT ( 4 ) =APR: TRAP 40000 
2240 TRAP 2240 : ? , " I·IAY="; : HIPUT I·IAY : AI-IT ( S) =I'IAY: TRAP 40000 
2250 TRAP 2250 : ? , " JUfI=";: HIF"UT JUI·I : AI·IH6 ) =JUII! TRAP 40000 
2260 TRAP 2260: .,. , "JUL="; : INPUT JUL: AI-IT ( 7)=JUL: TRAP 40000 
2270 TRAP 227("? , "AUG="; 'HIPUT AUG: AI-IT ( S) =AUG' TRAF· 40,'00 
228(' TRAP 22S,"? ,"~:EP= " .;: HIPUT SEP: AI·IT(9)=SEP: TRAP 4000(' 
22'3\:"1 TRAP 2290:? , "OCT=";:lHPUT OCT:ANT ( lO ) =OCT:TRAP 40000 
23013 TRAP 2300 : ? , "140'.'=";: II~PUT 1·10\' : AI-IT(! 1)=1·10'! : TRAP 40000 
2310 TRAP 23 !(I: ? , "DEC= "; ' INPUT DEC : AI-IT ( 12) =DEC: TRAP 40000 
24 ~10 RETURH 
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Card Games

in Graphics

Modes 1 and 2

William D. Seivert

Have you ever wanted to design a card game to play

in Graphics Mode 1 or 2, only to find that you

couldn't get the suit characters (heart, spade, dia

mond and club) to appear on the screen at the same

time as the characters A, K, Q, J and the digits 0

through 9?

Graphics modes 1 and 2 use the character base

pointer (CHBAS, location 756) to point to the table

defining the character sets. When location 756 con

tains 224, you get uppercase letters and the digits

and normal punctuation. When you set it to 226,

you get small letters and the graphics characters, in

cluding the characters for the suits. Since only 64

characters are available in these modes, you can't

have both at the same time!

Try this in Direct Mode:

GRAPHICS 2: PUT #6,ASC("]"):P0KE 756,226

When the POKE takes effect, the right bracket

changes to its graphics equivalent. (So does the rest

of the graphics window!) The table to look at is in

the BASIC Reference Manual, Table 9.6.

The 224 or 226 that you POKE into location

756 is the Most Significant Byte (MSB) of the start

address of the character set table. Since these tables

are in ROM, they cannot be changed directly. Also,

since only the MSB of the address is used, the table

must begin on a page boundary.

It takes a lot of work and space in BASIC to

hold the table and ensure that it is on a page boun

dary. However, there is an easier way!

The following BASIC subroutine will do the job.

25000 REM REDEFINE CHARACTER SET AND

REPLACE (/] > WITH

25001 REM DESTROYS TRAP, USES STRING ST$

AND VARIABLES I AND j
25010 J =(PEEK(106)-8)*256

25020 IFJ< = PEEK(144) + 256*PEEK(145) THEN?

"PROGRAM TOO LARGE TO REDEFINE CHARS":

GO TO 25120

25030 FOR I = 0 TO 1023

25040 POKE J + I,PEEK(57344 + I):NEXT I

25050 J=J + 472

25060 TRAP 25070:DIM ST$(32):TRAP 40000

25070 ST$ = " (' - See below for keyboard keying

sequence) "

25080 FOR I = 1 TO 32

25090 POKE J + I-1,ASC(STS(I,I))

25100 NEXT I

25110 POKE 756,PEEK(106)-8

25120 RETURN

Now I'll explain what this does by line number.

25000,25001 Just some documentation (Remember

that GOSUB 25000 will work, BASIC will skip the

REMs).

25010 Location 106 contains RAMTOP, the number

of pages of RAM. Subtracting 8 leaves enough room

for graphics modes 0, 1 and 2, and allows space for

the new character set table. Thus, J is the address

where the table will start.

25020 Locations 144 and 145 contain MEMTOP

which is BASIC'S current top of memory. If, at the

time the subroutine is called, the program is already

too big to allow for the new table, we won't do it

and leave. This implies that all arrays should be

DIMensioned and variables defined before calling the

subroutine.

25030,25040 This loop moves the original table

(57344 =224*256) from ROM to the new location in

RAM.

25050 Each character uses 8 bytes (1 byte per TV

scan line) to define which pixels should be on for the

given character. Adding 472 ( =59*8) to the starting

address gives the address of the left bracket ([)

character.

25060 The TRAP is used so that if the subroutine is

called more than once in a run, we won't get ER

ROR 9 (String DIM Error). We need 32 bytes for

string ST$ (4 characters times 8 bytes per character).

Then we cancel the TRAP so other errors don't

come to this routine.

25070 Now we define the bytes for the four suit

characters. The keying sequence after ST$ = " is:

CTRL comma, 6, ESC TAB, ESC TAB, greater-

than, ESC CTRL minus, CTRL H, CTRL comma,

CTRL comma, CTRL X, less-than, ESC BACK-S,

ESC BACK-S, less-than, CTRL X, CTRL comma,

CTRL comma, ESC CTRL minus, ESC CTRL

minus, lowercase W, lowercase W, CTRL H, ESC

CTRL minus, CTRL comma, CTRL comma,

CTRL X, less-than, ESC BACK-S, ESC BACK-S,

CTRL X, less-than, CTRL comma, and the closing

double quotes.

25080 Start the loop to put the bytes.

25090 Convert one character at a time to its

ATASCII value and POKE it in the appropriate

location.

25100 Finish the loop.

25110 Put the address of the new table in CHBAS

(location 756).

25120 Return to the caller.

That's all (here is to it! Of course this method will

work for any characters you want to redefine. All

you have to do is decide which characters you can do

without, and the bit patterns of the characters you

want.

With the above routine as it is, if you want a
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Card Games 
in Graphics 
Modes 1 and 2 
William D. Seivert 
Have you ever wanted to design a card game to play 
in Graphics Mode 1 or 2, only to find that you 
couldn't get the suit characters (heart, spade, dia
mond and club) to appear on the screen at the same 
time as the characters A, K, Q, J and the digits 0 
through 9? 

Graphics modes 1 and 2 use the character base 
pointer (CHBAS, location 756) to point to the table 
defining the character sets . When location 756 con
tains 224, you get uppercase lellers and the digits 
and normal punctuation . When you set it to 226, 
you get small lellers and the graphics characters, in
cluding the characters for the suits. Since only 64 
characters arc available in these modes, you can't 
have both at the same time! 

Try this in Direct Mode: 

GRAPHICS 2: PUT N6,ASC("I"):POKE 756,226 

When the POKE takes effect , the right bracket 
changes to its graphics equivalent. (So does the rest 
of the graphics window!) The table to look at is in 
the BASIC R eference Manual, Table 9.6. 

The 224 or 226 that you POKE into location 
756 is the Most Significant Byte (MSB) of the start 
address of the character set table . Since these tables 
are in ROM, they cannot be changed directly. Also, 
since only the MSB of the address is used , the table 
must begin on a page boundary . 

It takes a lot of work and space in BASIC to 
hold the table and ensure th at it is on a page boun
dary. However, there is an easier way! 

The following BASIC subroutine will do the job. 
25000 REM REDEFINE CHARACTER SET AND 
REPLACE 1' 1 > WITH 
25001 REM DESTROYS TRAP, USES STRING ST$ 

AND VARIABLES I AND J 
25010 J = (PEEK(106)-8) "256 
25020 IF J < = PEEK(IH) + 256"PEEK(145) THEN? 

" PROGRAM TOO LARGE TO REDEFINE CHARS" : 
GO TO 25120 

25030 FOR I = 0 TO 1023 
25040 POKE J + I,PEEK(57344 + I):NEXT I 
25050J =J +472 
25060 TRAP 25070:DIJI1 STS(32):TRAP 40000 
25070 ST$ '" .. C - See bc10w for keyboard keying 

sequence) " 
25080 FOR I = 1 TO 32 
25090 POKE J + I- I ,ASC(STS(I , I)) 
25100 NEXT I 
25110 POKE 756 ,PEEK(106)-8 
25120 RETURN 
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Now I'll explain what thi s does by li ne number. 

25000,25001 Just some documenta tion (R emember 
that GOSUB 25000 will work, BASIC will skip the 
REMs). 

25010 Location 106 conta ins RAMTO P, the number 
of pages of RAM . Subtracting 8 leaves enough room 
for graphics modes 0, 1 and 2, and allows space for 
the new character set table. Thus , J is the address 
where the table will start. 

25020 Locations 144 and 145 con ta in MEMTOP 
which is BASIC's current top of memory. If, at the 
time the subroutine is called, the program is already 
too big to allow for the new table , we won't do it 
and leave. This impl ies that all arrays should be 
DIMensioned and variables defin ed before calling the 
subroutine . 

25030,25040 This loop moves the original table 
(57344 = 224'256) from ROM to the new location in 
RAM . 

25050 Each cha racter uses 8 bytes ( I byte per TV 
scan line) to define which pixels should be on for the 
given character. Adding 472 ( = 59'8) to the start ing 
address gives the address of the left bracket ([) 
character. 

25060 The TRAP is used so that if th e subroutine is 
called morc than once in a run, we won' t get ER
ROR 9 (String DIM Error). We need 32 bytes for 
st ring STS (4 characters times 8 bytes per character) . 
Then we cancel the TRAP so other errors don ' t 
come to this routine. 

25070 Now we define the bytes for the four suit 
characters . The keying sequence after ST$ = " is: 
CTRL comma, 6, ESC TAB, ESC TAB , greater
than, ESC CTRL minus, CTRL H , CTRL comma, 
CTRL comma, CTRL X , less-than, ESC BAC K-S, 
ESC BACK-S, less-than, CTRL X, CTRL comma, 
CTRL comma, ESC CTR L minus, ESC CTRL 
minus, lowercase W, lowercase W, CTRL H , ESC 
CTRL minus, CTRL comma, CTRL comma, 
CTRL X, less-than , ESC BACK-S, ESC BACK-S, 
CTRL X, less-than, CTRL comma, and the closing 
double quotes. 

25080 Start the loop to put the bytes . 

25090 Convert onc character at a lime to its 
ATASCII val ue and POKE it in the appropriate 
location . 

25100 Finish th e loop. 

25110 Pu t the address of the new table in C HBAS 
(location 756). 

25120 Retum to the caller. 

That ' s all there is to it ! Of course this method wi ll 
work for a ny characters you want to redefine . All 
you have to do is decide wh ich characters yo u can do 
without , and the bit pattems of the characters you 
want. 

With the above routin e as it is , if you want a 
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heart, use the left bracket, etc. Use PUTs to the

screen for the characters you want. Remember that

you can use inverse-video and/or add values to

change colors.

For example, without using any SETCOLOR
statements, try

GRAPHICS 2: GOSUB 25000

PUT #6,ASC("inversc-video of right bracket")

to get a blue Club, or

PUT #6,ASC("invcrsc-vidco of left bracket") +32

to get a red Heart.

A few words of warning

Every time you change graphics modes (even

GRAPHICS n + 32 which doesn't change the

screen), the Operating System resets location 756 to

224, pointing to the normal character set. If you

want the suit characters back again, just GOSUB
25110.

Also, if you use a graphics mode greater than 2,

you might destroy the table. So you will probably

want to GOSUB 25000 after coming out of graphics
mode 3 or above.

Of course you do not have to use the same line

numbers, and you might want to remove the

memory overlap check at line 25020, but that's up to

you.

Try it! You'll like it! ©

Keep Those Cards

and Letters

COMPUTE!

Needs You!

Address articles, programming notes

and comments to:

The Editor

COMPUTE!

P.O. Box 54O6

Greensboro, NC 274O3

SOFTWARE FOR THE

ATARI®400/800

Quality Software" offers important software to

owners of ATARI 400 and 800 computers. All

programs are on cassette.

ASSEMBLER by Gary J. Shannoa Create your own 6502 machine

language programs with this easy-to-use in-RAM editor/assembler. Requires

16K or more of RAM to operate. Look at all the features you get for less than
$25!

Insert, delete, edit source code lines

Save source code on cassette

Save object code (any part of memory) on tape

Print out assemblies

View and modify memory

Pseudo Ops: ORG,OBJ.EQU,HEXASC,DA,DS,END

Printer and video control (PON,POF,VON,VOF)

All 6502 mnemonics plus BLT.BGE

Commenting allowed

Error checking

Documentation includes notes on interfacing

machine language to BASIC

Price —$24.95

6502 DISASSEMBLER by Bob Pierce. This neat 8K BASIC program

allows you to disassemble machine code and print out the disassembled

listing. If you have more than 8K of memory, programs in RAM can be

disassembled. Operating System ROM and the BASIC ROM can be

disassembled on any size ATARI. Also works as an ASCII interpreter,

translating machine code into ASCII characters $11.95

FASTGAMMON"

by Bob Christiansea The most popular

backgammon-playing program lor per

sonal computers is now available for

the Atari. This is the best-playing

version so far, and includes the option

to enter your own dice rolls. Set the

display speed to your liking—play fast

or slow. Beginners find.it easy to learn

backgammon by playing against (he computer, and even very good players

will find it a challenge to beat FASTGAMMON. Includes 12 pages of

instructions that include the rules of the game. Written in machine language.

Requires only 8 K of RAM. $19.95

QUALITY SOFTWARE
6660 Reseda Blvd., Suite 105. Reseda, CA 91335

Telephone 24 hrs,. 7 days a week: (213) 344-6599

WHERE TO GET IT: Ask your nearest Alan dealer to see Quality Software's Atari

programs. Or. if you prefer, you may order directly from us. MasterCharge and
Visa cardholders may telephone their orders and we will deduct $1 from orders
over $19 to compensate for phone charges. Or mail your order to the address

above California residents add 6% sales tax. Shipping Charges: Within North
America orders must include $1.50 for first class shipping and handling. Out
side North America the charge for airmail shipping and handling is $5.00.

payable in U.S. currency.

ATARI. ATARI400. and A1ARI800 ha.f been Itademarked by Alan Personal Computer Systems, a Warner

Commumcalions Company
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heart , use the left bracket, etc. Use PUTs 10 the 
screen for the characters you want. Remember that 
you can use inverse-video and/or add values to 
change colors. 

For example, without using any SETCOLOR 
sta temen ts, try 

GRAPHICS 2: GOSUB 25000 
PUT #6,ASC("inversc-video of right bracket"} 

10 get a blue Club, or 

PUT #6,ASC("inversc-vidco of left bracket"} + 32 

10 get a red H earl. 

A few words of warning 
Every time you change graphics modes (even 
G RAPHICS n + 32 which doesn ' t change the 
screen) , the Operating System resets location 756 10 

224, pointing to the normal cha racter sel. If you 
want the suit characters back again , just GOSUB 
25110. 

Also, if you use a graphics mode greater than 2, 
you might destroy the table. So you will probably 
want 10 GOSUB 25000 after coming ou t of graphics 
mode 3 or above. 

Of course you do not have 10 use the same line 
numbers, and you might wan t to remove the 
memory overlap check at line 25020, but that 's up 10 

you . 

Try it! You ' ll like it' 
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Quality Software N offers important software to 
owners of ATARI 400 and 800 computers. All 
programs are on cassette. 

ASSEMBLER by Gary J. Shannon Create your own 6502 machine 
language programs with this easy-ta-use in-RAM editor/assembler. Requires 
16K or more of RAM to operate. l ook at all the features you get for less than 
$25! 

• Insert, delete. edit source code lines 
• Save source code on cassette 
• Save object code (any part of memory) on tape 
• Print out assemblies 
• View and modify memory 
• Pseudo Op~ OR G,OBJ, EOU,HEXASC,OA,DS,END 
• Printer and video control (PON,POF,VON,VOF) 
• All 6502 mnemonics plus BLT.BGE 
• Comment ing allowed 
• Error checking 
• Documentation includes notes on interfacing 

machine language to BASIC 
• Price -$24.95 

11502 DISASSEMBLER by Bob P;erc. This neat8K BASIC program 
allows you to disassemble machine code and print out the disassembled 
listing. If you have more than 8K of memory, programs in RAM can be 
disassembled Operating System ROM and the BASIC ROM can be 
disassembled on any size AlARI. Also works as an ASCII interpreter, 
translating machine code into ASCII characters. Sii.QS 

FASTGAMMON' 
by Bob Christiansen The mosl popular 
backgammon-playing program for per
sonal computers is now available for 
the Atari This is the best-playing 
version so far, and includes the option 
to enter your own dice rolls. Set the 
display speed to your liking-play fast 
or slow. Beginners find.i t easy to learn 
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backgammon by playing aga inst the compu ter, and even very good players 
will find it a challenge to beat FASTGAMMON. Includes 12 pages of 
instruc tions that include the rules of the game. Written in machine language. 
Requ ires only8K of RAM. $19.95 

~ QUJlUTY SOFTWJlRE ~ 6660 Reseda Blvd .. Suite 105. Reseda. CA 91335 
Telephone 24 hrs .. 7 days a week: (213 ) 344-6599 

WHERE TO GET IT : Ask your nearest Alall dea ler to see QualIty Sof/IVare's Alan 
programs. Or. If you preler, you may order directly hom us. MaslerCharge and 
Visa ca rdholders may telephone their orders and w~ WIll ded uct Sllrom orders 
over $19 to compensate for phone charges. Or marl you I order to the address 
above California reSidents add 6°0 sales tax. Shrppmg Charges: Wlthm Nor th 
Arnellca orders must enclude Sl.50 lor hrst class sh lppmg and handlmg. Out · 
SIde North Am erIca the charge for ai rmail slll pPlng and handllllg IS $5.00. 
payable 10 U.s. currency. 

"'loR! A1AR I ~OO and A1AR!800 Il~Vt been Ifademlr ~ed b)' Alan Perscnal Compuler S ) ~ tems a Warner 

CommuflicahOns Company 
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Using TAB in

ATARI BASIC
James L. Bruun

As most of us have discovered, ATARI BASIC has

no TAB function. That is, you can't do a TAB(15),

as you are used to doing in some other BASICs.

However, BASIC was initially designed for use on

large systems which might have several different ter

minals with different TAB keys. The solution was to

create the familiar TAB function.

The ATARI machine is a new breed of cat. The

designers weren't faced with an unknown remote ter

minal, so a TAB could be created which worked like

the TAB on a typewriter - only better.

Because of the interaction of the CONTROL,

SHIFT, and normal keys on the ATARI keyboard,

all TAB functions can be placed on the same key.

TAB tabs, CTRL-CLR clears the tab at the cursor

position, SHIFT-SET sets the tab at the cursor posi

tion. This combination of keys works just like the

TAB functions on a typewriter. To clear a TAB,

move the cursor to the TAB position, (just press

TAB) and press the CTRL and CLR keys at the

same time. To set a tab, move the cursor to the

desired position and press SHIFT and SET. To use

the tabs, just press the TAB key, and the cursor will

move to the next tab setting.

Using the TAB functions within a program is

similar. All you need to do is place the characters for

these functions into a text string and print them.

They must be inside a text string to function. To get

them inside a text siring just press ESC before the

desired function and the character for that function

will appear on the screen.

As an example the following program was writ

ten and tested on an ATARI 800 by the author.

10 DIM CLEARTABS(H)

20 CLEARTABS = "ESC CTRL-CLR ESC TAB ESC

CTRL-CLR ESC TAB

ESC CTRL-CLR ESC TAB ESC CTRL-CLR ESC TAB

ESC CTRL-CLR ESC TAB ESC CTRL-CLR"

This sequence creates a string variable called

CLEARTABS which contains eleven characters.

When printed this string will clear the current TAB

and the next five. This should clear all tabs that are

set in most programs. If fewer tabs are present, no

harm is done. The remainder of the program il

lustrates their use.

30 PRINT "ESC CTRL-CLEAR" : REM CLEAR SCREEN

40 PRINT CLEARTABS : REM CLEAR TARS

50 PRINT "JANUARY ESC SHIFT-SET31"

60 PRINT "FEBRUARYESC TAB"

70 PRINT "MARCHESCTAB28"

80 PRINT "APRJLESC TAB30"

90 STOP

Line 40 prints "JANUARY 31" and sets the tab at

the 3 in 31. Line 50 prints "FEBRUARY 28" and

so on. Notice that the tab character is embeded in

the text. Here is another example: (Add these lines

to the previous ones.)

100 PRINT "ESC CTRL-CLEAR"

110 PRINT CLEARTABS

120 PRINT " ESC SHIFT-SETNUMBER ESC SHIFT-

SETSQUARE"

130 FOR COUNT = 1 to 10

140 PRINT "ESC TAB";COUNT;"ESC TAB";COUNT*

COUNT

150 NEXT COUNT

160 END

As we left this program we could have cleared the

tabs. Since we didn't they are still set. Try them.

This should give you a sample of the way that TAB

works on the ATARI. Different, and I think better.

Run the program, experiment, and write to tell of

the marvels that you have discovered In your

ATARI. (

PRESCHOOL FUN

(16K BASIC) This readiness program

has two parts with several individual mod

ules. Part one reinforces color, shape and

number recognition. Part two has units on

upper and lower case letters and directions. Mo

reading required. Full color graphics and sound.

cass. S15.00

MATH FACTS - LEVEL 1

r(16K BASIC) First in a series of self-paced instructional
programs for elementary school children. The program auto

matically advances to the next unit when the child has mastered

80% of the work generated by the computer. The previous unit

will be reviewed it the child cannot master 50% of the work in a

particular unit Concepts covered are: numbers, number place

ment and number words (1 20), addition and subtraction (visual
and abstract), (Grades K-2) cass. S15.00

CR1BBAGE

(24K BASIC) Play cribbage with the computer at two different

levels. As a beginner, the computer will point outyour errs without
penalizing you. But watch out! At the intermediate level, the

computer will peg your points if you don'L cass. S15.00

CASINO I

(16K BASiC) Try your luck at the Lucky Lady . , . Play
BLACKJACK... The computer will be the dealer for you and your
friends (1 -4 players). You can split and double your hand as you
attempt to break the house. OR hit it big on the SLOT MACHINE.

Two programs on one tape cass. $15.00

"ATARI is a trademark of Atari, Inc.

P.O. Box 147

Garden City, Ml 46135

orcall(313)595-4722forC.O.D.

Please add S1.50 for shipping

Mich, residents add 4% tax

WRITE for FREE FLYER

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

Using TAB in 
ATARI BASIC 
James L Bruun 
As most of us have discovered , AT ARI BASIC has 
no TAB function. That is, you can't do a TAB(15) , 
as you are used to doing in some other BASICs. 
However, BASIC was initially des igned for use on 
large systems which might have several different ter
minals with d ifferent TAB keys. The solution was to 
create the familiar TAB fun ct ion. 

The ATARI machine is a new breed of cat. The 
designers weren 1t faced with an unknown remote ter
minal, so a TAB could be created which worked like 
the TAB on a typewriter - only better. 

Because of the interact ion of the CONTROL, 
SHIFT, and normal keys o n the ATAR I keyboard, 
a ll TAB func tions can be placed on the same key . 
TAB tabs, CTRL-CLR clears the tab at the cursor 
position, SHIFT-SET sets the tab at the cursor pos i
tion . This combination of keys works juSt like the 
TAB fun ct ions on a typewriter. T o clear a TAB, 
move the cursor to the TAB position , GU St press 
TAB) and press th e CTRL and C LR keys at the 
same time . To set a tab , move the cu rsor to the 
desired position and press SH IFT and SET. To use 
the tabs, just press the TAB key, and the cursor will 
move to the nex t lab setting. 

Using the TAB fun ct ions within a program is 
similar. All you need to do is place the characters for 
these fun ctions into a text stri ng and print them. 
T hey mu st be in side a text string to fun ction . To get 
them inside a text stri ng just press ESC be fo re the 
desired fun ction a nd the cha racter for that function 
will appear on the screen. 

As a n example the foll owing program was writ
ten and tested o n a n ATARI 800 by the author. 

JO D IM CLEARTAIlS( II ) 
20 CLEARTABS ~ "ESC CTRL-C LR ESC TAil ESC 
CTRL-CLR ESC TAB 
ESC CTRL-CLR ESC TAil ESC CTRL-C LR ESC TAB 
ESC CTRL-CL R ESC TAB ESC CTRL-C LR " 

This sequence crea tes a string variable call ed 
C LEARTABS which contains cleven characters. 
When printed this string will clear the current TAB 
and the next fi ve. This shou ld clear a ll tabs that a re 
sel in most programs. rf fewer tabs are prescnt , no 
harm is done, The remainder of the program il
lustrates their usc. 

30 PRINT " ESC CTRL-CLEAR" REM CLEAR SCREEN 
<10 PRINT CLEARTABS : REM C LEAR TABS 
50 PR INT ' JANUARY ESC SI-IIFT-SET 31' 
GO PIU 'T " FEIlRUARYESC TAil" 
iO PR INT "' :VIARCHESCTAB28"' 
80 PR I NT "APRILESC TAB30" 
90 STOP 
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Line 40 prints "J AN U AR Y 3 1" and sets the tab at 
the 3 in 3 1. Line 50 prints" F EBR UAR Y 28" and 
so on, Notice that the lab character is em beded in 
the text. Here is another example: (Add these lines 
to the previous ones.) 

JOO PRINT "ESC CTRL-C LEAR" 
110 PR INT CLEARTABS 
120 PR INT " ESC SH If'T-SET:-IUMIlER ESC SHwr
SETSQUARE" 
130 FOR CO UNT ~ I 10 10 
140 PR INT " ESC TAB",COUNT :" ESC TAB":COUNT' 
COUNT 
150 NEXT COUNT 
IGO EN D 

As we le ft thi s program we could have cl eared the 
tabs. S ince we didn 't the y a rc still set. Try them. 
Thi s should give you a sam ple of the way Ih a t TAB 
works 0 11 th e ATA RI. Different , and f think beller. 
Run the program , experim ent, a nd wri te to te ll of 
the ma rvels that you have discovered in you r 
ATARf. a 

PRESCHOOL FUN 
( 16K BASIC) Th is readiness program 

has two parts with several individual mod· 
ules. Part one reinforces color, shape and 

num ber recognition. Part two has units on 
upper and lower case letters and directions. No 

reading required. Full color graphiCS (lnd sound, 
. , , . . ....... , , . ... . ..... , .... .. , . cass. S \5.00 

MATH FACTS - LEVEL t 
6K BASIC) First in a series of self· paced instructional 

program s for elementary school children. The program auto' 
matically advances to the next unit when the child has mastered 
80% of the work generated by the computer. The previous unit 
..viII be reviewed jf the child cannot master 50% of the work in a 
particular unit Concepts covered are: numbers. number place. 
ment and number word s (1·20). addition and subtraction (visual 
and abstract). (Grades K·2) . .. ..... , , casso S 15.00 

CRIBBAGE 
(24K BASIC) ~ay cribbage with the computer at two different 
levels: ~s a beginner. the computerwilJ point ou t your errs without 
penaliZing y~:)U. But walch out! At the intermediate level. the 
computer Will peg your points if you don't ...... casso $15.00 

CASINO I 
(16K BASIC) Try your luck at the Lucky Lady . , . Play 
B.LACKJACK , ,. The computer ~II be the dealer for you and your 
fnends (1·4 players). You can spilt and double your hand as you 
attempt to break the house, OR hit it big on the SLOT f\-"\ACHINE. 
Two programs on one tape, .. ,., . ....... . .... casso $1:'.00 

• ATARI is a trademark of Atari, Inc. 

')l:H.E.S.I.S. 
P.O. Box 147 
Garden City. MI 48135 
orcall(3 I 3)595·4722 for c.o. D. 

. , 
Please add S 1.50 for shipping 
Mich. residents add 4% tax 
WRITE for FREE FLYER 
DEALER 1NQ'JIRlES I.IiEl.CO'IE 



ATARI 800
16-K Memory
Expansion
Board

$179.95 ■
• Plugs directly into the memory £
expansion slot in your Atari

• Fully compatible with current
hardware i

• Backed by a oneryear

warranty

• Inquire at your local Atari
Dealer for this and other
fine JACC, Inc.
products

JACC, Inc.

(Just Another Computer Company)

543 West Golf Road
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
Dealer/Distributor Inquiries Invited

Dealer Line: 312-364-6268

On the west coqst contact Micro Distribution, Inc.

2612 Croddy Way, Santa Anna, CA 92704 714-641-0205
Alati is o trademark o! Alaii. Inc.

• Three New Software Products

• Copy/Verify Program

Single & Double Disk Copy

Ron's Disk Utility

Intelligent Absolute Disk Editor

• Inside Atari BASIC
Disassembler and complete

documented listing of Source

Code for BASIC
Check your dealer or write for prices

and full description
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Pokin' Around

Charles Brannon

Perhaps one of the most useful commands in BASIC

is POKE. Why? Because POKE allows you to do

some things that cannot be done as easily in BASIC.
I recall the earlier days of the PET, where every time

a nifty memory location was discovered, it was

published with glee - indeed, they were real "tid

bits". Nowadays, however, there are several very

good memory maps that document the inner work

ings of the PET quite well.
In the Atari Basic Reference Manual, there is

an appendix entitled "Memory Locations" (Appen

dix I). Although it is not a true memory map, since

it is incomplete, it does list some very interesting

locations.

During the execution of a program, the cursor

does not disappear. Rather, it moves with the print

statements and sometimes is left behind, cluttering

up the screen with little white squares. Fortunately,

the visibility of the cursor can be zeroed out with a
simple statement: POKE 752,1. To restore the cur

sor, press the BREAK key or POKE 752,0. The

well-known problem of the non-standard behavior of

the Atari's GET statement has led to the discovery of

memory location 764. Here is stored the code

representing the last key pressed. This is not in

ATASCII, but is a code used in the scanning of the

keyboard. If no key has been pressed, a value of 255

will be found here. I first found this technique right

here in COMPUTE. In "Adding a Voice Track to

Atari Programs", the author instructed to use a

subroutine like this to check if a key has been press

ed:

lineno IF PEEK (764) = 255 THEN lineno (same lineno)

lincno POKE 764,255: RETURN

The first statement waits for a key to be pressed; the

second discards that keypress by making BASIC

think no key was pressed so that the keystroke would

not be printed accidentally.

An example of how POKEing can be easier to

use than a BASIC equivalent is to directly control

the five color registers. After all, they too are only

mere memory locations. Locations 708-712 corres

pond to SETCOLOR color registers 0-4. Using the

notation SETCOLOR aexp,aexp,aexp where aexp is an

arithmetical expression that will evaluate into a

number, the first number is from 0-4, so use the ap

propriate memory location. Then multiply aexp

number two by 16 and add the third number to it.

This gives you an integer in the range 0-255. Now

just enter POKE COLR, NUMBER where COLR

is the memory location of the color register and

NUMBER is that number you obtained. Figuring

out what color is already being displayed is done '

the reverse fashion. Get the contents of the color

register with PEEK(COLR), and assign it to some

variable, say X. (e.g. X =PEEK(COLR) ) Divide X

by sixteen, throw away the fraction using

Y =INT(X), then find the luminance (aexp #3) with

L =X-16*Y. Now you can set the color by basic with

SETCOLOR COLR-708,Y,L or you can just store

the numbers so you can meditate on them at a later

date.

Here are some more memory locations you

should look into:

656: Cursor row

657 & 658: Cursor column

53279: Monitors the Console keys (OPTION,
SELECT, START) Different bits of the binary

equivalent number indicate which one is being

pressed. Bit 2 ■ Option; bit 1 - Select; bit

0 = Start

The appendix says to POKE 53279,0 before

reading.

53775: If bit 2 = 0 then the last key is still being pressed.

EXPERIMENT!

Have fun with these memory locations you hackers!

You beginners - step right up and add several new

functions to your repertoire!

I want to leave you one more thing to try

-POKE 755,6. It's weird! (You can get it back to

normal with POKE 755,2 or by pressing RESET. Q

Atari

] Owners
who need support

Send for your FREE Mosaic Electronics

software catalog today. Includes games,

educational programs, utilities and more.

I have an Atari 400. Atari 800

Please send me your:

□ 8K to 16K RAM expansion kit ($79.00)

(My check is enclosed)

□ Software Catalog

Send to:

mosaic
ELECTRONICS

P.O. Box 748 (CC) Oregon Cily. Oregon 97045
me Electronics is in no way affiliated with Alar

in
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Pokin' Around 
Charles Brannon 
Perhaps one of the most useful commands in BASIC 
is POKE. Why? Because POKE allows you to do 
some things that cannot be done as easily in BASIC . 
I recall the earlier days of the PET, where every time 
a nifty memory location was discovered, it was 
published with glee -- indeed, they were real " tid
bits". Nowadays, however, there are several very 
good memory maps that document the inner work
ings of the PET quite well. 

In the Atari Basic Reference Manual, there is 
an append ix entitled " Memory Locations" (Appen
dix I). Although it is not a true memory map, since 
it is incomplete, it does list some very interesting 
locations. 

During the execution of a program , the cursor 
does not disappear. Rather, it moves with the print 
statements and sometimes is left behind, cluttering 
up the screen with little white squares. Fortunately, 
the visibility of the cursor can be zeroed out with a 
simple statement: POKE 752,1. To restore the cur
sor, press the BREAK key or POKE 752,0. The 
well-known problem of the non-standard behavior of 
the Atari ' s GET statement has led to the discovery of 
memory location 764. Here is stored the code 
representing the last key pressed. This is not in 
ATASCII, but is a code used in the scanning of the 
keyboard. If no key has been pressed, a value of 255 
will be found here. I fi rst found this technique right 
here in COMPUTE. In "Adding a Voice Track to 
Atari Programs" , the author instructed to use a 
subroutine like this to check if a key has been press
ed: 

lincno IF PEEK (764) = 255 THEN lineno (same lincno) 
lineno POKE 764,255, RETURN 

The first statement waits for a key to be pressed; the 
second discards that keypress by making BASIC 
think no key was pressed so that the keystroke would 
not be printed accidentally . 

An example of how POKEing can be easier to 
use than a BASIC equivalent is to directly control 
the fi ve color registers. After all , they too are only 
mere memory locations. Locat ions 708-712 corres
pond to SETCOLOR color registers 0-4. Using the 
notation SETCOLOR aexp,aexp,aexp where aexp is an 
anthmetIcal expression that will evaluate into a 
num~er , the first numb,er is from 0-4, so use the ap
propnate memory locat ion. Then multiply aexp 
number two by 16 and add the third number to it. 
ThIS gives you an integer in the range 0-255. Now 
Just enter POKE COLR, NUMBER where COLR 
IS the memory locat ion of the color register and 
NUMBER IS that number you obtained. Figurin 
out what color IS already being displayed is done 1n 

the reverse fashion . Get the content s of the color 
register with PEEK(COLR) , and ass ign it to some 
variable, say X . (e.g . X ~ PEEK(COLR ) ) Divide X 
by sixteen, throwaway the fraction using 
Y ~ INT(X), then find the luminance (aexp #3) with 
L ~ X- 16'Y. Now you can set the colo r by basic with 
SETCOLOR COLR-708 ,Y,L or you can just store 
the numbers so you can meditate on them at a later 

date . 
Here arc some morc memory locations you 

should look into : 
656: Cursor row 
657 & 658: Cursor column 
53279: Monitors the Console keys (OPT ION , 

SELECT, START) Different bits of the binary 
equivalent number indicate which one is being 
pressed. Bit 2 ::: Option; bit 1 ::: Sclcctj bit 
0 ::: Start 
The appendix says to POKE 532 79 ,0 before 
reading. 

53775: If bit 2 == 0 then the last key is still being pressed. 

EXPERIMENT! 
Have fun with these memory locations you hackers! 
You begin ners -- step right up and add several new 
functions to your repertoire! 

I want to leave you one more thing to try 
--POKE 755 ,6 . It ' s weird! (You can get it back to 

norm al with POKE 755,2 or by pressing RESET. © 

Please send me you r: 

o 8K to t6K RAM expansion kit ($79.001 
l My check is enclosed) 

o Software Catalog 

_____ STATE ____ ''" ___ _ 

~mOsAlc 
ELECTRONICS 

P.O. Box 748 (CC) Oregon Ci ty, Oregon 97045 
1.10$'"':; EIft(;/lOnlCS 's In no way 1I1/'/'il tcd w,lh Ala" 
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UersaUJare for your ATARI®
MIND BOGGLERS-I

THREE THOUGHT PROVOKING MIND BOGGLERS for your atari* 400 or atari-soo

CAPTURE

A strategy game in which you and your

computer fight for control of the board.

Based on the popular game Othello™. A

challenge at any level of play. Features

computer vs. player, player vs. player or

computer vs. computer.

MYSTERY BOX
Shoot rays into the mystery box to find the

hidden atoms. Increase the number of

atoms to increase the difficulty but don't

hide too many or your mind may be

permanently boggled.

SIMON SAYS
A memory teaser in which you must repeat

the computer's pattern. The game adapts

to the players skill level, as you get better

the game gets harder.

ALL THREE GAMES FOR ONLY

$15.95 CASSETTE OR $19.95 DISK.*

"Requires 16K cassette or 24K disk.

Check your local dealer or order

direct.

Dealer inquiries invited.

MIND BOGGLERSI

□ Cassette $15.95
□ Disk $19.95

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

California residents add 6% sales tax

Uerss Computing, inc 887 Conestoga Circle • Newbury Park. CA 91320 (805) 498-1956

ATARI1*1 is a registered trademark ot Atari Inc.

OTHEUO"" is a trademark of CBS, Inc.
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MIND BOGGLERS-I 
THREE THOUGHT PROVOKING MIND BOGGLERS FOR YOUR AlAI/I '" 400 OR AIARI '" 800 

CAPTURE 
A strategy game in which you and your 
computer fight for control of the board. 
Based on the popular game Othello'". A 
challenge at any level of play. Features 
computer vs. player, player vs. player or 
computer vs. computer. 

MYSTERY BOX 
Shoot rays into the mystery box to find the 
hidden atoms. Increase the number of 
atoms to increase the difficulty but don't 
hide too many or your mind may be 
permanently boggled. 

SIMON SAYS 

ALL THREE GAMES FOR ONLY 
$15.95 CASSETTE OR $19.95 DISK: 
"Requires 16K cassette or 24K disk. 

Check your local dealer or order 
direct. 

Dealer inquiries invited. 

A memory teaser in which you must repeat 
the computer's pattern. The game adapts 
to the players skill level. as you get better 
the game gets harder. 

MIND BOGGLERS-I 
o Cassette 515.95 
o Disk 519.95 

NAME 

.ADDRESS 

CiTY STAlE ~PCODE 

Callfomla residents odd 6"- soles 1m: 

(~l Versa C[Jrnpu1 ing. ~nL:. 887 Conestoga Circ le . Newbury Pork. CA 91320 (805) 498-1956 

ATARI® is 0 registered trodemcrk of Atori Inc. 
OTHELlO ' ~ is a trodemOIk of CBS, Inc. 
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Winning Star

Raiders

William L Colsher

Star Raiders...as a Ferrari is to a Ford so is Star

Raiders to any other computer game yet introduced.

Burned into 8K of imperishable ROM (there are

rumors of an unreleased 16K version), using all of

the Atari computer's audio/visual capabilities, Star

Raiders has revolutionized our ideas of what a per

sonal computer can be made to do.

But Star Raiders is not a simple game. Taking

all the best from Atari's arcade and TV game ex

perience and adding the complexities that a full

blown computer makes possible Star Raiders is

endlessly challenging. The twelve lavishly illustrated

pages of the instruction manual are adequate for the

new user but it soon becomes apparent that advice

from an experienced player would be of incalculable

aid.

Of course, the most important source oi infor

mation is the manual supplied with the game. You

must know how to shoot and manuver, what the best

speed of your ship is, etc. For the remainder of this

article I will assume that you have at least those

minimal skills.

In the section titled "VII. RATING" is a for

mula which is used to establish you rating at the end

of a game. (It is given in Figure 1 here.) You can see

that the two most important factors in your score are

1) finishing the game (i.e. getting all the Zylons) and

2) doing it with a minimum of energy expenditure.

Time is surprisingly unimportant. Since it is divided

by 100 it will rarely cost you more than 5 to 7 points

at the Pilot level. (I'll use Pilot as an average level.)

There are a number of techniques for reducing

energy usage. The most important one for the begin

ner is: DON'T FIRE 'TIL YOU SEE THE

SUCKERS ON THEIR TENTACLES! When I

first played Star Raiders I often wasted hundreds of

energy units on a single Zylon. It costs 10 units

every time you fire; make every shot count.

Chasing the lousy zwilnicks* around a sector is

another good way to waste energy. Quite often the

Zylons will come to you! You can save literally

thousands of energy units in the course of a game by

lying craftily in wait. A corollary of this rule is

"Never Fight on the Run". As soon as your attack

computer indicates a range of about 120 stop and

wait - they'll come to you.

(Remember that your best speed is 6 on the

controls.)

With a little practice you will find that it is

possible to avoid most of the shots fired by the Zylon

dogs. This is made easier if you are dead in space,

letting the Zylons do the running around. Simply by

keeping your eyes open and steering around the shots

you'll find that you'll only take 3 or 4 hits during the

course of a Pilot level mission. When you realize that

each hit on your shields costs 100 units this little bit

of strategy begins to make a lot of sense.

In all but the novice level, Zylon fire is capable

of doing considerable damage to your ship. For

tunately, unless you lose your shields they can't

destroy you. But they can make the game hard to

play. The only things that you actually need to fight

the zylons are your shields and your photons.

Everything else just makes the game easier. For ex

ample, you will rarely need your Sector Scan; if it is

destroyed there is no need to return to a starbase to

get it fixed. Your engines are necessary only if

you've found a need to chase the Zylons. If they've

been coming to you (and it seems to vary from game

to game) engines just waste energy. If you lose your

Sub-Space Radio it should be repaired as soon as

possible but don't break off a battle if it goes. Finish

up and then go get it fixed. (If you can, make short

jumps into Zylon infested sectors on your way to a

Starbase; you might as well make good use of the

trip.)

If your computer goes you have something of a

problem. It is possible to carry on your mission

without it but... You won't be able to tell how far

away the Zylons in your sector are. It will be difficult

to steer in Hyperwarp since the cross-hairs on your

display will be gone. If you are engaged with the

enemy continue the battle. Then try to find your way

to a starbase. (It is considered very poor form to draw

the cross-hairs on your monitor screen.)

Your hyperwarp can be your worst enemy in

terms of energy usage. If you refer to section "V.

ENERGY USAGE" you will find a table (repro

duced in part in Figure 2) which gives the cost of

hyperwarp jumps in energy units. You can see from

the table that a jump of 5 sectors costs 500 units. A

jump of 4 sectors and then 1 sector will cost only 360

units. A rule should be obvious: "NEVER JUMP

MORE THAN 4 SECTORS AT A TIME". You

should be aware that there are "dead zones" in

some sectors that will considerably reduce the cost of

a jump. Keep an eye out for them but don't spend a

lot of time looking either.

There are a number of what might be called

"finesse" methods of saving energy in addition to

the obvious ones listed above. For example, it re

quires about 10 seconds to refuel/repair at a starbase.

If you turn off your screens and computer when you

reach a base sector you'll save at least 25 units of

energy. (Of course, there is the danger of ramming

an asteroid, but that chance is quite small.) General

ly, turning off your screens when they're not needed

is a pretty good idea. At 2 energy units per second

you can save quite a lot over the course of a game.
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Winning Star 
Raiders 
William L. Colsher 
Star Raiders ... as a Ferrari is to a Ford so is Star 
Raiders to any other computer game yet introduced . 
Burned into 8K of imperishable ROM (there are 
rumors of an unreleased 16K version), using all of 
the Atari computer's audio/visual capabilities, Star 
Raiders has revolutionized our ideas of what a per
sonal co mputer can be made to do. 

But Star Raiders is not a simple game . Taking 
all the best from Atari 's arcade and TV game ex
perience and adding the complexities that a full
blown compu ter ma kes possible Star Raiders is 
endlessly challenging . The twelve lavishl y illustrated 
pages of the instruction manual are adequate for the 
new user but it soon becomes apparent that advice 
from an experienced player would be of incalculable 
aid. 

Of course , the most important so urce of infor
mation is the man ual suppl ied with the game. You 
must know how to shoot and manuver, what the best 
speed of your sh ip is , etc. For th e remainder of th is 
article I will assume that you have at least those 
minimal ski ll s . 

In th e section titl ed " VI I. RATING " is a for
mula which is used to establish you rating at the end 
of a game. (It is given in Figure I here.) You can see 
th at the two most important factors in you r score arc 
I) fini shing the game (i.e. getting all the Zylons) and 
2) doing it with a minimum of energy expenditure. 
Time is surprisingly unimportant. Since it is divided 
by 100 it will rarely cost you more than 5 to 7 points 
at the Pilot level. ( I' ll use Pilot as an average leveL) 

There arc a number o f techniques for redu cing 
energy usage. The most importa nt one for the begin
ner is: DON'T FIRE 'TIL YOU SEE THE 
SUCKERS ON THEIR TENTACLES! When I 
first played Star Raide rs I often wasted hundreds of 
energy uni ts on a single Zylon. It costs 10 units 
every time you fire; make every shm count. 

Chasing the lo usy zwilnicks· around a sector is 
a nother good way to waste energy. Quite o ft en the 
Zylons will come to you! You can save lit erall y 
thou sa nds of energy units in th e course of a game by 
lyin g craftil y in wait. A coroll ary of this rul e is 
"Never Fight on the Run " . As soon as your attack 
com puter ind icates a range of about 120 stop and 
wait - they' ll co me to yo u. 
( Remember that your best speed is 6 on th e 
co ntrols.) 

With a little practice yo u wi ll find that it is 
poss ibl e to avo id most of th e shots fired by the Zylon 
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dogs. This is made easier if you are dead in space, 
letting the Zylons do the running around . Simply by 
keeping your eyes open and steering around the shots 
you' ll find that you' ll on ly take 3 or 4 hits during the 
course of a Pilot level mission . When you realize that 
each hit on your shields costs 100 unit s thi s little bit 
of st rategy begins to make a lot of sense. 

In all but the novice level, Zylon fi re is capable 
of doing considerable damage to your ship. For
tunately, un less you lose your shields they can 't 
destroy you. But they can make the game hard to 
play. T he only things that you actually need to fight 
the zylons are your sh ields and your photons. 
Everything else just makes the game easier. For ex
ample, you will rarely need your Sector Scan ; if it is 
dest royed there is no need to return to a sla rbase to 

get it fix ed. Your engines are necessary only if 
you 've found a need to chase th e Zylons. If they've 
been coming to you (and it seems to vary from game 
to game) engines just waste energy . If you lose your 
Sub-Space Radio it should be repaired as soon as 
possible but don ' t break ofT a battle if it goes . Finish 
up and then go get it fi xed. (If you can , ma ke short 
jumps into Zylon infested sectors on your way to a 
Starbase; you might as well make good use of th e 
tr ip.) 

If your compu ter goes you have someth ing of a 
problem. It is possible to carryon your mi ss ion 
without it but. .. You won ' t be able to tell how far 
away the Zylons in your sector a re. It will be difficult 
to steer in H yperwarp s ince the cross- hairs on your 
display wi ll be gone. If you a re engaged with the 
enemy continue the battle. The1l try to fi nd your way 
to a starbase. (It is considered very poor fo rm to draw 
the cross- hairs on your mo nitor screen .) 

Yo ur hyperwarp can be your worst enemy in 
terms of energy usage. Ir you refer to section " V. 
ENERGY USAGE" you will find a table (repro
duced in part in Figure 2) which gives the cost of 
hyperwarp jumps in energy un its. You can see from 
the table that a jump of 5 sectors cost s 500 units. A 
jump of 4 sectors and then I sector will cost only 360 
units. A rule should be obvious: " NEVER JUMP 
MORE THAN 4 SECTORS AT A TIME". You 
should be aware that th ere are " dead zones" in 
so me sectors that will considerably reduce the cost o f 
a j ump . Kee p a n eye out for th em but don' t spe nd a 
lot of time lookin g e ither. 

There are a number of what might be called 
l' finesse" method s of sav ing energy in addi tion to 
th e obvio ll s o nes listed above. Fo r example, it re
quires about 10 seco nds to refucl lrepair at a starbase. 
If you turn o ff your screens and computer when you 
reach a base sector you'll save at least 25 unit s of 
energy. (Of course, there is the dan ge r of ramming 
an asteroid , but th at chan ce is quite small. ) General 
ly, turning off your screens when they 're not needed 
is a pretty good idea. At 2 energy units per second 
you can save quit e a lot over the course o f a game. 
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Another trick to save a little energy is to use the

P(ause) control when you're looking over the galactic

chart. That way you can take your time in planning

your course without losing any game time or energy.

Once you've played a few games of Star Raiders

a number of facts about the Zylon strategy become

evident. First, they all move in the same direction.

Second, after a game has been in progress, they tend

to bunch up around a starbase. As soon as that starts

to happen you've got 'em. Since they are bunched

up you'll only use a little energy in getting from one

infested sector to the next. That means a better score

for you (but be careful you don't lose a starbase in

the process!).

Another point in the Zylon strategy that is men

tioned in the manual but often overlooked is that the

Zylons move only when the clock ticks 00 and 50. If

you notice the clock getting close to one of those

numbers wait the few seconds before jumping. You

may jump to an empty sector (the Zylons having

moved while you were in hyperwarp) and waste

energy or you may find a jump better than the one

you had planned after the enemy has made it's

jumps.

Of course, the best way to score on the Zylons is

to practice. Don't drop out of a game if things are

going poorly. Chances are you'll learn a lot more by

fighting your way out of a spot than by quitting. You

may get a low rating but remember: it's only a game.

(In case you've been wondering, my highest score

has been Commander, Class 2.)

Figure 1

RATING =6(# ENEMY DESTROYED) - ENERGY USED/100

- LENGTH OF TIME/100 - 18(# STARBASES DESTROYED

BY ENEMY) - 3 (# STARBASES DESTROYED BY YOU) + M

VALUES FOR M:

MISSION MISSION MISSION STARSHIP

LEVEL COMPLETED ABORTED DESTROYED

Novice M = 80 M = 60 M = -40

Pilot M=7fj M -60 M= -50

Warrior M =60 M -50 M = -40

Commander M = 111 M = 100 M = -90

RATING MISSION

SCORE

Rookie 48-79

Novice 80-111

Ensign 112-143

Pilot 144-175

Ace 176-191

Lieutenant 192-207

Warrior 208-223

Captain 224-239

Commander 240-271

Star Commander 272-303

Figure
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Program Note:

Wynn Smith, of MOSAIC Electronics, sent in this "self-

explanatory" program. RCL

1 REM MOSAIC ELECTRONICS

2 REM WYNN SMITH

Lines 10-22: Display information for the user

to read while waiting for the next di splay.

10 GR.0

12 PRINT "NOTICE THE FOLLOWING"

14 PRINT "1... USER DEFINED CHARACTERS"

UPPER & LOWER CASE CHARACTERS"

3 GRAPHIC MODES SIMULTANEOUSLY"

Subroutine line numbers

Creates logo characters

16 PRINT "2..

18 PRINT "3..

Lines 25 - 27

2 5 MOVE =500

27 CREATE = 600

Lines 30-50: Move uppercase character

descriptions to RAM

30 CHADR = 57600

40 NNEWADR = 8448

45 COUNT = 255

5 0 GOSUB MOVE

Lines 60-80: Move lowercase

60 CHADR = 58112

70 NNEWADR = 8192

75 COUNT = 255

80 GOSUB MOVE

Lines 84-90: Move numbers

84 CHADR ■ 57504

86 NNEWADR = 83 8 4

8 8 COUNT - 39

90 GOSUB MOVE

Lines 100-120

100 Al - 8664

110 A2 = 8695

120 GOSUB CREATE

Lines 130-150: Creates a space character

130 Al = 8192

140 A2 = 8199

150 GOSUB CREATE

Lines 160-190: Data for logo characters

160 DATA 63,7,3,49,56,60,60,0

170 DATA 248,192,128,24,56,120,120,0

180 DATA 255,255,255,238,231,227,227,0

190 DATA 0,224,248,124,30,142,142,0

Line 200: Data for space character

200 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

Line 210: Graphics 2+16

210 GRAPHICS 18:SETCOLOR 1, 4,8:SETCOLOR4,13,0:

SETCOLOR 0,8,8:SETCOLOR2,13,0

Lines 220-230: Change display list

220 LOC = PEEK(560) + PEEK(561)*256

230 POKE LOC+6,6: POKE LOC+7,3

Line 240: Point character generator to RAM
240 POKE 756,32

Lines 250-300: Print text

250 ?#6;" OSAIC"

260 ?#6;"%,%#42/.)#3n
270 ?#6;"PO BOX ;8< OREGON CITY OR =;089"

280 ?#6 ?#6:?#6

290 ?#6;"[ ] U3%2 D%&"

300 ?#6;?#6; "UPPER !.$ ,/7%2#!3%"

Lines 500-530: Move ROM into RAM

500 FOR OFFSET = 0 TO COUNT

510 POKE NNEWADR + OFFSET, PEEK (CHADR + OFFSET)
520 NEXT OFFSET

530 RETURN

Lines 600-640: Create new characters
600 FOR ADDR - Al TO A2

610 READ BITPAD

620 POKE ADDR, BITPAD

630 NEXT ADDR

640 RETURN rf=?
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Another tr ick to save a littl e energy is to use the 
P(ause) cont rol when you' re looking over the galactic 
chart. That way you can take your time in planning 
your course without los in g any game time or energy. 

Once you've played a few games of Star Raide rs 
a number of fac ts abou t the Zylon strategy become 
evident. First, they all move in the same direction . 
Second, after a game has been in progress, they tend 
to bunch up around a starbase. As soon as that starts 
10 happen you've got 'em. Since they are bu nched 
up you ' ll onl y use a little energy in getting from one 
infested sector to the next. That means a be tter score 
for you (but be careful you don ' t lose a starbase in 
the process! ). 

Another point in th e Zylon strategy that is men 
tioned in the manual but often overlooked is that the 
Zylons move only when the clock ticks 00 and 50. If 
you noti,e the clock gett ing close 10 one of those 
numbers wa it th e few seconds before jumping. You 
may jump 10 an empty sector (the Zylons having 
moved while you were in hyperwarp) and waste 
energy or you may find a j ump better than the one 
you had planned aft er the enemy has made itJs 
Jumps. 

Of co urse J the best way to score on the Zylons is 
to pract ice. Don 't drop out of a game if things are 
going poo rl y. Cha nces are yo u ' ll learn a lot more by 
fighting your way out of a spot than by quitting. You 
may get a low rating but remember: it 's only a game. 

(In case you 've been wondering, my highest score 
has been Commander , Class 2.) 

Figure 1 

RATI NG -6(# ENEMY DESTROYED) - ENERGY USEDIIOO 
. LENGTH OF TIME/I OO· 18(# STARllASES DESTROYED 

BY ENEMY) - 3 (# STARllASES DESTROYED BY YOU) + M 
VALUES FOR M: 
MISSION MISSION MISSION STARSHIP 
LEVEL C OMPLETED ABORTED DESTROYED 
NO\· icc M = 80 
Pilot M . 76 
\Varrior M - 60 
COm nl;Jllclt.:r M - 111 

RATING MISSION 
SCORE 

Rookie '18-79 
Novice 80-t I I 
Ensign I t 2-t 43 
Pilot IH-1 75 
Ace 176-t91 
Lieutenant 192-207 
\Varrior 208-223 
Captain 22'~-239 
COll1 l11;J llder 210-27 I 
Slar COlll lllilndc.:r 272-303 

M = 60 
M = 60 
M - 50 
M . IOO 
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Program Note: 
I1jnn Smith, of MOSA I C Electronics, sent ill this "selj
expla11atory " program. R CL 

1 REM MOSAIC ELECTRONICS 
2 REH WYNN S~lITH 

Lines 10-22 : Di splay info rmation for the user 
to read while waiting for the next di splay . 

1 0 GR _0 
1 2 PRINT "NOTICE THE FOLLo\HNG " 
14 PRINT "1 __ . USER DEFINED CHARACTERS" 
1 6 PRINT "2_ . . UPPER & LONER CASE CHARACTERS " 
1 8 PRINT "3 __ . 3 GRAPHIC ~10DES SIMULTANEOUSLY " 
Lines 25 - 27 : Subroutine l ine numbers 
25 MOVE = 500 
27 CREATE = 600 
Lines 30-50: Move uppercase character 
descriptions to RAM 

30 CHADR = 57600 
40 NNEWADR = 8448 
45 COUNT = 255 
50 GOSUB ~10VE 
Lines 60 - 80 : Move l owercase 
60 CHADR = 581 12 
70 NNENADR = 81 92 
75 COUNT = 255 
80 GOSUB MOVE 
Lines 84-90 : Move numbers 
84 CHADR = 57504 
86 NNEWADR = 8384 
88 COUNT = 39 
90 GOSUB MOVE 
Lines 100- 120: Creates logo characters 
100 A1 = 8664 
110 A2 = 8695 
1 20 GOSUB CREATE 
Lines 130 - 150 : Creates a space character 
130 A1 = 8192 
140 A2 = 8199 
150 GOSUB CREATE 
Lines 160-190: Data for logo characters 
160 DATA 63 , 7,3 , 49 , 56 , 60 , 60 , 0 
170 DATA 248, 1 92 , 128,24 , 56 ,120,1 20 , 0 
180 DATA 255 , 255,255 , 238,231,227,227,0 
190 DATA 0 , 224 , 248 ,1 24 , 30 ,1 42 , 142 , 0 
Line 200 : Data for space character 
200 DA TA 0 , 0 , 0,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 
Line 210: Graphics 2 + 16 
210 GRAPHICS 18 : SETCOLOR 1,4 , 8 : SETCOLOR~ , 1 3 , 0 : 

SETCOLOR 0 , 8 , 8 : SETCOLOR2 , 13 , 0 
Lines 220 - 230 : Change display li st 
220 LOC = PEEK(560) + PEEK(561)*256 
230 POKE LOC+6 , 6: POKE LOC+7,3 
Line 240: Point character generator to RAM 
240 POKE 756 , 32 
Lines 250 - 300 : Print text 
250 ?#6;" OSAIC " 
260 ?~6;" % , % ~42/ . )#3 " 
270 ?i6 ;" PO BOX ; 8< OREGON CITY OR = ; 089" 
28 0 ?;6 : ?#6 :? #6 
290 ?#6;"[] U3 %2D%&" 
300 ?#6;?#6; "UPPER !. S , / 7%2 # !3%" 
Lines 500 - 530 : Move ROM into RAM 
500 FOR OFFSET = 0 TO COUNT 
510 POKE NN~;ADR + OFFSET , PEEK (CHADR + OFFSET) 
520 NEXT OFFS ET 
530 RETURN 
Lines 600-640 : Create new characters 
600 FOR ADDR = A1 TO A2 
61 0 READ BITPAD 
620 POKE ADDR , BITPAD 
630 NEXT ADDR 
64 0 RETURN 
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Coded Data

For OSI1P

Charles Stewart

I have had my OSIIP for several months now and

have a number of word game programs including a

version of Hangman which I utilize for my children's

spelling words. The OSI has a nice feature of listing

on the screen the program as it loads from cassette.

This is fine for checking proper program loading and

recorder levels etc., but at times a method of hiding

information would be useful particularly in word

games where you don't want the player to have ac

cess to the word list.

In search of a solution to this problem I have

written a program which hides the information in

DATA statements in ASCII code and writes DATA

statements so that a file of words can be generated

and inputed to the host program such as Hangman.

The program to convert raw data to ASCII follows:

3 REMSET G$ TO DATA DIM VAR AS LARGE

AS MEMORY PERMITTS

5 G$ = "DATA":X = l:DIMA$(50),X(50),Y(50):

7 INPUT"DATA LINE TO START";DA

8 INPUT"INCREMENT BY";IN

10 REM TO END TYPE '*' TO QUESTION

'WORD TO HIDE'

20 INPUT'WORD TO HIDE";A$(X):IFA$(X) =

"•"THEN50

40 X=X + l:GOTO20

50 PRINT"SAVE CODED WORDS":INPUT

"RECORDER READY";B$:SAVE

85 FORX = lTO10:PRINT:NEXT:X = 1

95 IFA$(X) = "*"THEN140

97 PRINTDA;G$;:FORW = 1TOLEN(A$(X)):

H$ = MID$(A$(X),W,1)

112 PRINTASC(H$);:NEXT

115 PRINT:DA =DA +IN-.X = X + 1:GOTO95

140PRINTDA + IN;G$;"-1":POKE517>0

150 STOP
Listing No. 1

How It works:

Line 5 G$ is set to 'DATA', var X set to 1, DIM

var to the number of words you want to hide, I used

50 in my example. Line 7 sets the starting point of

the generated data statements and should reflect free

line numbers preferably at the end of your host pro

gram, line 8 is the increment value. Line 10 ends the

input portion when a '*' is inputed to the question'

"Word to hide" and moves to the output section in

line 50. Line 40 increments x by 1 and starts the

loop over again.

Lines 50-85 place the computer in the save

mode, reset X to 1 and check for the end flag. Line

97 prints the line number selected in line 7 and

prints GS and the coded information, i.e. W is set to

the length of the coded word. H$ is set to the letter

in A$ for each increment of the for next loop. Line

112 prints the two letter ASCII code and returns for

the next letter in A$. Line 115 increments the DATA

statement by the number selected in line 8, X is in

cremented by 1 and loops to line 95 where end flag is

checked. When the fast word is coded the end flag is

set and line 140 is executed giving an end of DATA

flag for the decoding program.

The resulting data may be stored on tape and

inputed to your word game or any program you may

wish to hide data in. A file of ASCII data may be set

up allowing children's spelling words, etc. to be in

puted to the host program. The host program must

also contain the following decoder program.

300 DIMX(50):RESTORE:X = l:DIMA$(50):DIMJ

(50),R$(50),Y(50)

305 REM READ CODED WORDS CHECK FOR

END FLAG

310 READA$(X):IFAS(X) = "-l"THEN430

320 REM GET ASCII CODED DATA

330 FORJ = 1TOLEN(A$(X))STEP4:R$ = MID$(A$

(X)J,1) + MID$(A$(X)J+1,1)

350 REM CONVERT DATA TO RAW ASCII

360 R = VAL(B$):R$Q) =CHRS(R):NEXTJ

400 REM ADD $ TOGETHER TO RETEVE

WORD

410 A$(X) = R$(1) + R$(5) +R$(9) +R$(13) +R$(17)

+ R$(21) +(21) + R$(25) + R$(29) + R$(33)

411 A$(X) =A$(X) +R$(37) +RS(41) + RS(45)

413 FORY51TO50STEP4:R$(Y) = " ":NEXT

415 REM PRINT WORD LIST

417 PRINTA$(X)

420X = X + l:GOTO310

430 STOP

Listing No. 2

How it works:

Line 300 DIM VAR to the maximum number of in

puts required by the host program operation, restores

the data pointer and sets X to 1. The coded data is

read in line 310 and checked for end of data flag.

Line 330 retrieves the ASCII code for each letter, i.e.

sets B$ to the two character code representing one

letter (89 = the letter 'Y') for the length of the data

line. Line 300 converts the number code to the letter

and line 410 retrieves the hidden word. Line 413

erases R$, (utilized in 410) in preparation for the

next word. Line 417 prints the word list, shown here

for example only. Line 420 increments X and returns

to the beginning of the loop.

When the program is run, A$(x) is set to the

hidden words, there are various methods utilized in

games to randomly select the word used but with this
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Coded Data 
For 0511P 
Charles Stewart 
I have had my OSI I P for several months now a nd 
have a number of word game programs including a 
verSIOn of Hangman which I utilize for my children 's 
spelling words. The OSI h as a nice feature of listing 
on the screen the program as it loads from cassette. 
Thi s is fine for checkin g proper program loading and 
recorder l evels etc., but a t times a method of hiding 
mformatlon would be useful particularly in word 
games where you don ' t want the player to have ac· 
cess to the word list. 

In search of a solution to this problem I have 
wriuen a program wh ich hides the information in 
DATA statements in ASCII code and writes DATA 
statements so that a file of words can be generated 
and inputed to the host program such as Hangman . 
The program to convert raw data to ASCII follow s: 

3 R E MSET G$ TO DATA DIM VAR AS LARGE 
AS MEMORY PERMITTS 
5 GS ~ " DATA":X -1:DIMAS(50) ,X(50),Y(50): 
7 INPUT"DATA LI NE TO START";DA 
8 INPUT" INC REMENT BY"; IN 
10 REM TO END TYPE .. ' TO QUESTION 
' WORD TO HIDE' 
20 I NPUT"WORD TO HIDE";A$(X): IFA$(X)
"'''THEN50 
40 X -X + I :GOT020 
50 PRINT"SAVE CODED WORDS ": INPUT 
" RECORDER READY";B$ :SAVE 
85 FORX _ ITOIO:PRINT:NEXT:X ~ I 
95 IFAS(X) ~ " .. 'THEN 140 
97 PRINTDA;G$; :FORW - ITOLEN(A$(X»: 
H$ ~ MID$(A$(X) ,W, I) 
112 PRINTASC(HS);:NEXT 
11 5 PRINT:DA -DA +IN:X -X + l:GOT095 
140 PRINTDA + IN ;G $;"- I ": POKE517,O 
150 STOP 
Listing No. 1 

How It works: 
Line 5 G$ is set to 'DATA ', var X set to I , DIM 
var to the number of words you want to hide, I used 
50 in my example. Line 7 sets the starting point of 
the generated data statements and should reflect free 
line numbers preferably at the end of you r host pro
gram, line 8 is the increment value. Line 10 ends the 
input portion when a , .' is inputed to the question
" Word to hide" and moves to the output section in 
line 50. Line 40 increments x by I a nd start s the 
loop over again. 
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Lines 50-85 place the co mputer in the save 
mode, rese t X to I and check for the end fla g. Line 
97 prints the line number selected in li ne 7 and 
prints G$ and the coded inform ation , "i.e . W is set to 

the length of th e coded word. H $ is set to the lett er 
in AS for each increment of the for next loo p. L ine 
11 2 prints the two letter ASC II code and returns for 
the next let ter in A$. Line 11 5 increment s the DATA 
sta tement by the number select ed in line 8, X is in
cremented by 1 and loops to line 95 wh ere end fl ag is 
checked. When the last word is coded the end nag is 
set and line 140 is execut ed givin g an end of DATA 
fl ag for th e decoding program . 

The resultin g data may be stored on tape a nd 
in puted (0 your word game or any program you ma y 
wish to hide data in . A fil e of ASC II data may be set 
up allowin g children' s spellin g words, etc. to be in 
puted to the host program. The host program mu st 
also contai n the followin g decoder program. 

300 DlMX(50) :RESTORE:X ~ 1 :DIMA$(50):DlMJ 
(50), RS(50), Y(50) 
305 REM READ CODED WORDS C HECK FOR 
END FLAG 
3 10 READA$(X):IFA$(X) - " -I "TH EN430 
320 REM G ET ASC II CODED DATA 
330 FORJ ~ I TOLEN(A$(X»STEP4: B$ - MID$(A$ 
(X) J , I ) + MID$(A$(X)J + 1, 1) 
350 R EM CONVERT DATA TO RAW ASCII 
360 R - VAL(B$): R$U) ~ C HR$(R):NEXTJ 
400 REM ADD $ TOGETHER TO RETEVE 
WORD 
410 A$(X) -R$( I) + R$(5) +R$(9) +R$(13) +R$(17) 
+ R $(21) + (2 1) + R$(25) + R$(29) + R $(33) 

41 1 AS(X) ~ AS(X) + RS(37) + RS(41) + RS(45) 
413 FORY5 IT050STEP4:R$(Y) ~" ":N EXT 
415 REM PRINT WORD LIST 
417 PRI NTAS(X) 
420 X ~X + I :GOT03 10 
430 STOP 
Listing No.2 

How It works: 
Line 300 DIM V AR to the maximum number of in
puts required by the host program opera tion , restores 
the data pointer and sets X to I . T he coded data is 
read in line 310 and checked for end of data nag. 
Line 330 retrieves the ASC II code for each letter , i. e . 
sets B$ to the two character code representing onc 
le tler (89 - the leiter ' V' ) for the length of the data 
line. Line 300 converts the num ber code to the ICtlef 
and line 410 retrieves the hidden word . Line 41 3 
crases R$ , (utili zed in 410) in preparatio n for the 
next word. Line 4 17 prin ts the word li st, shown here 
for example only . Line 420 increments X a nd returns 
to the begi nning of the loo p. 

When the program is run , A$(x) is set to th e 
hidden words, there arc variou s methods utilized in 
games to randomly select the word used but with this 
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method you can just increment X by 1 each time the

user wants to play again thus eleminating the

possibility of the selection of the same word twice.

1000 DATA 67 79 77 80 85 84 69 3 2 73 73

1010 DATA 80 46 79 46 32 66 79 8 8 32 53 52 48 54

1020 DATA 71 82 69 69 78 83 66 7 9 82 79

1030 DATA 78 46 67 46 32 50 55 5 2 48 51

1050 DATA-1

Figure 1: Example of coded data statements generated by

listing No. 1

OK

RUN300

COMPUTE II

P.O. BOX 5406

GREENSBORO

N.C. 27403

BREAK IN 430

OK

Figure 2. Decoding of daia above by program listing 2 ©

O.S.I. Graphics

Character Set

W, Blame Garland

We have had our OSI Superboard II (with 8K

memory) for six months now, and with its help, my

sons and I are continuously discovering something

new in the world of 6502 Single Board Computing.

Aside from the terrific low cost, one of the main

reasons we chose the Superboard II was its extensive

graphics capabilities. However, in attempting to

demonstrate to friends all the possibilities of the

graphics character set, we were severely limited by

leafing through "The Challenger Character Graphics

Reference Manual". The table lists all 256

characters. We then tried in vain to explain to our

friends how they are called to video display.

Recently, we developed a short, BASIC

Demonstration Program which calls each character in

the CG-4 ROM to the screen consecutively. The

characters are identified by the numeric variable Y,

displayed with the typical POKE statement in line

110 and incremented on the screen with the FOR,

NEXT loop at lines 80 and 170. The remainder of

the program is essentially "window dressing".

Running the Demo Program lists each memory

location in decimal and each character in the CG-4

ROM Character generator. It also indicates the two

"spaces" in the set (locations 32 and 96) and the

beginning and ending of the upper and lower case

alphabet, numerals and punctuation which is the

standard ASCII character set (locations 33 and 123

respectively). You can change the speed for in

crementing characters on the screen by revising the

FOR, NEXT timing loop in line 150. With the loop

set at 1 to 500, the 256 character set can be displayed

in about three minutes. This must approach the

maximum attention span of any non-computer ad

dict! You may also want to revise the program by

deleting the ASCII characters and displaying only

the 165 graphics and gaming symbols or vice-versa.

Incidentally, in developing the program, we had

first tried calling the characters to the screen using

the PRINT CHR$ (X) function. For some reason

locations 10 and 13 would only print a blank space

on the screen. We would appreciate another

Challenger User's insight into the error of our ways.

To many readers, this program may seem

simplistic. But to those of us who possess little ex

perience and even less OSI documentation, it

represents yet one more major step toward mastering

the Superboard II and 6502 singleboard computing

through "experimentation"!

So the next time a friend wants to know more

about your micro-computer's graphics capabilities,

demonstrate to them - GRAPHICALLY!

Program Listing

OSI Graphics Characters

10 FOR X = 1 TO 29 : PRINT : NEXT

20 FOR X = 54119 TO 54215 : POKE X, 32 : NEXT

30 PRINT " OSI GRAPHICS CHARACTERS" : PRINT

40 PRINT " IN CG-4 CHARACTER" : PRINT

50 PRINT " GENERATOR ROM1' : PRINT: PRINT

60 FOR T = 1 TO 500 : NEXT

70 1=0

80 FOR Y = 1 TO 255

90 I = I + 1

100 PRINT TAB(2) I TAB{7) CHR$(45)

110 POKE 54095, Y

120 IF Y = 32 THEN PRINT TAB (12) "(SPACE)": PRINT:

PRINT TAB (12) "ASCII BEGINS"

140 IF Y =96 THEN PRINT TAB (12) "(SPACE)"

150 IF Y = 123 THEN PRINT TAB (12) "ASCII ENDS"

160 FOR T = 1 TO 500: NEXT

170 PRINT

180 NEXT Y £

190 END ^
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method you can just in crement X by 1 each time th e 
user wa nts to play aga in thu s elem inalin g the 
poss ibilit y of the select ion of the same word twice. 

1000 DATA 677977 80 85 84 69 3 2 73 73 
1010 DATA 80 46794632 66 79883253524854 
1020 DAT A 71 826969 788366 7 98279 
1030 DATA 78 46 67 46 32 50 555 2485 1 
1050 DATA-I 
Figure 1: Example of coded data stat ement s generated by 
li sting N o. I 

O K 
RUN 300 
COMPUTE II 
P. O. BO X 5406 
GR EENS BO RO 
N .C . 27403 
BREAK IN 430 
OK 
Figure 2. Decod ing o f' data above by program listing 2 © 

0.5.1. Graphics 
Character Set 
W Blaine Garland 
We have had our O S! Superboard II (w ith 8K 
memory) for six months now, and with its help , my 
sons and I are continuously discovering so mething 
new in the world of 6502 Single Board Computing. 

Aside from the terrific low cost, one of the main 
reasons we chose the Superboard II was it s extensive 
graphics capabilities . H owever, in att empting to 
demonstrate to friends all the possibili ties of the 
graphics character set , we were severely limited by 
leafi ng through " The C hallenger Character Graphics 
Reference Manual" . The table lists all 256 
characters. We then tried in vain to explain to our 
fri ends how they are call ed to video d isplay . 

COMPUTE! n 

Recentl y, we developed a short , BASIC 
Demonstration Program which call s each character in 
the CG-4 ROM to the screen consecutively. The 
characters are identified by the numeric variable Y , 
displayed with the typical POKE statement in line 
110 and incremented on the screen with the FOR, 
NEXT loop at lines 80 and 170. The remainder of 
the program is essentiall y' 'window dressing" . 

Running the D emo Program lists each memory 
location in decimal and each character in the CG-4 
ROM Character generator. It al so indicates the two 
"spaces" in the set (locations 32 and 96) and the 
beginning and ending of the upper and lower case 
alphabet , numerals and punctuation which is the 
standard ASC II character set (locations 33 and 123 
respectively). You can change the speed for in 
crementing characters on the screen by revising the 
FOR, NEXT timing loop in line 150. With the loop 
set at 1 to 500 , the 256 character set can be di splayed 
in about three minutes . This must approach the 
max imum attention span of any non-compu ter ad
dict' You may also want to revise the program by 
deletin g the ASCII characters and displaying only 
the 165 graphics and gamin g symbols or vice-versa. 

Incidentall y, in developing the program, we had 
first tried call ing the characters to the screen using 
the PRI NT C HRS (X) function. For some reason 
locations 10 and 13 would onl y print a blank space 
on the scree n. We would appreciate another 
Challenger User 's insight into the error of our ways . 

T o many readers, this program may seem 
simpli stic . But to those of us who possess little ex
perience and even less OS1 documentation, it 
represent s yet one more major step toward mastering 
the Superboard II and 6502 singleboard computing 
through "experimentat ion"! 

So the nex t time a fri end wants to know more 
about your micro-computer's graphics capabilities, 
demonstrate to them - GRAPHICALLY! 

Program L isting 
OSI Graphics Characters 
10 FO R X = I T O 29 : PRI NT : NEXT 
20 FO R X = 541 t9 TO 542 15 : PO KE X, 32: NEXT 
30 PRI NT " OS I GRAPHI CS C HARACTERS" : PR INT 
40 PRINT " tN CG-4 C HARACTE R" : PRI NT 
50 PRI NT " GENERAT O R ROM " : PRINT : PRINT 
60 FORT' TO 500 : NEXT 
70 I =0 
80 FO R Y tTO 255 
90 I = I + , 
100 PRI NT TA B(2) I T AIl(7) C I-IR ~ ( 45) 

110 POK E 54095, Y 
120 IF Y - 32 T H EN PRI NT T Ail ( 12) "(SPACE), ': PR INT : 

PRI NT T AB (12) " ASC II BEG INS" 
140 IF Y = 96 TH EN PRI NT T AB (12) "(SPACE),' 
t50 IF Y = 123 T H EN PRI NT TA B ( t2) " ASC II EN DS" 
t60 FO RT - I TO 500: NEXT 
170 PRI NT 
180 NEXT Y 
190 END 
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Atari

Joysticks on

the OSI C1P
Charles L Stanford
One of the great advantages of the Ohio Scientific

Challenger IP and Superboard II computers is the

easy yet effective graphics programming. The game

symbols in the Character Generator ROM, plus the

relatively simple 'POKE' programming of the screen

refresh memory, opens many possibilities for games

and other graphics simulations. The biggest disad

vantage is the need to play through the keyboard in

order to move the characters around the screen in a

Gunfight, Tank, or Spacewar game.

This article will provide both construction and

programming details plus a short keyboard input

tutorial for interfacing the Atari joysticks to the ClP.

In addition, almost every detail is identical for the

C2, C4, etc. This joystick was chosen for several

reasons, but primarily because Sears, Roebuck car

ries them at most retail stores for $9.99 each. They

are also quite reliable and provide an easily interfac

ed digital output rather than the analog signal of

most other such devices. The article will also include

a generalized program for using the joystick with

your own games, as well as the program patches

(modifications) needed to convert the Space Invader

game included on OSI's sample cassette SCX-102 to

joystick play.

The Polled Keyboard

First, a little background on the OSI 600 board's

polled keyboard. Unlike most other computer input

keyboards, it does not convert a key actuation direct

ly into the appropriate ASCII code in hardware.

Rather, an input-output port at the address SDFOO

(#57088), connected to an X-Y matrix keyboard,

allows key closures to be detected and translated in

software. (Note: In this article, binary numbers will

be prefixed '%', Hex numbers '$', and decimal

numbers '#'.) Each row of keys can be set 'On' or

'Off by poking a binary number to the port address.

For example, the instruction POKE 57099,127 ac

tually sets the port input latches to the binary

number %0111 1111. Thus rows 0 through 6 (star

ting with 0 on the right) are held at '1' and row 7 is

at '0'. The computer program, whether in the ROM

monitor or during a game in BASIC, then watches

the port. If the key '7' is pressed, the program will

see a % 1111 1101 at the port. Key ' 1' would provide

% 0111 1111. More than one key being pressed

simultaneously can also be detected. Pressing '1' and

'3' would return the code % 0101 1111. Each of these

binary numbers would, of course, be translated

automatically by the basic assembler into their

equivalents in Decimal. Keys '1' and '3' being press

ed at once would thus return a #95. The serious pro

grammer should either develop a facility in conver

ting numbers from binary to hex and decimal at will,

or keep a conversion chart handy. Refer to your

Graphics Reference Manual, Figure 3-2, for more

details on the 600 Board polled keyboard's physical

layout and electrical connections.

While you are programming the computer in

BASIC, or if a running program asks for an INPUT,

the monitor in ROM scans the keyboard constantly

until a key closure is detected. Then the row and col

umn are compared, and the appropriate ASCII code

is returned to BASIC and to program storage. You

can do the same thing in BASIC during a game by

following the instructions in the Graphics Reference

Manual for POKE'ing and PEEK'ing the keyboard

as described above. But even better, you can connect

a joystick directly to the keyboard matrix and

simulate keyboard input through the motion of a

control lever or pushbutton switch.

Keyboard Input Access Connections

Jack J4, located on the left front of the 600 Board,

includes connections to seven columns and to rows 1,

6, and 7. This gives access to twenty keys, which is

more than sufficient for even the most complicated

game setup. This jack takes a 12-pin standard Molex

connector, which can then be connected through a

cable to any other common multi-pin socket, or

directly to the game device. The ClP owner will pro

bably prefer a more sophisticated socket arrangement

attached to the outer case, while the Superboard II

requires only the Molex jack.

A connector series which has become increasing

ly popular in recent years, generally known as the

'D\ 'DB\ or RS-232 types, has been chosen by

Atari for their various interface plugs and sockets.

These connectors come in various configurations,

and can have 9, 15, 25, 37, or 50 pins. Atari uses

the DB9S on the Joysticks, and the DB9P on the

computer case. This connector series is designed,

however, so that a DB25P will accept two of the

DB9S's. Thus, I decided to use this connector for

this project to allow easy wiring and permit future

keyboard connections. These plugs are readily

available from mail order houses such as Jade,

Jameco, et al. Please note that 'plug' and 'socket'

are the opposite you might expect; the plug mounts

on the panel, and the socket is affixed to the cable

end.

It is relatively easy to mount a DB25P above the

keyboard. I chose a location on the upper vertical

surface (above and to the right of the RUBOUT

key), rather than on the rear panel. There is a cutout

on the rear panel for an RS-232 connector, but I ex

pect to use it for that purpose at some future time.

To install the connector, completely dismantle the

case, removing the board and carefully set it aside.
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Atari 
Joysticks on 
the 051 C1P 
Charles L Stanford 
One of the great advantages of the Ohio Scientific 
Challenger IP and Superboard II computers is the 
easy yet effective graphics programming. The game 
symbols in the Character Generator ROM, plus the 
relatively simple 'POKE' programming of the screen 
refresh memory, opens many possibilities for games 
and other graphics simulations . The biggest disad
vantage is the need to play through the keyboard in 
order to move the characters around the screen in a 
Gunfight, Tank, or Spacewar game. 

This article will provide both construction and 
programming details plus a short keyboard input 
tutorial for interfacing the Atari joyst icks to the CIP. 
In addit ion, almost every detail is identical for the 
C2, C4, etc. This joystick was chosen for several 
reaso ns, but primarily because Sears, Roebuck car
ries them at most retail stores for $9.99 each. They 
are also quite reliable and provide an easi ly interfac
ed digital output rather than the analog signal of 
most other such devices . The article will also include 
a generalized program for using the joys ti ck with 
your own games, as well as the program patches 
(modifications) needed to convert the Space Invader 
game included on OSI 's sample cassette SCX-102 to 
joystick play. 

The Polled Keyboard 
First , a little background on the OS I 600 board's 
polled keyboard . Unlike most other compu ter input 
keyboards, it does not convert a key actuation direct
ly into the appropriate ASCII code in hardware. 
Rather , an input-output port at the address SDFOO 
(#57088), connected to an X-Y matrix keyboard, 
allows key closures to be detected and translated in 
software. ( ote: In thi s article, binary numbers will 
be prefixed ' %', Hex numbers 'S' , and decimal 
numbers '# '.) Each row of keys ca n be set ' On' or 
'orr by poking a binary number to the port address. 
For example , the instruct ion POKE 57099, 127 ac
tu all y sets the port input latches to th e binary 
number % 0111 1111. Thus rows 0 through 6 (star
ting with 0 on the right) are held at ' 1' and row 7 is 
at '0'. The computer program, whether in the ROM 
monitor or during a game in BASIC , then watches 
the port. If the key' 7' is pressed, the program will 
see a % 1111 1101 at th e port. Key' l ' would provide 
%0 111 1111. More than one key being pressed 
simul taneously can also be detected. Pressing' l ' and 
' 3 ' wou ld return the code %0101 1111. Each of these 
binary numbers would , of course, be translated 
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automatically by the basic assembler into their 
equ ivalents in Decimal. Keys' l ' and '3' being press
ed at once wou ld thus return a #95. T he serious pro
grammer should either develop a facility in conver
ting numbers from binary to hex and decimal at will, 
or keep a conversion chart handy . Refer to your 
Graphics R eference Manual, Figure 3-2, for more 
deta ils on the 600 Board polled keyboard's physical 
layou t and electrical connections. 

While you are programming the computer in 
BAS IC, or if a running program asks fo r an INPUT, 
the monitor in ROM scans the keyboard constantly 
until a key closure is detected. Then the row and col
umn are compared, and the appropri ate ASCII code 
is returned to BASIC and to program storage . You 
can do the same th ing in BASIC durin g a game by 
following the instructions in the Graphics R eference 
Manual for POKE'ing and PEEK 'ing the keyboard 
as described above. But even better, you can connect 
a joystick directly to the keyboard matrix and 
simulate keyboa rd input through the motion of a 
control lever or pushbutton switch. 

Keyboard Input Access Connections 
Jack J4 , located on the left front of the 600 Board , 
includes connections to seven column s and to rows 1, 
6, and 7. Thi s g ives access to twenty keys, which is 
more than suffic ient for even the most co mplicated 
game setup. This jack takes a 12-pin standard Molex 
connector, which can then be connected through a 
cable to any other common multi-pin socket, or 
directl y to th e game device. The C 1 P owner will pro
bably prefer a more sophisticated socket arrangement 
attached to the outer case, while the Superboard II 
requires only the Molex jack. 

A connector series which has become increas ing
ly popular in recent years, ge nerally known as the 
' D ', ' DB' , or RS-2 32 types, has been chosen by 
Atari for their various interface plugs and socke ts. 
These connectors come in various configu rations, 
and can have 9, 15 , 25, 37, or 50 pin s . Atari uses 
the DB9S on the Joysticks, and th e DB9P on the 
computer case. This connector se ries is designed, 
however, so that a DB25P will accept two of the 
DB9S 's. Thus, I decided to use this connector for 
th is project to allow easy wiring and permit fU[ufc 

keyboard connections. These plugs are readily 
ava il able from ma il order houses such as Jade, 
Jameco, et al. Please note that 'plug' and 'socket ' 
a re the opposite yo u might expect; the plug moun ts 
on the panel, a nd the socket is affixed to the cable 
end . 

It is relat ively easy to mount a DB25P above the 
keyboard. I chose a location on th e upper vert ical 
surface (above and to the right of th e RUBOUT 
key), rather th an on (he rear panel. There is a cU(Qut 
on the rear panel for an RS-232 co nnector, but [ ex
pect to use it for that purpose at some future time. 
To install the connector, completely dismantle the 
case, removing the board and ca refull y set it aside. 



SOFTWARE FOR OS I
A JOURNAL FOR OSI USERS!!

The Aardvark Journal is a bimonthly tutorial for OSI

users. It features programs customized for OSI and

has run articles like these:

1) Using String Variables.

2) High Speed Basic On An OSI.

3} Hooking a Cheap Printer To An OSI.

4) An OSI Disk Primer.

5) A Word Processor For Disk Or Tape Machines.

6) Moving The Disk Directory Off Track 12.

Four back issues already available!

S9.00 per year {6 issues}

ADVENTURES

Adventures are interactive fantasies where you give the

computer plain English commands (i.e. take the sword,

took at the control panel.) as you explore alien cities,

space ships, ancient pyramids and sunken subs. Average

playing time is 30 to 40 hours in several sessions.

There is literally nothing else like them — except

being there yourself. We have six adventures available.

ESCAPE FROM MARS - Explore an ancient

Martian city while you prepare for your escape.

NUCLEAR SUBMARINE - Fast moving

excitement at the bottom of the sea.

PYRAMID — Our most advanced and most

challenging adventure. Takes place in our

own special ancient pyramid.

VAMPIRE CASTLE - A day in old Drac's

castle. But it's getting dark outside.

DEATH SHIP - It's a cruise ship - but it ain't

the Love Boat and survival is far from certain.

TREK ADVENTURE - Takes place on a

familiar starship. Almost as

good as being there.

$14.95 each

NEW SUPPORT ROMS FOR BASIC

IN ROM MACHINES

CIS - for the C1P only, this ROM adds full

screen edit functions {insert, deiete, change

characters in a basic line.), Software selectable

scroll windows, two instant screen clears (scroll

window only and full screen.}, software choice of

OSI or standard keyboard format, Bell support,

600 Baud cassette support, and a few other

features. It plugs in in place of the OSI ROM.

NOTE : this ROM also supports video conversions

for 24, 32, 48, or 64 characters per line. All that

and it sells for a mesly S39.95.

C1E/C2E for C1/C2/C4/C8 Basic in ROM ma
chines.

This ROM adds full screen editing, software

selectable scroll windows, keyboard correction

(software selectable), and contains both an

extended machine code monitor and a fix for

the string handling bug in OSI Basic!! It has

breakpoint utilities, machine code load and save,

block memory move and hex dump utilities, A
must for the machine code programmer replaces

OSI support ROM. Specify system! $59.95

STRING BUG FIX (replaces basic ROM chip
number 3)

All this chip does is to replace the third base

ROM and correct the errors that were put into
the ROM mask. $19.95

DATA SHEETS

OS65D LISTING

Commented with source code, 83 pages. S24 95

THE (REAL) FIRST BOOK OF OSI

65 packed pages on how OSI basic works. Our
best selling data sheet. S15.95

OSI BASIC IN ROM

Ed Carlson's book of how to program in basic.
Now available from Aardvark. S8.95

P.C. BOARDS

MEMORY BOARDS!! - for the C1P.- and they

contain parallel ports!

Aardvarks new memory board supports 8K

of 2114's and has provision for a PIA to give a

parallel ports! It sells as a bare board for S29.95.

When assembled, the board plugs into the expan

sion connector on the 600 board. Available now!

REAL SOUND FOR THE C1P - and it'scheap!

This bare board uses the Tl sound chip to give

real arcade type sound. The board goes together

in a couple of hours with about $20.00 in parts.

Bare board, plans, and sample program - $15.95

ARCADE AND VIDEO GAMES

ALIEN INVADERS with machine code moves -

for fast action. This is our best invaders yet. The

disk version is so fast that we had to add select

able speeds to make it playable.

Tape ■ S10.95 - Disk -S12.95

TIME TREK (8K) - real time Startrek action.

See your torpedoes move across the screen! Real

graphics - no more scrolling displays. S9.95

STARFIGHTER — a real time space war where
you face cruisers, battleships and fighters using a

variety of weapons. Your screen contains work
ing instrumentation and a real time display of the
alien ships. S6.95 in black and white ■ S7.95 in
color and sound.

SEAWOLFE - this one looks like it just stepped
out of the arcades. It features multiple torpedoes,
several target ships, floating mines and real time

time-to-go and score displays. - S6.95 in black
and white S7.95 in color and sound.

SCREEN EDITORS

These programs all allow the editing of basic

lines. All assume that you are using the standard

OSI video display and polled keyboard.

C1P CURSOR CONTROL - A program that uses

no RAM normally available to the system. (We

hid it in unused space on page 2). It provides

real backspace, insert, delete and replace func

tions and an optional instant screen clear.

S11.95

C2/4 CURSOR. This one uses 366 BYTES of

RAM to provide a full screen editor. Edit and

change lines on any part of the screen. [Basic in

ROM systems only.)

FOR DISK SYSTEMS - (65D, polled key

board and standard video only.)

SUPERDISK. Contains a basic text editor with

functions similar to the above programs and also

contains a renumberer, variable table maker,

search and new BEX EC* programs. The BEX EC*

provides a directory, create, delete, and change

utilities on one track and is worth having by

itself. - S24.95 on 5" disk - $26.95 on 8".

DISK UTILITIES

SUPER COPY - Single Disk Copier

This copy program makes multiple copies,

copies track zero, and copies all ihe tracks

that your memory can hold at one time —

up to 12 tracks at a pass. It's almost as fast
as dual disk copying. - $15.95

DISK CATALOGER

This utility reads the directory of your disks

and makes up an alphabetic list off all your
programs and what disks they are on. $14.95

MACHINE CODE RENUMBERER
(C2/4-MFonly)

Renumbers all or part of a program at machine
code speeds. - $15.95

This is only a partial listing of what we have to offer. We now offer over 100 programs, data sheets, ROMS, and boards
for OSI systems. Our S 1.00 catalog lists it all and contains free program listings and programming hints to boot.

Aardvark Technical Services • 1690 Bolton • Walled Lake, Ml 48088

(313)669-3110 or (313)624-6316

OSI SOFTWARE FOR 051 OSI 
A JOURNAL FOR OSI USERS!! ADVENTURES 

The Aardvark Journal is a bimonthly tutorial for OSI 
users. It features programs customized for OS I and 
has run articles like these: 

Adven tures are inreract ive fantasies where y ou give the 
compute r pl ain Engl ish comm ands (j.e. take the sword, 

look a t the control panel. ) as you ex p lo re al ien c it ies, 
space ships, anc ient pyramids and sunken su bs. Average 

playing time is 30 to 40 hours in seve ral sess ion s. 
There is lite rall y noth ing e lse like them - except 

being th ere yourse lf . We h ave six adve nrures available. 
1) Using String Variables. 

2) High Speed Basic On An 051. 

3) Hook ing a Cheap Printe r To An 051. 

4) An 051 Disk Primer. 

5) A Word Processor For Disk Or Tape Machines . 

6) Moving The Disk Directory Off Track 12. 

F ou r back issues al ready avai lable! 

59 .00 per year (6 issues) 

NEW SUPPORT ROMS FOR BASIC 
IN ROM MACHINES 

C1$ - lor the C1P only. this ROM adds full 
screen edi t functions (insen, delete, change 
characters in a basic line.l. Software selectable 
scroll windows , IWO instant screen clears (scroll 
window on ly and full screen.), software choice of 
0 5 1 or standard keyboard format, Bell support, 
600 Baud cassette support, and a few other 
featu res. It p lugs in in place of the OSI ROM. 
NOTE : this ROM also suppons video conversions 
for 24, 32, 48, or 64 characters per line. All that 
and it sells for a mesly 539 .95 . 
C1E /C2E for C1 / C2/C4/ C8 Basic in ROM mao 
chines. 
This ROM adds full screen ed i ting, sof tware 
selectable scroll windows, keyboard correction 
Isof\ware selectable), and con tains bo th an 
extended machine code monilor and a fix for 
the string hand ling bug in OSI Basic!! It has 
breakpoint utilities, machine code load and save 
block memory mOve and hex dump utili t ies. A 
must for the machine code programmer replaces 
OS I support ROM. Specify system! 559.95 
STRING BUG FIX (rep laces basic ROM chip 
number 3) 
A ll this chip does is to replace the third basic 
ROM and correct the errors that were put in to 
the ROM mask. $19 .95 

DATA SHEETS 
OS65D LISTING 
Commented w i th source code, 83 pages. 524.95 
THE (REAL) FIR ST BOOK OF OSI 
65 packed panes on how 051 bas ic works. Our 
best selling data sheet. 515 .95 
051 BASIC IN ROM 
Ed Carlson's book of how to program in basic . 
Now available from Aardvark. 58 .95 

P.C. BOARDS 

MEMORY BOARDSII - for the C1P. - and they 
contain parallel ports I 
Aardvarks new memory board suppor ts 8K 
of 21 14'$ and has provision for a PIA to give a 
p ara llel pOrts I It sells as a bare board for 529.95. 
When assembled, the board plugs into the expan
sion connector on the 600 board. Available now! 

REAL SOUND FOR THE C1P - and i t's cheap! 
T his bare board uses the T I sound chip to give 
rea l arcade type sound . T he board goes together 
in a couple of hours w i th about 520 .00 in parts. 
Bare board, plans, and sample program - 515 .95 

ARCADE AND VIDEO GAMES 

ALIEN INVADERS with machine code moves
for fast action . Th is is our beSt invaders yet. The 
disk version is so fast that we had to add select· 
able speeds to make i t p layable. 
Tape - 51 0.95 - Disk - $12 .95 

TIME TREK 18K) - real time Start rek action. 
Sec your torpedoes move across the screen l Rea l 
graphics - no more scroll ing displays. $9 .95 

STARFI GHTER - a real time space war where 
yO~ face cruisers, battleships and fighters using a 
varJety of weapons . Your screen contains work
ing instrumentation and a real [ ime d isplay of the 
alien ships. 56 .95 in black and white - 57.95 in 
color and sound. 

SEAWOlFE - this one looks l ike iI just stepped 
out of the arcades. It features multip le torpedoes 
s~vcral target ships, floating m ines and real tim~ 
tlme·to·go and score displays. - $6.95 in black 
and white S7 .95 in color and sound. 

ESCAPE FROM MARS - Explore an ancient 
Marti an city wh ile you prep are for your escape. 

NUCLEAR SUBMARINE - Fast moving 
excitement at the bottom of the sea. 

PY RAMI D - Our most advanced and most 
challenging adventure. Takes place in our 

own special ancient pyramid. 
VAMPIRE CASTLE - A day in old Drac's 

castle. Bu t it's getting dark outside. 
DEATH SHIP - It 's a cru ise ship - but it ain 't 
the Love Boat and survival is far from certa in. 

TREK ADVENTURE - Takes place on a 
fam ilia r starship. Almost as 

good as be ing there. 

$14.95 each 

SCREEN EDITORS 

T hese programs all allow the editing of basic 
lines. All assume that you are using the standard 
05 1 video display and polled keyboard . 
C1P CURSOR CONTROL - A program that uses 
no RAM normally available to the system. (We 
hid it i n un u sed space on page 2). I t provides 
real backspace. insert, delete and replace func
tions and an optional instant screen clear. 
511.95 
C2/ 4 CURSOR . T his one uses 366 BY T ES of 
RAM to provide a full screen editor. Edit and 
change lines on any part of the screen. (Basic in 
ROM systems only.) 
FOR DISK 5YSTEMS - (650, polled key · 
board and standard video only.) 
SUPERDISK . Contains a basic text editor with 
fu nctions similar to the above programs and also 
con tains a renumberer. variable table maker 
search and new BEXEC · programs. T he BEX EC': 
p rovides a directory, create, de le te, and change 
utili t ies on one track and is worth having by 
itself. - $24 .95 on 5" disk - S26.95 on 8" . 

DISK UTILITIES 

SUPER COpy - Sing le Disk Copier 
Th i ~ copy program makes multiple copies, 
copies track zero. and copies all the tracks 
that your memor'l can hold at one time _ 
up to 12 tracks at a pass. It 's almost as fast 
asdual disk copying. - 515.95 
DISK CATALOGER 
T his util ity reads the directory of your disks 
and makes up an alphabetic list off 0 11 your 
programs and what disks they are on. $14 .95 
MACHINE CODE RENUMBERER 
(C2/4·M F only) 
Renumbers all or part of a program at machine 
code speeds . - S 1 5.95 

1$ 1 Th is is only a partial l isting of what we have to offer. We now offer over 100 programs data sheets ROMS db d 
f 051 05100 ' " " ,an oars or systems. ur . catalog list s It all and contains free program listings and programming hints to boot , -OSI Aardvark Technical Services. 1690 Bolton. Walled Lake, MI 48088 

(313) 669-3110 or (313) 624-6316 OSI 
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Mark the outline of the connector, and make a

smooth, even cutout. I drilled several holes around

the inside of the pattern, connected them with a side-

cutter bit in an electric drill, and smoothed out the

edges with a fine file. Be sure to rest the case on a

soft surface such as an old towel, and center-punch

all holes to avoid slipping and scarring the case with

the drill bit. Remove all metal chips thoroughly to

avoid shorting the PC board or power supply. Insert

the connector, and drill the two mounting holes.

Figure 1

a) DB25P

13 7 1

o

oo

b) DB9S (ATARI)

1 5

o o o o o

O 00 O

c) C1P Jack J4
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R
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Pin

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

2J

22

23

24

25

DB25P

Connection

C4

C5

C6

C7

NC ( + 5V)

NC (C!)

NC (C2)

NC (C3)

C4

C5

C6

C7

NC (+ 5V)

C3

NC(R1)

R7

NC (gnd)

NC

NC

NC

NC

C3

NC(R1)

R6

NC (gnd)

Pin

IL

2L

3L

4L

5L

1R

2R

3R

4R

5R

6L

7L

8L

9L

6R

7R

8R

<)R

DB9S

Color

White

Blue

Green

Brown

NC

While

Blue

Green

Brown

NC

Orange

NC

Black

NC

Orange

NC

Black

NC

(L & R)

Connection

Up

Down

Left

Right

-

Up

Down

l.cft

Right

-

PB

-

Common

-

PB

-

Common

-

Next, connect color-coded wires of sufficient

length to each of the connector pins you plan to use.

Figure 1 shows the basic connections needed for both

the DB25 and keyboard jack J4. You can use either

a ten or twelve pin molex connector at J4, but be

sure to match-mark it so that the orientation is

always correct. You will note that the pins marked

'NC on Fig. 1 have another connection indicated in

parentheses. To save work later, I selected a variety

of useful signals and made the connections to the

DB25. At some future time, a ten-key inpul or other

useful device can be easily plugged in, using a DB15

of DB25 socket. I "borrowed the +5 volts from a

pad near J4 in case my future peripheral needs

power, but put a 100 ohm Vi watt resistor in series

to avoid damage in case of a short circuit.

I use surplus ribbon cable as a cheap source for

stranded color-coded wire. If you are adept at solder

ing, and have four hands, leave the ribbon cable in

tact. Otherwise, carefully separate the individual

wires, solder them into proper place, and wrap the

bundle every three inches. Double-check each con

nection before reassembling your computer.

Superboard II owners can just cut the DB9's off

the end of the joystick cables and solder the wires

directly to the molex connector. Figure 1 shows

Atari's color coding, but it's best to check it, as pro

duction standards can change.

Readers who have seen articles on connecting

Atari joysticks to computers such as the PET, with

user ports, may try to combine the 'shoot' function

with 'up' and 'down' as described. It won't work!

There is already a diode in each keyboard row line,

and the combined voltage drop across two diodes in

series exceeds the threshold (trigger) voltage of 74LS

integrated circuits. The method does work well with

ports, and allows both joysticks to be connected to

the eight data lines of one port address.

Testing the Joystick

It's pretty easy to run an elementary test of the com

pleted circuit, as can be seen from the decoding of

Table 1. If you Cold-start your C1P, the Up, Down,

Left, Right, and Shoot functions will write the

figures in Row 7 to the screen. The diagonal mo

tions, and combinations of motion plus shoot, will

give no screen indication, as they are the equivalent

of multiple simultaneous key presses. Key in the

following program to test all modes:

5 FOR S = 0 TO 30 : PRINT : NEXT

10 DIM G(16) : POKE 530,1

20 POKE 57088,127

25 REM-RT JYSTK POKE 57088,191

30 FOR X =' 0 TO 16 : READ G(X) : NEXT
40 DATA 83,0,0,0,0,0,19,17,18,0,21,23,22,0,20,16,79

50 Y = PEEK(57088)

60 Z = Y OR 247:IF Z - 247 THEN X = 0: GOTO 80

70 X = (Y/16) + 1

80 IF G(X) = 0 THEN PRINT "ILLEGAL INPUT":

GOTO 100

90 POKE 54134,G(X)

100 FOR T = 0 to 100 : NEXT

110 GOTO 50

U 
P 
p 

E 
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Mark the outline of the connector, and make a 
smooth, even cutout. I drilled several holes around 
the inside of the pattern, connected them with a side
cutter bit in an electric drill, a nd smoothed out the 
edges with a fin e file . Be sure to rest the case on a 
soft surface such as an old towel, and center-punch 
all holes to avoid slipping and scarring the case with 
the drill bit. Remove all metal chips thoroughly to 
avoid shorting the PC board or power supply. In sert 
the connector, and drill the two mounting holes. 

Figure 1 
a) DD25P 
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o 
00-
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o 
25 14 

b) DD9S (I\TARI) 
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0 00 0 
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c) elP Jack J4 

> on 
~ 

... r- ... N M .,. on '" r- '" U U 
0: 0: U U U U U U U 0: Z z 

I I I I I I I I 

DB25P DB9S (L & R) 
Pin Connection Pin Color Connection 

I C4 lL While Up 

2 C5 2L Bl ue Down 

3 C6 3 L G reen Left 
4 C7 4L Brown Right 

5 NC ( +5V) 5L NC 
6 NC (CI ) 
7 NC (C2) 
8 NC (C3) 
9 C4 1 R Wh ile U p 

R 10 C5 2R Blue Down 
o 11 C6 3R Green Left 
W 12 C7 4 R Brown Right 

13 NC ( + 5V) 5R NC -
- -14 - - -C3- - - - - - - - 6L-o;-a-;1 g;; - - IJB-

L 15 NC ( RI ) 7L NC 
o 16 R7 8 L Ill ack 
W 17 NC (gnd) 9 L NC 
E 18 NC 
R 19 NC 

20 NC 
R 21 NC 
o 22 C3 
W 23 NC (R I) 

24 R6 
25 NC (Rnd) 

6R O range 
7R NC 
8R Black 
9R NC 

Common 

I'll 

COIlUllOD 
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Next, connect color-coded wires of sufficien t 
length to each of the connector pins you plan to use. 
Figure 1 shows the basic connections needed for both 
the DB25 and keyboard jack J4. You can use either 
a ten or twelve pin molex connector at J 4, but be 
sure to match-mark it so that the orientat ion is 
always correct. You wi ll note that the pins marked 
'NC' on Fig. 1 have another connection indicated in 
parentheses. To save work later, I selected a variety 
of useful signals and made the connections to the 
DB25. At some future time, a ten- key input or other 
useful device can be easily plugged in , using a DB15 
of DB25 socket. I "borrowed the + 5 volts from a 
pad near J 4 in case my future peripheral needs 
power, but put a 100 ohm Y2 watt res istor in series 
to avoid damage in case of a short circuit. 

I use surplus ribbon cable as a cheap source for 
stranded color-coded wire. If you are adept at solder
ing, a nd have four hands, leave the ribbon cable in
tact. Otherwise, carefully separate the individual 
wires, solder them into proper place, and wrap the 
bundle every three inches. Double-check each con
nection before reassembling your computer. 

Superboard II owners can just cut the DB9's off 
the end of the joyst ick cables and solder the wires 
directly to the molex connector. Figure I shows 
Atari's color cod in g, but it ' s best to check it, as pro
duction standards can change. 

Readers who have seen art icles on connecting 
Atari joysticks to com puters such as the PET, with 
user ports, may try to combine the 'shoot ' function 
with 'up' and 'down' as described. It won't work! 
There is already a diode in each keyboard row line, 
and the combined voltage drop across two diodes in 
series exceeds the threshold (trigger) voltage of 74LS 
integrated circuit s. The method does work well with 
ports, and allows both joysticks to be connected to 
the eight data lines of one pon address . 
Testing the Joystick 
It's pretty easy to run an elementary test of the com
pleted circuit, as can be seen fro m the decoding of 
Table 1. If you Cold-start your CIP, the Up, Down, 
Left , Right, and Shoot functions will write the 
figure s in Row 7 to the screen. The diagonal mo
tions, and combinations of motion plus shoot, will 
give no screen indication, as they are the equ ivalent 
of multiple simultaneous key presses. Key in the 
following program to test all modes: 

5 FOR S ~ 0 TO 30 , PRINT, NEXT 
10 DIM G(16) , POKE 530, t 
20 POKE 57088, t 27 
25 REM-RT JYSTK POKE 57088, t91 
30 FOR X ~ 0 TO t6 , READ G(X) , NEXT 
40 DATA 83,0,0,0 ,0 ,0 ,19,17 , 18 ,0,21 ,23 ,22,0,20, 16 ,79 
50 Y ~ PEEK(57088) 
60 Z ~ Y OR 247, IF Z ~ 247 THEN X ~ 0, GOTO 80 
70 X ~ (Y/ 16) + I 
80 IF G(X) ~ 0 THEN PRINT " ILLEGA L INPUT", 

GOTO \00 
90 POKE 54134,G(X) 

\00 FOn T ~ 0 10 \00 , NEXT 
110 GOTO 50 
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Table 1 - Output codes for nine-position joystick:

Position Output Codes

OUTPUT CODES

JOYSTICK EQUIVALENT

POSITION KEYS 1

4

3

DOWN

-

Center None

2

1

2,3

2,4

1.4

1,3

0

9

0,:

o,-

9,-

9,:

SHOOT

BINARY

1110 1111

noi mi

mi nn

1011 1111

0111 1111

looi nn

ioio nn

0110 1111

0101 1111

BUTTON OPEN

HEX

EF

DF

FF

BF

7F

9F

AF

6F

5F

SHOOT

DECIMAL BINARY

239

223

255

191

127

159

175

111

95

1110 0111

1101 0111

1111 0111

ion oin

0111 0111

1001 0111

1010 0111

0110 0111

0101 0111

BUTTON

HEX

E7

D7

F7

B7

77

97

A7

67

57

CLOSED

DECIMAL

231

215

247

183

119

151

167

103

87

First, check the program for errors by using the

equivalent key inputs from Table 1. Then, plug the

joystick in and try all nine quadrants. Test both posi

tions of the socket; note that it may be necessary to

shave some Atari connectors with a file or sharp

knife to fit the plugs. If any errors appear, the

schematic and the output chart should be compared

with the result of the test program to ascertain the

reason and the proper corrective action required.

Game programming for the Joystick

It helps to have some knowledge of Boolean Algebra

for the programming, but you can probably muddle

through it as I did at first. The Boolean AND and

OR operators in Basic can be very handy for mask

ing unwanted inputs. In Boolean Algebra, 0 OR 0

= ; 0 OR 1 = 1; OR 1 = 1. This operation is

handled bit-by-bit, with no carry as occurs in binary

addition. So %U10 0111 OR %1111 0111 OR

% 1111 0111 © % 1111 0111. Thus an input which

calls for both a move and a shoot can be masked so

the computer sees only the shoot. The first binary

number shown above results when the joystick is in

the UP position and the Shoot button is pressed. If

you want a program to stop moving and shoot

whenever the button is pressed, just mask all but

Column 3 by OR'ing with % 1111 0111. This is done

in BASIC by the following sequence:

200 POKE 530,1:POKE 57088,127

210 Y = PEEK(57O88)

220 Z = Y OR 247

230 IF Z = 247 THEN 400

240 GOTO 500

250 REM - LINE 400 IS A SHOOT ROUTINE

260 REM - LINE 500 IS A MOVE ROUTINE

Thus, line 220 makes all but column 3 by OR'ing

the input with % 1111 0111 (#247), and line 230

checks to see if that bit is 0 which would mean that

the key at row 7, column three is pressed. In this

case, of course, it would mean that the shoot button

is pressed.

A generalized subroutine in BASIC which would

allow a single-square object to be moved around the

screen by a game program is as follows:

42000 DIM G(16):FOR X = 1 TO 16:READ

G(X):NEXT :S = 53743

42010 KEY = 57088:POKE KEY, 127

42020 P m PEEK(KEY)

42030 PP = P OR 247

42040 IF PP = 247 THEN 400:REM-SHOOT

42050 X = (240 AND P)/16 + 1

42055 REM-LINE 42050 CONVERTS P TO NUMBERS

1 THRU 16

42060 E = G(X)

42070 GOTO 500 : REM-MOVE

42075 REM-LINE 42080 IS SCREEN MOVE OFFSETS

42080 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,33,-31,1,0,31,-33,-1,0,32,-32,0

A program which would use the above subroutine to

move the object could be as follows:

500 REM-MOVE ROUTINE

510 SO = 53248

520 SS = S + E:IF SS < SO OR SS > SO +

1024 THEN 42010

525 REM-LINE 520 KEEPS OBJECT IN SCREEN

MEMORY AREA

530 POKE SS,161:POKE S,32

540 S = SS

550 GOTO 42010

Line 530 POKE's the object to the new location SS,

then blanks the old location S. You can vary the

speed of movement by inserting a time delay such as

"545 FOR T = 0 TO 99:NEXT".

A typical shoot routine could be as follows:

400 REM-SHOOT ROUTINE

410 FOR X = 1 TO 16:POKE S + G(X),188:NEXT X

420 FOR T = 0 TO 999:NEXT T

430 FOR X - 1 TO 16:POKE SS + G(X),32:NEXT X

440 Z = Z + I:IFZ = 5 THEN POKE 530,0:STOP

450 GOTO 42010

To put all three sequences together, replace lines 200

through 260, above, with:

200 REM-MOVE AND SHOOT DEMO PROGRAM

210 RESTORE:Z = 0:POKE 530,1:GOTO 42000

Thus, combining lines 200 through 42080 provides a

program which will allow the user to move a block

around the screen by either key or joystick input, as

well as simulate that block being destroyed by an ex

plosion.

A careful examination of the OSI demo program

mentioned earlier reveals a very similar action, ex

cept that more than one character is involved. Of

course, Space Invader has several other routines such

as move and shoot-back at random, scoring, etc.

Program Listing I shows the necessary modifica

tions to the cassette program for the ClP for joystick

conversion. It would have been nice to list the com

plete program; however, copyright laws forbid such
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Table 1 - Output codes for nine-position joys tick: 

Pos ition Output Codes 

O UTPUT CODES 
JOYSTICK EQUIVALENT SHOOT BUT rON OPEN SH OOT Burro N CLOSED 
POS ITION KEYS DOWN BI NARY 

4 11 10 1111 
3 11 01 1111 

Center None 1111 1111 
2 0 10 11 1111 

9 01 II II I 1 
2,3 0,: 100 1 1 I 11 
2.4 0,- 10 101111 
1,4 9,- 011 0 II II 
1,3 9, : 0101 II 11 

First, check the program for errors by using the 
equivalent key inputs from Table 1. Then, plug the 
joystick in and try all nine quadrants. Test both posi
tions of the socket; note tha t it may be necessary to 
shave some Atari connec tors with a file or sharp 
knife to fit the plugs. If any errors appear, the 
schematic and the output chart should be compared 
with the result of the test program to ascertain the 
reason and the proper correc tive action required. 

Game programming for the Joystick 
It helps to have some knowledge of Boolean Algebra 
for the programming, but you can probabl y muddle 
through it as I did at first. The Boolean AND and 
OR operators in Basic can be very handy for mask
ing unwanted inputs. In Boolean Algebra, 0 OR 0 
~ ; 0 OR 1 ~ 1; OR 1 ~ 1. This operation is 

handled bit-by-b it , with no carry as occurs in binary 
addition . So % 1110 0111 OR % 1111 011 1 OR 
% 11110111 © % 11110111. Thus an input which 
calls for both a move and a shoot can be masked so 
the computer sees only the shoot. The first binary 
number shown above results when the j oyst ick is in 
the UP position arid the Shoot button is pressed. If 
you want a program to stop moving and shoot 
whenever the button is pressed, just mask all but 
Column 3 by OR'ing with % 1111 0111. This is done 
in BASIC by the fo llowing sequence : 

200 POKE 530,I :POKE 57088, 127 
210 Y ~ PEEK(57088) 
220 Z ~ Y OR 247 
230 IF Z ~ 247 THEN 400 
240 GOTO 500 
250 REM - LINE 400 IS A SHOOT RO UTINE 
260 REM - LINE 500 IS A MOVE ROUTINE 

Thus, line 220 makes all but column 3 by OR 'ing 
the input with % 1111 0111 (#247) , and line 230 
checks to see if that bit is 0 which would mean that 
the key at row 7, column three is pressed. In this 
casc , o f co urse , it would mean that the shoot button 
is pressed . 

A generalized subrou tine in BASIC which would 
allow a single-square object to be moved around the 
screen by a game program is as follows: 

42000 DIM G(1 6): FOR X ~ I TO 16:READ 
G(X):NEXT :S ~ 53743 
42010 KEY ~ 57088:POKE KEY, t 27 
42020 P ~ PEEK(KEY) 

HEX DEC IMAL BI NARY H EX DECIMAL 
EF 239 11 10 011 1 E7 23 1 
DF 223 11 01011 1 D7 215 
FF 255 1111 0 111 F7 247 
BF 19 1 1011 0111 B7 183 
7F 127 0 111 011 I 77 119 
91' 159 100101 I 1 97 l S I 
AI' 175 10 10 0 1 I I A7 167 
61' 
51" 

III 0110 0 111 67 103 
95 01010111 57 87 

42030 PP ~ P OR 247 
42040 IF PP ~ 247 THEN 400:REM-SHOOT 
42050 X ~ (240 AND P)/ 16 + I 
42055 REM-LINE 42050 CONVERTS P TO NUMBERS 
I THRU 16 
42060 E ~ G(X) 
42070 GOTO 500 : REM-MOVE 
42075 REM-LINE 42080 IS SCREEN MOVE OFFSETS 
42080 DATA 0 ,0,0,0,0 ,.3.3 ,-.3 1,1,0,.31 ,-.3.3,-1 ,0 ,.32,-.32,0 

A program which would use the above subroutine to 
move the object could be as fo llows : 

500 REM-MOVE ROUTINE 
510 SO ~ 53248 
520 SS ~ S + E:IF SS < SO OR SS > SO + 
1024 THEN 42010 
525 REM-LINE 520 KEEPS OBJECT IN SCREEN 
MEMORY AREA 
530 POKE SS, 16 1:POKE S,32 
540 S ~ SS 
550 GOTO 42010 

Line 530 POKE's the object to the new location SS, 
then blanks the old location S . You can vary the 
speed of movement by inserting a time delay such as 
" 545 FOR T ~ 0 TO 99:NEXT". 
A typical shoot routine could be as follows: 

400 REM-SHOOT ROUTINE 
410 FOR X ~ 1 TO 16:POKE S + G(X),188 :NEXT X 
420 FOR T ~ 0 TO 999:NEXT T 
430 FOR X ~ I TO 16:POKE SS + G(X),32:NEXT X 
440 Z c Z + I:IF Z ~ 5 THEN POKE 530,0:STOP 
450 GOTO 42010 

To put al l three sequences together, replace lines 200 
through 260, above, with : 

200 REM-MOVE AND SHOOT DEMO PROGRAM 
210 RESTORE:Z ~ O:POKE 530, I:GOTO 42000 

Thus, combining lines 200 through 42080 provides a 
program which will allow the user to move a block 
around the screen by either key or joyst ick input , as 
well as sim ulate that block being destroyed by an ex
plosion. 

A careful examination of the OSI demo program 
mentioned earlier reveals a very simila r ac tion, ex
cept that more than one character is involved. Of 
course, Space Invader has several other routines such 
as move and shoot-back at ra ndom, scoring, etc. 

Program Listing I shows the necessary modifica
tions to the casset te program for the C 1 P for joyst ick 
conversion . It would have been nice to list the com
plete program; howeve r, copyright laws forbid such 
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publication without permission of the author.

When you run the program, you may be

pleasantly surprised to find that not only have you

added four more directions of movement (the

diagonals), but play is speeded up by a factor of

about 1.5.

2

6

10

70

71

72

73

74

80

1000

1005

1010

1015

1020

1040

1047

1050

1110

10005

20021

20022

20045

20050

20052

20055

20057

20060

20062

20065

20067

20070

20072

20075

20077

20080

20082

20085

20087

REH - ATARI JOYSTICK 9/80

DIM G(16): FOR X=l TO 16:

READ G(X): NEXT

Zl = l

POKE KEY,127: P=PEEK(KEY): PA=P OR 247:

IP PA-247 THEN 1100

X=(240 AND P)/16+l

DELETE

DELETE

DELETE

DELETE

IF X=16 THEN 1050

DELETE

IF FND<H+G(X)-1)=0 OR FND(H+G(X)+1)=24

THEN 50

IF H+G(X)>54268 OR H+G(X)<53349 THEN 50

H=H+G(X): I=H+1: J«B-1

POKE I-G(X),V: POKE J-G(X),W

E=X: GOTO 5 0

E=0: GOTO 5 0

GOTO 5 0
DATA 0,0,0,0,0,33,-31,1,0,31,-33,-1,0,

32,-32,0

PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINTTAB(6);"SPACEWARS

PRINTTAB(6) ; " "

PRINT

PRINT"USE KEYS AS FOLLOWS:"

PRINT:PRINT TAB(8);"4

PRINT TAB(8);"1 4

PRINTTAB(8)

3PRINTTAB(S)

PRINTTAB(8)

PRINTTAB(8)

PRINTTAB(8)

PRINTTAB(8);"2 4

PRINT" STOP NONE

PRINT" SHOOT 5

ZZ=53800

FOR X=0 TO 7

POKE ZZ+X*32,X+16

NEXT

PRINT"CAREFUL, HE SHOOTS BACK!

INPUT CS

Missing Listing

from Compute II, #3

Fast Graphics
by Charles Stanford

Listing 3: BASIC Program

5 REH- CHOO CHOO COLLISION

10 REH- FAST GRAPHICS DEMO

15 GOSUB 100

20 D=99

25 A=59:B=29:C=29:POKE609,210

30 GOSUB 50

35 A=156:B=123:O11:POKE609,209

40 GOSUB 50

45 GOTO 200

50 REH- SCREEN WRITE SUBROUTINE

55 FOR X=0 TO C

60 POKE 11,34:POKE 254,96:POKE 608,A

65 A=A-1:B=B+1

70 X=USR(X)

75 POKE 11,56:POKE 254,157:POKE 669,B

80 X=USR(X)

85 FOR T=0 TO D:NEXT T

90 NEXT X

95 RETURN

100 REH- MACHINE GRAPHICS WRITE TO RAM

SUBROUTINE

110 RESTORE

115 POKE 11,34: POKE 12,2: POKE 254,96: POKE 255,2

120 FOR P=0 TO 61: READ H: POKE 546+P,M:NEXT P

130 DATA 160,0,169,32,153,0,211,153,0,210,153,

0,209,153,0

135 DATA 208,200,208,241,234,234,234,160

0,177,254,141,86,2,200

140 DATA 177,254,141,87,2,200,177,254,

170,200,224,254,240,236,224,255

145 DATA 240,8,177,254,200,157,68,209,

208,236,96,234,234,234,234,234

148 REH- GRAPHICS FIGURE TABLE

149 FOR P=0 TO 60: READ M: POKE 608 +P,

M: NEXT P

160 DATA 155,209,1,2,3,167,4,157,5,161,8,167

165 DATA 32,165,33,161,34,161,35,161,37,155,38,

176,39,161,40,161

170 DATA 64,166,65,161,67,161,68,161,69,128,70,

161,71,161,72,161

175 DATA 96,176,97,224,98,225,99,226,102,226,

104,226,255

180 DATA 131,209,0,165,3,161,4,156,5r165,7,2

182 DATA 32,161,33,161,34,178,35,155,,36,161,37,

161,38,161,39,161,40,167

184 DATA 64,161,65,161,66,161,67,128,68,161,69,

161,70,161,71,161,72,168

186 DATA 96,226,98,226,101,226,102,224,103,225,

104,178

187 DATA 255,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

199 RETURN

200 REM- EXPLOSION

210 GOSUB 300

220 Z=53711

230 FOR X=l TO 6

240 FOR Y=l TO 8

250 POKE Z+X*X{Y),42

260 NEXT Y

270 NEXT X

280 FOR T=0 TO 2500: NEXT

290 END

300 REM- EXPLOSION DATA

310 X(l)=-33: X{2)=-32: X(3)=-31

320 X(4)=-l: X{5)=1

330 X(6}=31: X(7)=32: X{8)=33

399 RETURN

SOFTWARE FOR OSI
Video (iames 1 S15

Three games. Head-On is like the popular arcade game. Tank Bat

tle is a Tank Game for two lo four. Trap! is an enhanced blockade

style game.

Video Games 2 S15

Three games. Grelin Hunt is an arcade-style game for one to three.

Gunfight is a duel of mobile artillary. Indy is a race game for one

or two.

Adventure: Marooned In Space $12

An adventure that runs in 8K! Save your ship and yourself from

destruction.

Dungeon Chase S10

A real-time video game where you explore a twenty level dungeon.

Board Games 1 $15

Two games. Mini-gomoku is a machine language version of five

stones gomoku. Cubic is a 3-D tic-tac-toe game. Both with

graphics.

Super- Biorhythms $15

A sophisticated biorhythm program with many unique features.

Cl Shorthand $12

Use only two keys to enter any one of the BASIC commands or

keywords. Saves much typing when entering programs. Written in

machine language.

Disassembler $12

Use this to look at the ROMs in your machine lo see what makes

BASIC tick. Reconstruct the assembler source code of machine

language programs to understand how they work. Our

disassembler outputs unique suffixes which identify the addressing

mode being used, no other program has this!

Cassette Data Base Manager $15

Here's a DBM that will work on non-disk systems. Most of the

features of disk based DBMs are here. Does NOT use DATA

statements as similar programs do.

For all BASIC-in-ROM systems. Selected programs available on

disk. Color and sound on video games.

Send for free catalog listing many more programs.

ORION SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES

147 Main Street

Ossining, NY 10562
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publication without permission of the author. 
When you run the program, you may be 

pleasantly surpri sed to find th at not only have you 
added four more directions of movement (the 
d iagonals), but play is speeded up by a factor of 
about 1. 5. 

2 
6 

10 

REM - ATARI J OYSTICK 9/ 80 
DIM G(16) : FOR x=l TO 16: 
READ G(X ) : NEXT 
zl",l 

70 POKE KEY,I27 : P=PEEK(KEY): PA: P OR 247: 

71 
72 
73 
7' 

IF PA=247 THEN 1100 
X=(240 AND P) / 16+1 
DELETE 
DELETE 
DELETE 
DELETE 
IF X=16 THEN 1050 
DELETE 

80 
1000 
1005 
1010 IF FNO (H+G (X) -1 1=0 OR FND (H+G(X ) +1)=24 

THEN 50 
1015 
1020 
1040 
1047 
1050 
1110 
HH30 5 

IF H+G(X »5 4268 OR H+G (X) ( S3349 THEN 50 
H=II+G(X) : I=H+l : J=H-l 
POKE I-G(X) , V: POKE J - G(X ) ,W 
E=X: GOTa 50 
E=0 : GOTO 50 
GOTD 50 

2002 ] 

20022 
20045 
20050 
20052 
20055 
20057 
20060 
20062 
20065 
20067 
20070 
20072 
20075 
28077 
20080 
20082 
20085 
20087 

DATA 0,0,0,0,0 , 33,-31,1,0 , 31 , -33,-1,0, 
32,-32 , 0 
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINTTAB (6 ) i"SPACEWARS": 
PRINTTAB(6 ) i"----------" 
PRINT 
PRINT"USE KEYS AS FOLLOi'lS : · 
PRINT:PRINT TAB(B ) i"4 
PRINT TAB(S)i"l 4 
PRINTTAB(S) ;"1 
PRINTTAB(S) ;"1 3 
PRINTTAB(S) ;" 3 
PRINTTAB(S ) ; "2 3 
PRINTTAB(S ) ; "2 
PRINTTAB(S) ;" 24 
PRINT" STOP NONE 
PRINT " SHOOT 5 
ZZ:53S0" 
FOR X=0 TO 7 
POKE ZZ+X-32 , X+16 
NEXT 
PRINT"CAREFUL, HE SHOOTS BACK! 
INPUT C$ 

Listing 3 : BASIC Program 
5 REM- CHOO CHOO COLLISION 

Ie REM- FAST GRAPHICS DEMO 
1 5 GOSUB 100 
20 0=99 
25 A=59 , B=29 :C=29:POKE609,210 
30 GOSUB 50 
35 A=156:B=123:C=11:POKE609,209 
40 COSUB 50 
'5 GOTO 200 
50 REM- SCREEN WRITE SUBROUTINE 
55 FOR x=0 TO C 

Missing Listin g 
frum Cu mput e II . 1/:1 
Fast Graphi cs 
b), Ch:lrl es Sta nfurd 

60 POKE 11,3 4:POKE 254 , 96:POKE 608,A 
65 A=1\- l:B=B+l 
70 X=USR(X) 
75 POKE 11 ,5 6 : POKE 25' , 157,POKE 669 , B 
80 X=USR(X) 
85 FOR T=0 TO D:NEXT T 
913 NEXT X 
95 RETURN 

100 REM- MACHINE GRAPHICS WRITE TO RAM 
SUBROUTINE 

110 RESTORE 
115 POKE 11 , 34 : POKE 12,2: POKE 254 , 96 : POKE 255 , 2 
120 FOR p=0 TO 61: READ M: POKE 546+P , M:NEXT P 
130 DATA 160 , 0,169 , 32,153,0 , 211 , 153 , 0 , 210, 1 53, 

0 , 209,153 , 0 
135 DATA 208 , 200 , 208 , 241,234 , 234 , 234 , 160 

0 , 177 , 254 , 141 , 86,2,200 
140 DATA 177,254 ,1 41 , 87 , 2 , 200 ,1 77 , 254 , 

170,200,224,254 , 240,236 , 224 , 255 
145 DATA 240 , 8 ,1 77 , 254,200 ,1 57 , 68 , 209 , 

208 , 236 , 96 , 234 , 234 , 234 , 234 , 234 
148 REl-l - GRAPHICS FIGURE TABLE 
149 FOR P=0 TO 60: READ M: POKE 608 +P , 

M: NEXT P 

COMPUTE! November /December. 1980. Issue 7 

160 DATA 155,209 , 1,2 , 3,167 , 4 , 157,5,1 61, 8 ,167 
165 DATA 32 , 165 , 33 ,1 61 , 34 , 161,35,161,37 ,155 , 38, 

176,39,161,40,1 61 
1 70 DATA 64,166,65,161,67,161,68,161, 69,128 , 70 , 

1 61,71 ,1 61 , 72,161 
175 DATA 96 , 176 , 97,224 , 98 , 225 , 99 , 226,102,226 , 

104,226,255 
180 DATA 131,209,0,16 5 , 3 , 161 ,4,156,5,165 , 7 , 2 
182 DATA 32 , 161 , 33 , 161,34 , 178 , 35 ,1 55 , 36 ,1 61 , 37, 

161 , 38 , 161 , 39 , 161,40 , 167 
184 DATA 64,161 , 65 , 161 , 66,161 , 67 , 128,68 ,161,69 , 

161,70 , 161 , 71 , 161,72 , 168 
186 DATA 96 , 226 , 98 , 226 , 101,226 , 102,224,103 , 225 , 

1 04 , 178 
187 DATA 255,0 ,0, 0 ,0, 0 , 0 , 0,0 , 0 
199 RETURN 
200 REM- EXPLOSION 
218 GOSUB 300 
220 Z=53711 
230 FOR X=l TO 6 
2'0 FOR Y=l TO 8 
250 POKE Z+X*X(Y) ,4 2 
260 NEXT Y 
278 NEXT X 
280 FOR T= 0 TO 2500: NEXT 
290 END 
300 REM- EXPLOSION DATA 
310 X(1)= - 33 : X(2) =- 32 : X(3)=- 31 
320 X(')=-l : X(5)=1 
330 X(6)=31 : X(7)=32: X(8)=33 
399 RETURN © 

SOF'I'W ARE FOR OSI 
Video Games I .... . ........................ . ......... S15 

Three ga mes . Head-On is like the popu lar arcade game. Tank Bal
tIc is a Tank Game for two to four. Trap! is an enhanced blockade 
style game. 
Video Ga mes 2 ... . .......................... . . .. S15 
Three games. Grelin Hunt is an arcade-style game for one to three . 
Gunfight is a duel of mobile artillary. Indy is a race game for one 
or two. 
Ad" enture : Marooned In Spaet' .............. . .. ... ....... 512 
An adventure that runs in SK! Save your ship and yourself from 
destruction. 
Dungeo n Chase ......... ... . . . .... ..... .. ........ SIO 
A real-time \'ideo game where }'ou explore a twent)' level dungeon. 
Board Ga mes I ..................... .S 15 
Two ga mes. Mini -gomoku is a machine language version of five 
stones gomoku. Cubic is a 3-D tiC-lac-toe g.lme. Both wit h 
graphics . 
Supt'r- Biorhythms.. . ..................... . .. .. . . .. S15 
A soph isticated biorhythm program wi th man y un ique features. 
C I Shnrthand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . .. . ........ . SI2 
Use on ly two keys to enter any onc of the BASIC commands or 
keywords. Saves mu ch typing when enter ing prognuns. Written in 
machine language. 
Disassemblt' r ......................... . ... . .. . ......... S12 
Usc this to look at the ROMs in your machi ne to sec what makes 
BASIC tick . Reconstruct the assembler source code of machi ne 
language programs to underst ;,wd how they work . Our 
disassembler outputs unique suffixes which identif} the addressing 
mode bei ng used. no o ther program has thi s! 
Cassette Data Base Manager ............................. S15 
Here' s a DBM that will work on non-di sk systems. Iv10st of the 
features of disk based DBMs arc here. Docs NOT usc DATA 
slatements as similar programs do. 

For all BASIC-in-ROM systems. Selected programs available on 
disk. Color and sound on video games. 

Send for free catalog li sting many more programs. 

ORION SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES 
147 Main Street 

Oss inin g, NY 10562 
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Breakout

for OSIIP

Charles Stewart

6 POKES05.8:FORtf=61 1 T0b2o■■ POktK,32■ NEXT

rOPOKEK/255
Id POK£515,0=CLEAR
12 F0R>i=lT0lU■■ READ!CK?:NEXT

15 DATA38i 31^32/33/34j-39/-31/-32^-33/-

34
20REM SET UP QUICK CLEflR

36 POKE 1 i .< 34: POKE 12/2 = P0KE574 > 96
40 FORX=0TO£?■■ V=PEEK( C5U36+X) ■ P0KE546+X

, YNEXT

41 X=USR( X)' INPUT" INST RUCTIONS" t A*: 1FttS
C^)89N
47 X=USR(X>:PRINT"HIT ESCAPE TO STflRT"
48 IFPEEK<5r0&8>si547HENR8^RH:A I ):G0TO4

56 X=USR<X)' TF=53445:B0T=54I49
5 i INPUT" NAME PLEASE[i i ft*: PR I NT ■■ PR 1N T
52 lNPUr'DlFFICULTV LEUEl_";DI
53 DI=OIS1NT< 10:j.RHD( i)): X=USR< >i)

54 CH:=S
60 F0RSC=TP-32T0TP-8: P0KESC96: NEXT
65 F0RSC=TPT0TP+217:P0KESC. 159-HBX)
7y FOKSC=53437'T0541?3STEP3a:PO}i£SC/143:

NEXT
S« FORSC=53412T054i4SSTEP3a;P0K£SCi136:

NEXT

1W fe.H3""fJHLLil:K-l:.ll

i 82 1 FPE£K< K )=2551 KEN 116
it!5 X1=PE£K<K>:P0KE541S8+K-6U, XI:KSK+J

'GOT01S2
118 EALL=54151 -FORL£=iTCLEH( BA$); POICEBA

120 KEY=5P088=FOKE

121 S*=USCORE="-8=53390
122 KOBJ" 1TOLLNC S$ > > POKES+U, ASK HID$':. SJ

125 FGRSC

XT

136 SVM=55

i31 UI=s5396S+INT<RKD( I >ua>

J32 B»I
I77 v'~I(y)

134 D*=STR$<B>=D*54I55

135 POKESYI1/155
136" FOK'r-.ITuLE^. 0$)' POfCED+V, rtSC< HI0*( DS

13? U$=STR*( Cfff B'.t 5) ■ F0RE=2T0LEN< U$): POK

EE+-5+ ?, ASCC MI Dtt U*»E/1) >' NE>! T
HO POKEKEj 2:54 - ST=255-PEEKC KE >

159 IFST«5THEKSYM:=SYIf-i :P£)KE£TI1+I*3£
155 IFST=3THEN£fN--SrPlH 'WKESyft-I/Jg

160

210 IFPffiK< UI-32 >=i

220 IFPEEK(UI+32>=1

I FP£ER( UI-32 >=9
POiUn.'i / 32 = UI "Ul >;: POKEUi, 22C

365 F:ORT-

2uZb G=IHT(BOf J 3418>:
0

263;) X*KG)'GOTO300

All About

OSI
BASIC-IN-ROM

Reference Manual

computell.: "...any of several sections of
this very well presented manual are worth

the purchase price"

Aardvark Journal: "It is the book you were

hoping was packed with your computer at

the factory"

PEEK(65): "in goes far enough...to hold the
interest of advanced programers as well as

novices."

Complete, concise, accurate, detailed.

USR(X). Bugs. Tapes: BASIC, autoload and

homemade. Source code and variable
tables above $0300. Memory maps: $00,01,

O2,A0OO-BFFF. Line-by-line description of

MONITOR in $FE,FF.

$8.95 from your dealer

or postpaid from me.

Edward H. Carlson

3872 Raleigh Dr.

Okemos, Ml 48864

3606 >^3i^CH=Cri+i !POi(£yi-3^32:GGTQ380
60Otf FQRfc-lt&~iyjZk$!u:-i 'PQKEUl/fl9:NEXT

R9
UI:=fi3^f:-!J+lNT(K'NL)( i !$1@):RETURN
CrWtt*<6*5>:>i=USK^A)■ PR]NT"IT TDOIv

YiJU"CH"TO BREAKOUT ";A?

Sfly^ IFrS^STHEHPGKEeOS^ CH ■ GOTOSSSfi

8803 PRINT"THE LOW SCOR:
PRINT - PRINT
8884 IFiKKPEEKX 6S5 ,'THtiv.

8605 FOf?fF 1 TOl 9 ■ PRINT; K'lX'
8813 PRINTuCftRE TO TRY
8615 Ri-R2-M

8509 EflO

8b0d X=4£8<K>:PRINTUTHE OBJECT It fti &h

EAfC-"
8610 PRiNT"0UT..L0W SCORE NlWSi i^FRlfff
"SHIFTS Cur^TKUL PftDOLE _

8^0 PRINT;PRINT"E^iCH BALL COUhTS 5 POI

TO863B INPUT "R

P0KEK,3i'=POfCEK+l/32
r-($=STR*(." CH > ): P0KEK+

PRIHT:PRINT^

OK
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Breakout 
for OSIIP 
Charles Stewart 

6 fuKE605 , (J ' FORK=611 T0625 ' POKE/( , 32 ' NEXT 
K 'f'IlK£K, 255 

19 [,OK£51 5, W' CLEf.R 
12 FORX= lTO 10 ' READ 10: HIE:~ T 
15DATA3&,31, 32,33,34,-3B, - 31,-32,-33, -

34 
28 REI1 SET UP QUW~ CLEilR 
38 POKE! L 34 ' POKE 12,2 POKE5?4, 96 
49 FOR:~;~nT027 : Y=F'EEK( t:5n3b+~~) : POKE546+,:'( 

,V: t£:'-:T 
41 ;,=USRO: ;" HIPUT" INSTRUCTIONS": At ' IFAS 

C( AS )~89THUlB6~t' 
47 ):=USRO: H!WH "HlT ESCAPE TO STflRT" 
48 I FPEE!( 5?OBi:: )=2~41HH!RB=RtI[I( 1 ) , G(lr04 

5~ X=USR( >~): TP:::53445 ; B(JT:::541 ·19 
51 HlPUT "NHI·jf PLErbE": iii 'PRm( , PRINr 
52 INPUT"O IFFICULT'l' LH'EL":OI 
53 0 I =OJ:tlNH WJRNO( 1 ;. ;" :': '4JSRO:! 
54 CH"0 
69 FORSC=TP-32TOTP- f: 'POKES':, 96 ' NUT 
65 FORSC=TF'TOTP+.21i" POKESC, 159 ' tiL':] 
7~ FO;'~SL::::5343?T054 1? 38TEP32 ' ~'(I~~ESC , 143 : 

HE:~r 
8B FOf(SC=5341~~T05,;~148STEF'3.2 : f'OKES(, 136 : 

rlEXT 
100 BI~~':; "8HLL : ' =/, ::.61! 
1112 I FF'EF..l~( r,)=2:i5TH£N I10 
f9S >C l:::F'EE/( J() : F'uKE5416fl+/(-bll 1:',1 : K:.:./(+l 

, GOT0102 
lle £:r,LL0 54151 ' FORLf=lTOLEN, £;,<n ' POKEtifi 

+LE, ASc(I,ID$( B~~:, LE, 1 ») ' NE;~ T 
126 K£Y::::57uB8 : PuKE569ul1, 1 
121 S$: "S(;OR[::" :$=53390 
122 FORtH TOLEN( SO, POKU;+I~, rl~;C<l1lD~ ( S$ 

, I~ , I) HiEXr 
125 F ORSCo.5411 ~ 1054115+ 3;2 ' POK[SL 131 'NE 

><T 
13i1 SYI1=540'::u 
j 31 l' I =53~'b5+ WT( RND( 1 m () 
i32 £:"1 
13:l ;,=1(8 ) 
134 D~:=STid(fi) ' O=541 55 
135 POKESYi'1,155 
j3£ FOR'i=:2TilW/( 01)' PO;([[I+"', f'~;C( I'll Df, 0$ 

, ',',1) j ' NEXT' F'OI(£!j+ 'i, 32 
139 U:J::::S TRf. t. CHi B,~ 5): FORt:: =,~' TOU::rll. U:f. ;. : Pul~ 

E£+$+7, (~S(;( /'1101-( Ui, Ell) : t~E:,>n 
140 f"uKE:.kt: , 254 ; S1 =;255- F'EEkt. /':£ ;. 
l~J l FS/:;:' Tt1£N~, 'if'I =Stf'1" ! : F'U~~E~ r'f1+ 1 J 3~ 
155 IF$j =3i Ht~,i, r'r'j,'::s { {II";' 1 : f-'Ut~ f. f.'Y'1-1 , .Ji 
l£,u 1 FPEEI, t. L'l tI p 143 f:';Erl, :,=-32 ' ,-;'(J~i. c. ~)l 1;16 

: VI =U I t,~: F'lJr:.EU 1, 2,,'6 
110 I FP£EI~t. L' I - 1 p: 136THE:t~, ::,-',~0 : e(l ru,5(;~J 
196 IFPEEk( 1.)1 132 }::1 55Tr-:trt2(13(' 
210 I FPH:ht. L' 1-2, .. ~ )~ 159H1t.H3(.lt" j 
:220 1 FPEE.',\' U I t 3,~' ) = 131 T HEr~(~ ::r::;U[:t; (.;~£; l:::;:,-t 

1 :GOr01 33 
295 I Ff'E~~ I\t. VI -7.i: ) :::96Tj1!:~!8(r:Jj~ 
3ilB PU!,[') 1 , Jl: : Ul :;l,.i I +:~ : PCI;,[ tJ 1 ~ ';'2t: 
3f6 FO[([ ::'·1 TuDI : NE.~ T : COTO 135 
203(1 C::. IHH F,HO;. 1 ),j.H~ ) , If:G< ?O~~C > } (;1111:( : .:~ 

313 
2ti3~j >~ :: 1 ( G ;, : GuT 03110 
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computell. : " ... any of several sections of 
this very well presented manual are worth 
the purchase price" 
Aardvark Journal: " It is the book you were 
hoping was pa cked with you r computer at 
the facto ry" 
PEEK(65): " in goes fa r enough ... to hold the 
interest of advanced programers as well as 
novices 

Complete, concise, accurate, deta il ed. 
US R(X). Bugs. Tapes; BASIC, auto load and 
homemade. Sou rce code and va ri ab le 
tabl es above $0300. M emory maps: $00,01, 
02,AOOO-BFFF. Line-by-line description of 
MONI TOR in $FE,FF. 

$8 .95 from your dealer 
or postpaid from me , 
Edward H. Carlson 
3872 Raleigh Dr. 

Okemos, MI 48864 

3BIJO :"' ::.:3~: ; CH=Crl+ 1 : F'u~(EI)1-3~: /.3~': Gu'itEOO 
6ti013 F~x~:~':: 16~ 'i (!3.2S TEF-.t ; POKE\) 1, R9 : NE.~ T 

R9 
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n 
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Basic CBM

8O1O Modem
Routines

Jim Butterfield, Toronto
The programs given on page 7 of the 8010 Modem

Operator's Manual don't seem to do the job. In par

ticular, the ASCII interface program often crashes;

prints peculiar things if you are receiving parity

characters; and drops line characters from time to

time.

Here are a couple of replacement programs that

should do the job better.

ASCII Interface
Set the modem switches to OR (Originate) and HD

(Half Duplex). One exception: if you're working an

"echoplex" type of system, the distant computer will

repeat back everything you send; in this case, set the

switch to FD (Full Duplex).

The program takes a few seconds to set up its

translation arrays. You may start the program before

telephone connection is established.

Special control characters can be set up, depen

ding on your needs. Note, for example, that the

delete character has been implemented in this pro

gram: PET's delete, decimal value 20, will be

translated to ASCII backspace, decimal value 8, and

vice versa; you can see the coding on line 210. You

may implement your own to suit the needs of the

computer or network. To enable Control-P, more ac

curately known as DLE (Data Link Escape) you

might code: T(176) = 16. This would translate PET's

shifted-zero character, a square-corner with bit value

176, to the ASCII DLE character, value 16.

PET-to-PET Interface
Both users should set their modem switches to HD

(Half Duplex). One user should set OR (Originate),

and the other AN (Answer); it doesn't matter which

user sets what, so long as they are different. Com

munication is two-way in either case.

Cursor controls, reverse screen and graphics

features are supported. A user can clear both screens

with the CLR key.

The biggest operational problem is making sure

you don't both try to talk at the same time. There's

no flashing cursor to prompt you. You'll soon get

used to waiting for a pause from the other PET

before sending your own stuff.

General Comments
The business part of these programs - lines 300-320-

are under severe time constraints. If you modify the

programs, check carefully to make sure you don't

start losing the occasional character incoming from

the line.

These programs are quite simple; they convert

your PET into a CRT terminal. That's not a cost-

effective way to use a PET (terminals are cheaper)

and eventually you should anticipate fitting more

sophisticated programs which will allow you to send

and receive programs and files.

For communications to an ASCII system:

100 REM 8010 INTERFACE JIM BUTTERFIKLD

110 REM FOR ASCII LINES

120 REMARK: SET SWITCH TO HD

200 DIM F(255),T(255)

210 FORJ=32 TO 64 : T(J) = J : NEXT J : T(13)= 13 :

T(20) = 8

220 FOR J = 65 TO 90 : K = J + 32 : T(J) = K : NEXT J

230 FOR J = 91 TO 95 : T(J) = J s NEXT J

240 FORJ = 193 TO 218 : K =J-128 : T(J) = K : NEXT J

250 REM ADD EXTRA FUNCTIONS HERE

260 FORJ =0 TO 255 : K = T(J) : IF K THEN F(K) =J :

F(K + 128) =J

270 NEXTJ

280 POKE 1020,0 : POKE 59468,14

290 OPEN 5,5 : PRINT "ASCII 1/0 READY"

300 GET A$ : IF A$< >"" THEN PRINT#5,CHR$

(T(ASC(A$)));

310 GET05, At : IF ST = 0 AND A$<>"" THEN

PRINT CHR$(F(ASC(A$)));

320 GOTO 300

For communications to another PET:

100 REM 8010 INTERFACE JIM BUTTERFIELD

110 REM FOR PET INTERCOMMUNICATION

120 REMARK: SET SWITCH TO HD

280 POKE 1020,0 : POKE 59468,14 if lext mode desired

290 OPEN 5,5 : PRINT "PET 1/0 READY"

300 GET A$ : IF A$<>"" THEN PRINT#5,A$;

310 GET#5,A$ : IF ST = 0 THEN PRINT A$;

320 GOTO 300 ©
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Cursor controls , reverse screen and graphics 
features are supported . A user can clear both screens 
with the CLR key. 

The biggest operational problem is making sure 
yo u don ' t both try to talk at the same time. There 's 
no fla shing cursor to prompt you . You ' ll soon get 
used to waiting for a pause from the other PET 
before sending your own stuff. 

General Comments 
The business part of these programs - lines 300-320-
are under severe tim e const rai nts . If you modify the 
programs, check carefull y to make su re you do n ' t 
start losing the occasional character incoming from 
the line. 

These program s are quite simple; they convert 
your PET into a CRT terminal. That's not a cost
effecti ve way to usc a PET (terminals arc cheaper) 
and eventuall y you should an ticipa te fitt ing more 
sophisticated programs which will allow you to send 
and receive programs and fil es. 

For communications to an ASC II system: 

100 REM 8010 INTERFACE JIM BUTTERFIELD 
110 REM FOR ASCII LINES 
120 REMARK: SET SWITCH TO HD 
200 DIM F(255),T (255) 
2 10 FOR J : 32 TO 64 : TU) : J : NEXT J : T(I3): 13 : 

T (20): 8 
220 FOR J : 65 TO 90 : K : J + 32 : T U) - K : NEXT J 
230 FORJ : 91 TO 95: Tu) - J: NEXT J 
240 FORJ : 193 TO 218 : K : J -128: TU) : K : NEXT J 
250 REM ADD EXTRA FUNCTIONS HERE 
260 FOR J : 0 TO 255 : K : TU) : IF K THEN F(K ) : J : 

F(K + 128):J 
270 NEXT J 
280 POKE 1020,0 : POKE 594 68, 14 
290 OPEN 5 ,5 : PRINT " ASCII 110 READY " 
300 GET A$ : IF A$< > "" THEN PRINT #5,CHR$ 

(T(ASC(A$))); 
3 10 GET#5, A$ : IF ST - 0 AND AS < > "" T HEN 

PRINT CHRS(F(ASC(AS))); 
320 GOTO 300 

For communicat ions to another PET: 

100 REM 8010 INTERFACE JIM BUT T ERF IELD 
tlO REM FOR PET INTERCOMM UNICAT ION 
120 REMARK : SET SWITCH TO HD 
280 POKE 1020,0 : POKE 59468, 14 if tcxt modc desired 
290 OPEN 5,5 : PRINT " PET 110 READY " 
300 GET A$ : IF A$ < > "" THEN PRINT #5,AS; 
3 10 GET#5,A$ : IF ST : 0 THEN PRINT AS ; 
320 GOTO 300 
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would di

Increase
your PETS IQ

Speed up your PET programming with The BASIC

Programmer's Toolkit,™ now only $39.95.

Don't waste valuable programming time if there's an

easier way to go. Here it is: The BASIC Programmer's

Toolkit, created by Palo Alto ICs,

a division of Nestar. The Toolkit is a

set of super programming aids de

signed to enhance the writing.de

bugging and enhancing of BASIC

programs for your PET

The BASIC Program

mer's Toolkit has two

kilobytes of ROM firm

ware on a single chip.

This extra ROM store lets you avoid

loading tapes or giving up valuable

RAM storage. It plugs into a socket

inside your PET system, or is mount

ed on a circuit board attached on

the side of your PET, depending on

which model you own.

There are basically two versions of

PET. To determine which Toolkit you

need, just turn on your PET If you

see***COMMODORE BASIC***

your PET uses the TK-80P Toolkit,

if you see ###COMMODORE

BASIC###, your PET uses the

TK-160 Toolkit. Other versions of

the BASIC Programmer's Toolkit

are available for PET systems

that have been upgraded

with additional memory.

How Toolkit makes your programming easier:

FIND locates and displays the BASIC program lines

that contain a specified string, variable or keyword.

If you were to type FIND AS, 100-500, your PET's screen

would display all lines between line numbers

100 and 500 that contain >W.

RENUMBER renumberstheentire

program currently in your PET

You can instantly change

all line numbers and all

references to those

numbers. For instance,

to start the line numbers

with 500 instead of 100,

just use RENUMBER 500.

HELP is used when your program

• stops due to an error. Type HELP,

and the line on which the error

occurs will be shown. The erroneous

portion of the line will be indicated

in reverse video on the screen.

These simple commands, and the other

seven listed on the screen, take

the drudgery out of program

development work. And for a very

low cost. The BASIC Program

mer's Toolkit costs as little as

$39,95. or at most, $59.95.

Get the BASIC Programmer's

Toolkit and find out how quick

and easy program development

can be. See your local PET

dealer or send this coupon in

today.

commodore
personill

computer

A Division oi Nestar Systems Incorporated

PET™ is a trademark of
Commodore Business
Machines. Inc. The BASIC
Programmer's Toolkit"*

is a trademark of Palo

Alto ICs. a division of
Nesiar Systems, inc

The Toolkit is lullyassemoled.

It is not a kit and requires no

special tools to install.

I want to save

programming

time and money.

Send me The BASIC Programmer's Toolkit that will give
my PET 10 new and useful commands.
Fill in the appropriate line below:

TK-160 Toolkit(s) @ $39.95 each

TK-80PToolkit(s) @ $59.95 each

Oty

Qty_

Want to charge it? Call (415) 493-TOOL. or fill out the
form below.

Enclosed is a □ money order CD check

[If charging): □ Bill VISA □ Bill Master Card.

Please include the amount of the Toolkit, plus $2.50 for
shipping and handling. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery,

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED, OR SEND IT BACK

WITHIN 10 DAYS OF RECEIPT AND PALO ALTO ICs
WILL REFUND YOUR MONEY.

SEND TO:

Name.

Address-

City -Slate. _Z ip-

Charge Cafd. -Exp Daio.

Mastur C;ird Interbank Number.

Phone

MAIL TO:

Signature.

Palo Alto ICs

A Division of Nestar Systems, Inc
430 Sherman Avenue

Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415] 493-TOOL

Dealer inquiries invited.
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Programmer's

Notes for the

CBM 8O32

Roy Busdiecker

Several good articles describing major features of the

CBM 8032, have already appeared (Butterfield

Reports: The 8032, by Jim Butterfield, COMPUTE

Issue 5, July/August 1980; and New Additions to the

Commodore Line, by Robert W. Baker, Kilobaud

Microcomputing, July 1980). There are quite a few

features, however, which were not mentioned in

those articles and will be of interest to those who own

or are contemplating purchase of the new machine.

New Functions from Keyboard

My most recent (and most exciting) discovery is the

fact that many of the new screen-editor functions

(scroll down, delete line, insert line, etc.) can be ac

tivated directly from the keyboard, without the

necessity of doing a PRINT CHRS (XX) as de

scribed in the articles. The trick is simply to press

the right combination of keys simultaneously. The

combinations are shown in Figure 1. In some cases,

it doesn't matter which key is pressed first; however,

it's generally safer to press the key listed in the left

column first.

Abbreviation

DE

ES

LA

LS

OR

RS

SH

TA

UA

k

P

Function

Condensed graphics

Scroll down

Erase from beginning

of line to cursor

Erase to end

Meaning (Key)

Delete

Escape

Left Arrow

Shift Key on Left Side

Off/Reverse

Shift Key on Right Side

Either Shift

Tab

Up Arrow

Key on Alpha-Numeric Keyboard

Key on Numeric Keypad

Keys

LS RS 2k

LSESK

LSTA I

LS Ik UA

LS LA 3p

SH TA LA DE

SH LA Q 4p

SH LA A 6p

SH LA Z 2p

SH ES LA 5p

SH OR LA lp

LAQ4p

LA A6p

Delete line

Insert line

Set top left corner

of window

Set bottom right

corner of window

Figure 1. Keyboard

Editor Functions

LA Z2p

ES LA 5p

OR LA lp

TA LA DE

ESOR K

OR TA I

OR Ik UA

OR QO

OR A L

SH ES OR K

SH OR TA I

SH OR Ik UA

SHORQO

SH OR A L

Z A L

Z ES K

Z Ik UA

SH Z A L

SH Z ES K

SH Z Ik UA

Combinations for Special Screen

Calling the Monitor

Those who make heavy use of the built-in monitor

can enter it with a SYS 54386. This mode of entry

gives a "call" entry rather than the "break" entry

you get with a SYS 1024. There are two observable

differences between the two forms. A "call" entry

gives a *C message on the screen, and does not

change the value in the stack pointer (SP). A

"break" entry gives a *B message, and decrements

the value in the stack pointer by two. The "break"

feature was not designed as the normal method for

getting into the monitor, but rather as a tool for

machine language programming. It's possible that if

you went back and forth from BASIC to monitor

many times using the SYS 1024 "break" entry, that

you could run out of stack pointer space unnecessar

ily, although it's a rather unlikely occurence. In

cidentally, for the older PET/CBM 2001-16 and -32,

the "call" entry for the monitor is SYS 64785.

Automatic Program Adjustments

Many folks use location 50003 to allow a program to

figure out what kind of PET/CBM computer that it's

running on. PRINT PEEK (5003) gives a value of 0

on "old" PET's (version 1, BASIC 2.0), a value of 1

on "new" PET/CBM (version 2, BASIC 3.0), and

now a value of 160 on the CBM 8032 (BASIC 4.0).

Since many page zero locations in 8032 are the same

as in the "new" PET/CBM's, some programs

designed to run on either "old" or "new" versions

can be adapted for the 8032 as shown in Figure 2.

Original program

10 PV=PEEK(50003)

20 REM: =0 for OLD PETs, = 1 for NEW

Modified for 8032

10 PV = PEEK (50003)

15 IF PV - 160 THEN PV =■ 1:?"Program running on

CBM 8032"

20 REM: =0 for OLD, = 1 for NEW, =160 for 8032

Figure 2.
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Delete line 
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LA Z 2p 
ES LA 5p 
OR LA Ip 
TA LA DE 
ES O R K 
OR TA 1 
OR Ik VA 
ORQO 
O R A L 

SH ES OR K 
SH OR TA J 
SH OR Ik VA 
SH ORQO 
SH OR A L 

Set lOp left corner Z A L 
of window Z ES K 

Z Ik VA 

Set bottom right S H Z A L 
corner o f window S H Z ES K 

SH Z Ik VA 
Figure 1. Keyboard Combinations for Special Screen 
Editor Functions 

Calling the Monitor 
Those who make heavy use of the built-in monitor 
can enter it with a SYS 54386. This mode of entry 
gives a "call" entry rather than the "break" entry 
you get with a SYS 1024. There are two observable 
differences between the two forms . A "call" entry 
gives a ·C message on the screen, and does not 
change the value in the stack pointer (SP). A 
"break" entry gives a ·B message , and decrements 
the value in the stack pointer by two. T he " break" 
feature was not designed as the normal met hod for 
getting into the monitor , but rather as a tool for 
machine language programming. It's possible that if 
you went back and forth from BASIC to monitor 
many times using the SYS 1024 "break" entry, that 
you could run out of stack pointer space unnecessar
il y, although it 's a rather unlikely occurence. In
cidentally, for the older PET/C BM 200 1-16 and -32, 
the "call" entry for the monitor is SYS 64785. 

Automatic Program Adjustments 
Many folks use location 50003 to allow a program to 
fi gure out whal kind of PET/C BM computer that it 's 
running on. PRINT PEEK (5003) gives a value of 0 
on " old" PET's (version I , BASIC 2.0), a value of 1 
on "new" PET/C BM (version 2, BASIC 3.0), and 
now a value of 160 on the CBM 8032 (BAS IC 4.0). 
Since many page zero locations in 8032 are the same 
as in the "new" PET/CBM's, some programs 
designed to run on either "old " or "new" versions 
can be adapted for the 8032 as shown in Figure 2. 

Original program 
10 PV - PEEK(50003) 
20 REM : ~O for OLD PETs, - I for NEW 

Modified for 8032 
10 PV - PEEK (50003) 
15 IF PV .. 160 THEN PV - 1:?" Program run ni ng on 
CBM 8032" 
20 REM, - 0 for OLD, ~ 1 for NEW, - 160 for 8032 

Figure 2. 
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(the Commodore Software/Hardware Dealer)

DISC

Ami: Alex Amor

Resident

iiO Northwest 68 Avenue

Miami, FL 33126

Computer cake enjoyed by those at initial meeting

Yes, 1 want quality software.

Put me down for memljersliip.

Mv check for $250 is enclosed

Sounds good. But I need more info.

.Send me information on how I can

have mv software/hardware

islcd and/or evaluated.

We're sorry you missed

our initial meeting, but

there is still time for you to

participate.

DISC, an organization

of international scope, has

been formed to find, evaluate,

develop, and distribute

quality software worldwide

for CBM systems.

Only $250 allows you to

participate and benefit as

a member if you act now!

Effective January 1, 1981

the cost will be $500.

Don't delay. Send the

coupon with your check

today and save!

DEALER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
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Effective January I , 1981 
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Don' t delay . Send the 
coupon with your check 
today and save! 
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Of course, this modification will not adapt all pro

grams for the 8032. I've seen very few programs for

40-column machines whose output looks "right" on

the 80-column unit (those which do are the ones

without sophisticated graphics or formatting). If the

program uses built-in routines from the PET/CBM

ROM, it will take more effort to find the routine in

the 8032 and modify the program to use it.

Hidden Memory

As in previous machines, the screen memory appears

to "use up" memory addresses from 32768 to 36863,

although only the first 2000 of those are "real"

screen memory addresses. Another 2000 are

"image" addresses, due to the incomplete decoding

of those addresses. Of particular interest are the 48

addresses from 34768 through 34815 which do not

appear to be used for anything. That memory space

could be used for short machine language routines,

or data values that need to be tucked away where

BASIC can't hurt them.

One bug I discovered in the 8032 is that a

PRINT "[HOME]" often returns the cursor to the

second line on the screen, rather than the first.

It was very frustrating to me to discover that

many of the excellent machine language tools I've

obtained via Jim Butterfield and Carl Moser do not

work on the 8032. For those fortunate enough to

have access to a 2040 disk drive, a 2001-32, and an

8032 all at the same time, it's possible to create a

"host-target environment" or development system

for the 8032.

Old Tools for New Programs

The 8032 and 2001-32 can both be connected to the

2040 using the IEEE-488 ports and the appropriate

cables. A program "saved" to disk from one

machine can be loaded into the other, and the

transfer will work either way. You must be careful,

however, not to have both computers trying to access

the disk at the same time, or the system will get lock

ed up. I've also experienced lockups when one of the

computers is running certain machine language pro

grams.

If you want to create an assembly language pro

gram for the 8032, you can use a good assembler

(like the MAE from Eastern House Software) run

ning on the 2001-32. After assembling the program

in the 2001-32, use the built-in monitor to save the

resulting machine language to disk. When the disk

file is then loaded into the 8032, it will go into the

memory locations corresponding to those from which

it was saved.

Another thing I wanted to do was to look at the

ROM in the 8032. Unfortunately, the only

disassembler I had that would run on the 8032 was

written in BASIC, and was exceedingly slow. On the

other hand, I had several machine language

disassemblers that were quite fast, but would not run

on 8032. The solution was to copy a block of 8032

ROM, for example $B000 to $BFFF, into free

RAM, say S1000 to $1FFF. This can be done in

command mode with a statement like

FOR I = 0 TO 4095:POKE 4096 + KPEEK

(45056 + I):NEXT

When this is finished, we use the 8032's monitor to

save the copy ($1000 to $1FFFF), which can then be

loaded into the 2001-32 for examination. The choice

of locations, obviously, must be such that it will not

interfere with any of the tools being used to examine

the code.

ROM Features

The monitor in the 8032 is very similar to that in the

2001-32, except for having been relocated. This is

both good and bad. It's good because the 2001-32

monitor is documented, which allows us to figure out

some of the ROM routine locations in the 8032

which correspond to known routine locations in the

2001-32. It's bad because there are many im

provements which should have been made. It's a

shame to waste half the screen, when we could be

seeing twice as many locations on the 80 column

machine. It's also a shame to have such limited

capabilities in a monitor, when so many good ones

are available.

In the 8032, the operating system ROM starts

at $B000 rather than $C000, which means there are

only two free ROM sockets. Obviously, Word Pro 4

will take up at least one of those when it appears

(this is being written in mid-August, and we've not

been able to obtain a production copy yet).

Reader Feedback

We expect to be learning many more features of the

8032 in coming months, especially when we are able

to get one of the new 8050 disk drives and test its in

teractions with old and new computers.

Any COMPUTE readers who would like to con

tribute their discoveries may forward them to me,

and I'll incorporate them in a future article (giving

credit to the first contributor of each item). I would

be especially interested in keyboard combinations

that cause a shift from graphics to business mode

(upper and lower case letters) and the ones to cause

the screen to scroll up (without having to cursor

down to the bottom of the screen).

Send your contributions directly to me at

Virginia Micro Systems, Inc., 14415 Jefferson Davis

Highway, Woodbridge, VA 22191. Q
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RO M , for example SBOOO to $BFFF, into free 
RAM , say $1000 to $1 FFF. This ca n be done in 
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FOR 1 = 0 TO 4095 :POKE 4096 + I ,PEEK 

(45056 + I):NEXT 

When this is fini shed , we use the 8032 ' s mon itor to 
save the copy (S1000 to SI FFFF), which ca n then be 
loaded into the 200 1-32 for examina tion. T he chOtce 
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DR. DALEY'S BEST Mailing List Is Now Better!

DR. DALEY has taken his best selling mailing list and made it even better! This version has

been totally revised to increase the reliability of the files and make it even easier to operate.

Several new features have been added:

• Goof-proof input routine. Eliminates the irritating results of accidentally pressing

some cursor control keys. This is a machine code routine so it is as fast as you are!

BONUS—Auto repeat on all keys!

• Interface to allow output of the entire mailing list or virtually ANY subset to WORD

PRO III and WORDPRO IV format files so you can use these to generate personal

ized form letters. YOU can format the structure of this output!

• Routines to merge files and to minimize the number of duplicate entries in a file.

• More machine code routines to speed up processing.

• In addition you have the same powerful file formatting options where YOU can

determine the structure of the files. YOU can format your label output with up to 11

lines per label and from 1 to 8 (yes EIGHT) labels per line.

This system is completely menu driven. It includes 100 pages of user documentation. This

documentation is for the end user and is not padded with listings, flow charts, and other such

extraneous material.

This program will be available for a short time at the introductory price of $159.95. It is

available for the 32K PET and CBM 2000, 3000 and 8000 series computers. You can order

through your dealer or directly from us. We will accept VISA or MASTERCARD or your check

or money order. Overseas orders include 10% to cover shipping.

Charge to

your

MC/VISA

VISA

DR. DALEY'S Software

425 Grove Avenue, Berrien Springs, MI 49103

Phone (616) 471-5514

Sunday - Thursday noon to 9 p.m., Eastern Time
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Keyprint

Charles Brannon

KEYPRINT is an easy solution to many hardcopy

problems. For example, how would you copy the in

structions from a computer game onto your printer?

The obvious solution is to modify the program to

direct its output to the printer, This is, however,

time-consuming. Besides, what if-- horror of hor

rors -- you do not know how to make this modifica

tion?

So what does KEYPRINT do, anyway? Simple.

You just touch a single key and the entire screen is

copied onto the printer. This can happen at any

time: while calculations are in progress, during a

game of STARTREK, after a print-out of informa

tion to the screen, when you touch that certain key

accidentally -- anytime. KEYPRINT totally interrupts

everything PET is doing, dumps the screen onto the

printer, and then returns control back to BASIC as

though nothing had happened.

KEYPRINT's uses are multitudinous. No

longer do you have to write special printer

subroutines. It's just touch and go. Your software

can even call the screen dump directly with an SYS

command. If you have a Commodore 2022 printer,

you can copy graphics verbatim. (Remember to set

the lines-per-inch to eight first. A side-effect of this is

that text looks crammed together; remember to reset

the lpi to six.)

So here's how to use KEYPRINT:

1. Enter the machine language monitor with an SYS

1024 command

2. If you've already typed in and saved KEY

PRINT, enter:

.L "KEYPRINT",01

and hit 'RETURN'. Now type an 'X', hit

'RETURN' and go to step 6.

3. Otherwise, list the block of memory that KEY

PRINT occupies with:

.M033A03CB

4. Now, using the cursor, replace the "numbers" gr

(Which often contain alphabetic characters, since !-'F
they're hexadecimal) with the one shown in the

listing. Type these bytes in EXACTLY as shown.

(All machine language program instructions seem to

stress that but it's really important as the program

will CRASH if you don't type it in perfectly right.)

Remember to hit 'RETURN' after each line.

5. Save the program by entering:

.S "KEYPRINT",01,033A,03CB (After

wards, enter .X to exit to BASIC)

6. Now activate KEYPRINT with:

SYS 826 (hit 'RETURN')

■ .>

.M

PC IRQ SR ftC XR VR SP

0481 0345 32 04 5E 06 F4

033ft 03CB

033ft 78 fi9 03 85 91 fl9 45 85

0342 90 58 60 fi5 9? C9 45 D0

034R 03 20 51 03 4C 2E E6 ft9

0352 80 85 29 fl9 QQ 85 IF fly

035fl 04 85 B0 85 D4 29 Bfl F9

0362 20 2D Fl fl9 19 85

@3Cfl FF

R9

636ft 0D 85 21 20 D2 FF fl9 11

9372 ftE 4C E3 E0 0C D0 02 ft9

937ft 91 20 D2 FF ft© 00 Bl IF

03S2 29 7F ftft Bl IF 45 21 18

038ft 0E Bl IF 85 21 29 80 49

0392 92 20 D2 FF 3ft C9 20 B8

@39fl 04 09 40 D0 0E 09 40 90

03ft2 0ft C9 60 E0 04 09 80 D0

03flft 02 49 C0 20 D2 FF C3 C0

S3B2 23 90 CB ft5 IF 69 27 85

03BR IF 98 02 E6 29 06 22 D0

93C2 ft6 ft9 0D 20 D2 FF 4C CC

21 61 3F 7F 76 5

Hi!

•I,««P»»BE V

The cursor should re-appear almost instantly, blink

ing merrily under 'READY." If it doesn't, then

your PET has CRASHED. Why? Either you typed

in the program incorrectly, (even one tiny mistake)

or you're using an old ROM PET. Shame on you!

Go back and check over that program you typed in!

(Aren't you glad you saved it first?)

SA 
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PC IRQ 
0401 0345 

033A 03CB 
033A 78 A9 
0342 90 58 
034A 03 20 
0352 80 85 
035A 04 85 
0362 20 2D 
036A 0D 85 
0372 AE 4C 
037A 91 20 
0382 29 7F 
038A 0r. B1 
0392 92 20 
039A 04 09 
03A2 OR r·q 

-' ~ 

03RA 02 49 
03B2 2::: 913 
03BR 1F 90 
03C2 A6 R9 
03CA FF 72 
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SR AC XR 'r'R SP 
32 04 5E 00 F4 

03 85 91 A9 45 85 
60 A5 97 C9 45 D0 
51 03 4C 2E E6 A9 
20 A9 00 r.-= O·J IF A9 
B0 85 D4 20 BA FO 
Fl A9 19 85 22 A9 
21 20 D-' '" FF A9 11 
E8 EO 0C D0 02 A9 
!l2 FF A0 130 B1 1F 
AA B1 1F 45 21 10 
1F 85 21 29 S0 49 
D2 FF 8R C9 20 Eu 
40 DO DE C9 40 913 
613 EO 04 09 80 D0 
CO 213 D2 FF C8 CU 
CB A5 1F 69 ")., "- , 85 
£12 E6 20 C6 .~,", DO <'''-

uD 20 D2 FF 4C CC 
21 61 3F 7F 76 57 

3. Otherwise, list the block of memory that KEY
PRI NT occupies with: 

4. N~~, ~~~n: ~:~:ursor , replace the " numbe rs" ~ ,,_- ,:,E~~iCi~~~ ·~~~.~;I~~~~~.·L~~r!~ij~~' a;~~~~~~~T 
(Which often contain alphabetic characters, since F t~ Af.l! p ~ t~ ~S T 9 .. 
they're hexadecimal) with the one shown in the H . A R

M
' ~nT' c;Ot" tHb:j, BSY~I<~ !;ISl!EeJ:RO. f'lAVE 

list ing . Type these bytes in EXACTLY as shown. ~ t! ,q - R RSES nEI\t:' AI;!!:' 
(All machine language program instructions seem to 
stress that but it 's really important as the program 
will CRASH if you don' t type it in perfectl y right. ) 
Remember to hit ' RETUR N' aft er each line. 

5. Save the program by entering: 
.S "KEYPRINT" ,01 ,033A,03CB (After

wards , enter .X to exit to BASIC) 

6. Now activate KEYPRI NT with: 

SYS 826 (hit 'RETURN') 

The cursor should re-appea r almost in stantly, bli nk
ing merri ly under 'READY." If it docsn ' t , then 
you r PET has C RASHED . Why? Either you typed 
in the progra m incorrect ly, (even one tiny mistake) 
or you ' re using an old ROM PET. Shame on you! 
Go back and check over that program you typed in t 
(Aren't you glad you saved it first» 



PET SOFTWARE
LAS VEGAS CASINO SERIES:

These four programs were developed both as a tutorial for those planning to visit a Casino and wanting to learn to play correctly, and as a

means for the serious gambler to develop and thoroughly test a gambling 'system' under actual Casino conditions. All betting odds and

options available in the Casino of the MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas have been incorporated into these programs. Full screen graphics

have been used to show the cards being dealt, the Roulette Wheel spinning, and the Dice being thrown in order to increase realism and

heighten enjoyment.

1. Casino Blackjack:

For 1 to 5 players plus the dealer. Keeps track of winnings or losses for each player plus number of hands

won, lost, and tied and the number of times the dealer and each player has busted. Play with 1, 2, or 4

decks. Change decks or reshuffle at any time. Split pairs, Double Down, or place an Insurance bet.

Full Casino rules and many other options $ 7.95

2. Casino Roulette:

Bet on one number, two numbers, odd, even, black, etc. Watch the numbers come up as the wheel spins.

Twelve ways to bet $ 7.95

3. Casino Baccarat:

James Bond's favorite game. Two games in on. Casino style and Blackjack style. Includes special

features to help in developing a winning 'system' $ 7.95

4. Casino Craps:

Bet the Dice to Pass or Fall Off. Bet the Hardway or Press with Double Odds.

Ten ways to bet $ 7.95

5. Casino Package:

All four Casino Programs above $24.95

STRATEGIC GAMES:

6. Backgammon:

Play Backgammon against your PET. Excellent graphics and doubling option

make for a fast and exciting game $ 9-95

7. SP(') INTRUDERS: (WITH SOUND)

Written by COMMODORE-JAPAN. Performs exactly like the popular video arcade version being played all

over the country. Machine language graphics and sound provide hours of entertainment $ 9.95

Please specify which ROM set your PET has.

8. Checkers:

Play against the PET. PET plays a good, fast game according to International Checker Rules. Excellent

graphics show the board and all checkers. Watch your PET move his man around the board. Clock shows

elapsed lime for each move $ 7.95

9. Oubic-4:

This is three dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe played on four, 4x4 boards. PET plays a fast exciting game

choosing one of three strategies for each game $ 7.95

10. GoMoku:

Ancient Chinese board game played on a 9 x 9 board. Get 5 men in a row before your PET. A different

strategy for each game $ 7.95

11. Othello:

English game known as Reversi. Try to capture the PET's men before he captures yours. Play against the

PET or against your friends. Fast and fun $ 7.95

12. Cribbage:

An Excellent version of this favorite card game. All cards are shown using PET's excellent graphics.

The PET plays a cool logical game difficult to beat even for the best players $ 7.95

13. Game Package:

Any six of the above programs $34.95

GUARANTEE: All programs are guaranteed to be free from errors and to load on any PET. Any defective tapes will be replaced free

of charge.

master charge
THE INTERBANK C»H0

Order From: CMS SOFTWARE, 5115 Menefee Drive, Dallas, TX 75277
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7. SP(·) INTRUDERS : (WITH SOUND) 
Written by COMMODORE·JAPAN. Performs exactly like the popular video arcade version being played all 
over the country. Mach ine language graphic s and sound provide hours of entertainment . 
Please specify which ROM sel your PET has. 

8. Checkers: 
Play against the PET. PET plays a good, fast game according to Internat ional Checker Rules. Excellent 
graphics show the board and all checkers. Watch your PET move his man around the board. Clock shows 
elapsed lime fo r each move . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... .. . 

9. Qublc·4: 
This is three dimensional Tic-Tac·Toe played on four, 4 x 4 boards. PET plays a fast exc iting game 

S 7.95 

$ 7.95 

$ 7.95 

$24.95 

$ 9.95 

$ 9.95 

$ 7.95 

choosing one of three st rategies for each game .................................... .... .... ... . . ................ . . . $ 7.95 

10. Go Moku: 
Ancient Chinese board game played on a 9 x 9 board. Get 5 men in a row befo re your PET. A different 
st rategy for each game.... . .. . .. .. .. . ....... . . . . . ....... . ....................•... $ 7.95 

11 . Othello: 
English game known as Aeversi. Try to capture the PET's men be fore he captures yours. Play against the 
PET or again st your friends. Fas t and fun. ........... ... . . ..... . . ....... . 

12. Cribbage: 
An Exce llent version of this favorite card game. All cards are shown using 
The PET plays a cool logical game difficult to beat even for the best players .... 

13. Game Package: 
Any six of the above programs. 

PET's excellent graphics. 

$ 7.95 

$ 7.95 

$34.95 

GUARANTEE: All programs are guaranteed to be free from erro rs and to load on any PET. Any defective tapes will be replaced free 
of charge. 

Order From: eMS SOFTWARE, 5115 Menefee Dri ve, Dal las, TX 75277 ~VISA" 
", ''o,V~'' :<':~"Y""'»',''>,,':>'':'' 
~ -.' -, ' -",' '''''''''-''' ,.., 
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7. Hopefully, your cursor came back. That means

that KEYPRINT is ready and rarin' to go. How do

you make it work? Just press the "/" key. If you

have a printer hooked up that responds to a secon

dary address of 4, then the entire screen will be

printed onto your printer. For devices other than 4,

POKE 858, SA where SA equals the secondary ad

dress of your printer. (If the abofe terminology seems

confusing, don't worry. If you have a Commodore

printer, everything will work Fine. If not, then I can't

guarantee flawless operation.)

8. KEYPRINT remains in your machine until you

turn it off or you otherwise interrupt its power supply

(Like dropping the PET or setting it on fire).

KEYPRINT can be de-activated, however, by a sim

ple procedure: Hold down the shift key and press the

RUN/STOP key or type in LOAD and hit

'RETURN'. Ignore any messages the PET says.

Now press the RUN/STOP key again. The word

BREAK is displayed and that is exactly what you did

to KEYPRINT - you broke it. It will work no

longer. IMPORTANT NOTE: loading any program

also "breaks" KEYPRINT. In either case, you can

re-activate it with an SYS 826.

9. If you don't want to have to type a key to dump

the screen, use a SYS 849 either in direct mode or

within a program. It does not matter whether

KEYPRINT is "activated" or not for the command

to work.

So there you have it. I plan to use KEYPRINT quite

a bit in the future. I think of it as a "Wedge" for

the printer as DOS SUPPORT (Commodore) is for

the 2040.

P.S. I want to make it clear which key is used to

print the screen: it is the key to the right of the

ampersand at the top of the keyboard, not the shift of

"M", Also, beware that some programs use the

second-cassette buffer (where KEYPRINT resides)

for data storage or for their own machine language

programs.

Resources:

Butterfield, Jim. "PET in Transition" COMPUTE, pp 68-70

(Fall, 1979)

Shcward, D. "Listing from Commodore's 'The Transactor'"

The PAPER, p.39 (March/April 1980)
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BLACKJACK ANALYZER

PUT PET TO WORK

PLAYS 100,000 game, in 24 minutes,

find the most advantageous method.

User defines player melhod by simple keyboard entry including

when to hit and double on soft and hard hands, split pairs and

take insurance. Then run simulator and see resulting gain or

loss in 24 minutes run time.

Uses 4 Decks. Full casino rules. Countless permutations.

OR -

Switch to visual play and watch your system in real lime

BK Specify old or new ROM 6502 ML

Cassette Tape $12 00

COUNTING TUTOR

Play Blackjack and win by keeping track of U\#h and low cards

Program displays count on request if you lose track A real lime

simulator

8K. Specify old or new ROM 6502 ML

Cassette tape $6 00

Malco

54 Hesketh Court

Toronto, CANADA

M4A 1M6

Oops! Our address

was misspelled in

the last issue. If

your letter was

returned, please try

again.

commodore
Your Commodore Dealer

in CANADA

We stock the full line of

PET and CBM products and accessories.

OFF THE SHELF DELIVERY

SOFTWARE — HARDWARE — SERVICE

Best Book Selection In Town

BEST BOOK SELECTION IN TOWN

Dust Covers: Pet Cover $11.95

Floppy Cover 9.95

Printer Cover (old) 9.95

Printer Cover(new) 9.95

Trade-in Your Old PET For

The Latests Models

HOUSE oF CnmPUTER3 inc.
368 EGLINTON AVE. W {at Avenue Rd |

TORONTO. ONTARIO M5N 1A2

(416)482-4336
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COMPETITIVE
SOFTWARE STOP!

WE WERE PROVEN WRONG

BY OVER 50% OF OUR

CUSTOMERS!

READ ON TO SEE WHY.

MISCALCULATION?

We predicted thai our recent ad on the PLEX1-

VUE Solar Screen would sell a lot of screens, ll

did! We also predicted that giving a FREE

PLEXI-VUE Screen with our SOFTPAC-1

package would nol find many takers, due to the

fact that there wasn't a full description of it.

Over 50D/o of our customers PROVED US

WRONG! We also figured thai allowing a FREE

TRIAL would find us giving a few refunds on the

Screens and software packages. The customers

again PROVED US WRONG! We have not had

1 return! Our calculations may have been wrong,

but in one thing we are right. And that is when

we say, "IF THE QUANTITY DOESN'T GET

YOU, THE QUALITY WILL!" Since so many

have found this to be true, we are going to make

the following offer for CHRISTMAS. Purchase

a SOFTPAC-1 package and you will receive

FREE a PLEXI-VUE Solar Screen of your

choice ... our CHRISTMAS gift lo you!

NEW CONCEPT?

We can't put a price on our most valuable asset,

the customer. Thats why we offer the customer

an attractive package, good programs, Back-up

copies, & Listings of the serious programs. How

many other companies in the world offer this?

We DARE you to COMPARE our software with

other Manufacturers. The names of some of our

programs may be the same as some you've seen,

but the programs are different. Most software

from other sources require an entry and then a

RETURN. Ours only needs one keystroke for

most eniries or choices from a Menu. You arc

only required to press RETURN when entering

DATA. Games from other sources usually have

set parameters. We offer programmabitity in our

games so the user can change the level of difficul

ty, and therefore not tire of the game quickly.

We have extensively re-written our programs to

preclude ihe user from falling out of (he program

with an incorrect entry. You receive a sheet

describing how to ADD SOUND for less than

S15! Some of the programs have the SOUND

CAPABILITY built-in. Our Floppy Disc version

is menu-driven using a sophisticated overlay

technique! One keystroke LOADS and RUNS

the program of your choice from the Animated

Menu! We give Back-up copies on a SEPARATE

Disc Or Cassette! We have your order in the Mail

in less than 4 days! By now you should be able to

understand why we haven't been receiving any

returns.

PROGRAMS

If you like chess or checkers you will enjoy

OTHELLO, which pits you against the Computer

in a game of strategy. OTHELLO/2 allows you to

play the same game with a friend, while the Com

puter calls you each by name, and constantly up

dates scores. You can checkout your

BIORHYTHMS, and see how accurate the predic

tions arc. In ELECTRICITY you can check the cost

of operating an Appliance, Daily, Monthly or Year

ly. It uses two figures from your Electric bill to give

an accurate picture of actual costs. With the

LOANS programs you can figure the cost of any

purchase through a Credit Union or Bank. SAV

INGS allows you to figure what interest will ac

cumulate over a period of time using the variables

you input. STRATEGY is virtually a program

mable MASTERMIND, because you can control

the level of difficulty. The QUIZ MASTER Demo

tests your ability of recollection of States &

Capitols. You can use it as a Multiple Choice or

Fill-in quiz.! The QUIZ MASTER PGM is blank

and allows you to create quizzes for your own kids.

The MPG program allows you to enter your

odometer reading and gallons purchased to give you

the miles per gallon at each fill-up or average over

the long run. The MEMORY TEST gives a choice

of tests. You can test (1) All Contiguous memory

(2) From any Location you select (3) Screen

Memory or (4) the Error Message. The Arcade type

games some of which have sound, allow you and

your family to enjoy them together. In CHASE you

are trying to avoid being captured by Robots, while

attempting to keep from running into the electrified

posts or fence. You can change level of difficulty.

In TANK a two player game, you try to destroy

your opponent's TANKS at the same time he is try

ing to destroy yours! The difference is both players

can play at the same time, and neither player can

hold a key down to stop the other from moving. In

TANKS-16k you have a choice of progressively

harder playing fields. BOUNCE is a game of deflec

tion. You must deflect a moving ball into targets.

The computer keeps track of the time, and gives

humorous remarks at the end of each game. You

can change number of targets. BREAKOUT is the

old favorite where you have a paddle which you use

to deflect a ball into a wall of bricks. Each hit

removes a brick, and you win when you have

removed all the bricks. You have a limited number

of balls to use! Game will run in an automatic mode

for display. It isn't easy to win! As you can see there

is something for the whole family, and with the

price of gasoline on the rise, use your computer to

entertain your family and friends.

FREE TRIAL OFFER

We urge you to try the SOFTPAC-1 Package

now. Order one for our 30-day no obligation

trial. See how much you enjoy the programs. See

the difference the FREE PLEXI-VUE Solar

Screen makes to your computer. We can make

this offer because we have a QUALITY PRO

DUCT at a REASONABLE PRICE that we feel

will meet with your approval, if you will GIVE

IT A TRY!

Order a SOFTPAC-1 at the Reg. price of S34.95

+ $2.00 Shipping and we'll GIVE you ihe

PLEXI-VUE FREE! THE 30 DAY TRIAL OF

FER APPLIES TO BOTH! (You must return

BOTH for a refund)

SOFTPAC-1 contains 18 PGMS on DISC or 17

PGMS on TAPE (SPECIFY) in a Notebook with

BACK-UP copies, printed instructions and pro

gram Listings! There are GAMES W/SOUND too!

Give the PLEXI-VUE Model Number you

need, from the CHART:

PXI = PETs/CBMs with METAL CRT Cases.

PX2 = PETs/CBMs with PLASTIC CRT Cases.

PX3 = NEW 80 Character CRT CBMs.

• * CHRISTMAS BONUS! • *

On all orders POSTMARKED before

DECEMBER 16, 1980, we will include a Cer

tificate that allows you to purchase a 1 YEAR

Subscription to COMPUTE at 25% off the

Regular Price of $16! Thats a Savings or $6 off

the Newsstand Price. This offer is in addition to

the FREE PLEXI-VUE if you meet the above

postmark requirement.

IF FOR ANY REASON YOU ARE NOT

SATISFIED WITH THE SOFTPAC-1

PACKAGE, RETURN IT WITH THE

SCREEN AND ABOVE CERTIFICATE FOR

A PROMPT AND COURTEOUS REFUND.

YOU CAN'T LOSE!

We accept personal checks, money orders and

MASTERCHARGE or VISA! Give ACCOUNT

NUMBER, INTERBANK NUMBER, EXPIRA

TION DATE, AND SIGN your Order.

COMPETITIVE

SOFTWARE
21650 Maple Glen Drive

Edwardsburg, MI 49112
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OTH ELLO, which pits you against the Computer 
in a game of strategy. OTHELLO/ 2 allows you to 
play the same game with a friend, while the Com
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PET 4.O ROM

Routines
Jim Butterfield, Toronto
The 40-character and 80-character machines are the

same except for addresses $E000-$E7FF.

This map shows where various routines lie. The

first address is not necessarily the proper entry point for

the routine. Similarly, many routines require register

setup or data preparation before calling.

Description

BO00-BO65 Action addresses for primary keywords

BO66-BO93 Action addresses for functions

B091-B0B1 Hierarchy and action addresses for operators
B0B2-B20C Table of Basic keywords

B20D-B321 Basic messages, mostly error messages

B322-B3iJF Search the stack for FOR or GOSUB activity

B350-B392 Open up space in memory

B393-B39F Test: stack too deep?

B3AO-B3CC Check available memory

B3CD Send canned error message, then:

B3FF-B11E Warm start; wait for Basic command

B41F-B4B5 Handle new Basic line input

34B6-BME1 Rebuild chaining of Basic lines

B4E2-B4FA Receive line from keyboard

BHFB-B5A2 Crunch keywords into Basic tokens

B5A3-B5D1 Search Basic for given line number

35D2 Perform NEW, and;

B5EC-B621 Perform CLR

B622-B62F Reset Basic execution to start

B63O-B6DD Perform LIST

B6DE-B784 Perform FOR

B785-B7B6 Execute Basic statement

B7B7-B7C5 Perform RESTORE

B7C6-B7ED Perform STOP or END

B7EE-B807 Perform CONT

B808-B812 Perform RUN

B813-B82F Perform GOSUB

B830-B85C Perform GOTO

B85D Perform RETURN, then:

B883-B890 Perform DATA: skip statement

B891 Scan for next Basic statement

B894-B8B2 Scan for next Basic line

B8B3 Perform IF, and perhaps:

B8C6-B8D5 Perform REM: skip line

B8D6-B8F5 Perform ON

B8F6-B92F Accept fixed-point number

B93O-BA87 Perform LET

BA88-BA8D Perform PRINT*

BA8E-BAA1 Perform CMD

BAA2-BB1C Perform PRINT

BB1D-BB39 Print string from memory

BB3A-BB4B Print single format character

BBHC-BB79 Handle bad input data

BB7A-BBA3 Perform GET

BBA4-BBBD Perform INPUT*

BBBE-BBFU Perform INPUT

BBF5-BC01 Prompt and receive input

BCO2-BCF6 Perform READ

BCF7-BD18 Canned Input error messages

BD19-BD71 Perform NEXT

BD72-BD97 Check type mismatch

BD98 Evaluate expression

BEE9 Evaluate expression within parentheses

BEEF Check parenthesis, comma

BF00-BF0B Syntax error exit

BF8C-C046 Variable name setup

00*17-0085 Set up function references

C086-COB5 Perform OR, AND

C0B6-C11D Perform comparisons

C11E-C12A Perform DIM

C12B-C1BF Search for variable

C1CO-C2C7 Create new variable

C2C8-C2D8 Setup array pointer

C2D9-C2DC 32768 in floating binary

C2DD-C2FB Evaluate integer expression

C2FC-C4A7 Find or make array

CHA8 Perform FRE, and:

CilBC-Ci|C3 Convert fixed-to-floating

C4C9-CHCE Perform POS

C^CF-Ci4DB Check not Direct

ODC-C509 Perform DEF
C5OA-C51C Check FNx syntax

C51D-C58D Evaluate FNx

C58E-C59D Perform STR$
C59E-C5Ar Do string vector

C5B0-C61C Scan, set up string

C61D-C669 Allocate space for string

C66A-C74E Garbage collection

C71F-C78B Concatenate

C78C-C7B4 Store string
C7B5-C810 Discard unwanted string
C811-C821 Clean descriptor stack
C822-C835 Perform CHR$
C836-C861 Perform LEFT$
C862-C86C Perform RIGHTS

C86D-C896 Perform MID$
C897-C8B1 Pull string data

C8B2-C8B7 Perform LEN
C8B8-C8C0 Switch string to numeric

C8C1-C8D0 Perform ASC

C8D1-C8E2 Get byte parameter

C8E3-C92O Perform VAL

C921-C92C Get two parameters for POKE or WAIT

C92D-C942 Convert floating-to-fixed

C943-C959 Perform PEEK

C95A-C962 Perform POKE

C963-C97E Perform WAIT

C97F-C985 Add 0.5
C986 Perform subtraction

C998-CA7C Perform addition

CA7D-CAB3 Complement accum//l

CAB4-CAB8 Overflow exit

CAB9-CAF1 Multiply-a-byte

CAF2-CB1F Constants

CB20 Perform LOG

CB5E-CBC1 Perform multiplication

CBC2-CBEC Unpack memory into accum//2

CBED-CC09 Test & adjust accumulators

CC0A-CC17 Handle overflow and underflow

CC18-CC2E Multiply by 10

CC2F-CC33 10 in floating binary

0034 Divide by 10

CC3D Perform divide-by

CC45-CCD7 Perform divide-into

CCD8-CCFC Unpack memory into accumtf1

CCFD-CD31 Pack accum/M into memory

CD32-CD11 Move accum#2 to *1

CD42-CD50 Move accum/M to \\2

CD51-CD6O Round accum/M

CD61-CD6E Get accumfli sign

CD6F-CD8D Perform SGN

CD8E-CD9O Perform ABS
CD91-CDD0 Compare accuraffi to memory

CDD1-CE01 Floating-to-fixed

CE02-CE28 Perform INT

CE29-CE&3 Convert string to floating-point

CEB1-CEE8 Get new ASCII digit

CEE9-CEF8 Constants
CF78 Print IN, then:

CF7F-CF92 Print Basic line ii

CF93-DOC6 Convert floating-point to ASCII

D0C7-D107 Constants

D108 Perform SQR

D112 Perform power function

D14B-D155 Perform negation

D156-D183 Constants
D184-D1D6 Perform EXP

D1D7-D220 Series evaluation
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PET 4.0 ROM 
Routines 
Jim Butterfield, Toronto 
The 40-character and 80-character machines are the 
same except for addresses SEOOO-SE7FF. 

This map shows where various routines lie. The 
first address is not necessari ly the proper entry point for 
the routine. Similarly, many rout ines require register 
setup or data preparation before calling. 

BOOO - B065 
B066 - B093 
B09q - BOBl 
BOB2 - B20C 
B20D- B321 
B322- B3qF 
B350- B392 
B393 - B39F 
B3AO - B3CC 
B3CD 
B3FF- Bq1E 
Bql F- BqB5 
9qB6 - BHl 
BqE2 - BqFA 
Bq FB- B5A2 
B5A3 - B5Dl 
B5D2 
B5EC- B621 
B622 - B62F 
B630- B6DO 
B6DE- B78q 
B785 - B7B6 
B7 B7 - B7 C5 
B7C6 - B7E0 
B7 EE- B807 
B80B- BB12 
BB 13- BB2F 
BB30- BB5C 
BB50 
BBB3 - BB90 
BB91 
BB9q - BBB2 
BBB3 
BBc6 - BB05 
BB06 - BBF5 
BBF6 - B92F 
B930- BAB7 
BABB - BABO 
BABE- BAA 1 
BAA2 - BB 1C 
BB10- BB39 
BB3 A- BBq B 
BBqC - BB79 
BB7 A- BBA3 
BBAq -BBBD 
BBBE- BBFq 
BBF5- BCO l 
BC02 - BCF6 
Bcn - BO l B 
B0 19- B071 
BD72 - B097 
B09B 
BEE9 
BEEF 
BFOO - BFOB 
BFBc- coq6 
COq7 - COB5 
COB6 - COB5 
COB6-Cll0 

Desc ri ption 
Action addresses for primary keywords 
Action addresses for functions 
Hierarchy and action addresses for ope r ator ~ 
Table of Basic keywor ds 
BasiC messages , mostly error messages 
Search the stack for FOR or casus activity 
Open up space in memory 
Test: stack too deep? 
Check available memory 
Send canned error message , then : 
Warm start ; wait for Basic command 
Hand le new Basic line input 
Rebuild chaining of Basic lines 
Receive line f r om keyboard 
Crun ch keywords into Basic tokens 
Sea rch Basic for given line numbe r 
Perform NEW , and ; 
Per f orm CLR 
Reset Basic execut i on to start 
Pe r form LIST 
Perform FOR 
Execute Basic statement 
Perfor m RESTORE 
Perform STOP or END 
Perform CaNT 
Perform RUN 
Perform GOSUB 
Perform GOTO 
Perform RETURN , then: 
Perf orm DATA : skip statement 
Sca n for next BasiC statement 
Sca n for next Basic line 
Perform IF , and perhaps : 
Perform REM : skip line 
Perform ON 
Accept fixed - point number 
Perform LET 
Perform PRINTII 
Perform C~lD 
Perfo r m PRINT 
Print st ri ng from memory 
Print single format character 
Handle bad input data 
Perform GET 
Perform INPUTII 
Perform INPUT 
Prompt and receive input 
Perform READ 
Canned Input error messages 
Perform NEX T 
Check type mismatch 
Evaluate exp r essio n 
Evaluate exp r ession within pa rentheses 
Check parenthesis , comma 
Syntax erro r exit 
Va r iable name setup 
Set up f unc tion references 
Perform OR , AND 
Perform comparisons 

Cll E- C12A 
C12B- C1BF 
C1CO - C2C7 
C2CB - C20B 
C2D9 - C20C 
C200- C2FB 
C2FC - CqA7 
CqAB 
Cq BC - Cq CB 
CqC9 - CqCE 
CqCF - CqDB 
CQOC - C509 
C50A- C51 C 
C5 1D- C5BO 
C5BE- C590 
C59E- C5AF 
C5BO - C6 1C 
C6 10- C669 
C66A- C7QE 
C7QF - C7BB 
C7BC- C7BQ 
C7B5 - CB 10 
CB l l - CB2 1 
CB22 - CB35 
CB36 - CB61 
CB62 - CB6C 
CB6D - CB96 
CB97 - CBBl 
CBB2 - CBB7 
CBBB - CBCO 
CBC 1- CB DO 
CBD1 - CBE2 
CBE3 - C920 
C92 1- C92C 
C920- C9Q2 
C9Q3 - C959 
C95A- C962 
C963 - C97 E 
C97F- C9B5 
C9B6 
C99B - CA7C 
CA7D - CAB3 
CABQ - CABB 
CAB9 - CAF l 
CAF2 - CB1F 
CB20 
CB5 E- CBC 1 
CBC2 - CBEC 
CBED- CC09 
CCOA- CC17 
CC 1B- CC2E 
CC2F- CC33 
CC3Q 
CC3D 
CCQ5 - CCD7 
CCDB - CCFC 
CCFD- C03 1 
C032 - CDQ l 
CDQ2 - CD50 
C05 1-C060 
C06 1- C06E 
C06 F- COBO 
COBE- CD90 
C09 1- COOO 
COD 1- CEO l 
CE02 - CE2B 
CE29 - CEB3 
CEBQ - CEEB 
CEE9 - CEFB 
Cn8 
CnF- CF92 
CF93 - DOC6 
00C7 - Dl 07 
Dl0B 
Dl12 
D1QB- D155 
0156 - D1B3 
D1BQ - D1D6 
0107 - D220 
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Perform DIM 
Search for variable 
Create new va ri able 
Setup array pOinter 
3276B in floating binary 
Evaluate integer exp ression 
Find or make array 
Perform FRE , and : 
Convert fixed - to- floati ng 
Perform pas 
Check not Direct 
Perform DEF 
Check FNx syntax 
Evaluate FNx 
Perfor m STR$ 
Do string vector 
Scan , set up string 
Allocate space for string 
Garbage collection 
Concatenate 
Sto re string 
Disca rd unwanted st r ing 
Clean desc ri ptor stack 
Perform CHR$ 
Perform LEFTS 
Perform RIGHTS 
Perform MIDS 
Pull string data 
Perform LEN 
Switch string to numeri c 
Perform ASC 
Get byte parameter 
Perform VAL 
Get two parameters for POKE or WAIT 
Con ve rt floating - to- fixed 
Perform PEEK 
Perform POKE 
Perform WAIT 
Add 0 . 5 
Perform subtracti on 
Perform additio n 
Complement accumOl 
Overflow exit 
Multiply - a- byte 
Constants 
Perf orm LOG 
Perf orm multiplication 
Unpack memo r y into accumH2 
Test & adjust accumulators 
Han dle ove rflow and unde rflow 
Mul tiply by 10 
10 in floating binary 
Divide by 10 
Perform divide- by 
Perf orm divide - into 
Unpa ck mem ory into ac cumH l 
Pack accumUl into memory 
Move accumU2 to H1 
Mov e accumHl to H2 
Round accumfll 
Get accum!! 1 sign 
Perform SGN 
Perform ABS 
Compare accumH l to mem ory 
Fl oating- to- fixed 
Perform INT 
Conve r t string t o floating - point 
Get new ASCII digit 
Consta nts 
Pri nt IN , then : 
Print Basic line" 
Convert floating- point to ASCII 
Constants 
Perform SQR 
Perform power functi o n 
Perfo rm negation 
Constants 
Perform EXP 
Seri es evaluation 
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Skyles Electric Works

BASIC Programmer's, Toolkit®, Disk-O-Pro®, Command-O®

For PET® Owners Who Want More Fun

And Fewer Errors with Their Programs

Here are thirty-five commands you'll need, all on dual chips you can install in two

minutes without tools, on any PET or PET system. 2KB or 4KB of ROM firmware

on each chip with a collection of machine language programs available from the

time you turn on your PET to the time you shut it off. No tape to load or to interfere

with any running programs.

For PET/CBM 2001-8, -8N, -16N/B, -32N/B, 3016 and 3032

BASIC Programmers Toolkit® commands

AUTOed DELETE** RENUMBERS HELP60 TRACEed

STEped 0FFed APPENDed DUMP"* FINDed

BASIC Programmers Disk-O-Pro®

CONCAT680 DOPEN880 DCLOSE680 RECORD680 HEADER880 COLLECT880

BACKUP880 COPY880 APPEND880 DSAVE880 DLOAD880 CATALOG880

rename880 SCRATCH680 DIRECTORY880 INITIALIZE85 MERGE65 EXECUTE85

SCROLLed OUTed SETed KILLed EATed PRINT USINGBS SEND85 BEEP85

For CBM 8016 and 8032

BASIC Programmer Command-0®

AUTOed DUMPed DELETEed FINDetl (improved) HELPed KILLed OFFed

TRACEed (improved) RENUMBERS (improved) INITIALIZE85 MERGE55 MOVE55

EXECUTE85 SCROLLed OUTed SETed SEND85 PRINT USING85 BEEP05

ed — a program editing and debugging command

B80 — a BASIC command also available on Commodore CBM« 8016 and 8032 computers.

BS — a Skyles Electric Works added value BASIC command.

BASIC Programmers Toolkit® is a trademark of Palo Alto IC's.

BASIC Programmers Disk-O-Pro^, Command-O® is a trademark of Skyles Electric Works.

PETS, CBM® are trademarks of Commodore Business Machines.

Can be placed in main board socket or with precision-engineered interface

Phone or write for information. We'll be delighted to answer any questions
and to send you the complete information package.

231 E South Whisman Road

Skyles Electric Works Mountain View, CA 94041

(415) 965-1735
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Skyles Electric Works 

BASIC Programmer's, Toolkit@l, Disk-O-Pro@>, Command-()@> 

For PET@> Owners Who Want More Fun 
And Fewer Errors with Their Programs 
Here are thirty-five commands you 'll need , all on dual chips you can install in two 
minutes without tools , on any PET or PET system. 2KB or 4KB of ROM firmware 
on each chip with a collection of machine language programs available from the 
time you turn on your PET to the time you shut it off. No tape to load or to interfere 
with any running programs. 

For PET/CBM 2001-8, -8N, -16N/B, -32N/B, 3016 and 3032 

BASIC Programmers Toolkit@ commands 

AUTOed DELETEed RENUMBERed HELped TRACEed 
STEped OFF"d APPENDed DUMped FINDed 

BASIC Programmers Disk-O-Pro®> 

CONCAT"80 DOPEN BBO DCLOSE B80 RECORDs80 HEADERs80 COLLECT"80 
BACKUps80 COPYS80 APPENDs80 DSAVE BBO DLOADs80 CATALOG s80 

rename S80 SCRATCHs80 DIRECTORy s80 INITIALlZE"s MERGEsS EXECUTESS 
SCROLLed OUpd SEp d KILLed EAp d PRINT USINGsS SEND sS BEEpsS 

For CBM 8016 and 8032 

BASIC Programmer Command-O®> 

AUTOed DUMped DELETEed FINDed (improved) HELped KILLed OFF"d 
TRACEed (improved) RENUMBERed (improved) INITIALlZE"s MERGE"s MOVE"s 

EXECUTEsS SCROLLed OUTed SEpd SENDsS PRINT USING SS BEEpsS 

ed - a program editing and debugging command 
B80 - a BASIC command also available on Commodore CBM<3 8016 and 8032 computers. 
BS - a Skyles Elect ric Works added value BASIC command . 
BASIC Programmers Toolki ts is a trademark of Palo Alto IC·s. 
BASIC Prog rammers Disk-O-Pro<S, Command-O<3 is a trademark of Skyles Electric Works . 
PET<3, CBM"" are trademarks of Commodore Business Machines. 

Can be placed in main board socket or with precision-engineered interface 

Phone or write for information. We' ll be delighted to answer any questions 
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:& 
and to send you the complete information package. 

1

231 E South Whisman Road 
Skyles Electric Works Mountain Vie w, CA 94041 

(415) 965-1735 
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D221-D228 RND constants

D229-D281 Perform RND

D282 Perform COS

D289-D2D1 Perform SIN

D2D2-D2FD Perform TAN

D2FE-D32B Constants

D32C-D35B Perform ATN

D35C-D398 Constants

D399-D3B5 CHRGET sub for zero page

D3B6-DH71 Basic cold start

D472-D716 Machine Language Monitor

D717-D7AB MLM subroutines

D7AC-D8O2 Perform RECORD

D8O3-D837 Disk parameter checks

D838-D872 Dummy disk control messages

D873-D919 Perform CATALOG or DIRECTORY

D91A-D92E Output

D92F-D9M1 Find spare secondary address

D942-D976 Perform DOPEN

D977-D990 Perform APPEND

D991-D9D1 Get disk status

D9D2-DA06 Perform HEADER

DAO7-DA3O Perform DCLOSE

DA31-DA64 Set up disk record

DA65-DA7D Perform COLLECT

DA7E-DAA6 Perform BACKUP

DAA7-DAC6 Perform COPY

DAC7-DAD3 Perform CONCAT

DAD4-DB0C Insert command string values

DB0D-DB39 Perform DSAVE

DB3A-DB65 Perform DLOAD

DB66-DB98 Perform SCRATCH

DB99-DB9D Check Direct command

DB9E-DBD6 Query ARE YOU SURE?

DBD7-DBE0 Print BAD DISK

DBE1-DBF9 Clear DS$ and ST

DBFA-DC67 Assemble disk command string

DC68-DE29 Parse Basic DOS command

DE2C-DE48 Get Device number

DEU9-DE86 Get file name

DE87-DE9C Get small variable parameter

** Entry points only for E000-E7FF **

EOOO Register/screen initialization

EOA7 Input from keyboard

El 16 Input from screen

E202 Output character

EH42 Main Interrupt entry

El55 Interrupt: clock, cursor, keyboard

E600 Exit from Interrupt
#* **

F000-F0D1 File messages

F0D2 Send 'Talk1

FOD5 Send 'Listen'

F0D7 Send IEEE command character

F1O9-F142 Send byte to IEEE

F113-F15O Send byte and clear ATN

F151-F16B Option: timeout or wait

F16C-F16F DEVICE NOT PRESENT

F170-F184 Timeout on read, clear control lines

F185-F192 Send canned file message

F193-F19D Send byte, clear control lines

F19E-F1AD Send normal (deferred) IEEE char

F1AE-F1BF Drop IEEE device

F1C0-F20H Input byte from IEEE

F205-F2U GET a byte

F215-F265 INPUT a byte

F266-F2A1 Output a byte

F2A2 Abort files

F2A6-F2C0 Restore default I/O devices

F2C1-F2DC Find/setup file data

F2DD-F331! Perform CLOSE

F335-F342 Test STOP key

F3H3-F3M8 Action STOP key

F349-F35O Send message if Direct mode

F351-F355 Test if Direct mode

F356-F4OO Program load subroutine

FH01-F4118 Perform LOAD

Fn*!9-FH6C Print SEARCHING

Fij6D-Fil7C Print LOADING or VERIFYING

FJ17D-F11A4 Get Load/Save parameters

FijA5-FitD2 Send name to IEEE

F4D3-F4F5 Find specific tape header

F4F6-F5OC Perform VERIFY

F50D-F55F Get Open/Close parameters

F560-F5E1 Perform OPEN

F5E5-F618 Find any tape header

F619-F67A Write tape header

F67B-F691 Get start/end addrs from header

F695-F6AA Set buffer address

F6AB-F6C2 Set buffer start & end addrs

F6C3-F6CB Perform SYS

F6CC-F6DC Set tape write start & end

F6DD-F767 Perform SAVE

F768-F7AE Update clock

F7AF-F7FD Connect input device

F7FE-F84A Connect output device

F8HB-F856 Bump tape buffer pointer

F857-F879 Wait for PLAY

F87A-F88B Test cassette switch

F88C-F899 Wait for RECORD

F89A Initiate tape read

F8CB Initiate tape write

F8E0-F92A Common tape I/O

F92B-F934 Test I/O complete

F935-F9J44 Test STOP key

F945-F975 Tape bit timing adjust

F976-FA9B Read tape bits

FA9C-FBBA Read tape characters

FBBB-FBC3 Reset tape read address

FBC4-FBC8 Flag error into ST

FBC9-FBD7 Reset counters for new byte

FBD8-FBF3 Write a bit to tape

FBFi|-FC85 Tape write

FC86-FCBF Write tape leader
FCCO-FCDA Terminate tape; restore interrupt

FCDB-FCEA Set interrupt vector

FCEB-FCF8 Turn off tape motor
FCF9-FD0A Checksum calculation

FD0B-FD15 Advance load/save pointer

FD16-FDHB Power-on Reset

FDJ4C-FD5C Table of interrupt vectors

** Jump table: **

FF93-FF9E CONCAT,DOPEN,DCLOSE,RECORD

FF9F-FFAA HEADER,COLLECT,BACKUP,COPY

FFAB-FFB6 APPEND,DSAVE,DLOAD,CATALOG

FFB7-FFBC RENAMETSCRATCH

FFBD

FFCO

FFC3
FFC6

FFC9

FFCC

FFCF

FFD2

FFD5

FFD8

FFDB

FFDE

FFE1

FFE4

FFE7
FFEA

Get disk status

OPEN

CLOSE

Set input device

Set output device

Restore default I/O devices

INPUT a byte

Output a byte

LOAD

SAVE

VERIFY

SYS

Test stop key

GET byte

Abort all files

Update clock

FFFA-FFFF Hard vectors: NMI, Reset, INT

QO 

D22 1- D228 RND constants 
D229 - D281 Pe rf or m RND 
0282 Pe rform COS 
D28 9- D2Dl Pe rfor m SIN 
D2D2-D2FD Pe r form TAN 
D2FE- D32B Const ants 
D32C- D35B Perfor m ATN 
D35C- D398 Constants 
D399-D 3B5 CHRGET sub fo r zero page 
D3B6 - D47 1 Bas i c cold s t a rt 
047 2 - 0716 Machine Language Monitor 
D717 - D7AB MLM sub routines 
D7AC - D802 Perfor m RECORD 
D803- D837 Disk parameter checks 
D8 38 - 087 2 Dummy di s k co ntrol messages 
D873- D9 19 Perform CATALOG or DIRECTORY 
D91A- D92E Output 
D92F - D94 1 Find spare secondary address 
D942 - D976 Perform DOPEN 
D977 - D990 Pe r form APPEND 
D991-D9D l Ge t disk status 
D9D2- DA06 Perf orm HE ADER 
DA07 - DA30 Perform DC LOSE 
DA31 - DA64 Se t up disk record 
DA65 - DA7D Perform COLLECT 
DA7 E- DAA6 Perform BACKUP 
DAA7 - DAC6 Perfor m COPY 
DAC7-DAD3 Per fo r m CONCAT 
DAD4 - DBOC I ns e rt com mand stri ng values 
DBOD - DB39 Perform DSAVE 
DB 3A- DB65 Pe rfor m DLOAD 
DB66 - DB98 Perform SCRATCH 
DB99 - DB9D Chec k Di r ect command 
DB9E- DBD6 Que r y ARE YOU SURE? 
DB D7 - DBEO Print BAD DISK 
DBE1 - DB F9 Cl ea r DS$ and ST 
DBFA- DC67 Assemble disk command st ri ng 
OC68 - D£29 Parse Basic DOS comma nd 
DE2C - DE48 Get Device number 
DE4 9- DE86 Ge t fil e nam e 
DEB 7 - DE9C Get smal l variabl e parameter 
** Ent ry pOints only for EOOO - E7FF ., 
EOOO Register/screen initialization 
EO A? Input f r om key board 
£116 Input f r om screen 
£202 Output cha r acter 
£442 Main Interrupt entry 
£45 5 Interrupt : clock , cursor , keyboard 
E600 Exit from Interrupt .. 
FOOO - FOD l 
FOD2 
FOD 5 
FOD7 
Fl 09 - F142 
F14 3- F150 
F151 - F16B 
F16 C- F16F 
F17 0- F184 
F185- F1 92 
F1 93 - F19D 
F1 9E - F1AD 
F1AE - F1BF 
F1 CO - F204 
F205- F214 
F21 5- F265 
F266 - F2Al 
F2A2 
F2A6 - F2CO 
F2Cl - F2DC 
F2DD - F334 
F3 35 -F342 
F343- F34 8 
F349- F350 
F35J - F355 
F356 -F400 
F401 - F44 8 
F449- F46 C 

Fil e messages 
Send ' Talk ' 
Send I Li s ten I 

•• 

Send IEE E command characte r 
Send byte to IEEE 
Send byte and clear ATN 
Opt io n: t i meout or wait 
DEVICE NOT PRES EN T 
Timeout on read , clea r cont rol lines 
Send can ned file message 
Send byte , clea r control l i nes 
Send normal (defe rr ed) IEEE char 
Drop IEEE device 
Input byte from IEE E 
GET a byte 
INPUT a byte 
Output a by te 
Abort files 
Restor e default I/O devices 
Find/setup file da ta 
Pe r for m CLOSE 
Test STOP key 
Actio n STOP key 
Se nd message i f Direct mode 
Test if Di r ect mode 
Program l oad sub routine 
Perform LOAD 
Pr int SEARCHING 
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F4 6D- F47 C Print LOADI NG or VERIFYING 
F~1D- F~A~ Get Load/Save pa rameters 
F4A5 - F4D2 Send name to IEEE 
F4 D3 - F4F5 Fi nd s pe cific t ape hea der 
F4F6- F5 0C Perform VERI FY 
F50D - F55F Get Open/Close pa rameter s 
F560- F5E4 Perform OPE N 
F5E5 - F618 Find an y tape hea de r 
F619 -F67A Write tape header 
F67B-F694 Get sta rt /end addrs fr om heade r 
F6 95 - F6AA Set buffer add r ess 
F6AB- F6C2 Set buffer s t art & end add rs 
F6C3- F6CB Pe r f or m SYS 
F6 CC- F6DC Se t tape write sta rt & end 
F6DD-F767 Perf orm SAVE 
F768- F7 AE Update cl ock 
F7AF- F7F D Connect input device 
F1FE- FB~ A Connect out put device 
F84B- F856 Bump tape buffer pointer 
F85 7- F879 Wait f or PLAY 
F87A- F8 8B Test cassette swit ch 
F88C- F8 99 Wait fo r RE CORD 
FB9 A Initi ate tape read 
FBCB Initi ate t ape write 
F8EO- F92A Common tape I /O 
F92B- F934 Test I/O complete 
F935 - F94 4 Test STOP key 
F945- F975 Tape bit t i ming adjust 
F97 6- FA9B Read tape bits 
FA9C- FBBA Read tape cha ra c t e r s 
FBBB- FBC3 Reset tape read add ress 
FB Cq- FBCB Fl ag er ro r into ST 
FB C9 - FBD1 Reset coun te rs f or new byte 
FBD8 - FBF3 Write a bit to tape 
FBF4 - FC85 Tape wr i t e 
FCB6 - FCBF Write t ape leader 
FC CO -FC DA Terminate tape ; restor e inte rrupt 
FCDB- FCEA Set inter rupt vector 
FCEB- FCF8 TU r n off tape moto r 
FCF 9- FD OA Che cks um calculation 
FDOB- FD15 Advance l oad/save pOinter 
FD 1 6 - FD~B Power- on Reset 
FDqC- FD5C Table of interrupt vector s 
** Jump ta ble: ** 
FF 93- FF 9E CO NCAT, DOPEN , DC LOSE, RECORD 
FF9F- FF AA HEADER , COLLECT , BACKUP , COPY 
FF AB- FFB6 APPEND , DSAVE , DLOAD , CATAL OG 
FFB7- FFB C REN AME , SCRATCH 
FFBD Get disk status 
FFCO OP EN 
H C3 CLOSE 
FFC6 Set input de vi ce 
FF C9 Set output device 
FF CC Restore default I/O devic es 
FF CF I NPUT a byte 
FFD 2 Outp ut a byte 
FFD5 LOAD 
FFD8 SAVE 
FFDB VERIFY 
FFDE SYS 
FFEl Test sto p key 
FFE4 GET byte 
FFE7 Abor t all fil es 
FFE A Update clock 
FHA- FFFF Ha r d vectors : NMI, Reset, INT © 
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McTerm
L^DISON

Computer
A Telecommunication Package

With the McTerm package your Commodore computer can now become a very intelligent

terminal. It allows you to easily participate in the electronic mail revolution, McTerm can

communicate simultaneously with another PET or mainframe. You can transfer entire disk files

to other disk drives; send or receive program, WordPro, sequential, or relative files. This

package works on Commodore computers with 3.0 or 4.0 Basic, 1.0 or 2.0 DOS, 40 or 80 column

computers, and 2040 or 8050 disk drives (requires the use of TTL Level RS-232 modems).

Complete with Program, ROM, Cable and Manual.

Price: $195.00

Features include:

-Baud selection from 75 to 1200.

. -Full and half duplex, also local echo.

-Supports odd, even and mark parity.

-CRC, error checking for PET to PET files.

1825 MONROE STREET, MADISON, Wl 53711 (608)255-5552

-Dealer Inquiries Are Welcome-

FINALLY?
PET DISK

UTILITY PACK

MASSAGE ($60): EDIT BLOCKS, UPDATE BAM, SCAN FILES, MAP DISK, TRACE LINKS

EDIT ($60)1: EDIT AND APPEND SEQUENTIAL FILES IN-PLACE!

RECOVER ($30): RECOVER ACCIDENTALLY SCRATCHED FILES

CLEAN ■ FAST - FULLY DOCUMENTED - HARD COPY OPTIONS

COMPLETE UTILITY PACK- $100

LEDGER ($100): 8-24 COLUMNS, 9-39 BYTES/COLUMN, 3000 ROWS.

NUMBER ■ ALPHA - DATE - DOLLAR COLUMN SPECIFICATION.

NUMBER/DOLLAR COLUMNS DERIVEABLE VIA USER FUNCTIONS.

NOTEBOOK ($25): 1-5K OF NOTEBOOK SPACE CO-EXISTENT WITH BASIC.

RECALL - EDIT - TRANSFER WITH TWO KEYSTROKES.

CALL OR WRITE FOR BROCHURE

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

CALIFORNIA

SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 969

Laguna Beach, CA. 92652

(714) 497-2000

November / December. 1980. Issue 7 COMPUTE! 
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UTILITY PACK 
MASSAGE ($60): EDIT BLOC KS, UPDATE BAM, SCAN FILES, MAP DISK, TRACE LINKS 

EDIT ($60)1: EDIT AND APPEND SEQUENTIAL FILES IN-PLACE! 
RECOVER ( $30): RECOVER ACCIDENTALLY SCRATCHED FILES 
CLEAN - FAST - FULLY DOCUMENTED - HARD COPY OPTIONS 

COMPLETE UTILITY PACK - $100 
LEDGER ($100): 8-24 COLUMNS, 9-39 BYTES/COLUMN, 3000 ROWS. 

NUMBER - ALPHA - DATE - DOLLAR COLUMN SPECIFICATION. 
NUMBER/DOLLAR COLUMNS DERIVEA BLE VIA USER FUNCTIONS. 

NOTEBOOK ($25): l -SK OF NOTEBOOK SPACE CO- EXISTENT WITH BASIC. 
RECALL - EDIT - TRANSFER WITH TWO KEYSTROKES. 

CALL OR WRITE FOR BROCHURE 
DEALER INQUI RIES INVITED 

CALIFORNIA 
SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES 

P.O. Box 969 
Laguna Beach, CA. 92652 

(7 I 4) 497-2000 
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Jim Butterfield

There are some differences

in usage between the 40-

and 80-column machines.
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Why Is [CURSOR 1 So Good?
Maybe its because we've always had high standards Be

ginning with our firs! issue in July. 1978, we've published some 100

programs for the Commodore PET in our first 20 issues, plus 20

animated graphic "Front Cover" programs. Each program has

been extensively edited by Glen Fisher, our Editorial Director. The

result is obvious: Cursor programs reflect professional stan

dards. Were proud of every program we publish.

But there's something else, too.

It's imagination. Our subscribers continue to be delighted

with the new, fresh programming ideas that Cursor provides.

Some of the best graphic animations for the Pet have appeared in

Cursor. Teachers love us! They use Cursor as an example of

what can be done on a PET. with some skill and imagination.

Finally, there's service. Orders for single issues are almost

always shipped within 24 hours. New subscriptions are pro

cessed within five working days. Should you get one of our rare

defective tapes, just return it for an immediate replacement. And

of course you can cancel your subscription at any time and we'll

gladly refund all remaining issues.

Cursor. Quality. Imagination. Service,

For only $4.95 you can buy a sample issue and judge for

yourself. Or send S27 for a six-issue subscription. You'll get six

C-30 cassettes, each with five programs and a Front Cover ready

to LOAD and RUN on your PET. With each issue you also get our

Cursor Notes, a lively commentary on the industry, as well as

documentation for the programs.

G Sample issue of Cursor — S4.95 (CA. Res. add 6% tax)

D 6 issues for S27.00 (U.S. & Canada)

Published By

The Code

Works

Box 550

Goleta, CA. 93017

Phone 805-967-0905
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BASIC 
4.0 

MEMORY 
MAP 

Compiled by 
Jim Butterfield 

There are some differences 
in usage bet ween the 40-

and SO-column machines . 

r ~ 

Why Is ( C~R$9R ) So Good? 
Maybe it's because we've always had high standards. Be· 

ginning with our first issue in July. 1978. we've published some 100 
programs for the Commodore PET in our first 20 issues. plus 20 
animated graphic "Front Cove,' programs. Each program has 
been extensively edited by Glen Fisher, our Editonal Director. The 
resull is obvious: Cursor programs reflect professional stan
dards. We're proud of every program we publish. 

SUI there's something else, 100. 
II's imagination. Our subscribers continue to be deligh ted 

with the new, fresh programming ideas thaI Cursor provides. 
Some of the best graphic animations for the Pet have appeared in 
Cursor, Teachers love us! They use Cursor as an example of 
what can be done on a PET. with some skill and imagination. 

Finally, there's service. Orders for single Issues are almost 
always shipped with in 24 hours. New subscriptions are pro
cessed within five working days. Should you get one of our rare 
defective tapes. just return it for an immediate replacement. And 
of course you can cancel your subscription at any lime and we'll 
gladly refund all remaining issues. 

Cursor: Quality. Imagination. Service. 
For only $4.95 you can buy a sample issue and judge for 

yourself . Or send 527 lor a six-issue subscription. You'U get six 
C-30 casselles. each with five programs and a Front Cover ready 
to LOAD and RUN on your PET. With each issue you also get our 
Cursor Notes. a lively commentary on the industry. as well as 
documentation for the programs. 

o Sample issue of Cursor - 54.95 (CA. Res. add 6% tax) 
o 6 issues for 527.00 (U.S . & Canada) 
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0036-0037
0038-0039
OO3A-OO3B

OO3C-OO3D

OO3E-OO3F

0040-0041

0042-0043

004 4-0045

0046-0047
0048-0049
004A

004B-0050

0051-0053
0054-005D

005E

005F-0062

0063
0064

0065
0066-006B

006C

006D

006E-006F

0070-0087
0077-0078

0088-008C

008D-008F

OO9O-OO91

0092-0093
0094-0095

0096

0097

0098

OO99-OO9A

009B

009C

009D

009E

009F

00A0

00A1

0OA3-OOA4

00A5

00A6

00A7

00A8

0OA9

OOAA

OOAB

OOAC

OOAD

OOAE

OOAF

OOBO

0OB1

00B2

54-55

56-57

58-59
60-61

62-63
64-65

66-67

68-69
70-71

72-73
74

75-80

81-83
84-93
94

95-98

99
100

101

102-107
108

106

110-111

112-135

119-120

136-140

141-143

144-145

146-147
148-149

150

151

152

153-154

155

156

157

158

159

160

161

163-164

165
166

167
168

169
170

171

172

173
174

175

176

177

178

Current Basic line number

Previous Basic line number

Pointer: Basic statement for CONT

Current DATA line number

Current DATA address

Input vector

Current variable name

Current variable address

Variable pointer for FOR/NEXT

Y-save; op-save; Basic pointer save

Comparison symbol accumulator

Misc work area, pointers, etc

Jump vector for functions

Misc numeric work area

Accum/M : Exponent

Accum//1 : Mantissa

Accum//1 : Sign

Series evaluation constant pointer

Accum//1 hi-order (overflow)

Accum//2: Exponent, etc.

Sign comparison, Acc#1 vs \\2

Accum/M lo-order (rounding)

Cassette buff len/Series pointer

CHRGET subroutine; get Basic char

Basic pointer (within subrtn)

Random number seed.

Jiffy clock for TI and TI$

Hardware interrupt vector

BRK interrupt vector

NMI interrupt vector

Status word ST

Which key down; 255=no key

Shift key: 1 if depressed

Correction clock

Keyswitch PIA: STOP and RVS flags

Timing constant for tape

Load=0, Verify=1

Number of characters in keybd buffer

Screen reverse flag

IEEE output; 255=character pending

End-of-line-for-input pointer

Cursor log (row, column)

IEEE output buffer

Key image

0=flash cursor

Cursor timing countdown

Character under cursor

Cursor in blink phase

EOT received from tape

Input from screen/from keyboard

X save

How many open files

Input device, normally 0

Output CMD device, normally 3

Tape character parity

Byte received flag

00D5

00D6-00D7
00D8

00D9

OODA-OODB

OODC

OODD

OODE

OODF

OOEO-OOF8

OOEO-OOE1

00E2

OOE3
OOE4

OOE5

00E6

OOE7
OOE8

OOE9-OOEA

OOEB-OOEC

0OF9-OOFA

OOFB-OOFC

OOFD-OOFE

O1OO-O1OA

O1OO-O13E

01OO-O1FF

0200-0250

0251-025A

025B-0264

0265-026E

026F-0278

O27A-O339

O33A-O3F9
O33A

O33B

033C

033D

033E

O33F-O34O

0341

0342-0352

0353-0380

03EE-03F7

O3FA-O3FB

03FC

0400-7FFF

8OOO-83FF

8000-87FF

9000-AFFF

BOOO-DFFF

E000-E7FF

E81O-E813
E820-E823
E840-E84F

E88O-E881

FOOO-FFFF

213
214-215

216

217

218-219
220

221

222

223

224-248

224-225

226

227

228

229

230

231
232

233-234

235-236

249-250

251-252

253-254

256-266

256-318

256-511
512-592

593-602

603-612

613-622

623-632

634-825

826-1017
826

827
828

829
830

831-832

833
834-850

851-896

1006-1015

1018-1019
1020

1024-32767

32768-33791
32768-34815
36864-45055

45056-57343
57344-59391
59408-59411

59424-59427

59456-59471
59520-59521

61440-65535

Right-hand window or line margin

Pointer: Start of tape buffer

Line where cursor lives

Last key/checksum/misc.

File name pointer

Number of INSERTS outstanding

Write shift word/read character in

Tape blocks remaining to write/read

Serial word buffer

(40-column) Screen line wrap table

(80-column) Top, bottom of window

(80-column) Left window margin

(80-column) Limit of keybd buffer

(80-column) Key repeat flag

(80-column) Repeat countdown

(80-column) New key marker

(80-column) Chime time

(80-column) HOME count

(80-column) Input vector
(80-column) Output vector

Cassette status, //I and #2

MLM pointer/Tape start address

MLM, DOS pointer, misc.

STR$ work area, MLM work

Tape read error log

Processor stack

MLM work area; Input buffer

File logical address table

File device number table

File secondary adds table

Keyboard input buffer

Tape#1 input buffer

Tape//2 input buffer

DOS character pointer

DOS drive \ flag

DOS drive 2 flag

DOS length/write flag

DOS syntax flags

DOS disk ID

DOS command string count

DOS file name buffer

DOS command string buffer

(80-column) Tab stop table

Monitor extension vector

IEEE timeout defeat

Available RAM including expansion

(40-column) Video RAM

(80-column) Video RAM

Available ROM expansion area

Basic, DOS, Machine Lang Monitor

Screen, Keyboard, Interrupt programs

PIA 1 - Keyboard I/O

PIA 2 - IEEE-488 1/0

VIA - 1/0 and timers

(80-column) CRT Controller

Reset, 1/0 handlers, Tape routines©

0036 - 003 7 
003S- 0039 
003A- 003B 
003C- 003D 
003E- 003F 
0040 - 0041 
0042- 0043 
0044 - 0045 
0046 - 00 47 
004S- 0049 
004A 
004B- 0050 
0051 - 0053 
0054 - 0050 
005E 
005F- 0062 
0063 
0064 
0065 
0066 - 006B 
006C 
0060 
006E- 006F 
0070 - 00S7 
0077 - 007 S 
ooSS- OOSC 
OOSD - OOS F 
0090 - 009 1 
0092 - 0093 
0094 - 0095 
0096 
0097 
009S 
0099 - 009A 
009B 
009C 
0090 
009E 
009F 
OOAO 
00A1 
00A3 - 00A4 
00A5 
00A6 
00A7 
OOAS 
00A9 
OOAA 
OOAB 
OOAC 
OOAD 
OOAE 
OOAF 
OOBO 
00B1 
00B2 

54 - 55 
56 - 57 
5S - 59 
60 - 61 
62 - 63 
64 - 65 
66 - 67 
6S- 69 
70 - 71 
72 - 73 
74 
75 - 80 
81-83 
84 - 93 
94 
95 - 98 
99 

100 
1 0 1 
102 - 107 
108 
106 
110- 111 
112- 135 
11 9- 120 
136 - 140 
141 - 143 
144 - 145 
146 - 147 
148- 149 
150 
151 
152 
153 - 154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
1 6 1 
163 - 164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
17 2 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 

CUrrent Basic line number 
Previous Basic line number 
Pointer : Basic statement fo r CONT 
Current DATA line number 
Current DATA address 
Input vector 
Current va r iable name 
Current variable address 
Variable pointer for FOR/NE XT 
Y- save ; op- save j Basic pointer save 
Comparison symbol accumulator 
Mise work area , pointers , etc 
Jump vector for functions 
Mise numeric work area 
Accumfll: Exponent 
Accumlll : Mantissa 
Accuml/1 : Sign 
Series evaluation constant pointer 
Accum#l h i - orde r (overflow) 
Accumll 2 : Exponent , etc. 
Sig n com parison , Acelll v s 112 
AccumHl la- order ( rou nding) 
Cassette buff len/Se r ies pOinte r 
CHRGET subroutine j get Basic char 
Basic pointer (within sub rtn) 
Random number seed . 
Jiffy clock for TI and TI$ 
Hardware interrupt vector 
BRK inter rupt vecto r 
NMI interrupt vecto r 
Status word ST 
Which key down ; 255 =no key 
Shift key: 1 if depressed 
Correction clock 
Keyswitch PIA : STOP and RVS flags 
Timing co nstant for tape 
Load=O , Ve r ify=1 
Number of characters in keybd buffer 
Screen reverse flag 
IEEE output j 255 =cha r acter pending 
End - of- line - for - input pointer 
Cursor log (row, column) 
IEEE output buffer 
Key image 
O=flash cu r sor 
Cur sor timing countdown 
Characte r under cursor 
Cur so r in blink phase 
EDT received from tape 
Input from screen/from keyboard 
X save 
How many open files 
Input device , normally 0 
Output CMD device , normally 3 
Tape cha r acte r parity 
Byte received flag 

0005 
0006 - 0007 
0008 
0009 
OODA - OODB 
OODC 
0000 
OODE 
OODF 
00EO - 00F8 
00EO - 00E 1 
00E2 
00E3 
00E4 
00E5 
00E6 
00E7 
00E8 
00E9 - 00EA 
OOEB - OOEC 
00F9- 00FA 
OOFB - OOFC 
OOFD- OO,E 
0100 - 0 10A 
0100 - 0 13E 
0100 - 0 1FF 
0200- 0250 
0251 - 025A 
025B- 0264 
0265- 026 E 
026F- 0278 
027A- 0339 
033A- 03F9 
033A 
033B 
033C 
0330 
033E 
033F- 03 40 
0341 
0342- 0352 
0353 - 0380 
03EE- 03F7 
03FA- 03FB 
03FC 
0400- 7FFF 
8000- 83FF 
8000- 87F' 
9000-AFFF 
BOOO-DFFF 
EOOO - E7FF 
E810- E813 
E82 0- E823 
E840 - E84F 
E880 - E88 1 
FOOO - FFFF 

213 
2 14- 2 15 
2 16 
217 
218- 219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 - 248 
224 - 225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 - 234 
235 - 236 
249- 250 
251 - 252 
253 - 254 
256 - 266 
256 - 318 
256 - 51 1 
512- 592 
593 - 602 
603 - 612 
613 - 622 
623 - 632 
634 - S25 
826 - 1017 
826 
827 
828 
829 
830 
831 - 832 
833 
834 - 850 
851 - 896 

1006 - 1015 
10 1S-1 0 19 
1020 
1024 - 32767 

32768- 3379 1 
32768- 348 15 
36864 - 45055 
45056 - 573 43 
57344 - 5939 1 
59408 - 594 11 
59424 - 59427 
59456 - 5947 1 
59520 - 59521 
61440 - 65535 

Right - hand window o r line margin 
Pointer : Start of tape buffe r 
Li ne whe r e curso r lives 
Last key/che c ksum/ misc . 
File name pointer 
Number of INSERTs outstanding 
Write shift word/read character in 
Tape blocks remaining to write/read 
Serial word buffe r 
(40 - column) Sc reen line wrap table 
(BO - col um n) Top , bottom of window 
(BO - column) Left window margin 
(80 - column) Limit of keybd buffer 
(80 - column) Key repeat flag 
(BO - colu mn ) Repeat countdown 
(BO - colu mn ) New key marker 
(BO - column) Chime time 
(BO - column) HOME count 
(BO - col umn) Input vector 
(BO - colum n) Output vector 
Cassette status , f/ 1 and 112 
MLM pOinter/Tape sta rt address 
MLM , DOS pointer, miSC. 
STRS work area, MLM work 
Tape read error log 
Processor stack 
MLM work area j Input buffer 
File logical address table 
File device number table 
File secondary adds table 
Keyboard input buffe r 
Tapell 1 input buffer 
Tapel/2 input buffer 
DOS character pointe r 
DOS d r ive 1 flag 
DOS drive 2 flag 
DOS length/write flag 
DOS sy ntax flags 
DOS disk 10 
DOS command st ring count 
DOS file name buffer 
DOS command string buffer 
(80 - column) Tab stop table 
Monitor extension vector 
IEEE timeout defeat 
Available RAM including expansion 
(40 - column) Video RAM 
(80 - column) Video RAM 
Available ROM expa nsion a re a 
Basic , DOS , ~l achine Lan g Monitor 
Sc r een , Keyboard, Interrupt programs 
PIA 1 - Keyboard I/O 
PIA 2 - IEEE- 488 I/O 
VIA - I/O and timers 
(80 - column ) CRT Cont r oller 
Reset , I/O handlers , Tape routines cQ 
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Algebraic

Expression

Input for the

Pet, Version 2

Elizabeth Deal

Issue 4 of Compute contains an article by Harvey

Davis about inputing expressions during program ex

ecution. Mr. Davis posed two questions at the end of

his article: 1. Can writing on the screen be avoided,

and 2. Can you recover from syntax error without

losing the variables? If I understand his questions

correctly, then the answer to both questions is yes.

The following program achieves the same results

by a different method. The screen is not cleared bet

ween calculations and variables are preserved in case

of error in the expression, unless the expression itself

mangles the variables.

The program begins with a funciton F(X) =X.

The desired substitute functions are INPUT by the

subroutine in lines 570-680. The function string is

decoded into either keyword tokens or ASCII values

of non-token characters (lines 630-660) which are

then poked into the DEFFN line beginning in the

first position after an equal sign. Ml =J + 7 in line

580 points to that position. When the control returns

to the main program, the value of the function is

calculated and displayed and the program is ready

for new values, new function or both. Recovery pro

cedure from error in the function is described in the

REM lines at the end of listing.

The poking routine depends on the DEFFN line

being the first physical line of the program. I advise

you to make this line as long as shown in the listing,

but at least fifteen colons(:) long. The poking

subroutine checks the available room between the

equal sign and the beginning of next program line.

Any expression longer than permitted will be re

jected. This prevents self destruction of the program

following the DEFFN line.

The expressions are INPUT beginning with the

desired text that will go after the equal sign. Pet ab

breviations arc not allowed. PEEK, SQR, INT, etc.

must be written as full words. Spaces are permitted

any place after the equal sign.

Please observe other restrictions described in the

REM lines. Save the program before running it for

the first time, for if any typographical errors will lead

to poke addresses being incorrect this program will

self destruct.

I'd like to recommend that people using my BIG

FILES (issue 4) substitute this sort of a routine for

the inconvenient RUN and GOTO procedures used

in changing the decision lines 1140-1150.

References:

1. Token list by Warren Swan, Pet User Notes, vul 1, fi, p.5

2. Davis, Algebraic Inpul for the Pet, Compute, vol 1, #4

3. Commodore Manual

100 DEFFNF(X)=X:::::::::::::::::::::::::

"^■S!tSISE!aSIa*SSS!SStSaI!SII!S!*i

110 REM

120 REM " DEFFNF(X) LINE MUST BE THE

130 REM FIRST LINE IN THE PROGRAM.

140 REM

150 REM 1. RIGHT AFTER = SIGN TYPE

160 REM 64 COLONS OR X FOLLOWED BY 63

170 REM COLONS; 63-64 IS BEST. YOU

180 REM MAY PUT AS FEW AS 15 IF VERY

190 REM SHORT FUNCTIONS ARE USED.

200 REM 2. IF DURING EXECUTION DEFFN

210 REM LINE BECOMES 3 LINES LONG -

220 REM DON'T WORRY & LEAVE IT ALONE

230 REM 3. MORE TO READ AT THE END

240 REM

250 GOSUB480

260 PRINT:PRINT"xBfOTH NEW £S?AME F,

-.V rFrUNCTION rVrALUES j^QrUIT":

-nPRINT

270 GETP$:AN=-1*(P$="B")-2*(P$="S")-3*(P

-.$="F")-4*(P$="V")-5*(P$=nQ")

2 80 ONAN+1GOTO270,290,40 0,3 90,290,430

290 INPUT"X= 1«<";X i REM INSERT

300 INPUT"A= 1«<K";A : REM EDIT

310 INPUT"B= 1<K<";B : REM ROUTINE

320 INPUT"C= 1-W;C : REM HERE

330 REM

340 REM * VARIABLES DEFAULT TO 1 IF

350 REM ONLY RETURN KEY IS PRESSED

360 REM INPUT PROMPT CONTAINS

370 REM SP SP 1 (3)CURSOR-LEFT

3 80 REM

390 IFANO4THENGOSUB570

400 IFF$=""THENF$="RESULT"

410 PRINT"X="XIIA="A"B="B"C="C

420 Y=FNF(X):PRINTF$"="Y:GOTO260

430 END

440 REM ============================

450 REM INITIALIZE LIST OF REWORDS

460 REM AND THEIR TOKEN NUMBERS

470 REM ============================

4 80 T=24:DIMT$(T),T(T):FORJ=lTOT:

->READT$ (J) ,T(J) :NEXT:RETURN

490 DATA NOT,168,+,170,-,171,*,172,/,

-.17 3, AND, 175, OR, 176, >, 177, = , 178, <,

^179

500 DATA INT,181,ABS,182,SQR,186,RND,

-.187, LOG ,188, EXP, 189, COS, 190, SIN,
-■191

510 DATA TAN,192,ATN,193,PEEK,194,USR,

->183, ",174,2,255

520 REM LAST 2 KEYW. ARE UP-ARROW & PI

530 REM ============================

540 REM INPUT FUNCTION, FIND TOKENS

550 REM POKE INTO DEFFN EXPRESSION

560 REM ============================
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Elizabeth Deal 
Issue 4 of Compute contains an article by H arvey 
Davis about inputing expressions during program ex
ecution . Mr. Davis posed two questions at the end of 
his article : 1. Can writing on the screen be avoided. 
and 2 . Can you recover from syntax error without 
losing the variables? If I understand his questions 
correctly, then the answer to both questions is yes. 

The following program achieves the same results 
by a different method. The screen is not cleared bet
ween calculations and variables are preserved in case 
of error in the expression, unless the expression itself 
mangles the variables. 

The program begins with a funciton F(X) ~ X. 
The desired substitute functions are INPUT by the 
subroutine in lines 570-680. The function string is 
decoded into either keyword tokens or ASCII values 
of non-token characters (lines 630-660) which are 
then poked into the DEFFN line beginning in the 
first position after an equal sign. Ml ~ J + 7 in line 
580 points to that position . When the control returns 
to the main program . the value of th e function is 
calculated and displayed and the program is ready 
for new values. new function or both . Recovery pro
cedure from error in the function is described in the 
REM lines at the end of listing. 

The poking rou tine depends on the DEFFN line 
being the first physical line of the program . I advise 
you to make this line as long as shown in the li sting. 
but at least fift een colons(:) long. The pokin g 
subroutine checks the available room between the 
equal sign and the beginning of next program line. 
Any expression longer than permitted will be re
jected . This prevents self destruction of the program 
following the DEFFN line . 

The expressions are INPUT beginning with the 
desired text tha t will go after the equal sign. Pet ab
breviations are not allowed . PEEK. SQR . INT. etc . 
must be written as full words. Spaces are permitted 
any place after the equal sign. 

Please observe other restrict ions described in the 
REM lines. Save the program before runnin g it for 
the first time. for if any typographical errors will lead 
to poke addresses being incorrect this program will 
self destruct. 
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I'd like to recom mend that people using my BIG 
FILES (issue 4) substitu te this sort of a routine for 
the inconvenient RUN and GOTO procedures used 
in changing the decision lines 1140-11 50. 

Rererences: 
I . Token list by Warren Swan . Pct User NOles , vol I , 113, p.5 
2. Davis , Algebraic Input for the PCI, Compute t vol I, 114 
3. Commodore Manual 

1 00 DEFFNF (X) ~X : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
-,:: ::: : : : :: : :: :::: : :: : ::::: : :: : : :: : 
-.: : : : 

11 0 RE~1 
1 20 REH A DEFFNF(X) LINE HUST BE THE 
130 REH FIRST LINE IN THE PROG RM1. 
1 40 REH 
150 REH 1 . RIGHT AFTER ~ SIGN TYPE 
1 60 REH 64 COLONS OR X FOLLOWED BY 63 
170 REH COLONS; 63-64 IS BEST. YOU 
180 REH HAY PUT AS FEW AS 15 I F VERY 
190 REH SHORT FUNCTIONS ARE US ED_ 
200 REH 2_ IF DURING EXECUTION DEFFN 
210 REH LINE BECOHES 3 LINES LONG -
220 REH DON ' T WORRY & LEAVE IT ALONE 
230 REH 3_ MORE TO READ AT TH E END 
240 REM 
250 GOSUB480 
260 PRINT:PRINT".r:.BrOTH NEW .r:.Sr AHE F , 

, V .r:.FrUNCTION .r:.VrALUES .r:.QrUIT": 
, PRINT 

270 GETP$ : AN~-I *(P$~ " B " ) - 2*(P$ = " S " ) - 3*(p 
-. $="F")-4*(P$="V")-5*(P $= "Q ") 

280 ONAN+1GOT0270 , 290 , 400 , 390, 290 ,430 
290 INPUT " X~ 1"' '' ;X REM I NSERT 
300 INPUT "A~ 1"''' ; A REM EDIT 
310 INPUT"B~ 1"''';B REH ROUTINE 
320 INPUT"C~ 1"''' ; C REM HERE 
330 REM 
340 REI1 A VARIABLES DEFAU LT TO 1 IF 
350 REM ONLY RETURN KEY IS PRESSED 
360 REM I NPUT PROC1PT CONTAINS 
370 REH SP SP 1 (3)CURSOR- LEFT 
380 REM 
390 IFAN(> 4THENGOSUB570 
400 IFF$~""THENF$~"RESULT" 
41 0 PRINT "X="X "A= "A"B= "B"C=" C 
420 Y=FNF(X) :PRINTF$"~ " Y : GOT02 6 0 
430 END 
440 REH ~~~~=~~~=~~~~==~~~ ~~~~=~~~ =~ 

450 REH INITIALI ZE LIST OF KEY\VORDS 
460 REC1 AND THEIR TOKEN NUHBERS 
470 REM ~ ~~~~~~~=~~~~~=~~~~~~~=~~~=~ 

480 T~ 24:DIHT $( T ) , T(T) :FORJ~ITOT : 
,READT$( J) ,T(J) :NEXT : RETURN 

490 DATA NOT,168,+ , 170.- , 171, *, 172, I , 
,173,AND , 175,OR , 176, > , 17 7 , ~ , 178, ( , 
,179 

5 00 DATA INT , 1 81 , ABS , 18 2 , SQR,1 86 ,RND, 
, 187,LOG , 18 8 ,EX P , 189,COS, 1 90 , SIN , 
,191 

510 DATA TAN , 192 , ATN,193 , PEEK,194,USR , 
, 1 83 , A , 174 , ':' , 255 

520 REM LAST 2 KE YW _ ARE UP- ARROIv & PI 
530 REM ~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~=~~ = ~~=~~ 

540 REM I NPUT FUNCTION , FI ND TOKENS 
550 REH POKE INTO DEF~N EXPRES SION 
560 REH ~~~~~==~~=~~~~=~~~~~~~= =~~== 
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Skylcs Electric Works

"If you could own only one peripheral

for your PET, it should be this. It opens

the whole world to your PET/9

The Cat: Switches for mode selection and

operation. LEDs display unit status.

Acoustic self-test is standard. Compact

powerpack plugs directly into wall socket.

Now $325.00* complete with membership

in The Source*, Skyles six-foot

cable/interface to the PET user port,

together with Skyles cassette program in

machine language and in BASIC.

(If bought separately: $180.00, modem;

$80.00, cable/interface and program;

$100.00, membership in The Source')

The Cat and D-Cat have been specially prepared by Skyles for interfacing to the PET

user port {not to the IEEE port) and with a special cassette program, allowing

communication

. . .from modem to disk and disk to modem

. . .from modem to terminal; read on screen, save on disk

. . .from disk to printer through IEEE

. . .from disk to screen

The D-Cat: FCC-approved for handset jack

connection with any modular phone,

either single or multi-line. No need for

adapters. Can fit under phone; installs in

seconds. Mode switch to monitor voice or

data transmission. Special "hold" func

tion; complete self-test. Power pack plugs

directly into wall socket.

Now S350.00* complete with membership

in The Source*, Skyles six-foot

cable/interface to the user port and

Skyles cassette program in machine

language and in BASIC.

(If bought separately: $210.00, the modem;

$80.00, cable/interface and program;

$100.00, membership in The Source*)

*What About the Source?

Sometimes called "The Information Utility," it's a telecomputing network that gives

you, through your Cat or D-Cat modem, thousands of programs and data bases and

allows you to communicate with other users interactively and through electronic mail.

'California residents please add 6°= or 6 5°= sales rax as required

VISA, MASTERCHARGE ORDERS CALL (800) 538-3083 {except California residents)

CALIFORNIA ORDERS PLEASE CALL (408) 257-9140

Skyles Electric Works
231 E South Whisman Road

Mountain View, CA 94041

(415) 965-1735
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Skyles Electric Works 

"If you could own only one peripheral 
for your PET, it should be this. It opens 
the whole world to your PET." 

The Cat: Switches for mode selecti on and 
operati on. LEOs display unit status. 
Acoustic self·test is standard. Compact 
powerpack plugs directly into wall socket. 

Now $325.00' complete with membership 
in The Source', Skyles six-foot 
cab lelinterface to the PET user port, 
together with Skyles cassette program in 
machine language and in BASIC. 
(/I bought separately: $180.00, modem; 
$80.00, cable/interface and program; 
$100.00, membership in The Source ' ) 

The Cat and O-Cat have been specia ll y prepared by Sky les for interfacing to the PET 
user port (not to the IEEE port) and with a special cassette program , allowing 
communication 

· .. from modem to disk and disk to modem 
· .. from modem to terminal; read on screen, save on disk 
· .. from disk to printer through IEEE 
· .. from disk to screen 

The O·Cat: FCC-approved for handset jack 
connection with any modular phone, 
either single or mUlti-line. No need for 
adapters. Can fit under phone; installs in 
seconds. Mode switch to mon itor voice or 
data transmission. Special " hold" func
tion ; complete self-test. Power pack plugs 
directly into wall socket. 

Now $350.00 ' complete with membersh ip 
in The Source', Skyles six-foot 
cablelinterface to the user port and 
Skyles cassette program in machine 
language and in BASIC. 

(/I bought separately: $21000, the modem; 
$80.00, cablelinterfa ce and program; 
$100.00, membership in The Source') 

*What About the Source? 
Sometimes called "The Information Utility," it's a telecomputing network that gives 
you, through your Cat or D-Cat modem, thousands of programs and data b,ases and 
allows you to communicate with other users interactively and through electronic mail. 

' Callfornia reSidents p lease add 6~0 or 6 5 00 sa les tax as r eO utred 

VISA, MASTERCHARGE ORDERS CALL (800) 538-3083 1excep, California reSidents) 

:!Skyles E:::::;:~;=:Ci~~~~'t;'~*e~~~~~~:.or 
(415) 965-1735 

95 
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570 M2=PEEK(1025)+256*PEEK(1026)-2:

->FORJ=1029TOM2

5 80 IFPEEK(J)=150ANDPEEK(J+1)=165ANDPEEK

-.(J+6)=178THENM1=J+7:GOTO600

590 NEXTJ:GOTO680

6 00 MM=M2-M1:IF(MM>63)OR(MM<15)GOTO680

610 INPUT"F(X)= X«<«";F$:IFLEN(F$)>MM+1

-.THENPRINTTAB(15) "TOO LONG" :GOTO610

620 FORJ=M1TOM2:POKEJ,58:NEXT:N=-l:L=l:

-.PRINT"? "TAB (7) "r";

630 FORK=lTOT:M$=MID$(F$,L,LEN(T$(K)))

640 IFM?=T$(K)THENN=N+1:L=L+LEN(M$):

-iQF=T(K) :GOTO660

650 NEXTK:M$=MID${F$,L,1):QF=ASC(M$):

-.L=L+1:N=N+1

660 PRINTMS;:POKEMl+N,QF:IFL<=LEN(F$)GOT

-.0630

670 PRINT"f":PRINT:RETURN

680 PRINT"THINGS AREN'T RIGHT. READ REM -.

^LINES'^END

690 REM ============================

700 REM ALGEBRAIC INPUT - VERSION 2

710 REM ELIZABETH DEAL

720 REM 337 W.FIRST AVE,MALVERN,PA

730 REM 19355

740 REM ============================

750 REM 4.DO NOT RUN WITHOUT SAVING !

760 REM ERRORS IN POKING ROUTINE

770 REM WILL WIPE OUT THE WHOLE

7 80 REM PROGRAM

790 REM 5.MAKE SURE THAT THE POKE AD-

800 REM DRESSES ARE TYPED CORRECTLY

810 REM 6.MAKE SURE THAT 'DEFFNF(X)='

820 REM CONTAINS NO SPACES,AND THAT

830 REM F AND X SUBSTITUTES (IF ANY)

840 REM ARE SINGLE LETTER NAMES

850 REM 7.UNLESS THE POKING ROUTINE

860 REM IS MODIFIED, DEFFN LINE IS

870 REM THE FIRST LINE OF PROGRAM

880 REM 8.TO SAVE VARIABLES IN CASE

890 REM OF ANY ERROR IN

900 REM Y=FNF(X):PRINT ... ETC

910 REM GOTO LINE* THAT CONTAINS

920 REM IFANO4THENG0SUBXXX

930 REM ============================ ©

Information Utility

USE YOUR PET AS A TERMINAL!

CBM B010 modem

SOURCE ilook-UP

IEEE to (IEEE or PET)

QHUNE Software

TOTAL PACKAGE

PETTED micro systems

P. O 33.2185]

4265 W Loor^sftoad

MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN 53221
(414)282 4181

S39S.0O

S100.00

lble 5 50.00

Defining a

Function whilst

Running a

Program
M. J. Winter

g
State University East Lansing, Ml 48824
The following program shows how to allow a user to

redefine a function while the program is running.

This is a handy technique to have available if one is

writing utility programs - to plot graphs, evaluate

functions, etc. - for class use. Many students will

hesitate to retype an entire line; for all users being

able to continue without interruption is a con

venience.

The program also includes "protection1" against

RETURN being pressed with no input entered. Line

210 is

210 INPUT"WHAT'S XDDDD ";X

where □ denotes a shifted space. (To escape from

this, one needs to hold down shift and press STOP).

The program runs on an old-ROM 8K Pet. It

.should be typed in as it appears, with no extra spaces

or quotation marks. What makes it work is that at

the end of a Basic program, the machine will execute

(up to 10) entries in the keyboard buffer {locations

526-). Location 525 is set to indicate there are two

such entries; the 13 means RETURN.

Reference

Mike Lander. "Dynamic Keyboard", Pet Users Group

Newsletter, vol 0, No. 4, pp7-8

11 C$="

12 PRINT"WOULD YOU LIKE TO CHANGE THE -.

-.FUNCTION? Y OR N":PRINTC$:

-.PRINT"!";
13 GETB$:IFB$="nTHEN13

14 IFB$O"Y"THEN100

15 PRINT"ENTER YOUR FUNCTION":PRINT'^F(X

-.) = "; : INPUTB$

20 J=1:GOTO60010

100 DEF FNA(X)=SIN(X)

200 PRINT:PRINT

210 INPUT"WHAT'S X «<" ;X

220 PRINTFNA(X)

2 30 GOTO12

60010 PRINT"fiW
60011 FORI=JTOJ+1:IFI>JTHEN60015

60012 PRINT100"DEF FNA(X)="B$

60013 NEXT

60014 GOTO60010

60015 PRINT"RUN": PRINT'\h" : POKE525 , 2 :

-.POKE527,13

60016 POKE528,13:PRINT"h":END

READY. ©
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570 M2=PEEK(1025)+256*PEEK(1026)-2: 
~FORJ=1029Tor12 

580 IFPEEK(J) =1 50ANDPEEK(J+l)=165ANDPEEK 
~ (J+6)=178THENMl=J+7:GOT0600 

590 NEXTJ:GOT0680 
600 MM =M2-M1:IF (MM>63)OR(MM CI5)GOT0680 
610 INPUT"F(X)= X444 ";F$:IFLEN(F$»MM+1 

~THENPRINTTAB(15)"TOO LONG":GOT0610 
620 FORJ=MITOM2:POKEJ , 58 : NEXT:N=-I :L=1: 

,PRINT"T"TAB(7) "L"; 
630 FORK=lTOT:M$=MID$(F$ , L,LEN(T$(K») 
640 IFM$=T$(K)THENN=N+l:L=L+LEN(M$): 

~QF=T(K) :GOT0660 
650 NEXTK:M$=MID$(F$,L, I ) :QF=ASC(M$) : 

~L=L+l:N=N+l 
660 PRINTM$; : POKEMl+N , QF : IFL C=LEN(F$)GOT 

~0630 
670 PRINT"r":PRINT : RETURN 
680 PRINT"THINGS AREN ' T RIGHT . READ REM ~ 

~LINES":END 

690 REM =============== =========== == 
700 REM ALGEBRAIC INPUT - VERSION 2 
710 REM ELIZABETH DEAL 
720 REM 337 W. FIRST AVE , MALVERN , PA 
730 REM 19355 
740 REM ============================ 
750 REM 4 . DO NOT RUN WITHOUT SAVING 
760 REM ERRORS IN POKING ROUTINE 
770 REM WILL WIPE OUT THE WHOLE 
780 REM PROGRAM 
790 REM 5 . MAKE SURE THAT THE POKE AD-
800 REM DRESSES ARE TYPED CORRECTLY 
810 REM 6.MAKE SURE THAT ' DEFFNF(X)= ' 
820 REM CONTAINS NO SPACES , AND THAT 
830 REM F AND X SUBSTITUTES (IF ANY) 
840 REM ARE SI NGLE LETTER NAMES 
850 REM 7 . UNLESS THE POKING ROUTINE 
860 REM IS MODIFIED , DEFFN LINE IS 
870 REM THE FIRST LINE OF PROGRAM 
880 REM 8 . TO SAVE VARIABLES IN CASE 
890 REM OF ANY ERROR IN 
900 REM Y=FNF(X ) :PRINT ... ETC 
910 REM GOTO LINE# THAT CONTAINS 
920 REM IFANC>4THENGOSUBXXX 
930 REM ============================ © 

CBM 8010 modem 5395 . 00 
SOURCE Uook- UP SIOO . OO 
IEf:E t o (I!:!:!: o r PET) call i e S 50 . 00 
O!IL.lN.L.S~f !worc S 35 tlll 
TOTAl. PACKAGE 5419.00 

PETIED micro systems 
p 0 :lo.218~1 

4265 w too,"" Road 
I. I'I~UilH . \',lSCONSI .... 53221 

f4 U ) 2U·USI 

So_J •• , .... "",.,. 
1. ~-:'=';: :-":. ":. ~'-' 

2. ,::,- ';:' :,;:::;':,:~:--.... , ......... ..... _-
·, .. t" _ '" -----"--'--
$150.00 
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Defining a 
Function whilst 
Running a 

M J. Winter 

Program Moth Dept. 
Michigan 

State University East Lansing, MI 48824 
The following program shows how to a llow a user to 
rede fin e a functi on while the program is running. 
This is a handy techniqu e to have available if o ne is 
writing utility programs - to plot graphs, evaluate 
fun ctions, elC. - for class use. Many students will 
hesitate to ret ype an entire line ; for a ll users bein g 
able to continue without inte rruptio n is a co n
venIence. 

The program also includes " protection " against 
RETURN being pressed with no input entered. Line 
2 10 is 

210 INPUT" WHAT'S X D 0 0 0 ";X 

where D den oles a sh iftcd space. (To csca pe from 
thi s, one needs to hold down shifl and prcss STOP). 

The program runs o n an old-ROM 8K Pel. It 
should be typed in as it a ppea rs, with no ext ra spaces 
or quotation marks. Wh at makes it work is that a t 
the end of a Basic program, the machin e will execute 
(up to 10) entries in Ihe keyboard buffer (local ions 
526-). Localion 525 is SC I to indicate th ere are IWO 
such entries ; Ih e 13 means RETURN. 

Rd'cn.:m:e 
r.. l ikc Lauder. "Oynaill ic Kc yboard··. Pet Users GI'OUp 
Newsletter. vol O. No.4. pp7-8 

11 C$=" " 
12 PRINT "WOULD YOU 

~FUNC TION? Y 
LIKE TO CHANGE THE ~ 

OR N": PRI NTC$ : 
, PRINT " 7" ; 

13 GETB$ :I FB$=""THENI3 
14 IFB$C >"Y"TH EN1 00 
15 PRINT "ENTER YOUR FUNCTION":PRINT "tF(X 

~)="; :INPUTB$ 
20 J=1:GOT060010 
100 DEF FNA(X)=SIN(X) 
200 PRINT:PRINT 
210 INPUT "WHAT'S X __ 4~4 "; X 

220 PRINTFNA(X) 
230 GOT012 
60010 PRINT"fiH 
60011 FORI=JTOJ+l:IFI >JTHEN60 015 
60012 PRINT100"DEF FNA(X)="B$ 
60013 NEXT 
60014 GOT060010 
60015 PRINT"RUN" : PRINT"h": POKE525 ,2: 

~POKE527 , 13 
60016 POKE528 ,1 3 : PRINT "h" : END 

READY . 
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JINSAM
DATA MANAGER

SAVE TIME. SAVE MONEY.

Let JINSAM work for you.

JINSAM data manager assists you by intellect

ually manipulating records.

No more will hundreds of valuable hours be

spent searching for needed information. No more

will hundreds of hours be spent entering and re-

entering information for various reports.

With JINSAM you can truly transform your

Commodore Computer into the "state of the art"

data processing machine with sophisticated fea

tures and accessories found nowhere, even at 10

times the price.

There are three disk based JINSAM. JINSAM

1.0 allows fast and easy file handling, manipulation

and report generation. JINSAM 4.0 was designed

for the professional and contains features needed

in the business environment, such as: JINSORT, a

user accessible machine language sort; compac

tion/expansion of databases, merging databases

and much much more. JINSAM 8.0 is our best.

JINSAM 8.0 runs on the new Commodore 8032,

80 column display computer. JINSAM 8.0 has

all the functions of 4.0 plus additional features

found only on the most sophisticated and expensive

database management systems.

JINSAM is a new breed of data processing soft

ware. Powerful, sophisticated and easy to use.

JINSAM has been thoroughly field tested. JIN

SAM is now installed and saving its owners valu

able time and money in educational institutions,

research institutions and offices nationwide.

JINSAM was designed with the user in mind.

It is a forgiving system with help commands,

prompts and utilities for recovering the bulk of data

even after power failure, security passwords for

privacy, editing, reclaiming space, auto recall, re

structuring, unlimited report formats, label printing

and a choice of accessory modules all accom

plished by a few keystrokes.

JINSAM has 5 accessory interfacing modules:

WORDPROPACK- Intelligent interface for

WORDPRO 3 or WORDPRO 4 which creates

variable block with data or up to 10 conditions

based on database contents. Produce "dunning

letters", form letters, report to parent, checks,

invoices, etc.

MULTI-LABEL-Prints multiple labels per

record with up to 2 lines for messages and con

secutive numbering. Produce inventory, bulk mail

labels, etc.

• CUSTOM DATA FILES

•CUSTOM REPORTS/LABELS

•KEYED RANDOM ACCESS

•FAST/EASY/MENU DRIVEN

• MULTIPLE SEARCH KEYS

• PRIVACY ACCESS CODES

•WILD CARD SEARCH

"JINSAM is the best Database

Management System for the

Commodore Computers !"

MATHPACK -global +, -, x. +, by another

field or a constant, or zero a field. Sum fields in

each record or running sum of single field in all

records. Extract information or effect permanent

change. Replace in same field or place in a wait

ing field.

DESCRIPTIVE STATPACK-Determine

mean, median, mode, standard deviation, variance,

range. Generate histogram and produces Z-Score

report.

ADVANCED STATPACK-(you must also

acquire DESCRIPTIVE STATPACK). Gener

ates CROSSTABS (number of occurances); CHI

SQUARE, LINEAR REGRESSION with

graphic representation and prediction. LINEAR

CORRELATION and SIMPLE ANALYSIS OF

VARIANCE.

All JINSAM accessories are accessed thru

the JINSAM menu and require a security password

to gain entrance.

JINSAM gives the user FREEDOM OF

CHOICE. Start with JINSAM 1.0 and upgrade

at any time. Choose from the accessory modules

available at any time. JINSAM Newsletter brings

the latest updates, user input and keeps an eye on

the future.

JINSAM alone is reason enough (o own a com

puter. JINSAM can be found at Commodore

dealers. Write for the dealer nearest vou.

The many features of JINSAM 1.0—8.0

of JINSAM 1.0 functions Plus + machine sort

with user access instructions • sort 1000 records

inapxlOsecs • Global Compaction/Expantion

• Create new database from existing database •

merge databases. Includes MULTI-LABEL •

4 deep subsorts. (Available Jan. 13. 1981)

JINSAM 8.0 for Model 8032 with 80 Column

screen. Requires 2040 or 8050 disk. Commercial

Disk version for 80 Columns, JINSAM 4.0 func

tions Plus + Displays report formats to screen,

4 deep subsorts. (Available Jan. 1, 1981)

JINSAM U a trademark of J1NI MICRO-SYSTEMS. Inc.

WordPro I) ■ imdcmarL of Proftsiional Software Inc.

CBM !i ■ trademark or Commodore Buttaeu M. ■! '••■;<■■.

JINSAM Data Manager

for Commodore Computers

— Additional Information

— Jinsam Demo Disk (SI0. plus tax)

— Users Guide 1.0 (S25 plus tax)

Please send to:

Name

Company

Address _

City, State. Zip

Phone( ) _

JINSAM 1.0 for 16K/32K CBM 2001. Requires Position

CBM 2040orCOMPU/THINKdisk- including

oldest ROMs. Menu Driven. ISAM - Indexed

Sequential access method 9 Encriptcd PASS

WORDS Tor privacy 9 Unlimited fields 9 un

limited search criteria 9 3 deep subsorts 9

.5-3 sec retrevial 9 editing 9 Auto Recall 9

Wild Card Capabilities; Reports: multiple head- Computer, Disk

ings 9 paging 9 page numbering 9 item

count. Labels; any size 9 1-5 across 9 sheet

or continuous. Utilities: Help commands 9 Re

cover 9 Key Dump 9 Record Dump 9 De

scriptor Dump 9 Restructure.

JINSAM 4.0 for 32K CBM 2001 with BASIC

4.0. Requires CBM 2040 with DOS 2.1. Has most Dealer inquiry welcome

JINI MICRO SYSTEMS, INC.

Box 274 9 Bronx. NY 10463
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DATA MANAGER 

SAVE TIME. SAVE MONEY. 
Let JINSAM work for you. 

HNSAM data manager assists you by intellect
ual ly manipu laLing records. 

No more will hundreds of valuable hours be 
spent searching for needed information. No more 
will hundreds of hours be spent entering and re
entering informaLion for various reports. 

With JINSAM you can truly transform your 
Commodore Compute r into the "state of the art" 
data processing machine with sophisticated fea
tures and accessories found nowhere, even at to 
Limes the price. 

There are three disk based lfNSAM. lINSAM 
1.0 allows fast and easy file handling, manipu laLion 
and report generation. JINSAM 4.0 was designed 
for the professional and contains features needed 
in the business environment, such as: JINSORT, a 
user accessible machine language sort; compac
tion/ expansion of databases, merging databases 
and much much more. JINSAM 8.0 is our best. 
JfNSAM 8.0 runs on the new Commodore 8032, 
80 column display computer. JINSAM 8.0 has 
all the functions of 4.0 plus add itional features 
found only on the most sophisticated and expensive 
database management systems. 

lfNSAM is a new breed of data processing soft
ware . Powerful, sophisticated and easy to use. 
JINSAM has been thoroughly field tested. lIN
SAM is now installed and saving its o\\(ners valu
able time and money in educaLional instituLions , 
research inslitutions and offices nationwide. 

JINSAM was designed with the user in mind. 
It is a forgiving system with help commands, 
prompts and utilities for recovering the bulk of data 
even after power failure. security passwords for 
privacy. editing, reclaiming space , auto recall , re
structuring, unlimited report formats. label prinLing 
and a choice of accessory mooules all accom
pli shed by a few keystrokes. 

JINSAM has 5 accessory interfaci ng modules: 
WORDPROPACK - Intelligent interface for 

WORDPRO 3 or WORDPRO 4 which creates 
variable block with data or up to to conditions 
based on database contents. Proouce "dunning 
letlers", form letters. report to parent, checks, 
invoices. etc. 

M ULTI-LABEL - Prints mu ltiple label s per 
rccord with up to 2 lines for messages and con
secutivc numbering. Produce inventory, bulk mail 
labe ls, etc. 

* CUSTOM DATA FILES 
*CUSTOM REPORTS/LABELS 
*KEYED RANDOM ACCESS 
*FAST/EASY/MENU DRIVEN 
* MULTIPLE SEARCH KEYS 
* PRIVACY ACCESS CODES 
*WILD CARD SEARCH 

MAT H PACK -global +, -, x, --:-, by another 
fie ld or a constant , or ze ro a fie ld. Sum fields in 
each record or running sum of single field in a ll 
records. Extract infonnation or effect permanent 
change. Replace in same field or plaee in a wait
ing field. 

DESCR I PTIVE STATPACK - Determine 

"JINSAM is the best Database 
Management System for the 

Commodore Computers !" 

of JINSAM 1.0 funcLions Plus + machine sort 
with user access instructions. sort I {)(X) records 
inapx 10 secs • GlobaICompactio!l/ ExpanLion 
• Create new database from ex isting database • 
merge databases. [neludes MULTI-LABEL. 
4 deep subsorts. (Available Jan. 13, 1981 ) 

JINSAM 8.0 for Model 8032 with 80 Column 
mean , median, mooe, standard deviation , variance, sc reen. Requires 2040 or 8050 disk. Commercial 
range. Generate histogram and produces Z-Score Disk version for 80 Columns. JlNSAM 4.0 fune-
report. 

ADVANCED ST AT P ACK - (you must also 
acquire DESCRlPTlVE STATPACK). Gener
ates CROSST ABS (number of occurances); CHI 
SQUARE, LINEAR REGRESSION with 
graphic representation and prediction. LINEAR 
CORRELATION and SIMPLE ANALYSIS OF 
VARlANCE. 

All H NSAM accessories a re accessed thru 
the HNSAM menu and require a secu rity password 
to ga in entrance. 

JINSAM gives the user FREEDOM OF 
CHOICE. Start wirn J[NSAM 1.0 and upgrade 
at any time . Choose from the accessory modules 
avai lable at any time . JINSAM Newsletter brings 
the latest updates, U;:.er input and keeps an eye on 
thc future. 

JlNSAM alone is reason enough to own a com
puter. HNSAM can be found at Commodore 
dealers. Write for the deale r nearest you. 

T he lllall)' fea tures of JI NSAM 1.0 - 8.0 

JINSAM 1.0 for 16KJ32K CBM 200 1. Requires 
CBM 2040 or COMPUrrHINK di sk - including 
oldest ROMs. Menu Dri ven, ISAM - Indexed 
Sequentia l access method • Encripted PASS
WORDS for privacy • Unlimi ted fields . un
limited search criteria • 3 deep subsorts • 
.5 - 3 sec retrevial • editing • Auto Recall • 
Wild Card CapabiliLies; Reports: multiple head
ings • paging • page numbering. item 
count. Labels: any size . 1-5 across • sheet 
or continuous. Utilities: Help commands • Re
cover • Key Dump • Record Dump • De
sc riptor Dump • Restructure . 

JINSAM 4.0 for 32K CBM 2001 with BASIC 

Lions Pl us + Displays report formats to screen , 
4 deep subsorts . (Available Jan. I, 1981) 

RNSAM Is • IllIdem.rk of JINI MICRO·SYSTEMS, hK:. 
WordPro II • Ir.dem.rk or Prolullonl Sot'tw.vc fnc. 
e8M II • tndematk or Commodore Bulnell MubLau. 

JINSAM Data Manager 

for Commodore Computcrs 

Additional infom13tion 

- J insanl OCilla Disk (SIO. plus tax) 

- Users Guide 1.0 ($25 plus tax) 

Please send to: 

Name __________________________ __ 

Pos ition _________________________ _ 

Company 

Address ________________________ _ 

City. State. Zip ___________________ __ 

Phone ( 

Computer, Disk 

JINI MICRO SYSTEMS. INC. 
Box 274 • Bronx , NY 10463 

4.0. Require s CBM 2040 with DOS 2. 1. Has most Dealer inquiry welcome 
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Machine

Language

Addressing

Modes

Jim Butterfield

You can find a formal description of addressing

modes in any 6502 machine language text or

reference. Beginners often find this difficult reading,

however.

To help intuitive understanding, I'll describe ad

dressing modes in a different way: in terms of their

"reach".

1. Modes that don't reach Into memory at all.

Implied addressing means that no extra information

is wanted. The Op Code tells the microprocessor

everything that needs to be done. If you wish to

BRK (Break), which will usually take you to the

machine language monitor; or DEY, which

decrements the value held in the Y register; or use

any other implied address command, there's no need

for further information - just give the command in

one byte.

Immediate addressing supplies the value you need

right away in the location following the Op Code.

No need for an extra trip to memory: the actual

value follows the instruction. So you may load the X

register with the value zero by giving LDX #0 (A2

00); or compare Y to the value five with CPY # (CO

05); or add ten to the A register with ADC #10 (69

0A) - it all works simply and fast. Immediate ad

dressing instructions use two bytes, of course.

2. Modes that reach a single location In

memory.

Absolute addressing takes you to any address you

give. The address itself uses two bytes of memory

and is stored in the usual backwards 6502 format -for

example, hex address 1234 will be stored as 34 and

12. If you want to store the contents of the Y register

into address hexadecimal 2300, you'd code STY

$2300 (8C 00 23); or if you wanted to compare the A

register with the contents of location hex 027A, you'd

write CMP SO27A (CD 7A 02). Absolute addressing

instructions use three bytes: one for the Op Code

and two for the address.

Zero page addressing takes you to any address from

hex 0000 to 00FF. Absolute addressing can take you

there too, of course; but zero page addressing will be

faster and save you a byte of memory. Your address

will be only one byte long: a value from 00 to FF to

indicate the location in zero page you want to access.

Zero page locations are in short supply on the

PET. Use them sparingly; if possible reserve zero

page locations for indirect addressing, which will be

dealt with later.

3. Modes that reach a range of 256 loca

tions.

Absolute indexed address modes allow you to reach

out from the location you specify. You can reach

from that address to any higher address up to 255

locations above. You might like to think of it as a

robot sitting on the location you have named, equip

ped with an adjustable arm. The arm can reach out

in one direction only (towards higher addresses) and

can't reach further than 255 locations. You can ad

just the distance the arm reaches by setting the con

tents of the index register; sometimes this is register

X and sometimes register Y.

A reach of 255 is plenty to pick through a line x

of text, a cassette buffer, or a table of ASCII

characters.

Zero page indexed allows you to reach out from a

zero page location. This is similar to absolute index

ed addressing, but with one important difference:

you'll never leave zero page. If you try to reach

beyond address hex 00FF, you'll wrap around and

start reaching location 0000 and up.

This can be very useful, since it gives the effect

of allowing a negative index value: you can reach

locations below the ones you specify. If you're using

zero page X indexing, for example, and set the value

255 (hex FF) into the X register you'll end up access

ing the location below the one you named in the in

struction.

Relative addressing is used for branch instructions

only. This is where you do all your decision-making

in a program. You may branch ahead up to 127

locations; you may branch back up to 128 locations.

That's not very far in a big program, so in many

cases you'll want to couple your branch instruction

with a JMP (Jump) which uses absolute addressing

and can take you anywhere in memory you want to

4. Modes that reach anywhere In memory.

Indirect addressing is a scheme which allows you to

set up the address you want to use somewhere in

memory; later, you tell the processor to go to that

location and use the address that you've put there.

The processor takes two shots at memory - the first

to get the actual address, and the second to deal with

the contents of that address.

Here's the powerful part: since you can set up

and change the indirect address to anything you like,

the instruction using indirect addressing can reach

anywhere at all in memory. You could set up the in-
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Jim Butterfield 
You can lind a formal description of addressing 
modes in any 6502 machine language text or 
reference. Beginners often lind this difficult reading, 
however. 

To help intuitive understanding, I'll describe ad
dressing modes in a different way: in term s of their 
"reach" . 

1. Modes that don't reach Into memory at all. 
Implied addressing means that no extra information 
is wanted. The Op Code tells th e microprocessor 
everything that needs to be done. If you wish to 
BRK (Break), wh ich will usuall y take you to the 
machine language monitor; or DEY , which 
decrements the value held in th e Y register ; or usc 
any other implied address co mmand, there's no need 
for further info rmation - just give the command in 
one byte . 

I m mediate add ressing supplies the value you need 
ri ght away in the locat ion following the Op Code. 
No need for an extra trip to memory: the actual 
value follows th e instru ct ion . So you may load the X 
register with the value zero by giving LDX #0 (A2 
00) ; or compare Y to the value live with CPY # (CO 
05) ; or add ten to the A register with ADC # 10 (69 
OA) - it all works simply and fast. Immediate ad
dressin g instruct ion s usc two byles, o f cou rse. 

2. Modes that reach a single location In 
memory. 
Absolute add ressi ng takes you to any address you 
give . The address itself uses two bytes of memory 
and is stored in the usual backwards 6502 forma t -for 
example, hex address 1234 will be stored as 34 and 
12 . If you want to store th e co ntents of th e Y register 
into address hexadecimal 2300, you'd code STY 
$2300 (BC 00 23); or if you wanted to compare the A 
register with the content s of location hex 027A, you 'd 
write CMP $027 A (C D 7 A 02). Absolute address ing 
instructions use three bytes: one for th e Op Code 
and two for the address. 

Zero page add ressing takes you to any address from 
hex 0000 to DOFF. Absolute addressing can take you 
there too, of course; but zero page addressing will be 
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faster and save you a byte of memory . Your address 
will be onl y one byte long: a value from 00 to FF to 
indicate the locat ion in zero page you want to access . 

Zero page locations are in short supply on the 
PET. Use th em sparingly; if poss ible reserve zero 
page locations for indirect address in g, which will be 
dealt with later . 

3. Modes that reach a range of 256 loca
tions. 
Absolute indexed address modes allow you to reach 
out from the location you specify. Yo u ca n reach 
from that address to any higher address up to 255 
locations above. You might like to think of it as a 
robot sitting on the location you have named, equip
ped with an adjustable arm. The a rm can reach out 
in one direction only (towards higher add resses) and 
can't reach further than 255 locations . You can ad
just the distance the arm reaches by sett ing the con
tents of the index register; somet imes th is is register 
X and sometimes register Y. 

A reach of 25j is plenty to pick th rough a line x 
of text , a cassette buffer, or a tabl e of ASCII 
characters. 

Z ero page ind exed allows you to reach ou t from a 
zero page location . This is similar to absolut e ind ex
ed addressing, but with one impo rt ant difference: 
you'll never leave zero page. If you try to reach 
beyond address hex OOFF, you' ll wrap arou nd and 
start reaching location 0000 and up . 

This can be very use ful , since it gives th e e ffect 
of allow ing a negative index valu e : yo u can reach 
locations below the ones you specify. If you' re using 
zero page X indexi ng, for exa mple, and set the value 
255 (hex FF) into the X register you ' ll end up access
ing the location below the one you named in the in 
struction. 

Relative addressing is used for branch inst ructio ns 
only. This is where you do all your decision-making 
in a program. You may branch ahead up to 127 
locations; you may branch back up to 128 locat ions. 
That 's not very far in a big program , so in ma ny 
cases you 'll want to couple you r branch inst ruction 
with a JMP Oump) which uses absolut e add ress ing 
and can take yo u anywhere in memory you wa nt to 
go . 

4. Modes that reach anywhere In memory. 
Indirect addressing is a scheme which allows you to 

set up the address you want to use somewhere in 
memory; later, you tdl the processor to go to thai 
location and use the add ress that you 've pur there. 
The processor takes two shots at memory - the fi rst 
to get the actual address, and the second to deal with 
the contents of that address. 

Here's the powerfu l part : s ince you ca n se t up 
and change the indirect address to anythin g yo u like, 
the in struction usin g ind irect addressing can reach 
anywhere at all in memory. You co uld set up the in-
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Skyles Electric Works

Presenting the Skyles MacroTeA

Text Editor Fast...Fast Assembler Enhanced Monitor
- , . ,. T .. ■ . _. Briefly, the pseudo-ops are
To help you write voljr program. Macro T cA includes a

* BA Cdpowerful text editor with 34 command functions:

AUTO Numben lino! automatically

NUMBER AuTomatically ri-nurnijers lines

FORMAT Outputs text Me in easy to read columns

COPY Copies a line en grouji <>' lines to a new

l 1O *""><"

. . . By having 16 powerful commands:

A Automatic MscioTeA cold nan from Monitor.

Z Automatic MacroTeA warm siarl from Monitor

CE Commands the

locati

MOVE Move. i lini; oi group ol lines to a rie

DELETE Delete! a line nr group ol lines.

CLEAR Clean the ten file.

PRINT Prints a fine or group of lines !o

(he PET icieon

PUT Saves a line or group ol I

the tape (or disc).

GET Loads a previously

ot re*l from the ta

?d line or group of line

or disci.

DUPLICATE Copies te«t lilB modules from one tape

recorder to ihr* other. Slops on specific

modules to jlloft cfiannes beloro it is dupli

length program lie*! tilel practical

HARD Prints out lent file on printer

ASSEMBLE Assembles te.t lile wilh or without a listing

Assembly mav be specified 'or the object code

(program) to bo recorded or placed in RAM

PASS Does second pass oi assembly. Another

command tnal makes unlimited length 10X1

dies (source code) practical

• LS Commands ilie BIWmblBi to Hart iishng source ((em

IllBl I'Om Ims point on.

• LC Commands the assembler to stop list source (test file)

from this point m the prouiam

• CT Commands the assembler 10 continue that source

program (ten Mel on tape

• OS Commands IhB assembler to iro'e the object code in

memory

• OC Commands the assembler to not store object code m

memory

• MC Commands the assembler to store object code at loca

tion different from the location in which it is assembling

object code

• SE Commands the assembler to store an external address

• DS Con

• BY Con

• SI Con

DE Commands tl

expression.

01 Commands t

expression

EN Informs the i

program

ands the

ands ine assembler to store

ands the assembler to calcul

bier TO HI aside a block ol sloragp

eternal addr

an eternal label

an internal label

ibler that this is the end of the

RUN Runs If

prograr

SYMBOLS Prints out the symbol table (label tile).

SET Gives complete control of the si/e and locattor

of the lext tile (source Me), label file [symbol

tabie) and relocatable butter

DISK Gives complele access to the eleven DOS

PUT GET MEW INITIALIZE

DIRECTORY COPY DUPLICATE

SCRATCH VALIDATE RENAME

ERROR REPORT

EDIT Offers unbelievably powerful search and replai

capability Many large computer assembler!

lack this sophiitication.

• EJ Commands the assembler to eject to top of page on

printer copy.

• SET A directive not a pseudo-op, directs the assemblers to

redefine the value of a label.

Macro Assembler
The macro pseudo-ops include.

MD This it a macro beginning instruction definition

ME This- is end of a macro instruction definition

EC Do not output macro-generated code in source

listing.

ES Do output macro-qenerated code in source

listing.

Conditional Assembler

MANUSCRIPT Eliminates line num

command Makes M

tul TeiT Editor

, on PRINT and HARD

FIND Searches ten tile lor defined strings. Optionally

print! them and counts Them, i.e . ifm command The conditional assembly pseudo-ops are:

cojnts number of character! in tern file.

IEQ If the label exoreision is ecjual 10 zero.

assemble this blocfc ol source code (text file)

INE 1* the label cupreliion is not equal to «ro.

assemble this block of source code (text tile]
BREAK Breaks to the Monitor portion ot MacroTea

A relurn 10 Text Editor without loss o* te"1

is poisitili;

Tailors MacroTea's Tern Editor

IPL

IMI

USER Improx

. needs. "Doit-vourself" con

II the label cxpressn

block of source code-

It the label expression is negat

tnis block of source code.

positive, assemble the

'mbte

This is The end of a block ot source code

S Saves to taoe object code between locations

specified.

D Disassembles object code back to source listing.

M Displays in memory object code starting ai selected

location. The normal PET screen edit may be used

to change the object code.

R Displays in register. Contents may be charged using

PET screen edit capabilities

H Hunts memory tor 3 particular group of ObjeCI

codes.

W Allows you to walk through the program one step

at a lime.

B Breakpoint to occur after specified number of

passes past specified address,

0 Start on specified address. Quit it STOP key or

breakpoint occurs.

T Transfers a program or part ot a program from one

memory area to another.

G Go11 Runs machine langusrje prrjqram starting at

selected location

X Exit! back to BASIC

1 Display memory and decoded ASCII characters.

P Pack (till) memory with specified byte

what are the other

unique features of the
MacroTeA?

• Labels up to 10 characters in length

• 50 different symbols lo choose Irom for each character

• '0 ' different labels possible

• Create executable object code in memory or

store on tape

• Text editor may be used for composing letters,

manuscripts, etc.

• Tex! may be loaded and stored from tape or disc

• Poweiful two-cassette duplicator function

• Siting search capability

• Macros may be nested 32 deep

• 25 Assembler psuedo-ops

• 5 Conditional assembler psuedo ops

• 40 Error codes to pinpoint problems

• 16 Error codes related to Macros

• Warm-start button

• Enhanced monitor with 16 commands

...a completely solid state firmware system ...all in ROM and RAM. No

tapes to load. The system is available from the time you turn on your PET to

the time you shut it off.

15 chips on a single high quality printed circuit board; interfaces with PET's

parallel address and data bus or with Skyles Memory Adapter. A

comprehensive 170 page manual is included

Truly, there is simply no other system of this magnitude at anywhere near

this price. $395.00*

'California residents: please add 6% or 6.53-o sales tax as required

VISA, MASTERCHARGE ORDERS CALL (800) 538-3083 (except California residents}

CALIFORNIA ORDERS PLEASE CALL (408) 257-9140

Skyles Electric Works
231 E South Whisman Road

Mountain View, CA 94041

(415) 965-1735
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Skyles Electric Works 
Presenting the Skyles MacroTeA 

Text Editor 
To help you w ri te your program . MacroT "A Includes a 

powedul text edrtor w il h 34 command function s: 

AUTO Numbe" li ne. aU!Om~IO C,)lIy 

NUMBER AUlOmalically • .,n,,"'t>t. ' l linc' 

fORMA T Ou lpul< ,e., l oll.' '" ea\Y " o ·'e.lcj column< 

COPY COP '.I a line 0' Q,o')j> o~ "nellO a new 
10"'IOon 

MOVE Moves a line 0 ' 9,o ul> 01 line. '0 a new 
10Ulion 

DELETE Dele ,e. a ,ine a . 9'o UP 0 1 II ne l 

CLEAR Clu .. Ihe l e .l Io le . 

PRINT Pr,nll a tine 0' O,o up 0 1 " ne. 10 
'ht P ET l e, een 

PUT Savf' a "ne or 9'OUO ol ' ,nel 01 ,e ., On 
,he ,ap" (or d" e l. 

GET Loadl a p,evioullv I .. ved line 0' 9'OUP 01 line, 
01 ' 1.' .1 I'om Ihe lap" 1o, dile1. 

DUPLICATE COP'''I 'e.",le mOdu lel Irom onel3pe 
.ecord .... to the Dlhe ' . S10 DI On wec,l,c 
module. to ~1I0 ..... Change. belo.e ,t 'I dUD" 
ca ' l"d Th" command m~~el Dn un l,m,l ed 
leng th ,,'og.,)m h e .t 'olel p,acheal 

HARD P"nl< ou' l e .1 Ide o n P"nle , . 

ASSEMBLE A,.embl"IIUI f,le ..... ,th 0' ..... ilhOUI a I;IIing . 
Allemblv may be .peeil jed 1m th e obleCT code 
(p'09."mIIO be .eco,ded 0' plac~1 in RAM 
mommy 

PASS Ooel .... cond 1)3n o f a .. embly. Anothe. 
command , hp i ma~", unirmiled leng,h H.'.' 

fil ., (1O".ce code) p.act"al. 

RUN Runl le,e<;u h!. 1 a 1>"::v,ou.'V a .. embled 
p.og.;}m. 

SYMBOLS P"ntl o ut me .vmbol uble Ilabel li le1. 

Fast . .. Fast Assembler 
Br,efly. the p~udo·op~ are : 

• BA Co mm3nd, ,he anemb •• , ' 0 beo, n o laco ng "nembted 
code ... he.e rndlC;}led 

• CE Command, Ihe a!lemble. 10 conlonue auembly un lell 
Cc'la,n '~"O'" 1.'''0'' occ",. All ~"o" a,e p"nled 0", . 

• LS Co mman,II,I'I!! ~!lembtc. ' 0 II~" "Il,ny lou.ce li e". 
' lie) " om ,1'1" po," , On 

• LC Co mmand, l1'1e a!lemble. 10 I1 0 D h" lou,ce he. t flld 
t,om 11'1,. po,n , ,n ,h. P'OQ'~m . 

• CT Co mmand' 'he iluemble , 10 con"nue ,I'Ia, 'OUlee 
p'og."m he~. I"el on lalle 

• OS COmmandl Ihe alle mb!e. 10 " 0 '1.' , he objecl code ,n 
memo ·v 

• OC Command. the anembl" 10 nOt I, o .e oblect code ,n 
memo'v. 

• MC Command. Ihe anemble. to I10.t obiecl code al loca· 
" on d,lIe'cnl I'om lhe IOC;}"on '" wll,Ch ,t 'I auembhng 
obieCi code. 

• SE Command, Ihe allemble. ' 0 lIo.e an e Xlernal add'ell . 

• OS COmmondl the ""emble' to •• tt Il ide "block 01 "o,age. 

• BY COmmandl th e auemble. 10110'1.' da ,a 

• SI Command. Ihe allemble' 10 I1 o ,e an ,",e.nal add' .... . 

• OE Comman<l. Ihe ;}uemblc' '0 calcu la te an e)( lf'nallabel 
e .p,e<l,on . 

• 01 Commandl th e ;}I$I!mble, 10 calcu la'e an 'nlf'nal label 
e)(p,el,,001. 

• EN Inlo,m. 'he iII'embleo ,ha , ,h"" 'he end o l.he 
m09,am . 

• EJ COmmandl 11'1 1.' a"emble, to ejecl 10 lOP 01 page on 
p"nle, copy. 

• SET A d"eel,ve not a p.eudo·oo. di,een!he 8l1emble'l to 
'e<le1in ~ Ihe value 01 ;} label. 

SET Giv ... eomple1e con uol ol l he ,ile ;}nd 1DC.l"on MaCrO Assembler 
01 Ihe 'e " 1,le (,o",ce "'el . label IiiI.' (Iymbol 
,;}b,el and ,elocatable bulle . The macro p~udo·ops include : 

DISK Gi~fl comple ,e IICCe.110 Ihe eleven DOS 
command • . 
PUT GET NEW INITIALIZE 
OIRE:::TORY COPY DUP LICATE 
SCRATCH VALIDATE RENAME 
ERROR REPORT 

EDIT Offell unbelievably pawerfulleafCh "nd 'eplace 
c"oabi li ,V. Ma nv 'a'ge COmpUle. a .. emble" 
lac ~ thil ,Ol.hin icatio n . 

FINO Surch ... 11.'.' iiiI.' '0' del ined I1rings . OPt io nally 

MO 

ME 

EC 

Thil" a miC'O beg,nning inlltuc, ion del ,n ,IoOn 

Th'l 'I end 0 1 a macro ;",,,uc,,on delinillon. 

00 no, oUII'U ' m~c'Ollene,a ' ed code in 'Ourcp 

li<l 'ng. 

00 OU1P,, ' mae'O 'gene ' llted code in 'ou,ce 
li",ng . 

Conditional Assembler 
prin" them aod ~ounn ' hem. i.f " ,h il comm;>nd T he condi fional aswmbly pseudo·ops are : 
COunn numbe, 0 1 eh;UIICte rl in .e . ,li le . 

MANUSCRIPT Ehm,,,,,,!!, lone numbers on PRINT and HARD 
comm;>nd. M"~fI M"",oTn it Ifue and powe'· 
l uI Teot Edno. 

BREAK B'n~. 10 . he Mon,to, po. t ,on of MaCfoTea 
A .e ,u,n 10 Te><1 Ed,'o. w"hou t 1011 o l te.t 
'I pOllible . 

USE R Imp.ove. 0 ' ,a, lo,. MacroTu', Te'l E<l IIo, 
10 ".e,·, needl. "Oo·i l ·VOu,,,,"" command 

'N E 

'" 
'M' 

IIlhe label exo.e!lion i, eQu;}l .o le,o. 
ISlemble Ihil bloc~ 0 1 wu.". code (Ie., liIel. 

IIlhe label exp,enion il "ot eQul1 to le ,o . 
allem\.lle 'hil \.IIOC ~ 01 .p"rce code hUllilel. 

" the label Ull1enion i, po.i,;ve. u$I!mble th il 
bloc~ o l so".ce code. 
lI,he label e" )fenion il negat1ve. "u .. mble 
,h i. block of '0"'« code. 
Thil il th e end 0 1 J block 01 ,ource code . 

Enhanced Monitor 
· .. By hdving 16 powerful commands; 

A Au'oma,ic M<1<:.oTeA cold II"" hom Mon, to, 

Z Au ' om~lic M;x:,oTeA Woum na r! hom Monolo,. 

F LOiiIdl h om tape objec t code 1>'09 •• m . 

S Saves 10 t ape obleel eodc between toc""O<1 ' 
speeil,ed. 

o 
M 

H 

w 

• 
o 

T 

G 

, 

0'S8S1emb!el obiee, code b<lck to lou'ce I,,, ing. 

O"p l a~. in memory object Code1l3t1inO 8' selecled 
locat ion. Tile no ,m,,' PET ",,'een e<li , ma~ be u.ed 
to change . he objeet code. 

Oi\.plaVI in ,egille ' . Conten .. mlV be char.9l'd uling 
PET Ie,"""n ed,! ea~bili"e. . 

HUnll ~O'V 10' a Pill ieul •• U.aup o f objec' 
code • . 
Allow< YOU to w.tk ,h'O<Igh ,he p.ogo-.m one nep 
i" , ime. 

B' UkpO,n ' 10 occu, ""e' lPecil,ed numbtr 0 1 
pa"", pan ,peellied add' ..... 

S,arT o n IPe-cilied add'clI. Quit il STOP ~ e v 0' 
b,eakpoin l occu ... 

T.anll"" a P'09,am d. 1>3" 0 1 a P,ogram hom one 
",emo,y BfU to ano.he,. 

Go't Runl mach ,ne langu.l"011',,", !I'" ing ;)' 
selec led IOCallOn. 

E,," bic~ to BASIC. 

D,."lav memo,y and deeoded ASCII Ch<l,acler1 

PiCk (1,111 memory ... "h IPKoI,ed bV,e . 

What are the other 
unique features of the 
MacroTeA? 
• labels UP to 10 characters in length 

• SOdi lle r en l symboh to choose Irom 10' each character 

• 1 0'~ diHerent labels p ouible 

• Create execu table object code in memOly 01 

store on l ape 

• Text editor may be used lor composing letle rs, 

manuscr ipts, elc. 

• T e)<\ may be loaded and stored from tape o r d isc 

• Powerful two-cassetle duplicato r lunction 

• S tring search capability 

• Macros m ay be nested 32 deep 

• 25 Ass.embler psuedo·ops 

• 5 Conditional ass.embler psuedo·ops 

• 40 Erro, codes t o pinllo;nt pfoblems 

• 16 Error codes related t o Mac,o~ 

• Warm ·s tar\ button 

• Enhanced monitor w it h 16 commands 

... a completely solid state firmware system ... all in ROM and RAM . No 
tapes to load. The system is available from the time you turn on your PET to 
the time you shut it off. 

15 ch ips on a single high quality printed circuit board ; interfaces with PET's 
parallel address and data bus or with Skyles Memory Adapter. A 
comprehensive 170 page manual is included 

Trul y, there is simpl y no other system of this magn itude at anywhere near 
this price. $395.00· 

'California res idents : p lease add 6% or 6.5% sa les tax as req uired 

~ 
VISA, MASTERCHARGE ORDERS CALL (800) 538·3083 1except Ca lrfornra reSIdents) 

CALIFORNIA ORDERS PLEASE CALL (408) 257·9140 

1

231 E South Whisman Road 
Skyles Electric Works Mountain View, CA 94041 

(415) 965-1735 
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direct address to point at location 0000; as the pro

gram runs, keep adding to it until it finally points at

hex location FFFF; and you will have reached every

one of the 65536 locations in memory.

Jump Indirect is used mostly to link programs in

ROM (Read Only Memory) to user routines. ROM

programs are fixed and inflexible; but if you want to

add your own code, it may be permitted with an in

direct jump from the ROM. Here's how it works:

The ROM coding first sets up its own indirect ad

dress into memory. Later, it will go to certain

routines by jumping via this address. If you change

this address, the ROM program will jump to

wherever you say. PET uses this type of system to

allow you to change such things as the interrupt

routines: the hardward interrupt vector (hex

0219-021A on original ROMs, 0090-0091 on newer

machines) is used as an indirect address, for exam

ple.

Indirect Indexed addressing is the most commonly

used indirect addressing mode on the 6502. You may

recall that indexed addressing allowed you to reach

up to 255 locations above a fixed address. Indirect

indexed is similar except that it allows you to reach

up to 255 locations above a variable address - which

is, of course, your indirect address. Register Y is

always used for indexing in this case.

This is so powerful - and so handy - that it

deserves further comment. You may set the indirect

address to the start of a line of text, and then use the

Y index to look through that line. You may set the

indirect address to the start of either cassette buffer

area, and use the Y index to look into that buffer.

Indirect Indexed addressing has one important

aspect: the indirect address must go into zero page:

hex addresses 00 to fF. You need to conserve zero

pae locations so that you'll have room to stage all the

indirect addresses you need.

Indexed Indirect isn't used too much on the PET.

Its purpose is this: if you have a bunch of indirect

addresses neatly arranged in zero page, you can use

the X register to select which indirect address you

wish to use.

It's hard to find space for a number of indirect

addresses in zero page. Most programmers just set X

to zero and use a single indirect address. In certain

special cases, however, Indexed Indirect addressing

can be very powerful indeed. Within the PET 2040

disk, for example, the X register selects one of fifteen

buffer pointers; then, indexed indirect addressing

allows a character to be written to or read from the

appropriate place in the correct buffer.

A Note on Jumps and Branches

The beginning programmer will find that the instruc

tions which transfers program control - the Jumps

and Branches - seem to have very limited versatility.

Apart from the indirect jump, which isn't used much

in applications coding, the programmer seems to be

limited to jumping and branching to fixed locations.

Surprisingly, that's often a good thing. It's

similar to the deliberate restriction in Basic that for

bids you to code GOTO X + 20. It can be argued

that a program that is written with a fixed control

structure will be healthier than one that might jump

any place.

Even so, you can get around this constraint if

you wish. You can construct the equivalent of an In

dexed Indirect jump very neatly by a little clever

manipulation of the stack.

But that's a subject for a future column.

Summary and Self-Test.

You should have a feeling for the various addressing

modes and how they are used. Try your hand at this

quiz, and see how your answers match those given.

1. You wish to test the status word ST, which is at

location hex 96 on new ROMs. What address

mode?

Answer: Zero Page addressing.

2. As part of the test for an alphabetic character,

you want to compare the A register to hex 41

to see if it is greater or equal. What address

mode?

Answer: Immediate addressing.

3. You want to look through the table of logical file

numbers, stored in hex locations 0251-025A, to

see if logical file number 4 is in use. What

addres mode?

Answer: Absolute Indexed addressing.

4. You want to get each byte of the floating point

accumulator locations 005E-0063, to store them

somewhere else. What mode?

Answer: Zero Page Indexed addressing.

5. If the status register Z flag is set, you want to

skip the next four instructions, which occupy

7 bytes. What mode?

Answer: Relative addresing.

6. You want to clear a line on the screen; it's not

always the same line. What addressing mode?

Answer: Indirect Indexed addressing. Set the

indirect address to the start of the line; then use

the Y register to clear the individual positions.

7. You want to increase the contents of the Y

register by one. What addressing mode?

Answer: Implied addressing. The INY instruction

will do the whole job. Q
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NEWLIFE for

old Pets?
Is it a dream...is it fantasy?

now available for

Commodore" Basic 4.0

/

Switch from old ROMs to new

Retrofit ROMs or from the new 24 pin

ROMs to the new Commodore* Rasic

4.0 with the Rasic Switch.

• Not sure about the ROM Retrofit Kit from Commodore?

Now you can uao all three sets of Commodore ROMs and

others as well.

• The Basic Switch allows switch selection of either ROM

set (your original set or your retrofit set) from Commo

dore. Plus, Models 15-A and 15-B Include an additional

zero Insertion force socket allowing easy use of ROMs

like the BASIC Programmer's Toolkit...concurrently.

• Models 16-A and 15-B The Basic Switch plus...lncludes

expanded cable assembly and zero Insertion force

socket. Your 15th ROM simply plugs in...enabled while

either ROM set Is selected. Socket 15 may be readdressed

by the user for additional flexibility.

• The Basic Switch Is sold In assembled form only. All

models are designed foreasyattachment toyour PET

with a convenient cable assembly. No soldering or

drilling Is required. The Basic Switch mates with a cable

assembly at your primary board, and does not use the

physical connectors of any PET ports.

• Our prices and complete product specifications are

available by contacting APPLIED MICRO SYSTEMS,

Mlshawaka, Indiana; or any Commodore Dealer.

OtherAPPLIED MICRO SYSTEMS Products include:

KEYTONE: Audio

Feedback for your PET

• Monitors PET* keyboard, emitting a

short beep when any key is pressed.

• Easy.solderless Installation.

• Works with old and new PETs.

• Completely self contained, with

speaker and externally accessible

volume control.

Price $49.95

PETHo Centronics9

Printer Interface

• No software drivers required.

• Retains IEEE port to facilitate use

with other devices. I.e., disk systems

and/or plotters, etc.

• No external power supplies required,

negligible power needed is derived

from the printer.

• PET/CBM software compatible.

• Attractive metal case.

Price $139.95

MEMOEADD: Memory

Expansion for your PET

• Adds 16K bytes to your present

18K PET.

• Fast, easy, solderless installation.

• Small (eVV'x le/ie"x V) or (16cm x
3.5cm x.9cm).

• Derives power from PET.

• Can be used only with 18K PETs that

presently use 4116 RAMs.

Price $199.95

Dealer Inquiries are encouraged. Free MACHINE LANGUAGE MONITOR COMMANDS List will be

includedwitb pricing and product specification requests.

APPLIED miCPO SVSTEmS
3502 Home Street, Misnawaka, Indiana 46544 • 1-219-259-3787 (Indiana) • 1-800-348-7208
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Get Fireworks From
Your PET!*

DUNGEON OF DEATH CODE NAME: CIPHER

TREK-X

TREK-X Command the Enterprise as you

scour the quadrant for enemy warships.

This package not only has superb graph

ics, but also includes programming for

optional sound effects. A one-player

game for the PET 8K. Order No. 0032P

$7.95.

DUNGEON OF DEATH Battle evil

demons, cast magic spells, and accumu

late great wealth as you search for the

Holy Grail. You'll have to descend into

the Dungeon of Death and grope through

the suffocating darkness. If you survive,

glory and treasure are yours. For the PET

8K. Order No. 0064P S7.95.

ARCADE I

ARCADE I This package combines an ex

citing outdoor sport with one of

America's most popular indoor sports:

• Kite Fight - It's a national sport in India.

After you and a friend have spent several

hours maneuvering your kites across the

screen of your PET, you'll know why!

• Pinball-By far the finest use of the

PET's exceptional graphics capabilities

we've ever seen, and a heck of a lot of fun

to boot.

Requires an 8K PET. Order No. 0074P

$7.95.

Instant Software

CODENAME:CIPHER

Enjoy that same feeling of intrigue and

discovery with the Code Name: Cipher

package. Included are:

• Memory Game —Would you like to

match your memory against the com

puter's? You can with the Memory Game.

•Codemaster — One player types in a

word, phrase, or sentence, and the PET

translates that message into a crypto

gram. The other player must break the

code and solve the cryptogram in the

shortest time possible.

• Deceitful Mindmaster —This isn't your

ordinary Mastermind-type game. You

must guess the five letters in the hidden

code word.

• Code Breaker-Cracking this code

won't be as easy as cracking walnuts.

You'll need to flex your mental muscles

to win this game.

If you want a mental challenge, then

Code Name: Cipher is for you. For the 8K

PET. Order No. 0112P. $7.95.

'A trademark of Commodore Business Machines

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458

603-924-7296
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Captivate Yourself.

SANTA PARAVIA AND FIUMACCIO

Become the ruler of a medieval city-state

as you struggle to create a kingdom. Up

to six players can compete lo see who

will become the King or Queen first. This

program requires a PET 16K. Order No.

0175P.S9.95.

CHIMERA

CHIMERA If you think the legendary

Chimera was hard to handle, wait until

you try the Chimera package. Included

are:

• Reflex-Round and round the little

white ball rolls. Only fast reflexes can

guide it into the center of the maze.

• Dragon —You'll have to shoot down

those pesky, fire-breathing dragons with

your cannon. If you succeed your castle

will be safe, if not it will mean a call to

your fire insurance company. For one

player.

•Dungeon —A very punctual guard

comes down to the dungeon every day to

torture you. This means that you have on

ly thirty seconds to dig your way under

the castle to freedom. For one player.

• Dragon Hunt —You must go forth and

slay a fire-breathing dragon. The only

thing that will protect you from the

flames is your shield, if you know when to

use it. For one player.

•Dropoff —You must make your oppo

nent's men "■dropoff" the board by mov

ing and firing your own men. For one or

two players. Order No. 0110P. S9.95.

PET DEMO I

PET DEMO I You can give yourself, your

family, and your friends hours of fun and

excitement with this gem of a package.

• Slot Machine —You won't be able to

resist the enticing messages from this

computerized one-armed bandit.

• Chase —You must find the black piece

as you search through the ever-changing

maze.

• Flying Pheasant-Try to shoot the fly

ing pheasant on the wing.

•Sitting Ducks —Try to get your archer to

shoot as many ducks as possible for a

high score.

•Craps —It's Snake Eyes. Little Joe, or

Boxcars as you roll the dice and try to

make your point.

•Gran Prix 2001 - Drivers with experi

ence ranging from novice to professional

will enjoy this multi-leveled race game.

• Fox and Hounds —It's you against the

computer as your four hounds try to cap

ture the computer's fox.

For true excitement, you'll need a PET

8K. Order No. 0035P S7.95.

Santa Paravia

and Fiumaccio

The most captivating

and engrossing pro

gram ever made for

the PET'

It is the dawn of the 15th Century;

you rule a tiny Italian city-state. Your

goal: The Crown!

Up to six players can compete as

rulers of neighboring cities. You con

trol the grain harvest, feed your serfs,

set tax rates, dispense justice and in

vest in public works.

The future of your realm will de

pend on your decisions. If they are

wise, your city-state will grow and

you will acquire loftier titles. If your

rule is incompetent, your people will

starve and you may be invaded by

your neighbors.

How will you rule your kingdom?

Will you be an enlightened leader—or

an unscrupulous despot? Only you

can answer that question—with San

ta Paravia and Fiumaccio.

DOWJONE$

DOW JONES Up to six players can enjoy

this exciting stockmarket game. You can

buy and sell stock in response to chang

ing market conditions. Get a taste of

what playing the market is all about. Re

quires a PET with 8K. Order No. 0026P

S7.95.

We Guarantee It!

TO ORDER

SEE YOUR LOCAL

INSTANT SOFTWARE

DEALER
OR Toil-Free

1-800-258-5473

Instant Software

Sof,*

Guarantee
J

Prices subject to change without notice.

A trademark of Commodore Business Machines

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458

603-924-7296

OUR PROGRAMS ARI- GUARAMlll)

TO BE Ql'MITY PRODUCTS. IF NOT

COMPLETELY SATISFIED YOU MAY

RI-TURN THE PROGRAM WITHIN (>U

DAYS. ACRHDIT OR REPLACEMENT

WILL UK WILLINGLY GIVKN FOR

ANY REASON.
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The future of your realm will de· 
pend on your decis ions. If they are 
wise, your City-state w ill grow and 
you will acqui re loft ier titl es. If your 
rule is incompetent, your people will 
starve and you may be invaded by 
your neighbors. 

How will you rule your kingdom? 
Will you be an en lightened leader-or 
an unscru pulous despot? Only you 
can answer that quest ion-with San· 
ta Pa ravia and F iu m accio. 

DOW JONE$ 
DOW JONES Up to six players can enjoy 
th is exc iting stock market game. You can 
buy and se ll s tock in response to chang· 
ing marke t conditions. Get a tas te o f 
what play ing the marke t is all about. Re· 
qui res a PET wi th 8K. Order No. 0026P 
S7.95. 

We Guarantee It! 
.~'mnJlin;"mn·ill"imn·;"ltmmmmmn;~ 

~ ~ o;,\I1{\t SOft"'~ ~ :ok ,- \\\ .. re :/ --, 
§ '-~ Guarantee ~\."--' g 
#; OU K I'ROGRAM S ,\RI' (;UA RM\ n ' l I) ;# 
¢: 10 HI' QU,\LlTY I'Rouuns. IF ~OT :; 
~ COMI'I.I·T HY S,\TlSFI EI) YOU M,\Y :i 
;: Rl'rU RN T il l' !'KOGRAM WITHI N 60 ~ 
:~_ 1),\ YS. A ("REDIT OR REI'LACI' MFNT ~ 
~ WILl. IJI' WILU7\GLY GIVE!' FOR ;:, 
t:: ,\ NY KI-.i\SON. ~ 
(lk\l!.\I!.\I!.\f\l!.\I.!.\I!.\I!.\I!.\I!.\I.!.mm\l!\I!.It~ 

Prices subject to c hunge without notice. 

• A trademark of Commodor e Business Mac hines 

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458 
603-924-7296 
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Visible

Memory

Printer Dump

Dr. Frank Covitz

The MTU visible memory is 8K

bytes of dynamic RAM which,

during refresh (transparent to the

6502), generates a video image of

itself. The display signal is stan

dard composite video, and can be

seen on a conventional monitor or

converted TV set. With the

MTU/PET interface, the PET

screen itself can be used as the

display. The 320 (horizontal) by

200 (vertical) pixel matrix allows

you to generate moderately high

resolution graphics. (64,000 in

dividual pixels can be set on or off

- obviously a job for 6502 machine

language or routines callable by

BASIC).

The following 6502 program

allows you to get a hard copy of

this on the CBM 2022 (tractor

feed) PRINTER. The first part is

fairly self-documenting, and is used

to open the special character chan

nel to the printer and set the ver

tical spacing (not available on the

CBM 2020 pressure feed printer).

The VMDUMP machine code

scans each 320H by 7V line to

form the special character matrix.

Skipping the proper number of

spaces, the main program then

prints this character.

This is a SLOW process, since

the 2022 printer can handle only

one special character per line, so as

many as 53 prints to the same line

may be required before the line is

complete. Since 30 lines may be

needed to complete the 8K scan,

the whole process can take up to 30

minutes to finish!! In practice,

however, sinces spaces are "weed

ed out", 5-10 minutes is usually

sufficient to get a moderately dense

print-out, and less for line-type

graphs. Horizontal and vertical

VM PRNTR DUMP

ft****************

* *

.* VM PRNTR BUMF +

:# *

;* BV F.COVITZ *
:* *

:**♦*++♦**♦♦***♦*+

;THIS PROGRAM DUMPS fiH 3K BLOCK
;T0 THE CBM 2022 PRINTER RS fl

;BIT MfiPPED IMflGE.

;MflINLV INTENDED FOR USE WITH THE

;M,T.U. 8K VISIBLE MEM0RV.
;FORMRT IS 320H#200¥ PIXELS

260 O230 *= 3-0239 iQRIGIN (EXfiMPLE ONLY)

;**+ UPGRRDE ROM Z-PFiGE LOCHS ***

.LENGTH OF" FILE HfiNE
;L0GICRL FILE M0.

, SECONPRPV RDDRESS

■DEVICE NO.

.NORMfiL PRINT CHfiNfiEL

;N0RMflL PRINT SEC.flDBR.

IVERT. SPflCIHG CHRNNEL
iVERT. SPflCINC SEC.fiDIiR.

:SFEC. CHRR. CHRHNEL

;5PEC. CHRR. SEC-.RDDR.

:PHVSICfiL DEVICE # OF pRINTfR

iCRRRIRGE RETURN (WITHOUT LF)
;CRRPIRGE RETURN (WITH LF)

;MRX # OF SPRCES C54*6=324)

;'REVERSE' KEV

ISPEC.CHRRRCTER

300-

310:

320-

330

360

370:

330:
330 ■

40G-

410-

420:

430:

440:

450:

460:

470:

4S0:

0230

0230

0230

B280

0230

0230

0230

02SO

023O

0280
0230

0230

0230

0230

02o0

6280
0230

LENGTH

LFN

Sfl
DN

;*** CQNSTflMTS
LFl

SRI

LF2

Sfio

LF3

SR5

PRNTR

SPRCE

CR
CRLF

MRX

REV
SCHRR

$D1

£B2

*D3
fl'4

*+*

1

0

6
3

5

4

" "

S8D
ten

54

*FE

*FE

lOA 

Visible 
Memory 
Printer Dump 
Dr. Fronk Covitz 
The MTU visible memory is 8K 
bytes of dynamic RAM which , 
during refresh (transparent to the 
6502), generates a video image of 
itself. The display signal is stan
dard composite video , and can be 
seen on a conventional monitor or 
converted TV set. With the 
MTU/PET interface , the PET 
screen itself can be used as the 
display. The 320 (horizontal) by 
200 (vertical) pixel matrix allows 
you to generate moderately high 
resolution graphics . (64,000 in
dividual pixels can be set on or off 
- obviously a job for 6502 machine 
language or routines callable by 
BASIC). 
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The following 6502 program 
allows you to get a hard copy of 
this on the CBM 2022 (tractor 
feed) PRINTER. The first part is 
fairly self-documenting, a nd is used 
to open the special cha racter chan
nel to the printer and set the ver
tical spacing (not avai lable on the 
CBM 2020 pressure feed printer). 
The VMDUMP machine code 
scans each 320H by 7V line to 
form the special characler matrix. 
Skipping the proper number of 
spaces, the main program then 
prints this character. 

..... ,.., 
2 

PRt-.4 TR DU""P 

This is a SLO W process, since 
the 2022 printer can handle onl y 
one special character per line , so as 
many as 53 prints to the same line 
may be required befo re the line is 
complete. Since 30 lines may be 
needed to complete the 8K scan , 
the whole process can take up to 30 
minutes to fini sh !! In practice, 
however , sinces spaces arc "weed
ed oUI ", 5-10 minutes is usually 
su ffi cient to get a mode ra tely d ense 
print-out , and less for line-type 
graphs. Horizont al and vert ical 

260 : 

3". 
3'. 
320 
330 

36. 
370 
380 
390 
40£1 
410 
42. 
4313 
440 
450 
460 
47" 
480 

@2S0 

('280 
0280 
0281] 
(1281) 

028(1 
£1280 
028(1 
0280 
0280 
£12813 
0280 
B28:£1 
0280' 
0280 
0'280 
0280 
0280 

, 
; u .lt"u:n*".u :u :+,:+::u .:+. 
, -.: :+: 
; -.: 11M Pi(:IHR DUI-1P :+: 
;:+: It" 
. :+: B'T' F. COVI TZ * 
• It" :+: 
• **:u::+::+::+:*t*:+:.+:ln::u::+: 

• THIS PROGRA~l DUI'IPS A/'J 8K BLOC)' 
; TO THE CBM 2022 PRUHER AS A 
.: BJT MAPPED I11RGE . 
;MRINL'T' I NTEt~DED FOR USE WITH THE 
;M . T.U . 8K VISIBLE l'lEI10R'T' . 
; FORI'lAT I S 320H:+:200v PI XELS 

.= $0280 
; 
; n:+: UPGRADE RON Z- PRGE LOC ~ NS :+:t:+, 

LENGTH OD' 
LFN f ·D2 
SA f ·D3 
Dil $D4 

. l:U: COt-lSTAtlTS *u 
LF' , 
SAl " LF2 2 
SAE· £. 
LF3 3 
SA5 5 
PRNTR 4 
SPACE 
CR $8D 
CRLF $aD 
r1AX 54 
REV $FE 
SCHAR $oFE 

; OR IGIt~ (EXAMPLE OHL'T' ) 

LnJGTr-i oF" FI L E t~Rr'lE 
LOGICAL FILE 140 . 
SECOHDAR'l' ADDRESS 
DE VICE t~O . 

tlORr'lAL PR I NT CHANNEL 
tlDRt'IA:" Pr~ IHT SEC. AltDR. 
VERT . SPACIt lG CHAt'IHEL 
'--.' ERT . SF-RCI t'l e; SEC . ADDR . 
SPEC . CHAR . CHAI'lHEL 
SPEC . CHRR. SEC . ADDR . 
PH'l'SICAL t tEVICE • OF PF~ lt~ r [R. 

CARRIFIGE RETURN W ITHOU T LF) 
CARRIAGE F:ETURN n rITH LF ) 
MAX • OF SPACES ( 54f6<~2.:! ) 
~ RE'·/EF~SE ~ Kt:·· 

"' SPEC.CHFIRACTER 



• Judge this character generator for yourself •

Regular PET Graphics HAL GRAPHICS

*e •

Compare the two Snoopys and.

you'll begin to see why the new

HAL PCG 6500 is attracting so

much attention. It's the program

mable character generator for your

PET that gives sharp, detailed

graphics.

Important features include:

• Storage for 64 new characters

• Built-in CB2 sound amplifier that produces all

tones in the human hearing range

• PCG Manual and demo program

• Interface to PET/CBM with 24 pin character gen

erator ROMS. (Ifyour PET uses 28 pin ROMS.

Conversion Kits are available for $45. Tb simplify

ordering, please indicate memory HAM #2114

or #6550.)

The HAL PCG 6500 is available exclusively at

Systems Formulate...

Only *200
■Oft

: plus S5 shipping (f handling I

Add $45 for 28 pin Conversion Kit

MIPL0T: the right plotter at the right price

MIPLOT by Watanabe Corporation

Designed for straight, forward interface to any

microcomputer that, outputs the ASCII code,

MIPLOT can even be used by operators with no

plotter experience.

• Incorporates pre-programmed "intelligent" functions

required for producing graphs and drawings

• Solid and broken line types can be specified

• Built in character generator for letters, numbers and

symbols

• Characters can be enlarged and rotated to four

orientations

• Special printer mode outputs character data, as-is

• Uses commonly available hard fiber-tip pens

• Maximum plot speed approximately 2 inches per

second

• Built in self-test mode

Only $1,800
at Systems Formulate Corporation

(plus shipping & handling)

ADC0M Light Pen (with sound) ... Only *349S

Unlike many light pens, the ADCOM interfaces

with PETthrough the second cassette port rather

than the parallel port. The result? Sound!

(plus $2 shipping # handling)

• Ready to plug in, no assembly necessary.

• Faster than many other light pens designed for PET.

• Built-in sensitivity control.

• Machine language and demo program included for ease

of programming.

Expand with the finest in micro peripherals, systems and software from Systems Formulate.

Call today for more information or to place your phone order: (415) 326-9100

We honor Master Charge, Visa, check or money order.

(California residents add 6.5% tax)

SYST6MS FORMULATE CORPORATION
39 Tbwn fif Country 'milage • Palo Alto, California 94301

• 
• 
• 
• 

Judge this character generator for yourself • 

• 

Regular PET GraphiCS HAL GRAPHICS 

Compare the ~o Snoopys and 
you'll begin to see why the new 
HAL PCG 6500 is attracting so 
much attention. It's the program
mable character generator for your 
PET that gives sharp, detailed 
graphiCS . 

Important features include: 
• Storage for 64 new characters 
• Built-in CB2 sound amplifier t.hat produces all 

tones in the human hearing range 
• PCG Manual and demo program 
• Interface to PET/CBM \vith 24 pin character gen

erator ROMS. CIfyour PET uses 28 p in ROMS. 
Conversion Kits are available for S45.1b strnpl..i.(y 
ordertng. please indicate memory RAM #2114 
or #6550.) 

The HAL PC:G 6500 is available exclusively at 
Systems Formulate . 

Only $ 200 (p,,,,""'u,,,,,,, "handlmgl 

Add $45 for 28 pin Conver Sion Kit 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

MIPLOT: the right plotter at the right price 

.~----

• 
• 

MIPLQT by Watanabe Corporation 

• 

Designed for straight fOf'l.vard interface to any 
microcom puter that. outputs the ASCII code, 
MIPLOT can even be used by operators VJith no 
plotter experience. 
• Incorporates pre-programmed ·'intelligent." funct.lons 

required for producing graphs and drav,rtngs 
• Solid and broken Hne GYP6s can be specified 
• Built in character generator for letters, numbers and 

symbols 
• Characters can be enJarged and rotated to four 

or ientations 
• Special printer mode outputs character data as·ls 
• Uses commonly available hard fiber·Lip pens 
• Maximum plot speed approximately 2 inches per 
second 
• Built In self·test mode 

9!.!!~m!.!lr!PonO 
( piUS shipping & handling ) 

• 

ADeOM Light Pen (with sound) ... Only $3498 

• 

• ( plus $2 shipping & handling) 

• 
Unlike many light pens, theADCOM interfaces 

with PET through the second cassette port rather 
than the parallel port. The result? Sound! 

• Ready to plug In, no assembly necessaly . 
• Faster than many oth er light pens deSigned for PET. 

• BuilL-in sensitivity control. 
• Machine ~e and demo program included for ease 

of programming. 

Expand with the finest in micro perlpherals, systems and software from Systems Formulate. 
Call today for more informatlon or to place your phone order: ( 415 ) 32&9100 

We honor Master Charge, Visa, check or money order. 
(California residents add 6.5% LaX ) 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
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registration arc not perfect, given

the limitations of the 2O22's

mechanism, and there is some

distortion (vertical or horizontal,

depending on your outlook). The

accompanying examples should

give you some idea of the results

you can expect. Given the slow

speed and imperfect registration,

the fact still remains that the

capability is there.

As written it is configured to

go into both tape buffers (starts at

$0280, 640dec). It is then easily

accessed by DISK-based systems.

When you see something you like

on the VM, just key in SYS640

and take a five minute break. If

you have a tape-based system, you

will need to relocate the code

elsewhere. The assembly source

should make this relatively easy to

do.

The only routine that is

specific to upgrade ROM is the

OPEN subroutine. I believe this is

at SF52D in original ROM. Zero-

page locations $D1, $D2, $D3 and

SD4 are ROM dependent, and cor

respond to locations SEE, $EF,

$F0, and $F1, respectively for

original ROM. Zero page locations

1 and 2 are used as an indirect

pointer. The last point to be aware

of is the setting of VMORG, the

origin page of the 8K block of

memory. There is a single LDA

#VMORG in the source code, so

you must change this single byte if

you want a dump of a different 8k

block.

To be even more benign to the

calling program, the original con

tents of zero page locations 1 and 2

(VM and VM + 1), as well as the

registers, could be saved. Use the

following code sequence:

MAIN SEI ;prcvent interrupts

PHP ;save status

TXA ;save registers

PHA

TYA

PHA

LDA VM ;save loc'ns 1 and 2

PHA

LDA VM + 1

PHA

;*** SYSTEM LOCUTIONS ***
;*** ***

;*** ! = UPGRRDE ROM ***

540:

550:

560:

570:

580:

600

£10:

£20:

£30:

640:

650:

660

£70:

630

£90:

700:

710:

720 :

730:

740:

750

760

770:

780:

790:

S0O:

810:

820:

830:

840:

850:

360:

870:

880:

890:

900:

910:

920:
5S0;

540:

550:

560:

970:

580:
990:

1000"

1010

1020'

1030:
1040:

1050:

1060:

1070:

lase:

1090:

1100:

1110:

1120:

1130:

1140:

11 SO-

ll 60:

1170:

11 &0

1190:

1200:
1210:

1220 :

1230:

1240:

1250:
1260:

G2S0

0230

0230

P280

0280

0289

0281

0263
0235

0287

0289

028E

023D

028F

0292

0294

Q296

0298

029fl

025D

029F

02fll

62R3
02fi5

02R8
02RR

02RD

P2RF

02B2

02B4

02B7

02B9
02BC
02BF

02C2
02C4

02C6
02C9

02CE

02CD

0SCF
02D1
02D3

02D6
02B8

02DB

02BE
02HF

02E1

02E2

02E4

02E7

02E8
02Efl

02ED

02EF
02F2

02F3

02F5

02F7

02Ffl

02FC

02FF

0301

0304

0306

0309

03QC
030F

0311

0313

0316

78

H9
85

85

R9

85

R9

85

26
R9

85

R9

85

20

R9

85

fl9

85

20

R2

20

26

R2

20

R9

20

20

RD

C9

F0
RD

C9

D0

fl9

D0

R2

26

R0
B9

20
88
D@

38

fl9

El

R8

F2

20

R9

20

88

D8
R2

20

09

20

fl2

20

fl9

2@

20

fir

D6

R2

20
fi9

00

III

D3

01

D2

04

D4

24

02

D2

06

B3

24

03

D2

05

D3
24

91

C?

13

D2

02
C9

10

D2

20

12

FE

4B
FE

36

04

@D

35
03

C9

06
F5

B2

F7

38

FE

01

C9
20

D2

F8

01

C9

FE

D2

-01

C9

3D

D2

77

FF

RE

02

C9
13

F5

F5

F5

FF

FF

FF

FF

03
E8

flF

FF

flF

FF

flF

FF

FF

FF

FF

FF

FF

03

flF

FF

PIfiK

CLOSE

OPEN

SETDEV

QUTCHRR

MR IN

MRIN1

MHIN2

MRIN3

MRIN4

MfllNS

MRIN6

MflIN?

=

=

=

=

SEI

LDfl

STfl

STR

LDR

STfl

LDR

STfl

JSR

LDFl

STfi

LDR

STfl

JSR

LDR

STfl

LDfl

STfl

JSP

ld;;

JSR

LDfl

JSR

LDX

JSP

LDfl

JSR

JSR

LDR

CMP

EEC!

LDR
CMP

BNE

LDfl

BNE
LDX

JSR

LBV

LDfl

JSR

DEV

BHE

SEC

LDfl

SBC

TRY

LUX

JSR

LDR

JSR

DEV

ENE

LDX

JSR

LDfl

JSR

LDX

JSR

LDR

JSR

JSR

LDR

ENE

LDX

JSR

LDfi

JE812
J-FFE7

JF524

fFFC9

*FFD2

#0

LENGTH

Sfl

#LF1

LFH

#PRNTR

DH

OPEN

#LF2

LFN

8Sflfc"

Sft

OPEN

#LF3
LFN

*SR5

Sfi

OPEN

SLF1

SETDEV

#"fl"

OUTCHRP

#LF2

SETDEV

#16

OUTCHRR

VMDUMP
PIfiK
#REV

MRIN7

SPC

#MflX

MRIN2

**CRLF

tifllNS
#LF3

SETBEV

#6

MflTRIX-lA'

OUTCHRR

MflIN3

#kr;<+2

SPC

#LF1

SETDEV

#3PRCE

DUTCHflR

MRIN4

#LF1

SETDEV

ttSCHRR

OUTCHRR

#LF1

SETDEV

ffCR
OUTCHfiP

VMDHEXT

LINES

MfllNl

t»LF2

SETDEV

#24

;KEYEORRD PORT

;CLOSE IEEE DEVICES

;! OPEN IEEE DEVICE

;SET OUTPUT DEVICE

;SEND 1 CHRR.

;PREVENT INTERRUPTS

;SET NULL HflHE

JOPEN NORNflL PRINT CHflNNEL

-OPEN VERT.SPACING CHflNHEL

JOPEN SPEC.CHRR.CHRNMEL

;SEND 'HOME'

,SEHD VERTICRL SPflCING

;IMITIRL CflLL
;CHECK 'REVERSE' KEV

;flB0RT OH REVERSE KEV

JCHECK IF LINE FEED NEEDED

;SEND R CRLF

JSPEC.CHRR.CHflNHEL

,6 EVTES TO SEND

;TRRNSMIT TO PRINTER

;H0W MRNV SPflCES TO TRflHSMir

,;LEflVE fl LITTLE ROOM

;USE RS INDEX

;SET FOR NORMRL PRINT CHRh*»l

,3END SPflCES TO PRINTER

;TRRN3MIT SPECIRL CHRR.

,SEND CR (WITHOUT LF>

,RE-ENTER VMDUMP

.CHECK FOR DONE

;CLOSE RLL CHRNNELS

..RESTORE NOPMRL VERT.SPRC:^
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registrat ion arc not perfect, given 
the limitations of the 2022's 
mechanism, and there is some 
distortion (venical or horizontal, 
depending on your outlook). The 
accompanying examples should 
give you some idea of the results 
you can expect. Given the slow 
speed and imperfect registration , 
the fact still remains that the 
capability is there. 

As writt en it is configured to 
go into both tape buffers (starts at 
$0280, 640dec.). It is then easily 
accessed by DISK-based systems. 
When you sec something you like 
on the VM , just key in SYS640 
and take a fi ve minute break. If 
you have a tape-based system, you 
wi ll need to relocate the code 
elsewhere. The assembly source 
should make this relatively easy to 
do. 

The only routine that is 
specific to upgrade ROM is the 
OPEN subroutin e. I believe this is 
a t $F52D in origin al ROM. Zero
page locations $D 1, $D2, $D3 and 
SD4 are ROM dependent, and cor
respond to locations SEE, SEF, 
SFO , and SFl , respectively for 
original ROM . Zero page locations 
1 and 2 are used as an indirect 
pointer. The last point to be aware 
of is the settin g of VMORG, the 
origin page of the 8K block of 
memory . There is a single LOA 
NVMORG in the source code, so 
you must change this single byte if 
you want a dump of a different 8k 
block. 

To be even more benign to the 
calling program, the original con
tents of zero page locations 1 and 2 
(VM and VM + 1), as well as the 
registers, could be saved. Usc the 
followi ng code sequence : 

MAIN SEI iprCYCnt interrupts 
PHP jsavc sta tus 
TXA jsavc regi sters 
PHA 
TYA 
PHA 
LOA VM isavc loe ' ns 1 and 2 
PHA 
LDA VM + 1 
PHA 

540 
558 
560 
570 
580 

600 ' 
610 : 
620 : 
630 ' 
640 : 
658 ' 
660 ' 
679 : 
680 ' 
690 : 
700 : 
71(1 : 
720 : 
738 : 
740 ' 
7Se " 
760 
770 : 
780 ' 
790 : 
800 : 
aU) : 
820 ' 
833 : 
846 : 
850 ' 
860 ' 
87(; : 
880 ' 
890 ' 
900 ' 
9 13 : 
920 ' 
930 ' 
940 ' 
950 : 
960 : 
970 : 
980 ' 
990 : 
11300 ' 
tOl0 
1320 
11330 
104(; 
1850 
le60 
le7e 
lOBO 
1090 
11130 
111e 
11213 
11 313 
11413 
l1S0 
11613 
11713 
11 Se 
1190 
1200 
121e 
1220 
12313 
1240 
1250 
1260 

COMPUTEl 

It:** SYSTEM LOCATIOt~S *U 
It:lt:* u .* 
!,*:* ! = UPGRADE ROI'I lOU 

0280 
0280 
(3280 
0280 
0280 

PIAK 
CLOSE 
OPEN 
SET DEli 
OUTCHAR 

0260 78 MAIN 
(3281 A9 O£l 
0283 85 Dl 
0235 85 D3 
0237 A9 131 
0289 85 D2 
0238 A9 04 
O~:::D 85 D4 
028F 20 2.; F5 
0292 AS! 02 
029.; 85 D2 
13296 A9 06 
0298 85 D3 
€I 29A 2(1 24 F5 
029D A9 03 
029F 85 D2 
02Al A3 0S 
02A3 85 D3 
02A5 20 24 F5 
02A8 A2 91 
132AA 20 C9 FF 
02AD A3 13 
02AF 20 D2 FF 
02B2 A2 02 
02B4 23 C9 FF 
02B7 A3 10 
02B9 2£1 D2 FF 
02BC 20 213 133 
t12BF AD 12 E8 MnINI 
02C2 C9 FE 
02C4 FO 4B 
1)2C6 AD FE AF 
02C9 C9 36 
02CF DO 8.; 
02CD A9 em 
a2CF DO 35 
02D1 A2 133 f1AIN2 
132D3 20 C9 FF 
02D6 AO 136 
e2D8 B9 FS AF r'lA H13 
02DB 20 D2 FF 
e2DE 88 
02DF De F7 
02E1 38 
a2E2 A9 38 
e2E4 ED FE AF 
e2E7 A8 
a2ES A2 €II 
02EA ze C9 FF 
02ED A9 20 MA I N~ 
02EF 20 D2 FF 
02F2 88 
e2F3 DO Fa 
02FS A2 01 
02F7 20 C9 FF 
02FA A9 FE 
02FC 20 D2 FF 
02FF A2 ,01 
0301 20 C9 FF 
03134 AS' 3D 
13306 20 D2 FF nAI N5 
0309 20 77 £13 ~IAIN6 
0 30C AD FF AF 
K {OF DO AE 
e 3 11 A2 @2 MAllO 
031 3 20 C9 FF 
0316 A9 18 

SEI 

1",E$12 
f.FFE7 
SF524 
1"FFC9 
SFFD2 

LDA ita 
STA L ENGTH 
STA SA 
LDA MLFI 
STR L FH 
LDA #PRIHR 
STR D"l 
JSR OPW 
LDA MLF2 
STR LFN 
LDA MSA6 
STA SA 
JSR OPEN 
LDA MLF3 
STA LFH 
LDA #SAS 
STA SA 
JSR OPEN 
LDX tiLFl 
JSR SETDEV 
LDA it" ~" 
-'SR OUTCHRR 
LDX itLF2 
JSR SETDEV 
LDA iHe; 
J SR OUTCHAR 
J SR VMDUMP 
LDA PIAK 
C!'IF' flREV 
BEQ r'iAHI7 
LIlA SF'C 
01P iiNRX 
B~lE ~lA I N2 
LDA it CRLF 
ENE MAIN5 
LDX itLF3 
JSR SErDEV 
LDY *16 
LDA ~IAT RI X-l , '" 
JSR OUTCHAR 
DE'r' 
ENE MAHl3 
SEC 
LDA #I'iAX+2 
SBC SPC 
rAY 
LDX *lLFl 
JSR SETDEV 
LDA MSPACE 
JSR OUTCHAR 
DE'I 
BNE f'1AIH4 
LDX itLFl 
JSR SETDEV 
LIlA itSCHAR 
JSR OUT CHAR 
LDX *l LF I 
JSR SETDEV 
LIlA it CR 
JSR OUT CHAR 
JSR Vi,lIiNEXT 
LDA LINES 
BNE MAINI 
LDX #LF2 
~TSR SETDEV 
LDA *24 
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; KE,,'BOARD PORT 
;CLOSE IEEE DEVICES 
;! OPEN IEEE DEVICE 
; SET OUTPUT DEV I CE 
; SEND 1 CHAR . 

; PREVENT H HERRUPTS 
; SET NULL NAI'IE 

; OPEt'l HORf'lAL Pi<IHT CHn; n~E .. 

; OPEt~ VERT . SPACING CHm~;;::i.. 

; OPEN SPEC. CHAR . CHAt,ltlEL 

;SEND ' HOI'IE ' 

i SEND VER TICAL SPACING 

; ItHTIAl CALL 
iCHECK ' REVERSE ' KEY 

i ABORT ON REVERSE KE'" 

; CHECI~ IF L HlE FEED HEEDE D 

iSEND A CRlF 

• SPEC. CHAR. CHANNEL 

, 6 B"'TES TO SErlO 
; TRAtiSIH T TO Pi<: JtHER 

; Hm~ MAN'" SPACES TO TRAtlSi,lI r 
• LEAVE A l ITTLE R00i1 

;USE AS I NDEX 
i SET FOR tIOR~IAL PRWT CHFt t~L 

iSEND SPACES TO PRINTER 

; TRAHS~IIT SPEC IAL CHAR . 

; SEND CR W ITHOUT LF) 

iRE-ENTER VMDur'lP 
; CHECt{ FOR DONE 

; CLOSE ALL CHANNELS 

i RESTORE tlORI1AL ' ... 'EF~T . SPFlC :tJc, 
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• .ECX Co. •
Specializing in

peripherals and software
for the PET

•

We offer the following
new products

'Full IEEE-488 Bus Acoustic MODEM . . . $395.00

'Full IEEE-488 Bus to Centronics or NEC Spin-

writer Interface COM-PLICATIONS Model C101

$225.00

"Full IEEE-488 Bus to Watanabe Graphics Plotter

Interface COMPLICATIONS Model C102 $295.00

•Watanabe DIGIPLOT Intelligent Graphics Plotter

Watanabe Model WX4671 $1200.00

"CURVE Graphics Software Package: Runs on the

32K PET connected to the Watanabe DIGIPLOT via

the C102 IEEE-488 Bus Interface Adapter. No com

puter skills needed to use, contains complete graphic

softwear program and 16 subroutines .... $299.00"

'PET Computer Desk, designed for PET computer,

disk and printer $395.00

'ALL COMMODORE COMPUTERS,

PERIPHERALS AND SOFTWARE

We are announcing the

following new products:

"C301 PET to DIABLO Printer Interface

*C302 PET to QUME Printer Interface

*C231 Full IEEE-488 Bus to RS232C Uni-directional

Interface

'C232 Full IEEE-488 Bus to RS232C Bi-directional

Interface

ECX Co, offers technical support and fast In house maintenance and service

for d!] the products we sell. We know how to repair Commodore equipment!

EXC Co. is owned and operated by COM PLICATIONS. 1NC . a design and

development corporation Call us. we talk technical! ALL COM-PL1CA

T1ONS INC products are manufactured to industrial quality standards If you

need 10 know more about the IEEE-488 Bus read our just-published

Osborne McGraw Hill new book. "The PET and The IEEE-488 (GPIB)

Bus", .uilh.>ied by the president of COM PLICATIONS. INC . available from

tCX Co foi MS 00 (includes tax and shipping]

P S All of our IEHE-48S Bus interfaces meet ALL of ihe IEEE 488 Bus pertor

mance requirements!

ECX Co.

2678 N. Main Street #6

Walnut Creek, CA 94596

(415) 944-9277

Northern California's Fastest-Growing

Exclusive Commodore Computer Dealer

Dealer Inquiries Solicited

IEEE-488 BUS
SYSTEM BUILDING BLOCKS
For Commodore PET/CBM and other computers...

TNW-2000

TNW-1000 Serial Interface: $129

TNW-2000 Serial Interface: $229
i i-n.iiin.'i inpoi ana oulpul

TNW-232D Dual Serial Interface: $369
■ '■ : ' ■ ■ iirjui pJus RS 2X :.'■""? nes

TNW-103 Telephone Modem: $389
A ito answei auio a<ai Use *iih OAA

CACT\A/A DC PTEHM-''■ I''1")''*"1'"al'u'isyour PET intoatefminal
O^^P I WrtllEl (Usew-in TNW-2000, TNW-23PU. or TNW 103)

SWAP: Allnws storage 01 up ro 8 programs in PET

PLUS Most popular campers memory a! once Run tnem in any order

cisks printers etc PAN: A sophisticated electronic mail program
lose wtltl TNW 1031

Write or call lor information today:

TNW Corporation

33S1 Hancock Slreet

San Diego CA 92110

(714) 225-1040

PET MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE

Contents include sections on:

•input and output routines.

• I ixed point, floating point,

and Ascit number conversion.

•Clocks and timers.

•Built-in arithmetic (unctions.

•Programming hints and sugges

tions.

•Many sample programs.

While supply lasts:

Guides for Old ROMS

only $5.00 inc. postage

New ROMS order below

If you are interested in or are already into machine language

programming on the PET, then this invaluable guide is for

you. More than 30 of the PET's built-in routines are fully

detailed so that the reader can immediately put them to good

use.

Available for $6.95 + .75 postage. Michigan residents please

include 4% state sales tax. VISA and Mastercharge cards

accepted - give card number and expiration date. Quantity

discounts are available.

SUMS
ABACUS SOFTWARE

P. O. Box 7211

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49510
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.. ECX CO .. 
Specializing in 

peripherals and software 
for the PET 

• 
We offer the following 

new products 
• 

· FuIlIEEE-488 Bus Acoustic MODEM ... $395.00 
• Full IEEE-488 Bus to Centronics or NEC Spin· 
writer Int erface COM·PLlCATIONS Model C101 
· ..... - . - ...... _ ................. $225.00 
· Full IEEE-488 Bus to Watanabe Graphics Plotter 
Interface COM·PLlCATIONS Model C102 $295.00 
'Watanabe DlGIPLOT Intelligent Graphics Plotter 
Watanabe Model WX4671 .. _ ..... ... .. $1200.00 

"CURVE Graphics Software Package: Runs on the 
32K PET connected to the Watanabe DlGIPLOT via 
the CI02 IEEE·488 Bus Interface Adapter. No com
puter skills needed to use. contains complete graphic 
softwear program and 16 subroutines .... $299.00" 

· PET Computer Desk . designed for PET computer , 
disk and printer ....... __ __ ......... $395_00 

• ALL COMMODORE COMPUTERS, 
PERIPHERALS AND SOFTWARE 

We are announcing the 
following new products: 

• C301 PET to DIABLO Printer Interface 
• C302 PET to QUME Printer Interface 
• C231 Full IEEE-488 Bus to RS232C Uni-directi onal 
Interface 
• C232 Full IEEE·488 Bus to RS232C Bi·directional 
Interface 

ECX Co OIl"'IS k chmcdl !.upporl dnd fdS! If\ house tnaln!en,) nce ilnd service 
fO T , III Ihl! PlOdUCh WI.' sell \Ve kno w ho\' .. 10 l ep,IIr Co mmodore equipmen ll 

[XC Co ,<; uWlh,d imel oper,lled hy COM PLICATIONS. I Ie . i! de:.lyn tlml 
developme nt COlpOTiI lIon Call us. \~e talk t('chmcal' ALL CO;-"1 -PLI C A 
TIONS INC P I OdUCh dr~ manufactured to IllciUSllIOI qualny standards If you 
nl!'ed 10 klHm lIlor~ abo ut Ihe lEEE·t) SB Bu:. read OUT" Just-published 
O~bonl .. ' t-\cGI (I\\ 11111 new book, " The PET and The I EEE-488 (GPIB) 
Bus" . <llIlhnl~·d hy Ihl! prl!sident o f COil-'1 PUCATfONS. INC. il vill lahl\.' horn 
tCX CQ for S I H Oil (illcludl:!<' lil). find ..,hTJlpIllY) 
P S All of Q UI 1I .I:E ,4HH l3 us IIlhnf<l( .. .., lII~el AU , of Ill\' 11.I~ 1. ·ISS Bus PI.."IIUI 
manc~' l l'qUlI"i.'IIl\'llhl 

- ---
ECX CO. 

2678 N. Main Street # 6 
Walnut Creek, CA 94596 

(415) 944-9277 
Northern California's Fastest-Growing 

Exclusive Commodore Computer Dealer 
Dealer Inquiries Solicited 

IEEE-488 BUS 
SYSTEM BUILDING BLOCKS 
For Commodore PET/CBM and other computers. _. 

TNW·2000 

TNW-1000 Serial Interface: $129 

TNW-2000 Serial Interface: $229 

TNW-232D 

TNW-103 

Dual Serial Interface: $369 

Telephone Modem: $389 
.', ,I In 10 ," ·1.1 ' 0 C d U~f> .'. ' ll 0 0\;. 

SOFTlA''ARE PTERM:":"" II,)" r"ilr I UI'l~}Ju.PET ,'110 <I rermmal 
lfWJ IIJ~· ' " I..., r 's. ;:,\:.lO. rV,\ ·?J2Lto. TN'll rOJ) 

SWAP: .\1 " :' ~I {"ilrl(' 01 up ~o S p'ogral1lS m PET 
PLUS I.:os l ooouia' COrf'OU~ L'IS Illtl'nor, al once Run I"em ·n anv OI(lC ' 
(I,S ~ S pllnlers etc PAN: .\ S')(IrhSI'C dlo',j I.'~C l ro",C In il r plogram 

1I~" .... ,11' I N\\, 10J l 

Write or cat I for In formation today: 

TNW Corporation 
33S1 Hlncock Streel 
San Diego CA 92110 

(714) 225·1040 

PET' MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE 

PET 

MACHIN[ 

LANGUA GE 

GUIDE 

Co ntents inClude secti o ns o n : 

- 'nput and o utput ro ut incs . 
• , ix ed pOi nt, ftoa ling p oin t, 

and Ascii nUln ber conversio n . 

· Clocks ilnd t lnle rs. 

• Bullt'ln ilr ithmctic 'unctions. 
• Program mi ng l1i nts ilnd sugges-

l ion s. 

- Many Silmple programs. 

Wh ile supply last s: 
Guides for Old ROM S 

only $5.00 inc. postag e 
New ROMS order below 

If yo u ~re intereste d in or are already into machine language 

programming on the PET. then this invaluable guide is fo r 

you . More than 30 of the PET's built-in routines are fully 

detailed so that th e reader can immediate ly put them to good 
use. 

Ava ilable for $6.95 + .75 postage, Michigan residents please 

inctude 4% state sales tax. VISA and Mastercharge cards 

accepted , giv e card number and expi ra tion date. Quantity 
discounts are available. 

']tr"II!t:Jll ABACUS SOFTWARE 
1111TI' -,-I"'ll:! P. O. Box 7211 
II . i.J.,1 Grand Rapids, Michigan 49510 



1O8

1270:

1 280 :

1290:

1300'

0318

03 IE

03 IE

03 IF

28

?R

58

fid

D

F

COMPUTE!

2 FF

7 FF

JSR

JSR

CLI
RTS

OUTCHflR

CLOSE

NovemDer/Decerr.ber. i960, issue 7

PLA

STA

PLA

STA

PLA

TAY

PLA

TAX

PLP

CLI

RTS

restore

VM +

VM

;restore

jrestore

loc'ns 1 and 2

1

registers

status

interrupts

1450

14S0:

1510

1520

1538:

1540:

1550

1570:

1580:
1530:

1600:

1610:

1630:

1640:

1650:

1660:

1670:

16S0:

1650:

1700 :

1710:

1720:

1730:

1740:

1750:

1760:

1770-

1780:

1790 :

1800:

1810:

1820

1830:

1840

1350

I860

;*********************

.:* VMDUMP SUBROUTINE *
;#******************•*

j DOES THE TOUGH JOE OF FORMING

;THE SPECIRL CHRRhCTER MATRIX.

JIT SKIPS OVER SPRCES <EUT KEERS

iTRflCK OF THEM>. THE ROUTINE

;CLOBBERS fi..X,RNB V

:!! VnORG SET = $38 !!

;SO SET VOUR OWN IF NECESSRRY.

0320

0320

VMORG
VMEND

1490 0320

;ZERO PflGE LOC'NS 1 RNIi 2 USED

VM = 1

0320

0320

0320

0320

0320

032O

0322

0324

0326

0328

032D

0330

0331

0333

0335

0338

033B

G33C

033E

0341

0342

0344

0345

0343

034B

034E

034F

0352

0353

0356

035S

035B

035E

035F

R9 00

85 81

R? 90

85 02

R2 03

BE 9E

3E F6

CR

10 F7

R2 05

FlC FD
B9 97

R8

El 01

2C FC

13

F8 01

38

3E F6

CE FE

10 E8
B9 06

3E FD

18

6E FC

DQ 95

6E FC

E6 01

EC 02

E6 02

MflTRIX

BTPT

CNTR

SRC

LINES

VMDUMP

03 VMEO

RF

VME1

RF VMB2

03

RF

RF VMD3
RF

flF

RF

RF

LEfl

STR

LBR

STR

LEX

LIJM

STR

HEX

EPL

LEX

LDY
LDR

TflY

LDR

BIT

CLC

BEG

SEC

ROL

EEC

BPL
LER

STR

CLC

ROR

BNE

ROR

INC

ENE

INC

VMENE-?

VMEND-3

VMENE-2

VMEND-1

VMEND

#0

VM

#VMOF:C-

VN+1

DBTfi,X

MATRIX,*

VMEO

#5

CNTR

OFSTflE.V

<VMJ-V

BTPT

VMB3

MflTRIX,X

CNTR

VMI'2

#6

CNTR

ETPT

VMD4

ETPT

VM

VMD4

VM+1

CLOSE flLL CHANNELS

:fll_LOW INTERRUPTS

130

256*VnORG+lIFFF

:VIS.MEM.
,LRST VH LOC 'NS USED H

:INDIRECT POINTER

;THE CHflRflCTER MRTRIX

■BIT LOCRTION

;COUNTS 7 BITS PEP BYTE

■COUNTS NO.OF SPRCES

:COUNTS NO.OF LINES

ENTRY POINT

INITIflLIZE TKc POINTER

■FETCH INITIRL ERTR

:flNB STORE IT

:RLL 10 BYTES

:6 BYTES TO FORM

:7 BITS TO RSSIGN

■OFFSET TO 8K BLOCK

: FETCH fl BYTE

■RETURNS Z=6 IF BIT OFF

;THE BVTE IS FORMED

;B0 7 EITS

■RESTORE BIT COUNTER

:hDVRNCE 1 BIT RIGHT

:BTPT NOT DONE

:RESTORE ETPT =*80

INEXT REDRESS

:BTPT NOT DONE

■^i+W^:-. .-.

.:.-.-.:::.:.^^57,e-- .:-.-.r*V-+''

.?ggxaBr. -...... . .; -..;

!:: ■■i-fc [■<:-■:■::■■:::::-ifj:|+:;■;::;: :>aj<; ■:■■■:: ■: :■
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PLA resto re loc ' os 1 and 2 
STA VM + I 
PLA 
STA VM 
PLA jrcstorc regi sters 
TAY 
PLA 
TAX 
PLP ;Tcstore status 
eLI iinterruplS 
RTS 

1270 : 
12813 : 
1290 = 
13eO ' 

COMPUTE! 

13318 213 D2 FF 
a31B 20 E7 FF 
a31E 58 

JSR OUTCHAR 
JSR CLOSt: 
CLI 

03 1F 60 RTS 

; **u::+::+::u::+:n:t::+:H:***H:* 
; :+: YMDUNP SUBROUT I tE :+: 
; **-H::t*-+-*H~l:·n***** ... u 
; DOES THE TOUGH JOB OF FORf'lING 
; THE SPECIAL CHARACTER r·iATRI X. 
; IT SKIPS OVER SPACES ( BUT KEEPS 
;TRACK OF THEM) . THE ROUTINE 
;CLOBBERS A, X, AND Y 

; !! Vf10RG SET '" 1·90 !! 
;SO SET ",'OUR OWN IF NECESSARY . 

Novemoer IDecember. 1980 Issue 7 

; CLOSE ALL CHAIIHELS 
; ALLOW ltH EPRUPTS 

145B ' 0329 
14613 : 133213 

VMQRG 
vr1Et~D 

190 ;V IS . MEM. 
256*VMORG +.f.lFFF ; lAST Vi1 lOC ~ NS USED R'3 r::fl l1 

; ZERO PAGE lOC ~ t~S 1 AND 2 USED 
1499 · 0320 WI 1 

1510 · 
1520 ' 
15313 
15413 : 
15513 

1570 : 
1581) : 
1590 : 
1600 : 
1610 : 
1628 : 
1630 : 
1640 : 
165e ' 
1660 : 
1670 = 
1680 : 
1690 : 
17ee : 
1711) : 
172{;1 : 
173£1 : 
17413 : 
1750 : 
17613 : 
17713 : 
1780 : 
17913 : 
1800 : 
1810 : 
182e ' 
1830 : 
1840 
l8Se 
1860 

13320 
0320 
03:20 
0320 
13320 

13320 A9 eo 
0322 85 01 
13324 A9 90 
13326 85 132 
0328 A2 09 

MATR IX 
I1TPT 
CtHR 
SPC 
LI tlES 

VMDUMP 

032A BD 9E 03 VMDO 
032D 9D F6 AF 
13330 CA 
13331 10 F7 
13333 A2 05 
0 335 AC FD 
0338 B9 97 
033B A8 
033C BI 01 

Vf1D I 
AF vr1D2 
03 

e 33E 2C FC AF 
13341 18 
13342 Fe 01 
0344 38 
0 345 3E F6 AF W1D3 
0 348 CE FD AF 
034E lEI E8 
034D A9 06 
e34F eD FD AF 
13352 18 
0353 6E FC AF 
0356 De 09 
0358 6E FC AF 
035B E6 01 
£'35D DO 02 
03'5F E6 02 

V~lEND-9 
Vf'lEtW- 3 
Vf'lElID- 2 
W1END-1 
VMEND 

LDA #0 
STA V~1 
LDA #Vf'\OF:G 
So TA \1IH 1 
LDX #9-
LDA DRTA .X 
STA MHTRI X. X 
DEX 
BF'L YNDO 
LDX #5 
LD',' CNTR 
LDA OFSTAB.",' 
TA',' 
LDA < VI'l) , Y 
BIT BTPT 
CLC 
BEQ VMD3 
SEC 
ROl MATRI X, X 
DEC CNTR 
BF'L VMD2 
LDA #6 
STA CNTR 
CLC 
ROR BTPT 
ENE VND4 
ROR BTPT 
INC VM 
BNE Vf'1D4 
I NC Vi'1+1 

; IND I RECT POHITER 

;THE CHARACTER f'lATR!X 
, B IT LOCAl! ON 
; COUNTS 7 BITS PER BYT E 
; COUIHS NO. OF SPACES 
; COUNTS tlO.OF LIliES 

; ENTRY POI NT 
; INITIALIZE THE POINTER 

;FETCH BUTIAl DATA 

; At~D STORE IT 

; ALL 1(1 B.,'TES 
; 6 B'nES TO FOR~1 
; 7 BITS TO ASS IC·H 
,OFFSET TO 8K BLOCK 

; FETCH A B'r'TE 
,RETURNS 2=0 IF BI T OFF 

; THE BYTE IS FOR~lED 
; DO 7 BITS 

, RESTORE BI T COUtH ER 

; ADYAtICE I BIT F:IGHT 
; BTP T 110T DOHE 
;RESTORE ETPT =x80 
; tl~XT AD!JF'ESS 
i BTPT NOT [ II) 'IE 
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1870-

1880;
1830-

1300

1910 =
1920:

193Q:

1940:

1950"

1960 :

1970:

19S0:

2020 i

2030

2040:

2050 :

2060:

2070

2035:

2090 =

2100

2110:

2120:

2130-

2149'

2150:

2160:

2170:

2180:

2190:

2200:

0361

0362

©364

036='

0367

036fl

036C
036F

0371

0372

0373

0375

0377

037fl
037C

037E

0381

6384

B3SS

03S7

03S9

B38B

8383
03SF

0391

0393

0396

0337

@33B
039E

03fl4

Cfl

10

fl2

18

5D

29

9D

F0

38

Cfl

10

B0

CE

D0

fl9

8D

It

F0

18

fl5

69

85

90

£6

R9

8D

60
F0

50

00

80

Dl

05

F6
7F

FS

01

F2

IF

i

FE

B7

36

FE

FF

0B

01

Fl

01

02

02
80

FC

C8

23

00

06
■

VWB4

flF VMD5

R-

VMD6

COMPUTE!

DEX

BPL

LDX

cue

LDfl

RND
STfl

EEC!

SEC

DEM
BPL

BC-S

VMD2

#5

MRTRIX/X
#*7F

MfiTRIX*X
vrtus

VMD5

VI1DS

RE-ENTRV POINT HERE

HF VMDNEXT

RF

HF

VMD7
flF

VMD8

fl0 OFSTflE

00

00 DflTR

35

END

DEC

BHE
LDfl

STfl

DEC

EEQ

CLC

LDfl

RDC
STfl

BCC

IMC

LDfl

STfl

RTS

. BVTE

. EVTE

. EVTE

. BVTE

SPC

VMD1
ttMflX

SPC

LINES

VMD7

VM

ttSFl

VM

VMD7

VM+1

#JS0

ETPT

£F0, $C8»ffl0.'f7S

t50.*28^0

0-0.0.. 0.0.. 0

f80.6,Mfl::-i/2S

;D0 THE 6 BVTES
;NOW CHECK FOR flLL ZERO

;I1flSK EIT 7

;SKIP ON ZERO

;R NON-ZERO WflS FOUND

JSKIP ON ZERO

;fl HOH-ZERO WflS FOUND

JRETURN ON fi NON-ZERO BVTE

OTHERWISE IT IS fl SPflCE

;S0 KEEP GOING

iEUT NOT PflST 54 SPRCES

-RESTORE SPflCE COUNTER

;DECREMENT LINES COUNTER

.RETURN IF LINES=0

;OTHERUISE GO TO NEXT

;LINE OF 9K- BLOCK
;C6*40+1) LOCRTIONS RHEflD

J RESTORE ETPT-'

( -OFFSETS TO NEXT LINE

;INITIfiL DRTfl
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TWO POWERFUL PROGRAMS IN ROM FOR YOUR PET/CBM

XDOSROM™-S97.50
Every user of

Commodore's 21)40 Disk"has been waiting far XDOS.

The maintenance, manipulation and organization of

disk files is simplified since XDOS eliminates the

repetitious drudgery of disk work. DISPLAY. COPY,

SCRATCH. LOAD/RUN operate from a fast two-column

Menu display. Multiple files can be selected with single

key strokes and then copied orscratched as a batch

without further input. Take advantage of our unique risk

free refund policy. Once you use XDOS you'll never

give it up.

DMENU - Display or print contents of data file.

CMENU- Copy any number of selected files as a batch.

SMENU - Scratch any number of selected files as a

batch.

MENU- Load and run a program.

SCREEN PKINT- Special key sequence copies the

screen image to your printer.

DIRECT PRINT- Put a "*" in front of any command

and it will output to Che printer automatically.

DOS SUPPORT-The complete DOS SUPPORT

(WEDGE) Is included in the XDOS ROM.

SAVE RI-Pl.ACK-XDOS makes SAVE""... and SAVE

without b drive number completely safe and reliable.

UPGRADEABLE-A1I Prominico software is supplied in

reprogrammable ROM which can be upgraded when

required.

MANUAL INCLUDED-ComprL'hensivi: instruction

manual included.

INDEPENDENT-XDOS uses no RAM, and BASIC is

unaffected by its use.

COMPAT1BILITY-XDOS is compatible with most

other ROM products and can be ordered to fit any of the

three available ROM sockets.

SORTROM™-$97.5 Ever}1 serious

program can betiefi! from the five utilities included:

SORT-Thfs command takes a list of array names

(string, real and integer in any order or mix) and sorts

them based on the alphabetic or numeric order of

the first array in the list. An example best illustrates the

flexibility of this command: Suppose you wish !o

maintain an invoice list with the data held in the

following arrays:

C%(N) = Customer Number. I%(N) — Invoice Number,

A(N) — S Amount. I)S(N) - Dale. Il is now a simple

matter to put this list inlo order of invoice dale,

customer number or aminin! owing. An Accelerated

Headsort algorithm with K N ■ Log(N) characteristics

is used for extremely fast speed even on worst case data.

SORT TIME JN SECONDS

NO. OF RECORDS

INTEGER

REAL

STRING

1.000

2.6

4.9

J.B

3.000

8.9

16.7

133

5,01)11

lift

29.3

10,000

35.1)

-

-

READ STRING -This command is a much needed

replacement for INPUTS with the following improve

ments. Maximum input siring length increased from

80 to 254 characters. Embedded COMMAS.COLONS

and QUOTES are now acceptable data. Null siring is

returned for empty records.

OPTIMIZED READ. OPTIMIZED WRITE-These two

commands drastically simplify and improve data

storage on disk. Numerical data is written in binary1

instead of ASCII, potentially increasing data density by

500%. Dala is stored wilhout the need for RETURNS "
between records thus allowing a siring to contain any

characters including RETURN, COLON, COMMA and

QUOTE. In addilion. a list of variable names need only

be defined once and not in each read or write statement.

FIND SUBSTRING POSITION - POS is a very fast

string search function which locates the position of one

string within anolher.

Risk Free Warranty; one year replacement of defective

ROM's, if you decide to relurn Ihe ROM (undamaged)

within 50 days we will refund ihe full purchase price

including postage and you may keep the instruction

manual wilh mir compliments

To order use Prominico Direct Mail Response Card in

this issue or send: Cheque, Money Order, or Visa/

Chargex (include expiry date and signature). Add S2.50

postage for each ROM ordered. Specify which ROM

socket you want to fill.

PET/CBM are registered ttademsilts of Commodore Business
Machines,

PROMINCO LTD., 1921 BURRARD STREET, VANCOUVER, B.C. V6J 3H3. PHONE (604) 738-7811 FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT.
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1870 : 0361 CA VND4 DE X 
1880 : 0362 10 Dl BPl VMD2 ; 00 THE 6 BYTES 
1890 : 13364 A2 05 LDX OS ; NOI·l CHECK FOR ALL ZERO 
19(10 : 0366 18 ClC 
1910 : 13367 BD F6 AF VI1D5 lDA ~lATRIX,X 
1920 : 036A 29 7F AND U7F ;r'lASK B!T 7 
1930 : 036C 90 F6 AF STA MATRDLX 
1940 : 1336F FO (11 BEQ VMD6 ; SKIP otl ZERO 
1950 : 13371 38 SEC ; A HOH- ZERO WAS FOUND 
1960 : 0372 CA VI-lD6 DEX ;SKIP Otl ZERO 
1970 : e373 18 F2 BPl VMD5 ; f1 NOH- ZERO WAS FOUND 
1980 : 0375 BB IF Bes VMD8 ;RETURN ON A NON- ZERO B't'TE 

RE- ENTR o.,.' PO INT HERE 

21320 : 13377 CE FE AF V~lDNEXT DEC SPC ; OTH ERl.JISE IT IS A SPACE 
2030 · 037A De B7 BNE VMDI ;SO KEEP GOING 
2040 : 037C A9 36 lDA "MAX ; BUT t~OT PAST 54 SPACES 
20513 : 037E 80 FE AF STA SPC ; RESTORE SPACE COUNTER 
2060 ' 0381 CE FF AF DEC L I~lES ;DECREMENT LINES COUNT ER 
21370 : 13384 Fa GB BEQ VI1D7 ;RETURN IF LINES=0 
2080 ' 13386 18 ClC 
2090 : 0387 A5 01 l DA VM ; OTHERl·II SE GO TO NEXT 
21013 : 0389 69 Fl ADC UFI ; LI NE OF BK· BL OCK 
2110 : 038B 85 01 STA VM ;(6*40+1 ) LOCATI ONS AHEAD 
21213 : 03£0 913 02 BCC VMD7 
2130 : 038F E6 02 INC VI1+1 
2140 : 13391 A9 80 VI107 l DA use ; RESTORE BTPT? 
2150 : 13393 80 FC AF STA BTPT 
2160 : 13396 613 VMDS RTS 
21 7(1 : £1397 FO C8 AO OFSTAE . B'T'TE :f.FO, :SC8, :f.A0 , f·78 ; OFFSETS TO NEXT L1 NE 
21813 : 039B 513 28 00 . EYT E f·50 , $28, 13 
2190 : 039E GO 013 00 DATR . BYTE 0 , [; , [;,13,13 ,0 ; HI IT I Ai.. DATA 
221313 : 133A4 813 136 35 .B'T'TE f·80,6,MAX- L29 

© ;END 
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lWO POWERFUL PROGRAMS IN ROM FOR YOUR PEf/CBM 
XDOS ROMT>'-S97.50 

Every user of 
Commodore's 2040 Disknas been waiting for XDOS. 
TIle maintenance. manipulation and organization of 
disk files is simplified since XDOS eliminates the 
repctitious dnJdgery of disk work. DISPLAY. COPY. 
SCHATCI!. LOADIHUN operate from a fasl two·column 
Menu display. Multiple fil es can be sl'1ected with singlc 
key strokes and then copied or scratched as a balch 
without furt her input. Take advantage of our unique risk 
free refund policy. Once yu u use XDOS you'll never 
give it up. 

m.IENU - Disiliay or print conlents of dala file . 

C1\IE.!\,U - Copy any number of selecled fil cs as a balch. 

SM ENU - Scr,Jlch any numb<'r of selected files as a 
batch. 

MENU - Load ami run a program. 

SCHEEN I'HINT - Speri,JI key seq uencc copies lhe 
screen image 10 you r prinler. 

DIHECT PIlI i\'T- PUI :l "* "in fronl of any rDl1I l1wnd 
and it will OlitputlO the printer automatica lly. 

DOS SUPPOItT -Thc complcte DOS SUPPOHT 
(WEDGE) is included in the XDOS HOI\ !. 

SAVE REPI. /\C I~-XDOS makes SAVE~ {l' ... and S/\VE 
\\;!hollt a dri\'e number cornpl{'t{'l~' saf{' (lnd reli'lhle. 

UPGn ADEAHLE- All ProminicosoftwiJ r{' is suppli{'d in 
Il'programmable HOM which can be upgrdded when 
req uired. 

MANUAL INCLUDED - Comprehensive ins truction 
manual included. 

INDEPENDENT - XDOS uses no RAM. and BASIC is 
unaffected by its usc. 

COl'oIPi\TIBILITV- XDOS is compatibl{' with mosl 
other ROM products and C,ln Ix- ordered 10 fit any of lhe 
three available HOI\1 soc kets. 

SORT ROM"'-S97.;O Every serious 
prog ram can benefi t fmm the five utililies included: 

sonT - This command takes a list uf array nallles 
(s tring. real and integer in any order or mix) and sor1S 
them bas{'d on the alphabetic or numeric order of 
the first array in the lisl. An example besl illustrates Ihc 
nexibility of this command: Su ppos{' you wish to 
maintain an invoice lisl with the dala hdd in thc 
follo\\ing arrays: 

C%(N) - Customer NlIlllber. I%(N) - In voice Number, 
A(N) - S Amount. DS(N) - Dat{'.1t is now it si mple 
mailer to pul thi s list in to order of invoice dale. 
customer number or amount owing. An Accelerated 
lIeadsort algorithm \\;th K . N . Log(N) cJw racleristics 
is used for ext remely fast speed ewn on worsl case da ta 

SOIiT TI~tE IN SECONDS 

t\O. OF RECQllD$ 1.1100 3.000 5.0UU 10.000 

INTEGER 2.6 &9 \)_6 no 

HEAL ·1.9 16.i 29.3 

READ STHING- This comnwnd is a much needed 
replacement for INPUT II wi th Ihe fol lowing improl'e· 
ments. Maximum input Siri ng length increased from 
8010 254 chardcters. Embedded COM1\IAS.COLONS 
and QUOTES are nowacceptilble data. Nu ll string is 
retu rned for empty records. 

OIYrl1\!IZID READ, OIYfI1\lIZED WHITE-These two 
commands dmstically simplify and improve data 
storage on disk. Numerical data is llTillen in binary 
inslead of ASCII. poten tially increaSing data density by 
300%. Data is slored without thc nced for RETUHNS 
between records thus allowing a siring 10 contain an}' 
charactcrs including HETUHN, COLON, Cm-IMA and 
QUOTE. In addilion. nl ist of variable names nced only 
be defined once and nOI in each read Or \\Tile statement. 

FIND SUBSTRING POSITION - pa S is a \'ery fast 
Siring sea rch function which loca tes the position of one 
st ring \\'ilhin another. 

Hi sk I:rec Warranty: one year replaceme nt of dcfective 
HOM's. if you decide to ret unll he 1m ,\! (undamaged) 
\\lthin 30 days we 11;11 rcfund Ihe full purchase price 
including postage and you may ke{'p the inSlmclion 
m;lrHl;11 Ilith ()urnlrnrli mellt' 

10 order usc Prominico Direcl Mail Hesponse Card in 
this issuc or send: Cheque, ~, .. Ioney Order. or Visa! 
Chargex (include expil)' date nnd signat ure). Add S2.50 
poslage for each HO~'I ordered. Spccify whirh ROM 
socket you want to fill. 

STHI ,~G 1< 13.3 . . 11'1 ·"lelKIl" "CO ",;,,,,,d '"",,»;,,k, or e",,,,,,,,",,,, u"""" 

PRO MINCO LTD., 1921 llU BRARD STREET, VANCOUVEIt RC. V6J 3Hi PHON:I;;~';; 738-78 11 FOB PROMPT SHIPMENT. 
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Disk Lister
A Disk Cataloging Program

for the Commodore Pet

and 2O4O Disk

Baker Enterprises

15 Windsor Drive,

Atco, New Jersey O8OO4

Having finally copied all my programs from cassette

onto floppy disks, I suddenly found it somewhat dif

ficult to find out where anything was. With well over

300 programs scattered onto 20 or 30 disks, it just

wasn't easy to quickly locate a particular program.

In addition, I was starting to use Word Pro 3 quite

heavily to write articles and various documents, sav

ing them all on disk as well. Because of this, I decid

ed to write a program to catalog all the disks and

condense the information onto a single diskette.

The program shown here is the first step toward

my final goal. It can catalog well over 100 diskettes

with the current Commodore 2040 disk drive. It only

has a few functions implemented, but it has proven

be very handy. I have a "wish" list of other features

I intend to add in the near future. All I need now is

the time to do it!

The major flow of the program should be

straight forward. I've sprinkled the program with

REMarks to help document several operations and a

few of the variables used. If you should copy the pro

gram, I would strongly recommend leaving out all

REMarks and unnecessary spaces to help speed up

program execution.

In it's present form, the program reads the

directory of any disk placed in drive #1. It then

writes a condensed directory as a data file on the

master directory disk in drive #0. All of this is done

automatically without any user input other than

selecting the program function and verifying the cor

rect disk was inserted. Once the data files are

created, you can then display or print the directory

of any disk that has been cataloged in the master

directory. The directory will show the disk name,

ID, and format. It will also show an alphabetized list

of the files on the disk along with the file type and

length (in blocks) of each file. While a directory is

being listed, hitting "S" will stop the listing until

another key is hit. Hitting "Q" at any time during

the listing will terminate the list function. A sample

directory printout is shown in Figure 1 to give you

an idea of what is displayed.

The file names of the sequential data files

created for the master directory consist of the two

character disk ID followed by a period and the letters

DIR. In its compacted form, the major disk informa

tion takes 25 bytes and each entry in the directory

takes 20 bytes. Since the disk ID is used to create the

data file name, be careful not to duplicate disk ID's

This precaution is also recommended when

upgrading to DOS 2.0 since DOS uses the ID to

recognize a disk has been changed in the drive.

Another hint on using this program - reserve one

disk as the master directory disk with nothing else

stored on that disk except the directory data files.

This will allow cataloging the maximum number ol

disks into your master directory.

If a cataloged disk is later updated or modified.

simply re-catalog the disk to update the master direc

tory. The old data file will be deleted and a new one

created, all automatically. The program also provides

a delete function, so you can delete a cataloged disk

that no longer exists. This function simply deletes the

appropriate data file for the specified disk ID. You

could actually accomplish the same function by

manually scratching the correct data file from the

master directory disk.

Currently, when listing or deleting directories,

you must enter the two character disk ID. This can

be inconvenient at times, but it does make things

easier. I intend to allow entering the ID -or- the disk

name in the next version I'm working on. However.

this will require maintaining some kind of cross-

reference to correlate the disk ID's and disk names

When this feature is added, the delete function will

always have to be used to remove a disk from the

master directory. The added cross-reference will also

be the basis for several other new features I intend to

add:

List all disk ID's currently used in alphabetical

order; optionally display each disk's correspond

ing 16 character name. This will help avoid

using duplicate disk IDs when creating new

disks.

List all disk names in alphabetical order and

show each disk's corresponding 2-character disk

ID.

Ability to list all disks a particular file can be

found on. This function should use character

matching in case you can't remember the exact

file name or want all files starting with a

particular word, etc.

One other thing I would like to add is computation

of the number of free blocks from the BAM. If this

information were included in the data files for each

disk, you could then list all disks with the number of

free blocks displayed. This would allow quickly fin

ding space on a disk to save a new program of

known length.

Right now I'm not sure when I'll be able to get

around to finishing this project. At least I've got

something useful for now and it docs help tremen

dously. If you have any ideas or suggestions as to

other features you think might be useful, or if you're

interested in how the final version turns out, let me

know.
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Disk Lister 
A Disk Cataloging Program 
for the Commodore Pet 
and 2040 Disk 
Boker Enterprises 
15 Windsor Drive, 
Atco, New Jersey 08004 
Having finally copied all my programs from cassette 
onto floppy disks , I suddenly found it somewhat dif
fi cu lt to find out where anything was. With well over 
300 programs scattered onto 20 or 30 di sks, it j ust 
wasn't easy to quickly locate a particular program. 
In add ition, I was starting to use Word Pro 3 quite 
heavily to write articles and various documents, sav
ing them all on disk as well. Because of this , I decid
ed to write a program to catalog all the disks and 
condense the information onto a single diskette. 

The program shown here is the first step toward 
my final goal. It can catalog well over 100 diskettes 
with the current Commodore 2040 disk drive. It only 
has a few functions implemented , but it has proven 
be very handy. I have a <lwish" list of other features 
I intend to add in the near future. All I need now is 
the time to do it' 

The maj or flow of the program shou ld be 
straight forward. I've sprinkled the program with 
REMarks to help docum en t several operations and a 
few of the variables used. If you should copy the pro
gram, I would strongly recommend leaving out all 
REMarks and unnecessary spaces to help speed up 
program execution. 

In it's present form, the program reads the 
di rectory of any disk placed in drive #1. It then 
writes a condensed directory as a data file on the 
master directory disk in drive #0. All of thi s is done 
automaticall y withou t any user input other than 
selectin g the program function and verifying the COf

rect disk was inserted . Once the data fil es arc 
created, you can then display or print thc directory 
of any di sk that has been cataloged in the master 
directory. The directory wi ll show the di sk name, 
ID, and format. It will a lso show an alphabetized li st 
of the fil es on the disk along with the file type and 
length (in blocks) of each file. While a directory is 
being li sted, hitting "S" wi ll stop th e li sting until 
anoth er key is hit. Hitting "Q" a t any time during 
the li stin g will termin ate th e list funct ion . A sample 
directo ry printout is shown in Figure I to g ive YOll 
an idea of what is displayed. 

The file nam es of th e sequent ial data files 
created for th e master directory consist of the t wu 
characte r di sk ID followed by a peri od and th e lett ers 
OIR. In its com pacted 10rl11 , the major disk informa
tion takes 25 bytes and each entry in the directory 
takes 20 bytes. Since the di sk ID is used to create the 
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data file name, be carefu l not to dupli cate di sk 1 D 's 
This precaution is also recommended when 
upgrading to DOS 2.0 since DOS uses the ID to 
recognize a disk has been changed in the drive. 
Another hint on using thi s program - reserve o n ~' 

d isk as the master directory di sk with no thing els(· 
stored on that disk except th e directory data files. 
This will allow catalogi ng the maximum number of 
di sks into your master directory. 

If a cataloged disk is lat er updated or modified , 
simply re-catalog the disk to update the master direc · 
tory. The old data file will be deleted a nd a new on(" 
created, all automat ically. The program also provi des 
a del ete function , so you can delete a cataloged disk 
that no longer exists. This fun ct ion simply deletes tlw 
appropriate data file for the specified di sk ID. You 
cou ld actuall y accompl ish th e same fun ction by 
manually scratching the correct data fil e from tht' 
master directory disk. 

Currently, when li stin g or deleting di recto ri es, 
you must ente r the two character disk ID. This can 
be in convenient at times, but it docs make things 
eas ier. I in tend to allow entering the 10 -or- the di~k 
name in the next version I'm working 011. However. 
this will requi re mainta ining som c kin d o f cross
refe rence to correlate the disk ID 's and disk namcs . 
When this feature is added, the delete fu nct ion w ill 
always have to be used to remove a disk from (h e 
master directory. The added cross-referen ce will alsu 
be the basis for several o th er new features I int e nd to 

add: 

List all di sk ID 's cu rrently used in alphabetical 
order; optionally display each di sk's correspond
ing 16 characte r name . Thi s will hel p avoid 
usi ng dupli cate di sk IDs when creati ng new 
disks. 

List all disk na mes in alphabetical order and 
show each disk's correspo nding 2-character disk 
!D. 
Ability to li st a ll disks a particular file can be 
found on. Thi s function should use character 
matching in case you can 't remember the exac t 
file nam e or want all file s startin g wit h a 
particular word , etc . 

One other thing I would like to add is computa tion 
of the number of free blocks from the BAM. If thi s 
info rmation were included in the dat a fi les fo r each 
disk, you cou ld then li st all disks with the number ()/ 
free blocks displayed. This wou ld a llow qui ckly fin 
ding space on a d isk to save a new progra m o f 
known length . 

Right now I'm not sure when I'll be able to get 
around to fini shing thi s proj ect. At least I've gO( 
something useful for now and it docs ht'ip tremen
dously. If you have any ideas or suggcslions as to 
other features you think mighr be useful , or if YO ll 'n.: 
interested in how the fina l vers ion turn s QU I , leI me 
know. 
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ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

BATTERY BACKUP FOR PET/CBM

BACKPACK TM FLOPPY BACKPACK TM

Designed to install within the CPU Case, BACKPACK gives

6 to 10 minutes of full power to tiie computer (32K, CRT,

Tape Drive) during times of power shortages and gliches in

power lines thus allowing the user time enough to save data

or programs to tape (or disk with FLOPPY BACKPACK}.

Batteries are recharged from CPU's own power supply and

BACKPACK requires no wiring changes to install.

Single Quanity S225.00

FLOPPY BACKPACK is a battery backup system for the

Commodore Dual Floppy Disk Drive. Used in conjunction

with BACKPACK for the pet, the user can save data and

programs during power shortages. It also eliminates possible

disk crashes. Designed to install within the disk cabinet with

no wiring changes, the batteries are recharged from the disk's

own power supply.

Single Quanity $135.00

AIM-65 POWER SUPPLY (with battery backup) & ENCLOSURE

AIM POWER 4™ AME1™
AIM POWER 4 is a total power supply with rechargeable

battery backup for the Rockwell AIM 65. AIM P0WER4

supplies full voltage output tor the AIM under normal

operating mode and with batteries can keep the AIM up and

running for one hour. Batteries are recharged during nor

mal operation. AIM POWER 4 is on a single board and will

mount inside the AME 1 enclosure (fiom ETC), and Enclo

sure Group Products.

Single Qiianity S250.00

AiVIE 1 is a totally metal enclosure of lightweight aluminum

construction. Designed to house the AIM 65 and a power

supply, with easy access to switches and connectors. AME 1

will have an integral reset button, easy paper feed and totally

visible 20 character LED readout. Designed for industrial

applications, but has professional appearance.

Single Quanity $100.00

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ORDER BY PHONE: (919) 3624200 OR (919) 362-5671

INCLUDE $5.00 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING • VISA AND MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

All Products are shipped fully assembled and

Ready to Install* Instructions Included.

P.O. Box G, Apex, North Carolina 27502

(919)3624200

Etcetera International Software

THE ELECTRONIC COLUMNAR PAD

A Problem Solving

Computer Software Program

COLUPAD™ is a unique computer tool which allows you to create, store, selectively retrieve and perform math

operations upon data and then generate reports using that data. COLUPAD™ can best be visualized as the typical

columnar accounting pad found in most offices. Powerful, but simple to use, COLUPAD7 M has such features as:

24 columns and 40 rows (or data manipulation

Space for row and column descriptions

Ability to reference decimal places for each column

Ability to perform math functions on one column and store in another

Ability to add, suhlract, multiply, etc., one column to another and then

place resulting data in a different column

Print a whole page, selective columns or rows

Save whole page to disk

Retrieve whole pages, selective rows, or columns from disk

Plus much, much more

One page of the pad, the worksheet, is in computer memory- The pad consists of worksheets stored on disk and linked by name. Pad

size is only limited to diskette capacity.

If you find yourself spending hours (or days} copying, adding, subtracting, or whatever one column by another or just compiling data on

a columnar pad, then COLUPAD ™ can save you time, and in your business, time is money. COLUPAD ™ requires a 32K PET, Disk,

and printer. -S150.00

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ORDER BY PHONE: (919) 3C24200 DR {919} 362 5671

INCLUDE S1.50 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING • VISA AND MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

P.O. BOX G, APEX, NORTH CAROLINA 27502 (919)3624200
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BACKPACK ™ FLOPPY BACKPACK ™ 
Designed to install within the CPU Case, BACKPACK ~ves FLOPPY BACKPACK is a battery backup system for the 
6 to 10 minutes of fu ll power to the campu",r (32K, CRT, Co",nodo", Dual Floppy Disk Drive. Used in conjunction 
Tape Drivel during times of power shortages and gl iches in wi th BACKPACK for the pet, the user can seNe data iJ1d 
pO'M}r lines thus allowing the user ti me enough to save data programs du ri ng power shortages. It also eliminates possible 
or progran'"fi to tape (or disk with FLOPPY BACKPACK). disk crashes. Designed to install within the disk cabinet with 
~ltteries are recharged from CPU 's own power supply and no wiring changes, the batteries are rechar~d from the disk's 
BACKPACK requires no wiring changes to instal l. O'Ml power supply. 

Single Iillanity $225.00 Single Iillanity $135.00 

AIM·65 POWER SUPPLY (with battery backup) & ENCLOSURE 

AIM POWER 4 ™ AME 1 ™ 
AIM POWER 4 is a total power supply wi th rechargeable 
battery backup for the Rockw,,1 AIM 65. AIM POWER 4 
supplies full voltage output for the AIM under normal 
operating lnode and with batteries can keep the AIM up and 
running for one hour. Batteries are recharged during nor· 
mal operati on. AIM POWER 4 is all a single board and will 
mount inside the AME 1 enclosure (from ETC), and Enclo· 

AIVIE 1 is a totally metal endosure of lightweight aluminum 
construction. Designed to house the AIM 65 and a pOlA€r 
supply, with easy access to switches and connectors. ~E 1 
will have an integr~ reset butt on, easy paper feed and t ot~ly 
visible 20 chara::ter LED readoul. Designed for industrial 
applications, but has professional ~pearance. 

Single Iill..,ity $100.00 
sure Group Products. 

Single Iillanity 5250.00 

FOR MORE INFORMATION DR TO ORDER BY PHONE : (91913624200 DR (9191362·5671 
INCLUDE S5.00 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING. VISA AND MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED 

THE ELECTRONIC COLUMNAR PAD 

DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED 

A Problem Solving 
Computer Software Program 

COLUPADTM is a unique compuler tool which allows you to create, store, selectively retri eve and perform math 
operations upon data and then generate reports using that data. CO LUPADTM can best be visua li zed as the typical 
colul1lnar accounting pad found inl1lost olfices. Powerful, bul simple to use, COLUPADTM has such features as: 

• 24 columns and 40 rows lor data malipulation 
• Space lor rC/IN and column d&riptions 
• Ability to relerence decimal places for each column 
• Ability to perform math lunctions on one column and store in .. lather 
• Ability to add, suhtract, mult iply, etc., one column to another and then 

place resul ti rY:! data in a different column 
• Print a wlOle P<'9!, selecti~ columns or r~ 
• Save whole pa~ to disk 

Retrieve whole pa[J!S, selecti\oU '(MIS, or columns from disk 
• Plus much, much more 

One paye of the pad, the worksheet, is in computer memory. TIle pad consists of worksheets stored on disk and linked by name. Pad 
size is only limited todiskene capocity. 
If you find yourself spending hours (or days) copying, oodi ng, subtrocting, or whatever one column by another or just compiling data on 
a columnar pad, then COlUPAD TM can save you IIIne, and in your business, time is money. CDLUPAD ™ requi res a 32K PET, Disk, 
and printer. - $150.00 

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ORDER BY PHONE : (91913624200 OR (9191362·5671 
INCLUDE Sl.50 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING. VISA AND MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED 

DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED 

111 
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10 REM ******* DISK LISTER ************

20 REM

30 REM BY: ROBERT W. BAKER

40 REM

50 REM 15 WINDSOR DRIVE, ATCO, NJ 08004

6 0 REM

80 :

90 CLRtDIM D$(150},D(150):Q$=CHR$(34):

-nCR$=CHRS(13)

100 REM DISPLAY MENU & SELECT FUNCTION

110 PRINT"R";SPC{9);"rD I S K LIST-

iE R":GOSUB 1340

120 PRINT SPC(5);"0 - DONE^

130 PRINT SPC(5);"1 - UPDATE MASTER -.

-.DIRECTORY^
140 PRINT SPC(5);"2 - DISPLAY SELECTED -i

-.DIRECTORY^
150 PRINT SPC(5);"3 - DELETE DISK ENTRY -

-.FROM MASTER

160 GOSUB 1340

170 PRINT'^ENTER DESIRED FUNCTION: ";

180 GOSUB 1320

190 IF C$="0" THEN PRINT"fi": END

200 C=VAL(C$):IF C<1 OR C>3 THEN 180

210 ON C GOTO 250,750,1050
220 REM *************

230 REM UPDATE MASTER DIRECTORY

240 REM *************************

250 PRINT"filNSERT UPDATE DISK IN DRIVE -.

260 GOSUB 1310:GOSUB 1340:PRINT"OK

270 OPEN 15,8,15

280 PRINT#15,"I1"

290 OPEN 5,8,5,"$1,S,R":GOSUB 1260

300 Y=142:GOSUB 1200:REM *** SKIP BAM

310 Y=16:G0SUB 1180:DN$=S$:REM *** DISK ■

-.NAME

320 Y=2:G0SUB 1200:REM *** SKIP SPACES

330 Y=2:G0SUB 1180 :DI$ = S$ :REM *** DISK -.

-.ID

340 PRINT"fij:DISK NAMErr ";DN$ :

-. PRINT'^xDISK ID:r "DI$:

-.GOSUB 1340

350 PRINT"CORRECT DISK INSERTED"; :
-. GOSUB 1350:IF C$="N" THEN 710

360 GOSUB 1340:PRINT"READING DIRECTORY -.

■^ENTRIES. . .

370 GOSUB 1250

380 Y=2:G0SUB 1180:DF$=S$:REM *** DISK -,

-.FORMAT

390 Y=89:GOSUB 1200 : NF=0 : Z = 0 : REM *** -.

-.SKIP TO FIRST DIRECTORY ENTRY

400 GOSUB 1220:FT=V:F$=C$:REM *** FILE -■

-.TYPE (0=DELETED)

410 Y=2:G0SUB 1200:REM *** SKIP -.

-.STARTING TRACK & SECTOR

420 Y=16:G0SUB 1180:REM *** FILE NAME

430 Y=9:G0SUB 1200:REM *** SKIP UNUSED -.

-.INFO

440 GOSUB 1220:X=V:GOSUB 1220:X=X+(V*256

-O:REM *** #BLOCKS IN FILE

450 IF FT>0 THEN NF=NF+1:D$(NF)=F$+S$:

-.D(NF)=X:REM *** ADD FILE IF NOT ->

-.DELETED

460 Z=Z+l:Z=Z-(INT(Z/8)*8):REM *** -.

-.Z = ENTRY WITHIN THIS DISK BLOCK

470 IF Z>0 THEN Y=2:G0SUB 1200:REM ** -.

iSKIP 2 BYTES IF NOT LAST ENTRY IN

-.BLOCK

480 IF SS=0 THEN 400:REM *** CONTINUE ^

-.TILL END OF DIRECTORY

490 CLOSE 5:IF NF<2 THEN 600

500 GOSUB 1340

510 PRINT"SORTING DIRECTORY ENTRIES...

520 REM SORT DIRECTORY INTO

530 REM ALPHABETICAL ORDER

540 FOR X=l TO NF:FOR Y=l TO NF-1

550 IF D$(Y)<=D$(Y+1) THEN 570

560 C$=D$(Y):C=D(Y):D$(Y)=D$(Y+l):

-.D(Y)=D(Y+1) :D$(Y+1)=C$:D(Y+1)=C

570 NEXT Y,X

580 REM DELETE OLD DIRECTORY

590 REM DATA FILE & SAVE NEW COPY

600 GOSUB 1340:PRINT"UPDATING MASTER -i

-.DIRECTORY. . .

610 S$="0:"+DI$+".DIR"

620 PRINT#15,"S"+S$

630 OPEN 5,8,5,S$+",S,W":GOSUB 1260

640 PRINT#5,Q$;DN$;Q$;CR$;:GOSUB 1260

650 PRINT#5,DI$;CR$;:GOSUB 1260

660 PRINT#5,DF$;CR$;:GOSUB 1260

670 IF NF=0 THEN 710

680 FOR X=l TO NF:FOR Y=l TO 17:

-.PRINT#5,MID$(D$(X) ,Y,1) ; :GOSUB -i

-.1260:NEXT Y

690 H=INT(D(X)/256):L=D(X)-(256*H)

700 PRINT#5,CHR$(L);CHR$(H);CR$;:

-.GOSUB 1260:NEXT X

710 CLOSE 5:CL0SE 15:G0T0 110

7 20 REM *******************************

730 REM DISPLAY SELECTED DISK DIRECTORY

750 PRINT"fiTO DISPLAY DISK DIRECTORY":

-.GOSUB 1140:OPEN 15,8,15

760 OPEN 5,8,5,S$+'',S,R":GOSUB 1260

770 GOSUB 1340:PRINT"WANT PRINTED -.

^COPY";:GOSUB 1350:GOSUB 1340

780 PD=3:IF C$="Y" THEN PD=4

790 OPEN 4,PD:REM *** PD ■ PRINT DEVICE ■

-.SELECTOR (3=DISPLAY, 4 = PRINTER)

800 INPUT#5,DNS:G0SUB 1260
810 INPUT#5,DI$:G0SUB 1260

820 INPUT#5,DF$:G0SUB 1260

830 IF PD=3 THEN PRINT"fi";

840 PRINT#4,"xDISK NAME:r ";DN$

850 PRINT#4

860 PRINT#4, "jlDISK ID:f " ;DI$; SPC (10 ) ; "

-.JlDISK FORMAT :f ";DF$
870 PRINT#4 : REM *** DISK FORMAT WILL i

-.BE BLANK FOR DOS 1.0

880 PRINT#4."CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

-.CCCCCCCCCCCC" : PRINT#4

890 Y=17:G0SUB 1180:REM *** GET FILE ^

-.NAME & TYPE

900 GOSUB 1220:Z=V:GOSUB 1220:Z=Z+(256*V

-i) :REM *** GET #BLOCKS

910 GOSUB 1250:REM *** SKIP LAST CR

920 PRINT#4,RIGHT$(" n+STR$(Z),

-4) ;" ";

930 PRINT#4,MID?(S$,2,16);SPC(3);

940 V=ASC(LEFT$(S$,1)):REM *** DECODE -

-.FILE TYPE

950 IF V=129 THEN PRINT#4,"SEQ";

112 

10 REM ******* DISK LISTER ************ 
20 REM 
30 RE~I BY : ROBERT W. BAKER 
40 REM 
50 REM 15 I'lINDSOR DRIVE , ATCO , NJ 08004 
60 REM 
70 REM ******************************** 
80 
90 CLR : DIM D$(150) ,D(150) : Q$;CHR$(34) : 

,CR$;CHR$ (13) 
100 REM DISPLAY 11ENU & SELECT FUNCTION 
110 PRINT"fi" ; SPC(9); ".r.D I S K LIS T , 

,E R":GOSUB 1340 
1 20 PRINT SPC(5) ;"0 - DONEV 
130 PRINT SPC(5) ;"1 - UPDATE MASTER , 

,DIRECTORYV 
140 PRINT SPC(5) ;"2 - DISPLAY SELECTED , 

,DI RECTORYV 
150 PRINT SPC(5) ;"3 - DELETE DISK ENTRY, 

, FROM HASTER 
160 GOSUB 1340 
170 PRINT "VENTER DES IRED FUNCTION: "; 
180 GOSUB 1320 
190 IF C$; "0 " THEN PRINT "fi": END 
200 C;VAL(C$) :IF C<l OR C>3 THEN 180 
210 ON C GOTO 250 ,7 50 ,1 050 
220 REM ************************* 
230 REM UPDATE MASTER DIRECTORY 
240 REM ************************* 
250 PRINT"fiINSERT UPDATE DISK IN DRIVE , 

,#1 
260 GOSUB 1310 : GOSUB 1340:PRINT "OK 
270 OPEN 15,8,15 
280 PRINTI15 , "Il" 
290 OPEN 5 , 8 , 5 ," $I , S , R": GOSUB 1260 
300 Y;1 42 : GOSUB 1200 : REH *** SKIP BAM 
310 Y;16 : GOSUB 1180:DN$;S$:REH *** DISK, 

,NMIE 
320 Y;2:GOSUB 1200 : REH *** SKIP SPACES 
330 Y; 2:GOSUB 1180 : DI$;S $ : REM *** DISK, 

,ID 
340 PRINT"fi.r.DISK NANE :!' ";DN$: 

, PRINT "V.r.DISK ID:!' "DI$: 
,GOSUB 1340 

350 PR I NT"CORRECT DISK INSERTED"; 
, GOSUB 1350:IF C$;"N" THEN 710 

360 GOSUB 1340:PRINT "READING DIRECTORY , 
, ENTRIES •.. 

370 GOSUB 1250 
380 Y; 2:GOSUB 11 80:DF$ ; S$ :REM *** DISK, 

,FORMAT 
390 Y;89 : GOSUB 1200:NF;0:Z;0 : REM *** , 

, SKIP TO FIRST DIRECTORY ENTRY 
400 GOSUB 1220:FT;V:F$;C$:REH *** FILE, 

,TYPE (0 ; DELETED) 
410 Y;2 :GOSUB 1200:REH *** SKIP, 

,START I NG TRACK & SECTOR 
420 Y=16:GOSUB 1180:REH *** FILE NAHE 
430 Y=9 :GOSUB 1200:REH *** SKIP UNUSED, 

,INFO 
440 GOSUB 1220:X;V : GOSUB 122 0:X=X+(V*256 

, ) : REM *** IBLOCKS IN FILE 
450 IF FT>0 THEN NF =NF+ l: D$(NF);F$+S$ : 

,D (NF);X:REM *** ADD FILE IF NOT, 
,DELETED 

460 Z;Z+l:Z=Z-(INT(Z/8)*8) : REH *** , 
,Z;ENTRY WITHIN THIS DISK BLOCK 
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470 

480 

490 
500 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 

570 
580 
590 
600 

610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
680 

690 
700 

710 
720 
730 
740 
750 

760 
770 

780 
790 

800 
810 
820 
830 
840 
850 
860 

870 

880 

890 

900 

910 
920 

930 
940 
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IF Z>0 THEN Y;2 : GOSUB 1200 :REfl ** , 
,SKIP 2 BYTES IF NOT LAST ENTRY IN , 
, BLOCK 

IF SS;0 THEN 400:REH *** CONTINUE, 
, TILL END OF DIRECTORY 

CLOSE 5:IF NF<2 THEN 600 
GOSUB 1340 
PRINT"SORTING DIRECTORY ENTRIES . .. 
REM SORT DIRECTORY INTO 
REH ALPHABETICAL ORDER 
FOR X;l TO NF : FOR Y;l TO NF - l 
IF D$(Y) <=D$(Y+ l ) THEN 570 
C$;D$(Y) : C;D(Y) : D$(Y) ;D$(Y+l) : 

,D(Y);D(Y+l) : D$(Y+l);C$ : D(Y+l)=C 
NEXT Y, X 
REM DELETE OLD DIRECTORY 
REM DATA FILE & SAVE NElv COPY 
GOSUB 1340 : PRINT"UPDATING !-lASTER , 

,DIRECTORY ... 
S$="0:"+DI$+".DIR" 
PRINT#l5, "S"+S$ 
OPEN 5 , 8 , 5 , S$+ ", S, W":GOSUB 1260 
PRINTI5,Q$ ; DN$ ; Q$ ; CR$; :GOSUB 1260 
PRINT#5 , DI$;CR$ ; :GOSUB 1260 
PRINTI5,DF$;CR$; : GOSUB 1260 
IF NF; 0 THEN 710 
FOR X; l TO NF:FOR Y;1 TO 17 : 

, PRINTI5 , MID$(D$(X) , Y,l);:GOSUB , 
,1 260 : NEXT Y 

H;INT(D(X)/256) :L;D(X) - (256*H) 
PRINTI5,CHR$(L) ; CHR$(H) ; CR$; : 

,GOSUB 1260 : NEXT X 
CLOSE 5:CLOSE 15 : GOTO 110 
REM ******************************* 
RE~I DISPLAY SELECTED DISK DIRECTORY 
REM ******************************* 
PRINT"fiTO DISPLAY DISK DIRECTORY ": 

,GOSUB 1140 : 0PEN 15 , 8 , 15 
OPEN 5,8 , 5 , S$+ ", S, R": GOSUB 1260 
GOSUB 1340:PRINT "WANT PRINTED , 

,COPY";:GOSUB 1350:GOSUB 1340 
PD; 3:IF C$;"Y " THEN PD;4 
OPEN 4,PD : REM *** PD ; PRINT DEVI CE , 

,SELECTOR (3;DISPLAY, 4;PRINTER) 
INPUT#5,DN$:GOSUB 1260 
I NPUTI5 , DI$ : GOSUB 1260 
I NPUT#5 , DF$:GOSUB 1260 
IF PD=3 THEN PRINT"fi "; 
PRINT#4 ,".r.DI SK NAME : !' "; DN$ 
PRI NTI4 
PRINTI4 ," .r.D ISK ID : !' ";DI $ ;SPC(10) ;" 

,.r.DISK FORHAT:!' "·DF $ 
PRINTI4 : REH *** DI§K FORHAT WILL , 

, BE BLANK FOR DOS 1.0 
PRINTI4 ,"CCCCccccccccccccccccCCCCCCC 

, CCCCCCCCCCCC ": PRINTI4 
Y;17:GOSUB 11 80 : REM *** GET FILE, 

,NAME & TYPE 
GOSUB 1220:Z;V:GOSUB 1220 :Z;Z+( 256*V 

, ) :REH *** GET IBLOCKS 
GOSUB 1250:REH *** SKIP LAST CR 
PRINT#4 , RIGHT$ ( " "+STR$ (Z) , 

..., 4) ; " " i 
PRINT#4 , HID$(S $ , 2 ,16 );SPC (3) ; 
V;ASC( LEFT$(S$ ,l » : REM *** DECODE, 

,FILE TYPE 
950 IF V;12 9 THEN PR I NT'4 ," SEQ"; 
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Computer House Div.
Programs for Commodore & Apple

"Legal Accounting" $1200.00

"Political Party Mailing List" 150.00

ENGINEERING & MACHINE SHOP

"Machine Part Quoting" $280.00

"Trig & Circle Tangent" 70.00

"Bolt Circle" 25.00

"Spur Gears" 35.00

"Beams; Stress & Deflection" 145.00

"Tank Thickness"

For Filament Winding 85.00

All 6 for only $495.00

"SCRUNCH" - $36.00

For Apple II or Apple II Plus. Compacts Basic

Programs up to 20%.

Dealer inquiries invited

COMPUTER HOUSE DIV.

1407 Clinton Road

Jackson, Michigan 49202

Phone: (517) 782-2132

BY BOLIVAI?

INDUSTRIES!

the

originaI

Computer

Systems

Desk for

The

Commodore

"Pet".

Some features are:

* Independently switched outlets for

easier on/off control of equipment.

* Hide away paper supply compartment.

* File drawer holds up to 200 5 inch

floppy diskettes plus 17 cassettes.

* Available in various sizes to fit

your space and need.

* Matching office desks and file cab

inets available.

* Available in Walnut or Fruitwood

finishes.

Computer House Div.

Programs for Commodore Computers

1 - F.E.T.-Recover; File Editing Tools, Adds 11

commands to assist disk recovery $65.00

2 - SOF-BKUP; copy disks faster including random files.

Displays error messages for bad blocks $40.00

3 - SUPER-RAM; checks every ram address against

every other ram address, 2001 series $20.00

4 - VARI-PRINT; prints listing of all variables with

every line number where each occurs $25.00

5 ■ DOCU-PRINT; prints CRT to printer, use in your

own program, in basic $20.00

6 - SCREEN DUMP/REPEAT; similar to DOCU-PRINT

except in machine language. Use with anyones

program, REPEAT similar to Model 8032 $35.00

7 - TRACE-PRINT; prints listing of all line numbers

in orderof execution $25.00

8 - SCRUNCH-PLUS; packs a copy of program to

save up to 25% of memory space $25.00

9- -SORTER; sorts a one dimensional array alpha

betically (in machine language) $35.00

PACKAGE PRICE $170.00 FOR ALL 9 PROGRAMS

SAVE $120.00

Dealer inquiries invited

COMPUTER HOUSE DIV.

1407 Clinton Road

Jackson, Michigan 49202

Phone: (517) 782-2132

We also sell;

l
Business software:

Mailing List Package—Read and

write lists to the 2040 disk.

Check File Package—Read and write

to 2040 disk drive your check

entries. Categorizes deductable

entries.

Inventory Package—Maintains an

inventory file on items in stock.

Business forms:

In quantities as low as 50, in

voices and statements available.

These are continuous pin feed

forns.

DEALER INQUIRIES ARE INVITED!

Fov your free broshuress write

BOLIVAR INDUSTRIES

861 S. Drew st.

HESA, ARIZONA 35202

Ph. (602) 969-9689

3

I

5
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Computer House Div. 
Programs for Commodore & Apple 

" Legal Accounting ". 

" Politica l Party Mailing List". 

. $1200.00 

150.00 

ENGINEERING & MACHINE SHOP 

" Machine Part Quoting " ..... . ........ $280.00 
" Trig & Circle Tangent". . . . . . . . 70.00 
" Bolt Circle" . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25.00 
"Spu r Gears". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00 
" Beams; Stress & Deflection " . 145.00 
" Tank Thickness" 

For Filament Winding. . . . . . . 85.00 

All 6 for only $495.00 

"SCRUNCH" - $36.00 
For Apple II or Apple II Plus. Compacts Basic 
Programs up to 20%. 

Dealer inquiries invited 

COMPUTER HOUSE DIV. 
1407 Clinton Road 

Jackson, Michigan 49202 
Phone: (517) 782-2132 

Computer House Div. 
Programs for Commodore Computers 

1 . F.E.T.·Recover; Fil e Editing Tools, Adds 11 
commands to assist disk recovery ..... . .... $65.00 

2· SOF·BKUP; copy disks faster includ ing random files. 
Displays error messages for bad blocks ...... $40.00 

3· SUPER·RAM; checks every ram address against 
every other ram address, 2001 series ......... $20.00 

4· VARI·PRINT; prints listing of all variables with 
every line number where each occu rs ........ $25.00 

5· DOCU·PRINT; prints CRT to printer, use in your 
own program, in basic. . . . . . . . . . . $20.00 

6· SCREEN DUMP/REPEAT; simi lar to DOCU·PRINT 
except in machine language. Use with anyones 
program, REPEAT simi lar to Model 8032 ...... $35.00 

7· TRACE·PRINT; prints l is ting of all line numbers 
in order of execution . . . . . . . . .. . ..... $25.00 

8· SCRUN CH·PLUS; packs a copy of program to 
save up to 25% of memory space. . ....... .$25.00 

g. ·SORTER; sorts a one dimensional array alpha· 
betically (in machine language) . . ....... ... .. $35.00 

PACKAGE PRIC E $170.00 FOR ALL 9 PROGRAMS 
SAVE $120.00 

Dealer inquiries invited 

COMPUTER HOUSE DIV. 
1407 Clinton Road 

Jackson, Michigan 49202 
Phone: (517) 782-2132 
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***********************

***** SUBROUTINES *****

960 IF V=130 THEN PRINT#4,"PGM";

970 IF V=131 THEN PRINT#4,"USR";

980 PRINT#4:GET C$:IF C$="S" THEN GOSUB -.

-■1320 :REM *** ALLOW START/STOP OF -i

-.LIST

990 IF C$<>"Q" AND SS=0 THEN 890

1000 CLOSE 4:CLOSE 5:CLOSE 15:IF PD=3 -.

-.THEN GOTO 1300

1010 GOTO 110

_L V) A \) K. £j rl

1030 REM DELETE DISK DIRECTORY DATA FILE

1040 REM ***************

1050 PRINT"fiTO DELETE DISK FROM MASTER -.

-.DIRECTORY" :GOSUB 1140:OPEN 15,8,15

1060 PRINTU5, "S"+S$:CLOSE 15:GOTO 110

1070 :

10 80 REM

1090 REM

1J. ly v

1110 :

1120 REM *** GET DISK ID

1130 REM *** & MAKE DATA FILE NAME

1140 INPUT'^ENTER DISK ID _^;

1150 IF DI$="^" THEN 110

1160 S$="0:"+LEFT$(DI$,2)+".DIR":RETURN

1170 REM *** READ STRING FROM DISK,

-i Y-BYTES LONG

1180 S$="":FOR X=l TO Y:GOSUB 1250:

-.S$=S$+C$:NEXT X: RETURN

1190 REM *** SKIP Y-BYTES OF DISK FILE

1200 FOR X=l TO Y:GOSUB 1250:NEXT X:

-.RETURN

1210 REM *** READ BYTE & RETURN ASC -i

-.VALUE

1220 V=0:GOSUB 1250:IF C$<>"" THEN -.

-,V=ASC(C$)

1230 RETURN

1240 REM *** GET BYTE & CHK FOR DISK -.

-.ERROR

1250 GET#5,C$:SS=ST

1260 INPUT#15,EN,EM$,ET,ES:IF EN=0 THEN

-.RETURN

1270 PRINT"fij:DISK ERROR!^

1280 PRINT EN;EM$;ET;ES:CLOSE 4:CLOSE 5:

-.CLOSE 15

1290 REM *** MISC ROUTINES ***

1300 GOSUB 1340:GOTO 110

1310 PRINT'^DEPRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

1320 GET C$:IF C$="" THEN 1320

1330 RETURN

1340
" : RETURN

1350 PRINT" (Y/N) ?

1360 GOSUB 1320:IF C$O"Y" AND C$O"N"

-.THEN 1360

1370 PRINT C$ : RETURN
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960 IF V=130 THEN PRINT#4 , " PGH"; 
970 IF V=131 THEN PRINT#4, "USR" ; 
980 PRINT#4:GET C$ : IF C$="S" THEN GOSUB , 

, 1320:REH *** ALLOIV START/ STOP OF , 
,LIST 

990 IF C$ <> "Q" AND SS=0 THEN 890 
1000 CLOSE 4:CLOSE 5:CLOSE 15:IF PD=3 , 

,THEN GOTO 1300 
1010 GOTO 110 
1020 REM ******************************* 
1030 REf1 DELETE DISK DIRECTORY DATA FILE 
1040 REM ******************************* 
1050 PRINT "fiTO DELETE DISK FROM MASTER , 

,DIRECTORY":GOSUB 11 40 : 0PEN 15,8 , 15 
1060 PRINT# 1 5,"S"+S$ : CLOSE 15:GOTO 110 
1070 
1080 REM *********************** 
1090 REM ***** SUBROUTINES ***** 
1100 REM *********************** 
1110 
1120 REM *** GET DISK ID 
1130 REM *** & MAKE DATA FILE NAME 
1140 INPUT"+ENTER DISK ID ~444 " ;DI$ 
1150 IF DI$= "~" THEN 110 
1160 S$="0:"+LEFT$(DI$ , 2)+" . DIR":RETURN 
1170 REH *** READ STRING FROr~ DISK , 

, Y- BYTES LONG 
1180 S$ = "":FOR X=l TO Y:GOSUB 1250: 

,S$=S$+C$:NEXT X: RETURN 
1190 REM *** SKIP Y- BYTES OF DISK FILE 
1 200 FOR X=l TO Y:GOSUB 1250 : NEXT X: 

, RETURN 
1210 REM *** READ BYTE & RETURN ASC , 

,VALUE 
1220 V=0 : GOSUB 1250 : IF C$ <> "" THEN, 

,V=ASC(C$) 
1230 RETURN 
1240 REM *** GET BYTE & CHK FOR DISK , 

, ERROR 
1250 GET#5,C$:SS=ST 
1260 INPUT#15,EN,EM$,ET , ES:IF EN=0 THEN, 

,RETURN 
1270 PRINT"fi.LDISK ERROR ! + 
1280 PRINT EN;EM$;ET;ES : CLOSE 4 : CLOSE 5 : 

, CLOSE 15 
1290 REM *** MISC ROUTINES *** 
1 300 GOSUB 1340:GOTO 110 
131 0 PRINT "+DEPRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 
1320 GET C$:IF C$="" THEN 1320 
1330 RETURN 
1340 PRINT"+@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

,@@@@@@@@@@@@ " :RETURN 
1350 PRINT " (Y/N)? "; 
1360 GOSUB 1320:IF C$<>"Y " AND C$ <> "N" , 

, THEN 1 360 
1370 PRINT C$ : RETURN © 
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Commodore

Dealers

Form

Cooperative

Joretta Klepfer
COMPUTE Staff

Realizing that software availability is frequently a

critical factor in selling computers to businesses, a

number of Commodore dealers have formed an

association which will seek (or develop), evaluate,

and distribute high quality business software. The

Dealer Information Systems Cooperative (DISC) is

the result of several months of planning by a group

of CBM dealers in the Southeast. The organization

will provide members with a source for business soft

ware and various computer peripherals as well as an

excellent channel for communication.

A meeting was held September 12 in Apex, NC

to organize formally, i.e. elect officers and board

members, establish working committees, determine

membership criteria, and decide on the type of

organization. Alex Amor of Creative Equipment,

Miami, FL was elected president. The organizers ac

cepted the offer extended by Commodore Business

Machines, Decatur, GA, (under the direction of

Jerry Zeigler) to provide temporary office space and

staff support for DISC. While DISC projects its own

staff of programmers for the purpose of developing

CBM business software, the organization expects to

rely heavily on individuals and small companies who

wish to market their products through the associa

tion. Although major emphasis will be on business

software, new peripheral hardware will be solicited

for evaluation and possible distribution by DISC.

Other services to members will include a data bank

of information about software currently available, in

formation exchange through written newsletters and

electronic mail (either public or private), seminars,

and exhibitions.

Attendees at the meeting on Sept. 12 had an op

portunity to review two software packages being

offered to the association for evaluation and distribu

tion. The Business Information System from Small

Business Development Corporation is a comprehen

sive management system which functions interactive

ly on a CBM 2001. This single-input program will

automatically make multiple entries and then transfer

information to a temporary transaction disk as

security against data loss. At the end of the day's

processing, permanent disk files are updated from the

temporary disk. The program components include

cash and sales receipts, expenses & cash

disbursements, accounts receivable (multiple

categories), accounts payable, inventory, payroll,

loans, equipment, general ledger, and financial

reports. A second demonstration involved the use of

a PET as a cash register. The CE-1000 package from

Creative Equipment includes a bar code reader, cash

drawer and the software to allow a PET to become

an efficient point of sale device which will provide

complete inventory management and detailed

receipts for the customer. The demonstration was

quite impressive - the bar code reader would operate

accurately in any direction. These two software

packages alone could provide an excellent beginning

for the new organization.

Although the charter members come from the

Southeast, DISC was organized with the goal of

being national and international in scope with each

of the geographic regions of Commodore, including

Canada and Commodore International possibly

represented on the Board of Directors. Memberships

are available to authorized dealers, software com

panies, and manufacturers for $250.00 through the

end of this year. On January 1, 1981 the

memberhsip fee increases to S500.00. Information

about Dealers Information Systems Cooperative may

be obtained from Membership Committee chairman

Bob West, c/o Bob West Publications, P.O. Box 170,

Sapphire, NC 28774. ®

Programmers:

Send your short and simple BASIC utility

programs with a brief descriptive note to:

COMPUTE!

P.O. Box 54O6

Greensboro, NC 274O3 USA
Attn: Basically Useful BASIC
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security aga in st da ta loss. At the end of the day 's 
processin g, permanent disk files are updated from the 
temporary disk. The program componen ts include 
cash and sa les receipts , expenses & cash 
di sbursement s, accoun ts receivable (multiple 
ca tegories), accounts pa yable , invent ory, payroll , 
loans, equ ipment , general ledger, and finan cial 
reports. A second demonstration involved the use o f 
a PET as a cash register. The CE-I000 package from 
C reat ive Equ ipment includes a bar code reader , cash 
drawer and the software to a llow a PET LO become 
a n efficienl poinl o f sale device which will provide 
complete invento ry management and detailed 
receipts fo r the customer. The demonstration was 
quite impress ive - the bar code reader wou ld o perate 
accurat ely in a ny direct io n. These two software 
packages alone co uld provide an excellent beginnin g 
for the new o rganizat ion. 

Although lhe charter members come from the 
Soulheasl , DISC was organ ized wilh lhe goal of 
being national and int ernatio nal in scope with each 
of lhe geographi c regions of Commodore, including 
Canada and Commodore Inlernational possibl y 
represented o n the Board of Directors. M emberships 
arc ava il able to authorized dealers, so ftware com
panies, a nd manufaclurers for $250 .00 lhrough lhe 
end of lhi s year. On J anuary 1, 1981 lhe 
m emberh sip fee increases 10 $500.00. In fo rm al ion 
about Dealers ln forma tion Systems Cooperati ve may 
be ob ta in ed fro m M embership Commitlee chairman 
Bob Wesl , clo Bob Wesl Publical io ns, P.O. Box 170, 
Sapphire, NC 28774. © 

Programmers: 
Send your short and simple BASIC utility 
programs with a brief descriptive note to: 

COMPUTE! 
P.O. Box 5406 

Greensboro, NC 27403 USA 
Attn: BaSically Useful BASIC 
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Nuts and Volts

Gene Zumchok

In earlier columns I discussed the timing required

when a processor talks to devices on its own intimate

bus. A number of readers have asked that I say a

few words about timing between a computer and

peripherals, or between two computer systems. In

particular, some readers have more than one com

puter system, and would like to pass information bet

ween them. One computer might be freed of a time

consuming task by quickly downloading data to

another computer, and letting it perform the time

consuming task. Another application would be to put

together a system for a classroom where the main

computer and its disk and printer is shared by a

number of users, each having a low-cost terminal.

Such "time-sharing" techniques have been used for

some time on large computer systems.

There are two basic methods for communicating

between two devices, serial and parallel. Each type

has advantages and disadvantages, and both should

be considered for any particular application. Within

each type are a variety of formats, both synchronous

and asynchronous. In this column we will begin by

discussing parallel communication.

Parallel Techniques

The primary advantage of parallel communication is

speed. Clearly, sending data eight bits at a time will

be faster than sending data a bit at a time. The price

paid for the speed is the number of wires that must

be used, for eight bits, at least nine wires plus a

ground return. If the separation between devices is

more than a few feet, separate return wires may be

required for each data wire for reliable data transfer.

When the cost of connectors is considered, high

speed serial communication using a single coax may

be more economical.

In the discussions that follow, we will assume

that the parallel data words being transmitted are

eight bits wide. The same techniques apply to data

words of any width. Communication can be uni

directional or bi-directional. For the latter, separate

sets of wires may be used for communication in each

direction, or a single, bi-directional set used. The

newer programmable port chips, available in most

families, are quite conveniently used for bi

directional communication over the same data lines.

Since so many 6502 users have boards with 6522 port

chips, we will use the 6522 in the examples. If you

need uni-directional communication, and you are

putting the hardware together from scratch, TTL lat

ches will be more economical for driving lines, and

tri-state gates more economical for receiving than us

ing port chips. On the other hand, the extra control

lines associated with the ports may save additional

chips and make the port chip still attractive.

Although parallel communication could be syn

chronous or asynchronous it is generally neither.

Synchronous communication would require a clock

line to clock data into the receiving device. An asyn

chronous technique would provide self-clocking

parallel data with no feedback from the receiving

device. Synchronous transmission imposes severe re

quirements on the receiving hardware. Asynchronous

transmission sends data out at a fixed rate. Often-

time the receiving device takes more time to process

some data characters than others, so an asyn

chronous method has to accomodate the worst case

response and will in some cases slow down the com

puter unnecessarily. Consequently, a quasi-

synchronous technique called "handshaking" is

generally used. When the computer sends data to a

peripheral, "write" handshaking is used. When the

computer receives data from a peripheral, "read"

handshaking is used. There really is no fundamental

difference between the two types. Clearly what is

"write" handshaking for the computer, is "read"

handshaking for the peripheral.

Write Handshaking

Let's consider an example of "write" handshaking.

A common peripheral is a printer with a parallel in

terface. Ordinarily, the printer can take characters as

fast as it can print them, however, a carriage return

may take a considerably longer time. Handshaking

solves the problem of differing response times. The

computer first presents the data to the port. It then

generates a handshake signal called variously DATA

STROBE, DATA AVAILABLE, or DATA

READY. If the reading device needs a strobe type

signal, this signal may be a pulse, otherwise it may

be a level. The reading device (printer) responds by

raising a flag called BUSY or in other cases, DATA

TAKEN. If the DA (DATA AVAILABLE) signal is

a level, the computer may respond to the BUSY by

removing the DATA AVAILABLE. The printer will

keep the BUSY line high for as long as it takes to

process the character. If the computer is not other

wise busy, it will continue to poll the BUSY flag un

til it goes false. Then the computer will be free to

write another character to the port and generate

another DA signal. The computer must return from

the print character routine in order to go back to the

program that is generating the characters. It could be

a hundred microseconds or more before the new

character is ready. A more time efficient approach

would be to exit the routine as soon as BUSY goes

true and generate the character while the printer is

busy. The print routine must then do its waiting at

the beginning. It first checks to see that BUSY is

false before sending a character. If the computer has

a sophisticated operating system, it may be able to

perform other tasks while the printer is processing
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LowCost Graphics
eNowHer

igh Resolution
ToYourAIM-65 Microcomputei

ies

VisibleMemory Board It's a reality. The Visible

Memory and graphic print software from MTU are now

available for the Rockwell AIM-65. The Visible Memory
gives a high resolution 320 wide by 200 high bit mapped

pixel display matrix. Each dot is individually addressable

for maximum utilization and speed. Thus characters, image

shapes, and graphs can all be displayed separately or

simultaneously if needed — maximum flexibility for you.

The Visible Memory is just that, an 8K byte RAM board

that contains 2 access ports to the memory matrix. The

microprocessor bus uses one port and the display refresh

circuitry uses the second port. The contents of the memory

bit-for-bit is precisely what is displayed. If you need 8K of

RAM for a non-display application, use it! It makes no dif

ference to the board what its contents are; program (seen

in its binary pattern form) or a human recognizable display

pattern. The display refresh occurs at times when the pro

cessor never goes to memory. Therefore there is no snow on

the display and no wait states for the processor.

HardcopyToo In addition MTU has engineered a software

package to drive the AIM-65 printer in new ways. Three

new forms of printing are possible. QUICKPRINT gives a

matrix 200 across by 320 up the 2V4 " wide paper.

QUALITYPRINT gives two prints, each 100 x 320 which

gives a higher quality (4lA" wide) printed area when placed

side by side. TEXTPRINT allows you to print the AIM text

buffer area of memory as 10 rows of characters printed "up"

the paper strip. You may specify up

to 127 characters per row for the

row length. The QUICK and

QUALITY print modes are designed

to give you fast, easy hardcopy of

the Visible Memory contents. Thus

you now have a graphic computer

with hardcopy capability.

Graphic Text Software Drhers To allow you to easily

use this grapKic display and print power. MTU has also
designed the K-1008-5C software package which gives you

point plotting, line drawing; character generation and a

host of other subroutines. Written in assembly language,

these routines may be executed from BASIC or assembly-

language — your choice. Text output from RASIC or the

AIM monitor may also be shown on the Visible Memory

display as up to 22 lines by 53 characters per line signifi

cantly enhacing the use of the AIM-65 as a computer with

a CRT display.

Call Us Now Many educators have been waiting for this

type of price/performance to set up courses. MTU will be

pleased to quote quantity purchases — call us direct —

now. Demand is high and Fall is just around the corner.

K-1008 Visible Memory $240

K-1008-5C Graphic/text software $25

K-1009-1C AIM Print software $25

K-1000-5 AIM-65 Power Supply $65

K-1005-A AIM-65 Card File $85

Many others not listed

Call or write for our catalog listing all our AIM-65 (also

our PET, KIM-1, and SYM-1) products.

As of June 1, 1980 place orders at: Micro Technology

Unlimited, P.O. Rox 12106, 2806 Hillsborough Street,

Raleigh, North Carolina 27605

Micro Technology Unlimited

P.O. Box 12106

806 Hillsborough Street

Raleigh, N.C. 27605

(919) 833-1458
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QUALITYFRINT gives two prints, each 100 x 320 wbich 
gives a higher quality (41/." wide) printed area when placed 
side by side. TEXTPRINT allows you to print the AIM text 
buffer arca of memory as 10 rows of characters printed "up" 

• I 

~~t,l;i~ 

. ,.~r .. , . . :f ," ' 

the paper strip. You may specify up 
to 127 characters per row for the 
row length. The QUICK and 
QUALITY print modes are designed 
to give you fast, easy hardcopy of 
the Visible Memory contents. Thus 
you now have a graphic computer 
with hardcopy capability . 

"-J_O",, ... software 
point plotting, Une drawing. character generaUon and a 
host of other subroutines. Written In assembly langnage, 
these routines may be executed from BASIC or assembly 
language - your choice. Text output from BASIC or the 
AIM monitor may also be sbown on the Visible Memory 
display as up to 22 lines by 53 characters per line signifi· 
cantil' enhacing the use of the AIM·65 as a computer with 
a CRT display. 

Call Us Now Many educators have been waiting for this 
type of price/performance to set up courses. MTU will be 
pleased to quote quantity purchases - call us direcl -
now. Demand is high and Fall is just around the corner. 

K·1008 Visible Memory $240 
K·1008-5C Graphic!text software $25 
K· 1009· 1C AIM Print software $25 
K·1oo0·5 AIM·65 Power Supply $65 
K·1005·A AIM·65 Card File $85 
Many others not listed 

Call or write for our catalog listing all our AIM·65 (also 
our PET, KIM·I, and SYM·I) products. 

As of June I , 1980 place orders at: Micro Technology 
Unlimited, P.O. Box 12106, 2806 Hillsborough Street, 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27605 

Mtcro Technology Unlimited 
P.O. Box 12106 

2806 Hillsborough Street 
Ilalcigh . N.C, 27605 

(9 19) 833·1458 
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the character. In that case, the computer could use

the falling edge of the BUSY flag to generate an in

terrupt. There are few microcomputer systems,

however, which can support this type of response.

For example, if the printer is being used to print out

an assembly listing, the computer must wait for the

printer before continuing the assembly process.

Figure 1. shows one method of connecting a

6522 port using write handshaking with a parallel

type printer. Figure 2., taken from a 6522 spec sheet,

shows write handshaking timing for either port. We

must now resolve the characteristics of the port with

requirements for the printer. First note that the func

tions of the control pins CA1, CA2, CB1, and CB2

are various, and primarily defined by bit groups in

the PCR (peripheral control register). Figure 3.,

taken from the spec sheet, defines the functions of

CA1 and CA2 as a function of PCRO - PCR3. Let

us now look at the timing in detail. The DA signal

from CA2 is low going. That will satisfy the low go

ing DATA STROBE of the printer. When CA2 is

programmed for output handshake, it will

automatically go low when the data is written to Port

A. That's good, right? Not necessarily. It is very

likely that the printer uses the low going edge of the

DATA STROBE to latch the data. If the printer has

a data setup time of 300 nanoseconds or more, we

are in trouble. That is, the data should be sitting for

awhile when the strobe occurs. We can resolve this

difficulty with the following sequence:

1. Program CA2 for no handshake.

(PCR = XXXX000X)

2. Write Data to Port A.

3. Program CA2 for handshake.

(PCR = XXXX1001)

4. Read Port A. (Note that handshake is

generated with read or write of port.)

6522

(Computer)

CA2

PA 7

PA1

PAO

CA1

DATA AV

DATA TAKEN

DATA STROBE

D7

PRINTER

Dl

DO

BUSY

Figure 1. Write Handshaking - 6522 Port A to Printer

The printer responds to the DA signal with BUSY.

Note that in Figure 2., the Data Taken Signal is a

low going signal, while BUSY is high going. Do we

need to invert BUSY? If we read the entry in Figure

3. which describes programming CA2 lor handshak

ing we will note that CA2 is reset high "with an ac

tive transistion on CA1". Thus we must program

PCRO to be a one to respond to a positive transition

on CA1. This was indicated in line 3 of the pro

cedure above. Are we done? Not yet. We now must

wait until BUSY goes false before we can send

another character. The "write handshaking" of

Figure 2. makes no allowance for this. We must poll

BUSY, but the level of CA1 cannot be read. Note,

however, that a transition on CA1 sets a flag in the

IFR (Interrupt Flag Register), and we may poll this

bit in this register. The following sequence should

work, assuming that we have just detected the

leading edge of BUSY.

1. Read Port A to reset CA1 flag in register.

2. Program CA1 for negative transition.

(PCR=XXXX0000)

3. Poll CA1 flag in IFR. (Bit 1)

4. Read Port A to clear flag.

WRITE HANDSHAKE TIMING SEQUENCE

DATA AVAILABLE-

HANDSHAKE MODE

{CA2. CB2)

DATA AVAILABLE

PULSE MODE

(CA2. CS2)

DATA TAKEN

(CA1.CB1)

fES OUTPUT^

X777////////7//A

NOTES:

1. R/W-0. CS2-0. CS1 - 1.HS3-0. RS2 - 0.

RS1-0. RSO-1.

2. Signili "d*U ti> on" id thalyitam firocmior

Figure 2. 6522 Write Handshaking Timing
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the character. In that case , the computer could use 
the falling edge of the BUSY flag to generate an in
terrupt. There are few microcomputer systems, 
however, which can support this type of response. 
For example, if the printer is being used to print out 
an assembly listing, the computer must wait for the 
printer before continuing the assembly process. 

Figure I . shows one method of connecting a 
6522 port using write handshaking with a parallel 
type printer. Figure 2., taken from a 6522 spec sheet, 
shows write handshaking timing for either port. We 
must now resolve the characteristics of the port with 
requirements for the printer. First note that the func
tions of the control pins CAl, CA2 , CBI, and CB2 
are various , and primarily defined by bit groups in 
the PCR (peripheral control register). Figure 3 . , 
taken from the spec sheet, defines the functions of 
CAl and CA2 as a function of PCRO - PCR3. Let 
us now look at the timing in detail. The DA signal 
from CA2 is low going. That will satisfy the low go
ing DATA STROBE of the printer. When CA2 is 
programmed for output handshake, it will 
automatically go low when the data is written to Port 
A . That ' s good, right? Not necessarily . It is very 
likely that the printer uses the low going edge of the 
DATA STROBE to latch the data. If th e printer has 
a data setup time of 300 nanoseconds or more, we 
are in trouble . That is, the data should be sitting for 
awhile when the strobe occurs. We can resolve this 
difficulty with the following sequence: 

I. Program CA2 for no handshake. 
(PCR ~ XXXXOOOX) 

2. Write Data to Port A. 
3 . Program CA2 for handshake . 

(PCR ~ XXXXI OOI) 
4. Read Port A. (Note that handshake is 

generated with read or write of port.) 
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CA2 DATA AV DATA STROBE 

PA7 07 
6522 PRINTER 

(Computer) 

PAl Dt 
PAQ DO 

CAl DATA TAKEN BUSY 

Figure 1. Write Handshak ing - 6522 Port A to Prin ter 

The printer responds to the DA signal with BUSY. 
Note that in Figure 2., the Data Taken Signal is a 
low going signal , while BUSY is high going. Do we 
need to invert BUSY? If we read the en try in Figure 
3 . which describes programming CA2 for handshak
ing we will note that CA2 is reset high " with an ac
tive transistion on CAl ' I . Thus we must program 
PCRO to be a one to respond to a posit ive tran sition 
on CAl. This was indicated in line 3 of the pro
cedure above. Are we done? Not yet. W e now mu st 
wait until BUSY goes false before we can send 
another character. The "write handshaking" of 
Figure 2. makes no allowance for th is. W e must poll 
BUSY, but the level of CAl cannot be read. Note , 
however, that a transition on CA 1 se ts a flag in the 
IFR (Interrupt Flag Register), and we may poll this 
bit in this register. The following sequence should 
work , a ssuming that we have just de tec,ed the 
leading edge of BUSY. 

1. Read Port A to reset CA I fl ag in register. 
2 . Program CAl for negative transition. 

(PCR ~ XXXXOOOO) 
3. Poll CAl flag in IFR. (Bit I ) 
4. Read Port A to clear flag . 

WR IT E HANDSH A KE TI MING SEQUENCE 

WRITE ORA -rI ____________________ -Jr--l, ___ _ 
OPERATION' 

DATA AVAILABLE · ------I __________ r--------------, 
HANDSHAKE MODE L-

ICAl . ce21 

OATA AVAI LABLE 
PULSE MOOE ------" ,r---------------------'I 

(CAl. Ce2) '-----' ~ 

DATA TAKEN ________________ --, 

ICAO . c." '--_-'"'V"Z"Z"0"Z"Z"Z"Z"0 ... Z ... Z ... Z.<.Z.<.Zu?l 

~OUTPUT2 --------------------'L _____________ ~r----

NOTES: 
1. Rrw - o. ffi "o. CS1-1 . RSJ"O. RS2"O. 

RS' - O. RSO .. 1. 

2. Si~lh "diU u k,n" lo 1t.'lyU,m p'OC/llIOf . 

Figure 2 . 6522 Write Handshak ing Timing 
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EXCERT, INCORPORATED

AIM-65
* * * * * *

P/N

A65-1

A65-4

A65-A

A65-B

A65PL

AIM-65 w/IK RAM

AIM-65 w/4K RAM

Assembler ROM. . .

BASIC ROM

PL/165 ROMS....

QTY 1-9

$375

$420

$ 85

$100

$125

P/N

A65-4AB

A65-4B

S/A65-1

SPECIAL

AIM-65 w/4K RAM

Assembler and BASIC

AIM-65 w/4K RAM, BASIC. . .

AIM-65 w/lK RAM, w/o

PRINTER, Display, Keybd,

User 6522

QTY 1-9

$595

$310

$199

ACCESSORIES

P/N QTY 1-9

Power Supplies (Fully AIM-65 Compatible, In

dustrial Quality Open Frame)

2PRS3 +5Vai3A, + 24V at 1A w/mtg hardware, cord, etc. ..$ 65

PRS4 + 5V at 2A, + 24V at .5A w/mtg hardware, cord, elc.. . $ 50

PRS5 +5V at 2A. +24V ±15% at 5A ± 12V to ± 15V ai

.4A S75

From The Enclosure Group

ENCl AIM-65 case

ENC1A AIM-65 case w/space for one expansion

$ 45

board

. S 49

Cases with Power Supplies

ENC3 ENCl w/PRS3 mounted inside $115

ENC3A ENClAw/PRS3 mounted inside $119

ENC4 ENCl IU/PRS4 mounted inside $100

ENC4A ENC1A w/PRS4 mounted inside $104

ENC5 ENCl W/PRS5 mounted inside $125

ENC5A ENClAw/PRS5 mounted inside S129

From The Computerist, Inc.

PIN

From

MCP2

MEB2

PGR2

P102

PTC2

QTY 1-9

Seawell Marketing, Inc.

Little Buffered Mother™Single 44 pin (KIM-4 style) mother

card lakes MEB2.PGR2, PTC2 and P102. Has on board 5V

regulator for AIM-65, 4 expansion slots. Routes A&E signals

to duplicates on sides with 4K RAM $199

SEA 16™16K static RAM board takes 2114L wilh regulators

and address switches $280

Programmer for 5V EPROMS with ROM firm-

wave, regulators, low force sockets, up to 8 EPROMS

simullanously, can execute after

programming $299

Parallel I/O board with 4-6522's $260

Proto/Blank™Prototype card that fits MCP2
$ 49

PTC2A Proto/Pop
TMwith regulator, decoders, switches

$ 99

MCP1

MEB4

PTC1

V1B1

CABLE

Mother Plus Dual 44 pin mother card & card cage lakes

MEB4, V1B1. PTC1, fully buffered, 5 expansion slots

underneath the AIM $100

DRAM Plus™16K RAM, I6K Prom sockets, 2-6522 I/O chip
and programmer for 5V EPROMS 16K RAM $295

32KRAM$395

Proto Plus™Prototype card same size as KIM-1, MEB4.
B1B1 $45

Video Plus™board with 128 char, 128 user char, up to 4K
display RAM, light pen and ASCII keyboard interface . . $245

ForMEB4, V1B1.PTC1 $ 15

From Optimal Technology

ADCl A/D eight channels, D/A 2 channels. Requires ±5I2V to

8'15V at 100MA & 2-I/O Ports from AIM-

6522 $115

Cable $ 25

From MTU

DAC3 8 bit DAC Board S 49

FDC3 Floppy disk controller bd. & DOS, up to four 5Vi" or 8" drives,

double sided, double density $595

MCP3 Card file w/4 slot expansion mother bd.

w/keybd. brackets $ 85

MEB3A 16K DRAM Board, low power $298

PIO3 24K PROM, 4-8 bit I/O ports w/RS-232 port to 4800 bps.

PROM Programmer $295

VIB3 8K DRAM Bd. low power w/composite video out in 200 lines

320 dot/line format $240

All MTU Software Available for these Products.

Miscellaneous

TPT2 Approved Thermal Paper Tape

5/165' rolls $ 10

MEM6 6/2114RAMChips $ 45

CAS1 Available Audio Cassette Recorder $ 40

2716 16K5VEPROM $ 20

A65-P Printer $ 75

A65-DM Display Module $ 30

All AIM-65 Spare Parts Are Available.

ASSEMBLED & TESTED

SYSTEMS

We specialize in assembled and tested systems made from the above items. Normally, the price

will be the total of the items, plus $5 for handling, shipping is extra on all C.O.D.'s or invoiced

orders. Warranty on all systems.

Higher quantities quoted upon request.

COD's accepted, shipping will be added.

Add $5.00 for shipping, insurance and

handling on prepaid orders.

Minnesota residents add 4% sales tax.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Mail Check or Money Order To:

EXCERT, INC.

Educational Computer Division

P.O. BOX 8600

WHITE BEAR LAKE, MN. 55110

612-426-4114
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EXCERT, INCORPORATED 
* * * AIM-65 * * * 

PIN 
A65-1 
A65-4 
A65-A 
A65-B 
A65PL 

AIM-65 w/ lK RAM _ ...•.•... 
AIM-65 wi 4K RAM ....•. •.. . 
Assembler ROM .. . .... • ..... 
BASIC ROM ... .... ..•..... 
PL/ l65 ROMS ......•.•..... 

QTYI-9 
5375 
5420 
5 85 
$100 
$125 

ACCESSORIES 

PIN QTY1·9 
Power Supplies (Fully AIM-65 Compatible, In· 
dustrial Quality Open Frame) 
2PRS3 +5Vat3A,+24VattAw/ mtghardware,cord,etc ... $ 65 
PRS4 +5VaI2A, +24Vat.SAw/ mtghardware,cord,etc ... $ 50 
PR5S +SV al 2A, +24V :t 15% at .SA :t t2V to :t t SV at 

.4A..... .... . . ........ $75 

From The Enclosure Group 
ENC I AIM·6S case 
ENC IA AIM-6 S case w/ space for o ne 

Cases with Power Supplies 

........... $ 45 
expansion board 

.... . . $ 49 

ENC3 ENC I w/ PR53 mounted inside ...... , • •. , • .. ..... $115 
ENC3A ENC IA w/ PRS3 mounted inside ...... $119 
ENC4 ENC I w/ PRS4 mounted inside .. . . S 100 
ENC4A ENC I A w/ PRS4 mounted inside . ....... . . . ..... $104 
ENCS ENC t W/ PR55 mounted inside .. . .... .. .. •....... 5125 
ENC5A ENC IA w/ PRS5 mounted inside . . . . . . . . . . . $ 129 

From The Computerist. Inc. 
MCPI Mother Plus™ Dual 44 pIn mother card & card cage takes 

MEB4, VIBI, PTCI, fully buffered, 5 expansio n slots 
underneath the AIM ............................ $ 100 

MEB4 DRAM Pius™ t6K RAM, 16K Prom sockets , 2·65221/ 0 chip 
and program mer for 5V EPROMS ........ 16K RAM $295 
. ....................... . .......... 32K RAM $395 

PTCI Proto Plus™prototype card same size as KIM· I , MEB4, 
BIBI ...... . ......... ... ....... . . ... ....... ... $45 

VIBI Video Plus™board with 128 char, 128 user cha r, up to 4K 
display RAM, light pen and ASC II keyboard interface .. $245 

CABLE For MEB4, VIBI, PTCI ... . ...... . ... ... .. . .. . .. 5 15 

From Optimal Technology 
ADCI A/ D eigh t channels, D/ A 2 channels. Requires :t512V to 

8' I 5V at IOOMA & 2- 1/ 0 Ports from A IM· 
6522. . ........ $115 
Cable.. . ...... .... . ........ $ 25 

SPECIAL 
PIN 
A65-4AB AIM-65 w/ 4K RAM . ........ . 

QTY 1-9 
5595 

A65-4B 
S / A65-1 

PIN 

Assembler and BASIC 
AIM·65 w/ 4K RAM, BASIC .... 
AIM·65 w/ lK RAM , w/ o 
PRINTER, Display, Keybd, 
User 6522 ..... ..... .... ... . 

5310 

$199 

QTYI-9 
From Seawell Marketing. Inc. 
MCP2 lillIe Buffered Mother™Single 44 pin (KIM-4 style) mot her 

card takes MEB2,PGR2, PTC2 and P102. Has on board 5V 
regulalOr for AIM·65, 4 expa nsion slots. Rout es A&E signals 

MEB2 

PGR2 

PI02 
PTC2 

PTC2A 

to duplicates on sides with 4K RAM ... .. .... . .. . ... $199 
SEA 16™16K static RAM board takes 2114L wilh regulators 
and address swItches .. . ...................... $280 
Programmer for 5V EP ROMS with ROM firm· 
wave, regulators, low force sockets, up to 8 EPROMS 
sl muh anously, can exec ut e after 
programming. . . . . ... $299 
Parallel I/ O board with 4-6522's .. . . $260 
Proto / Blank TMprototype ca rd that fits MCP2 

.... $ 49 
Proto / Pop ™with regulator, decoders, s wit ches 

...... . ....... . ......... . ... $ 99 

From MTU 
DAC3 8 bit DAC Board . . .. . .... $ 49 
FDC3 Floppy d isk controller bd. & DOS, up to four 5lf4" or 8R drives, 

double sided, double density. . . $595 
MCP3 Card fil e w/ 4 slol ex pan s ion mother bd . 

w/ keybd. brackets. . . ... $ 85 
MEB3A 16K DRAM Board,lowpower . ... . ... $298 
PI03 24K PROM, 4-8 bit I/ O ports w/ RS·232 port to 4800 bps. 

PROM Programmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $295 
VIB3 8K DRAM Bd. low power w/ composite video out in 200 lines 

320 dot/ line format .. . ................... $240 

All MTU Software Available for these Products. 

Miscellaneous 
TPT2 Approved Thermal Paper Tape 

MEM 6 
CAS I 
2716 
A65-P 
A65-DM 

5/ 165' rolls. . ...•• .• ...... $ 10 
6/ 2114 RAM Chips ... . ... .. .. S 45 
Available Audio Cassette Recorder .... . ... $ 40 
16K5V EPROM . . ............ .. ....... $ 20 
Printer . 
Display Module. 

..... . . 5 
. . . .. .. ........ $ 

75 
30 

All AIM·65 Spare Parts Are Available. 

ASSEMBLED & TESTED 
SYSTEMS 

We specialize in assembled and tested systems made from the above items. Normally, the price 
will be the total of the items , plus $5 for handling, shipping is extra on all C.O. D.'s or invoiced 
orders. Warranty on all systems. 

Higher quantities quoted upon request. 
COD's accepted, shipping will be added. 
Add $5.00 for shipping, insurance and 
handling on prepaid orders. 
Minnesota residenls add 4 % sales lax. 
Prices subject to change without notice. 

Mail Check or Money Order To: 
EXCERT, INC. 
Educational Computer Division 
P.O. BOX 8600 
WHITE BEAR LAKE, MN. 55110 
612-426-4114 
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Note that if we poll for BUSY false before sending a

character, we may wait forever, since for the first

character, BUSY is already false, and no transition

will occur to set the CA1 flag. We could preset the

CA1 flat in the IFR before the first character, but

now we're making our print routine complicated.

Another solution would be to run BUSY to an input

port bit as well so that we can poll its level, but this

just about defeats the advantage of having the control

bits on the port.

If you have a KIM, or have ports without the

control bits, there are other solutions. For the printer

example in particular, only seven bits of output are

generally required, since most printers only support a

character set of 96 characters or less. Thus the low

seven bits of a port can be used for data, and the

high bit used to generate a DATA STROBE. First

the data is sent with the high bit high (to provide

setup time), then the data is sent with the high bit

low to generate a strobe. Finally the data is sent with

the high bit high again to remove the strobe. A bit

on another port is required to poll the BUSY flag

from the printer. The software for this approach is

actually less complicated than that for the fancy port

with the handshaking.

Read Handshaking

Once the mechanics of handshaking are understood,

except for the point of view, there is really little dif

ference between read and write handshaking. In read

handshaking, the computer is reading, rather than

providing, the data. The peripheral device informs

the computer that data is available. The computer

may either poll the DA line, or use it to generate an

interrupt. The computer then reads the data and

then generates a DATA TAKEN signal so that the

peripheral will know that it is time to send another

data word. The ports of the 6522 can be used for

read handshaking. The CA2 or CB2 line is used to

acknowledge DATA TAKEN. CA1 or CA2 is used

to input DATA AVAILABLE. Only Port A,

however, can perform automatic read handshaking.

That is, Port B will generate the CB2 handshake or

pulsed response when so programmed, only for a

read of Port B. Clearly, the CB2 line may be

manually set or cleared to generate a

DATA TAKEN. The timing for automatic read

handshaking for Port A is show in Figure 4.

Applications

The most common applications of parallel data com

munication are communicating with peripherals like

printers, floppy disk controllers, tape drive con

trollers, etc. However, the handshaking methods just

described are also a very speedy way of com

municating between two independent computer

systems. All that is necessary is to connect a port of

one into a port of the other, together with handshak

ing signals. Although the ports of a 6522 can be used

bidirectionally, it may be simpler to dedicate a pair

of ports for each direction. A relatively small pro

gram is required to send or receive data. The data

may be prefixed by a two byte address indicating

where the data is to be stored, or the receiving pro

gram may be provided with an independent address

parameter. In any case, it should not take more than

about 50 microseconds to respond to a DATA

AVAILABLE, read the data, store it in memory, in

crement the address pointer, and respond with

DATA TAKEN. In fact, if the worst case process

time is known, the DATA TAKEN response can be

eliminated. That is, if it takes 45 microseconds worst

case to respond to a DA and be ready for the next

DA, then the sending computer can send data along

with a DA every 50 microseconds with complete con

fidence that no data will be lost. This simplifies both

the send and receive routines at a negligible cost in

speed. That would give a transfer rate of 20K bytes

per second. Data blocks of 4K or 8K would be

transferred before you even removed your finger

from the "GO" button (Or Carriage Return).

With virtually instantaneous transfer of large

blocks of data from one computer to another, the

possibilities begin to suggest themselves. For exam

ple, after finishing some chore, the results of which

need to be stored on tape, you might download the

data to another computer which will generate the

tape. While the second computer is generating the

tape, you can go on to do the next job. Presently, I

am using this technique to save and load programs

on my SYM for a single-board computer from a dif

ferent processor family which does not have its own

tape interface or software. Writing the simple

send/receive programs for the back to back ports was

certainly simpler than writing tape programs for the

other computer.

We will continue this discussion in the next column

with serial techniques.
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Note that if we poll for BUSY false before sending a 
character, we may wait forever, since for the first 
character , BUSY is already false, and no transition 
will occu r to set the CAl fl ag . We could preset the 
CAl flat in the IFR before the first character, but 
now we're making our print routine complicated. 
Another solution would be to run BUSY to an input 
port bit as well so that we can poll its level, but this 
just about defeats the advantage of having the control 
bits on the port. 

If you have a KIM, or have ports without the 
control bits, there are other solut ions. For the printer 
example in particular, only seven bits of output are 
generally required, since most printers only support a 
character set of 96 characters or less . Thus the low 
seven bits of a port can be used for data, and the 
high bit used to generate a DATA STROBE. First 
the data is sent with the high bit high (to provide 
setup time), then the data is sent with the high bit 
low to generate a strobe. Finally the data is sent with 
the high bit high again to remove the strobe. A bit 
on another port is required to poll the BUSY flag 
from the printer. The software for this approach is 
actually less complicated than that for the fancy port 
with the handshaking. 

Read Handshaking 
Once the mechanics of handshaking are understood, 
except for the point of view, there is really little dif
ference between read and write handshaking. In read 
handshaking, the computer is reading, rather than 
providing, the data. The peripheral device informs 
the computer that data is available. The computer 
may either poll the DA line, or use it to generate an 
interrupt. The computer then reads the data and 
then generates a DATA TAKEN signal so that the 
peripheral will know that it is time to send another 
data word . The ports of the 6522 can be used for 
read handshaking. The CA2 or CB2 line is used to 
acknowledge DATA TAKEN . CAlor CA2 is used 
to input DATA AVAILABLE. Only Port A, 
however, can perform automatic read handshaking. 
That is, Port B will generate the CB2 handshake or 
pulsed response when so programmed, only for a 
read of Port B. Clearly, the CB2 line may be 
manually set or cleared to generate a 
DATA TAKEN. The timing for automatic read 
handshaking for Port A is show in Figure 4. 

Applications 
T he most common applicat ions of parallel data com
munication are communicating with peripherals like 
printers, floppy disk controllers, tape drive con
trollers, etc. However, the handshaking methods just 
described are also a very speedy way of com
municating between two independent computer 
systems. All that is necessary is to connect a port of 
one into a port of the other , together with handshak
ing signals . Although the ports of a 6522 can be used 
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bidirectionally, it may be simpler to dedicate a pair 
of ports for each direction. A relatively small pro
gram is required to send or receive data. The data 
may be prefixed by a two byte address ind icating 
where the data is to be stored, or the rece iving pro
gram may be provided with an indepe nden t address 
parameter. In any case, it should not take more than 
about 50 microseconds to respond to a DATA 
A V AILABLE, read the data, store it in memory , in
crement the address pointer, and respond with 
DATA TAKEN . In fact, if the worSt case process 
time is known, the DATA TAKEN response can be 
eliminated . That is , if it takes 45 microseconds worst 
case to respond to a DA and be ready for the next 
DA, then the sending computer can send data along 
with a DA every 50 microseconds with complete con
fidence that no data will be lost. This simplifies both 
the send and receive routines at a negligible cost in 
speed . That would give a transfer rate of 20K bytes 
per second. Data blocks of 4K or 8K would be 
transferred before you even removed your finger 
from the "GO" button (Or Carriage Return). 

With virtually instantaneous transfer of large 
blocks of data from one computer to another, the 
possibilities begin to suggest themselves. For exam
ple, after finishing some chore, the results of which 
need to be stored on tape, you might download the 
data to another computer which will generate the 
tape. While the second computer is generating the 
tape, you can go on to do the next job . Presently, I 
am using this technique to save and load programs 
on my SYM for a single-board computer from a dif
ferent processor family which does not have its own 
tape interface or software. Writing the simple 
send/receive programs for the back to back ports was 
certainly simpler than writing tape programs for the 
other computer. 

We will continue this discussion in the next colu mn 
with serial techniqu es. 
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Peripheral Control Rogister

The Peripheral Control Register is organized as follows:

Bit #

Function

7 6 5

CB2

Control

4

CB1

Control

3 2 1

CA2

Control

0

CA1

Control

Each of these functions is discussed in detail below.

1. CAT Control

Bit 0 of the Peripheral Control Register selects the active transition of the input signal ipplied to the CA1

interrupt input pin. If this bit is a logic 0, the CA1 interrupt flag will be set by a negative transition (high to

low) of the signal on the CA1 pin. If PCRO is a logic 1, the CA1 interrupt flag will be set by a positive transi

tion (low to high) of this signal.

2. CA2 Control

The CA2 pin can be programmed to act as an interrupt input or as a peripheral control output. As an input,

CA2 operates in two modes, differing primarily in the methods available for resetting the interrupt flag. Each

of these two input modes can operate with either a positive or a negative active transition as described above for CAI,

In the output mode, the CA2 pin combines the operations performed on the CA2 and CB2 pins of the SY6522.

Tliis added flexibility allows processor to perform a normal "write" handshaking in a system which uses CB1

and CB2 for the serial operations described above. The CA2 operating modes are selected as follows:

PCR3

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

PCR2

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

PCR1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

Mode

Input mode-Set CA2 interrupt flag (iFRO) on a negative transition of the input

signal. Clear IFRO on a read or write of the Peripheral A Output Register.

Independent interrupt input mode-Set IFRO on a negative transition of the CA2

input signal. Reading or writing ORA does not clear the CA2 Interrupt Hag.

Input mode-Set CA2 interrupt flag on a positive transition of the CA2 input

signal. Clear IFRO with a read or write of the Peripheral A Output Register.

Independent Interrupt input mode-Set IFRO on a positive transition of the CA2

input signal. Reading or writing ORA does not clear the CA2 interrupt flag.

Handshake output mode-Set CA2 output low on a read or write of the Peripheral

A Output Register. Reset CA2 high with an active transition on CAI.

Pulse Output mode-CA2 goes low for one cycle following a read or write of

the Peripheral A Output Register.

Manual output mode-The CA2 output is held low in this mode.

Manual output mode-The CA2 outpu' is held high in this mode.

In the independent input mode, writing or reading the ORA register has no effect on the CA2 interrupt ftag.

This flag must be cleared by writing a logic 1 into the appropriate IFR bit. This mode aliows the processor to

handle interrupts which are independent of any operations taking place on the peripheral I/O ports.

The handshake and pulse output modes have been described previously. Note that the timing of the output

signal varies slightly depending on whether the operation is initiated by a read or a write.

Figure 3. Port A PCR Bits
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Figures reprinted by permission, Synertck Systems Corp.
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Interfacing

The Am9511

Arithmetic

Processing

Unit

Marvin L DeJong

Department of Mathematics-Physics
The School of the Ozarks
Pt. Lookout, MO 65726

Introduction

If you are interested in a hardware solution to the

problem of addition, subtraction, multiplication, divi

sion, and functions such as sine, cosine, tangent,

square root, exponential, logarithm and their inverse

functions, then the Am9511 integrated circuit will be

of interest to you. The Am9511 Arithmetic Process

ing Unit is a product of Advanced Micro Devices

Inc., 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. It

performs signed multiplication, addition, subtraction

and division with either 16-bit integers or 32-bit in

tegers, in twos complement form. It also does these

operations and evaluates a variety of functions (men

tioned above) in a 32-bit floating point form. In the

floating point form, the mantissa of the number is

represented by 24 bits (equivalent to approximately

seven significant decimal digits). The exponent is

represented by six bits and a sign bit, giving a range

of numbers that can be represented from roughly

10"'" to 10 + 1". The one bit not accounted for so far
is the sign of the mantissa. Thus, the Am9511 should

satisfy most of the calculating needs of microcom

puter users. It is important to point out that the

Am9511 is a binary device as opposed to a BCD

device. If you intend to use it like a calculator, then

appropriate BCD-to-binary and binary-to-BCD

routines will be needed to input and output numbers.

Timing of the various control pins on the

Am9511 is one of the most important considerations

in constructing an interface between it at the

microprocessor. The timing requirements seem to be

more relaxed in the most recent specification sheets,

but my original specifications were quite complex.

Perhaps it would be easy to interface the Am9511

somewhere in the address space, using address lines

and control lines to operate it. However, given the

complexities of the original timing diagrams, we used

an interface adapter (the 6522, although any of the

other popular interface adapters such as the 6530 can

also be used with our programs). One port is used

for data transfers, while several pins of the other port

on the interface adapter is used to control the

Am9511. These techniques produce an extremely

simple interface at the expense of some overhead in

software.

Before proceeding to the details of the circuit

and the driver programs it should be pointed out that

if you arc interested in building and using this or

some other circuit that uses the Am9511, you will

want to get complete specification sheets, a publica

tion called "Algorithm Details for the Am9511

Arithmetic Processing Unit," and a card-type

Am9511 reference card. All three of these publica

tions are available from Advanced Micro Devices.

The Am9511 itself costs about $200, a number which

may cause you to turn to the next article. A few mail

order houses such as Advanced Computer Products

are beginning to list the chip in their advertisements.

Be sure to request all the literature mentioned above

because you will need it to know how to use the

chip. Space does not permit us to write a complete

description of all the features of the chip.

The Am9511 Interface Circuit

The interface circuit is given in Figure 1. It is very

simple because the complexity is absorbed in the soft

ware that must accompany this circuit. As noted, any

6502 system such as the SUPERKIM, KIM-1, AIM

65, etc., may be used, and any two-port interface

adapter can be used. Be sure to include the 0.01

microfarad bypass capacitors, keep the leads between

the Am9511 and the microcomputer short, and tie

the unused control inputs (EACK and SVACK) to

logic one as shown in Figure 1. I will not reveal how

many hours of grief the failure to follow these stan

dard procedures cost me. Keep it simple, neat, and

don't try any shortcuts. Also follow the usual pro

cedures in handling integrated circuits that are

susceptible to damage by static discharge. This is not

your typical El Cheapo IC: $200 makes it ir

replaceable. Avoid any Benjamin Franklin type ex

periments.

The Driver Subroutines

Listing 1 gives five subroutines that work with the in

terface circuit in Figure 1 to operate the Am9511.

The subroutines are:

1. RESET - A subroutine that is used to reset

the Am9511 either after power is applied or to

clear the Am9511 to a known condition. This

subroutine must be called after power-up and

before using the Am9511.

2. WRITE - This subroutine transfers a byte of

data in the accumulator of the 6502 to the stack

of the Am9511.

3. COMMAND - A subroutine that transfers an

eight-bit command word from the accumulator
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an int erface adapter (the 6522, alt hough any of the 
oth er popular interface adapters such as the 6530 can 
also be used with our programs). One port is used 
for data transfers, while several pins of the other pan 
on the interface adapter is used to con trol the 
Am9511. These techniqu es produce an extremely 
simple interface at the expense of some overhead in 
software. 

Before proceeding to the details of the circu it 
and the driver programs it should be poin ted out that 
if you are interested in building and using thi s o r 
so me other circuit that uses the Am9511, you will 
want to get complete specification sheets , a publica
tion called " Algorithm Detail s for the Am9511 
Arithmetic Processing Unit," and a card-type 
Am95 11 reference card. All three of these publica
tions are available from Advanced Micro Devices. 
The Am9511 itself costs about $200, a number which 
may cause you to turn to the next article . A few mail 
order houses such as Advanced Computer Products 
are beginning to list the chip in the ir advertise ment s. 
Be sure to request all the lit erature mentioned above 
because you will need it to know how to use the 
chip. Space does not permit us to write a complete 
description of all the features of the chip . 

The Am9511 Interface Circuit 
The interface circuit is given in Figure 1. It is very 
simple because the complexity is absorbed in the soft
ware that must accompany this circuit. As noted, any 
6502 system such as the SUPERKIM, KIM-I, AIM 
65, etc., may be used, and any two-port interface 
adapter can be used. Be sure to include the 0.0 1 
microfarad bypass capacitors, keep the leads between 
the Am9511 and the microcomputer short, and tie 
the unused control input s (EACK and SV AC K) to 
logic one as shown in Figure 1. I will not reveal how 
ma ny hou rs of grief the failure to follow these stan
dard procedures cost me. Keep it simple, neat, and 
don't try any shortcuts. Also follow the usual pro
cedures in handling integrated circu its that are 
susceptible to damage by static discharge. This is not 
your typ ical El Cheapo IC: $200 makes it ir
replaceable. Avoid any Benjamin Franklin type ex
periments. 

The Driver Subroutines 
Listing 1 gives five subroutines that work with th e in 
terface circuit in Figure 1 to operate the Am95 11 . 
The subroutines are: 

1. RESET - A subrout ine that is used to reset 
the Am95 11 either after power is applied or to 
clear the Am9511 to a known condi tion. This 
subrou tine must be called after power-up and 
before using the Am9511. 

2. WRITE - This subroutine transfers a byte of 
data in the accumulator of the 6502 to the stack 
of the Am9511. 

3. COMMAND - A subroutine that transfers an 
eight-bit command word from the accumulator 
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of the 6502 to the command register of the

Am9511.

4. READ - Subroutine READ takes one byte of data

(part of the answer) from the stack of the

Am9511 and returns it to the X - register in

the 6502.

5. STATUS - This subroutine reads the status

register of the Am9511 and transfers its contents

to the X - register in the 6502.

The comments in the various subroutines should be

studied in connection with the Am9511 specification

sheets to understand the functions of the various in

structions. We only note here that each of the access

subroutines, WRITE, COMMAND, READ, and

STATUS, wait for the Am9511 to signal that an

operation is complete when its PAUSE pin returns to

logic one.

We will describe a few operations with the

Am9511 to illustrate how the subroutines work.

Refer to the literature mentioned previously for more

details on the stack operation. The Am9511 stack

may be regarded either as an eight-level, 16-bit wide

stack, or as a four-level, 32-bit wide stack. Writing

once to the Am9511 places an 8-bit word on the

stack. However, since all of the "words" operated

on by the Am9511 are either 16 bits or 32 bits wide,

you must write at least 16 data bits (two bytes) to fill

a 16-bit stack location. You must write four bytes to

fill a 32-bit stack location. The last level filled (either

16 bits or 32 bits wide) is called TOS (acronym for

top of stack). The level filled previously is referred to

as NOS (next on stack).

An example will clarify the operation of the

stack. Suppose we wish to add two 16-bit integers

(they must be in twos complement form). Using the

WRITE subroutine, we write the least-significant

byte of one of the numbers to the Am9511 stack.

Call this byte Bl. Next we write B2, the most-

significant byte of the same integer, to the Am9511.

This puts a 16-bit integer onto TOS, the top level of

the stack. The other addend, call it Al and A2 for

the least-significant and most-significant bytes respec

tively, is placed on the TOS by calling subroutine

WRITE two more times. Now number B (Bl and

B2) is in NOS and A (Al and A2) is in TOS. The

command code for a 16-bit addition, $6C, is now

placed in the 6502 accumulator and subroutine

COMMAND is called. The Am9511 adds TOS to

NOS and puts the result into TOS. The result R,

consisting of the most-significant byte Rl and the

least-significant byte R2 of the 16-bit answer, is ob

tained by calling subroutine READ. The first call of

READ retrieves the most-significant byte R2, and

the second call of READ retrieves the least-

significant byte of the result R. The status register

can be read to see if the addition produced a carry or

an overflow.

Subtraction follows exactly the same pattern.

The minuend M is loaded on the stack, followed by

the subtrahend S to obtain the difference D where D

= M - S. After M and S are loaded on the stack,

the subtraction command (S2D for a 32-bit word)

will result in the difference D in TOS. Calling

subroutine READ (twice for a 16-bit integer, four

times for a 32-bit integer) gives the answer in the

order from most-significant byte to least-significant

byte. In division, the dividend is loaded on the stack

followed by the divisor, and the quotient is read after

the operation is completed. Some of you will

recognize that the Am9511 uses RPN.

A program to illustrate these 16-bit operations is

given in Listing 2. Suppose we wish to subtract

S32FC from $FF5B. We would load $5B into loca

tion $0004, $FF into location $0003, $FC into loca

tion $0002, and $32 would be loaded into location

$0001. The 16-bit subtraction command for the

Am9511, $6D, would be loaded into location $0000.

The program in Listing 2 will call the appropriate

subroutines and place the answer in locations $00FF

(most-significant byte) and $00FE (least-significant

byte). This program can be used to test many of the

operations of the Am9511, including sine, cosine,

etc., by loading a 32-bit number (fixed or floating

point representation) on the stack, and then placing a

command on the stack. It is a nice simple test pro

gram, but remember that many of the Am9511 func

tions require that the argument is in floating point

form, so to find the square root of four requires that

you convert four to a floating-point number. The

Am9511 will do this if you either cannoi or will not.

A word about execution time may be useful at

this point. Instructions take from 16 clock cycles for a

16-bit integer addition to several thousand clock

cycles for functions like sine, cosine, etc. We

operated our Am9511 at 1MHz, but it can be

operated at 2MHz and other versions go as high as

4MHz. Clearly the subroutines in Listing 1 require a

significant amount of overhead for the simple integer

operations, but become insignificant in terms of time

overhead when the complex functions are called.

Perhaps some reader will design an interface where

instructions like STA DATA, STA COMMAND,

LDA DATA, and LDA STATUS can be used in

stead of the subroutines. The difficulty is in working

out the necessary timing requirements for the READ

and WRITE operations of the 6502. The Am9511

timing seems to be more closely related to 8080A

systems than either 6502 systems or 6800 systems.

Our final illustrative program is one that was

designed to generate a sine table consisting of one cy

cle of a sine wave residing in one page of memory.

The amplitude of the sine wave is $7FO0, in other

words, we found $7F00*Sin[Y*(Pi/128] where Y is a

number that varied from $00 to $FF (0 to 255). This

result was converted to a 16-bit fixed point format,

and the most-significant byte was stored in a table in

page $0E, while the least-significant byte was stored

in a table in page $0F. Note that the result will be in

twos complement form, so at location $0E80 in the
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sheets to understand the functions of the various in 
struct ions. We on ly not e here that each of the access 
subroutines, WRITE, COMMAND, READ, and 
STATUS, wait for the Am95 11 10 signal that an 
operation is complete when its PAUSE pin returns 10 

logic one. . . 
We will describe a few operattons wnh the 

Am9511 to illustrate how the subroutines work. 
Refer to the literature mentioned previously for morc 
details on the stack operation. The Am95 11 stack 
may be regarded either as an eight -level , 16-bit wide 
stack, or as a four-level , 32-bit wide stack. Writing 
once 10 the Am9511 places an 8-bit word on the 
stack. H owever , since all o f the "words" operated 
on by the Am9511 are either 16 bits or 32 bits wide, 
you must write at least 16 data bits (two bytes) 10 fill 
a 16-bit stack location . You must wnte four bytes 10 

fill a 32-bit stack location. The last level fill ed (e ither 
16 bits or 32 bits wide) is called TOS (acronym for 
lOp of stack). The level filled previously is referred to 
as NOS (next on stack) . 

An example will clarify the operation of the 
stack. Suppose we wish to add two 16-bit integers 
(they must be in twos complement form). USing the 
WRITE subroutine, we write the least-stgnIficant 
byte of one of the numbers to tbe Am951 1 stack. 
Call this byte B 1. Next we write B2, the most
significant byte of the same integer , to the Am95 1 1. 
This puts a 16-bit integer onto TOS , the tOP level of 
the stack. T he other addend , call it A l and A2 for 
the least-significant and most- significan t bytes ~espec
tively , is placed on the TOS by calltng subroutine 
WRITE two more times. Now number B (B l and 
B2) is in NOS and A (A I and A2) is in TOS. The 
command code for a 16-bit addit ion , S6C, tS now 
placed in the 6502 accumulator and subroutine 
COMMAND is called. The Am9511 adds TOS to 
NOS and puts the result inlO TOS. The result R , 
consisting of the most- significant byte Rl and the 
least- significant byte R 2 of the 16-bn answer, IS ob
tained by calling subroutine READ . The first call of 
READ retrieves the most-significant byte R2 , and 
the second call of READ retrieves the least
significant byte of the result R. The status register 
can be read 10 sec if the add ition produced a carry or 
an overflow. 

Subtraction follows exactly the same pattern . 
The minuend M is loaded on the stack, followed by 
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the subtrahend S to obtain the difference D where D 
~ M - S. After M and S arc loaded on the stack, 

the subtraction command (S2D for a 32-bit word) 
will result in the difference D in TOS . Call ing 
subroutine READ (twice for a 16-b it int eger, four 
ti mes for a 32-bit integer) g ives the answer in the 
order from most-sign ifica nt byte 10 least-sign ificant 
byte. In division, the dividend is loaded on the stack 
followed by the divisor , and the quotient is read after 
the operation is completed. Some of you wi ll 
recognize that th e Am95 11 uses RP N. 

A program to illustrate th ese 16-bit operations is 
given in List ing 2. Suppose we wish 10 subtract 
$32FC from $FF5B. We would load S5B into loca
tion $0004, SFF into location $0003 , SFC inlO loca
tion 50002 , and $32 would be loaded in to locat ion 
$0001. T he 16-bit subtraction command for th e 
Am951 1, S6D, would be loaded inlO locat ion 50000. 
The program in Listing 2 will call the appropriate 
subroutines and place th e answer in locat ions SOOFF 
(most- significant byte) and SOOFE (least-sign ifica nt 
byte). This program can be used 10 test many of the 
operations of the Am9511 , including sine, cos ine, 
etc., by loading a 32-bi t number (fi xed or floating
point representation) on the stack , and then placing a 
command o n the stack. It is a nice simple test pro
gram, but remem ber tha t many of the Am95 11 fun c
tions require th at th e argument is in floatin g point 
form, so to find the square root of four req uires that 
you convert four to a fl oat ing-point number . The 
Am951 1 will do this if you either cannot or will not. 

A word about execution time may be useful at 
this point. Instructions take from 16 clock cycles for a 
16-bit integer addition to several thousand clock 
cycles for fu nctions like sine, cosin e, etc . We 
operated our Am9511 a t IMH z, but it can be 
operated at 2MHz a nd other versions go as high as 
4MHz. Clearly the subroutines in Listing 1 require a 
significant amount of overhead for the simple integer 
operations , but become in sign ificant in terms of time 
overhead when the complex functions are called. 
Perhaps some reader wi ll design an int erface where 
instructions like STA DATA, STA COMMAND, 
LDA DATA, and LDA STATUS can be used in 
stead of the subrout ines. The difficult y is in working 
out the necessa ry timing requirement s for the READ 
and WRITE operations of the 6502. The Am9511 
timing seems to be more closely related to 8080A 
systems than either 6502 systems or 6800 systems. 

Our final illustra ti ve program is one th at was 
designed to generate a sine table consisting of one cy
cle of a sine wave residin g in one page o f memory. 
The amplitude of the sine wave is $7FOO, in other 
words , we found $7FOO'Sin[Y'(Pi/ 128] where Y is a 
number that varied from SOO to $FF (0 to 255) . This 
result was converted to a 16-bit fixed point format , 
and the most-significant byte was stored in a table in 
page SOE, while the least- significant byte was stored 
in a table in page SOF. Note that the result will be in 
twos complemen t form , so at locat ion 50E80 in the 
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BOX 120

ALLAMUCHY, N.J. 07820

201-362-6574

HUDSON DIGITAL ELECTRONICS INC.

THE TASK* MASTERS

HDE supports the *TIM, AIM, SYM and KIM (TASK) with a growing line of computer programs and

peripheral components. All HDE component boards are state-of-the-art 41/2" x 61/2", with on board

regulation of all required voltages, fully compatible with the KIM-4 bus.

OMNIDISK 65/8 and 65/5

Single and dual drive 8" and 51/4n disk systems.

Complete, ready to plug in, bootstrap and run.

Include HDE's proprietary operating system,

FODS (File Oriented Disk System). From S795.00.

DM816-M8A

An 8K static RAM board tested fora minimum of

100 hours and warranted for a full 6 months.

$195.00

DM816-UB1

A prototyping card with on-board 5V regulator

and address selection. You add the application.

S49.50

DM81 6-P8

A 4/8K EPROM card for 2708 or 271 6 circuits.

On board regulation of all required voltages.

Supplied without EPROMS. $1 65.00

DM816-CC15

A 15 position motherboard mounted in a 19"

RETMA standard card cage, with power supply.

KIM, AIM and SYM versions. $545.00

DISK PROGRAM LIBRARY

Offers exchange of user contributed routines

and programs for HDE Disk Systems. Contact

Progressive Computer Software, Inc. for details.

ORDER FROM THESE FINE DEALERS:

HDE DISK BASIC

A full range disk BASIC for KIM based systems.

Includes PRINT USING, IF ... THEN . . . ELSE.

Sequential and random file access and much

more. $175.00

HDE ADVANCED INTERACTIVE

DISASSEMBLER (AID)

Two pass disassemblerassigns labels and con

structs source files for any object program.

Saves multiple files to disk. TIM, AIM, SYM, KIM

versions. $95.00

HDE ASSEMBLER

Advanced, two pass assembler with standard

mnemonics. KIM, TIM, SYM and KIM cassette

versions. $75.00 ($80.00 cassette)

HDE TEXT OUTPUT PROCESSING SYSTEM

(TOPS)

A comprehensive text processor with over 30

commands to format and output letters, docu

ments, manuscripts. KIM, TIM and KIM cassette

versions. $135.00 ($142.50 cassette)

HDE DYNAMIC DEBUGGING TOOL (DDT)

Built in assembler/disassembler with program

controlled single step and dynamic breakpoint

entry/deletion. TIM, AIM, SYM, KIM AND KIM

cassette versions. $65.00 ($68.50 cassette)

HUE COMPREHENSIVE MEMORY TEST

(CMT)

Eight separate diagnostic routines for both

static and dynamic memory. TIM, AIM, SYM,

KIM and KIM cassette versions. $65.00 ($68.50

cassette)

Progressive Computer Software

405 Corbtn Road
York, PA 17403

(717) 845-4954

Lux Associates
20 Sunland Drive

Chico, CA 95926

(916) 343-5033

Johnson computers
Box 523

Medina. Ohio 44256

(216) 725-4560

A-B Computers

115-B E. Stump Road
Montgomeryville, pa 1 8936

(215) 699-5826

Falk-BakerAssociates Perry Peripherals

382 Franklin Avenue P.O. Box 924
Nutley, NJ 071 10 Miller Place, NY 11764

(201) 661-2430 (516) 744-6462

Laboratory Microcomputer Consultants
P.O. Box 84

East Amherst, NY 14051
(7161 689-7344
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ALLAMUCH Y, N.J . 07820 
201-362-6574 

HUDSON DIGITAL ELECTRONICS INC. 

THE TASK* MASTERS 
HDE supports the 'TIM, AIM, SYM and KIM (TASK) with a growing line of computer programs and 
peripheral components. All HDE component boards are state-of-the-art 4'12" x 6V,', with on board 
regulation of all required vol tages, fu lly compatible with the KIM-4 bus. 

OMNIDISK 65/ 8 and 65/ 5 
Single and dual drive 8" and 5v." disk systems. 
Complete, ready to plug in, bootstrap and run. 
Include HDE's proprietary operating system, 
FODS (File Oriented Disk System). From $795.00. 

DM816-M8A 
An 8K static RAM board tested fo r a minimum of 
100 hours and warranted for a full 6 months. 
$ 195.00 

DM816-UB1 
A prototyping card with on-board 5V regulator 
and address selection. You add the application. 
$49.50 

DM816-P8 
A 4/ 8K EPROM card for 2708 or 2716 circuit s. 
On board regu lation of all required vo ltages. 
Supplied without EPROMS. $165.00 

DM816-CC15 
A 15 position motherboard mounted in a 19" 
RETMA standard card cage, with power supply . 
KIM, AIM and SYM versions. $545.00 

DISK PROGRAM LIBRARY 
Offers exchange of user contributed routines 
and programs for HDE Disk Systems. Contact 
Progressive Computer Software, Inc. fordetails. 

ORDER FROM THESE FINE DEALERS: 

Progressive Computer Software 
405 Corbin Road 
Vork. PA 17403 
(717) 845·4954 

lux Associates 
20 Sunland Drive 
Chico, CA 95926 
(916) 343-5033 

Johnson computers 
Box 523 

Med ina, Ohio 442 56 
(2 16) 725-4560 

A-S Computers 
115·8 E. Stump Road 

Montgomeryv ille. PA 18936 
(215) 699·5826 

HDE DISK BASIC 
A full range disk BASIC for KIM based systems. 
Includes PRINT USING, IF . . . THEN ... ELSE . 
Sequentia l and random fi le access and much 
more . $175.00 

HDE ADVANCED INTERACTIVE 
DISASSEMBLER (AID) 
Two pass disassembler assigns labels and con
structs source fi les for any object program. 
Saves multiple files to disk. TIM, AIM, SYM, KIM 
versions. $95.00 

HDE ASSEMBLER 
Advanced, two pass assembler with standard 
mnemonics. KIM, TIM, SYM and KIM cassette 
versions. $75.00 ($80.00 cassette) 

HDE TEXT OUTPUT PROCESSING SYSTEM 
(TOPS) 
A comprehensive text processor with over 30 
commands to format and output letters, docu
ments, manuscripts. KIM, TIM and KIM cassette 
ve rsions. $135.00 ($142.50 cassette) 

HDE DYNAMIC DEBUGGING TOOL (DDT) 
Bui lt in assem bler/ disassembler with program 
controlled single step and dynamic breakpoint 
entry/ deletion. TIM, AIM, SYM, KIM AND KIM 
cassette vers ions. $65.00 ($68.50 cassette) 

HUE COMPREHENSIVE MEMORY TEST 
(CMT) 
Eight separate diagnostic routines for both 
stat ic and dynamic memory. TIM, AIM, SYM, 
KIM and KIM cassette versions. $65.00 ($68.50 
casse tte) 

Falk·Baker Associates 
382 Franklin Avenue 

Nutley, NJ 071 10 
(201 ) 66 1-2430 

Perry Peripherals 
P.O. Box 924 

Miller Place. NY 11764 
(51 6) 7 44-6462 

laboratory M icrocompu ter Con sultants 
P.O. Box 84 

East Amherst, NY 14051 
(7 16) 689-7344 
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table when we are exactly half-way through the sine

wave, you will find $00, but at location $0E81 you

will find the first negative value of the sine wave and

it is $FC, the one in the most-significant bit of the

16-bit result indicating a minus number.

What do you do with a sine wave table? You

could read it out to a D/A converter at various rates

and play a tune, or you could add a series of sine

waves to make a more complex sound. My purpose

was to test the AM9511 and in the future I will use

the sine wave table as part of a fast-Fourier

transform program (I hope). Instead of synthesizing

music I would really like to synthesize $20 bills. Let

me know if you succeed.

ANY 6102 RASED MH HOI.OMFL Il.H

PA7

PBO

PB1

P8I

PB3

PB4

FB7

DBO

DBI

DB2

DBJ

DB4

DBS

DBS

D87

CS

RESET

PAUSE

Figure 1.

Interfacing the AM9511 Arithmetic Processing Unit to a 6522 VIA

Chip. Other interface adapters that may be used include the 6520,

the 6530 and the 6532. No special handshaking pins are used.

Listing 1 Subroutines to drive the AM9511

0300 A9 IF RESET

0302 8D 02 A0

0305 A9 OF

0307 8D 00 A0

030A A9 IF

030C 8D 00 A0

030F EA

0310 EA

0311 A9 0F

0313 8D 00 A0

0316 60

LDA StF

STA PBDD

LDA 50F

STA PBD

LDA $1F

STA PBD

NOP

NOP

LDA $0F

STA PBD

RTS

0320 8D 01 A0 WRITE STA PAD

0323 A9 04 LDA $04

0325 8D 00 A0 STA PBD

0328 AD 00 A0WAIT LDA PBD

Make PBO - PB4

output pins to con

trol the AM9511.

RESET pin to

logic zero.

Hold RESET high

for at least five

clock cycles.

Bring RESET pin

to logic zero to

run the AM9511.

Return to the call

ing program.

A contains the

byte to be written

to the AM9511

(A = accumula

tor) CS low, C/D

low, WR low.

Read PBD to see

if PAUSE pin is at

032B 10 FB

032D A9 FF

032F 8D 03 A0

0332 EE 00 A0

0335 A9 OF

0337 8D 00 A0

033A A9 00

033C 8D 03 A0

O33F 60

BPL WAIT

LDA SFF

STA PADD

INC PBD

LDA SOF

STA PBD

LDA $00

STA PADD

RTS

0340 8D 01 A0 COMMAND STA PAD

0343 A9 06

0345 8D 00 A0

0348 AD 00 A0LOAF

034B 10 FB

034D A9 FF

034F 8D 03 A0

0352 EE 00 A0

0355 A9 OF

0357 8D 00 A0

035A A9 00

035C 8D 03 A0

035F 60

0360 A9 01 READ

0362 8D 00 A0

0365 AD 00 A0LOITER

0368 10 FB

036A AE 01

A0

036D A9 OF

036F 8D 00 A0

0372 60

0380 A9 03 STATUS

0382 8D 00 A0

0385 AD 00 A0DELAY

0388 10 FB

038A AE 01 A0

O38D A9 OF

038F 8D 00 A0

0392 60

LDA $06

STA PBD

LDA PBD

BPL LOAF

LDA $FF

STA PADD

INC PBD

LDA $0F

STA PBD

LDA $00

STA PADD

RTS

LDA $01

STA PBD

LDA PBD

logic zero (no data

transfer allowed).

If PAUSE is high,

make PAD an

output port to

transfer data to

the AM9511.

Bring WR high to

complete data

transfer.

Next bring CS,

C/D high.

Now make Port A

(PAD) an input

port again.

Return to the

calling program.

A contains the

command for the

AM9511.

CS low, C/D

high, WR low.

Is PAUSE low?

Yes, [hen wait

until it goes high.

Make Port A an

output port.

Bring WR high.

Bring other con

trol pins high.

Return Port A to

input status.

CS low, C/D low,

RD low.

Read PBD to see

if PAUSE is low.

BPL LOITER If it is, then wait

LDX PAD

LDA SOF

STA PBD

RTS

LDA $03

STA PBD

LDA PBD

BPL DELAY

LDX PAD

LDA SOF

STA PBD

RTS

until it goes high.

Am9511 output

to X register.

Bring control pins

high.

Return to calling

program with out

put in X.

CS low, C/D

high, RD low.

Is PAUSE low?

Yes, then wait

until it goes high.

Read status regis

ter of AM9511

and keep it in the

X register.

Bring control pins

high.

Status is in X

upon return.
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table when we are exact ly half-way through the sine 
wave, you will find SOO , but at location $0£81 you 
will find the first negative value of the sine wave and 
it is $FC, the one in the most-s ignificant bit of the 
16-bit result indicating a minus number. 

What do you do with a sine wave table? You 
could read it out to a D/A converter at various rates 
and playa tune, or you could add a series of sine 
waves to make a more complex sound. My purpose 
was to test the AM9511 and in the future I will use 
the sine wave table as part o f a fast-Fourier 
transform program (I hope). Instead of synthes izing 
music I would really like to synthesize $20 bills . Let 
me know if you succeed. 
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Figure 1. 
Interfac ing the AM9511 Arithmetic Process ing U nit to a 6522 V lA 
C hip. Other interface adapters that may be used include the 6520, 
the 6530 and the 6532. No special handshaki ng pins are used. 

List ing 1 Subroutines to drive the AM9511 

0300 A9 I l' RESET 
0302 8002 AO 

0305 A9 OF 
03078000 AO 
030A A9 II' 
030C 80 00 AO 
030 1' EA 
0310 EA 
0311 A9 OF 
0313 80 00 AO 

03 1660 

0320 80 0 I AO WRITE 
0323 A9 04 
03258000 AO 

0328 AD 00 AOW AIT 

LDA $11' 
STA PBDD 

LDA SOl' 
STA PBD 
LDA $IF 
STA PBD 
NOP 
NOP 
LDA SOl' 
STA PBD 

RTS 

................ 
STA PAD 
LDA $04 
STA PBD 

LDA PBD 

Make PBO - PB4 
outpu t pins to COIl

trol the AM95 11 . 
RESET pin to 
logic zero. 
Hold RESET high 
fo r at least five 
clock cycles. 

Bring RESET pin 
to logic ze ro to 
run the AM 95 11. 
Return to the call
ing progra m . 

A conta ins the 
byte 10 be wrillen 
to the AM95 11 
(A = accumula
tor) CS low, CI D 
low, W R low. 
Read PBD to see 
if PAUS E pin is a t 
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032 B 10 FB 

032 0 A9 FF 
0321' 80 03 AO 

0332 EE 00 AO 

0335 A9 OF 

03378000 AO 
033A A9 00 
033C 80 03 AO 

0331' 60 

BPL WAIT 

LDA SFF 
STA PADD 

INC PBD 

LDA SOF 

STA PBD 
LDA SOO 
STA PADD 

RTS 

................. 
0340 80 0 1 AOCOMMAND STAPAD 

0343 A9 06 
03458 0 00 AO 
0348 AD 00 AOLOAF 
0348 10 FB 

034D A9 FF 
0341' 8D 03 AO 
0352 EE 00 AO 
0355 A9 OF 
0357 8D 00 AO 
035A A9 00 
035C 8D 03 AO 
0351' 60 
0360 A9 Ot READ 
0362 8D 00 AO 
0365 AD 00 AOLOITER 

LDA S06 
STA PBD 
LDA PBD 
BPL LOAF 

LDA SFF 
STA PADD 
INC PBD 
LDA SOl' 
STA PBD 
LDA SOO 
STA PADD 
RTS 
LDA SO l 
STA PBD 
LDA PBD 

logic zt: ro (no data 
tra nsfer allowed). 
If PAUSE is high , 
make PAD an 
output port to 
transfer data to 
the AM95 11 . 
Bring WR high to 
complete data 
transfe r. 
Next b ri ng CS, 
C/ D high. 

Now make Pon A 
(PAD) an input 
pon again. 
Retu rn to the 
call ing program . 

A cOlllai ns the 
command for the 
AM95! t. 
CS low, C/ D 
high , WR low. 
ls PAUSE low? 
Yes, the n wa it 
until it goes high. 
Make Pon A an 
ou tput po rt. 
Bring WR high. 
Bring o ther con
trol pins h igh . 
Return Pan A to 
input status . 

CS low, C/ D low, 
RD low. 
Read PBD to sce 
if PAUSE is low. 

0368 10 FB 
036A AE 01 
AO 

BPL LOITER If it is, then wa it 

036D A9 OF 
036F 8D 00 AO 
0372 60 

LDX PAD 

LDA SOF 
STA PBD 
RTS 

...... ... ............ 
0380 A9 03 STATUS 
0382 8D 00 AO 
0385 AD 00 AODELAY 
03B8 10 FB 

03BA AE 01 AO 
038D A9 OF 

0381' 8D 00 AO 

0392 60 

LDA S03 
STA PBD 
LDA PBD 
BPL DELAY 

LDX PAD 
LDA SOl' 

STA PBD 

RTS 

un til it goes high. 
Am95 11 out put 
{Q X register. 
Bring control pi ns 
h igh. 
Return 10 ca lling 
program with out
put in X. 

CS low, CID 
high , RD low. 
Is PAUSE tow? 
Ycs, then wail 
unti l it goes high. 
Read Slatu S regis
ter of AM95 11 
and keep it in Ihe 
X regi ster. 
Bri ng control p ins 
high . 
Status is in X 
upon return. 
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Listing 2 Program that loads four bytes (32 bits) and

a command into the Am9511

0400 20 00 03 START

0403 A2 03

0405 B5 01 LOOP

0407 20 20 03

040A CA

040B 10 F8

040D A5 00

040F 20 40 03

0412 20 60 03

0415 86 FF

0417 20 60 03

041A 86 FE

041C 00

JSR RESET Reset the AM9511

to start using it.

LDX #03 Initialize X to

count four bytes.

LDA DATA,XGet byte from the

data table.

JSR WRITE Write the byte in

to

the Am9511.

DEX Decrement byte

counter.

BPL LOOP Loop until four

bytes are written.

LDA CMND Get command

byte from location

$0000.

JSR Write command

COMMAND totheAM9511.

JSR READ Get MSB of 16-

bit answer.

STX MSB Put moat-signifi

cant byte here.

JSR READ Get LSB of 16-

bit answer.

STX LSB Put least-signifi

cant byte in

SOOFE.

BRK End sample pro

gram here.

Listing 3. Sine table generator.

0500 20 00 03 SINE

0503 A9 1A

0503 20 40 03

0508 A9 80

050A 20 20 03

050D A9 00

050 F 20 20 03

0512 A9 ID

0514 20 40 03

0517 A9 13

0519 20 40 03

051C A0 00

051E A9 37 REPEAT

0520 20 40 03

0523 98

0524 20 20 03

JSR RESET

LDA S1A

JSR

COMMAND

LDA $80

JSR WRITE

LDA $00

JSR WRITE

LDA $1D

JSR

COMMAND

LDA $13

JSR

COMMAND

LDY $00

LDA $37

JSR

COMMAND

TYA

JSR WRITE

Reset the

Am9511.

Push Pi

(3.14159...) on

TOS by writing

SI A to

Am9511.

Load 128 =

$0080 on TOS,

Pi is pushed

down to NOS.

Convert 128 =

$0080 from

fixed point to

to floating

point form.

Divide NOS by

TOS (Pi/128),

result onto

TOS.

Y serves as

counter for 256

points.

Duplicate NOS

with TOS.

Pi/128 is now

in TOS and

NOS.

Duplicate Y in

accumulator.

Push down

TOS.

0527 A9 00

0529 20 20 03

O52C A9 ID

052E 20 40 03

0531 A9 12

0533 20 40 03

0536 A9 02

0538 20 40 03

053B A9 00

053D 20 20 03

0540 A9 7F

0542 20 20 03

0545 A9 ID

0547 20 40 03

054A A9 12

054C 20 40 03

054F A9 1F

0551 20 40 03

0554 20 60 03

0557 8A

0558 99 00 0E

055B 20 60 03

055E 8A

055F 99 00 OF

0562 G8

0563 DO B9

0565 00

LDA S00

JSR WRITE

LDA $1D

JSR

COMMAND

LDA $12

JSR

COMMAND

LDA $02

JSR

COMMAND

LDA $00

JSR WRITE

LDA $7F

JSR WRITE

LDA $1D

JSR

COMMAND

stack, Y into

TOS.

Change Y into

floating point

form.

Multiply to get

Y*(Pi/128).

Result to NOS.

Pop stack up.

Take S[N[Y*

(Pi/128)], result

to TOS.

Push $7F00 on

stack.

Convert $7F00

= 32512 to

floating point

form.

LDA $12 Find 32512*

JSR SIN[Y'(Pi/

COMMAND 128)], result to

NOS, pop

stack up.

LDA S1F Convert that

JSR number to

COMMAND fixed point

format.

JSR READ Get MSB of

TXA 16-bit result in

X register.

STA MSB,Y Store it in a

table in page

$0E.

JSR READ Get LSB of 16-

TXA bit result.

STA LSB.Y Store it in a

table in page

SOF.

INY Increment Y

counter.

BNE REPEATRcpeat until

table is filled.

BRK Break to the

monitor.
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Listing 2 Program that load, four byte, (32 bilS) and 0527 A9 00 LOA SOO stack. Y in to 
a command into the Am9511 0529 20 20 03 jSR WRITE TOS. 

052C A9 ID LOA SID Change Y into 
052E 20 40 03 jSR floating point 

0400 20 00 03 START jSR RESET Reset the AM9511 COMMAND ro rm . 

to start using it. 0531 A9 12 LOA 512 Mu lt iply to gCI 

0403 A2 03 LOX #03 In it ialize X 10 
0533 20 'W 03 jSR Y' (PiI128). 

Couil i rour bytes, COMMAND Result to NOS. 

0405 8501 LOOP LDA DATA ,X Get byte rrom the Pop stack up. 

data table. 0536 A9 02 LOA S02 Take SIN[Y ' 

0407 20 20 03 jSR WRITE Writ e the byte in- 0538 20 40 03 jSR (PiI128) [, rcsuil 

to 
COMMAND to TOS. 

the Am9511. 0538 A9 00 LOA SOO Push $7 1700 on 

040/\ CA DEX Decrement byte 053 D 20 20 03 jSR WRITE stack. 

counte ,·. 0540 /\9 7F LOA S7F 

040B 10 F8 BPL LOOP Loop unt il ro ur 0542 20 20 03 ]SR WRITE 

bytes arc written. 0545 /\9 I D LOA SID Convert S7FOO 

040D A5 00 LOA CMN D Get command 0547 20 40 03 jSR - 325 12 to 

byte from local io n COMMAND floating point 

SOOOO. form. 

040F 20 40 03 jSR Write command 054/\ A9 12 LOA SI2 Find 325 12' 

COMMAN D to the AM9511. 054C 20 40 03 jSR Sit [Y ' (Pil 

04 12206003 jSR READ Gct MSB of 16- COMMAND 128)]. result 10 

bit answer. NOS, pop 

041586 1'1' STX MSB Put mosl-s ignifi- stack up. 

cant byte here. 0541' A9 IF LOA SIF Convert thai 

04 17206003 jSR READ Get LSB of 16- 0551204003 jSR numb!.!r to 

bit answer. COMMAND fi xed point 

04 1/\ 86 FE STX LSB Put least-sign ifi- fo rmat. 

cant byt!.! in 0554 20 60 03 jSR READ Gct MSB of 

SOOFE. 0557 SA TXA 16-bit result in 

O+ IC 00 BRK End sample pro- X register. 

gram here. 0558 99 00 OE STA MSB ,Y Store it in a 
ta ble in page 

Listing 3 . Sine table generator. 
SOE. 

055 B 20 60 03 jSR READ Get LSB of 16-
055E 8i\ TXA bil result. 

0500 20 00 03 SINE 
0551' 99 00 OF STA LSB,Y Sto re il in a 

jSR RESET Reset the table in page 
Am95 11 . SOF. 

0503 A9 IA LOA SIA Push Pi 0562 C8 [NY Increment Y 
0505 20 40 03 jSR (3. 14159 ... ) on counter. 

COMMAND TOS by writing 0563 DO 119 BNE RE PEAT Repeat unt il 
SIA 10 table is fi lled. 
Am951 1. 0565 00 BRK Br!.!ak to the 

0508 /\9 80 LOA S80 Load 128 . monitor. © 050A 20 20 03 jSR WRITE S0080 on TOS, 
0500 /\9 00 LOA SOO Pi is pushed 
0501' 20 20 03 jSR WRITE down 10 NOS. 
05 12/\9 I I) LOA SID Convcrt 128 -
051420 'fa 03 jSR S0080 from 

COMMAND fix!.!d point to 
to noating 
point rorm. 

05 17 A9 13 LOA $1 3 Divid!.! ! OS by 
05 19204003 jSR TOS (Pil I28), 

COMMAND result on lO 
TOS. 

05 1C AO 00 LOY SOO Y serves as 
counler for 256 
po int s. 

05 1EA937 REPEAT LOA S37 Duplicate NOS 
052020 40 03 jSR wilh TOS. 

COMMAND Pi/ 128 is now 
in TOS and 
NOS. 

0523 98 TYA Duplicate Y in 
accurnulatQr. 

0524 20 20 03 jSR WRITE Push down 
TOS. 
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Interfacing

KIM/SYM/AIM/OSI

with Basic

Jim Butterfield, Toronto

Basic is a convenient and flexible language; but it

isn't too fast. Machine language is fast, but rigorous

to write. You can get the best of both worlds if you

can make the two languages work together.

A hybrid program of this type invariably starts

its run in Basic. Basic prints out the program title,

and prompts the user for the detail of the job to be

done. When it reaches a part where time is impor

tant, it will zip into machine language.

Getting there

Basic enters machine language by means of the USR

function. The machine language coding will be writ

ten as a subroutine whose final command is RTS,

signaling a return to Basic.

USR is a function: it's similar to SQR for

square roots, RND for random numbers, etc. This

means you can't start a Basic statement with USR: it

must be part of an expression such as X = USR(O),

or PRINT USR(99).

USR takes an argument: USR(6) passes a value

of 6 to the machine language program. It returns a

value: USR (6) might give back a value of say 12 to

Basic. You don't need to use either of these. The

machine language program can ignore the argument,

and the Basic program can decide not to use the

returned value. They are there if you need them.

Single routine

If you want one machine language subroutine and no

more, it's quite easy. Poke the USR vector with the

address of the subroutine. After that, the USR func

tion will zip to that address every time it's used. The

USR vector may be found at the following locations:

KIM: 0004 and 0005

SYM: 000B and 000C

AIM: 0004 and 0005

OSI: 000B and 000C

Check your Basic manual, if possible, to confirm

that these are the locations that apply to your Basic

package.

The address goes in low order first, as usual.

Don't forget that Basic uses decimal numbers rather

than hexadecimal. An example: to set up the address

of the subroutine at OF22 on the KIM or AIM, you

would code in Basic: POKE 4,34 : POKE 5,15. This

needs to be done only once. After that, any USR

reference takes you to OF22. For SYM or OSI,

you'd code: POKE 11,34 : POKE 12,15.

Multiple machine language routines

There are several ways you can handle this.

You could repeat the pokes to the USR vector

before each call. This is easy to code, but not

lightning fast - POKEs from Basic are much slower

than machine language.

If your routines come up in a certain order, you

could have each machine language subroutine set up

the next. A POKE in Basic is roughly equivalent to a

STA machine language instruction. Each routine

could set up the vector for the appropriate next USR

entry.

Finally, you could keep a single entry point and

have your machine language program decide which

way to go on the basis of information supplied by

Basic. This is discussed in the next section.

Single Entry Fanout

There are several ways that Basic could signal the

type of job it wants done. It could POKE a location

with a value that machine language could read and

act upon.

A more complex method is to pass the informa

tion in the USR argument. USR{1) would mean, do

job 1; USR(2), do job 2; and so on. This is a little

trickier, since the argument is held in floating point.

The next section will give more details on how to in

terpret it.

Passing parameters via the argument

When the function USR)6) is given, the argument-

in this case, 6 - is placed in the floating-point ac

cumulator. Later, when you return from machine

language, the value in the floating-point accumulator

is accepted by Basic as the value of the USR func

tion. If you leave the floating-point accumulator

alone, the value that went in comes back out. It's

handy to keep in mind that you can use an expres

sion as the argument: USR (X + Y*3 -2) is quite ac

ceptable.

The floating point accumulator is at the follow

ing locations:

KIM - 00AE to 00B3

SYM - 00B1 to 00B6

AIM - 00A9 to 00AE

OSI - 00AC to 00B0

Note that the OSI floating point accumulator is

one byte shorter than that of the other machines.

The first location is both zero flag and exponent.

If it's zero, the whole number is zero and you don't

need to look any further. If it's non-zero, it holds a

binary exponent offset by $80. That means if it con

tains hex 80 or less, the number is a fraction less

than 1. If it contains hex 81 or more, the number is

greater or equal to 1. Don't worry about the details

unless you have a mathematical leaning. It's useful

to know, however, that you can double a number by

adding one to the exponent, and halve it by subtrac

ting one.

The next four locations are called the mantissa

and hold the number itself. The number is always

normally arranged so that its first 1-bit is in the high-

order bit position of the mantissa. So numbers like 3,

binary 11, and 6, binary 110 will have exactly the
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Interfacing 
KIM/SYM/ AIM/OSI 
with Basic 
Jim Butterfie ld , Toronto 
Basic is a conve nie nt and fl ex ibl e language; bur II 

isn 't too fas e M achine language is fast, but rigo rous 
to write. You ca n get the best of both wo rlds if you 
can m ake the two languages work together. 

A hybrid program of this type invariably starts 
it s run in Bas ic . Basic prin ts o ut the program titl e, 
and prompts the user for the deta il of the job to be 
done. Whe n it reaches a part whe re li me is im por
tant, it will z ip inlO machine language . 

GeHlng there 
Basic enters machine language by means of the US R 
fun ction . T he machin e language codin g will be writ
tcn as a subroutin e whose final com mand is RTS, 
signalin g a return to Bas ic. 

USR is a function : it 's similar to SQR fo r 
square roots, RND fo r random num bers, etc. Thi s 
means you ca n 't start a Basic state me nt with USR : it 
must be part of an expression such as X ~ USR(O), 
or PRINT USR(99). 

USR takes an argument: USR(6) passes a value 
of 6 to the machine language program. It re turn s a 
value: U SR (6) might give back a value of say 12 to 
Basic. You don ' t need to use either of these. T he 
machin e language program can igno re the argument , 
and the Basic program can decide not to use the 
returned value. They are there if you need them . 

Single routine 
If you want one machine language subroutine and no 
more, it 's quite easy. Poke the USR vector with the 
address of the subroutine. After that, the US R fun c
tion will zip to tha t address every ti me it 's used. The 
USR vector may be found a t the following locations: 

K IM: 0004 and 0005 
SYM: OOOB and oooe 
AI M: 0004 and 0005 
OSI : OOOB and oooe 

Check your Basic manu al, if possible, to confirm 
that these are the locations that apply to you r Bas ic 
package. 

The address goes in low order first , as usual. 
Don 't forget that Basic uses decimal nu mbe rs rather 
than hexadecimal. An example: to set up the add ress 
of the subroutine at O F22 on the KIM or AIM , you 
would code in Basic: PO KE 4,34 : PO KE 5, 15. T his 
needs to be done onl y once. After th at , a ny US R 
reference takes yo u to OF22. For SYM or OSI , 
you 'd code: PO KE 11,34 : PO KE 12, 15. 

Multiple machine language routines 
There are several ways you can handle th is. 

You could repeat the pokes to the USR vector 

before each call . T his is casy to code , but not 
li ghtn ing fas t - PO KEs from Bas ic are much slower 
than machin e language . 

If your routi nes co m e up in a certain o rde r, you 
could have each machine language subro ut ine se t up 
the nex l. A PO K E in Basic is roughl y equ ivale nt to a 
STA machine language instru ction . Each rout ine 
could set up the vector for the app ro priat e nex t US R 
entry. 

Finall y, you could keep a single entry poi nt and 
have your machine language program decide which 
way to go on the basis of information suppl ied by 
Basic. T his is d iscussed in the next section. 

Single Entry Fanout 
There are several ways th at Bas ic could signal the 
type of job it wants do ne. It could POKE a loca tion 
with a value th at mach ine language cou ld read a nd 
act upon. 

A mo re complex m ethod is to pass the info rma
tion in the USR argument. US R( I) would mean , do 
job I ; US R(2), do job 2; and so on . This is a litt le 
trickier, since th e argument is held in floa tin g po int. 
The next sect ion w ill g ive more detai ls on how to in
terpret it. 

PaSSing parameters via the argument 
When the fun ction USR)6) is given , th e a rgum ent
in this case , 6 - is placed in the floatin g-point ac
cumulator. Later, when you return from m achine 
lan guage, the value in the fl oating-po int accumu lator 
is accepted by Bas ic as the value of the US R fun c
tion . If you leave th e fl oat ing-point accu mulator 
alone, the value that went in com es back out . It 's 
handy to keep in mind that you can use an expres
sion as the argument : USR (X + y0 3 -2) is quit e ac
ceptable . 

The fl oatin g point accumulator is at the foll ow-
ing locations: 

K IM - OOAE to 00B3 
SYM - OOB I to 00B6 
AIM - 00A9 to OOAE 
OSI - OOAC to OOBO 

Note that the O SI float ing point accumula tor is 
one byte shorter than th at of the other machines. 

The first locat ion is both zero fl ag a nd exponent. 
If it's zero , the whole nu mber is zero and you don 't 
need to look a ny further . If it 's non-zero, it holds a 
binary exponen t offset by S80. That means if it con
tai ns hex 80 or less , the number is a fract ion less 
than 1. If it contain s hex 8 1 or more, the numbe r is 
greater o r equal to 1. Do n 't worry about the deta ils 
unless you have a mathem at ical lean ing. It's useful 
to know, however, th at yo u can double a number by 
adding one to the exponent , and hal ve it by subt rac
ting one. 

T he nex t fo ur locations are called the mantissa 
and hold th e number itself. The number is always 
normall y arranged so that its fi rs t I-bit is in the high
order bit position of th e mant issa . So numbers li ke 3, 
binary 11, and 6, binary 11 0 will have exactly th e 
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microsystems

P.O. Box 687

224 S.E. 16th Street

Ames, Iowa 50010

TWX 910-520-1166

Dflim

DAIM is a complete disk operating system for the ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL

AIM 65. The DAIM system includes a controller board (with 4K operating system in

EPROM) which plugs into the ROCKWELL expansion motherboard, packaged power

supply capable of driving two 5 1 /4 inch floppy drives and one or two disk drives mounted

in a unique, smoked plastic enclosure. DAIM is completely compatible in both disk format

and operating system functions with the SYSTEM 65. Commands are provided to

load/save source and object files, initialize a disk, list a file, list a disk directory, rename

files, delete and recover files and compress a disk to recover unused space. Everything is

complete — plug it in and you're ready to gol DAIM provides the ideal way to turn your

AIM 65 into a complete 6500 development system. Also available are CSB 20

(EPROM/RAM) and CSB 10 (EPROM programmer) which may be used in conjunction

with the DAIM to provide enhanced functional capability. Base price of $850 includes

controller board with all software in EPROM, power supply and one disk drive. Now you

know why we say —

There is nothing like a
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same mantissa; 11000000 ... How do we tell them

apart? By using the exponent byte - the first location,

remember?

The final byte contains the sign of the number.

Only the first bit counts. If the first bit is zero, the

number is positive; if it's one, the number is

negative.

Floating point numbers are nice in Basic, but

they can be difficult to handle in machine language.

You'll probably want to use the built-in subroutines

to covert them to and from the more familiar fixed-

point numbers. See the Basic manual for this.

You can do the job yourself, if you prefer.

Here's the general method. Assuming that your

number is not zero (check the first byte) you can re

arrange it along the following lines. If you add one to

the exponent, you will have multiplied the number

by two; and if you shift the mantissa right, you will

have divided it by two. If you do both, the number

will have the same value. It will no longer be a nor

mal floating-point number, since the high-order bit of

the mantissa will now be zero, but the value will be

the same. If you repeat this procedure until the expo

nent reaches a value of hexadecimal 90, the integer

part of your number will be found in the first two

bytes of the mantissa. It works: try it out with pencil

and paper.

To go the other way (fixed to floating) you must

"normalize" the number so that the high-order bit of

the mantissa is 1; this takes left-shifting of the man

tissa and decrementing the exponent.

Parameters: easier ways

Floating point is messy, and you may want to pass

more than one value to or from machine language.

There are other ways of doing the job.

The most obvious way is to have Basic POKE

the values it wants to give into memory, and have

the machine language program pick them up there.

In the other direction, Basic can PEEK the results. If

your values go above 255, you'll need to use more

than one memory location for each value. Use the

standard multiply or divide by 256 techniques to

separate or recombine the parts.

A better way - but not quite so easy - is to have

your machine language program go after the Basic

variables in the locations they are stored in memory.

Variables: Ground Rules

Machine language can of course go after any data

anywhere in memory. There are a few things you

can do, however, to make it much easier to inter

change data.

First rule: wherever possible, use Basic integer

variables. These are the ones with the percent sign

tacked on: J% orD%, for example.

The advantage of integer variables is that they

are not stored in floating point notation. Machine

language can use them, or change them, in a

straightforward manner.

Second rule: arrange for Basic to use these

variables at the very beginning of your program. If

you want to pass six values (called A%, B%, X%,

Tl %, T2%, and S%) to machine language, have

the first line of your Basic program define them with

a line of code like:

100 N = 0 : W = 0 : X/ = 0: & = 0: TV = 0 :

T21 =0

This will place the values early in the variable table,

where they are easy to access.

Variables: how they are stored

KIM, SYM, and AIM use seven locations for each

variable; OSI uses six. The first two locations are the

variable name, in ASCII. Fixed-point variables will

have the high-order bit set over each byte of the

name.

The next two locations of a fixed-point variable

contain the binary value - high order first. The re

maining two or three locations are not used.

Floating-point variables are also stored in seven

(or six for OSI) locations. The format is slightly dif

ferent from that of the floating-point buffer; a little

experimentation should unlock secrets. You will find

it generally simpler to use fixed-point format, except

on the OSI Basic, which doesn't appear to have this

option.

A couple of examples should make fixed-point

formats easy to understand. If variable B5% has a

value of 22, you'll see it stored as: C2 B5 00 16 00

00 00. C2 is an Ascii letter B with the high bit set;

B5 is the Ascii character 5 with the high bit set -

together they give the variable name. 00 16 is the

value 22 in hexadecimal; and the remaining three

locations are not used. If variable C% has a value of

300, you'll sec: C3 80 01 2C 00 00 00. Can you

figure it out?

Where to find the variables

The variables are normally stored above your Basic-

program. Since your program could be any size, the

variables might start almost anywhere. You'll find

out where by looking at your start-of-variables

pointer. This is stored - low order first - at the

following locations:

KIM - 007A and 007B

SYM - 007D and 007E

AIM - 0075 and 0076

OSI - 007B and 007C

So if your AIM contains the values B3 and 07 in

0075 and 0076, you'll know that your first variable is

contained in location 07B3 to 07B9 inclusive. If it's a

fixed-point variable, the value will be contained in

07B5 (high-order) and 07B6 (low-order).

You can look through the variable table, jump

ing seven locations at a time, to find the variable

with the name you want. It's easier, as suggested

before, to force the variables into the start of the

table - that way they will be fast to find.

Here's a handy coding hint. The start-of-
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same mantissa : 11 000000 ... How do we tell th em 
apa rt ? By using the exponent byte - the first location , 
remember? 

The final byte contains the sign of the number. 
Only the first bit counts. If the first bit is zero, the 
number is positive ; if it' s one, the number is 
negative. 

Floatin g po int numbers are nice in Bas ic, but 
they ca n be difficult to handle in machine la nguage. 
You ' ll probably want to use the built-in subroutines 
to covert them to and from the mo rc familiar fixcd
point num bers. Sec the Basic manu al for this. 

You ca n do the job yourself, if you prefer . 
Here's th e general method. Assuming that yo ur 
number is not zero (check the first byte) you can re
arrange it along the following lines. If you add one to 
the ex ponent , you will have multiplied the num ber 
by twO; and if you shift the mantissa right, you will 
have d ivided it by two . If you do both , the number 
will have th e same valu e. It will no lo nger be a nor
mal Ooatin g- poi nl nu mber, sin ce th e high-o rder bit of 
the manr issa will now be zero, but the value will be 
the sa me. If you repeat this procedure until th e expo
nent reaches a value o f hexadecim al 90, the integer 
part of your num ber will be found in th e first two 
bytes of the manti ssa . It works: try it out with pencil 
and papcr. 

T o go the other way (fixed to floatin g) you must 
" norm alize" the numbe r so that the high-order bit o f 
the ma ntissa is I ; this takes left- shiftin g of the man
Lissa and decrementi ng the exponent . 

Parameters: easier ways 
Float ing poi nt is messy, and you may want to pass 
more than one value to or from machine la nguage. 
T here a re other ways of doing the job. 

T he most obvious way is to have Basic PO K E 
the values it want s to g ive in to memory, and have 
the machin e la nguage program pick them up there . 
In the other direct ion , Basic can PEEK the results. If 
your values go above 255, you ' ll need to usc more 
th an o ne memory location for each value . Use the 
standard multiply or divide by 256 techniq ues to 
separate or recombine the parts. 

A bette r way - but not quite so easy - is 10 have 
your machin e la nguage progra m go aft er the Basic 
variables in the locations they are stored in me mo ry. 

VarIables: Ground Rules 
M achine language can of cou rse go a fter any data 
anywhere in me mory. There are a few things you 
can do, howeve r, to make it much easie r to int er
change data. 

Fi rst rul e: wherever possible, use Basic integer 
variables. T hese are the ones with the percent sign 
tacked on: j % or D %, for exam ple. 

T he advantage of integer variables is that they 
are not stored in float in g po int notation. M achi ne 
language can use them, or change them , in a 
straightforward manner. 
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Second rule: arrange for Basic 10 use these 
variables a t the very beginning of your program. If 
you want to pass six values (called A %, B% , X % , 
TI %, T2 %, a nd S%) to machine language, have 
the first li ne of your Bas ic program defi ne them with 
a line of code like: 

100 N ~ 0: B' ~ 0: Xi = 0: S' - 0 : T V ~ 0 : 
T2' ~ 0 

This will place th e values early in the variable table, 
where they are easy 10 access. 

Variables: how they are stored 
KIM , SYM, a nd AIM use seven loca tions for each 
variable ; OSI uses six. The first two locations are the 
variable name, in ASC I!. Fixed-point variables will 
have th e high-order bit set over each byte of the 
name. 

T he next twO locations o f a fi xed-point vari able 
contain the bina ry value - high order first. The re
maining two or three locations are not used. 

Floating- po int variables are also stored in seven 
(or six fo r OSI) locations. The format is sl ightly dif
fe rent from that of the fl oating-point buffer; a little 
experimentation should unlock secrets. You will find 
it generally simpl er to use fi xed-po in t formal, except 
on the OSI Bas ic, which doesn ' t a ppear to have this 
option . 

A couple of examples should ma ke fixed-point 
form ats easy to understand . If variable B5 % has a 
value of 22, you ' ll see it stored as: C2 B5 00 1600 
0000. C2 is a n Ascii letter B with the high bit set ; 
B5 is the Ascii character 5 with the high bit set -
together they give the variable name . 00 16 is the 
val ue 22 in hexadecimal; and the remaining three 
locations are not used. If variable C % has a value of 
300, you' ll see: C3 80 0 1 2C 00 00 00. Can you 
fi gure it o ut ? 

Where to find the variable. 
The variables are norm all y stored above your Basic 
program . Sin ce your program co uld be any s ize, the 
variables might start a lmost anywhere . You' ll find 
out where by looking at your start-of-variables 
pointe r. Thi s is stored - low order first - at th e 
fo llowing locatio ns: 

KIM - 007 A and 007B 
SYM - 007D and 007E 
AIM - 0075 and 0076 
OSI - 007B and 007e 

So if your AIM contains the values B3 and 07 In 

0075 and 0076 , you ' ll know th at your firs t va riable is 
contai ned in location 07 B3 to 07 B9 inclusive. If it' s a 
fi xed-poi nt va riable, the valu e will be conta in ed in 
07 B5 (high-orde r) a nd 07 B6 (low-order) . 

You can look through the variable table, j ump
ing seven locations at a tim e, to fin d the va riable 
with the name you wa nt. It 's easier, as suggested 
before, to force the va ri ables in to the stan of lh e 
table - tha t way th ey will be fas t 10 fi nd . 

H ere's a handy coding hint. The start-of-
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variables pointer can be used as an indirect address -

after all, it's in zero page. So: if you wanted to get

the low-order byte of the x first SYM variable, you

could code: LDY #3; LDA ($7D),Y and you've got

it. Count carefully; be sure that the variable is

defined first in your Basic program; and the job

becomes almost routine. You can reach over thirty

variables this way, which is plenty for most applica

tions.

If you want to pass values through an array,

that's not hard to do. The format is similar to that of

variables. Look around and you'll get the idea. One

important caution: arrays can move during program

execution. Always reference them through the start-of-

arrays pointer, which is located directly after the

start-of-variables pointer.

Conclusion

Your single-board machine is equipped with very

powerful monitor facilities that allow you to look

around and see how Basic does things. Use them:

you'll find out a lot about how to get Basic and

machine language to work harmoniously.

Basic and machine language can be married to

give powerful and flexible programs. This brief arti

cle won't give you all the marriage counseling you

need, but will at least perform the introductions. (§
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SEAWELL PROMMER II -

There's Nothing Like It!

* Two independent blocks of 4 EPROM sockets

KIM, SYM or AIM programming firmware

* Programs I, 2 or 4K S-Volt EPROMS: TMS2508, 2516, 2532 and

2758, 2716, 2732

' Read-Only/Deselected/Read-Program for each socket

* Program-protect toggle switch tor whole board

* Provision for remoting 4 sockets

' On-board generation of programming voltage.

The Seawell PROMMER II is a general purpose EPROM tool

designed for use in a development/production environment. Con

nects to a KIM, SYM or AIM with a Seawell LITTLE BUFFERED

MOTHER motherboard, or to a SEA-l single-board computer.

The PROMMER II is all you need to read, program and execute

I, 2or4K 5-Volt EPROMs.

The PROMMER II allows you to put as little as IK or as much

as 32K oi EPROM on the bus. You never have to give up address

space to empty sockets. Each socket can be enabled to READ on

ly, READ and PROGRAM, or can be DESELECTED entirely.

Simply moving a shunt sets one block of 4 sockets to I, 2, or 4K.

The other block can be set independently.

Addresses are selected by piano-type switches on the top

edge of the board. The whole board can be program-protected

by a toggle switch on the top right corner of the board. A

separate one-page ROM containing relocatable firmware lor KIM,

SYM or AIM is provided which can be set to any page in memory

in either of two banks or deselected entirely. A satellite board

with four sockets and program-protect switch will be available

soon.

PROMMER II EPBOM PROGRAMMER -- S299

OTHEH SEAWELL PRODUCTS:

SEA-l . SINGLE BOARD DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM JS95

SEA-16 16K RAM BOARD $280

SEA-FDC8 DOUBLE DENSITY 2-SIDED DISK CONTROLLER. .

. $425

SEADEBUG HARDWARE BREAKPOINTS AND TRIGGERS. . .

S310

SEA PROMMER 11 EPROM PROGRAMMER $299

SEA-PHOTO COMPLETELY DECODED PROTOTYPING BOARD

$ 99

SEA-CMOS . ...8K CMOS HAM. I6K EPROM, DAY DATE CLOCK

$395

SEAPIOB 4 FULLY-BUFFERED 6522S S260

SEA ISDC 8 SERIAL PORTS WITH FOCAL PROCESSOR &

DUAL POHT BAM $595

SEA LBM LITTLE BUFFERED MOTHER FOR KIM, SYM, AIM,

SEA-l ... S199

SEA MOTHERS 4-SLOT MOTHERBOARD $70.00

10-SLOT MOTHERBOARD S135

ALL PRODUCTS ASSEMBLED.

NO KITS MASTERCHARGEVISA ACCEPTED

c

SEAWELL

P.O. Box 30505,

Seattle, Washington 98103, U.S.A.,

(206) 782-9480
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variables po inter can be used as an indirect address 
after all, it's in zero page. So: if you wanted to get 
the low-order byte of the x first SYM variable, you 
could code: LDY #3; LDA ($7D) , Y and you 've got 
it. Count carefully; be sure that the variable is 
defined first in your Basic program ; and the j ob 
becomes a lmost routine. You can reach over thirt y 
variables this way, which is plent y for most applica
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The PROMMER II allows you to put as li ttle as lK or a.s much 
as 32K of EPROM on the bus. You never have to give up address 
space to empty sockets. Each socket ca.n be enabled to READ on
ly , READ and PROGRAM, or can be DESELECTED entirely, 
Simply movi ng a shunt sets one block 01 4 sockets to l. 2, or 4K. 
The other block can be set independe ntly . 

Addresses are selected by piano-type switches on the top 
edge of the board. The whole boa rd can be program-protected 
by a toggle swi tch on the top righ t corner of the board. A 
separa te one-page ROM contd ining relocatable firmwa re for KIM , 
SYM or AIM !S provided which can be set to a ny page in memory 
in either of two banks or deselected ent irely . A satellite board 
with four sockets and p rog ram-protect switch will be ava ilable 
ooon . 
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SEA · j . ...... . .. SINGLE BOARD DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM . . . .. $595 
SEA·16 .. . l6K RAM BOARD . . .$280 
SEA·FOC8 . . .. ... . ... DOUBLE DENSITY 2·SIDED DISK CONTROLLER . 

. $425 
SEA· DEBUG ..... HARDWARE BREAKPOINTS AND TRIGGERS •. 
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SEA· PROM MER II .EPROM PROGRAMMER .. $299 
SEA·PROTO .... COMPLETELY DECODED PROTOTYPING BOARD 
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SEA·ISDC ... 8 SERIAL PO RTS WITH FOCAL PROCESSOR & 

DUAL PORT RAM . . S595 
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Review SYBEX, Inc.

2344 Sixth St.

Berkeley, CA 9471O

"65O2 Games" by

Rodnay Zaks

by Harvey B. Herman

Most of us won't admit it but one of the

reasons we have computers is to play

games. The game may be traditional,

like TIC-TAC-TOE, or intellectual, like

solving a problem by writing and debug

ging a computer program. One of the

"games" scientists are now playing is

learning how to interface scientific in

struments to computers. One of the

stated purposes of the above book and

accompanying hardware is to teach us

how to play the game of computer in

teraction with the outside world (e.g.,

instruments). The instruction is ac

complished by discussion of simple

games (programmed in machine

language) and the games board (lights,

switches, and speaker). The following

review gives my opinion on how well

SYBEX has accomplished its goals.

The book, "6502 Games", and ac

companying hardware, optional Games

Board, is attractively packaged. The

book's cover, although cute, has almost

nothing to do with the book's contents.

The hardware is trivial to connect to the

SYM - just plug on the two edge con

nectors (A and AA). If your cassette is

already connected to the terminal con

nector, nothing else is required except to

press on letters on the keys of the Game

Board. Otherwise your cassette will need

to be reattached to either the new ap

plication's connector or the terminal

connector.

The items reviewed here can be us

ed in two ways. The simplist way is to

load a game from the SYBEX tape,

read the instructions in the book, and

play the game with the Game Board.

Games available range from Mind-

bender, a version of MasterMind, to

Slot Machine, a simulation of a slot

machine. Ten games in all (see list

below) are available. They all interact

with the keyboard and lights on the

Games Board. Some, like Music Player,

play tunes on the speaker of the Games

Board. Others, like ECHO use the

speaker to give audio clues to the player

and signal when he wins or loses. These

SYBEX Games Board

(for connection

to SYM)

Cassette Tape of

Games for SYM
programs should keep a new SYM

owner (without other software) happy

until he is ready to graduate to more

important things.

Another way to use these items,

and here we begin to play a more

serious game, is to modify the programs

as suggested in the exercises or to even

program the games from scratch. I

believe anyone who could learn to do

this would become an accomplished

machine language programmer. In this

case more reference material and

possibly an assembler would be re

quired. The book suggests other

volumes in the SYBEX 6502 Series,

which I have found helpful. Other

reference books have recently become

available. Let me emphasize how much

one could learn if this path is followed.

Let me also encourage readers as a first

project, to construct their own games

board. The author, Rodnay Zaks, feels

(and I agree) that a much better

understanding of the hardware will

result.

If you are a complete novice, let me

caution you about one thing. The tape I

received was not labelled and it was

quite frustrating to figure out the order

of programs. I hope this will be cor

rected in later shipments.

Order of Programs on my Tape

Title Location

1. Minclbendcr J100-J3FF

2. Music Player JI00-J3FF

3. Magic Square

4. Blackjack

5. Hcxguess

6. Tic-Tac-Toe

7. Slot Machine

8. Echo

9. Spinner

10. Translate

S1OO-S3FF

S100-S3FF

S100-S3FF

S00-$F0

$100-$3FF

$00-$F0

S100-$3FF

$100-$3FF

$00-$F0

$100-$3FF

S00-SF0

S100-S3FF

(each recorded twice)

Description

Like Master Mind

Play music from (he

keyboard

Light up a perfect

square

Modified blackjack

Number Guessing

game

Plays game with you

Slot machine

simulation

Like Simon

Check your reflexes

Two player game
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Rodnay Zaks 
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Most o f us wo n't admit it but onc of the 
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teraction with the outside world (e .g. , 
instruments) . The instruction is ac
complished by discussion of simple 
games (programmed in machine 
language) and the games board (lights, 
switches, and speaker). The following 
review gives my opinion on how well 
SYBEX has accomplished its goals. 

The book, "6502 Games" , and ac
companying hardware , optional Games 
Board , is attractively packaged. The 
book' s cover, although cute , has almost 
nothing to do with the book's contents . 
The hardware is trivial to connect to the 
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already connected to the terminal con
nector, nothing else is required except to 
press on letters on the keys of the Game 
Board . Otherwise your cassette will need 
to be reattached to either the new ap
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read the instructions in the book, and 
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SYBEX Games Board 
(for connection 
to SYM) 
CasseHe Tape of 
Games for SYM 

programs should keep a new SYM 
owner (without other softwa re) happy 
until he is ready to graduate to more 
important things. 

Another way to use these items , 
and here we begin to playa more 
serio us game , is (Q mod ify the programs 
as suggested in the exercises or to even 
program the games from scratch . [ 
believe anyone who could learn to do 
th is would become a n accompli shed 
machine language programmer. [n this 
case morc reference material and 
possibly a n assembler would be re
quired. The book suggests other 
volumes in the SYBEX 6502 Series, 
which I have found helpfuL Other 
reference books have recently become 
available. Let me emphasize how much 
one could learn if this pa th is followed . 
Let me also encourage reade rs as a first 
project, to construct the ir own games 
board . The author , R od nay Zaks, feels 
(and I agree) that a much better 
understandin g of the hardware will 
result. 

If you are a complete novice , let me 
caution you about one th ing. The tape I 
received was not labelled and it was 
qui te fru stra ting to fi gure out the order 
of programs. I hope this will be cor
reeted in later shipments. 

Order of Programs on my Tape (each recorded twice) 

Titlt 
I. Mindbcndcr 
2. M lIsic Player 

3. Magic Square 

4. Blackjack 
5. Hcxgucss 

6. Tic-T ae· T oe 

7. Slo t M achine 

8. Echo 
9. Spinner 

10. Translate 

Location 
SIOO-S3FF 
SIOO-S3FF 

StOO-S3FF 

SIOO-S3FF 
SIOO-S3FF 

SOO-SFO 
SIOO-S3FF 
SOO-SFO 
SIOO-S3FF 
SI OO-S3FF 
SOO-SFO 
SIOO-S3FF 
SOO-SFO 
StOO-S3FF 

Dtscnption 
Like Master M in d 
Play music from the 
ke yboard 
Light up a perfect 
square 
Modi fied blackjack 
Number Guess ing 
game 
Plays game with you 

Slot machine 
simulalion 
Like Simon 
Check your re ncxcs 

Two player game 
© 
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AIM 65

AIM 65 is fully assembled, tested and warranted. With the

addition of a low cost, readily available power supply, it's

ready to start working for you.

AIM 65 features on-board thermal printer and

alphanumeric display, and a terminal-style keyboard. It

has an addressing capability up to 65K bytes, and comes

with a user-dedicated 1K or 4K RAM. Two installed 4K

ROMS hold a powerful Advanced Interface Monitor

program, and three spare sockets are included to expand

on-board ROM or PROM up to 20K bytes.

An Application Connector provides for attaching a TTY

and one or two audio cassette recorders, and gives exter

nal access to the user-dedicated general purpose I/O lines.

Also included as standard are a comprehensive AIM 65

User's Manual, a handy pocket reference card, an R6500

Hardware Manual, an R6500 Programming Manual and an

AIM 65 schematic.

AIM 65 is packaged on two compact modules. The

circuit module is 12 inches wide and 10 inches long, the

keyboard module is 12 inches wide and 4 inches long.

They are connected by a detachable cable.

THERMAL PRINTER

Most desired feature on low-cost microcomputer systems . . .

• Wide 20-column printout

• Versatile 5x7 dot matrix format

• Complete 64-character ASCII alphanumeric format

• Fast 120 lines per minute

• Quite thermal operation

• Proven reliability

FULL-SIZE ALPHANUMERIC KEYBOARD

Provides compatibility with system terminals . . .

• Standard 54 key, terminal-style layout

• 26 alphabetic characters

• 10 numeric characters

• 22 special characters

• 9 control functions

• 3 user-defined functions

TRUE ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY

Provides legible and lengthy display . . .

• 20 characters wide

• 16-segment characters

• High contrast monolithic characters

• Complete 64-character ASCII alphanumeric format

BY ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL

PROVEN R6500 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM DEVICES

Reliable, high performance NMOS technology . . .

• R6502 Central Processing Unit (CPU), operating at 1

MHz. Has 65K address capability, 13 addressing modes

and true index capability. Simple but powerful 56

instructions.

• Read/Write Memory, using R2114 Static RAM devices.

Available in 1K byte and 4K byte versions.

• 8K Monitor Program Memory, using R2332 Static ROM

devices. Has sockets to accept additional 2332 ROM or

2532 PROM devices, to expand on-board Program

memory up to 20K bytes.

• R6532 RAM-Input/Output-Timer (RIOT) combination

device. Multipurpose circuit for AIM 65 Monitor functions.

• Two R6522 Versatile Interface Adapter (VIA) devices,

which support AIM 65 and user functions. Each VIA has

two parallel and one serial 8-bit, bidirectional I/O ports,

two 2-bit peripheral handshake control lines and two

fully-programmable 16-bit interval timer/event counters.

BUILT-IN EXPANSION CAPABILITY

• 44-Pin Application Connector for peripheral add-ons

• 44-Pin Expansion Connector has full system bus

• Both connectors are KIM-1 compatible

TTY AND AUDIO CASSETTE INTERFACES

Standard interface to low-cost peripherals . . .

• 20 ma. current loop TTY interface

• Interface for two audio cassette recorders

• Two audio cassette formats: ASCII KIM-1 compatible

and binary, blocked file assembler compatible

ROM RESIDENT ADVANCED INTERACTIVE MONITOR

Advanced features found only on larger systems . . .

• Monitor-generated prompts

• Single keystroke commands

• Address independent data entry

• Debug aids

• Error messages

• Option and user interface linkage

ADVANCED INTERACTIVE MONITOR COMMANDS

• Major Function Entry

• Instruction Entry and Disassembly

• Display/Alter Registers and Memory

• Manipulate Breakpoints

• Control Instruction/Trace

• Control Peripheral Devices

• Call User-Defined Functions

• Comprehensive Text Editor

LOW COST PLUG-IN OPTIONS

• A65-010—4K Assembler—symbolic, two-pass $79.00

• A65-020—8K BASIC Interpreter 99.00

• 3K RAM Expansion Kit 50.00

POWER SUPPLY SPECIFICATIONS

• + 5 VDC ± 5% regulated @ 2.0 amps {max)

• +24 VDC ±15% unregulated @ 2.5 amps (peak)

0.5 amps average

PRICE: $389.00dK ram)
Plus $4.00 UPS (shipped in U.S. must give street address),

$10 parcel post to APO's, FPO's, Alaska, Hawaii. All inter

national customers write for ordering information.

We manufacture a complete line of high quality expansion

boards. Use reader service card to be added to our mailing

list, or U.S. residents send $1.00 (International send $3.00

U.S.) for airmail delivery of our complete catalog.

ENTERPRISES
INCORPORATED

2951 W. Fairmount Avenue

Pnoenix AZ 8501 7

(602)265-7564
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AI M 65 BY ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL 

AIM 65 is fully assembled, tested and warranted. With the 
addition of a low cost, readily available power supply, it's 
ready to start working for you. 

AIM 55 features on-board thermal printer and 
alphanumeric display, and a terminal-style keyboard. It 
has an addressing capability up to 55K bytes, and comes 
with a user·ded icated 1 K or 4K RAM. Two installed 4K 
ROMS hold a powerful Advanced Interface Monitor 
program, and three spare sockets are included to expand 
on· board ROM or PROM up to 20K bytes. 

An Application Connector provides for attaching a TTY 
and one or two audio cassette recorders, and gives exter
nal access to the user-dedicated general purpose 1/0 lines. 

Also included as standard are a comprehensive AIM 55 
User's Manual, a handy pocket reference card, an R55aa 
Hardware Manual, an R55aO Programming Manual and an 
AIM 65 schematic. 

AIM 65 is packaged on two compact modu les. The 
circuit module is 12 inches wide and 10 inches long, the 
keyboard module is 12 inches wide and 4 inches long. 
They are connected by a detachable cable. 

THERMAL PRINTER 
Most desired feature on low-cost microcomputer systems . 
• Wide 20-column printout 
• Versatile 5 x 7 dot matrix format 
• Complete 54·character ASCII alphanumeric format 

Fast 120 lines per minute 
• Quite thermal operation 
• Proven reliability 

FULL·SIZE ALPHANUMERIC KEYBOARD 
Provides compatibility with system terminals. 
• Standard 54 key, terminal·s tyle layout 
• 25 alphabetic characters 
• 10 numeric characters 
• 22 special characters 
• 9 control functions 

3 user·defined functions 

TRUE ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY 
Provides legible and lengthy display. 
• 20 characters wide 
• 15-segment characters 
• High contrast monolithic characters 
• Complete 54·character ASCII alphanumeric format 

PROVEN R6500 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM DEVICES 
Reliable, high performance NMOS technology ... 
o R6502 Central Processing Unit (CPU), operating at 1 

MHz. Has 65K address capability, 13 addressing modes 
and true index capability. Simple but powerful 56 
instructions. 

• Read/Write Memory, using R2114 Static RAM devices. 
Available in 1K byte and 4K byte versions. 

• BK Monitor Program Memory, using R2332 Static ROM 
devices. Has sockets to accept additional 2332 ROM or 
2532 PROM devices, to expand on· board Program 
memory up to 20K bytes. 

o R6532 RAM-lnput/Output-Timer (RIOT) combination 
device. Multipurpose circuit for AIM 65 Monitor functions. 

o Two R6522 Versatile Interface Adapter (VIA) devices, 
which support AIM 65 and user functions. Each VIA has 
two parallel and one serial S·bit, bidirectional 110 ports, 
two 2-bit peripheral handshake control lines and two 
fully-programmable 16·bit interval timer/event counters. 

BUILT·IN EXPANSION CAPABILITY 
• 44-Pin Application Connector for peripheral add·ons 
• 44-Pin Expansion Connector has full sys tem bus 
• Both connectors are KIM-' compatible 

TIY AND AUDIO CASSETIE INTERFACES 
Standard interface to low·cost peripherals. 
• 20 rna. current loop TTY interface 
• Interface for two audio cassette recorders 
• Two audio cassette formats: ASCII KIM·1 compatible 

and binary, blocked file assembler compatib le 

ROM RESIDENT ADVANCED INTERACTIVE MONITOR 
Advanced features found only on larger systems. 
• Monitor-generated prompts 
• Single keystroke commands 
• Address independent data entry 
• Debug aids 
• Error messages 
• Option and user interface linkage 

ADVANCED INTERACTIVE MONITOR COMMANDS 
• Major Function Entry 
• Instruction Entry and Disassembly 
• Display/Alter Registers and Memory 
• Manipulate Breakpoints 
• Control InstructionlTrace 
• Control Peripheral Devices 
• Call User-Defined Functions 
• Comprehensive Text Editor 

LOW COST PLUG-IN OPTIONS 
o A65-010-4K Assembler-symbolic, two-pass 
o A65-020-8K BASIC Interpreter 
• 3K RAM Expansion Kit 

POWER SUPPLY SPECIFICATIONS 
• + 5 VDC ± 5% regulated @ 2.0 amps (max) 
o + 24 VDC ± 15% unregulated @ 2.5 amps (peak) 

0.5 amps average 

PRICE: $389.00(1K RAM) 

$79.00 
99.00 
50.00 

Plus $4.00 UPS (shipped in U.S. must give str •• f address), 
$10 parcel post to APO's, FPO's, Alaska, Hawaii. All inter
national customers write for orderi ng information. 

We manufacture a complete line of high quality expansion 
boards. Use reader service card to be added to our mailing 
list, or U.S. residents send $1 .00 (International send $3.00 
U.S.) for airmail delivery of our complete catalog. 

2951 W. Fairmount Avenue 
Pnoenlll AZ 8501 7 

16021265-7564 
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KIM-1 Tidbits

Harvey B. Herman

Chemistry Department

University of North Carolina
at Greensboro

Greensboro, North Carolina 27412

If you arc a regular reader of Compute magazine,

you may have noticed that I am an owner of several

small computers - KIM, SYM, and PET. (If that

sounds as if I am some sort of addict, I confess that I

am.) I don't have any favorite but PET has one

feature, a screen editor, that I particularly like. Mike

Louder (see, Best of PET Gazette) has taken the

screen editor one step further and given us a

"dynamic keyboard". With this it is possible to add,

modify or delete BASIC statements while a program

is executing. For example, it is possible to convert a

machine language program, already in memory, to a

series of DATA statements in a BASIC program.

These DATA statements can be used to POKE the

machine language program back into memory at any

convenient later time. There are several advantages

to doing it this way rather than by a conventional

LOAD. The BASIC program could also include in

structions on how to use the machine language pro

gram. It is not difficult to write the BASIC program

in such a way so as to make the machine language

program relocatable. Protection of the program is

easily done by POKEs from BASIC. The machine

language call can be done by SYS or USR. In my

opinion, converting machine language programs to

DATA statements is an altogether useful application

of PET's "dynamic keyboard".

The dynamic keyboard idea, as far as I know,

has not been extended to KIM. Unfortunately, KIM

BASIC, unlike PET, does not use a keystroke buffer

which is essential to the published method. I have

been brooding over this difference for some time and

have finally come up with a KIM procedure (pro

gram "DATA") which is described in this article.

The example shown is for converting machine

language programs to data statements but could easi

ly be adapted to other uses of the dynamic keyboard.

KIM BASIC normally gets its character input

using the monitor routine, GETCH, at location

S1E5A. My idea is to temporarily modify the jump

instruction to the KIM subroutine (locations $2456

-$2458 in my version of BASIC). BASIC would then

jump to another routine which gets its input from a

buffer in high memory instead of the terminal

keyboard. In this example, the buffer contains

BASIC DATA statements in ASCII format. The buf

fer is set up in a separate step using string con

catenations, ASCII conversions, and POKEs to high

memory. Since the "DATA" program is slightly

complicated, even confusing me if I have not seen it

for a while, I have described its operation in an ac

companying table. Between the comments in the pro

gram and the table, I hope readers will understand

the program more easily and be able to modify it to

suit their own needs.

The routine which BASIC temporarily uses for

input is POKEd into memory early in the program

"DATA". I have included for reference the source

code ("INPUT MOD") shown in the figure. This

program was assembled with Eastern House Soft

ware's Assembler/Text Editor. It makes use of an

address pointer which tells what location in high

memory to get the next character from. Normal

BASIC input is restored when the end-of-data

character ($1A) is read. However, the last character

returned is not $1A, but $0F (Control O) which tog

gles back the BASIC output suppress switch so

BASIC will print again normally. Because the high

ASCII buffer contained line feed characters it was

necessary to toggle the switch initially, by reading

$0F as the first character, to prevent unwanted dou

ble spacing.

In summary, one starts with a machine

language program and the BASIC program called

"DATA". After running "DATA" one is left with a

number of DATA statements and a FOR/NEXT

POKEing routine which can restore the machine

language program at any subsequent BASIC session.

The program left after running "DATA" can be

augmented with instructions and protection POKEs

if desired. I am aware of two obvious restrictions.

One, the machine language program cannot overlap

with BASIC or this BASIC program. Two, if BASIC

is in ROM another method must be used. Please let

me know if other KIM owner;; find this program

useful or if there are any questions (SASE for reply).

Steps in "DATA" Program

(Line Numbers in Parenthesis)

1. Protect high memory (6304 7).

2. POKE machine language program (63048. 63500 SUB).

3. Input starling and ending locations of machine language

program (63050-63055).

4. POKE control O ($0F) into llisl location of buffer

(63065).

5. Construct one data statement from each 8 bytes

(63080-63150).

6. POKE ASCII characters to high memory (63400 SUB).

7. Construct POKEing program and POKE ASCII to

high memory (63160-63210, 63400 SUB).

8. POKE last character (SIA) lu high memory (63212).

9. Change BASIC input character subroutine (63220).

10. Unprolect high memory and erase "DATA" program

(63240).

11. Input is now from high memory (with echo to terminal)

until lasl character (S1A) is read. At lliis point LIST

should show a series of DATA statements and a FOR/

NEXT POKEing routine. This program can be

SAVEd for later use.
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KIM-l Tidbits 
Harvey B. Hermon 
Chemistry Deportment 
University of North Caro lina 
a t Greensboro 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27412 
If you are a regu lar reader of Compute magazine, 
you may have not iccd that I am an owner o f several 
small computers - KIM , SYM, and PET. (If that 
sounds as if I am some sort of addict , I confess that 
am .) I don 't have any favorite but PET has one 
fearure, a screen edito r, th at I parti cularly like. Mike 
Louder (see, Best of PET Gazette) has taken the 
screen editor one step furth er and given us a 
" dynamic keyboa rd ". With this it is possible to add, 
mod ify or delete BASIC sta tements wh il e a program 
is executing. For example, it is poss ibl e to convert a 
machine language program , already in memory, to a 
series of DATA statements in a BASIC program. 
These DATA statements ca n be used to POKE the 
machine languagc program back in to memory at any 
conve ni ent later time. There are several advant ages 
to doing it this way rath er than by a conventional 
LOAD. The BASIC program could also include in
structions on how to use the machin e language pro
gram. It is not difficult to write the BASIC program 
in such a way so as to make the machine lan guage 
program relocatable. Protection of the program is 
easily done by POKEs from BASIC. The machme 
language call can be done by SYS or USR . In my 
opinion, convert in g machin e language programs to 
DATA statements is an altogether use ful appli cation 
of PET's "dynam ic keyboard " . 

The dynamic keyboard idea , as far as I know, 
has not been extended to KIM. Unfortunately, KIM 
BASIC, unlike PET, does not use a keystroke buffer 
which is essential to the published method. I have 
been brooding over thi s difTerence for some time and 
have finall y come up with a KIM procedu re (pro
gram " DATA") which is described in thi s article. 
The example shown is for converting machin e 
language programs to data statements but could easi
ly be adapted to other uses of the dynamic keyboard. 

KIM BASIC normall y gets it s character input 
using the monitor routine, GETCH, at location 
$ l E5A. M y idea is to temporaril y modify the jump 
inst ruction to the KIM subroutin e (locations $2456 
-$2458 in my version of BASIC) . BASIC would then 
jump to another routine which gets it s input fro m a 
buffer in high memory in stead of the terminal 
keyboard. In this exampl e, the buffer contain s 
BASIC DATA statements in ASCII format. The buf
fer is set up in a separate step using string con
catenations, ASCII conversions, and POKEs to high 

memory . Si nce the " DATA " program is sli ghtl y 
complicated, even confu sin g me if I have not secn it 
Jo r a whil e, I have described it s ope rat ion in an ac
companyin g table. Bet ween th e co mm ents in the pro
gram and th e table, I hope readers wi ll understand 
th e program morc cas il y and be able LO modiry it to 
sui t thei r own needs. 

The routine whi ch BASIC temporarily uses for 
input is POKEd into memory earl y in the program 
"DATA" . I have in cluded for reference the so urce 
code (" IN PUT MOD " ) show n in th e fi gure. This 
program was assembl ed with Eastern HOllse So ft 
wa re 's Assembler/Text Ed it or. It makes use of an 
address pointer which tell s what locat ion in hi gh 
mcmo ry La get the nex t character from. Normal 
BAS IC input is restored when the end-o f-d ata 
cha racter ($ lA) is read. However , the las t charaCler 
ret urn ed is not $ l A, but SOF (Control 0) which tog
gles baek the BASIC output suppress switch so 
BAS IC will print aga in normall y. Becallse th e hi gh 
ASCI I buffer contained lin e feed characte rs it was 
necessa ry to toggle th e sw itch initiall y, by reading 
,sOF as the first character, to prevent unwanted dou
bl e spacing. 

In summary, one start s with a machine 
language program and the BASIC program called 
" DATA" . After runnin g " D A'1'A" on e is Icft with a 
number of DATA statement s a nd a FOR/ NEXT 
POKEing ro utine wh ich can resto re the mach in e 
language program at any subsequent BAS IC sess ion. 
T he progra m left aft er runnin g "DATA" can be 
augmented with in st ruction s an d proteClion PO KEs 
if desired. I am aware of two obvious rest rictions . 
One , the machine language program ca nnot ove rl ap 
with BASIC or this BASIC progra m . Two, if BASIC 
is in ROM a nother method must be used . Please let 
me know if other KIM owner" find thi s progra m 
useful or if there arc a ny quest ions (SASE for repl y) . 

Steps in "DATA" Program 
(Line Numbers in Parenthes is) 

I. PI·ot Cc t hi g h m e m o ry ( 6 3047 ) . 
2. POKE machi ne language program (63048, 63500 S U B). 
3 . Input sianing and ending locatio ns o r machine language 

program (63050-63055). 
4 . POKE control 0 (SO F) into li rsl 10c;lIion o r burtCr 

(63065). 
5. Construct o ne data stall.;mcnl rrorn each B byt es 

(63080-63150) . 
6 . POKE ASC II characlCrs 10 high memo ry (63'}DD S U B). 
7. Construct POKI~in g prog ram and POKE ASC II 10 

high memo"Y (63160·632 10,63400 SU B). 
8. PO KE last charactcr (SIA) to high Ill c lllo ry (632 12) . 
9. Change BASIC input character subroutine (63220). 

10. Un protect high memory and crase " DAT A" program 
(6:5240). 

II . Input is now rrolll high Irl c mo ry (with echo In tenninal ) 
ulltil lasl dwracler (S I A) is read. At this poio t LIST 
should show a series o r DAT A statements and il FOR I 
NEXT POKEing routine. This program can be 
SA V Ed ro r laler use. 
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32 K BYTE MEMORY

RELIABLE AND COST EFFECTIVE RAM FOR

6502 & 6800 BASED MICROCOMPUTERS

AIM 65-*KIM*SYM

PETS44-BUS
•

- PLUG COMPATIBLE WITH THE AIM-6S/SVM EXPAN5I0N
CONNECTOR BY USING A RIGHT ANGLE CONNECTOR

(SUPPLIED) MOUNTED ON THE BACK OF THE MEMORY
BOARD

• MEMORY SOARO EDGE CONNECTOR PLUGS INTO THE
6900 S ii BUS

• CONNECTS TO PET OR KIM USING AN ADAPTOR CABLE

- RELIABLE-DYNAMIC RAM WITH ON BOARD INVISIBLE
REFRESH-LOOKS LIKE STATIC MEMORY BUT AT
LOWER COST AND A FRACTION OF THE POWER
REQUIRED TOR STATIC BOAROS

• USES -5V ONLY. SUPPLIED FROM HOST COMPUTER
- FULL DOCUMENTATION ASSEMBLED AND TESTED

BOARDS ARE GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR AND
PURCHASE PRICE IS FULLY REFUNDABLE IF BOARD IS
RETURNED UNDAMAGED WITHIN 14 DAYS

ASSEMBLED WITH 22K RAM S395 00

i WITH I6K RAM S339 00
TESTED WITHOUT RAM CHIPS S279.00

HARD TO GET PARTS INO RAM CHIPS)
WITH BOAflO AND MANUAL SI Q9 00

BARE EOARD S MANUAL $49 00

PET INTERFACE KIT-CONNECTS THE 32K RAM BOARD TO
A 4K OR BK PET. CONTAINS. INTERFACE CABLE. BOARD
STANDOFFS. POWER. SUPPLY MODIFICATION KIT AND

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS I49.OQ

' ' * '

1 I 3?: i

16K MEMORY

EXPANSION KIT

ONLY $58

U.S. PRICES ONLY

FOR APPLE, TRS-80 KEYBOARD,

EXIOY, AND ALL OTHER 16K

DYNAMIC SYSTEMS USING

MK4116-3 OR EQUIVALENT

DEVICES.

* 200 NSEC ACCESS, 375 NSEC

CYCLE

* BURNED-IN AND FULLY

TESTED

* 1 YR. PARTS REPLACEMENT

GUARANTEE

* OTY. DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

ALL ASSEMBLED BOARDS AND

MEMORY CHIPS CAHil Y A FULL ONE

YEAR REPLACEMENT WAHHANTY

COiTIPUTER DEVICES

IS3O Lu.couins flue.

ORflDGE, Cfi 92668

(714)633-7280
Calll. raaldanlt plan* Idd B1 ■ ulat tan. Mnitrctiarg*

* Vila accaptad. Plain allow 14 days lot checks lo

clear band. Phone ord*n waieome. Shipping chugn

will b« icfdeO lo all shipments.

KIMEX-1 HERE'S A NEATCOMBINATION
IDEAL FOR DEDICATED INDUSTRIAL OR PERSONALAPPLICATION

FEATURES
• PLUGS DIRECTLY INTO AND

COVERS UPPER HALF OF KIM-1.

EXPANSION FINGERS CARRIED

THROUGH FOR FURTHER

EXPANSION.

• I/O-POWERFUL 6522 VIA

PROVIDED.

(VERSATILE INTERFACE

ADAPTER)

16 BI-DIRECTIONAL I/O LINES

4 INTERRUPT/HANDSHAKE

LINES

2 INTERVALTIMERS

SHIFT REGISTER FOR SERIAL-

PARALLEL/PARALLEL-SERIAL

OPERATIONS.

• RAM-SOCKETS PROVIDED FOR

4K RAM CONTIGUOUS WITH KIM

RAM.

(LOW POWER MOSTEK4118

IKXffs)

• COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION • ASSEMBLED AND TESTED

APPLICATIONS
PROM, RAM AND I'O EXPANSION ON ONE BOARD HAVING MANY INDUS

TRIAL/HOME APPLICATIONS FOR DATA ACQUISITION. PROCESS CONTROL,

AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF FURNACE, SOLAR HEAT, LIGHTING, APPLI

ANCES, ETC

PA RESIDENTS INCLUDE 6°u STATE SALES TAX

DIGITAL ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES

EPROM-SOCKETS PROVIDED FOR

8K EPROM.

(INTEL 2716 2KX8's)

BLOCK SELECT SWITCHES FOR

EPROM.

EPROM USABLE IN ANY ONE OF

FOUR 8K BLOCKS FROM 8O00H.

AUTOMATIC RESET ON POWER-

UP AND SWITCH SELECTABLE

INTERRUPT VECTORS,

PERMITS UNATTENDED

OPERATION.

LOW POWER CONSUMPTION-

5V AT 3OO Ma. FULLY LOADED

BUFFERED ADDRESS LINES

HIGH QUALITY PC BOARD.

SOLDER MASK
KSMEX-1 ATTACHED

P.O. BOX 207 BETHLEHEM. PA 18016
KIM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF MOS TECHNOLOGY. INC.
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32 K BYTE MEMORY 
RELIABLE AND COST EFFECTIVE RAM FOR 
6502 & 6800 BASED MICROCOMPUTERS 

AIM 65-*KIM*SYM 
PET*S44-BUS 

• PLUG COMPATIBLE WITH IHE AIM ·65 / SYM EXPANSION 
CONNECTOR 'BY US:NG A RIGHT ANGLE CONNECTOR 
(SUPPlIEOI Moum EO ON THE BACK OF THE MEMORY 
BOARD 

• MEMORY BOARD EDGE CONNECTOR PLUGS INTO THE 
5800 S 44 BUS 

• cmmECTS TO PET OR KIM USING AN ADAPTOR CABLE 
• RELIABLE-DYNAMIC RAM WITH ON BCARD INVISIBLE 

REFRESH - LOOKS LIKE STATIC MEMORY BUT AI 
LOWER COST AND A FRACTION OF THE POWER 
REOUIRED FOR STATIC BOARDS. 

• USES · 5V ntllY. SUPPLIED FROM HOST COMPUTER 
• FUll DOCUMENTATION. ASSEMBLED MIO TESTED 

SOARDS ARE GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR AND 
PURCHASE PRICE IS FUllY REFUNDABLE IF BOARD IS 
RETURNED UNDAMAGED WITHIN 14 DAYS. 

ASSEMBlED WITH 321( RAM 
& WITH 161( RAM 

TESTED WITHOUT RA M CHIPS 
H/.RO TO GEl PARTS (NO RAM CHIPS) 
WITH SO ARD AND MANUAL 
BARE EOARO & MAtIUAL 

5395.00 
5339.00 
S279 DO 

S109.00 
S~9 . 00 

PET INTERFACE KIT -CONNECTS THE 32K RAM BOARD TO 
A 41< OR 8K PET CONTAINS INTERFACE CABLE BOARD 
STMIOOFFS POWER SUPPLY MODIFICATION KIT AND 
COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS 149.00 

U.S. PRICES ONLY 

16K MEMORY 
EXPANSION KIT 

ONLY $58 
FOR APPLE, TRS·aO KEYBOARD, 
EXIOY, AND ALL OTHER 16K 
DYNAMIC SYSTEMS USING 
MK4116·3 OR EOU IVALE NT 
OEVICES. 

* 100 NSEC ACCESS. 375 NSEC 
CYCLE 

* BURNED IN AND FULLY 
TESTED 

* 1 YR. PARTS REPLACEMENT 
GUARANTEE 

* DTY. DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 

ALL ASSEMBLED BOARDS AND 
MEMORY CHIPS CARRY A FULL OHE 
YEAR REPLACEMEHT WARRAHTY 

IDEAL FOR DEDICATED INDUSTRIAL OR PERSONAL APPLICATION 

FEATURES 
• PLUGS DIRECTLY INTO AND 

COVERS UPPER HALF OF KIM·' . 
EXPANSION FINGERS CARRIED 
THROUGH FOR FURTHER 
EXPANSION. 

• IIO' POWERFUL 6522 VIA 
PROVIDED. 
(VERSATILE INTERFACE 
ADAPTER) 
16 BI·DIRECTIONAL 1/ 0 LIN ES 
41NTERRUPT/ HANDSHAKE 
LINES 
2 INTERVAL TIMERS 
SHIFT REGISTER FOR SERIAL· 
PARALLEUPARALLEL-SERIAL 
OPERATIONS . 

• RAM' SOCKETS PROVIDED FOR 
4K RAM CONTIGUOUS WITH KIM 
RAM . 
(LOW POWER MOSTEK 411S 
tKXS's) 

• EPROM'SOCKETS PROVIDED FOR 
aK EPROM. 
(I NTEL 27' 6 2KXS's) 

• BLOCK SELECT SWITCH ES FOR 
EPROM . 
EPROM USABLE IN A NY ONE OF 
FOUR SK BLOCKS FROM 8000H . 

• AUTOMAT IC RESET ON POWER· 
UP ANO SWITCH SE L ECTABLE 
INTERRUPT VECTORS. 

• PERMITS UNATTE N DED 
OPERATION . 

• LOW POWER CONSUMPTION· 
SV AT 300 Ma . FULLY LOADED 

• BUFFERED ADDRESS LINES 

• HIGH QUALITY PC SOARD . 
SOLDER MASK 

• CO MPLET E DOCUMENTATION • ASSEMBLED AND TESTED 

APPLICATIONS 
PROM . RAM AND I/O EXPANSION ON ONE BOARD HAVIN G MANY IN DUS· 
TRIA UHOME APPLICATIONS FOR DATA ACQUISITION . PROCESSCO NTROL . 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF FURNACE . SOLAR HEAT. LIGHTING. APPLI · 
ANCES , ETC . 

PA RESIDENTS IN CLUDE 6 % STATE SAL ES TAX 

DIGITAL ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES 

P.O.BOX207 • BETHLEHEM , PA 18016 

~. .. 

• KIM IS A REGISTER ED TRADEMARK OF MOS TECHNOLOGY . INC. 
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INPUT MOD
01 10

0120

0133

0200- 16

0201 - AD 12 02

0204- 69 01

3206- 8D 12 03

0209- AD 13 02

020C- 69 00

020E- 8D 13 02

0211 - AD FF 5F

0214- C9 1A

0216- F0 0 6

0150

01 m

017(5

01P0

0190

0200

0210

0220

0230

0340

0250

0260

3270

0280

0290

TEMPORARY MODIFICATION TO KIM BASIC INPUT ROUTINE

INPUT A CHARACTER FROM HIGH MEMORY

INSTEAD OF KEYBOARD

RESTORE NORMAL OPERATION WHEN S1A

CHARACTER IS READ FROM HIGH MEMORY

JHARVEY 9. HERMAN

0218- 48

0319- 30

021C- 68

021D- 60

A0 IE

021E- A9 5A

0220- 8D 57 24

0323- A9 IE

0325- 8D 58 34

0388- A9 0F

032A- 60

.GA S200

CLC

BUMP STORAGE POINTER

NOTE! PROGRAM MODIFIES ITSELF

SORRY EPROM FREAKS

LDA COUNT+ 1

ADC *01

STA COUNT + 1

LDA COUNT+2

ADC *33

STA COUNT+2

3300 COUNT LDA HIGH-MEM

0310 ;CHECK FOR D0NECI1A)

0320 Ct-P #S1A

0330 BEQ END

0340 ;KIM OUT

0345 PHA

0350 JSR S1EA0

0355 PLA

3 360 RTS

0370 RESTORE KEYBOARD INPUT

3380 END LDA *S5A

3390 STA S2457

3430 LDA #$1E

3410 STA $3458

0420 LDA #$0F

0430 ;RETURN WITH CONTROL 0

3440 RTS

0450 HIGH'MEM .DE S5FFF ; -1

0460 .EN

••••****••*•*•**•••••••*••••*•*•

*

*l
*

l

M M M

END FRUSTRATION!!
FROM CASSETTE FAILURES

PERRY PERIPHERALS HAS

THE HDE SOLUTION

J OMNIDISK SYSTEMS (5" and 8")

* ACCLAIMED HDE SOFTWARE
* • Assembler, Dynamic Debugging Tool,

£ Text Output Processor, Comprehensive

+ Memory Test

• Coming Soon—HDE BASIC

PERRY PERIPHERALS S-100 PACKAGE

Adds Omnidisk (5") to

YourKIM/S-100 System

• Construction Manual—No Parts

-K

*

*• FODS & TED Diskette

*• $20. +$2. postage& handling. (NY residents

*

+

*

add 7% tax) (specify for 1 or 2 drive system)

Place your order with:

PERRY PERIPHERALS

P.O. Box 924

Miller Place, N.Y. 11764

(516) 744-6462

Your Full-Line HDE Distributor/Exporter

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*

DATA

63003 REM KIM PROGRAM WHICH MAKES DATA STATEMEMENTS

63010 REM FROM A MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM

63020 REM

63030 REM HARVEY R. HERMAN

63040 REM

63345 REM PROTECT HIGH MEMORY

63047 POKE 132,0lPOKE 133*96lCLEAR

63046 GOSUB 63500IREM POKE MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM

'STARTING LOCATION'*;S

•ENDING LOCATION";E

63050

63055

630 60

63364

63065

633 80

INPUT

INPUT

N=10

REM H

63133

63110

63115

63120

63125

63133

63140

63145

63150

63160

63173

63190

63200

IS HIGH MEMORY LOCATION FOR SAVE

H-S45 76IPOKEH.15IH=H+1

FOR I»S TO E STEP 6

63085 AS=STRS(N)+" DATA "

63090 FOR J=3 TO 6

A=PEEK(I+J)

IF (I+J)=E THEN 63130

AS=A$+STRSCA)+"*M

NEXT J

AopEEK(I+J»

A$=A£+STRSCA)+CHRS(13)+CHR$(10)

GOSUB 63400

N»N+10

NEXT I

AS«STRS(N>+" FOR I ="+STRS CS ) +'• TO"+STR$CE) +

CHHtf13)+CHRt(10)

GOSUB 63403

N=N+10

At=STR$(N)+" READ AlPOKE I*AlNEXT r'+CHRSC13> +

CHR$tl3)

63210 GOSUB 63430

63212 POKE H*26IREM LAST CHARACTER

63215 REM CHANGE INPUT ROUTINE

63220 POKE 9333.0IPOKE 9334.3

63230 REM UNPROTECT HIGH MEMORY

63240 POKE 132*3tP0KE 133.144INEU

63390 HEM PICK APART STRING AND SAVE IN HIGH MEMORY

63403 FOR K=H TO H+LEN(A$>-1

63410 POKE K*ASCCMID$(A$*K-H+1*1))

63420 NEXT K

63433 H-H+LEN(A$)

63440 PRINT AS.lPOKE 22*0lREM ZERO PRINT POSITION

63453 RETURN

63530 DATA 24*173.18,2.105.1,141*18

DATA 2*173*19*2*105,0,141*19

2*173*255.95,201.26*240*6

72*32*160,30,104,96.169*90

141.87*36.169.30*141.68,3 6

169.15.96

> 512 TO 554

63510

63520

63530

63540

635 60

63 5 70

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

FOR

63580 READ AlPOKE

635 93 RETURN

OK

I.AlNEXT I
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I NPUT mD 0 100 
0 11 0 ;T EfoPORI:\RY MODJF'lC.!H I ON TO KIM Q4S I C I NPUT ROUTINF.: 
0 120 ; I NPUT" CH4R4CTER FROM HIGH M'F:MORY 
0 130 ; INSTEAD OF KEYHOo!\RD 
0 140 ; REST OR~ NOR~ L OPER 'Io T I ON WHEN $ 11:\ 
0 150 ; CH4RACTER IS READ FROM HIGH MEMORY 

121200 - '" 
020 1 - AD 12 .2 
0204- 6 9 0 1 
0206 - "0 12 02 
0209- AD 13 .2 
020e - 69 •• 
020E - "0 13 .2 
0211 - AD FF Sf 

02 10Q - C9 I A 
0216- F0 .6 

02 18- 4" 
0219 - 20 A0 IE 
g2 1e - 6" 
02 10- 6. 

02 1 E - A9 SA 
0220 - "0 57 24 
022 3 - A9 IE 
9225 - "0 5" 2 " 
0228 - A9 0F 

022A - 60 

A l ~~ 
0170 
0180 
0 1 90 
0200 
1212 10 
0220 
0230 
0240 
0250 
0260 
.27. 
1212 80 
0290 
9300 
03 1~ 

0320 
0330 
0340 
0345 
0359 
0355 
0360 
33 70 
0380 
3390 
0400 
0410 
0429 
~4 .,)0 

0443 
0 4 53 
0 4 60 

JH4RVEY ~ . HERMI\N 

. OA t.2A0 
CLC 

;QUfoF ST ORo.GE PO I NT F:R 
;NOTE I PROGR4M MODIF I ES ITSE LF 

SORRY EPROM FREAKS 
LO.Q, COUNT +1 
A.DC 1' 0 1 
S1A COUNT ... t 
LOA COUNT+ 2 
4DC 100 
5 14 COU NT+2 

COUNT LD4 HIGH-~EM 
;CHECK f OR DONE($ I~) 

;KIM OUT 

Cl<P ,UIA 
"EQ END 

PHA 
JSR SlE~0 
PLA 
RT5 

;A;ES T ORE KEYRO~RD INPUT 
END LD~ " 5~ 

STA $2 457 
L OA '$I E 
STA 1 2 458 
L OA 'leF 

;RETURN WITH CON TROL Q 
RTS 

HIGH-MEM .DE SSFFF ;-1 
.EN 

********************************. 
• K A S T .. 
: I I Y I .. 
• M M M M .. · .. · .. · .. · .. • FROM CASSETTE FAILURES .. 
: PERRY PERIPHERALS HAS : 
• THE HDE SOLUTION : 
: OMNIDISK SYSTEMS (5·· and 8 " ) : 

• ACCLAIMED HDE SOFTWARE .. 
: • Assembler. Dynamic Debugging Tool. : 
: Text Output Processor. Comprehensive : 
• Memory Test .. · .. • • Coming Soon- HDE BASIC .. 
: PERRY PERIPHERALS S -100 PACKAGE : 

: Adds Omnidisk (5") to : 
• Your KIM / S-100 System .. 
:. Construction Manual- No Parts : 
•• FODS & TED Diskette .. 
: . $20 . +$2 . postage& handling . (NY,es;dents : 
.. add 7 % tax) (specify for 1 or 2 drive sys tem) .. · .. • Place your order with: .. 
! PERRY PERIPHERALS : 
: P.O . Box 924 : 
: MillerPlace,N.Y.11764 : 
! (516) 744-6462 : · .. .. Your Full-line HOE Distribut o r/ Exporter .. 
l' .. 
********************************* 

DATA 
63000 RE M KIM PR OGRAM WHICH Mt\KES DATA STATEMEMENT S 
630 10 REM FROM A MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM 
63929 REM 
63030 REM HARVE Y B. HER MAN 
63940 REM 
6304 5 REM PROTECT H I GH MEMORY 
6304 7 POKE 1 32 ~01POKE 133 ,961 CLEAR 
63048 GOSUS 63500 1REM POKE MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM 
63050 I NPUT "ST4RTING L OCATION";S 
63055 I NPUT "END I NG L OCATI QN";E 
63060 N=1 0 
63064 REM H IS HI GH MEMORY L OCATI ON FOR SAVF. 
63065 H-24576IPQKEH, 15 IH -H +I 
63080 FOR I-S TO E STEP B 
63085 AI=STRSCN)+" DATA .. 
63093 FOR J-=0 TO 6 
63103 A =PEEKC l+J ) 
631 10 IF CI+J)cE THEN 63130 
63 11 5 AS=AI+STRSCA)+"," 
63120 NEXT J 
63125 AapEEK(I+J) 
63130 AS ::as\S+STRI ( A )+CHRS < 13) +CHR. $ C 10 ) 
63 140 GOSUS 63400 
631 45 N-N +10 
63150 NEXT 1 
63 1 60 AS-StrU <N )+" F OR lc"+STRI(S)+" TO"+ST RSCE ) + 

CHR$ (13 ) +CH'RS ( I A) 
63110 Gosu-q 63400 
63 1 90 N=N+10 
63200 AI=STRS<N)+" READ A I POKE I,AINEXT I"+CHRsct 3) + 

CHRS( 10) 
63210 GOSUB 63400 
632 12 POKE H,26IREM LAS T CHAR~CTER 
632 15 REM CHANGE INPUT ROUTINE 
63220 POKE 9303,0 1P OKE 9304 . 2 
63230 REM UNPROTECT HIGH MEMORY 
63240 POKE 132 . 0 1POKE 133,144 I NE~ 

63390 REM PICK APART STR I NG AND SAVE IN HIGH MEMORY 
63400 FOR K =H T O H+LENCAS)-I 
63 41 0 POKE K,ASC<MIDS(AS,K - H+I,I» 
63420 NEXT K 
63430 H-H+LEN<AS) 
63440 PRINT AS; 'POKE 22 ,01REM ZERO PRINT POS ITI ON 
63450 RETURN 
63500 DATA 24 ,113 ,18,2,105,1,141,18 
63510 DATA 2,1 13 ,1 9 , 2 ,1 0 5,0, 141,1 9 
63520 DATA 2 .113,255,95.20 1,26 , 2 40, 6 
63530 DATA 12 , 32 ,1 60 , 30 ,1 04 , 96,169,90 
63540 DATA 141, 8 7, 36 ,1 69 . 30 ,1 4 1, B8~ 36 

63560 DATA 169, 15, 96 
63510 FOR 1- 512 TO 554 
63580 READ A.POKE I, ~INEXT I 
63590 RETURN © 

OK 
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AIM 65 Tape

Copy Utility

Christopher J, Flynn

Introduction

If you're an AIM 65 user, you've probably stored

your favorite programs and important data bases on

cassette tape. Have you thought about making

backup copies of your tapes? I didn't until my tape

recorder ate my only copy of a 1000 line assembly

language program that I was writing.

You may be thinking it is too much trouble to

make backup tapes on the AIM. Each file has to be

loaded into memory and then written back out. If

you have machine language programs, Basic pro

grams, and text files, then you have to follow three

different load and dump procedures. Machine

language programs are the worst to copy. Sure, it is

very easy to load them into memory. Have you tried

dumping such a program when you've lost the little

piece of paper that had the memory addresses on it?

Well, here is a little 44 byte program that will

make tape copying easy. All you do is put the tape to

be copied in drive 1 and a blank tape in drive 2.

Then, position the tapes and let the program do the

rest. The program will copy any kind of AIM file. It

will even copy multiple input files from the same

tape. So now, none of us should have any excuse for

not having backup copies of our important tapes.

Hardware Required

First of all, I'll assume that you have an AIM. An

AIM with just IK of RAM will do fine.

Next, you'll need to attach two cassette

recorders to your AIM. Chances are you already

have one. If nothing else, maybe this article will give

you an excuse to buy a second one. By the way, the

versatility of the AIM definitely improves with the

second recorder.

Finally, you should connect the remote control

circuits to each of the recorders. You should experi

ment with the setting of GAP ($A409) as described

in the AIM manual. Pick a value of GAP that lets

you record on one device and play back on the other

reliably. I have found that the default value of $08

works well. It only worked, however, after I modified

my recorders (Radio Shack) so that their electronics

would remain on even when the motor was toggled

off.

Tape Copy Procedure

Let's go through the step by step procedure of copy

ing a tape.

1. Load the tape copy program into the AIM's

memory starting at $0200. The program is easily

relocated, but you'll have to observe the

cautions described in a later section.

2. Place the tape to be copied in drive 1.

This program assumes that drive 1 is used only

in the playback mode.

3. Place a blank tape in drive 2. This program

assumes that drive 2 is used only in the record

mode.

4. Position the tapes.

a. Position the tape in drive 1 to a point just

beyond the leader. Use the "1" monitor

command to toggle drive 1 off.

b. Position the tape in drive 2 to a point about

4 turns beyond the leader. Use the monitor

"2" command to toggle drive 2 off.

5. Start the tape copy program.

a. Use the monitor "*" command to set the

AIM's program counter to $0200.

b. Use the monitor "G" command to begin

the program.

6. Watch the AIM display. The display will alter

nately show an "S" and a "W". The "S"

means that the program is searching for the next

block. The "W" means that the program is in

the process of writing a block to drive 2.

7. Hit reset to stop the copy program when a

steady display of "S" appears without any inter

vening " W"s.

a. Drive 1 will be on and you can rewind and

remove the input tape.

b. Drive 2 will be off. This allows you to stack

additional programs or data on the same output

tape. You will have to toggle drive 2 with the

"2" command when you are ready to rewind

the output tape.

That's all there is to copying a tape. Notice that at

no time did the AIM ask you "IN = " or

"OUT = ". It did not even ask you for the input and

output file names.

By the way, you should probably verify the first

few tape copies that you make just to be sure that the

program works and that GAP is set properly.

How It Works

The Tape copy program makes use of subroutines in

the AIM monitor. Basically, the program reads a

data block from drive 1 (subroutine TIBY1 at

SED53) into the AIM's tape buffer. The data block

is then written from the buffer to drive 2 by an AIM

subroutine beginning at $F19C which I've called

BLKOUT. In between data blocks, the program

writes either an "S" or a "W" to the AIM display.

This process of reading and writing a block continues

forever or until reset is pushed or the plug is pulled.
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AIM 65 Tape 
Copy Utility 
Christopher J Flynn 
Introduction 
If you're an AIM 65 user, you 've probabl y stored 
your favorite programs and important data bases on 
cassette tape. Have you thought about making 
backup copies of your tapes? I didn't until my tape 
recorder ate my only copy of a 1000 line assembly 
language program that r was writing. 

You may be thinking it is too much trouble to 
make backup tapes on the AIM. Each fil e has to be 
loaded into memory and then written back out. If 
you have machine language programs, Basic pro
grams, and text fil es, then you have to follow three 
different load and dump procedures. Machine 
language programs arc the worst to copy. Sure, it is 
very easy to load them into memory. H ave you tri ed 
dump ing such a program when you've lost the litt le 
piece of paper that had the memory addresses on it ? 

Well, here is a little 44 byte program that will 
make tape copying easy. All you do is put the tape to 
be copied in drive 1 and a blank tape in drive 2. 
Then, position th e tapes and let the program do the 
rest. The program wi ll copy any kind of AIM fi le. It 
will even copy multiple input files from the same 
tape. So now, none of us should have any excuse for 
not having backup copies of our important tapes. 

Hardware Required 
First of all, [ ' II assume that you have an AIM. An 
AIM with just lK of RAM will do fine. 

Next , you 'll need to attach two cassette 
recorders to your AIM. Chances are you already 
have one. If nothing else, maybe thi s article wi ll give 
you a n excuse to bu y a second one . By the way, the 
versat ility of the AIM definit ely improves with the 
second recorder. 

Finall y, you should connect the remote control 
circuits to each of the recorders. You should experi
ment with the setting of GAP ($A409) as described 
in the AIM manual. Pick a value of GAP that lets 
you record on one device and play back on the other 
reliably. I have found that the default value of S08 
works well. It only worked, howeve r , after I modified 
my recorders (Radio Shack) so that their electronics 
would remain on even when the motor was toggled 
off. 

Tape Copy Procedure 
Let' s go through the step by step proced ure of copy
ing a tape . 
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1. Load the tape copy program into the AIM 's 
memory starting at $0200 . The program is easily 
relocated, but you' ll have to observe the 
cautions described in a later section. 

2. Place the tape to be copied in drive 1. 
This program ass umes th at drive 1 is used only 
in the playback mode. 

3. Place a blank tape in drive 2. This program 
assumes that drive 2 is used onl y in the record 
mode. 

4. Position the tapes . 
a. Position the tape in drive to a point just 

beyond the leader. Use the" l " monitor 
command to toggle drive 1 ofr. 

b. Posi tion the tape in drive 2 to a point about 
4 turns beyond the leade r . Use the monitor 
" 2" command to toggle drive 2 ofT. 

5. Start the tape copy program. 
a. Use the monitor " *" command to set the 

AIM' s program counter to $0200. 
b. Use the monitor "G" command to begin 

the program. 

6. Watch the AIM display . The display will alter
nately show an CI S"~ and a " W". The "S" 
means that the program is sea rching for the next 
block. The "W" means that the program is in 
the process of writing a block to drive 2. 

7. Hit reset to stop the copy program when a 
steady display of "S" appea rs without any inter
vening " W"s. 
a. Drive 1 will be on and you can rewind and 

remOve the input tape. 
b . Drive 2 will be ofr. This allows you to stack 
additional programs or data on the same output 
tape. You will have to toggle drive 2 with the 
"2" command when you are ready to rew ind 
the output tape . 

That 's all there is to copying a tape . Notice that at 
no time did the AIM ask you " IN = " or 
" OUT = ". It did not even ask you for the input a nd 
output fil e names. 

By the way, you should probably verify the first 
few tape copies that you make just to be sure that the 
program works and that GAP is set properly. 

How It Works 
The Tape copy program makes use of subroutines in 
the AIM monitor. Basicall y, the program reads a 
data block from drive 1 (subrouti ne T IBY l at 
SE053) into the AIM 's tape buffer. The da ta block 
is then written from the buffer to drive 2 by an AIM 
subroutine beginning at $F l 9C wh ich I 've called 
BLKOUT. In between data blocks, the program 
writes either an "8" or a "W" to the ArM display. 
This process of read ing and writing a block continues 
forever or until reset is pushed or the plug is pulled. 
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AIHASM

LINE

0001

0002

0003

0004

0005

0006

0007

0008

0009

0010

0011

0012

0013

0014

0015

0016

0017

0018

0019

0020

0021

0022

0023

0024

0025

0026

0027

0028

0029

0030

0031

0032

0033

0034

0035

0036

0037

0038

0039

0040

0041

0042

0043

0044

0045

0046

0047

0048

0049

0050

0051

0052

* LOC

022C

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0200

0202

0205

0208

020A

020D

020D

020D

020D

0210

0212

0215

0217

021A

021A

021A

021A

021A

021A

021D

021F

0222

0224

0226

0229

A9

on

8D

A9

an

20

A?

20

A2

20

20

A9

20

AO

A2

20

20

The listing in

language code for

00

34

15

01

35

44

53

FC

00

53

44

57

FC

02

oc

9E

9C

CODE

FIGURE 1

LINE

*=$0200

♦ QBJ $8000

AIM 65 TAPE COPY UTILITY

'DRIVE 1 IS INPUT DRIVE

iDRIVE 2 IS OUTPUT DRIVE

BY CHRIS FLYNN 8/80

AIM 65 MONITOR ROUTINES USED

CLR =$EB44

OUTDP =$EEFC

TIBY1 =$ED53

PHXY =$EB9E

BLKOUT =$F19C

!

J

,

AIM 65 RAM LOCATIONS

TAPIN =$A434

TAPOUT =$A435

BLOCK =$0115

i
i

*

r

USED

TAPE COPY INITIALIZATION

COPY LDA *0

A4

01

A4

*

i

STA TAPIN

STA BLOCK

LDA *1

STA TAPQUT

JSET DRIVE 1 AS INPUT

iCLEAR BLOCK COUNT

JSET DRIVE 2 AS OUTPUT

READ A TAPE BLOCK INTO AIM 65 BUFFER

EB READ JSR CLR

EE

ED

i

»

i

F

LDA #'S

JSR OUTDP

LDX *0

JSR TIBY1

WRITE THE BLOCK FROM

NOTE: BLKOUT WILL DO

»INDICATE SEARCHING FOR BLOCK

JREAD A BLOCK

THE AIM BUFFER

A JSR PLXY AND THEN RTS.

THEREFORE* WE PRELOAD RETURN ADDR ON STACK.

EB WRITE JSR CLR

EE

EB

Fl

LDA *'W

JSR OUTDP

LDY #>READ

LDX #<READ-1

JSR PHXY

JSR BLKOUT

Figure 1 shows the assembly

the tape copy program. The only

tricky part of the program is the JSR to BLKOUT.

BLKOUT is i eally a ^art of the AIM subroutine

SINDICATE WRITE IN PROGRESS

JPUT RETURN ADDRESS IN Y»X

;hi part in y» lo part in x

;now put return address on stack

SOUTPUT THE BLOCK AND READ NEXT ONE

than its normal entry point.

The first and last two statements of TOBYTE

are:

JSR PHXY

TOBYTE ($F18B). A problem arises because the

tape copy program calls TOBYTE at a point other
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AIHASH 

LINE. LOC 

0001 022C 
0002 0200 
0003 0200 
0004 0200 
0005 0200 
0006 0200 
0007 0200 
OOOB 0200 
0009 0200 
0010 0200 
0011 0200 
0012 0200 
0013 0200 
0014 0200 
0015 0200 
0016 0200 
0017 0200 
001B 0200 
0019 0200 
0020 0200 
0021 0200 
0022 0200 
0023 0200 
0024 0200 
0025 0200 
0026 0200 
0027 0200 
002B 0200 
0029 0202 
0030 0205 
0031 020B 
0032 020A 
0033 020D 
0034 020D 
0035 020D 
0036 020D 
0037 0210 
0038 0212 
0039 0215 
0040 0217 
0041 021A 
0042 021A 
0043 021A 
0044 021A 
0045 021A 
0046 021A 
0047 021D 
0048 021F 
0049 0222 
OOSO 0224 
0051 0226 
0052 0229 

A9 
80 
BD 
A9 
BD 

20 
A9 
20 
A2 
20 

20 
A9 
20 
AO 
A2 
20 
20 

CODE 

00 
34 A4 
15 01 
01 
35 A4 

H EB 
53 
FC EE 
00 
53 ED 

44 EB 
57 
FC EE 
02 
OC 
9E EB 
9C Fl 

; 

FIGURE 1 

LINE 

*=$0200 
.OBJ $8000 

COMPUTE! 

;AIM 65 TAPE COPY UTILITY 
; 
;DRIVE 1 IS INPUT DRIVE 
;DRIVE 2 IS OUTPUT DRIVE 
; 
;BY CHRIS FLYNN 8/BO 
; 
; 
;AIM 65 HONITOR ROUTINES USED 
; 
CLR 
OUTDP 
TIBYl 
PHXY 
BLKOUT 

=$EBH 
=$EEFC 
=$ED53 
=$EB9E 
=$F19C 

;AIM 65 RAM LOCATIONS USED 
; 
TAPIN =$A434 
TAP OUT =$A435 
BLOCK =$0115 
; 
;TAPE COPY INITIALIZATION 
; 
COF'Y LDA to 
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STA TAPIN ;SET DRIVE 1 AS INPUT 
STA BLOCK ;CLEAR BLOCK COUNT 
LDA t1 ;SET DRIVE 2 AS OUTPUT 
STA TAPOUT 

; 
;READ A TAPE BLOCK INTO AIH 65 BUFFER 

READ JSR CLR 
LDA t ' S ;INDICATE SEARCHING FOR BLOCK 
JSR OUTIIP 
LIIX to 
JSR TlBY1 ;READ A BLOCK 

; 
;WRITE THE BLOCK FROM THE AIM BUFFER 
;NOTE: BLKOUT WILL DO A JSR PLXY AND THEN RTS. 
;THEREFORE, WE PRELOAD RETURN AIIDR ON STACK. 

WRITE JSR 
LOA 
JSR 
LDY 
LIIX 
JSR 
JSR 

CLR 
t'W 
OUTlIP 
t >READ 
t <READ-1 
PHXY 
BLKOUT 

;INIIICATE WRITE IN PROGRESS 

;PUT RETURN ADDRESS IN Y,X 
;HI PART IN Y, LO PART IN X 
;NOW PUT RETURN ADDRESS ON STACK 
;OUTPUT THE BLOCK AND READ NEXT ONE 

T he listing in Figure 1 shows the assembly 
language code for the tape copy program . The only 
tricky part of the program is the jSR to BLKOUT. 
BLKOUT is really a pa rt of the AIM subroutine 
TOBYTE ($F18B). A problem arises because the 
tape copy program calls TOBYTE at a point other 

than its normal entry point. 

arc: 
The first and last two statements of T O BYTE 

jSR PHXY 

• • 
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JSR PLXY

RTS

Notice that TOBYTE saves the X and Y registers on

the stack. When TOBYTE is called in the middle,

the X and Y registers do not get saved. So, when

TOBYTE finishes, the JSR PLXY does not pick up

X and Y. Instead, it removes the return address

from the stack. Therefore, the RTS picks up garbage

from the stack and the AIM hangs!

To get around this problem, the tape copy pro

gram preloads X and Y before calling BLKOUT.

The values loaded into X and Y represent the return

address. X and Y are then stored on the stack. Last

ly, the JSR to BLKOUT is done.

Figure 1 shows the way X and Y are loaded.

The most significant byte of (return address - 1) is

placed in Y. The least significant byte of (return ad

dress - 1) is placed in X. One is subtracted from the

return address in order to mimic the way the 6502

stores return addresses on the stack. If you relocate

this program, you will have to load X and Y with

the appropriate values.

Summary

This article has described a simple tape copy utility

for the AIM 65. I hope that you find it both useful

and easy to use. ©

Model EP-2A-79

EPROM Programmer
PET APPLE KIM-1 OHIO SCIENTIFIC

I

Software available for F-8, 6800, 8085. 8080. Z-80, 6502, 1802,
2650.6809. 8086 based systems.

EPROM type is selected by a personality module which plugs into
the front of the programmer. Power requirements are 115 VAC
50/60 Hz. at 15 watts. It is supplied with a 36-inch ribbon cable for
connecting to microcomputer. Requires l'<£ I/O ports. Priced at
$155 with one set of software. (Additional software on disk and
cassette for various systems.) Personality modules are shown below.

Part Nn, Programs Price

PM (I TMS 2708 $15.00

PM-I 2704,2708 15.00

PM 2 2732 30.00

PM-3 TMS 2716 15.00

PM-4 TMS 2532 30.00

PM-5 TMS 2516.2716.2758 15.00

PM-W MCM6H764 33.00

Optimal Technology, Inc.
Blue Wood 127, EarlysvtUe, Virginia 22936

Phone (804) 973-5482

Compare Our Prices With Any Others

Rockwell's

Synertek's

Commodore's

AIM-65

SYM-1

KIM-1

1K

1K

1K

System:

System:

System:

$405.

235.

175.

4K

4K

System

System

$459

259

The Computerist, Inc's:

16KDRAM

32KDRAM

Video Plus II

Mother Plus II & Card Cage

FOR YOUR SYSTEM'S EXPANSION

$279. ProtoPlusll

375. ASK I/O Board

279. DRAM & Video Cable

115. Power Supply for SYM-1

$42.

55.

15.

39.

Power Supply and Enclosure for AIM-65 $119.

Power Supply and Enclosure for KIM-1 65.

AH products are factory warranted. Prices include full documentation.

Send Check or Money Order to:

Hepburn MCA*
12 Grosvenor Street

Lowell, MA 01851

Please add $5.00 shipping and handling. MA residents add 5% sales tax.

* Mini Computers and Accessories
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• 
]SR PLXY 
RTS 

Notice that TOBYTE saves the X and Y registers on 
the stack. When TOBYTE is called in the middle, 
the X and Y registers do not get saved. So, when 
TOBYTE finishes, the ]SR PLXY does not pick up 
X and Y. Instead, it removes the return address 
from the stack. Therefore, the R TS picks up garbage 
from the stack and the A IM hangs! 

To get a round this problem, the tape copy pro
gram preloads X and Y before calling BLKOUT. 
The values loaded into X and Y represent the return 
address. X and Yare then stored on the stack. Last
ly, the ]SR to BLKOUT is done. 

Figure 1 shows the way X and Y are loaded. 
The most significant byte of (return address - 1) is 
placed in Y. The least significant byte of (return ad
dress - 1) is placed in X. One is subtracted from the 
retu rn add ress in order to mimic the way the 6502 
stores return addresses on the stack. If you relocate 
this program, you wi ll have to load X and Y with 
the appropriate values. 

Summary 
This art icle has described a simple tape copy utilit y 
for the AIM 65. I hope th a t you find it both useful 
and easy to use . © 
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Model EP-2A-79 

EPROM Programmer 
PET • APPLE • AIM·55 • KIM·' • SYM·l . OHIO SC IENTIFIC 

Software available for F·g. 6800. 8085. 8080. Z-80. 6502. 1802. 
2650.6809. 8086 based systems. 
EPROM type is selected by a personality module which plugs into 
the front of the programmer. Po<.Ver requirements are 115 VAC 
SO/ 60 Hz. at 15 watts. It is supplied v.-ith a 36·inch ribbon cable for 
connecting to microcomputer. Requires 11h I/O ports. Priced at 
$155 v.-ith one set of software. (Additional software on disk and 
cassette for various sy.:;tems.) Personality modules are shown below. 
Part No. l>rograms Price 
PM·O TMS :nos .............................. ........ $15.00 
PM· I 2704 .27~ .. . .. . ... 15.00 
PM ·2 2732 ............ .. .......................... ...... 30.00 
PM·3 TMS 2716 . . ...... . .... ..... . .. 15.00 
PM4 lMS 2532 .. . . . . . . ...... . ............................ .. . 30.00 
PM·5 n.tS 2516. 2716.2758 .................................. .. 15.00 
PM-8 MO t68764 . . .................................... . .. .. .. . 33.00 

ODtimal Technology, Inc. 
Blue Wood 127, Earlysville, VIrginia 22936 

Phone (804) 973-5482 

Compare Our Prices With Any Others 

Rockwell's 
Synertek's 
Commodore 's 

AIM-65 
SYM-' 
KIM-' 

The Computerist, Inc's: 
16K DRAM 
32K DRAM 
Video Plus II 
Mother Plu s II & Card Cage 

, K System: 
, K System: 
, K System: 

$405. 
235. 
175. 

4K System 
4K System 

FOR YOUR SYSTEM'S EXPANSION 

$279. 
375. 
279. 
115. 

Proto PI us II 
AS KilO Board 
DRAM & Video Cable 
Power Supply for SYM·1 

Power Supply and En c losure for AIM-65 
Power Supply and Enc losure for KIM·1 

$119. 
65. 

$459. 
259. 

All products are factory warrantied. Prices include full documentation. 
Send Check or Money Order to: 

Hepburn MeA' 
12 Grosvenor Street 
Lowe ll , MA 01851 

Please add $5.00 shipping and handling. MA residents add 5% sa les tax . 
• Mini Computers and Accessories 

$42. 
55. 
15. 
39. 

139 
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Combining

BASIC And

Machine-

Language

Programs On

Tape

George Wells

This article describes a procedure to combine a

machine-language program and a BASIC program

into a single cassette tape file which can be LOADed

and RUN without exiting BASIC. This procedure is

specifically applied to a SYM-1, but the technique

may be applicable to other machines, particularly

Microsoft BASICs that store programs on tape in

tokenized form exactly as they appear in memory.

General Discussion Of Technique

Whenever a BASIC programmer wants to jump to a

machine-language program by way of the USR com

mand, he has to decide where in RAM he is going to

put the object code for the machine-language pro

gram. The usual place to put such code (assuming it

is too big to squeeze into one of the unused areas on

page zero or page one or some other place) is near

the top of his contiguous RAM space which starts at

page zero and includes at least 4K or 8K of memory.

The method by which this is accomplished is to exit

BASIC, load the object code from a file on tape, re-

enter BASIC with an appropriate response to

MEMORY SIZE? so BASIC will not use the

memory allocated to the machine program and final

ly LOAD and RUN the BASIC program. In order

to avoid this cumbersome procedure, we can put the

two types of programs next to each other so that they

can be LOADed together from one tape file into

memory.

The technique to perform this is to make two

tape files, the first one containing the BASIC pro

gram and the second one containing the machine

code assembled somewhere in memory after the end

of the BASIC program. Then all you have to do is

enter BASIC, LOAD the BASIC program, LOAD

the machine program, and SAVE the combined pro

gram. Now you have both programs on the same

tape file which can be LOADed just like any other

BASIC program. If you change the BASIC program,

you will have to reLOAD the machine program and

reSAVE the combined program. There are two pit

falls to be avoided when making changes. First, if the

BASIC program expands to the point where it runs

into the machine code, you will have to reassemble

the machine program at a higher address, make a

tape copy, modify the BASIC program to link pro

perly to the new machine code, reLOAD the new

machine code, and reSAVE the new combined pro

gram. Second, if you get a BAD LOAD error when

trying to LOAD the machine code, your BASIC pro

gram will be deleted; so it's a good idea to SAVE the

BASIC program after making any changes. In order

to avoid these problems, you will probably want to

assemble your machine-language program at the top

of your RAM and check out your BASIC program as

much as possible before combining the two programs

together.

Specific Example On A SYM-1

This example will take a BASIC program that uses

the trig functions and combine it with the machine

code which the user must supply in order to use trig

with the SYM-1 BASIC. It's a good idea to practice

this technique on a simple BASIC program to get a

feel for how it works before attempting a serious ap

plication.

STEP 1: Cold start to BASIC and enter the follow

ing program:

100 X = Y: REM CHANGE Y TO LAST

PAGE OF

TRIG.

110 POKE 196,104: POKE 197,X

120 PRINT SIN(l), COS(2), TAN(3),

ATN(4)

STEP 2: Save the BASIC program on tape with

SAVE B.

STEP 3: Go to the monitor (by way of Reset) and

look at memory locations S7D and S7E. These two

values are the low and high bytes of the first

available address after the BASIC program. The

value of this address should be increased by at least

30 or 40 or even several hundred if extensive changes

are expected in the BASIC program. In this exam

ple, we could safely start the machine code anywhere

after address $0290.

STEP 4: Store the object code for the trig functions

(from Synertek Systems, Inc. Technical Note 53) so

that it ends at the end of page three.

STEP 5: Save the machine code on a second tape

using an ID of 54D (ASCII "M") with the following

command:

.S2 4D.2C7-3FF

STEP 6: Cold start back to BASIC and LOAD B to

get the BASIC program.

STEP 7: Since we now know the location of the

machine code, re-enter line 100:

lAO 

Combining 
BASIC And 
Machine
Language 
Programs On 
Tape 
George Wells 
T his article describes a procedure to combine a 
machine-language program and a BASIC program 
into a single cassette tape file which can be LOADed 
and RUN without exiting BASIC. This procedure is 
specifically a pplied to a SYM-l , but the technique 
may be applicable to other machines, particularly 
Microsoft BASICs that store programs on tape in 
tokenized form exactly as they appear in memory. 
General Discussion Of Technique 
Whenever a BASIC programmer wants to jump to a 
machine-language program by way of the USR com
mand, he has to decide where in RAM he is going to 
put the object code for the mach ine-language pro
gram . The usual place to put such code (assumin g it 
is too big to squeeze into onc of the unused areas on 
page zero or page one or some other place) is near 
the top of his contiguous R AM space which starts at 
page zero and includes at least 4K or 8K of memory. 
The method by wh ich this is accomplished is to exit 
BASIC, load the object code from a fil e on tape , re
enter BASIC with an appropriate response to 
MEMORY SIZE? so BASIC will not use the 
memory allocated to the machine program and final
ly LOAD and RUN the BASIC program. In order 
to avo id this cumbersome procedure, we can put the 
two types of programs next to each other so that they 
can be LOADed together from one tape fil e into 
memory. 

The technique to perform th is is to make two 
tape fil es, the first one cont aining the BASIC pro
gram and the second onc cont ainin g the machine 
code assembled somewhere in memory after the end 
of the BASIC program. Then all you have to do is 
en ter BASIC, LOAD the BASIC program, LOAD 
the machine program , and SAVE the combined pro
gram. Now you have both programs on the same 
tape file which can be LOADed just like any other 
BASIC program. If you change the BASIC program , 
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you will have to reLOAD th e machine program and 
reSA VE the combined progra m. There a rc two pit
falls to be avoided when making changes . First, if the 
BASIC program expands to the point where it runs 
into the machine code, you will have to reasse mble 
the machine program at a higher address, make a 
tape copy, mod ify the BASIC program to link pro
perl y to the new machine code , reLOAD the new 
machine code, and reSA VE the new combined pro
gram. Second , if you ge t a BAD LOAD error when 
trying to LOAD the machine code, your BASIC pro
gram will be deleted ; so it's a good idea to SAVE the 
BASIC program aft er making any changes. In order 
to avoid these problems, you will probabl y want to 
assemble your machine-language program at the top 
of your RAM and check ou t yo ur BASIC program as 
much as possible before combining the two programs 
together. 
Specific Example On A SYM-l 
This example will take a BASIC program that uses 
the tr ig function s and combine it with (he machine 
code which the user must supply in order to use trig 
with the SYM-l BASIC . It ' s a good idea to practice 
this technique on a simple BASIC program to get a 
feel for how it works be fore attemptin g a serious ap
plication. 

STEP 1: Cold start to BASIC and enter the follow
ing program: 

100 X ~ Y: REM C H ANGE Y TO LAST 
PAGE OF 
TRIG . 
110 POKE 196, 104: POKE 197,X 
120 PRINT SIN(I), COS(2) , TAN(3), 
ATN(4) 

STEP 2: Save the BASIC program on tape with 
SAVE B. 

STEP .'3: Go to the monitor (by way of Reset) and 
look at memory locatio ns $70 and S7E. T hese two 
values are the low and high bytes of the first 
available address after the BASIC program. The 
value of this add ress should be increased by a t least 
30 or 40 or even several hundred if exte nsive changes 
are expected in the BASIC program . In th is exam
pic, we could safe ly start (h e machine code anywhere 
after address $0290. 

STEP 4: Store the object code for the trig fun ctions 
(from Synertek Systems, Inc. T echnical Note 53) so 
that it ends at the end of page three. 

STEP 5: Save the machine code on a second tape 
using an 10 of S4D (ASCII "M") wi ,h 'he following 
command: 

.S24D ,2C7-3FF 

STEP 6: Cold sta rt back to BASIC and LOA D B to 
get the BASIC program. 

STEP 7: Since we now know the location of the 
machi ne code, fe -enter line 100: 
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100 X = 3: REM TRIG FUNCTIONS

END ON

PAGE 3.

STEP 8: Save the modified BASIC program on your

first tape with SAVE B.

STEP 10: Enter LOAD M to load the machine

code. If you get a LOADED message, go to STEP

12. If you get a BAD LOAD error message continue

with STEP 11.

STEP 11. Reload the BASIC program with LOAD

B and continue from STEP 10.

STEP 12: Save the combined program on a third

tape with SAVE C. At this point, you can enter any

valid BASIC command (try RUN and LIST) but

when you get ready to modify the BASIC program

continue from STEP 13.

STEP 13: Make as many changes as desired but DO

NOT RUN the program.

STEP 14: Save the program on your first tape with

SAVE B. This tape will now contain a valid BASIC

program combined with invalid machine code. If you

are sure that there is no danger of your BASIC pro

gram expanding into your machine code then con

tinue from STEP 10. If you are not sure, continue

with STEP 15.

STEP 15: There is no easy way to tell how big the

BASIC part of the combined program is since the ad

dress at $7D, $7E is pointing somewhere near the

end of the machine code. You could go to the

monitor and manually search for three zero-bytes in

a row which shouldn't be too hard if you have a

general idea of where to look. Don't forget to insure

that the system RAM is not write-protected after

returning to BASIC. Another way to accomplish the

same thing without leaving BASIC is to enter the

following direct command (without spaces):

FORI =515TO33333:IFPEEK(I-3) ( ) 0ORPEEK

(1-2) ( ) OORPEEK(I-l) ( ) OTHENNEXT

and wait for BASIC to respond with OK (it can take

minutes). Then enter PRINT I and the computer

will give the decimal equivalent of the first unused

memory location after the BASIC program. If you

run out of space between the two programs, reassem

ble the machine-language program at a higher ad

dress and continue at STEP 5. If you decide that you

have sufficient space between the programs, you can

continue at STEP 10.

NOTE: If at any time you suspect that the

BASIC program has clobbered the machine program,

you should reset your system, cold start to BASIC,

LOAD B with the latest version of your program and

continue at STEP 15.

NOTE: If you continue the trig functions with a

BASIC program as in this example, you should take

precaution to set the pointer at 196 and 197 back to

6502 FORTH
• 6502 FORTH is a complete programming system which

contains an interpreter/compiler as well as an

assembler and editor.

• 6502 FORTH runs on a KIM-1 with a serial terminal.

(Terminal should be at least 64 chr. wide)

• All terminal I/O is funnelled through a jump table near

the beginning of the software and can easily be

changed to jump to user written I/O drivers.

• 6502 FORTH uses cassette for the system mass storage

device

• Cassette read/write routines are built in (includes

Hypertape).

• 92 op-words are built into the standard vocabulary.

• Excellent machine language interface.

• 6502 FORTH as user extensible.

• 6502 FORTH is a true implementation of forth according

to the criteria set down by the forth interest

group.

• Specialized vocabularies can be developed for specific

applications.

• 6502 FORTH resides in 8K of RAM starting at S2000 and

can operate with as little as 4K of additional

contiguous RAM.

6502 FORTH PRICE LIST

KIM CASSETTE, USER MANUAL, AND

COMPLETE ANNOTATED SOURCE

LISTING $90.00

($2000 VERSION) PLUS S&H 4.00

USER MANUAL (CREDITABLE

TOWARDS SOFTWARE

PURCHASE) $15.00
PLUS S&H 1.50

SEND A S.A.S.E. FOR A FORTH

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND A COM

PLETE LIST OF 6502 SOFTWARE,

EPROM FIRMWARE (FOR KIM,

SUPERKIM, AIM, SYM, and

APPLE) AND 6502 DESIGN

CONSULTING SERVICES

AVAILABLE

Eric Rehnke

1067 Jadestone Lane

Corona, CA 97120

Now Available For KIM, AIM, And SYM
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100 X = 3: REM TRIG FUNCTIONS 
END ON 
PAGE 3. 

STEP 8: Save the modi lied BASIC program on your 
lirst tape with SAVE B. 

STEP 10: Enter LOAD M to load the machine 
code. If you get a LOADED message, go to STEP 
12. If you get a BAD LOAD error message continue 
with STEP II. 
STEP 11. Reload the BASIC program with LOAD 
B and continu e fro m STEP 10. 
STEP 12: Save the combined program on a third 
tape with SAVE C. At this point, you can enter any 
valid BASIC command (try RUN and LIST) but 
when you get ready to modify the BASIC program 
cont inue from STEP 13. 

STEP 13: Make as many changes as desired but DO 
NOT RUN the program. 
STEP 14: Save the program on your lirst tape with 
SA VE B. This tape will now contain a valid BASIC 
program combined with invalid machine code. If you 
are su re that there is no danger of your BASIC pro
gram expanding inLO your machine code then co n
tinue from STEP 10 . If you are no t sure, continue 
with STEP 15. 
STEP 15: There is no easy way to tell how big the 
BASIC part of the combined program is since the ad-

6502 FORTH 

dress at S7D, S7E is pointing somewhere near the 
end of the machine code. You could go to the 
monitor and manually search for three zero-bytes in 
a row which shouldn ' t be too hard if you have a 
general idea of where to look. Don't forget to insu re 
that the system RAM is not write-protected a fter 
returning to BASIC. Another way to accomplish the 
same thing without leav ing BASIC is to enter the 
following direct command (without spaces): 
FORI = 515T033333:IFPEEK(I-3) ( ) OORPEEK 
(1-2) ( ) OORPEEK (I-I) ( ) OTHENNEXT 

and wait for BASIC to respond with OK (it can take 
minutes). Then enter PRINT I a nd the computer 
will give the decimal equivalent of the lirst unused 
memory location after the BASIC program. If you 
run our of space between the two programs, reassem
ble the machine-language program at a higher ad
dress and continue at STEP 5. If you decide that you 
have sufficient space between the programs, you can 
continue at STEP 10. 

NOTE: If at any time you suspect that the 
BASIC program has clobbered the machine program, 
you should reset your system, cold start to BASIC, 
LOAD B with the latest version of your program and 
continue at STEP 15. 

NOTE: If you con tinue the trig functions with a 
BASIC program as in thi s example, you should take 
precaution to set the po inter a t 196 and 197 back to 

6502 FORTH PRICE LIST 

• 6502 FORTH is a complete programming system which 
contains an interpreter/ compiler as well as an 
assembler and editor. 

KIM CASSETTE, USER MANUAL, AND 
COMPLETE ANNOTATED SOURCE 
LISTING $90.00 
($2000 VERSION) PLUS S&H 4.00 

• 6502 FORTH runs on a KIM-! with a serial terminal. 
(Terminal should be at least 64 chI'. wide) 

• All terminal 1/ 0 is funnelled th rough a jump table near 
the beginn ing of the software and can easily be 
changed to jump to user written I/ O drivers . 

• 6502 FORTH uses cassette for the system mass storage 
device 

• Cassette read / write routines are built in (includes 
Hypertape). 

• 92 op-words a re built into the standard vocabulary. 
• Excelle nt machine language interface. 
• 6502 FORTH as user extensible. 
• 6502 FORTH is a true implementation of forth according 

to the criteria set down by the forth interest 
group. 

• Specialized vocabularies can be developed for specific 
applications. 

• 6502 FORTH resides in 8K of RAM starting at 52000 and 
can operate with as little as 4K of additional 
contiguous RAM. 

USER MANUAL (CREDITABLE 
TOWARDS SOFTWARE 
PURCHASE) $15.00 

PLUS S&H 1.50 
SEND A S .A.S.E. FOR A FORTH 
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND A COM
PLETE LIST OF 6502 SOFTWARE, 
EPROM FIRMWARE (FOR KIM, 
SUPERKIM, AIM, SYM, and 
APPLE) AND 6502 DESIGN 
CONSULTING SERVICES 
AVAILABLE . . ............... . . 

Eric Rehnke 
1067 Jadestone Lane 
Corona, CA 97120 

Now Available For KIM, AIM, And SYM 
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its original value when leaving your program or

avoid using any of the trig functions unless you pro

perly re-attach the trig function object code. The

original values of 196 and 197 are 2 and 208, respec

tively.

Theory Of Operation

The key to understanding how this technique works

is in knowing the three ways that the Microsoft

BASIC interpreter modifies the pointer to the start-

of-variables (S7D and $7E in the SYM-1), and in

realizing that the pointer to the start-of-program ($7B

and S7C in the SYM-1) never gets modified once it

is initialized by a cold start. In the SYM-i the

BASIC program always begins at location $0201 and

there is a mandatory zero-byte at location $0200

which is put there only during cold start.

The first way that the interpreter modifies the

start-of-variables pointer is through the NEW com

mand which sets the pointer to a value that is equal

to the start-of-program pointer plus two ($0203 in the

SYM-1). This reduces the size of the BASIC pro

gram to two bytes which the NEW command clears

to zeroes. In addition to being executed by a direct

or indirect command or by a cold start, the NEW

command is also automatically executed any time a

tape LOAD command results in a BAD LOAD.

This is why STEP 11 is required in the above exam

ple.

The second way the interpreter can modify the

start-of-variables pointer is when a tape LOAD com

mand results in the file being LOADED correctly. In

this case, the pointer is set to one greater than the

location of the last byte in the tape file and the other

required pointers are updated with the NEW com

mand. This is why it is possible to LOAD the

machine code after the BASIC program and allow

the interpreter to automatically adjust the pointers to

allow you to SAVE and RUN the combined pro

gram. This is also why the Synertek Tech Note for

using trig functions states that you must type either

NEW or LOAD x after loading the file containing

the trig object code into the top of your RAM space.

If you didn't the variables would reside in non

existent RAM!

The third occasion in which the interpreter

modifies the start-of-variables pointer is when a new

line of a BASIC program is entered, although not in

the way you might expect. After the interpreter finds

the place in memory where the new line is to go, it

calculates the change in the number of bytes that the

new line will cause, cither plus or minus. It then

shifts memory by this amount beginning with the

next line in the BASIC program and ending with the

byte just before the start-of-variables. Next it updates

the start-of-variables pointer by the same amount

and then copies the new line into place. The impor

tant thing to note is that the interpreter is not in

fluenced by the actual end of the BASIC program

(the three zero-bytes) when it moves memory, so the

machine code gets moved too. This is why it is

necessary to reLOAD the machine code whenever a

change is made in the BASIC program.

Conclusion

Now that you SYMmers know how easy it is to com

bine BASIC and machine-language programs, how

about some neat utilities for BASIC? The rest of you

can try this same technique on your own machines to

see if it will work. Maybe someone with access to

alot of different micros can publish a list of those that

will and won't allow this technique to work. ©

SYM (AIM)

Hi-Speed
Tape Revisited
Gene Zumchak

Only a few days after I mailed in the article on

SYM's high speed tape, and how loading might be

improved by tweaking the value of HSPBDY, I

received issue #3 of SYM-PHYSIS, the SYM Users

Group newsletter. It contained an interesting note by

Jay C. Sinnett, U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency, South Ferry Road, Narragansett, R.I.

02882. He claimed that the volume range for loading

SYM tapes could be expanded by making a hard

ware modification. Figure 1. shows his mod. He

merely reconnected the clipping diodes so that clip

ping action does not occur until a diode drops above

+ 5, and below ground. He explains that for many

recorders, the amplitude of the positive and negative

going peaks is not always equal, or constant. The

diodes as connected allow charge to be trapped on

C16 which changes the threshold point.

I made the change on my SYM and the results

were amazing. Previously, I was only able to read in

tapes with the volume level on my recorder at 7 plus

or minus one-half. After the change, I could load

from levels of 1 to 8. On another SYM, I was unable

to load tapes at all. I made the change and was able

to load tapes consistantly, and over a wide range of

volume settings. Since the AIM and SYM tape cir

cuits are similar, particularly in regard to the connec

tion of the diodes, AIM users with marginal tape

reading might also benefit from the mod.
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Figure 1. SYM Tape Hardware Mod
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it s orig inal value when leaving yo ur program or 
avoid using any o f the trig fun ctions unless you pro· 
perly re-attach the trig functi on object code. The 
original values of 196 and 197 are 2 and 208 , respec
tively . 
Theory Of Operation 
The key to understandin g how this technique work s 
is in know ing the three ways that the Microsoft 
BASIC interpreter modifies th e po inter to the start
of- variables (S7D and $7E in the SYM-I) , and in 
realizing that the pointer to the start-of-program (Sl B 
and $7C in the SYM-I) neve r gets modified once it 
is initialized by a cold start. In the SYM-I the 
BASI C progra m always begins a t location $0201 and 
there is a mandatory zero-by te at location $0200 
which is put there onl y durin g cold start. 

The first way that the interpreter modifies the 
start-of-variables pointer is through the NEW com
mand which sets the pointer to a value that is equal 
to the start -of-program pointer plus two (S0203 in th e 
SYM-I ). This reduces the size of th e BASIC pro
gram to two bytes which the NEW command clea rs 
to ze roes . In addition to being executed by a direct 
or indirect co mmand or by a cold start , the NEW 
command is also aut omaticall y executed any tim e a 
tape LOAD command res ult s in a BAD LOAD. 
Thi s is why STEP II is required in th e above exam
ple. 

The second way the interpreter can modify the 
start -o f-variables pointer is when a tape LOAD com
mand results in the fil e being LOADED co rrectl y. In 
thi s case, the po inter is set to onc greater than the 
location of the last byte in the tape fil e and the other 
required pointers are updated wi th the NEW com
mand . Thi s is why it is possible to LOAD the 
machin e code after the BASIC program and a llow 
the interpreter to automatically adjust the pointers to 
a llow you to SAVE and RUN the combined pro
gram . This is a lso why the Synertek T ech Note for 
using trig function s states th at you mu st type e ithe r 
NEW or LOAD x after loadin g th e fi le contain ing 
the trig object code into the top of your RAM space . 
H you didn't the variables would res ide in non
ex istent RAM! 

The third occasion in which the int erpreter 
modi fies the start-of-variables po inter is when a new 
line of a BASIC program is entered , although not in 
the way you might expect. After the interpreter finds 
the place in memory where the new line is to go, it 
calcul ates the change in the number of bytes that the 
new line will cause, e ither plus or minus. it then 
shifts memory by this amount beginning with the 
next line in the BASIC program and ending with the 
byte just before the start-of-variables. Next it updates 
the start-of-variables pointer by the same amount 
and then copies the new line into place. The impor
tant thing to note is that the interpreter is not in
fluen ced by the actual end of the BASIC program 
(the three zero-bytes) when it moves memory, so the 
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machine code gets moved too. This is why it is 
necessary to reLOAD the machine code whenever a 
cha nge is made in the BASIC program. 
Conclusion 
Now that you SYMmers know how easy it is to CO I11 -

bine BAS IC and machin e-language programs, how 
about some neat uti lities for BASIC? T he rest of you 
can try this same technique on your ow n machines to 

see if it will \\'o rk . Ma ybe someone w ith access to 
alot of different micros ca n publish a lis t o f those that 
wi ll and won 't allow thi s techn ique LO wo rk. © 

SYM (AIM) 
Hi-Speed 
Tape Revisited 
Gene Zumchok 
Only a few days after I mailed in the article on 
SYM's high speed tape, and how loading might be 
improved by tweaking the value of HSPBDY, I 
received issue #3 of SYM-PHYSIS, the SYM U sers 
Group newsletter. It conta ined an interesting note by 
Jay C. Sinnett , U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, South Ferry Road , Narragansett, R. I. 
02882. He claimed th at the volume range for loading 
SYM tapes could be expanded by makin g a ha rd
ware modification . Figure 1. shows his mod . He 
merely reconnected the clipping diodes so that clip
ping act ion does not occur unti l a diode drops above 
+ 5, and below ground . H e explains th at for ma ny 

recorders, the amplitude of the positive and negative 
going peaks is not always equal , or constant. The 
diodes as connected a llow charge to be trapped on 
C 16 which changes the threshold point. 

I made the change on my SYM and the result s 
were amazing . Previously, I was only able to read in 
tapes with the volume level on my recorder a t 7 plus 
or minus one-half. After the change, I could load 
from levels of I to 8. On another SYM, I was unable 
to load tapes at all. I made the chan ge and was able 
to load tapes consistant ly, and over a wide range of 
volume settings. Since the AIM and SYM tape cir
cuits are similar, particularly in regard to the connec
tion of the diodes, AIM users with marginal tape 
reading might also benefit from the mod. 
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HMEGA
SALES

CO.

WHOLESALE COMPUTER PRICES

DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC
12 Meeting St., Cumberland, R.I. 02864

TRS-80

Model II ■ $3,500

PRODUCT SPECIAL
OF THE MONTH!!

Apple II

I6K 51049

Products are

NOW

IN

STOCK

AT

OMEGA

Sales

Co.

INTF-RTECSUPERBRMN

32K RAM ■ ^2449.00

64K RAM - $2649.00

Atari 800

$749.00

Iks-Hi \ppk_- C11M

ll Merlon-1™ hidt-dl

Epson TX-80 ■ $745

NEC Spinwriter

5510-5530-S2449 Soroc 120 ■ $699

CALL TOLL FREE FOR OMEGA'S PRICE!

ilMEGA OFFERS THE BEST DELIVERY AND PRICE OPS:

APPLE • ATARI • TRS-80 MODEL II • lfNTERTEC •

T.I. 810 • HEWLETT-PACKARD-85 • SOROC •

COMMODORE • NEC • QCJME * CENTRONICS

OMEGA sells only factory fresh, top quality merchandise to our customers.

(1MEGA will try to match any current advertised price with similar purchase conditions.

Before you buy anywhere else - be sure to call (1MEGA Sales Co.

1-401-722-1027 orHMEGA
TOLLFRE 1-800-556-7587

TlMEGA ships via UPS, truck, or air. COD's, VISA, Mastercharge accepted.

"A member in good standing of the better business bureau."
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CAPUTE!

Wherein We Acknowledge

Recent Goofs

The Group of Us

From James Bruun, author of "Reading The Atari

Keyboard On The Fly", (Issue #6,p.81) comes this

missing portion of the program:

4 99 9 END

5000 CHAR=0

5010 IF PEEKC764) O255 THEN GET #l,CHAR

CHAR$=CHR$(CHAR):POKE764,255

502 0 RETURN

, along with these comments:

"Cell 764 is POKEd with 255 only if it isn't already

255. This is to prevent the case of reading the cell,

finding it 255, then having a key pressed while the

POKE 764,255 instruction is being interpreted. This

would cause the keystroke to be lost. In a long pro

gram the keystroke isn't often lost, but in a short

program it happens quite often."

And from A.M. Mackay, regarding his article

"SYM-1 Home Warning System" (Issue 3, compute

II, page 26):

"In line 0240 of the program listing, "LDA" should

be changed to read "STA" so that the line reads

0240 STA STATUS + 2: FOR INPUT

The missing program listing from Charles L. Stan

ford's compute II article "Fast Graphics On The

OSI C1P" is printed in this issue's OSI Gazette.

EDUCATORS...Are You Using

Microcomputers?

A major publishing company is seeking reviewers of

CAI Software for grade levels K-12.

Reviewers should have experience with classroom

use of one or more microcomputing systems (PET,

Apple.TRS-80, etc.).

Write:

Dept. A

900 Sylvan Avenue

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632

These corrections are for Steven Schuhnan's Issue 6,

Atari article "What to Do If You Don't Have

Joysticks":

The arrows weren't drawn into the text on page 75.

Here is what should have been presented for the first

group of four values.

[up-arrow] = 14

[down-arrow] = 15

[right-arrow] = 7

[left-arrow] = 6

The corresponding arrows match the respective

shifted locations in the second chart on page 75.

The second correction consists of swapping two

values in lines 1070 and 1090:

line 1070 I ■ 71

line 1090 I = 70

At last but not least, the program line 20 on page 72

should read PEEK(560) rather than 500. Q

Base

Converter
Fred D. Bean

When my 12 year old brother recently requested my

assistance on some of his "New Math" homework, I

immediately looked to my PET to rescue me from

the situation. My brother's assignment was to con

vert a list of decimal numbers to various other

number bases, a chore required often of computer

enthusiasts.

The following BASIC program will convert

decimal numbers to any base from base 2 (Binary);

to base 16 (Hexidccimal). It can be used as shown,

or easily modified to allow a child to check his

assignments without giving away the answers.

100 PRINTnENTER THE NUMBER TO BE -,

--CONVERTED"

110 PRINT"AND THE BASE TO WHICH IT WILL

-.BE"

120 PRINT"CONVERTED."

130 INPUT NUMBER,BASE

140 IF BASE<17 AND BASE>1 THEN 160

150 PRINT"BASE MUST BE BE 2-16":GOTO 10

160 ARRAY$="0123456789ABCDEF"

170 RECALL=NUMBER

180 A=INT(NUMBER/BASE)

190 B=NUMBER-(A*BASE)

200 NUMBER=NUMBER-(A*16)

210 GOSUB 500

220 IF A=0 THEN 600

230 NUMBER=A

2 40 GOTO 180

500 A$=MID$(ARRAY$,B+1,1)

510 B$=A$+B$

5 20 RETURN

600 PRINT:PRINT RECALL;"BASE 10= ";B$;"

iBASE ";BASE:PRINT

610 A$="":B$="n:GOTO100 ^

READY.

CAPUTE! 
Wherein We Acknowledge 
Recent Goofs 
The Group of Us 
From James Bruun, author of "Reading The Atari 
Keyboard On The Fly", (Issue #6,p.81) comes this 
missing portion of the program: 

4999 END 
5000 CHAR=0 
5010 IF PEEK(764) <> 255 THEN GET #l,CHAR: 

CHAR$=CHR$(CHAR) :POKE764,255 
5020 RETURN 

• a lo ng with these comments: 
"Cell 764 is POKEd with 255 only if it isn' t already 
255. This is to prevent the case of reading the cell , 
finding it 255, then having a key pressed while the 
POKE 764,255 in st ruction is being interpreted. T hi s 
would cause the keystroke to be lost. In a long pro
gram the keystroke isn ' t often lost, but in a short 
program it happens quite often." 

And from A.M. Mackay, regarding his article 
"SYM -I Home Warning System " (Issue 3, compute 
II , page 26): 
" In line 0240 of the program listing, " LOA" should 
be changed to read " ST A" so that the line reads 

0240 STA STATUS + 2: FOR INPUT 

The missing program li st ing from Charles L. Stan
ford 's compute II article " Fast Graphics On The 
OSI CIP" is printed in this issue 's OSI Gazette. 

EDUCATORS ... Are You Using 
Microcomputers? 

A major publishing company is seeking reviewers of 
CAl Software for grade levels K-12. 
Reviewers should have experience with classroom 
use of one or more microcomputing systems (PET, 
Apple , TRS-80, elc.). 

Write : 
Dept. A 
900 Sylvan Avenue 
Englewood Cl ifts, New Jersey 07632 
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These corrections are for Steven Schul man 's Issue 6, 
Atari a rticle " What to Do If You Don ' t H ave 
Joysticks" : 
The arrows weren't drawn into th e text on page 75. 
Here is what should have bee n presented for the first 
grou p of four values . 
lup-arrow] = 14 
!down-arrow] = 15 
fright-arrow] = 7 
peft-arrow] = 6 

The corresponding arrows match the respect ive 
shifted locations in the second chart on page 75. 

The second correct ion consists of swapp in g two 
values in lines 1070 and 1090: 

line 1070 I = 71 
line 1090 I = 70 

At last but not least, the program line 20 on page 72 
should read PEEK(560) rath er tha n 500. © 

Base 
Converter 
Fred D. Bean 
When my 12 year old brother rece ntl y requ ested my 
assistance on some of his "New M ath" homework , I 
immediately looked to my PET to rescue me from 
the situation. My brother's ass ignment was to con
vert a li st of decimal numbers to va rioll s oth er 
number bases, a chore required ofren of co m pUler 
enthu siasts. 

The following BASIC program wi ll conven 
decimal numbers to any base from base 2 (B ina ry); 
to base 16 (Hex idecimal) . It can be used as shown, 
or eas il y modified to all ow a child to check hi s 
ass ignment s without givi ng away th e answers. 
100 PRINT"ENTER THE NUMBE R TO BE , 

,CONVERTED" 
110 PRINT"AND THE BASE TO WHI CH IT WILL, 

.,BE n 

120 PRINT"CONVERTED." 
130 INPUT NUMBER,BASE 
140 IF BASE<17 AND BASE >l THEN 160 
150 PRINT"BASE MUST BE BE 2-16 ":GOTO 100 
160 ARRAY$="0123456789ABCDEF " 
170 RECALL=NUMBER 
180 A=INT(NUMBER/BASE) 
190 B=NUMBER- (A*BASE) 
200 NUMBER=NUMBER-(A*16) 
210 GOSUB 500 
220 IF A=0 THEN 600 
230 NUMBER=A 
240 GOTO 1 80 
500 A$=MID$(ARRAY$,B+l,l) 
510 B$=A$+B$ 
520 RETURN 
600 PRINT:PRI NT RECALL; "BASE 10= "; B$ ;" , 

,BASE ";BASE : PRINT 
610 A$= "":B$="" :GOT0100 © 

READY. 
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PET TWO-WAY RS-232

and PARALLEL

OUTPUT INTERFACE

SADI - The microprocessor based serial and parallel

interface for the Commodore PET. SADI allows you to

connect your PET to parallel and serial printers,

CRT's, modems, acoustic couplers, hard copy termi

nals and other computers. The serial and parallel

ports are independent allowing the PET lo communi

cate with both peripheral devices simultaneously or

one at a time. In addition, the RS-232 device can com

municate with the parallel device.

Special Features for the PET interface include:

Conversion to true ASCII both in and out

Cursor controls and function characters

specially printed

Transfers programs between PETs

over the phone line using a modem.
Selectable reversal of upper and lower case

PET IEEE connector for daisy chaining

Addressable - works with other devices

Special Features for the serial interface include:

Baud rate selectable from 75 to 9600

Half or full duplex

32 character buffer

X-ON. X-OFF automatically sent

Selectable carriage return delay

Special Features for the parallel interface include:

Data strobe - either polarity

Device ready - either polarity

Centronics compatible

Complete with power supply, PET IEEE cable, RS-232

connector, parallel port connector and case. Assembled

and tested.

SADIa (110VAC)$295

SADle (230VAC) $325

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc.
150 POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06604

TEL (203) 775-8659 TWX: 710-456-0052

1HO H/C tCCrP'tD 5END UXOUWT NUUUa. IXH1UT "X Mil 1MB II9H :'M«

II PC* O»D« -OH MlffM • H4XCL1I* - 'OMIM 0*KM XOD 10% 'OH AH PO»T*Ot.

DISK DRIVE WOES? PRINTER INTERACTION?

MEMORY LOSS? ERRATIC OPERATION?

DON'T BLAME THE SOFTWARE!

ISO 1 ^\\ ISO-2

Power Line Spikes, Surges & Hash could be (he culprit!

Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact!

Our unique ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction

AND curb damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.

•ISOLATOR (ISO-1 A> 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets;

integral Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load,

1 KW load any socket $56.95

•ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter isolated 3-prong socket banks;

(6 sockets total}; integral Spiko/Surge Suppression;

1875 W Max load, 1 KW either bank S56.95

•SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3), similar to ISO 1A

except double filtering & Suppression .... S85.95

•ISOLATOR (ISO 4l, similar to ISO 1A except

unit has 6 individually filtered sockets .... $96.95

•ISOLATOR (ISO 5), similar to ISO-2 except

unit has 3 socket banks, 9 sockets total . . . $79.95

•CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model ladd-CB) Add S 7.00

•CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOTany model

(CBS) Add $14.00

PHONE ORDERS 1-61 7-655 1 532 ™g

JjtzJElectronic Specialists, Inc.

South Mam Street. Nalick. Mass 01760
Dept.

PET-APPLE-KIM-TRS-80

Computer Interfacing

PET Bidifectioral Serial and Parallel interface. (SADI) $295.00
Microprocessor based. Talk to another computer and a printer at the same lime.

Transfer programs between PETs. 32 chaiacier buffer. RS-232 in and out. Cen
tronics compatible. Much more. Packed with features.

PET- RS-232 Addressable Printer interface (ADA 1400) Si79.00

Complele with cables, case and power supply. Cassette with programs included.

PET -Centronics or NEC 553OP SP1NWRITER (ADA 1600] S 129.00
Complele with case, cables and connectors. Three position switch for up
per/lower case, reverse case and upper case only. Works with WORDPRO and

BASIC.

PET Word Processor. On tape ■ $39.50, On disk ■ 49.50
Compose and print letters, flyers, ads. manuscripts, etc. Uses disk or tape. 30

page manual included.

Analog to Digital Conversion Systems

16 inputs 8 bits 0 to 5 volts ■ 80 usecond conversion time. Read temperature,

light levels, voltages, etc. Cabling, power supplies, software included.

PET. APPLE. TRS-80 S295.00

KIM, AIM65. SYM S285.00

Clock. Calendar, Remote Controller (Super XlOi for your computer. $295.00
Transmits to all the BSR X10 remote control modules (up to 255 devices).
Stores sequences ol control commands that can be initialed by time or an ex
ternal even such as a switch closure. Maintains a month, date, day of week, and
year calendar. Stays on when your computer is off. Complete with cable and
connectors. PET. APPLE. TRS-30 (specify!.

RS-232 to current loop adapter (ADA 4001. S29.50
Two circuits - 1 each direction. Run an RS-232 device off a computer s teletype

port or vice versa. Optoisolated.

All our products arc assembled and tested with a 30 day money back guarantee. 120
day limited warranty. VISA. Mastercard or check. Add $3.00 S&H. Foreign orders add
10%. Mention this magazine and deduct 3%.

Connecticut

microcomputer, Inc.

34 Del Mar Drive, Brookfield, CT 06804

203 775-4595 TWX 710 456-0052
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OUTPUT INTERFACE 

SADI . The microprocessor based serial and paral lel 
interlace for the Commodore PET. SADI allows you to 
connect your PET to parallel and serial printers, 
CRT's, modems, acoustic couplers, hard copy termi· 
nals and other computers. The serial and parallel 
ports are independent allowing the PET to commun i· 
ca te with both peripheral devices simultaneously or 
one at a time. In addition, the RS·232 device can com· 
municate with the parallel device. 
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Special Features for the PET interface include: 
Conversion to true ASCII both in and out 
Cursor controls and function charac ters 
specialty printed 
Transfers programs between PETs 
over the phone line using a modem. 
Selectable reversal of upper and lower case 
PET IEEE con nector for daisy chai ning 
Addressable· works with other devices 

Special Features for the seria l interface include: 
Baud rate selectable from 75 to 9600 
Half or full duplex 
32 character buffer 
X·ON , X-OFF automatical ly sent 
Selectable carriage return delay 

Special Features fo r the paral lel interface include: 
Data strobe· either polarity 
Device ready - either polar ity 
Centronics compatib le 

Complete with power supply, PET IEEE cable, AS·232 
connec tor, parallel port connector and case. Assembled 
and tested. 

SADJa (110VAC) $295 
SADie (230VAC) $325 

0. __ • eo ._.oo, ._. ' .... . _ .... -. 
CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc, 

150 POCONO ROAD 
8ROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT 08.04 

TEL: (203) 775-9859 TWX: 710-455·0052 

.,.u ~o ttl l e ' CCl"lO ' SlIIO ~ IOIU ttllVl. [»'IlU.llON ClAll A.IIO I I'" OIlOU . 

.0.00 I) '1:11 0lIl001 '0lIl tHl~'" • 0lA1CIU ... . '0/111'. 0 1l0Vl. '-00 10% 'OIl .0. 1/1 i>OllloOf: . 
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PET ·APPLE· KIM· TRS· 80 
Computer Interfacing 

PET · Bidil(!ctlonal Serial and Parallel inteliace. (SADI) s295.oo 
''''iclOr,rocenor bllsed. T/llk to another comput~r <!Ind a printer lit the $lime time . 
Trans ~r progr/lms bet"'l!("n PETs. 32 chllr/lcter buff~r . RS·232 in and oul. C~n· 
1I0mcs complltlble. Much more. Pllcked wi th fealur~s . 

PET RS·232 Addressable Printer inteliace (ADA 1400) S 179.00 
Complete .... ith cables. case and power supply. Cassette .... ,th programs included. 

PET· Centronks or NEC 5530P SPI NWRITER (ADA 1600) s129.00 
Complete \I";th case. cables and connectors. Three position switch for up· 
per/ lower case. reverse case and upper case only. Works with WORDPRO ond 
BASIC. 

PET Word Processor. On tope · $)9.50. On disk · 49.50 
Compose and print letl~rs. Ilyers. ods. manuscripts. etc. OS(!s disk or IItpe. 30 
}><!Ige manu/ll included. 

Analog to Digital ConverSion Systems 
16 inputs· a bits · 0 to 5 volts· 80 usecond conversion time. Read temperilture. 
lighl le ' ·els. \'ollages, etc. Cabling. power supplies. Soh .... ·/l fe included. 

PET, APPLE. TRS·aO $295.00 
Klr-\. AIr-'65. SYM $285.00 

Clock. Calendar. Remote Controller (Super X 10) for your computel . $295.00 
Transmils to /III the BSR X 10 remote conlrol modules (up to 255 devices). 
Stores sequences 01 control commands tllilt can be initiated by time 01 lIn elt· 
ternal even such as a swi tch closule. r-'Dint/lins iI month. dale. day ol .... eek . and 
year c/llend/lr. 5 10)"5 on .... hen your compuler;S 0 11. Complete with cable and 
connectors. PET. APPLE. TRS·SO (specify). 

RS·232 to current loop adapter (ADA 400). 529.50 
Two circuits · I each dire<:tion. Run an RS·232 device off a computer's 1~letrpe 
port 01 vice versa. Optoisolated. 

All our produCls Drc assembled and tesled with a 30 dar money back gUllrllntce. 120 
dar limited w/ltrllllly. VISA. Hlisterc/lid or check. Add 53.00 5[, /-1 . FOleign orders add 
10~o. Mention this magazine and deducl 3~ . 

CoIv1ecticut 
microComputer, Inc. 

34 Del Mar Drive. Brooklleld. CT 06804 
203 775·4595 TWX: 710 456·0052 
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'apple computer
" Authorized Dealer

FULL SELECTION OF APPLE

COMPUTERS AND ACCESSORIES.
IN

CANADA

For Personal - Business - Educational ap

plications and more, there's only one place

to come for all your APPLE needs.

OFF THE SHELF DELIVERY.

HOUSE dF CDfTlPUTERS inc.
368 EGLINTON AVE W |ai Avenue Rd |

TORONTO. ONTARIO M5N 1A2

(416)482-4336

Atari® 800 1 6K

ill LisiS1080

ATARI $749
Atari Peripherals:

400 8 K S399

410 Recorder 59

815 Disk 1079

810 Disk 499

822 Printer 349

825 Printer 729

830 Modem 144

850 Interface

Module 164

Atari" Accessories:

CX852 8K RAM S89

CX853 16K RAM .... 139

CX70 Light Pen 59

CX30 Paddle 17

CX40 Joystick 17

CX8100 Blank

Diskette 21

To Order:

Phone orders invited. Or send

cashiers check or money order.

Equipment shipped UPS collect.

Pennsylvania residenls add 6°<>

sales tax. Equipment is subject to

price change and availability

without notice.

Personal

y Computer

$125 FREE

BONUS OFFER:

8K RAM with

purchase before

Dec. 31, 1980

Software:
CXL4004 Basketball... S29

CX4105 Blackjack .... 12

CXL4009 Chess 29

CXL401 1 Star

Raiders" 44

CXL4006 Super

Breakout" 29

CXL4005 Video
Easel" 29

CXL4104 Mailing

List (Tape) 16

CXL4007 Music

Composer" 44

CX4110 Typing 19

CX4101 An Invitation

to Programming"... 16

CXL4015TeleLink.... 19

CX8106 Bond

Analysis 19

CX8107 Stock

Analysis 19

CX8101 Stock

Charting 19

Computer Mail Oder

501 East Third St.

Wilhamsport. PA 17701

(717) 323-7921

COMPUTE!

Is Looking For

Qualified Retail

Outlets

If You're A Computer

Dealer Or Newstand Anywhere

In The World

And You're Not Selling

COMPUTE!

Drop us a letter or

give us a call for

full information on
our retail plan.

Phone: 919 275-98O9
COMPUTE!

2OO East Bessemer Avenue
Greensboro, NC 274O1

CBM/PET Computers & Such!

Northern Virginia's single-stup source for Con,7.oc!ore-

i-esnputers, prinrers, disks, Software, and f:icLorv-a-Jthori^i:d

maintenance Also providing a vide range of ."accessories and
supplies froir: other EiamifacLurers.

TOS features:

0 SEl.ECTRIC Interfaces by ESCON

o Software by MICKO SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS

o Printer interfaces bv

TYPEWRITERS UNLIMITED

o Divers & L'ncraahcrs bv

irHERHATIOHAL TECHHICAL SYSTEMS
o Books, ma^a^ine.s, paper,

ribbons, diskettes, cassettes, p.-irls

CONNECT PET/CBM TO PRINTER: Simply plug Int 1 Che Interface

and use your PET/CBM computer with popular "standard"
printers, or add n video monitor for a seccrnl display. All
interfaces are assembled, tested, and uar.-mrcc-d. Bo software
is required.

TU-65C '■'.■•■ "EC, Centronics, >:yrr.ee, or other Induscrv
standard parallel printers. Works uiih disk, other IEEE
devices attached. S129.95

TU-65H Use RS-232 fserial) printers, like HeathkU H-U.
100 in '.800 baud (please specify rate desired).
Includes power pack. 579.95

T'-PVE Connect your Video Monitor Co PET/CBM for second
display. Oar unique contact extensions leave the tisi-r
I •■:■■ avail iV.e ft,- connection of other accessories.
S19°

:; SELECTH1C Typewriters connnect to PET/CBM, other
mputers for qual i t v output. H< .ire Eiorchern

Virginia's authorized dealer for thii nai lonallv known
1ine. Sales, Installation, service! Call for details.

^5 S(.: tuare that has gained an

:■ ' .'- n for Ease of use ,-inJ q-jalitv

-■ .'■■ ■ :- i; ■:■ natluna] magazines, and
constructi

vailable

Virginia Micro Systems

ld6 

computer 
',.h:~";"A" Dealer 

FULL SELECTION OF APPLE 
COMPUTERS AND ACCESSORIES. 

IN 
CANADA 

For Personal - Business - Educational ap
plications and more, th ere 's on ly one place 
to come for all your APPLE needs. 

OFF THE SHELF DELIVERY. 

HOUSE DF COmpUTERS mc. 
368 EGUNTON AVE Willi Avenue Rd) 

TORONTO, ONTARIO M 5N lA2 

(416) 482-4330 

Atari® 800" 16K 

Lis t S1080 

$749 
Alari ' Peripherals: 
4008 K . 
410 Recorder . 
815Disk. 
8 10 Disk .. 
822 Printer . 
825 Printer 
830 Modem .. 
850 Interface 

..... 5399 
59 

, ..... 1079 
499 
349 
729 
144 

Module. t64 

Alari" Accesso ri es: 
CX852 8K RAM . 
CX853 16K RAM 
CX70 light Pen .. 
CX30 Paddle . 
CX40 Joystick . 
CX8100 B lank 

Diskette . 

To Order: 

.. .. . 589 
139 
59 
17 
17 

2 1 

Phone orders inVi ted. Or send 
cashiers check or money order. 
EQUipment shipped UPS coll ec t. 
Pennsylvania residents add 60 0 

sales tax. Equipment IS subject to 
price change and availability 
withou t notice. 

Personal 
Computer 

$125 FREE 

BONUS OFFER: 
8K RAM with 

purchase before 
Dec. 3 1, 1980 

Software: 
CXL4DQ4 Basketball. .. S29 
CX4 1 05 BlackJack . 12 
CXL4Q09 Chess .. 29 
CXL40 11 Star 

Raiders" . 44 
CXL4Q06 Super 

Breakout - . 29 
CXl4Q05 Video 

Easel " 29 
CXL4 104 Mailing 

List (Tape) . . 16 
CXL4QQ7 Music 

Composer" , . 44 
CX4110 Typing . 19 
CX4101 An Invitation 

10 Programmlllg ' . 16 
CXL4015 TeleLlIlk 19 
CX8106 Bond 

AnalysIs . 19 
CX8107 Siock 

Analysis ... . 19 
CX8101 Siock 

Charting. 19 

Computer Mall Order 
501 East Th ird 51. 
Williamsport, PA 17701 
(717) 323· 7921 

COMPUTE! November 100cemoer. 1980. Issue 7 

COMPUTE! 
Is Looking For 

Qualified Reta il 
Outlets 

If You're A Computer 
Dealer Or Newstand Anywhere 

In The World 
And You're Not Selling 

COMPUTE! 
Drop us a letter or 
give us a call for 
full information on 

our retail plan. 

Phone: 919 275-9809 
COMPUTE! 
200 East Bessemer Avenue 
Greensboro, NC 27401 

CBM/ PET Computers & Such! 

:: <. rt h(' r 'l '::r;·inl.l ' s ~:nglo! - slup ~uurc ~ f.g Con...,..Or!OH' 
l'O::l?ute r s , prln'(>rs , di sks , sofu .. a re, imd f.";lI'r" - a,.t~lO r: ~..,J 
~"i :1.te n,]nce ,\Iso pr ovirlinr ,] ~ir.e ran ;,e of .1ccesso ril,s d"1J 

supplie~ fr om o~h"r ::lIlnUfIlC l Urer s , 

'::·15 feat"r('~: 
Q PH ICS:" !>J CO: :~O!>oRE 
o SEU:CTRtC tnterfac('s hv E5CO:l 
o Softw'I r e b:.· :: IC~O SmT.MRC 

S"S7f.~: S 
o Printer :nterf.lce'l 

TY?::;';RIT::RS l':a,i :'!7::D 
o Cuver" & l"ncr,l~hc r . b': 

I ::Tf.l!::,\ TI 0:;,\1. 7f.C!I :J I CAl. 5YSTf.: :S 
o 'o,,"_~ , ''''If .. 1;:jne , ;>.I;I(r . 

~j!l!>[ln~ , dj<.h · tc~ . C"~-',,Ul'~ . ;>'Irt'l 

CO:;::ECT I'ET/t:IIH TO 1'~1 :;n:~, Simp ly plug Int" the ; nt "r [";,, 
.1m! "S~· 'Jnur I'I::T/C!:I:'! ~·()::lru..:t ... r with pop Il"r " s lan J., ,-I"· 
;>rinU:n , or ad,! iI video mon it o r r o r a sec on I ,I!~;>la:: . All 
int,,- ,-fa ce~ are ,.,<;~e",hled . testec . an:! ~a r .1n:t'(·d. ::., ~o :t·.· ar .. 
i- r ec;uf r .:d , 

T" - h')::: t· .• · :;'-:C, Centronics , r~ec , f ·'.er ;nJ,.,a 
s(.lnd,I~'~ ;>Jrll : e l rrln~er5 . t."ori'li ' .. 011'1 l.s\(, o ~ "' "r n:::E 
~e\";cc~ .1 ·· lCl"lcd , 51:'9 . 9~ 

Tl: - b~l:' l's.· RS-:'):! (serlll!) print er" . li~c 
]00 tn :.II/V bll\ld (please s;>eclf,' 
I ncludcs pU~'~f ?I\cl<. , $70 . 95 

H~· .• th" i 1 ;.! - l ,. 
r,lli' r.c·s cr"el) . 

7" -1' .. t"nn"c: Y'nr ,!j.~eo :~oni t or to PET·"'!:I ["r """, 1~ 
d;5;I1,," O: r -I:":,I(, con ' ",, " exten sl"!l )",'1'." t':(· '~H'r 
i''''- ' ,".111,,",1,, fl'r conn" ction of vi ,·r .1eCl· "o r :", . 
~ 1"' . " 

E~CO:; ;1.1::1 .. Ie T·:i,,,,,,..lar cnnnnec ' rf.' It'!: · , . ''''r 
,. 'I":t,,..· , r .,o.;_.1i": ,·'tr'~ :. to'. If' ::nr, "_.·r'1 

II ,r,,", I I .. :~, ,?1 ':;'-?!nil ' ~ l;!t!"lO"':;"l"~ ,!e;l~e r fo r t hi 
I;n., . <;,l](' S , ins(,III.It!'"i"' , s(" r·;ic ... ! C,11 (,'r "!"t, : :s 

::::5 S, !t'~,rl' th .• t .... , ':.J~:"\l.J I' 
:~ '.il:,r, :.r ~.'''. o:~ \!." anJ ,'';':1 
;<, ;, ,,' ;:"1 -., r nll. 'n.,j ~.1".1l; : :"" , 1'1 
,: ,',,.. ! : i'!'.:7 'r!!: ' , 1"""j'l-.:H'r ~ 

Vi rginia Micro Systems 
IHI~ J,·I t.· " .. " Il~ ,,, It '!lh '' ~, 

\~ ""o.lb"d'J" , \ '''9'''''' 7210}1 l iO) 1 491 - 6 502 
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR PET/CBM

Volume I: Basic Programming

Money Back Guarantee

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

New 248-page book includes all the former TIS workbooks

excepl "PET Graphics." Provides information lor bolh ROM3 and

a comprehensive index. Only S14.95.

Also from TIS

WB-3 PET Graphics SA95

Software products on cassetle or (loppy disk with complete instruction

manual Each S24 95 (cassette), S29.95 (diskelte).

SW-1 MAIL B mailing list system

SW-2 CHECKBOOK record

SW-3 ACCOUNTS keep track ol who owes you how much

SW-4 MEDIT create and maintain date tiles

SW-5 CALENDAR appointments, meetings at-a-glance

TIS

P.O. Box 921. Depl. C

Los Alamos, NM 87544

PET anil CBM are trademarks ol Comr

Add 52 (S5 foreign orders)

■hipping and handling

SPECIAL INTRODUCTION

ONLY 9 9.95
FOR THE FINEST =ASAILEL EHTHIFACHI6 O9EOT FOR 7riE PST/CoH*

TmE P. I .E.-C IS 4 VE3Y COMPLETE INTERFACE, [l CONES IN *H ATTRACTIVE CASE AND

"OUNTS 3IBECTLY TO -VE "MPUTES, TttUS ELIdlHATINO THE ,<EE3 =0H EXTRA SPACE IN ThE

P.[.£,-C HAS COMPLETE A0CPE3S 5ELEC7AEIU TV Of 2EVIC; NUMBERS U THROUGH 30. ,5nD.

there's no ieed to disassemble *our unit to change the address; it's as SIHPLS

as setting the dip switch. this selectafllllty allows eoth youfl lettes-iuauty

==IINTE3 (NEC SPIHWRITEB, ETC.) AND 'OCR JHASHiCS a«IN3 TO 3£ CONNECTED AT THE

SAME TIfE 3UT USED SEPARATEL/ 3Y ADDRESSING EACH "ITU A 3[P=ESENT BEVICE#.

Now THAT'S REAL EFFICIENCY!!

7he P.I.E.-C will convert faN-irAHEARc ?£T :3DE3 to -rue ASCII :ode. !t :an se

SWITCHED [H OH OUT OF SERVICE *S tKEOES. =-R :sSTA!;C£. lr -"CUH SOFT-AHE ;OE5 TVE

CONVERSION. -UST SWITCH THE CONVERTER OF?. 1= 'ZU SEE3 THE CONVERSION =OR

SRINTING rROM 3AS1C, JUST SWITCH IT Dili

Our interface provides h^temsion of ime !EE£-t?8 *}rt cn "he ^S'73". Vau oqm't

NEE3 TO SUY CTHES CABLES 3ECAUSE ZHJH INTERFACE JSE5 ^HE SAME CARD EDGE TYRE IS

the cofPUTER. Thus the caele ::<om ^e 'loppy disc to -he PET/C3j1 hill .iow con

nect INTO THE INTERFACE.

The P.I.E.-C :s Ihtehconnected with, and mwgred 3y. the printeh using a 5' 3ata

CABLE SUPPLIED WITH THE INTERFACE. This -EAN THAT THESE IS NO WWSH SUPPLY

.lECissAHY as xtrn serial interfaces, The *5v :s supplied oh ?in^ 13 oc the cc^-

■JECTDff USED 3Y ALL "lie CENTRONICS ITANCAHD i^TE^FACED PfllNTESS. TdlS IHCL'JDES

thb Centronics 779. PI. and .-any others including -he -naoex pointers.

?'JR INTERFACE JOES 3EYCSD THE CEHTDOHIC'S COMPATIBILITY. "hEREFOPE, IT ■"ILL

operate the Anderson-Jaccbscn AJS61 and -he *?apes Uses* it [ntegral Oata

Systems. En fact, it iill drive any ^urallel-input printer that uses 3 cata bits

and 2 handshaking lines.

If iou are interested in the "-ost interface r0R 'our ^ney. IH6S °'_ace '-our osder

today. Our introductory =oice :or the P.i.E.-C interface won't last ujms. jo,

DON'T DELAY . , . YOU ■'AY HAVE TO =aY THE LIST PRICE OF 5119.95.

?LEASE SPECIF" YOUR ?ET/CEH, TYPE Cfl£K OR CLD ROHS/ AND THE 3RA.1D AND -OCEL OF TFtE

PRINTER YOU "ILL 3E USING. We ATTACH THE CORRECT C3SNECTOS CN THE CABLE.

ALL 3RDE3S MUST 3E 'REPAID OS COD CASH, ADD 15 Fflfi SHIPPING i'tD HANDLING.

Maryland resioents add :I sales tax.

LemData Products, P.O. 3ax 1C3Q, CouunBIA. fto. ZlOHa

c"One '501) 730-3257

PET Products

from

OPTIMIZED DATA SYSTEMS!

-SOFTWARE-

(Prices include Shipping)

• WORD PROCESSOR (PS-001) $16.95

Makes documents a snap

• MAILING LIST (PS-002) $16.95

Throw away your address book

• SPACE EATER (PS-003) $7.95

Gobbles spaces in BASIC programs

• CATALOG (PS-004) $16.95

File stamp/coin collections

• SATELLITE TRACKER (PS-005) . S24.95

Tracks OSCAR Ham Satellite

• MORSE CODE KEYER (PS-006) . . $14.95

Sends code for real or practice

- HARDWARE -
I 'Shipping S1.50 per order)

• 2114 RAM ADAPTER

Replaces up to 8-6550s w/2114s (See COMPUTE $&,
p.81)

PHB-001 Bare PCB S8.95*

PHK-001 Kit S13.95*

(PCB & Parts for two 21 14 sockets only)

PH-001 Assembled S24.95'

(Assembled Kit with one 2114 IC)

PH-001 S Assembled S22.95"

(Assembled with eight 2114 sockets)

WRITE FOR DETAILS NOW!

OPTIMIZED DATA SYSTEMS

P.O. Box 595, Placentia, CA 92670

IPLT is a tiademaik ol ComrnoilorQ Bwlnets Mnchfnosl

NEW !!

Programs for Commodore's PET^

Business Research $50
Make better decisions with thi»

high power MBA business tool- 16k.

Home&Smalf Business $15-$40

•Shopper 'Dinner's On!

Each has a built-in printer option.

'Games &Simulations
•Fur Trapper "High Seas

• Mansion! •Pentagon! •Museum!

■ Educa tion Pac k
High School sampler with

geometry, algebra &chemistry.

Send for full catalog!

$15ea.

$15

HARRY H. BRILEY

P.O. Box 2913

Livermore, CA 94550

(4 15) 455-9 1 39

November IDecember. 1980 I ~sue 7 

UNDERSTANDING YOUR PET/ CBM 

Money Btlck Gutlrtlntee 

~--Oetller Inquiries Welcome 
detller 

New 248-page book includes all the former TIS workbooks 
eKcept '·PET Graphics:· Provides In/ormation lor both ROM s and 
a comprehensive indeK. Only S14.95. 

Also Irom TIS 

1,'18 · 3 PET GraphICS S4.95 

So ftwille products on cassett e or Itoppy dIsk wIth complete InstructIon 
manUil l EilCh S2-l 95 (casse1\e), S2995 (d Iskette). 

TIS 

SW· ' "'AIL 8 maIling Irst system 
SW-2 CHECKBOO K record 
SW·3 ACCOUNTS keep track of who owes you how much 
SW-4 MEDIT create and malntarn date fl tes 
SW·5 CALENDAR appoIntments. meetIngs at·a·glance 

P.O. Box 921, Depl. C 
los Alamos, NM 87544 

A dd S2 (S5 foreign orders) 
ahlpplng tlnd htlndllng 

PET and C8M arc tradcmH'\'s 0 1 CommOdo'e 8uslness Macnlnes 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTION 
ONLY 99.95 

nJR jHE J=!NE5i ;A.!\ALL£L !1'irc?.FAC! ,~ G ::: !..D'ENT Fili! rilE ~i/C-~· 

iHE P,I ,t,-C ! S ol 'IE~'I' COI","I-!Oi!;. 1:oI ;U~ lC :. I T CO I"ES !.~ Mf HTiUcrtYE CAS<: ~HD 
"IO UHTS 'UEC11-'I' TO "E :: I'I ~un"", n;us El-t ,"dlrArt!\G i'I': ~E:.:l oO~ E:'(TiU S~ACE j.~ n.~ 

3ACK fO~ !OXE5 um "E5SY ;>t1-E5 O~ "'IRE. ~Ot,JR $YS1" E,,, C~N LOOK ~ ~ OFE'S !O U~L T" E 

P.!,E, - C ioIAS CO I'I"LEiE ~OCREiS SEL!CT~EiIL l rt OF DEV!C~ ~Ul'!!lE~S ~ ;;.rROtlGioI 30 . . t~o , 
TrlE~E'S IfO ~EE!l TO DIS.l.SSEMSL!:: YOUR :.lI'I li TO C!iAN(;E TrlE ~Oilil:ESS: IT'S AS Si M~L€ 

AS SETTI NG TrlE DIP Slo'tTCiol. lio1lS S~LECTA.IIIL1 :-1 ~LLO"S ~()Tli YOUR L€'j'jEiI:- ~ UALl 1'"r 
~~INTEiI: WEC 5PI~(Io'R!TER. ~TC. ) ~NO rC~R ~R ~~HIC$ ~~!Nr:.~ Til 310 cc:mECED AT TrlE 

SA."E TIME ~UT USED 5E .~~R"'TEL'I' 3'1 ~OORESS i NG EAC;; "!Tli :. !llF=~~EHT JE·IICE.:i. 
~ .. THAT 'S RE,l.L ! .~F !CI ~~CY!! 

7io1E ?I.E.- C wiLt-. CONVERT ~ON- nA:~i}.\ R!l?£T c:on fO r~ \l E ASGI :C!!E. : 7 C'>'N 3E 

S'r<tTOIEO 111 O~ ou r OF SERV IC E ~S ::EEOH I. ::C ~ iNST~:;CE. : ;< " OUR SOFT"~ R ( XllS "'E 

o:.C HVl:~StON, ~ t,!ST ~"'!iCH 7I;E CO~E'tTE~ OF~. [ i' 'IO U :oI EE:! 1'\;E CCW/E~S [C Il ~O R 

~~I.~T!NG Fil:Ot1 3,1.SIC, JUST ; .... nCH iT ~.~ . 

CU R f.~H~~AC!O ~~OVIOES ,, :'(7;)15[ 0:-; OF ,;,};E [ E~-:r2 8 ;>OR T C'I 7I;E r:TlGII. You xm ' r 

,~EE!) TO !lU'I' or"E" CAaLES 3ECAUS;:: OUR ! NTE.~F"'C!; '; 5,,5 nlf ' ~I'IE C,l.RO :::OGE :'Y~E .>. 5 

TrlE COt1PUTEiI. fHUS TrlE C ~ELE =~!lM nlE 'LO~~ 'I' JISC TO "' :: ?ET/G,' "ILL ,'0" C ~Il
~EC1 PHO TioIE ! llrE~FACE. 

fHE P.J.£.-C :S I ~TEilCOIlN EC-:-E!I "'I~H, ~NO ~""E~EO BY. nie ?q!NTE~ USING ~ S' JArA 

CABLE sUPPI..:eo ",11TH ':l;E I,~TEII"ACL ihlS ,"E A.~ THAT r"e.":: :5 I/O Xlio'ER SU poL'i" 

NEC~SSAIIY AS '~Il'H $E .~IAL :IlT~.'IF~CES. T"'E -;V ;$ il,JPPUED Olr ;>ls 'II :3 OF TliE ~:~-

~::CTOII USE!) 3'1 lLlo F UE Ci:STilON!CS 5 T; N1) ~ ilD [ ~r::.'I~~CE;) :>'1 !.~ ' :' ~S' iHIS ,IICL Ut:E; 

1'"riE c'~NTilON ICS 779. PL MID .~),I('i" O Tl1E~S i!\Clo 'J :IJIlG it'E ':JI .>. O;;:X .. ~ ! NH~S. 

0U R ! :oITEilFAC: .-c es !E'I'C!\O THE CENHO.~[ C'S C~I'!~ A T!3[:":7Y. 7HE.'!E .=~P~, H "' I LL 
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COMPUTE! 

3 P = ,"l!o~W{e,rlfu;' PET Products 
from 

OPTIMIZED D4T4 SVSTEMSI 
- SOFTWARE -

(Prices include Shipping) 

• WORD PROCESSOR (PS-001) _ ... $16_95 
Makes documents a snap 

• MAILING LIST (PS-002) _ .. _ .... $16.95 
Throwaway your address book 

• SPACE EATER (PS-003) ....... _ $7.95 
Gobbles spaces in BASIC programs 

• CATALOG (PS-004) ...... . .... . $16.95 
File stamp/coin collections 

• SATELLITE TRACKER (PS-005) . $24.95 
Tracks OSCAR Ham Satellite 

• MORSE CODE KEVER (PS·006) $14.95 
Sends code for real or practice 

- HARDWARE -
( . Shipp ing $ 1.50 per order) 

• 2114 RAM ADAPTER 
Replaces up to 8-6550s w/211 4s (See COMPUTE #15, 
p.81) 

PHS-Q01 Bare PCB . . . 58.95-
PHK{)Ol Kit. .$13 .95-

(PCB & Parts for two 21 14 ~ o nl y ) 
PH{)Ol Assembled . . . .. 524.95· 

(Assembled Kit with o ne 21 14 Ie) 
PH{)01 S Assemb led .$ 22.95· 

(Assembled with e ight 211 4 sockets) 

WA ITE FOA DETAI LS - NOW! 
OPTIMIZED DATA SYSTEMS 
P.O. Sox 595, PI~c~nlia. CA 92670 

11' [ r" 3 lratJema,k 01 CO"""OdO te B,,,,,,,,,, r~ :>ch,,,,,,J 

NEW !! 

Progroms for Commodore's PET '" 

eBusiness Research $50 
Moke better decis i ons with this 
high power MBA bus in ess 100 1. )6k. 

eHame&Smoll Business $15-$40 
eAdd resser 
e Shopper 

Each has a 

el nve n tory 
eD inner's On! 

built - in pr i n te r opt ion. 

eGames & Simulations $15eo. 
eFur Tr a pper eHigh Seas 
eMa nsion! ePentagon! eMuseum! 

eEducatian Pock $15 
H i gh Sc hool sampler w i th 
geometry , olgebra & c hem i stry. 

Send for full co to log! r:/;r 
HARRY H . BRILEY 

P.O . Box 2913 
livermore . CA 94550 

1 ~ 15 ) 05-9139 
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***** RANDOtf CHARACTER GBERATOR *****

mnunmTmmnztmnwmntn

YOUR MAGAZIIC PROUIDES WHAT I CONSIDER

A COMMENDABLE ALTERNATIUE.
PLEASE KEEP THE MIDNIGHT OILS BURNING!

18 OR

29 ? ">n

30 DIM B$U>DIM AC25&2S5)

40 ACX,Y)=INT<RHX1)*91>=IF ACX;YX65 TH
EN 40

50 B$=CHR*<ftCX/Y))
60 PRINT B$i" H;

70 FOR 0=1 TO 500 = I€XT Q

80 GOTO 46

..y.4-- -y. .ft -y. .j\.{i.;t >v •1*»tk«Yl>P -T- ■¥> -fr -V- -V- -V

PAUL

SINCERLY,

DOBOSZ

IT OCCURED TO ME Ote NIGHT THAT A

SIMPLE ROUTINE,SUCH AS THIS,MIGHT

PROUE USEFUL AT SOME TIME OR ANOTHER.

SO I THOUGHT I WOULD PASS IT ON IN THE

HOPES THAT SOTE OTteR OF YOUR READERS

SHOULD PROUE f€ CORRECT.

Familv Oriented Computer Games

Available for use with the PLT

BINGO, DRAW POKER,

CRYPTOGRAMS, WHEEL OF FORTUNE

WORD GAMES

Educational Software

Free educational catalog listing over 140

programs in math, physics, chemistry,

vocabulary, spelling. Wrnt to;

Microphys

2048 Ford Street

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229

Commodore Hardware

Sawyer Software now has available the complete
tins of Commodore micro-computers, disk drives
and printers. With the purchase of a complele C8M

system or any piece of Commodore hardware, you

can receive up !o $390-00 worth of free software.
We also have memory kits lo expand your 8K PET
to a 24K or 32K machine.

GENERAL LEDGER — Maintains complete

financial Information on diskette. Generates hard

copy of Trail Balance, Income Statement (with

percentages), Balance Sheet and Check Journal.

Includes commands to edit data, clo3e out year end

accounts and debit-credit verification.

TRS-80 5125.00

CBM $195.00

AP1 is a general ledger package with check journal,

income statement, balance sheet and checkbook

reconciliation routine. Designed for the small

business or homeowner. Up to 50 entries and 40

accounts per period.

S25.00

AP2 has all the features of AP1, plus up to 250

entries per period, Menu, formatter for reports and

more. Requires at least i6Kin PET or TRS-80.

AP2 also utilizes a printer lor the reports. Send

device number of printer with order (or PET.

$45.00

(Al i \iL

Payroll computes tax information and updates

totals for quarterly and yearly reports. Employees

can be salaried or hourly and pay periods can be

either weekly, bi-weekly, semi-monthly or monthly.

Any number of employees (8 per cassette lor PET,

25 employees per cassette for TRS-80).

$30.00

Payroll-16K for PET. Same as above plus ability lo

get hard copy of individual employee records and

stores 25 employees per cassette.

$45.00

Printer Payroll (TRS-80) — Includes same features

as PAYROLL, plus utilizes a printer lor hard copies

of employees records and stores 25 employees per

cassette.

$45.00

SAWYER SOFTWARE OFFERS a complete line of

cassette and disk based business software for your

PET or TRS-80 computers. Each program has been

specifically designed for ease ol use and come with

instruction manuals. SAWYER SOFTWARE'S di3k

packages run on Commodore, Compu-Think or

TRS-80 disk systems with 32K and al least one disk

drive Call or write for free brochure.

SAWYER SOFTWARE

Telephone Orders Welcome

Atari Hardware

SAWYER SOFTWARE carries the complete line of

Atari's micro-computers and peripherals for your

business, educational and entertainment needs.

Call us for more details on our low prices for Atari's

fully programable, color graphic personal

computer.

DISK PAYROLL — Computes FICA. Federal and

State taxes. State is calculated on percentage of

gross pay and can be customized for your partic

ular state. Will allow use of City lax and/or other

deducations. Utilizes printer (or hard copy of

Payroll Register, including current, quarterly and

year-to-date totals.

TRS-80 $125.00

C8M $195.00

*" NEW FOR YOUR PET"'

EXATRON STRINGY FLOPPY

SOFTWARE

ESFAP2 — This program provides general lodger

and complete financial information utilizing the

ESF wafer for input output storage Has all the

features of our PET cassette based AP2 program.

$49.85

ESFGL — This program provides the same

complete financial information as our disk based

GL package. ESF wafer is used (or input/output

storage of all data.

$149.95

201 Worley Rd.

Dexter, Mo. 63841

(314)624-7611 Dealer Inquires Invited
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YM troiZII£ PROI..)![)£S 1'Jl-tiT I CONSIDER 
A rot'ENDABLE AL TERNATILIE . 

Ie CLR 
2e ? n}n 

3e DIM B$(1)0!r'1 A<255,255) 

PLEASE KEEP TIE m[tjIGHT OILS BURNII£ I 

PAUL 

S I /'oCERl '/ , 
DOBOSZ 

4e A<X, y)=INT(Rt{)( 1)*91) , IF A<X,'O<65 TH 
EN4e 
50 B$=C~$( A< :~ , n ) 
6e PRINT 8$; " "; 
7e FOR Q=I TO 500 ' NEXT Q 
Be GOTO 40 

Famil y Or iented Compute r Games 

Avadablc for USl' ..... lth tht> PE T 
I3!t-:GQ. ORA W POKER. 

C RYPTOGRAMS, WHEEL 0 F FO RTUNE 
WORD G AME S 

Ed ucationa l Softwa re 
Frn' I'Juc3ttonai cat alog II$wIg OVl'r 140 
PrololTatn S In m,lfh , physICS . l h('f1l1 ~trv . 
vcocahuln ry . spdll11 g. Wme 10: 

IT OCCtRED TO t1E (H NIGHT T~T A 
SIt'FlE RCmINE,Sl.(H AS THIS,t1IGHT 
PROVE USEFUL AT SCl'E TIt1E OR ANOTHER . 
so I TfWGHT I 1,.(JULD PASS IT Ctl IN THE 
H:FES T~ T sct1E OTIER OF 'r'OUR READERS 
SOOJLD PROVE t'E CORRECT . 

Microphys 
2048 Ford Street 

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229 

Commodore Hardware 

Sawyer Software now has available the complete 
Une of Commodore mlcro-computers, disk dr ives 
and printers. With the purchase of a complete CBM 
system or any piece of Commodore hardware , you 
can receive up 10 $390.00 worth of free software. 
We also have memory kits to expand your 8K PET 
to a 24K or 32K machine . 

GENERAL LEDGER - Maintains complete 
financial Information on diskette . Generates hard 
copy of Trail Balance, Income Statemen t (with 
percentages), Balance Sheet and Check Journal. 
Includes commands to edit data, close out year end 
accounts and deblt-credlt verif icat ion . 

TRS..ao $125 .00 
CBM $195 .00 

AP1 1s a general ledger package wHh check Journal, 
Income statement , balance sheet and checkbook 
reconCiliation roullne . ~Igned for the small 
business or homeowner . Up to 50 Mtrle! and 40 
accoun ts per period. 

525.00 

AP2 has all the feature! of AP1, plus up to 250 
ent r ies per period, Menu, formatter for reports and 
more . Requ ires at least 16K in PET or TRS-BO . 
AP2 also ulll lze! a printer for the reports . Send 
device number of printer with order for PET. 
.... ... .. ... .... $45 .00 

Telephone Orders Welcome 

Payroll compu tes tax information and updates 
totals for quarterly and yearly reports . Employees 
can be salaried or hourly and pay periods can be 
either weekly, bl-weekly , semi -monthly or monthly . 
Any number of employees (8 per cassette for PET, 
25 employees per cassette for TRS-BO). 

$30.00 

Payroll-16K lor PET. Same as above plus ab ili ty to 
get hard copy of individual employee records and 
stores 25 employees per cassette. 

$45 .00 

Printer Payroll (TAS-&o) - Includes same featu res 
as PAYROLL , plus uHl ize!l a pr inter for hard copies 
of employees records and stores 25 employees per 
cassette . 

$45.00 

SAWYER SOFTWARE OFFERS a complete l ine of 
cassette and disk based business soflware for your 
PET or TRS-80 computers. Each program has been 
specifically designed for ease 01 use and come with 
inst ruction manuals. SAWYER SOFTWARE' S d isk 
packages run on Commodore, Compu-Think or 
TRS-SO d isk sys tems with 32K and al least one disk 
drive. call or write for free brochure . 

SAWYER SOFTWARE 
201 Worley Rd. 

Dexter , Mo . 63841 
(314) 624-7611 

A tari Hardware 

SAWYER SOFTWARE carries the complele line of 
Alari's micro-compu ters and peripheral s for your 
business, educational and entertainment needs. 
call us for more details on our low prices for Atarl 's 
fully programable, color gra phic personal 
computer. 

DISK PAYROLL - Computes FICA , Federal and 
State taxes. State is ca lculated on percentage of 
gross pay and can be custom ized for you r partic
ular state. Will allow use of City tax and /or other 
deducations . Util izes printer for hard copy of 
Payrol l Register, inClud ing current, quarterly and 
year-to-date 101als. 

TRS-&o $125.00 
CBM $195.00 

• •• NEW FOR YOUR PET ,., 
EXAT RON ST RIN GY FLOPPY 

SOFTWARE 

ESFA P2 - This program provides generalloclger 
and complete financial Informat ion utilizing the 
ESF wafer lor input outpu t storage . Has all the 
features of our PET cassette based AP2 program. 

149.95 

ESFGL - This program provides the same 
complete f inancial Information as ou r disk based 
GL package . ESF waf er is used for inputfou tput 
storage of all data. 

5149.95 

Dealer Inquires Invited 



PET/ATARI
PET KRK-1
A HARDWARE REPEAT KEY FOR THE

PET NUMBER/CURSOR PAD — A BOON

TO THE BUSY PROGRAMMER AND THE

AMBITIOUS GAMES PROGRAM

WRITER. AIDED BY THE DETAILED

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM THE

AVERAGE PET OWNER CAN UPGRADE

HIS MACHINE IN A COUPLE OF

MINUTES.

• CUTS SCREEN EDITING BY 75%

• GIVES JOYSTICK PRECISION TO

THE NUMBER PAD

• INSTALLS IN MINUTES

• COMPLETE WITH SOFTWARE

$39.95

PET KRK-2
THREE MAIN FEATURES - A

DEFINITIVE FULL KEYBOARD REPEAT

KEY. A WARM KEYBOARD RESET

FROM OTHERWISE FATAL CRASHES. A

SELECTABLE TONE WHICH ALLOWS

TOUCH ENTRY AT OTHERWISE

IMPOSSIBLE SPEEDS. ALL THIS PLUS

THE MICE TRO MUSIC PROGRAM,

UNQUESTIONABLY THE BEST MUSIC

PROGRAM FOR THE PET AVAILABLE.

• WARM KEYBOARD RESET

• SELECTABLE KEYBOARD TONE

FOR TOUCH ENTRY

• DEFINITIVE FULL KEYBOARD

REPEAT KEY

• MUSIC — INCLUDING THE MICE

TRO PROGRAM

• COMPLETE WITH SPEAKER

$119.50

PET KC-1
A TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT IN PET'S

COMMUNICATION WITH THE OUTSIDE

WORLD. AT LONG LAST THE

PROGRAMMER IS FREE FROM THE

LIMITATIONS OF THE IEEE BUS. INPUT,

PRINT, LOAD AND SAVE TO AN

EXTERNAL RS232 DEVICE. A

COMPREHENSIVE ON-BOARD

FIRMWARE PACKAGE ALLOWS ALL

MANNER OF HITHERTO IMPOSSIBLE

FUNCTIONS TO BE ACHIEVED

INCLUDING KEYBOARD SELECTABLE

CONFIGURATION WITH FULL MODEM

CONTROL. CALL FOR A COMPLETE

INTRODUCTION BOOKLET.

$299.00

ATARI AT-16
A FULL 16K MEMORY BOARD FOR THE

ATARI 800 COMPUTER. JUST PLUG IN,

COMPLETELY COMPATIBLE WITH ALL

EXISTING HARDWARE AND

SOFTWARE. NO SPECIAL SOFTWARE

ROUTINES, JUST PLUG IT IN AND GO.

$119.50

MICROTEK

9514 Chesapeake Drive

San Diego, CA 92123

Tel. (714)278-0633

inc.

PET KRK·1 
A HARDWARE REPEAT KEY FOR THE 
PET NUMBER/CURSOR PAD - A BOON 
TO THE BUSY PROGRAMMER AND THE 
AMBITIOUS GAMES PROGRAM 
WRITER. AIDED BY THE DETAILED 
INSTRUCTION PROGRAM THE 
AVERAGE PET OWNER CAN UPGRADE 
HIS MACHINE IN A COUPLE OF 
MINUTES. 

• CUTS SCREEN EDITING BY 75 % 
• GIVES JOYSTICK PRECISION TO 

THE NUMBER PAD 
• INSTALLS IN MINUTES 
• COMPLETE WITH SOFTWARE 
$39.95 

PET KRK·2 
THREE MAIN FEATURES - A 
DEFINITIVE FULL KEYBOARD REPEAT 
KEY. A WARM K~YBOARD RESET 
FROM OTHERWISE FATAL CRASHES. A 
SELECTABLE TONE WHICH ALLOWS 
TOUCH ENTRY AT OTHERWISE 
IMPOSSIBLE SPEEDS. ALL THIS PLUS 
THE MICE TRO MUSIC PROGRAM , 
UNQUESTIONABLY THE BEST MUSIC 
PROGRAM FOR THE PET AVAILABLE. 

• WARM KEYBOARD RESET 
• SELECTABLE KEYBOARD TONE 

FOR TOUCH ENTRY 
• DEFINITIVE FULL KEYBOARD 

REPEAT KEY 
• MUSIC - INCLUDING THE MICE 

TRO PROGRAM 
• COMPLETE WITH SPEAKER 
$119.50 

PET KC·1 
A TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT IN PET'S 
COMMUNICATION WITH THE OUTSIDE 
WORLD. AT LONG LAST THE 
PROGRAMMER IS FREE FROM THE 
LIMITATIONS OF THE IEEE BUS . INPUT, 
PRINT, LOAD AND SAVE TO AN 
EXTERNAL RS232 DEVICE. A 
COMPREHENSIVE ON-BOARD 
FIRMWARE PACKAGE ALLOWS ALL 
MANNER OF HITHERTO IMPOSSIBLE 
FUNCTIONS TO BE ACHIEVED 
INCLUDING KEYBOARD SELECTABLE 
CONFIGURATION WITH FULL MODEM 
CONTROL. CALL FOR A COMPLETE 
INTRODUCTION BOOKLET. 

$299.00 

ATARI AT·16 
A FULL 16K MEMORY BOARD FOR THE 
ATARI 800 COMPUTER. JUST PLUG IN , 
COMPLETELY COMPATIBLE WITH ALL 
EXISTING HARDWARE AND 
SOFTWARE. NO SPECIAL SOFTWARE 
ROUTINES, JUST PLUG IT IN AND GO. 

$119.50 

9514 Chesapeake Drive 
San Diego, CA 92123 
Tel. (714) 278-0633 
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A First Look at

the TRS-8O

Color

Computer

David D, Thornburg
Innovision

P.O. Box 1317

Los Aftos, CA 94O22

Yes, you are still reading COMPUTE - don't worry.

There are several reasons for having a review of this

new computer in this magazine. First, the TRS-80

Color Computer, at a price of $399, is probably go

ing to be among the most popular computers ever

made. Second, some industry wags contend that this

computer threatens the Atari 400 - a view I do not

share. Also, since I have historically avoided Radio

Shack computers, yet rushed to get this one, you

might want to know what the excitement is all about.

The TRS-80 Color Computer is not only the

first Radio Shack computer with no Roman

numerals in its name, it is also their first true "con

sumer" computer. I feel that this application can be

given to a product, which can be set up and used by

the average nine year old child. For example, the set

up manual devotes five pages to hooking the com

puter up to the television set (the built-in modulator

is switch selectable for channel 3 or 4). This attention

to detail is marvelous and will attract numerous first-

time computer users.

The TRS-8O Color Computer, at a price

of $399, is probably going to be among

the most popular computers ever made.

Another strong point which will help get this

computer into people's homes is its excellent styling.

The cabinet looks a bit like a silver Apple. Gone are

the klunky boxes and external transformers of the

Model I. Everything is self-contained. The keyboard

has medium travel keys which have a distinct over-

center snap to them. The keytops are sculptured and

placed for easy finger positioning which makes this

keyboard easier to use than a membrane keyboard or

the keyboard on the old PET, for example. Radio

Shack chose to use slightly smaller keytops than nor

mal, thus allowing the use of keyboard overlays

similar to those used with the Interact computer.

This requires that you be somewhat accurate in

finger positioning, but it doesn't slow you down that

much. I do find the noise from the keyboard to be a

bit annoying - somewhat like typing on a plate full of

pennys - but overall their feel is quite adequate.

The power switch, RESET button and all inter

faces emerge from the back of the computer. The

user is provided with cassette I/O, two joystick ports,

and an RS-232 connection. I consider the RS-232

port to be one of the most important features of the

computer since it makes it easy for a user to connect

this computer to information utilities like the Source.

The user Is provided with cassette I/O,

two Joystick ports, and an RS-232 con

nection.

Technical Details

The TRS-80 Color Computer uses the 6809E

microprocessor (no, I don't know why they still call

it a TRS-80) which is run at 0.895 MHz - a fraction

of its top speed. The computer came with 4k Bytes

ofRAM and an 8k Byte BASIC from Microsoft

(which appears to start a location 40960, giving lots

of room for ROM expansion). Soon one will be able

to get this machine with 16k of RAM and a new 16k

BASIC, but the 4K system is the only one being

shipped as this is being written.

I felt like I had gone back to 8 crayons

after knowing that boxes of 128 were

available elsewhere.

I had expected to see a fixed point BASIC with

limited string capability. Instead I found a floating

point BASIC with string arrays, MID$, IF-THEN-

ELSE, PRINT® (for printing at a given screen ad

dress), and lots of other useful things. This BASIC

also supports limited graphics (64 x 32 dots in 8 col

ors). I will say more about this later. Users are given

a SOUND command which produces a single tone

through the TV loudspeaker. This tone can be varied

over more than three octaves. The principal limita

tions in the BASIC are the use of short variable

names (2 characters) and the absence of exponentia

tion and all the trig functions except SIN. For many

home applications, this shouldn't present too much

of a problem, however, and I am glad that string

manipulations were not cut to save space.

Those of you who are Atari users will be disap

pointed in the TRS-80's color graphics. I felt like I

had gone back to 8 crayons after knowing that boxes

of 128 were available elsewhere. The display looks

identical in format to that on the APF Imagination

Machine - 32 characters by 16 lines of upper-case

text. Since Motorola was'active in the design of both

the APF and Radio Shack computers, this is not sur

prising. What I found distressing is that the

background color for text is set to green, and that the

numeral 4 is hard to read. However, the image

quality is quite good compared to that of the APF

computer. This may be a result of the precautions

Radio Shack had to take to make this computer meet
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Color 
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'" 
Yes, you a re sti ll readin g COMP UTE - don 't worry. 
T here are several reasons for havi ng a review of this 
new computer in this magaz ine. First, the T RS-80 
Color Com puter , at a price of S399, is probably go
ing to be amo ng the most popular computers ever 
made. Second, some industry wags contend that thi s 
computer threatens the Atari 400 - a view I do not 
share. Al so , since I have hisLOrically avoided Radio 
Shack com puters, yet rushed to get th is onc, you 
mi ght want to know what the excitement is all about. 

The T RS-80 Color Comp uter is not onl y th e 
first R adio Shack computer with no Roman 
numerals in its name, it is also their first true "con
sumer" com puter. I feel that th is application can be 
given LO a product, which can be set up and used by 
the average nine year old child . For example, the set 
up manu al devotes fi ve pages LO hooking the co m
pu ter up to the television set (the built-in modulaLOr 
is sw itch selectable fo r cha nn el 3 or 4). This attention 
to detail is marvelous and will attract numerous firsl
li me computer users. 

The TRS-80 Color Computer, at a price 
of $399, Is probably going to be among 
the most popular compufers ever made. 

Another strong point which will help get this 
computer into people's hom es is its excellent styling . 
The cabinet looks a bit like a silver Apple, Gone are 
the kJun ky boxes a nd extern al tra nsformers of the 
Model I. Everythin g is self- conta ined . The keyboard 
has medium travel keys which have a distinct over
ce nter snap LO them , T he keyLOps are sculptured and 
placed for easy fin ger positioning which makes this 
keyboard easier to use than a membra ne keyboard or 
the keyboard on the old PET, for example. R ad io 
Shack chose to use slightl y smaller keyLOps tha n nor
mal , thus allowing the use of keyboard overlays 
similar to those used with the Interact computer. 
This requires that you be somewhat accurate in 
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fin ger positionin g, bu t it does n't slow you down that 
much . I do find the noise from the keyboard LO be a 
bit annoying - somewhat like typing on a pl ate fu ll of 
penn ys - bu t overall their feel is quite adequate. 

T he power switch , R ESET bu tton and all inter
faces emerge from the back of the com puter. T he 
user is provided with cassette 110, two joystick ports, 
and an RS-232 connection . I consider the RS-232 
POrt to be one of the most im portant features of the 
computer since it makes it easy for a user to connect 
this co mputer to informatio n utilities like the Source . 

The user Is provided with cassette I/O, 
two Joystick ports, and an RS-232 con
nection. 

Technical Details 
T he TRS-80 Colo r Compu ter uses the 6809E 
microprocessor (no, I don ' t know why they st ill call 
it a TRS-80) which is run at 0. 895 MHz - a fraction 
of its top speed . The computer came with 4k Bytes 
ofRAM and an 8k Byte BASIC from M icrosoft 
(w hich appears LO start a location 40960, giving lots 
of room for R O M expansion). Soon one will be able 
to get this machine with 16k of RAM and a new 16k 
BAS IC, but the 4K system is the only one being 
shipped as this is being written. 

I felt like I had gone back to 8 crayons 
after knowing that boxes of 128 were 
available elsewhere. 

I had expected to see a fi xed point BASIC wi th 
limit ed string capability. Instead I found a fl oating 
poin t BASIC with string arrays, MID$, IF-T H EN
ELSE, PRINT@ (for printing at a given screen ad
dress) , and lots of other usefu l things. T his BASIC 
also supports limited gra phics (64 x 32 dots in 8 col
ors). I will say more about this later. Users are given 
a SOU ND command wh ich prod uces a single LOne 
through the TV loudspeaker. This LOne can be varied 
over more than three octaves. The principal lim ita
tions in th e BASIC are the use of short variable 
na mes (2 characters) and the absence of exponent ia
tion and all the trig fun ctions except SIN. For many 
home applications, this shouldn't present too much 
of a problem , however , a nd I am glad that string 
mani pulations were not cut to save space . 

Those of you who a re Ata ri use rs wi ll be disa p
pointed in the TRS-80 's color graphics. I fel t like I 
had gone back to 8 crayons after knowing that boxes 
of 128 we re available elsewhere, T he display looks 
ident ical in format to that on the APF Imagination 
M ach ine - 32 characters by 16 lines of upper-case 
text. Since Motorola was' active in the design o f both 
the APF and R adio Shack computers , this is not sur
prising. What I found distressing is that the 
background color for text is set LO green, and that the 
numeral 4 is hard to read . However, the im age 
quali ty is qui te good compared LO that of the APF 
compu ter . Th is may be a result of the precautions 
Radio Shack had to take to make this computer meet 
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the new FCC rules.

The graphics capability is provided through a

firmware shape table of mosaic characters arranged

on a 2 x 2 grid. Each element in the grid can be

"on" or "off. Elements which are "off are black,

and the "on" elements can have any of eight colors,

provided that all "on" elements in a given shape

have the same color. Plotting only works well when

the background is black. The graphics commands

{SET and RESET) take the work out of finding the

right mosaic character and give the user access to

any of the 64 x 32 picture elements. Text may be

mixed with graphics if desired.

As more RAM and a new ROM is added to

this computer, I would not be surprised to see the

graphics resolution expand to 256 x 192 picture

elements - time will tell.

The tape data rate is listed at 15OO

baud - quite Impressive.

An external cassette recorder (not included in

the $399 price tag) can be used to save programs.

Each program on the tape can have a name to

facilitate searching when several programs are on a

single tape. The tape data rate is listed at 1500 baud

- quite impressive. The SKIPF command allows

users to skip files when positioning the tape for a new

entry. PET owners often use the VERIFY command

for this purpose since it advances the tape past a pro

gram without altering either the program in the com

puter or the listing on the tape. Once I got the

volume control set properly on the tape recorder, I

had no trouble reading programs at all.

Competition ??

It has been said by more than one industry observer

that the new Radio Shack entry will provide stiff

competition to Atari. Based on my experience with

quite a few computers, I conclude that either I have

missed something in the TRS-80 Color Computer, or

that most of these industry observers have never got

ten familiar with the Atari computers. The only area

of importance in which the Radio Shack machine has

any advantage over the Atari 400 is the keyboard.

Atari graphics and sound stand in a class by

themselves. While I do prefer the Microsoft to the

Atari BASIC, the use of plug-in cartridges for all

firmware makes the Atari easier to upgrade.

We can expect their sales to be quite

formidable.

If the Radio Shack entry is going to slow down

computer sales for anyone, I would have to guess

that APF and Mattel will be in for the greatest

pressure. At $400, the TRS-80 Color Computer out

performs my 6800-based APF computer, and looks

much nicer in the home as well. The Mattell com

puter is probably going to be targeted toward the

same market with a much higher price tag.

This doesn't mean that Commodore, Apple and

Atari won't feel some pressure from this computer,

however. Besides the price advantage, the TRS-80

Color Computer holds its own on speed with the rest

of the pack, and in some cases it even gets some

speed records of its own.

As an example, I ran the following program on

the TRS-80 Color Computer, a PET, an Atari 800

and an Apple with integer (I) and floating point (F)

BASIC:

5 FORJ = 1 TO 100

10 FOR I = 1 TO 100

20 A = (I'I)/I

40 NEXT I

50 NEXTJ

The execution times (in seconds) are shown below

for each computer.

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER: 103 SEC.

APPLE (I): 52 SEC.

APPLE (F): 75 SEC.

PET: 85 SEC.

ATARI 800: 159 SEC.

As can be seen from these figures, the new Radio

Shack product is slower in executing this program

than all but the Atari computer.

Next, I added one line to the program:

30 PRINT A

and ran the experiment again with the following

results:

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER: 280 SEC.

APPLE (I): 250 SEC.

APPLE (F): 340 SEC.

PET: 500 SEC.

ATARI 800: 540 SEC.

This time the Radio Shack entry is the leader of the

floating point BASIC rate, being beat only by the

Apple integer BASIC.

This product Is definitely not a toy,

however, and I doubt that It will ever be

called a "trosh-BO"

With more than 7000 stores selling this com

puter, we can expect their sales to be quite for

midable. I feel that there is room for this computer

in the marketplace without it necessarily cutting

heavily into Apple and Atari sales. This product is

definitely not a toy, however, and I doubt that it will

ever be called a "trash-80" as its predecessor has

been.

I wonder what's next? ©

Programmers:

Send your short and simple BASIC utility

programs with a brief descriptive note to:

COMPUTE!

P.O. Box 54O6

Greensboro, NC 274O3 USA

Attn: Basically Useful BASIC
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the new FCC rules. 
The graphics capabili ty is provided through a 

firmware shape table of mosaic characters arranged 
on a 2 x 2 grid. Each element in the grid can be 
"on" or "ofr'. Elements which are "ofr ' are black, 
and the 'Ion" elemen ts can have any of eight colors, 
provided that all "on" elements in a given shape 
have the same color. Plotting only works well when 
the background is black. The graphics commands 
(SET and RESET) take the work out of finding the 
ri ght mosaic character and give the user access to 
any of the 64 x 32 picture elements. Text may be 
mixed with graphics if desired. 

As more RAM and a new ROM is added to 
this computer , I would nO[ be surprised to see the 
graphics resolution expand to 256 x 192 picture 
elements - time will tell . 

The tape data rate Is listed at 1500 
baud . quite Impressive. 

An external cassette recorder (not included in 
the $399 price tag) can be used to save programs. 
Each program on the tape can have a name to 

facilitate searching when several programs are on a 
single tape. The tape data rate is listed at 1500 baud 
- quite impressive. The SKIPF command allows 
users to skip files when positioning the lape for a new 
en try . PET owners often use the VERIFY command 
for this purpose since it advances the tape past a pro
gram without altering either the program in the com
puter or the listing on the tape. Once I got the 
volume control set properly On the tape recorder , I 
had no trouble reading programs at a ll . 

Competition 11 
It has been said by more than one industry observer 
that the new Radio Shack entry will provide stiff 
competition to Atari. Based on my experience with 
quite a few computers, I concl ude that ei ther I have 
missed something in the TRS-80 Color Computer, or 
that most of these industry observers have never got
len familiar wi th the Atari computers. The only area 
of importance in which the Radio Shack machine has 
any advantage over the Atari 400 is the keyboard. 
Atari graphics and sound stand in a class by 
themselves. While I do prefer the Microsoft to the 
Atari BASIC , the use of plug-in cartridges for al l 
firmware makes the Atari eas ier to upgrade. 

We can expect their sales to be quite 
formidable, 

If the Radio Shack entry is going to slow down 
computer sales for anyone , I would have to guess 
that APF and Mallel will be in for the greatest 
pressure. At $400, the TRS-80 Color Computer out
performs my 6800-based APF computer, and looks 
much nicer in the home as well . The Mattell com
puter is probably going to be targeted toward the 
same market with a much higher price tag. 

This doesn't mean that Commodore , Apple and 
Atari won't feel some pressure from this computer, 
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however. Besides the price advantage, the TRS-80 
Color Computer holds its own On speed with the rest 
of the pack, and in some cases it even gets some 
speed records of its own. 

As an example, I ran the fo llowing program on 
the TRS-80 Color Computer , a PET, an Atari 800 
and an Apple with integer (I) and floating point (F) 
BASIC : 

5 FORJ=I TO 100 
10 FOR I = I TO 100 
20 A = (1'1)/1 
40 NEXT I 
50 NEXT J 

'The execution times (in seconds) are shown below 
for each computer. 

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER, 103 SEC. 
APPLE (I) , 52 SEC. 
APPLE (F), 75 SEC. 
PET, 85 SEC. 
ATAR1800, 159 SEC. 

As can be seen from these fi gures, the new Radio 
Shack product is slower in executing this program 
than all but the Atari computer. 

Next, I added one line to the program: 

30 PRINT A 

and ran the experiment again with the followin g 
results: 

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER, 280 SEC. 
APPLE (I), 250 SEC. 
APPLE (F), 340 SEC. 
PET, 500 SEC. 
ATARI 800, 540 SEC. 

This time the Radio Shack entry is the leader of the 
floating point BASIC rate , being beat only by the 
Apple integer BASIC. 

This product Is definitely not a toy, 
however, and I doubt that It will ever be 
called a "trash·IO" 

With more than 7000 stores selling this com
puter , we can expect their sales to be quite for
midable. I feel that there is room for this computer 
in the marketplace withou t it necessarily cutting 
heavily into Apple and Atari sales. This product is 
definitely not a toy, however, and I doubt that it will 
ever be called a "trash-BO" as its predecessor has 
been. 

I wonder what's next? 

Programmers: 
Send your short and simple BASIC utility 
programs with a brief descriptive note to: 

COMPUTE! 
P.o. Box 5406 

Greensboro. NC 27403 USA 
Attn: Basically Useful BASIC 
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Program Listings for COMPUTE

Cursor control characters will appear in source listings

as shown below:

h=HOME , fi=CLEAR SCREEN

tf=DOWN CURSOR , T = UP CURSOR

»=RIGHT CURSOR, <=LEFT CURSOR

X=REVERSE f=REVERSE OFF

Graphics (i.e. shifted) characters will appear as the

unshifted alphanumeric character with an underline.

This does not apply to the cursor control characters.

The Spinwriter thimble doesn't have a backarrow

symbol, so a "~" is used instead.

The "-»" is used to indicate the beginning of a

continuation line. It is also used to indicate the end

of a line which ends with a space. This prevents any

spaces from being hidden.
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Program Listings for COMPUTE 
C u rsor control characters will appear in source listings 
as shown below: 

h=HOME , fi=CLEAR SCR EEN 
i =DOWN CURSOR , T=up CURSOR 
~=RIGHT CURSOR, ~ =L EFT CURSOR 
~=REVERSE , r =REVERSE OFF 

Graphics ( i.e. shi fted) characters will appear as the 
un shift ed alphanumeric character with an underlin e. 
Thi s does not apply to the cursor cont rol characters. 
The Spin writer th imble doesn't have a backarrow 
symbol, so a " ..... " is used instead. 

The " ...," is used ro indica te the beginn in g of a 
con tinu ation line. It is a lso used to in dica te the end 
of a line wh ich ends with a space. This prevents any 
spaces from being h idden. © 
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The Great
American Solution

Machine.
Meet Commodore. The busi

ness computer that's providing

solutions for more than 100,000

people all over the world. Built

by one of the pioneers in office

machines. With a reputation for

quality that can only come from

vertical integration of the total

manufacturing process. Commo
dore builds,, not assembles.

Compare Commodore's word

and data processing capabilities
with computers costing twice or

even three times as much. You'll

see why so many small busi

nesses are turning to Commodore

for solutions to problems as var
ied as these:

D A car leasing company's cus

tomers were terminating too early

for account profitability. Solu
tion: A 16K Commodore. It

analyzes cash flow on over 1200

accounts, identifies those for

early penalties, and even writes

up lease contracts. Commodore
paid for itself within weeks.

□ A law firm needed a high

quality, easy-to-use, affordable

word processing system.

Solution: Commodore plus

its WordPro software pack

age. At a $6,000 savings.

D A gasoline retailer needed to

inventory, order and set prices;

determine Federal and state

income taxes; and comply with

Federal pricing and allocation

regulations. All done daily,
weekly, monthly and yearly.

Solution: Commodore. It keeps

his business on track—and Uncle
Sam off his back.

□ A paint and wallpaper store

had to inventory over 600 expen
sive wallpaper lines for

profitability, monitor distributor
sales, set and track salesmen's

goals, and help the customer
select the right size, pattern and

quantity. Solution: Two 32K

Commodore com

puters, floppy

disk and

printer.

Commodore

does it all—

and account

ing, too.

In applica

tions like

these,

and many more, Commodore

solves the problems that stand in

the way of increased profitability.

Commodore can provide the solu
tion in your Great American bus

iness, too. Find out more by call

ing or writing any of Commo

dore's District Sales Offices.
COSTA MESA, CA 2955 N. Air

way Avenue 92626. (714) 979-6307.

SANTA CLARA, CA3330 Scott
Boulevard 95051. (408) 727-1130.

DECATUR, GA 5360 Snapfinger

Woods Drive 30035. (404) 987-3311.
BENSENVILLE, IL 790 Maple
Lane 60106. (312) 595-5990.

NORRISTOWN, PA

950 Rittenhouse Road 19401.

(215) 666-7950.

DALLAS, TX 4350 Beltwood

Parkway South 75234.

(214) 387-0006.

Commodore Business Machines,

Inc., Computer Sales Division,

Valley Forge Corporate Center.

950 Ritten

house Road,

commodore

The Great 
American Solution 

Machine. 
Meet Commodore. The busi

ness computer that's providing 
solutions for more than 100,000 
people all over the world. Built 
by one of the pioneers in office 
machines. With a reputation for 
quality that can only come from 
vertical integration of the total 
manufacturing process. Commo
dore builds, not assembles. 

Compare Commodore's word 
and data processing capabilities 
with computers costing twice or 
even three times as much. You'll 
see why so many small busi
nesses are turning to Commodore 
for solutions to problems as var
ied as these: 
o A car leasing company's cus
tomers were terminating too early 
for account profitability. Solu
tion: A 16K Commodore. It 
analyzes cash flow on over UOO 
accounts, identifies those for 
early penalties, and even writes 
up lease contracts. Commodore 
paid for itself within weeks. 
o A law firm needed a high · 
quality, easy-to-use, affordable 
word processing system. 
Solution: Commodore plus 
its WordPro software pack-

0 - caM ....... --- --

age. At a $6,000 savings. 
o A gasoline retailer needed to 
inventory, order and set prices; 
determine Federal and state 
income taxes; and comply with 
Federal pricing and allocation 
regulations. All done daily, 
weekly, monthly and yearly. 
Solution: Commodore. It keeps 
his business on track-and Uncle 
Sam off his back. 
o A paint and wallpaper store 
had to inventory over 600 expen
sive wallpaper lines for 
profitability, monitor distributor 
sales, set and track salesmen's 
goals, and help the customer 
select the right size, pattern and 
quantity. Solution: Two 32K 

Commodore com-
puters, floppy 

disk and 
printer. 
Commodore 
does it all

and account
ing, too. 

In applica
tions like 

these, 

and many more, Commodore 
solves the problems that stand in 
the way of increased profitability. 
Commodore can prOVIde the solu
tion in your Great American bus
iness, too. Find out more by call
ing or writing any of Commo
dore's District Sales Offices. 
COSTA MESA, CA 2955 N. Air
way Avenue 92626. (714) 979-6307. 
SANTA CLARA, CA 3330 Scott 
Boulevard 95051. (408) 727-1130. 
DECATUR, GA 5360 Snapfinger 
Woods Drive 30035. (404) 987-3311. 
BENSENVILLE, IL 790 Maple 
Lane 60106. (3U) 595-5990. 
NORRISTOWN, PA 
950 Rittenhouse Road 19401. 
(215) 666-7950. 
DALLAS, TX 4350 Beltwood 
Parkway South 75234. 
(214) 387-0006. 
Commodore Business Machines, 
Inc., Computer Sales Divis ion, 
Valley Forge Corporate Center. 
950 Ritten
house Road , 
Norristown, 
PA 19401. I~ 

commodore 


